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ABSTRACT

Acoustic data from a large study on actor portrayals of vocally expressed emotions are reanalyzed on the basis of the differences in the accuracy of recognition of the voice samples used. The results show differentiated patterns with respect to the similarity and variability of the mean acoustic profiles for well versus poorly recognized portrayals.

INTRODUCTION

Banse & Scherer [1] report a large-scale study on the expression of emotion in multiple communication modalities, in which 12 professional actors were asked to portray 14 emotions varying in intensity and valence or quality. The results on decoding replicate and extend earlier findings demonstrating the ability of judges to infer vocally expressed emotions with much better than chance accuracy for a large number of emotions. Consistently found differences in the recognizability of different emotions are also replicated. A total of 224 different portrayals, 16 per emotion category, were subjected to digital acoustic analysis to obtain profiles of vocal parameters for different emotions, using a large set of acoustic variables. The data provide first indications that vocal parameters not only index the degree of intensity typical for different emotions but also differentiate valence or quality aspects. In particular, the data are used to test theoretical predictions on vocal patterning based on Scherer's component process model of emotion [2]. While most hypotheses are supported, others need to be revised on the basis of the empirical evidence.

Discriminant analysis and jack-knifing were used to determine how well the 14 emotions can be differentiated on the basis of the vocal parameters measured. The results show remarkably high hit rates and patterns of confusion that closely mirror those found for listener-judges. One of the major results of this study was the identification of typical acoustic profiles for 14 major emotions. However, the portrayals used to compute these profiles varied substantially in the extent to which their emotional content was recognized by listener-judges, despite the fact that they had been presented for clarity of emotional expression. In this study we report a new, secondary analysis of the earlier data set in order to examine potential differences between acoustic profiles for portrayals that are and that are not well recognized by listener judges. One can argue that portrayals that are well recognized on the basis of vocal expression alone represent prototypical examples of vocal emotion communication. In consequence, their acoustic profiles should represent more closely the acoustic parameters which index different emotional speaker states in natural speech. In contrast poorly recognized portrayals should show greater parameter variation and a less pronounced profile.

METHOD

The mean accuracy of the judgments (computed on the basis of recognition scores ranging from 0 to 12, corresponding to the number of judges who correctly categorized each of the intended emotions as portrayed by the actors) was used to split the vocal utterances into two groups: well recognized vs. poorly recognized (yielding an average score of 8.5 for the well recognized stimuli as compared to 3.2 for the poorly recognized). The respective profiles over 29 acoustic parameters reported previously [1] were computed separately for the two groups of stimuli.

RESULTS

Splitting the utterances produced two groups of utterances for each emotion with substantially different mean recognition scores except in the cases of disgust (difference in means = 2.6) and shame (difference in means = 3.2). These two emotions were badly recognized overall (with overall mean recognition scores of 1.5 and 3.2 respectively) and thus the small difference between the well and poorly recognized groups might be explained as a floor effect. It is likely that the actors found it very difficult to express these emotions and in groping for ways of expressing the requested emotion, either did not produce systematic changes to the vocal signal or consistently produced utterances which were confused with another emotion.

The correlation between the mean profiles for well recognized utterances and those for poorly recognized utterances for each emotion was calculated to provide a measure of profile similarity. The emotions can be divided into three classes; those with low, medium and high correlations between the well versus poorly recognized sample profiles respectively.

The utterances expressing disgust (r=0.02) and interest (r=0.12) fall into the low correlation class. As mentioned previously, disgust had a poor overall recognition score. This can be attributed to the lack of any consistent acoustic profile, as shown in Figure 1, and is consistent with previous studies of disgust which show the emotion to be difficult to recognize in speech [3, p.190]. Possibly, the expression of disgust typically involves the use of affect bursts.

Figure 1. Acoustic profiles of all disgust (top) and hot anger (bottom) utterances, with the mean profiles shown as the dark lines (Acoustic parameters: a) F0 measures b) energy and duration measures, c) high-low frequency ratio, d) voiced spectral parameters, e) unvoiced spectral parameters: see Banse and Scherer [1], Table 6, for a full explanation of the acoustic variables).
rather than the nonverbal modulation of fluent speech [4]. In contrast, interest had a high overall mean recognition score of 11. It is possible that, of the 29 acoustic parameters making up each profile, only a few are used in the expression of interest. Other parameters not measured in the study, such as the type of F0 contour, could play an important part in the expression of interest. Thus the profiles measured in this analysis would not be very well defined despite the high recognition of the utterances.

Utterances expressing the emotions of happiness, cold anger, boredom, pride and panic have medium sized correlations between well and poorly recognized group profiles (ranging from $r = .37$ for pride to $.58$ for cold anger). These emotions have medium overall recognition scores, implying that the actors were able to express the emotions reasonably well but that there was still considerable variability in the utterances. An examination of profiles indicates that the mean profiles for the poorly recognized utterances are quite similar in shape to those of the well recognized utterances, but usually involve smaller magnitudes. It is possible then that, in these cases, the poorly recognized utterances do not contain sufficient modulation of the relevant acoustic parameters to be identified accurately.

With the exception of shame, all the emotions with high correlations between well and poorly recognized utterances had medium to high overall recognition scores. These utterances are generally characterized by well defined acoustic profiles (e.g. the hot anger profile in Figure 1), which would presumably be responsible for the correct recognition of the intended emotion. It is possible that for those emotions which only had medium recognition scores, one or two acoustic parameters which are essential for the expression of the emotion are inconsistently used by the actors. Such idiosyncratic modulation of only a few parameters would not greatly affect the profile correlations. Thus whilst the profiles are consistent and highly correlated, some single important acoustic parameters may vary between actors, leading to poorer recognition of some utterances. It is also possible that in some cases, a number of poorly recognized utterances were not characterized by consistent profiles, due to high variability between speakers. In the cases of sadness and despair, there were significantly higher between-utterance variances for poorly recognized as opposed to well recognized utterances ($t=3.1$, $p<0.05$ and $t=2.7$, $p<0.05$ respectively). Thus the poorly recognized sets of utterances for these emotions did not represent prototypical emotion profiles.

Although utterances expressing shame had well defined profiles, they were very poorly recognized. Comparison of the acoustic profiles of sadness and shame indicates that actors may have been using the sadness prototype when trying to express shame. It is conceivable that, faced with difficulties expressing shame, actors reverted to the more familiar expression of sadness. This is supported not only by the similarity of the profiles for shame and sadness (Figure 2), but also by the large percentage of times shame utterances were falsely categorized as sadness by the judges in the study of Banse and Scherer [1].

CONCLUSIONS

It is apparent that studying actor portrayals of vocal emotion expression can reveal much about the nature of the acoustic parameters involved in the identification of emotion by a listener. At the same time certain emotions either do not seem amenable to consistent portrayal by actors or are not readily recognized by listeners. Certain emotions, such as hot anger and boredom, are portrayed using highly prototypical acoustic profiles which are easily produced by actors and accurately decoded by listeners. Others, while also characterized by quite consistent profiles, are not as well recognized, possibly due to the inability of actors to completely control all the aspects of voice or speech relevant to that emotion. This might be explained in terms of involuntary physiological changes to the vocal apparatus during real emotional episodes, which are inaccessible to voluntary production by actors. Still other emotions, such as interest, although well recognized by listeners, seem to be communicated by suprasegmental features other than long term average modulation of the speech signal. Temporal changes in speech parameters such as F0 might be the primary method of encoding such emotions. Finally, disgust would seem to be universally badly encoded and recognized in speech. This could be due to the fact that disgust is more often expressed by brief affect bursts or interjections rather than by modulation of continuous speech.

The secondary analysis of the data set in [1] has shown the utility of using decoding data (i.e. contrasting well versus poorly recognized portrayals) to better understand the role of the encoding of vocally portrayed emotions (as measured by the variation of acoustic profiles). The results of the comparison yield a number of hypotheses which are amenable to further empirical research.
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TOWARDS ACOUSTIC PROFILES OF PHONATORY QUALITIES
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ABSTRACT

Voluntary modulations in the mode of phonation constitute an important resource speakers use for the paralinguistic signalling of attitude and emotion. As a first step towards providing profiles of a range of phonatory qualities, this paper presents brief illustrative sketches of some acoustics characteristics associated with modal, tense, breathy/lax, whispery, and creaky voice, as described in [1]. The principal analytic technique on which these illustrations are based was interactive inverse filtering. Source characteristics were measured on the basis of a parametric model of the voice source (the LF model, [2]) fitted to the output of the inverse filter, and from spectral analyses.

INTRODUCTION

Individuals differ in terms of the habitual phonation quality they use, in a way that reflects not only the physical characteristics of their vocal apparatus, but also the linguistic and social group they belong to. As is outlined in the presentation by Laver (this session), speakers also make voluntary short term changes to their mode of phonation as a way of signalling their attitude, mood or emotion. The paralinguistic significance of some phonatory qualities may tend to be universal (e.g. whispery voice tends to give the impression of confidentiality), whereas in other cases, it may be culture or language specific (e.g., creaky voice is associated with bored resignation for some speakers of English).

Our understanding of this aspect of vocal communication is still quite limited. The relative paucity of systematic, quantitative work in this field does not reflect its importance but rather the lack of analytic tools and the many methodological difficulties presented by this kind of research. As a starting point, one needs to be able to make detailed and reliable analyses of the acoustic and physiological correlates of different voice qualities, laryngeal and supralaryngeal. Then there is the difficulty of eliciting appropriate samples of speech. On the one hand, emotionally coloured spontaneous speech would be highly desirable, but on the other hand, reliable analytic comparisons may depend on the speech material being very controlled (more on this in the Conclusions).

This paper presents illustrative sketches of a number of phonatory qualities, based on exploratory work carried out by the authors in recent years [3,4]. The illustrations are of course tentative, being based on a detailed analysis of just a few utterances spoken with a few of the phonatory qualities that speakers are known to exploit for paralinguistic signalling. The qualities chosen were from the set described by Laver [1], whose descriptions serve as a starting point for our analyses.

DEscribing the source

The main analysis technique involved inverse filtering of the speech pressure waveform. In order to obtain quantifiable results, a parametric model of differentiated glottal flow (the LF-model, [2]) was matched to the output of the inverse filter. Both the inverse filtering and the matching procedure were carried out for each glottal cycle, using specially designed interactive software allowing optimisation in both the time and frequency domains [5]. From the matched model a number of parameters were subsequently measured. The ones we focused on particularly were EE, RA, RK, RG, OQ and UP. These are explained briefly here, but for a more detailed description, see [7].

EE is the excitation strength and is measured as the negative amplitude of the differentiated flow at the moment of maximum discontinuity. It corresponds to the overall intensity of the signal, so that an increase in EE amplifies all frequency components.

RA is a measure of the return phase (dynamic leakage), which is the residual flow from excitation to complete closure. The acoustic consequence of the return phase is a steeper spectral slope. A large RA corresponds to greater attenuation of the higher frequencies.

RK is a measure of the skew of the glottal pulse: a larger value means a more symmetrical pulse shape. RG is a measure that relates to the duration of the opening branch of the glottal pulse. RK and RG together determine the open quotient, OQ, and they mainly affect the levels of the lower harmonics in the source spectrum. Note that in our definition of OQ, the open phase does not include the interval of the return phase.

UP is the peak glottal airflow, measured only for the oscillatory component of the glottal wave. In our data, UP was calculated indirectly from the other parameters, using a formula suggested by [6].

Aspiration noise is an important source parameter, particularly in breathy and whispery voice. We do not include it in our descriptions, simply because we had no reliable way of measuring it.

Spectral measurements from narrow band spectral sections were also carried out, both on the speech output signal (e.g., Figure 6) and on the source signal, output of the inverse filter (e.g., Figures 2, 3 and 4). Fuller details on these are provided below.

Figure 1. Three laryngeal parameters of muscular tension, after [1].

ACOUSTIC PROFILES

In this section we attempt to illustrate some of the acoustic characteristics of the following phonatory qualities: modal, tense, breathy/lax, whispery and creaky. Although the breathy and lax qualities were separately recorded and analysed, they are rather similar qualities and are treated under a single heading below. Following Laver's descriptions [1] the physiological correlates of these phonatory qualities are presented in terms of three hypothesised dimensions of muscular tension, schematically shown in Figure 1. Adductive tension results from contraction of the interarytenoid muscles and is the force which draws the arytenoids together so that the cartilaginous glottis is adducted. Medial compression results primarily from contraction of the lateral cricoarytenoid muscle (although the thyroarytenoid muscle can also contribute). It is defined as the force which causes approximation of the vocal processes of the arytenoids so that the ligamental glottis is closed. Longitudinal tension is the tension in the vocal folds which results from contraction of the vocalis and cricothyroid muscles, whose primary function is the control of pitch. (For additional descriptions of voice quality see [8,9].)

The illustrations below of acoustic properties are based on analysis of two
words spoken with the six qualities mentioned above. These words were extracted from recordings of materials read by a male phonetician, who was well practised in the Laver system. The recordings included the Rainbow passage and a number of nonsense words inserted into a carrier frame.

Figures 2, 3 and 4 below illustrate source characteristics in the first vowel of the nonsense word babber, which occurred in the frame Say --- again. Figure 2 shows individual spectral sections of the voice source for four phonatory qualities at approximately the midpoint of the vowel. In Figure 3 are shown for these same qualities schematic source spectra, averaged for an interval corresponding approximately to four glottal cycles in the middle of the vowel. These were obtained in the following way. First of all, the spectrum was flattened by adding 6 dB per octave relative to L0. The spectrum up to 4 kHz was then divided into four frequency bands of 1 kHz. Within each band the average amplitude of the harmonics was calculated and shown relative to L0. By doing this we should get an idea of how the spectral slope for each of the four qualities deviates from the "ideal" slope of -6 dB per octave in the differentiated glottal flow (the horizontal zero line). In Figure 4 are shown for five qualities the relative levels of the first two harmonics in the source spectrum, measured at the approximate midpoint of the vowel. Figure 5 illustrates the pulse-by-pulse variation in some of the measured source parameters for the first six glottal cycles of the word strikes, taken from the Rainbow passage. Finally, Figure 6 illustrates the relative levels of F1 and H1 for approximately the same interval of this word.

**Modal**

Modal voice is the quality "which phonetic theory assumes takes place in ordinary voicing, when no specific feature is explicitly changed or added (p. 95)" [1]. For this quality, adductive tension, medial compression and longitudinal tension are thought to be moderate, and the ligamental and cartilaginous glottis are thought to vibrate as a single unit. The vocal fold vibration is further described as regularly periodic and efficient, with full glottal closure and thus, without audible glottal friction noise. Recent studies suggest, however, that incomplete glottal closure may be very common even in what is perceived as modal voice [10] and particularly in female speech.

In our analyses, this quality emerged as a relatively efficient mode of phonation, with a fairly strong excitation (EE) and fairly limited dynamic leakage (RA). For an illustration of some source parameter values in the word strikes, see Figure 5. The source spectrum for this quality in the vowel babber exhibited a slope that is slightly greater than the "ideal" description of -12 dB per octave (or -6 dB in the differentiated flow: see Figure 3).

It is important to bear in mind that utterances spoken with modal (or indeed any) quality exhibit considerable dynamic variation as a function of the prosodic and segmental context [7, 11, 12].

**Tense**

At the laryngeal level, tense voice is thought to involve increased adductive tension and medial compression. The term "pressed phonation" is sometimes used for this quality. A higher degree of tension is likely to be found in the entire production system, and this will have consequences for the respiratory system (a raised subglottal pressure) as well as for the supralaryngeal articulation.

In our measures of tense voice (see, for example, source data in Figure 5) the glottal pulse exhibited a very low dynamic leakage (RA), showing a rather instantaneous closure of the vocal folds. The related frequency measure FA was generally higher than for all the other qualities measured in these contexts, and this would imply a flatter spectrum. Relative to modal phonation, the glottal pulse was rather skewed (low RK), the open quotient was lower (low OQ) and RG was higher. The effects of a high RG can be seen in the boosting of H2 relative to H1 for this quality (see illustration for babber in Figure 4). Overall, the higher frequencies in the spectrum are relatively dominant. One can get some impression of the relative balance of the lower and higher components of the spectrum from Figure 6 where, for strikes, the level of F1 (L1) is shown relative to that of H1 (L0). Note the very high L1 of tense as compared to modal phonation. It is worth noting that for this particular utterance, the excitation (EE) was less
strong for tense than for modal voice (see Figure 5). Thus, the greater intensity of the former in the speech output signal is determined in this instance by these other characteristics of the glottal pulse discussed above.

![Figure 4. Relative amplitudes of H1 and H2 in source spectra of [e] in babber, five qualities. Values shown in absolute terms (upper panel) and normalised to $L_0$ of modal voice (lower panel).](image)

**Breathy/Lax**

Breathy voice is described as having minimal adductive tension, low longitudinal tension and weak medial compression, with the result that the vocal folds never come fully together and generate audible friction noise. At the laryngeal level, lax voice is described as being rather similar to breathy voice. It may differ in the extent to which laryngeal tensions are reduced: Laver suggests that lax voice may be slightly closer to modal than breathy voice. It is further postulated as having a lesser degree of tension in the entire speech apparatus.

As expected, the glottal pulse for both breathy and lax voice had rather high dynamic leakage (RA): see source values for lax voice in Figure 5. The related frequency measure FA is lower than for modal voice. The glottal pulse also has a high open quotient (OQ) with a long opening branch (low RG). These last characteristics contribute to the relative boosting of H1, a frequently observed spectral characteristic. See for example, the relatively strong H1 for breathy voice in the upper panel of Figure 4, and the rather low values for $L_1$ relative to $L_0$ for lax voice in Figure 6.

**Whispery**

At the laryngeal level whispery voice is thought to be characterised by low adductive tension and moderate longitudinal tension. The degree of medial compression may vary, and with it the size of the triangular opening of the cartilaginous glottis. With weak whisper medial compression is moderate and the opening may include part of the ligamental glottis. Whisper with a higher intensity is thought to have higher medial compression and a smaller opening of the cartilaginous glottis. It is suggested that laryngeal vibration is confined to the portion of the ligamental glottis which is adducted, and the whispery component to the opening between the arytenoids.

Whispery and breathy voice may form an auditory continuum. Although there may be no clear border line [1], they may nevertheless be auditorily distinguished by the relative dominance of the periodic and noise components: the noise component would be relatively greater for whispery voice, whereas the periodic component would be dominant in breathy voice.

In our measurements, the glottal pulse for whispery voice was found to differ from that of breathy voice in the considerably weaker excitation (EE), the higher dynamic leakage (RA), highest of all measured samples, and in the smaller open quotient (OQ). Calculated peak airflow values (UP) were also considerably lower. As a correlate of these last two factors, one would expect H1 to be less boosted than for breathy voice, and this can be seen, for example, in the upper panel of Figure 4, where the levels of H1 and H2 are shown in absolute terms for babber. As can be seen in the lower panel of this figure, however, the relative levels of H1 and H2 are very similar, presumably because of the steeper spectral slope of whispery voice.

![Figure 5. Source data for EE, RA, FA and OQ in the first six glottal cycles of strikes, for five phonatory qualities.](image)

![Figure 6. The levels of F1 ($L_1$) relative to H1 ($L_0 = 0$ dB) for the first 80 ms in strikes for five phonatory qualities.](image)
This last can be seen in Figure 3, and is a clear consequence of the very high RA and low FA values.

Creaky

Creaky voice, being a mix of creak and voicing, is likely to involve the high adductive tension, high medial compression and low longitudinal tension, characteristic of creak. In the production of creak, the folds are thought to be relatively thick and compressed. The ventricular folds may also be somewhat adducted, so that their inferior surfaces come in contact with the superior surfaces of the true vocal folds, resulting in a rather thick vibrating structure. Because of the high adductive tension only the ligamental glottis is thought to vibrate. The \( f_0 \) and amplitude of consequent glottal pulses are described to be irregular and the airflow rate has been observed to be very low [8].

In our recordings of creaky voice, the occurrence of creak was intermittent, in the sense of irregularity in successive glottal pulses. It did not occur in the word babber but did in the word strikes. In the latter, there is a clear alternation of two very different types of glottal pulse (see Figure 5). One is efficient, with a reasonably strong excitation (though not as strong as for modal), very low dynamic leakage (RA) and consequently a high FA. The other pulse is inefficient, with a very weak excitation, very high dynamic leakage (and a low FA). These two types of pulses should have very different source spectra. Both pulses show a relatively high degree of skew (low RK), a low open quotient and a high RG. The short open phase and the low calculated UP which are also found here are consistent with the low airflow rate reported for this quality and should affect the lower end of the spectrum by reducing its level. Note in Figure 6, that despite fluctuations, \( L_1 \) dominates \( L_0 \). Given the long closed phase, there is less damping and this could also contribute to the strong ringing of \( F_1 \).

In the babber utterance successive glottal pulses were not irregular and resembled more the strong efficient type of pulse described above. Note the strong H2 and rather weak H1 for this quality in Figure 4 and the relative dominance of higher frequencies in Figure 3. In many ways, the spectral characteristics of this quality resembled those of tense voice.

CONCLUSIONS

We would emphasise that these illustrations are tentative and should not be taken as definitive accounts but rather as a first step toward more comprehensive profiles of different phonatory qualities. This is not only because they are based on a very limited number of utterances. Other factors need to be borne in mind when it comes to interpreting these kinds of source data.

First of all, cross-speaker variation can be quite large. For example, in the important source parameter RA, we have observed cross-speaker differences as great or greater than the differences shown here for a single speaker who has intentionally varied his voice quality. We feel therefore, that the relevant measures of phonatory quality may need to be expressed in terms of deviations from a given speaker's baseline values, rather than in absolute terms. A similar point has been made by other researchers, e.g., [13] as a result of trying to characterise linguistically distinctive phonatory qualities.

Another factor, alluded to briefly before, concerns the considerable dynamic variation that can occur within a single voice quality. These variations appear to be (at least sometimes) conditioned by the prosodic and segmental context and have been illustrated in earlier work [7, 11, 12, 14]. This consideration seriously constrains the kinds of speech materials that can usefully be compared using these analysis techniques. Furthermore, profiles of individual phonatory qualities cannot be static, but will need to take account of this dynamic modulation.

Clearly, there is much work to be done before one will have available comprehensive descriptions of the acoustic correlates of particular phonatory qualities. Yet even partial descriptions may provide useful reference material for looking at more spontaneously occurring speech, where the mode of phonation has been varied for paralinguistic purposes. Furthermore, such descriptions should eventually provide a basis for resynthesis, which should allow one to explore directly the paralinguistic colouring associated with individual voice qualities.
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PROSODIC ANALYSIS OF BABBLING AND FIRST WORDS: A COMPARISON OF ENGLISH AND FRENCH

Marilyn May Vibhan (Southeastern Louisiana University), Barbara L. Davis (University of Texas at Austin) and Rory DePaolis (Southeastern Louisiana University)

ABSTRACT

Prosodic analysis was undertaken for disyllabic vocalizations sampled during the transition to language in four children, two acquiring English and two French. Early mastery was predicted for prosodic parameters whose natural manifestations are supported by the stress system of the ambient language (final lengthening in French, joint increase in pitch and amplitude on the first syllable in English). Results supported the model for stress acquisition in French but not in English.

INTRODUCTION

The present study is part of a long-term effort to trace the child's course from phonetic mastery, or emergent speech motor control, to phonological systems in the transition to language. By comparing profiles over time for children acquiring different languages it is possible to begin to distinguish among the relevant phonetic abilities, identifying (1) those which are available from the beginning of speech production, (2) those which emerge under the specific influence of the ambient language, and (3) those which are acquired more gradually, with wide variation at first across individual children exposed to the same language. Although the acquisition of segmental, syllabic and prosodic patterns necessarily involves a complex interaction between these different abilities, recent work has begun to map out some developmental aspects of the phonetic "territory" as far as segmental patterns are concerned. For example, early influence of the ambient language has been found in the prosodic period in characteristics of the vowel space [2] and in the proportion of labials produced (at about 10 months [3]), despite the fact that in the languages in question (Arabic, Cantonese, English and French for vowel space, English, French, Japanese and Swedish for labials) the children's productions generally agree in showing low front and central vowels and front consonants (labials and dental/alveolars).

There is reason to expect prosodic parameters - essentially, variation in pitch, duration, and loudness - to be particularly salient to children and thus to reflect ambient language influence particularly early. The idea, advanced by Lewis among others [4], that both the physical dimensions and the affective content of the prosody of infant-directed speech attracts the child's attention long before he or she has begun to recognize segmental patterns has received strong support from experimental studies of perception over the past decade [5, 6]. Furthermore, advances in the discrimination of ambient vs. foreign language and in differential response to normally segmented vs. interrupted speech units have been shown to be based almost entirely on prosody within the first six months of life [7]. Only in the latter part of the first year, after the child has begun to produce canonical babbling [8] and is thus equipped with a rhythmic motor frame for speech [9], do we find evidence of comparable perceptual advances based on the phonetic content of the speech stream. From the point of view of production, prosody characterizes whole units (sequences of syllables, words, phrases), and thus might be expected to be accessible for accurate replication earlier than individual consonant-vowel sequences, since early phonology is thought to be based on holistic units, not individual segments [10, 11, 12]. Finally, an understanding of the development of prosody is of considerable importance for phonological development insofar as the dual role of rhythm as a regulator of motor behavior in general and of speech production in particular (the constraints of each language defining the particular manifestations of the requirement of rhythmicity in speech) may be seen to constitute an essential link between biological and linguistic structure [13].

However, prosodic analysis - especially with regard to stress-accent systems - presents challenges not found in the analysis of segmental patterns. Although amplitude, pitch and duration are in principle individually controllable components of the adult production system, they are tightly intercorrelated in stressed syllables - and their developmental patterns need not be the same. It is thus not surprising that while cross-linguistic prosodic analyses have indeed suggested early influence of the ambient language [14, 15, 16, 17], few longitudinal studies have been published to date. The present study provides preliminary results from a planned longitudinal comparison encompassing the transition from prelinguistic vocalizations to a vocabulary of 50 words or more in four languages, with five to ten subjects in each language group.

Finally, since the percept of stress - a linguistic, not a physical parameter - is multiply determined and is not a "natural" component of prelinguistic production, two quite different approaches are possible: the "top-down" approach begins by evaluating infant vocalizations for the presence of something that sounds like stress; acoustic analysis is then undertaken to attempt to ascertain the physical base for that percept [18, 19]. The "bottom-up" approach, which we will follow here, avoids adult perceptual judgments of stress in the infants' productions and focusses acoustic analysis on differences between the syllables of a disyllabic vocalization [cf. also 20].

The prosodic systems of English and French

The stress systems of English vs. French present sharp and measurable contrasts. In the lexicon used with one-year-olds, English has a predominantly trochaic rhythm [21]. That is, the concomitants of stress - considerably higher amplitude, pitch change, and a full (i.e., not reduced) and somewhat longer vowel [22] - together characterize the first ("stressed") syllable of most of the two-syllable words the children hear. In French, on the other hand, stress is phrase-final in the adult system, meaning that early words are necessarily iambic, and the stressed syllable is characterized by pitch change and vowel lengthening but a decrease in amplitude [23]. In addition, a relatively higher percentage of French phrases end in rising pitch in comparison with English [24]. Finally, although the adult models for the early words of children learning English typically bear initial stress, they are also characterized by a degree of final-syllable lengthening [23].

The problems posed for the child learner by the two contrasting prosodic systems are correspondingly different. Let us suppose that there is an inherent tendency to final syllable lengthening (as suggested by Laufer [25]), but that the placement of relatively greater amplitude or of the major pitch change point of a unifying prosodic envelope is free to vary, depending on the child's whim - or perhaps on degree of sensitivity to the adult model. Let us assume further (as suggested by Allen [26]) that the natural physiological tendency is to increase amplitude and pitch together. Early accommodation to the stress pattern of French, then, would involve (increasingly with lexical development, as the child "enters into the adult language").
- exaggeration of the natural tendency to final syllable lengthening.
- placement of pitch change on the final syllable.
- use of a relatively high proportion of rising pitch contours;

With regard to amplitude, no developmental trend is expected, since the natural tendency to increase amplitude with pitch is in conflict with the phonetic manifestation of stress in the adult model (decrease in amplitude on the last syllable).

For children acquiring English, on the other hand, we expect no developmental trend with regard to duration, in view of the conflict between lengthening as a concomitant of stress (on the initial syllable) and as a feature of phrase-final position; we do expect (increasingly, with lexical development):

- placement of pitch change on the initial syllable;
- use of a relatively smaller proportion of rising contours;
- higher amplitude on the first syllable.

In summary, then, we are testing the following broad hypotheses:

1. Cross-linguistic differences in several prosodic parameters will be apparent by the end of the study, when the children have acquired a sizable lexicon, but not by the first two sessions, which are largely prelinguistic;

2. A developmental trend toward a significant difference between first and second syllable will be evident by the end of the study for amplitude in English and for duration in French;

3. A significant increase in mean Fo will mark the second syllable in French as more rising contours are produced, while a smaller increase in Fo will mark the first syllable in English, as falling contours continue to predominate. In addition, pitch range will increase on the second syllable in French, due to the occurrence of both rising and falling contours.

SUBJECTS AND DATA
Data from four children were selected from two groups followed longitudinally as they acquired English and French. All of the children were audiorecorded on a weekly (Austin, Texas) or biweekly (Paris, France) basis in spontaneous play sessions in the home over the period of transition from babbling to words; each of the children wore a small microphone hidden in the pocket of a cloth vest.

Four sessions were identified for analysis on the basis of lexical advance: A 0-word session, in which fewer than 4 different recognizable word types were produced spontaneously, and 4-word, 15-word and 25-word sessions, roughly corresponding to a cumulative vocabulary of 10, 30 and 50 words [27]. The children's ages ranges were 9-18 months (English) and 9-17 months (French). Twenty disyllabic vocalizations (including both words and babble) were selected for analysis at each of the four word points for each infant.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS
Disyllables were extracted from the audio recordings and digitally recorded. Commercially available software (Computerized Speech Laboratory, Soundscope) was used to measure the three main correlates of stress: fundamental frequency, intensity and duration. Fundamental frequency was based on inspection of the narrow band spectogram as well as on automatic pitch contour analysis (peak-picking and autocorrelation). Mean and peak intensity were derived from the vowel segment of the waveform and computed by the software programs. The extent of the syllable rime was estimated from the wide band spectogram. Rime initiation was taken to be at the onset of the first broad spectrum glottal pulse, termination at the point of marked decrease in higher formant energy. In the case of transition to or from glides and liquids, the transition was divided between consonant and vowel segments. Rime duration was then measured automatically.

RESULTS
The small sample size - two subjects in each language group - affords little power for informal statistical analysis. Nevertheless, we performed a 2 (languages) by 2 (subjects) by 4 (word point) analysis of variance on four measures (amplitude and duration for first to second syllable-rime ratios and mean F0 for first and second syllable, with "language" and "word point" as fixed effects. The only significant result was a language-group difference in second-syllable pitch (p<.05, one-tailed). Other apparent effects (language group effects for amplitude ratio and first-syllable pitch) failed to attain statistical significance.

Direct inspection of the measurements obtained does permit us to draw tentative conclusions regarding the nature and degree of ambient language influence on early prosodic development. We will take up each of the prosodic variables in turn.

Duration
Figure 1 displays mean duration of the first and second syllable rimes for all four subjects. Despite differences in absolute duration (note the extremely high values for N), the relationship between the length of the two syllable rimes for each child reveals a consistent within-group effect. The French children (Laurent and Charles) differ at the 0-word point but are closely alike in the last two sessions, in which final syllable lengthening is clearly established. Figure 2 displays the first- to second-rime ratio for the French children, revealing convergence on a ratio of about 1:1.6, which corresponds closely to earlier accounts for both adults [23, 28] and children [26]. On the other hand, the two American children show contrasting trends: Final syllable lengthening decreases steadily across sessions for Nico (to 1.98 at the last session) but increases from the 4-word point on for Cameron (to 1:1.6).

Amplitude
The two French children show contrary developmental trends in the first- to second-syllable ratio for intensity (Figure 3), with one of the children (Charles) showing higher amplitude on the second syllable at the 4- and 25-word points only. Contrary to our expectations, the American children agree in maintaining relatively even amplitude for the two syllables throughout the period analyzed.

Pitch
Two measures of pitch were taken: We analyzed mean and range of F0 in each syllable rime as an indirect indication of the child's placement of the major pitch change. Figure 4 displays the results for mean F0. For one subject in each language group (right-side panels), the two syllables differ at the 25-word point, while for the remaining two subjects there is little difference. The French child Charles maintains higher mean pitch on the second syllable from the 4-word-point on, reflecting early and relatively consistent use of a dominant rising pattern. The American child Cameron, on the other hand, shows slightly higher pitch on the first syllable in most sessions.
The results for range are striking for the French children (Figure 5). What is represented here is the range of F0 in the first syllable compared to the second syllable. The two French children show a remarkable degree of agreement from the 15-word-point on, when the second syllable shows a pitch range which is more than 70 herz greater than the range of the first syllable.

DISCUSSION
In our introductory remarks we outlined a set of specific predictions as to the outcome of our prosodic analyses, deriving these predictions from an implicit acquisition model. This model assumes that the child (1) draws on phonetic (speech production) resources which become available over the course of the first year as a result of neurophysiological maturation as well as motoric "exercise" (babbling) in an interactive, affectional social context, (2) is guided by increasing familiarity with and attunement to the segmental and prosodic patterns of the ambient language, and (3) is driven by emerging representational (cognitive) abilities to systematize those patterns, developing an internally consistent set of word production templates out of the "vocal motor schemes" [29], or syllabic frames with increasingly varied phonetic content [9], developed through babbling. Earlier work has shown that phonological systematicity begins to emerge after the first ten or more words have been produced and is identifiable in the child's idiosyncratic patterns by what we term the 15- or 25-word point [1]. How do the findings of the present study fit into this framework?

Children can be expected to acquire most readily those aspects of the ambient prosodic system which correspond to physiologically natural tendencies. The predictions of this model are borne out rather well in the French data: Final syllable lengthening - a tendency found within the first year which is also supported by the French stress system - is
established at a comparable level for the two subjects as they increase their lexical store. On the other hand, the rising intonation which characterizes much of French speech - but which requires voluntary effort to counteract the natural tendency to a falling pitch in the course of vocalization [30] - is manifested by only one of the two children (Charles).

Interestingly, Charles is the only one of the four children to show higher amplitude on one syllable, in his case, increase in pitch is matched (at least at the 25-word point) by increase in intensity.

The findings for the American children suggest that the English trochaic-strong-weak pattern is not easily mastered, despite its perceptual familiarity from an early age [21]. Our finding of inter-subject variability in final syllable lengthening agrees with some earlier studies (e.g., Snow [18], whose first session corresponds developmentally to our last) and can be taken to reflect the conflict mentioned earlier between natural tendency and ambient linguistic model. Both pitch and amplitude are relatively even across the two syllables of our subjects' vocalizations - a finding reported in other studies of English stress acquisition by somewhat older children [19, 31], in which overarticulation has been found to characterize the production of unfamiliar word patterns at least to age two years.
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ABSTRACT

The acquisition of rhythm has been overlooked in the study of child language. As the phonological rhythm is quite different from one language to the other, a cross-linguistic study of acquisition of rhythm could provide good insights about universals and language-specific aspects of vocal production. We shall study the acquisition of rhythmic patterns in three groups of languages contrasting by their rhythm: syllable-timed languages (French, Hungarian), stress-timed languages (English, Portuguese) and in-between languages (Spanish). The final aim is to arrive at a predictive developmental model, able to predict the emergence of the correct rhythm of a given language and the errors a child will make in acquiring the stress pattern of the target language.

INTRODUCTION.

In recent years, there has been growing interest in cross-cultural studies of child development. However, very few cross-linguistic studies in early language have been conducted and even fewer are found for the acquisition of prosody. This is rather surprising as comparative studies in this domain could provide good insights about universal and language-specific aspects of vocal production.

My aims in conducting cross-linguistic studies are threefold: 1) Predict emergence of the stress constraints and stages of acquisition of rhythm in different languages, knowing their rhythmic pattern in adult language, 2) Predict errors in acquiring the stress pattern of a given language, 3) Emphasize the role of language specific factors guiding the child towards a solution unique to each language, either within a particular typological set of related languages, or within a framework of possible universal acquisition processes.

The model I shall propose aims for descriptive adequacy, but the goal is to arrive at a valid explicative model, and finally at a predictive developmental model. My current model, which follows a preliminary model (2a,b) focuses on the acquisition of phrasing, which, in the limits of the utterance, can be called phonological rhythm.

To begin, I will define what I call "phonological rhythm" and, next fix the limits of what I call the "emergent language", and "turning point, or pivotal period". I will then give information about the rhythmical pattern of each language studied, the population, data and results.

The concept of phonological rhythm is not always clear. It is generally said that "rhythm is the structure of a sequence, i.e. the relationship or set of relationships among the units making up that structure. This definition leaves open what those units are; they can be features, segments, syllables, words, phrases, etc." (Allen 1980: 227) [1]

As reference units, I chose the duration of the whole utterance on the one hand, and the duration of the syllables on the other hand, because the syllable seems to be a unit of both perception and a production, and it is less sensitive to variations in flow than the vowel.

Rhythm is called 'phonological' because it explicitly deals with the temporal-sequential constraints of a specific language, and it can be best understood within the framework of this linguistic level. For most languages, the basic rhythm, which is the rhythm of neutral utterances, is mainly determined by the structure of the syllable and the organization of pauses and accents. From this point of view, languages are divided into different groups, typologically related, although they may have different origins. Thus, I chose two languages in each group: Languages which are said to show either a tendency towards syllable-timing or whose stress has a strictly demarcative function, indicating either the end (French) or the beginning of an utterance (Hungarian); Languages which are said to have a tendency towards stress-timing, as English, which is the typical stress timed language, and to a lesser extent Portuguese spoken in Portugal, and finally, languages which are in-between, as Spanish. This is an oversimplified classification of these groups of languages. In everyday spontaneous speech, a neutral utterance seldom appears. However, for emergent language, these descriptions have the advantage of being efficient and easy to apply to child language which is not yet very complex in syntax or semantics.

Finally, one last point has to be specified before I turn to the topic of the child's rhythm. In previous studies [2] I demonstrated that during the pivotal period it is striking that the child already knows how to use differentiated utterances appropriate to the context. When an auditory analysis was compared with an analysis of the situational context, there was a positive correlation between the utterance context, type of utterance, auditory and acoustic characteristics of the utterances. Thus, it appears that babbling is neither egocentric nor monolithic. On the contrary, it contains various types of utterances. For example, when the baby was alone, he emitted non communicative vocalizations to which listeners were unable to attribute meaning. However, in an interactive situation, the sound production was more stable and a majority of listeners were able to classify the utterances into categories such as questions, statements, callings, etc. These were called Proto- or Pseudo-Language (PL). These results were replicated in different experimental situations, and are consistent with others. In this paper, I shall deal only with PL emitted in interaction.

The study focuses on the child at the "turning point" or "pivotal period" from 8; or 9; on, when s/he is still in a prelinguistic stage, to 24; when s/he has already acquired many words and combinations of these. This stage is much more than just a transitional stage; it is the important time when the child passes from pure vocal play to the very first utterance of linguistically interpretable sounds. S/he must restrict his/her large vocal possibilities to some linguistic and social constraints. This period has been the focus of a wide range of recent research which has an equally wide range of implications. On the one hand, there seems to be substantial evidence for universal development, which could reflect a maturational process independent of the language environment. On the other hand, there is equally compelling evidence for early language-specific influences on babbling. Both kinds of processes could easily have been predicted. However, there are somewhat mixed outcomes, and prosody has been overlooked. Therefore, in the present investigation, I shall focus on only one prosodic parameter, rhythm. But it should not be forgotten that time is only one of several possible components of rhythm, notably the prosodic feature of Fo is intimately associated with timing.
1. SYLLABLE-TIMED LANGUAGES.

1.1. French

1.1.1. French is generally said to have a "syllable-timed" tendency, because its syllables, mainly open, are more or less equal in duration. I prefer to describe it as being "trailer timed" [3] because each group or sentence ends with an accent whose main physical parameter is duration [4]. The final syllable (FS) is twice as long as the internal ones. Stress occurs on a whole string of words, and not on individual words. As its localization is imposed on right boundaries, the function of this final accent is clearly demarcative, indicating the end of a clause. The location of stress is thus completely predictable.

1.1.2. Subjects and Data Collection.

My population was composed of 12 babies who could hear well and had no birth problem, monitored from the age of 9; to 24; Recordings were carried on each week during the critical period between 8 to 12; and once a month after on. All vocal productions except cries, emotive and vegetative sounds were included in the sample. The utterances were divided into strings defined on the basis of sequences separated by a pause of 400 ms or more.

For the pivotal stage, I used 16 hours of recordings, out of which 160 mn. have been analyzed instrumentally. It is the equivalent of the total amount of speech of a 2-year-old child in a 12 hour day. For the period 12-24; I selected 800 utterances for four babies followed longitudinally, and at least 40 utterances from the other children. A three level analysis was undertaken: 1) An auditory analysis made by 11 native listeners without any knowledge of the situation in which the child was while babbling, 2) An acoustic analysis in order to measure Fo, duration and location of stress, 3) A linguistic analysis to discover if intonation and rhythm patterns had linguistic functions in the child's early productions.

1.1.3. The Syllabic Organization is totally different when the child is alone uttering non communicative vocalizations or when s/he is interacting with adults and emitting PL. At the ages of 9; and 10; non communicative utterances were mainly (71%) made up of vowel-like sounds. PL on the contrary, was mainly made up of canonical CV structures which can be reduplicated, or variegated. Structures with 2 or 3 syllables each represent 28% of the whole. Longer multi-syllabic utterances represent 16% of the whole. From now on, we shall examine only the temporal organization of these CV syllables of PL produced in interaction, so as to compare the data of the languages under investigation.

1.1.4. Temporal Organization.

The PL's CV structures have a short syllabic duration (M=250ms, s.d.105). It exceeds nevertheless by 30% the syllabic duration of adult speech. The dispersion is low, with a bell curve distribution.

One noticeable thing is the evolution of this temporal organization. First, at 9; the syllables are all nearly equal. A clear isosyllabicity exists at the beginning of the PL. After that, the duration of the syllables depends on their position in the utterance. The non-final syllables (NFS) gradually become shorter. The linear regression curve between age and duration of NFS becomes relevant from 10; on. FS have an unstable duration for quite a long time. However, as the NFS become shorter, the ratio FS/NFS becomes higher than 1.30, which gives the perception of final lengthening (FL). Later on, towards 16; the FS become much longer and finally are twice as long as the NFS. Of course, if one considers the details, the evolution can sometimes be more complex, and it even presents apparent regressions. In my data, variability in duration and the regression phenomenon appear especially in the FS. Contrary to the NFS, there is no significant correlation between age/FS, because the duration of SF is unstable through the different ages. Is this duration variability a problem of neuromotor maturation? If it were, the same thing should happen to NFS. I suggest that the greater variability in FS could be explained by the fact that the child tries to reach his/her target, which is a quite precise lengthening of the FS; as in learning to play tennis, sometimes the shots are too long, sometimes too short, which creates variability in duration. So, variability and regressions are only apparent on the surface level; they reflect a new organization at a deeper level. This is a major sign of the fact that final lengthening is being acquired, and has to be acquired. It is not a passive process; as in every acquisition strategy, there are errors and successes before one can attain the right target.

As a conclusion for French, I can say that my study has shown that the typical syllable structure and the typically trailer-timed rhythm of the French language, with its "point d'orgue" at the end of the utterance, are acquired in the middle of the second year. My results are consistent with others [1].

1.2. Hungarian

1.2.1. It is another syllable-timed language which can be compared to French because it has mainly open syllables and stress has a demarcative function: its location is predictable, it falls on the initial syllable and indicates the beginning an utterance or a word. The FS of an utterance is phonetically lengthened, but this lengthening does not have the same linguistic value as in French. However, there are two big differences in that open and closes syllables are nearly 50% each (CV 47, CVC 53%) in Hungarian and word order is constrained in French and free in Hungarian. In Hungarian, word order and thus stress location depend mainly on the speaker's intention, on topic/comment organization, and on given/new information. As a result, there can be more than one primary stress within a long utterance. It should also be added that in Hungarian the duration of Vs and of Cs is phonological, long Vs or long Cs being contrastive with short ones.

1.2.2. Child language data

The population was 1 female child followed from 9 to 36; and some children studied cross-sectionally with Kassai [6]. From her data we re-interpreted together (1995) for this paper, the following conclusions can be driven. The Hungarian child's speech contains many more open syllables than the adult speech. Until now, no precise count has been made on that subject. Concerning temporal organization, at the beginning there is an initial isochrony for the vowels, the phonological long ones and the short ones having the same mean values. Only much later on does the child shorten the phonological short vowels, the long ones keeping their initial duration. It also appears that the child uses stress from 12; on. However, the rules of stress patterning are not properly used. To know what is going on, one has to make a difference between one-unit utterances and longer utterances: a) In one-unit utterances, instead of putting a stress on the initial syllable, the child may use two different strategies: the first strategy is to stress only one syllable, which is correct in Hungarian, but it can be any syllable of the utterance. In reduplicated units, either both syllables are equivalent in duration (30%), or the first syllable is longer (30%), or the last syllable is longer (40%). In words
which are repeated, final stressing is strong. The second strategy is to stress more than one syllable, with no real preference for location. Even within a same word, stress can fall on different syllables from one occurrence to another; however, two successive syllables are seldom stressed, except in emphasis. Finally, the hierarchy of different stresses is still missing at 19; the child stressing very often the first and the last syllable. This seems to show either a neutral start or a slight tendency towards FL.

b) In utterances containing more than one lexical unit, which the child uses towards 26 months, there are always more accents than there should be. Generally, instead of stressing only the new information, which is the rule in Hungarian adult language, the child stresses both the given and the new information. However, by this age, the child has found the correct initial location of the stress, but he may add a secondary stress on the FS. This behavior again shows a tendency towards FL, even in this language which has initial stressing; however, there is not much consistency in this FL, and this could also be interpreted as a neutral start, the child trying different possibilities, as if he were testing the functional value of the different locations and cues. Later on, the number of stressed syllables diminishes, stress falling mainly on the first syllable, with again, sometimes, a secondary stress on the last syllable.

Two noticeable things should be added: on the one hand, Hungarian words which are never stressed in adult language, are not stressed in child language either; on the other hand, words which are always stressed are also stressed by the child. These are very simple patterns, with no variability, and thus, their acquisition is not a problem.

### 2. Stress-timed languages

such as English and Portuguese are said to have a "stress-timed tendency", because their basic rhythm is mainly determined by the stressed syllables, which tend to exhibit more or less regular interstress intervals (Pike 1946). English is the typical example of a stress-timed language; it has almost all the factors necessary to give the auditory impression of stress-timing. Stress location is not predictable, due to the fact that stress is lexical; it can fall on different syllables within a word, and has a strong grammatical function. Contrary to French, words keep their stress pattern within an utterance, which thus has more than one stressed syllable. FL is present in these languages, as a phonetic cue. Another point in the stress-timed languages is that the stressed syllable concentrates several sorts of prosodic features, and the unstressed syllables are shortened to the point that they can completely disappear; both intonation turning points and emphasis are on the stressed syllables. Stressed syllables are very prominent.

2.1. For the English language, we shall leave the description to M. Vihman [7], and give only a conclusion focusing on the main differences between French and English. From the literature, it appears that the typical closed CVC syllables of English appear very early: the English speaking child has already 2% CVC syllables at 8; going up to 10% at 11; and 25% at 14. So, by the age of 10; English and French speaking babies have begun to produce the syllabic structure typical of their mother tongue. Comparing the temporal organization of French and English [8] it should be emphasized that these two languages, diametrically opposed in rhythm in adult language, seem to have quite similar syllable-timed rhythm in babbling and early speech; they differ nevertheless in their syllabic organization and in the consistency of FL. By the age of 16; the French child has already acquired the typically trailer-timed rhythm of his/her mother-tongue while the English-speaking child has not yet acquired the rhythmical pattern of his target language by the age of 2 years.

The questions now are: when and how does the English child acquire mastery of his/her language? When and how does the reorganization from syllable- or trailer-timing to stress-timing occur? A related question is: in which order are the rules of stress-placing learned? According to different scholars, location of stress is well perceived and also reproduced in experimental situations. However, in spontaneous speech, the correct stress pattern, with its grammatical function, does not seem to be properly used until the child is 3 years old, and generally quite later. This is beyond the age period of our study. The only clear thing that can be said is that from about 2;6 years the child is able to use the presence versus absence of prominence, but neither the stress location rules nor the hierarchy of the different stress patterns are acquired.

2.2. Portuguese although said to be stress-timed, shows only 3 or 4 of the 6 factors responsible for the stress-timing, i.e., vowel quality alteration, vowel reduction, compression of unstressed syllables, a large percentage of closed syllables, and relative flexibility in stress placement. However, the location of stress is far more predictable than in English; it can fall on different syllables, but the penultimate is the more often stressed. It should be added that intensity plays an important role [9].

2.2.1. Data for child language. The study is not yet completed. Presently, we have a short follow-up, for 4 babies only, at 9; and 12; in good health, in very close interaction with their mothers. However, data is being collected from 100 babies from 2 months to 6 years recorded at the Lisbon Public Hospital, under the direction of Pr. Gomes Pedro. The study is both acoustic and perceptual.

2.2.2. Results. At 9: 25% of polysyllabic utterances are made from CV's while at 10; these rise to 42%; mean duration at both ages is around 340 ms (min.100, Max. 950 ms). At both ages, the ratio between FS and NFS is between 1.22 and 1.13; thus, there is no perceivable FL, but a quasi-isochrony, and a great deal of variability. As it is well known that intensity is an important cue in Portuguese stress, an auditory analysis was made. This could not be studied instrumentally for technical reasons, the child's distance from the microphone being far too variable. The listeners were non Portuguese master's students in phonetics. They detected a prominence on the last syllable, presumably due to intensity in 73.6% utterances at 9; However, at 12 months, these results were reversed: a prominence was detected on 71.8% of penultimate syllables. Does this mean that the typical rhythm of Portuguese is already acquired at this early age? We doubt it. These results may be explained by the fact that the child is in very close interaction with his/her mother, sitting on her lap, often trying to imitate the mother’s model.

3. Spanish belongs to the group having 'in-between' timing: its stress-timing tendency is not clear, mainly because closed syllables are seldom, and stress falls on the penultimate in 60% of the cases.

As data was taken from the literature [10], we shall go immediately to the conclusions.

For the 4 children followed between 19 and 26; there seemed to be an over-
all lack of preference for any kind of stress pattern. From an auditory analysis, the author concluded that one of the children showed a final stress procedure, while another preferred penultimate stress, and the two others had final stress in spontaneous tokens, but penultimate stress on imitated tokens. These results support a neutral-start hypothesis.

**DISCUSSION.**

This present study, along with previous papers and some cross-linguistic results taken from the literature, show that things are far from simple. On the contrary, what clearly appears is that the acquisition of rhythm, and hence stress patterning, is not as easy as is often said, by virtue of the principle that rhythm is inherent to all human activity, and that the child is already able to hear the rhythm of his mother tongue in utero.

My data suggest that an initial syllabic isochrony, followed by a more or less clear and stable FL or stressing is common to languages which have completely different stress patterning. So, we return to the hypothesis of the existence of a very general iambic rhythmic constraint due to an internal neural clock, with a regular rhythm, controlling the production at its base. This temporal structure may be governed only by biological rules. Its internal organization and its limits may correspond to the child’s motor abilities. Nevertheless, these abilities have to be learned. They are neither innate, nor physiologically constrained, contrary to a widely held belief among researchers. But if this temporal structure with its FL is not innate, it is interesting to consider it, with Lindblom [11] as a natural phenomenon found also in dance, music, insect stridulations, bird singing, Every temporally structured phenomenon seems to have a final lengthening, associated with the notion of ending. So lengthening and ending are in fact a consequence of the emergence of structuring. This does not exist at the very beginning of FL, because the child has not yet pre-programmed the whole utterance with its FL. Once the beginning of language structuring has appeared, FL, a cue of this structuring, appears too. Hence its presence in many languages. Acquisition of FL, which is after all a small phonetic detail, shows three major outcomes. 1) From a communicative point of view, it is an indication of good acquisition of turn-taking, and from then on, proto dialogs function very well. 2) From a cognitive point of view, the mapping of syllabic duration into the system shows the onset of a new stage in cognitive development marked by the appearance of a relational structure between the whole and its parts. 3) From a linguistic point of view, valid only for French, it shows that the child has integrated not only the overall rhythmical system, with each syllable having its own relative duration according to its position, but also its demarcative value.

As the child matures, FL will be superseded by accentuo-temporal patterning constraints specific to each language. Many phonetic, phonological, lexical, syntactic, and prosodic constraints will then prevent the internal neural clock from working correctly.

The last problem is to predict the emergence stages of these stress constraints. From our different studies, we suggest the following prediction: the rhythm of languages which have a "Gestalt" with natural FL and predictable stress location will be acquired early (in the first half of the second year). We have demonstrated that this is the case for French and also for some of the most simple stress patterns of Hungarian.

For languages which have a simple, frequent, and not very variable "Gestalt", with a syllabic structure of mainly open CV syllables where prominence is nearly stable, located near the boundaries, rhythm will be acquired a little later but still early, generally towards the end of the second year. This seems to be the case for Quiche Mayan for instance, or Mohawk, or Brazilian Portuguese (Stoel Gammon 1976), which is not a strongly stress-timed as continental Portuguese, or Comanche, whose stress is on the initial syllable as in Hungarian (Casagrande 1948).

When languages have a dominant, nearly predictable stress pattern, with some exceptions, the child, after a phase of FL, hesitates a while, chooses a strategy without stress preference, and then follows the patterning of his/her mother tongue. This may happen in the first half of the third year. It seems to be the case of Spanish. Portuguese, with its greater number of closed syllables and its numerous vowel reductions, could be a little bit more difficult, but the importance of the intensity cue may be a counterpart.

In languages which have no dominant "Gestalt," for neither syllabic structure, with a relatively high percentage of closed syllables, nor for prominence which is located in variable places depending on grammatical and lexical factors, the child, unable to find invariability and stability in the model, has more difficulty. Generally s/he begins to acquire part of the correct stress pattern only after two and a half years, when s/he combines 2 or 3 words. But the child makes many stress errors. English is a typical language with a long delay in acquiring the correct stress pattern; German also, to a lesser extent.

Now, from what we know about the rhythmical structure of different languages, our aim is to predict in which category each language belongs, and then to verify our predictions with perceptual and instrumental analyses. The final goal is to predict the errors a child will make in acquiring the stress pattern of his mother tongue.

ACQUISITION OF VOWEL DURATION: A COMPARISON OF SWEDISH AND ENGLISH

Carol Stoel-Gammon, Eugene H. Buder, and Margaret M. Kehoe
Speech and Hearing Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, USA

ABSTRACT
This study compares durations of the high front unrounded vowels produced by 30-month-old subjects from two language communities: Swedish and American English. The findings indicate that intrinsic and extrinsic factors have different influences on vowel length in the two languages. In productions of children acquiring English, the extrinsic factor of voicing of the final consonant manifests strong effects on the vowel duration, but the intrinsic effects of the tense-lax distinction are absent. For Swedish children, the intrinsic effects are very strong, but there is no effect of consonant voicing.

INTRODUCTION
In acquiring the phonology of their mother tongue, children must learn not only the articulatory gestures needed for the correct production of the consonants and vowels of their language, but also the rhythm and timing associated with sounds, words and phrase. Acquiring adult-like durational patterns is difficult in part because patterns vary considerably across speaker and context. The length of speech sounds, particularly vowels, is influenced by a number of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, including vowel quality; rate of speech; word and phrasal stress; position within the phrase; and consonantal context. Consequently, the child’s face is faced with more than simply learning a fixed duration for each segment or word.

In conjunction with researchers from Stockholm University, we have collected and are analyzing a large set of data from infants and toddlers aged 6-30 months. The goal of this joint research project is to examine the development of language-specific speech patterns in the two languages at both the segmental and suprasegmental levels. (See for example the comparison of acquisition of alveolar vs. dental /s/ in 30-month-old subjects from Seattle, USA and Stockholm, Sweden [1].) The investigation reported here focuses on aspects of the acquisition of vowel duration in the two languages.

Vowel Systems
Comparisons between the vowel systems of Swedish and American English are particularly interesting for crosslinguistic studies. The Swedish vowel system is typologically large, with up to 18 distinct vowels in contrast to the American English system which contains 12 vowel phonemes (excluding diphthongs). The Swedish system is typically described as being composed of nine short-long pairs, although quality differences in each pair do exist. [2,3].

Previous investigations of vowel duration in the two languages have highlighted the presence of both intrinsic and extrinsic differences in duration. Intrinsic differences are readily apparent in tense-lax (or long-short) vowel pairs. For both languages, the vowel referred to as "tense" is longer than its "lax" counterpart in contexts in which other phonetic features are held constant. Thus, for example, in English the lax vowel /i/ of the word "bit" is shorter than the tense vowel /i/ of "beat". (Note: The IPA symbol [I] for the lax vowel used here corresponds to the Swedish Technical Alphabet short vowel [I]2).

Extrinsic differences in vowel duration are conditioned primarily by phonetic features of the consonant which follows the vowel; if all other parameters are held constant, vowels tend to be shorter when they precede voiceless consonants than in other environments. Thus, in English, the /I/ of "beat" is shorter than the /I/ of "bead". The finding that vowels are shorter before voiceless obstruents than before voiced obstruents and sonorants has been documented in a wide range of languages, leading some researchers to suggest that this particular durational contrast is universal and physiologically determined (e.g., [3,5]).

However, Keating [6] points out that in a small number of languages, including Polish, Czech and Saudi Arabic, there is no interaction between vowel length and consonant voicing. Consequently, he argues that context-sensitive patterns of vowel duration represent rule-governed behaviors that are language specific and must be learned.

In the case at hand, American English and Swedish are among the large group of languages that follow the general pattern of longer vowels before voiced consonants. At the same time, as shown below, the two languages differ substantially in the magnitude of the effect on vowel duration.

Adult Data: Intrinsic Patterns
Detailed work by Elert [3] has shown that the intrinsic durational differences between lax and tense vowels in adult Swedish are substantial. The ratio of lax-to-tense vowels, averaged across all pairs, is .65, meaning that the lax vowels are about 2/3 as long as their tense counterparts. For American English, the durational differences are somewhat less marked with a lax-to-tense ratio around .71 according to House [4]. As noted above, in most phonological analyses of American English, intrinsic durational differences are considered to be secondary cues for distinguishing tense-lax pairs such as /I/ vs. /I/ or /u/ vs. /u/; the primary distinction stems from formant (i.e., quality) differences in such pairs.

Adult Data: Extrinsic Patterns
Data from existing studies of extrinsic vowel quantity effects indicate that voicing of the following consonant exerts a strong influence on vowel duration in American English. Vowels preceding voiced consonants are nearly twice as long as the same vowels before voiceless consonants. House [4] (see also Hoard [7]) reports that, on average, the ratio of vowels preceding voiceless compared with voiced consonants in monosyllabic words is .51.

In Swedish, the extrinsic effects of consonant voicing are much smaller, as might be expected in a language with a perspective of vowel length contrast. If vowel durations were to shift substantially as a result of voicing of the following consonant, intrinsically long vowels might be perceived as their short/lax counterparts and vice-versa.) For adult Swedish, Elert [3] reports an average voiceless-to-voiced ratio of .97, indicating little influence of the voicing status of the following consonant.

If we compare the two languages, then, it is clear that intrinsic differences are strong in adult Swedish, and are present, but less marked in adult American English. Extrinsic differences in vowel length, by comparison, are very strong in American English, but are minimal in Swedish.

Child Data
To date, research on the acquisition of vowel length by children acquiring American English has provided inconsistent findings. Naeser [8] reported that the intrinsic and extrinsic vowel length ratios of her 22-month-old subjects were similar to those of the adults in her study. The children’s intrinsic ratio was .74 (compared with an adult ratio of .71); the children’s extrinsic ratio was .50 (cf. an adult ratio of .59). A year later, however, the children’s ratios were less adult-like and differed minimally from one another. The average intrinsic ratio was .68 and the average extrinsic ratio was .62. (The ratios given here were calculated on the basis of raw data presented in Naeser’s report.)

In a subsequent study of vowel duration patterns in American children, aged 26 months, Greenlee [9] found that intrinsic and extrinsic duration patterns were approximately the same: .68 for the intrinsic ratio and .66 for the extrinsic ratio.

In sum, the data on acquisition of vowel duration by American children are unclear. At 22 months, the children in Naeser’s study exhibited extrinsic differences that were more marked than...
intrinsic differences, a pattern that conforms to adult speech. The findings for older children, however, indicate equal levels of shortening in both contexts, unlike adults.

We know of no data on the acquisition of vowel duration in children learning Swedish. Given the marked differences in the intrinsic and extrinsic durational patterns of Swedish and American English vowels, we might expect that at least patterns would emerge early in child speech. On the other hand, it is possible that all children will follow a similar developmental course, with intrinsic and extrinsic differences acquired in a fixed order.

**Purpose**

The purpose of this study was to examine the acquisition of intrinsic and extrinsic vowel length patterns in Swedish and American English by comparing productions of the vowels /i/ and /I/ in the speech of young children acquiring these two languages. The vowel pair /i/ vs. /I/ was selected for a number of reasons:

1. In Swedish and English, these vowels form a tense-lax (or long-short) pair, making them a comparable match across the two languages;
2. These vowels occur frequently in words that are part of young children's vocabulary and thus spontaneous productions could be elicited;
3. Previous research suggests that these vowels are acquired relatively early in child speech [8,10].

**Predictions**

Given the findings of previous investigations of adult speech, we formed a set of predictions regarding the developing temporal patterns of intrinsic and extrinsic vowel duration in the speech of Swedish and American children:

1. The vowels of Swedish children would be influenced more by intrinsic than extrinsic lengthening, as in the adult model.
2. Extrinsic vowel length differences would be greater in the speech of Swedish children than in the models, because the children would have to learn to overcome the apparently universal pattern of lengthened vowels preceding voiceless consonants

(3) Both intrinsic and extrinsic duration differences would be present in the productions of American subjects.

(4) Extrinsic differences would be greater than intrinsic differences for the American children, as they are in the adult model.

**METHOD**

**Data Collection**

Subjects included 18 children aged 30 months: nine acquiring Swedish in Stockholm; nine acquiring American English in Seattle. At both sites, the subjects participated in semi-structured tasks during which words with /i/ and /I/ followed by voiced and voiceless consonants were elicited. Care was taken to elicit monosyllabic forms with obstruent onsets and offsets to aid subsequent durational analyses. In addition, an effort was made to elicit phonetically similar words (including some nonsense forms) in the two languages.

All speech samples were recorded in sound-treated rooms using Lavalier microphones placed in a soft vest worn by the subjects. The microphone was linked to an FM wireless system. At both sites, the speech signals were recorded on Panasonic VHS videocassette recorders using High-Definition audio tracks.

**Database**

The data base for the present study consisted of productions of isolated or phrase-final words of the shape CVC in which the vowel was /i/ or /I/ and the initial and final consonants were obstruents. Because Swedish has few monosyllables in which lax /I/ is followed by a voiceless consonant, few exemplars of this form were obtained; consequently this category was not included in the durational analyses for either language.

The children's productions were divided into three groups based on the vowel length:

Group 1 consisted of words with lax /I/ followed by a voiceless consonant;
Group 2 consisted of words with /I/ followed by a voiceless consonant;
Group 3 consisted of words with /I/ followed by a voiced consonant.

**Analytic Measures**

All words were digitized and vowel durations were measured using spectrographic display produced by the Computerized Speech Lab (Model 3400, Version 4.0 Kay Elemetrics). After eliminating tokens that were not acoustically analyzable because of poor voice quality or noise overlay, the vowel durations of 206 monosyllables were measured using the following criteria:

1. Vowel onset was indicated by released vowel energy showing clear periodicity and energy in the first three formants.
2. Vowel offset was indicated by the evidence of oral closure (i.e., a sudden reduction in waveform envelope and a loss of clear formant energy).

The first three formants of all vowel tokens were also measured using procedures developed by Buder and Stoel-Gammon [11].

**RESULTS**

**Duration Measures**

Average durations for the American and Swedish subjects for the vowels of interest are as follows:

Group 1 vowels: The mean duration of /I/ followed by a voiceless consonant was 161 ms for the American subjects and 161 ms for the Swedes.

Group 2 vowels: The mean duration of /I/ followed by a voiceless consonant was 191 ms for the American subjects and 262 ms for the Swedes.

Group 3 vowels: The mean duration of /I/ followed by a voiced consonant was 295 ms for the American subjects and 295 ms for the Swedes.

**Intrinsic and Extrinsic Ratios**

Figure 1 (next page) presents individual and group data on intrinsic and extrinsic vowel duration ratios. The top half of the figure shows the findings for the American subjects; the bottom half provides the same data for the Swedish subjects.

Sections (a) present the individual ratios for extrinsic (Ext) and intrinsic (Int) durations for the nine subjects in each group.

Sections (b) present averaged group data for the individual ratios with error bars showing the standard error of the mean.

Sections (c) show formant measures (in mels) for the two vowels in question. /I/ is indicated by triangles and /I/ by circles.

The intrinsic ratios presented in Figure 1 are based on comparisons of /I/ and /I/ before a voiceless obstruent. The average intrinsic ratio for the American children was 1.06 (see Figure 1, Section (b), top half). The average intrinsic ratio for the Swedish children was .49 (see Figure 1, Section (b), bottom half).

Average extrinsic ratios (based on subjects' averages of /I/ before voiceless and voice obstruents) for the two groups were .58 for the American children and 1.10 for the Swedes (see Figure 1, Sections (b)).

**Statistical Measures**

Statistical analyses using the Wilcoxon rank sum test for dependent groups indicated that the extrinsic ratio in American English was significantly smaller than the intrinsic ratio (p<.05) [see Figure 1, Section (b), top half]. In Swedish, the intrinsic ratio was significantly smaller than the extrinsic ratio (p<.05) [see Figure 1, Section (b), bottom half].

Examination of the individual data in Section (a) reveals that among the American subjects, two children weakly violated the group pattern by exhibiting intrinsic and extrinsic ratios that were essentially equivalent. Among the Swedish children, one subject strongly violated the pattern used by others in the group.

**Quantity vs. Quality**

The finding that there was little difference in the durational values for /I/ and /I/ in the productions of American children (with a lax-to-tense ratio of 1.06) raises the possibility that these vowels were indistinguishable in their speech. Acoustic analyses of formant structure indicated, however, that the children's /I/s and /I/ were clearly
different in terms of quality. As shown in panel (c) in the upper half of Figure 1, the /l/ tokens produced by the American subjects were characterized by a lower F1 and a higher F2 than /l/, as is the case in adult speech.

In contrast, the /l/ and /l/ productions of the Swedish children exhibited little difference in quality, as shown in the lower half of Figure 1, Section (c). Rather, the vowels were distinguished by differences in quantity -- on average, /l/ was more than twice as long as /l/.

**DISCUSSION**

**Comparisons with Adult Data**

If we compare the children's ratios with those of adults, we see that the patterns are roughly similar, though certainly not identical. For adult Swedish, Elert [3] reported an ratio of .68 for /l/ and /l/; the children's ratio from this study was .49. The extrinsic ratio for /l/ before voiceless and voiced consonants in adult speech was .99 according to Elert, compared with 1.10 for the Swedish children.

For American English, House [4] reports an adult intrinsic ratio for /l/ vs /l/ in monosyllables of .74, compared with the children's ratio of 1.06. The adult extrinsic ratio for /l/ before voiceless and voiced consonants was .49 for adults and .58 for children in this study.

**Predictions**

Four predictions regarding vowel length patterns in the speech of young Swedish and American children were made at the outset of the study. Some were supported; other were not. The predictions are repeated below and compared with the findings.

1. The vowels of Swedish children would be influenced more by intrinsic than extrinsic lengthening, as in the adult model.

   - This prediction was strongly supported. The children's productions exhibited a very strong influence of intrinsic shortening; in fact, the influence was much stronger in the children's productions than in the adults from Elert's study.

2. Extrinsic vowel length differences would be greater in the speech of Swedish children than in the adult models, because the children would have to learn to overcome the apparently universal pattern of lengthened vowels preceding voiced consonants.

   - This prediction was not supported. On average, the Swedish children produced longer vowels before voiceless consonants than before voiced ones, in spite of the fact that most languages of the world conform to the predicted pattern. This finding raises questions about the physiological underpinnings of vowel lengthening preceding voiced consonants.

3. Both intrinsic and extrinsic duration differences would be present in the productions of American subjects.

   - This prediction was not supported. In the speech of the American children, the lax vowel /l/ was, on average, slightly longer than the tense vowel /l/, contrary to the adult pattern. As noted above, the primary distinction between /l/ and /l/ was in quality rather than quantity.

4. Extrinsic differences would be greater than intrinsic differences for the American children, as they in the adult model.

   - This prediction was supported.

**Future Research**

The findings from this study are intriguing and suggest several avenues of future research:

1. Studies of younger and older children are needed to trace the development of language-specific durational patterns from emergence to mastery.

2. Investigations of other vowels are needed to determine if the findings for the pair /l/ vs /l/ hold true across the vowel system. Of particular interest in this regard would be an examination of other Swedish pairs that differ to greater extent in quality. It may be that durational differences are acquired later in such pairs since phonemic contrast is marked by quality as well as quantity.

3. Information on individual patterns of development would be useful in comparing the roles of quality and quantity in the acquisition of the vowel system. For example, in this study, the durations of one Swedish child differed dramatically from those of her peers. It is possible that she was using vowel
quality rather than quantity to create vowel contrasts.

(4) Data on the acquisition of vowel durations in disyllabic words are needed for a full understanding of the influence of phonetic context and word length on intrinsic and extrinsic patterns.

(5) Finally, investigations of adult-child interactions are needed to determine the durational patterns of vowels in child-directed speech.
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ABSTRACT

The syntactic and prosodic properties of particles and prepositions vary within the group of the Scandinavian languages in ways that offer a testing ground for the Prosodic Spotlight Hypothesis. This hypothesis predicts that elements that are made perceptually prominent by virtue of prosodic traits (stress, pitch, duration, rhythmic patterns etc) will be focussed on earlier in language development than elements not so spotlighted. The paper discusses evidence from Danish, Icelandic and Swedish child language development.

INTRODUCTION

The world’s languages all employ pitch, duration, and some kind of rhythm in their individual prosodic systems. These tonal and temporal characteristics not only give shape to utterance contours, and perform discourse-related functions, they also interact with grammar in ways that may have interesting consequences for both processing by adult speakers and learning by children. The specific kinds of interrelations between prosodic features on the one hand and aspects of lexical and grammatical structure on the other, vary a good deal across languages, however.

In an earlier study [11] two of us (Peters and Strömqvist) explored the idea that the prosodic patterning characteristic of a particular language can indeed serve to draw the attention of language learners to the presence of certain elements of the linguistic system (see also [10]). Awareness of the presence of such a form may then help focus the learner’s attention on its other attributes, including exactly what it sounds like and what functional role(s) it has. More specifically, we proposed the following “Spotlight Hypothesis”:

Perceptually salient prosodic patterns, including pitch contours, rhythm, and increased duration, may serve as “spotlights” on any phonological forms that are regularly associated with these patterns; if such forms happen to be grammatical morphemes, learners will focus on them earlier than on morphemes not so spotlighted.

The Spotlight Hypothesis thus concerns children’s perception of salient prosody that fortuitously coincides with grammatical morphemes, with evidence to be drawn from what children produce and from the parental input they receive. The Spotlight Hypothesis represents an attempt to bridge the gap between studies of infant perception (focusing on the first year of life) on the one hand and studies of early grammatical development (typically, from 18 months and onwards) on the other.

In our earlier study we explored in some detail the interaction between the Swedish grave word accent contour, i.e., the marked member of the Swedish tonal word accent distinction (see [2]; [3]; [4]), and the first inflectional morphemes in the early language development of a Swedish child between 15:19 and 30:20. In the adult target language, the distribution of the Swedish tonal word accents (acuteness versus graveness) can, to a large extent, be predicted from morphological information, that is, the phonetic gestures interact with grammatical information.

During a first phase, the child (re)produced inflectional morphology predominantly in utterance-final position and he generalizes the grave accent, especially the post-stress/high pitch, to most word forms with a post-stress syllable, including those forms where the post-stress syllable encoded an inflectional morpheme. In a second phase, starting around the same time as the child had productively acquired his first small set of inflectional morphemes, he withdrew the grave accent from these forms (resulting in an undergeneralization). During this second period, he produced inflectional morphemes with increasing frequency in the less salient non-utterance-final positions. In a third phase, the child acquired a distributional pattern of graveness which approximated that of the adult target.

These observations, especially the findings from the first phase of the longitudinal case study, are in accordance with Engstrand et al. [5], who, on the basis of an experimental study of children’s early production data, argue that Swedish children already begin to master the phonetic aspects of the Swedish grave accent, especially the high pitch on the post-stress syllable, around 17 months of age, that is, well before they start acquiring inflectional morphology. The grave contour, especially the perceptually salient high pitch/post-stress rise, thus represents a phonic gesture which is established both in the child’s perception and production during his pre-grammatical development. It is therefore available to serve as a spotlight on elements which can be useful in the extraction and construction of morphosyntactic patterns.

Faced with the task of learning a language with a fair amount of grammatical morphology located at the ends of words, the Swedish-learning child does well to attend to prosodic salience which spotlights what goes on in this position. Such a strategy has been described by Slobin [12], p. 335, in his Operating Principle “pay attention to the ends of words”. On the basis of the findings from one longitudinal case study [11] we concluded that Swedish is a particularly felicitous language for learners to apply this principle because of the presence of prosodic spotlighting (increased duration and high pitch) on final syllables which also happen to be segmentable grammatical morphemes. The increased duration is due to the cross-linguistically attested final lengthening effect (see [7]; [6]), whereas the high pitch is due to the particularly Swedish grave post-stress rise.

The present paper extends the testing of the Spotlight Hypothesis to the acquisition of particles and prepositions in Scandinavian languages. Particles and prepositions belong to a small set of phenomena where these languages, which are otherwise typologically very similar, differ in terms of syntactic distribution and prosodic prominence. “The natural linguistic laboratory” of Scandinavian languages has, as it were, set slightly different scenes for young language learners in the area of particles and prepositions. In order to explore the possible effects of these differences, data were drawn from a current inter-Nordic project, “Language Development — a Scandinavian Perspective” (see [14]).

1 More precisely, the analyses presented in this paper relate to two Danish, two Swedish and one Icelandic longitudinal case studies, all collected in everyday situations in the home. The Danish and Swedish material is accessible in CHILDES/CHAT format (see [9]; [8]). Users of Internet can access a large set of CHAT-files from the Danish and Swedish child language corpora through anonymous ftp to poppy.psy.cmu.edu, where they are stored in the tar files “Danish.tar” and “Swedish.tar” under the direc-
yses were confined to particles and prepositions with a spatial meaning, all in order to reduce the number of factors that might influence the structure of acquisition. And in all five children alike, the first hand full of particles and prepositions that emerged in development were chosen from the same narrow range of options — 'in,' 'on,' 'up,' 'down,' 'out,' 'off' — encoding the same or very similar spatial concepts. However, the children varied considerably in terms of timing of acquisition as well as in terms of how many items they had acquired at an early age. Moreover, this variation showed language specific effects. Our evidence comes from two separate substudies, the first concerned with the acquisition of verb particles in Danish and Swedish, the second with the acquisition of prepositions in Icelandic and Swedish.

**Particles: Danish Versus Swedish**

The minimal variation between the Mainland Scandinavian languages (Danish, Norwegian and Swedish) includes systematic differences in the syntax and prosody of the **Verb + Particle** construction (see [13]).

If we focus on transitive verb phrases where the object is a pronoun, we get the situation summarized in table 1. The phrase used to illustrate the variation is **TAKE (ta) IT (det) OUT (ad/at).**

Now, if we focus only on the first parameter in the table, syntactic contiguity of the particle with its verb, we would predict (a) that Swedish children will have an easier time (than Danish or Norwegian children) of perceiving the close connection between particle and verb, since the two are delivered together in the input to the child. If, however, we focus on the second and third parameters, we predict (b) that the particle will be maximally easy to attend to in the Danish case, where it receives both stress and extra prosodic prominence by virtue of its phrase final position. And in cases where this phrase final position coincides with utterance final position, the Danish child can also profit from the final lengthening effect which gives him extra time to perceive the particle. In contrast, Norwegian children are expected to have the hardest learning task according to the first and second parameters in the table.\(^2\)

For the purpose of empirical testing, the syntactic distribution of the first six grammatical morphemes encoding spatial relations (that is, 'in,' 'on,' 'up,' 'down,' 'out,' 'off') in the two Danish case study materials ("Jens" and "Anne") were compared to the corresponding distributions in the two Swedish case studies ("Markus" and "Harry"). The distributional analyses were made 1) in terms of timing (age of appearance across available data points) and 2) in terms of whether the grammatical morphemes occurred as one-word utterances or as elements of multi-word utterances. The analyses focussed on the first 20 data points (transcripts) available from each child/case study material. The results are presented in table 2.

(Insert table 2 here)

\(^2\)We have not yet started to analyse Norwegian data, but this is a priority for our future research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>1-word utterances</th>
<th>multi-word utterances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:19-20:05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:07-22:25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23:00-27:28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The distribution of particles on one-word vs multi-word utterances in the early language development of two Danish and two Swedish children

\(^*\)12 (67%) of which occur immediately after a verb

\(^\dagger\)104 (57%) of which occur immediately after a verb. 100% of the tokens of in and upp occur immediately after a verb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>child</th>
<th>language</th>
<th>period</th>
<th>data points (tokens)</th>
<th>particles</th>
<th>% utterances with</th>
<th>% prt in final pos.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anne</td>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>13:01-18:20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>15.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Markus</td>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>15:19-23:00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Distribution of particles in the early input to Anne (Danish) and Markus (Swedish)
The analysis shows that particles first emerge as one-word utterances in the Danish children (13–18 months of age). And when the Danish children begin to produce them in multi-word utterances, they tend to combine them with words other than verbs. In contrast, particles almost never occur as one-word utterances for the two Swedish children, and they are initially combined just with verbs in a clear majority of cases. These two results render support to our first prediction (a).

The analysis further shows that particles emerge much earlier in the development of the two Danish children (around 1 year of age) than in the development of the two Swedish children (around 2 years of age). This finding renders support to our second prediction (b).4

Predictions (a) and (b) above rely on the assumption that the structural contrasts summarized in table 1 for Verb + Particle constructions are reflected in the input heard by the Danish and Swedish children in our study. We have just started to test this assumption and results are available for Anne (Danish) and Markus (Swedish). Table 3 shows the distribution of particles in the input to Anne and Markus in the early phase(s) of acquisition evidenced in the two case studies. The table summarizes the number of data points analyzed for each child, the number of particles found in the input utterances, the percentage of input utterances that contain a particle, and the percentage of particles that occur precisely in utterance final position. (Insert table 3 here)

The table shows that

- for the Danish and Swedish case studies the proportions of input utterances that contain particles are very similar, and that
- there is a higher proportion of particles in utterance final position in the Danish input.

These observations thus provide support for our assumption that this minimal but crucial syntactic difference between Danish and Swedish is already reflected in speech to children at an early stage of acquisition.

**PREPOSITIONS: ICELANDIC VERSUS SWEDISH**

In Danish and Swedish, just as in English, prepositions are unstressed and verb particles are stressed. The phonological forms occurring as particles are thus prosodically spotlighted and can, in effect, be expected to be attended to and internalized earlier by the child than forms occurring as prepositions. Further, some phonological forms can occur both as prepositions and as particles, e.g., í ‘in’ and þá ‘on’. And we find across the two Danish and the two Swedish case studies we have analyzed so far, that, indeed, the first prepositions to emerge in the children’s production are forms that also occur as particles in the specific input to these children.

Let us assume that children first establish the phonological form of a particle/preposition on the basis of its occurrences in stressed (i.e., particle) position. They can then use this information to help them recognize these forms when they occur as unstressed phrase-internal prepositions. On this account we would expect that it is precisely these dual particle-prepositions that will be the first prepositions produced in early grammatical development.

We observed above that the first handful of particles in Scandinavian child language development also includes the adverbs in ‘in’, upp ‘up’, ner ‘down’, and ut ‘out’. If we turn to Icelandic, the corresponding items are ambiguous between adverb and preposition and their status is determined by context. When they occur in a verb phrase like híp út ‘ran out’ they are classified as adverbs according to Icelandic grammatical descriptions (see, e.g., [15]). In this type of construction both the verb and the adverbial element receive stress, that is V + PRT. And when they occur in unstressed position before NP, they count as prepositions, for example híp út gangin ‘ran out (of) the corridor’, that is, V + PREP + SP. A consequence of this set of distributional properties is that the great majority of phonological forms that can serve as prepositions (unstressed) can also appear in stressed position, namely when they are used as adverbs. In Swedish (or Danish) the class of items of which the same distributional properties are true constitutes but a minority (basically, it is confined to a subset of compound prepositions, such as, e.g., framát ‘right-on-towards’ and ígenom ‘in-through’). Again, on the assumption that children adopt the strategy of establishing the phonological forms in question on the basis of their occurrences in stressed (rather than unstressed) position, Icelandic children would be able to apply this strategy to a greater number of items than their Swedish or Danish peers.

To explore this hypothesis empirically, the set of prepositions which the longitudinal

2.31.1

pick some key differences between the Icelandic and the Swedish input, however, in terms of how the 23 items are distributed over positions with and without stress. Out of the 23 Icelandic items 12 were also used as adverbs. That means that the phonological forms of 12 of the 23 prepositions occurred with stress. The corresponding figures for Markus is just 3 of 23 (3 out of 23 prepositions were also used as particles). The three prepositions in question were the same three as Markus produced in his own speech by 24 months of age, i.e., í ‘in’, þá ‘on’, and til ‘to’.

**CONCLUSIONS**

We interpret the precocious emergence of particles in the two Danish children and the likewise precocious acquisition of prepositions in the Icelandic child as effects of prosodic spotlight, — although not exclusively of prosodic spotlight. In a controlled

4.2.1
experiment in which the task is to learn a fragment of an artificial language and the subjects of the experiment group would profit from the presence of prosodic spotlight, it would be possible more clearly to disentangle such a spotlight from other determining factors (such as input frequency etc). Real language development, however, takes place in multidimensional environments where a host of factors interact to determine the structure of acquisition. The purpose of our particular crosslinguistic approach, the within-group approach, is to study aspects of language development in naturalistic settings, keeping as many factors as possible under control, while varying the particular determining factor under scrutiny. On the basis of our intra-Scandinavian contrastive analyses, we conclude, then, that prosodic spotlight can interact with other determining factors (such as cognitive development, input frequency, etc) in ways that facilitate the acquisition of particles and prepositions to a degree that is clearly observable. Our observations indicate that this facilitation process can already be evident at the beginning of the child's second year of life.
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ABSTRACT

This is an overview of the use of magnetic resonance imaging and ultrasound to produce three-dimensional models of the tongue and the vocal tract.

INTRODUCTION

In phonetic descriptions of sounds we are all used to midsagittal views of the vocal tract showing tongue shape and distance from the roof of the mouth. If a sagittal plane e.g. 15mm away from the mid-line for the same sound was chosen, we would get a very different view. Those midsagittal figures are convenient for pedagogical purposes but give no information about the shape and position of the tongue off the midline, e.g. bunching or flattening of the sides of the tongue, and may therefore not necessarily capture important differences between two articulations which midsagittally may look quite similar.

Many researchers with an interest in physiological phonetics, who so far have not been too impressed with acoustic vocal tract models, are working on supplying accurate three-dimensional models of the oral and nasal cavities using different techniques.

Even if x-ray techniques used for phonetic research have low radiation levels, techniques with no known health risks like ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) attract interest among researchers in many countries. We will give some examples of advances with these two techniques in phonetic research during recent years.

MRI.

Rokkaku, Hashimoto, Imaizumi, Niimi and Kiritani [1] were among the first to publish phonetic research results based on MRI. The MR images from these first years were fuzzy and were results of dauntingly long acquisition times where subjects would often try to hold an articulatory posture for more than one minute while lying on their backs in the narrow and extremely noisy MR tunnels of that time. The resulting fuzziness in the pictures was an aggregate result of inability to keep the articulators still, too thick picture cuts which might also be laid at acute angles of e.g. the tongue, and acquisition times which ideally should have been even longer to produce sharper images. With recent progress in MR-technology acquisition times of 1s or less for good quality images with a 5mm cut are unproblematic. This means that prolongable sounds like vowels, fricatives, laterals and nasals can be studied by means of MR.

In principle the picture plane, normally 5mm thick, can be placed at any angle, but to increase sharpness it is important that it is laid as close to 90° as possible on the surface of the structure to be imaged.

At first sight an x-ray and MR-picture look similar, but structures which contain little or no hydrogen like teeth and bones do not show up on a MR-picture, while cartilages and particularly soft tissues like the velum and tongue do. One small advantage in favour of

MR is that dental fillings which tend to obscure the shape of the tongue in x-ray pictures do not show up on an MR-image. Yang and Kasuya [2] ingeniously solved the problem with no-showing dentition: They put dental impressions of the subjects in water, and took very accurate MR-images of the impressions. Coating mediums of the teeth have been tried with no great success so far.

Recently both mid-sagittal MR films of articulatory movements as well as dynamic three-dimensional vocal tract models by means of MRI have been made [3,4]. See fig. 1, 2 and 3.

In X-ray technique enormous progress has been made. When we compare the improvements in x-ray techniques during nine decades from e.g. the misty pictures that Grummanch [5] published in 1907 to the razor-sharp xeroradiographic photographs of today [6] with progress in MRI during less than one decade, it does not seem too risky to predict that we will in the not too distant future see improved quality MR images of reduced slice thickness based on shorter acquisition times than today. We also envisage 3D films of articulatory movements using improved computer algorithms for air-tissue boundary detection.

ULTRASOUND

Compared to using MRI, ultrasound equipment is from our experience cheaper and easier to get access to, but there are limits to what you can do with it. Therefore anybody who has tried to record tongue movement and tongue shape for speech sounds by means of ultrasound must be impressed with Stone and Lundberg [7] who have presented three-dimensional reconstructions of the tongue surface based on speech sounds which were sustained for 10s.

One of the limitations to ultrasound equipment is that it does not register the tip of the tongue if the apex is so far forward in the mouth that the ultrasound transducer waves are unable to reach it, but instead register the sublingual air/tissue borderline. Also edge/surface detection is not always unproblematic. Sounds produced with contact between the tongue and the roof of the mouth pose another problem since tongue edge detection then becomes difficult. Therefore we have so far only succeeded
in making ultrasound-based 3D models of the surface of the tongue for sounds where the tongue is in a central or back position. See figure 4.

Obviously ultrasound is a technique which offers tremendous possibilities for phonetic research. And it is only a matter of time before we see the first time-evolving three-dimensional models of the tongue based on ultrasound images with far better quality and shorter acquisition time than we use today.

During this 1/3 plenary session we intend to show examples of dynamic 3D models of the vocal tract.

Figure 2. Lateral view of 3D model of the vocal tract tube for [i]. The mouth is on the left. From an MR imaging based on 200 repetitions of the utterance [ai]. See [4].

Figure 3. Frontal view of 3D model of the vocal tract tube for [a]. From an MR imaging based on 200 repetitions of the utterance [ai]. See [4].

Figure 4. This figure shows a three-dimensional reconstruction of the surface of the tongue for [a]. Semi-lateral view of the tongue with apex to the left. The sulcus in the back part of the tongue can be seen. The ultrasound images were collected with a Vingmed Sound CFM-800 ultrasound scanner. The ultrasound probe was a mechanically steered annular array with 5 elements, producing a sector scan image with an opening angle of 90 degrees. The ultrasound frequency was 5 MHz. Resolution was 1 mm in the axial direction (along the ultrasound beam), and 3 mm in the transversal direction (normal to the ultrasound beam). The 2D image-frame rate was 35 frames/sec.The ultrasound probe was mounted in a custom made tilting device, using a stepper motor tilting the probe 0.7° per 2D image plane.
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ABSTRACT
Lingual fleshpoint positions and formant frequencies were measured at phonation onset in repetitions of the word row from an X-ray microbeam database including 55 normal speakers of American English. These data were used to develop a quantitative description of interspeaker variation in tongue "shape" for /r/, and to determine whether shape variations were acoustically significant, and/or related to gender and variation in selected measures of oral cavity size and shape.

INTRODUCTION
The X-ray microbeam (XRMB) technique is one of several contemporary methods for studying speech movement. The technique uses a narrow, high-energy x-ray beam (0.4 mm in diameter), controlled by computer, to track the real time motions of small gold pellets (2-3 mm diameter) glued to a speaker's head, lips, tongue, and lower jaw. Thus, the XRMB provides a point-parameterized view of speech movement [1], expressed in terms of the time-varying, digitally-sampled positions of discrete articulatory landmarks and fleshpoints.

The XRMB technique is not new. It has been available (albeit on a limited basis) for roughly 20 years, originally at the University of Tokyo where it was first implemented by members of the Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics [2]; and more recently, at the XRMB facility of the University of Wisconsin (UW) at Madison. The technique was developed as an alternative to high-speed, flood-field cineradiography, and has three significant advantages relative to that method, yielding more accurate data; involving significantly less exposure to ionizing radiation; and, imposing smaller data reduction burdens on the part of those who hope to analyze the information. A natural benefit is that it is now possible to collect and analyze data sets spanning many more speakers and task performances than were feasible using older methods. This "new" development, which we are just beginning to exploit, is important because many physical details of speech production behavior are variable within and across speakers. Generalizations about speech movement, for use in fields such as speech pathology, must be based on samples of speakers and tasks broad enough to reliably reflect the distribution of normal behaviors. Otherwise, there can be no good basis for distinguishing common, ordinary movements made by ordinary speakers, from those that are uncommon and extraordinary.

Over the past five years, a large-scale, freely-available speech production database has been developed at the UW XRMB facility. This database incorporates representations of lingual, labial, and mandibular movements, recorded in association with the sound pressure wave, for more than 50 normal, young adult speakers of American English, for a rich set of utterances and oral motor tasks, and lengthy recording interval (ca. 18 minutes/speaker). The large number of speakers makes this material especially well-suited for analyses of inter-speaker variation in articulatory kinematics.

We have selected a subset of materials from this database to examine production behavior for American English /r/. This sound is interesting and problematic from several points of view. From the acoustic theory of speech production [3], we know that the distinctively low third formant of /r/ can be approximated by vocal tract constrictions in three regions along the vocal tract length. This fact may be related to the kinds and frequency of misarticulations and substitutions that American children make for the sound, and also related to their tendency to master its production late in acquisition [4]. The sound /r/ is also unusual in the kind and degree of variation across major dialects of American English. Moreover, foreign speakers learning the language often find the American /r/ hard to say, and/or hear [5].

Some or all of these facts may be connected -- though precisely how is hard to say -- to an observation made by linguists for many years [6], to the effect that at least two distinct articulatory varieties of /r/ appear to exist, side by side. One broad type is the so-called retroflex variety, during which the tongue tip and blade are lifted, and the apex is curled backward in the mouth. The other is the bunched variety, where the apex and blade are held low while the front and dorsum of the tongue are elevated. In both varieties, speakers presumably attempt to achieve the same end, forming a primary oral constriction in the mid-palatal region. From a production point of view, /r/ is then interesting because there are different places along the vocal tract where its constriction can be formed, and for one of these places, different ways that the constriction can be formed.

Together, a handful of qualitative, descriptive studies [7-10] have addressed the basic accuracy of the retroflex-bunched distinction; and, only one of these, the remarkable study of Delattre and Freeman [7] of almost 30 years ago, attempted to describe variation in /r/ productions across a large speaker and task sample. We have set out to revisit the topic of /r/ production variability, among a speaker sample somewhat larger than that of Delattre and Freeman, and in so doing, address three specific goals. The first is to develop a quantitative description of variation in tongue posture or "shape" at an acoustically-defined r-moment in isolated examples of the word row produced by each speaker in the sample. The second goal is to determine whether variation across speakers in tongue shape, at a specific r-moment, might be related to variation in formant frequencies at (about) the same moment. And, the third goal is to determine whether the /r/ shapes assumed by speakers' tongues in row are related to gender, and/or to selected measures of oral cavity size and shape.

METHODS
The XRMB speech production database [11] incorporates material from 57 normal, native speakers of American English. Fifty-five (55) of these, 30 females and 25 males, are represented in our analysis of /r/. For this sub-sample, the median age was 21.0 years, with ages ranging between 18.3-37.0 years. For dialect purposes, 29/55 could be considered residents of Wisconsin, while 17 of the remaining 26 were residents of seven neighboring midwestern states of Minnesota, Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio. Dialect homes of the remaining nine speakers were distributed across the US, from Massachusetts (1) to California (2).

Kinematic data recorded from each speaker represent the time-varying, mid-sagittally-projected positions of a set of articulator pellets. For 53/55 speakers, four such pellets were arrayed along the tongue midline. One of these (labelled T1) was always placed in the vicinity of the tongue blade, about 1 cm behind the apex of the extended tongue; a second (labelled T4) always placed in the vicinity of the tongue dorsum, about 6 cm behind the apex; and, two others (labelled T2 and T3) positioned to divide the interval between T1 and T4 into two roughly equal segments. For 2/55 speakers, only three tongue pellets were available. Other articulator pellets were attached to each speaker's mandible, and upper and lower lips.

Pellet-position data were expressed within a rectangular, anatomically-defined coordinate system [12]. The x-axis of the system corresponded to the intersection of
each speaker's mid-sagittal and maxillary occlusal planes. The y-axis was normal to the maxillary occlusal plane (MaxOP), and passed through a local origin at the point where the central maxillary incisors intersected that plane. Thus, up in this coordinate system points toward the top of the head along lines perpendicular to the MaxOP, and forward, toward the front of the face along lines parallel to the MaxOP, for each speaker.

Tongue shape measurements for r/

Pellet positions were tracked at rates ranging between 40-160 times per second, as each speaker read through a list of records containing verbal and oral motor tasks. A subset of five records contained isolated instances of the word row, separated in time from different words in the same record, by 0.5-1.0 second. The moment of phonation onset was marked from oscillograms of the acoustic wave recorded during each instance of row, articulated by each speaker. Coordinates of all midline tongue pellets were extracted at the time of this event. The coordinates suggest the shape of the tongue at this discrete r-moment, and are the focus of our analyses.

In qualitative terms, most speakers prepare to say the /r/ of isolated row by drawing some forward part of the tongue up in the mouth, toward the palate, reaching an extreme local configuration some 50-100 ms before phonation onset. Speakers hold this posture for 50 ms or so beyond phonation onset, and then move the tongue rapidly downward, away from the palate, and variably forward or rearward, depending upon speaker and part of the tongue, toward a configuration suitable for the mid-back, diphthongal coda /o/.

Sample data from two speakers are shown in Figure 1. Shapes of the midline tongue contours at phonation onset for /r/ (computed across 4-5 repetitions of the word) are suggested by the average locations of pellets T1-4, connected by solid lines. Ensemble average pellet trajectories are also shown. These indicate paths traced by all four pellets during the interval spanning (-100,+500)ms relative to phonation onset. The pellet locations and trajectories are bounded above by piecewise continuous outlines of each speaker's palatal vault.

Figure 1. Above: Oscillogram of one subject's utterance of "row," and tongue contour at /r/ onset (marked by vertical line in the oscillogram). Below: Another subject's contrasting tongue contour.

Eight coordinates of four pellets provide a sense of tongue shape that is not very tractable. This is so partly because the number of values is high. A simpler expression of these data that reduces their dimensionality, and has the added advantage of emphasizing only tongue shape (and excluding tongue position) for each speaker, has the form of an ordered triple of angles, representing the orientation of straight lines drawn to connect positions of adjacent pairs of pellets. In our data, we designated the orientations of lines connecting pellet pairs ((T1,T2), (T2,T3), (T3,T4)) as angles (1,2,3), respectively. Angle triples (in degrees) for speakers 39 and 45, shown in Figure 1, were (-49,-5,32) and (28,56,50), respectively.

Acoustic measurements

Formant frequencies were measured from the digitized acoustic waveform, originally sampled at 21.74kHz. LPC and FFT spectra were generated using CSPEECH [13], for an analysis window 20 ms wide, centered at +20 ms with respect to phonation onset, for each token of row produced by each speaker. Estimates of formant frequencies from LPC analysis for each token were verified against wide-band spectrograms and corresponding FFT spectra. Bandwidths for spectrograms were 300Hz and 500Hz, for male and female speakers respectively, and the dynamic range was set to 72dB. The number of coefficients for LPC analysis was typically higher than the customary 24, and ranged between 30-40. The higher number of coefficients made certain formant identifications easier, and enhanced our ability to distinguish close second and third formants. Final acoustic measurements for each speaker represented mean formant values calculated across row repetitions.

Oral cavity size and shape

Three indices of oral cavity size and shape were derived from caliper measurements of storage models of each speaker's maxillary dental arch and palatal vault. These indices included mid-sagittal height of the palatal vault (palv), above MaxOP, measured 35 mm posterior to the central maxillary incisors; width of the maxillary arch (m2wid), measured between distal-buccal cusp tips of the second maxillary molars; and, distance rearward from the central maxillary incisors of the straight line connecting distal-buccal cusp tips of the second maxillary molars (m2apr), measured along a line parallel to MaxOP. A fourth index of cavity size — distance from the central maxillary incisors rearward to the mid-sagittal outline of the posterior pharyngeal wall (phap), also measured along MaxOP -- was determined from a calibrated, sagittal-plane x-ray scan of each speaker's oral cavity.

Statistical methods

Several exploratory statistical techniques were used to gain insight into data collected for this study. All analyses were performed using S-Plus [14] or SAS [15]. The techniques included hierarchical clustering [16], to find transformations of the original pelvis position data that captured intuitive shape information; principal component analysis, to determine the character and explanatory strength of various speaker-by-measure matrices; and canonical correlation [17] and linear regression of ranks, to search for associations between groups of measurements (e.g., between speaker-by-formant-frequency and speaker-by-tongue-shape matrices). The philosophy underlying data analysis was to capture and describe the extent and nature of variation among measurements of speakers and their articulations, in few terms, without greatly sacrificing interpretability.

Hierarchical clustering, which creates a hierarchy of groups from multidimensional data, played a central role in our attempts to describe and understand the pelvis-position data. The result of an analysis of this type proceeds from one extreme where every individual is a group of one, to an opposite state in which all individuals form a single group. At each level within trees generated from such analyses, two groups which were closest together in terms of Euclidean distance were combined.

Statistical methods for choosing the "right" number of groups from data arrays do exist, but the methods are not robust. Moreover, they require two assumptions that we were unwilling to make. The first is that some underlying number of groups is already known to exist in the data. The second is that the data in each group follow some pre-specified distribution (e.g., multivariate normal). We chose not to look for some "right" number of clusters in our data, but to use entire hierarchical clustering trees to decide whether multivariate inputs to the
procedure (e.g., various transformations of the eight original pellet coordinates) captured shape information that was intuitively salient.

RESULTS

Tongue shape

Each speaker made essentially the same lingual gesture during /l/, achieving the same general tongue shape at phonation onset, each time they repeated the word row. When we view the entire set of (average) tongue shapes achieved by all speakers, we can readily point out some that look bunched (S39 in Figure 1), and others that look retroflexed (S45 in Figure 1). But, we also see shapes for some speakers that are not easily matched to these conventional descriptive labels. Two of these that are fairly easy to characterize are the tongue shapes that are relatively flat; and, those that are noticeably "tipped" (retroflexed?) but also somewhat convex (bunched?). Broadly, to the eye, these two shapes seem to be intermediate between those we might categorize as retroflexed and bunched, and therefore suggest a partition of the data into more than the two simple categories promoted by classical phonetic accounts. However, deciding how many categories there might be, and whether they correspond to the three suggested by Hagisawa [10], or the six suggested by Pichler and Freeman [7], or any other reasonable number (smaller than the speaker sample size), is difficult. By eye, we can find speaker subsets amongst which roughly the same shape is achieved, though at the same time, it also seems that these subjectively identified subgroups are never exhaustive or mutually exclusive.

More objective partitions, for a number of different expressions of the original pellet-position data, were obtained from hierarchical cluster analysis. However, the outcome of each such analysis was then judged subjectively, so that by eye, groupings found by the analysis had to be considered "reasonable." The success of hierarchical clustering applied to tongue shape data was sensitive to the way the data were expressed. For example, different clusters, different numbers of major shape types, and different principal dimensions in the data were obtained from analyses on (1) the original speaker-by-coordinates array; (2) a similar speaker-mean-centered array (that removed tongue position from the original data); (3) a speaker-by-coefficients array (where the coefficients represented parameters of least-squares quadratic fits to the original coordinates); and, (4) the speaker-by-angles array that we finally found to be most useful. In part, we selected the angle expression of our original data because hierarchical clustering of the data array yielded groupings of speakers by tongue shapes that were intuitively satisfying. In Figure 2, we use scatterplots of tongue shapes to illustrate groups found from "angle" data. We have chosen to plot four groups because these give a visually pleasing result. However, we do not mean to imply that four is the "correct" number of groups.

An angle expression of our data is also useful because it is easy to interpret in a way that directly suggests information about tongue shape. Speakers with negative first angles were those with a blade pellet (T1) that was lower in the mouth than the front-most intermediate pellet T2. Conversely, speakers with a positive first angle were those with the tongue blade (and T1 pellet) higher in the mouth, above MaxOp, than the portion of the tongue represented by the T2 pellet. The second angle was positive for speakers with strongly "tipped" (retroflexed?) tongues, and negative or near zero for those with more convex (bunched?) shapes. The third angle was positive for most speakers, indicating a dorsal pellet (T4) that was lower in the mouth (relative to MaxOp) than all other lingual pellets. The only speakers for whom angle three was not strongly positive were those with relatively flat tongue shapes.

Figure 3. Tongue shapes plotted on an approximate principal component plane.

The first two principal components from an analysis of the speakers-by-angles data array explained 95% of the variability. This fact allows us to display tongue shape information, expressed in terms of angles, in two dimensions without a major loss of information. The first principal component was dominated by the first angle (defined by T1 and T2 pellet positions), while the second principal component was dominated by the sum of the second and third angles. The distribution of speakers' tongue shapes, expressed in terms of angles and plotted in the plane defined by these two approximate principal components, is illustrated in Figure 3. The approximate principal components are more easily interpreted than the actual components defined in analysis, and still explain 89% of the variability across speakers. Male and female speakers are distinguished by filled and open squares. Categories of four high-level shapes uncovered by hierarchical clustering are coded by letter, and two-sigma ellipses are drawn about coordinates of each category's centroid. Perhaps the simplest lesson that Figure 3 teaches is that the range of tongue postures for /l/, viewed in this way, is more nearly continuous than categorical across speakers, along either approximate principal component dimension. Simply put, this expression of our data seems to argue against discrete types of tongue shapes for /l/.

Formant frequencies

Table 1. Mean formant frequencies (in Hz) for male and female speakers. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>326 (39)</td>
<td>358 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>882 (90)</td>
<td>1092 (122)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>1378 (121)</td>
<td>1792 (201)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expected differences were found between formant frequencies for male and female talkers. Average frequencies for F1 and F2 agreed well with comparable data from normal geriatric speakers [18]. Interestingly, no significant association was found between speaker-by-tongue-shape and speaker-by-(log-transformed)-formant-frequency arrays. Thus, it appears that the very large differences across speakers in tongue shape at phonation onset in row do not seem to be accompanied by statistically reliable differences in formant frequencies.

Oral cavity size

Table 2. Mean measures of oral cavity size (in mm), for males and females. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>palht</td>
<td>22.4 (2.2)</td>
<td>18.7 (2.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m2wid</td>
<td>60.3 (4.7)</td>
<td>57.0 (3.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m2ap</td>
<td>43.7 (3.1)</td>
<td>41.5 (3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phap</td>
<td>80.2 (5.0)</td>
<td>77.7 (4.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On average, males were slightly larger than females for all measures of oral cavity size. Male palates (palatal vault) were about 3 mm taller, and male maxillary arches at the second molar tooth (m2width) were about 3 mm wider. Gender and oral cavity size are therefore confounded variables across our speaker sample. Across all speakers, the highest palatal vault was about 26 mm, while the shallowest was only 14 mm. The widest arch was 68 mm, while the narrowest was only 48 mm.

The only statistically significant relationship between our speaker-by-angle characterization of tongue shape for /t/ and measures of oral cavity size and shape, and gender, was between the first angle and gender. This effect is suggested in Figure 3, in which females, as a class, seem to have more negative first angles than do males. However, this effect was not strong. Gender explained only a small proportion of the variability in the first angle across speakers ($r^2 = 0.13$). Moreover, the association between the first angle (defined primarily by relative height of the tongue blade), and gender, has not been found in preliminary analyses of tongue shapes for /t/ in the words street, problem, right, and across.

**DISCUSSION**

How many kinds of tongue shapes exist for /t/ in American English? This simple question, asked by others before us, presumes that data should segregate into a number of discrete articulatory categories. However, our data seem to argue against such an assumption. No matter what visual and numeric tricks we have tried, the data summarized in this report do not seem to distribute well into discrete categories. It is probably closer to the truth that there is a continuous range of acceptable/possible tongue shapes for /t/. Speakers must achieve an acoustic result their listeners will accept as /t/. Precisely how that result is obtained, using the tongue and lips to constrict the vocal tract near either end, and/or near its middle, may be physiologically important to individuals, but not in a way that forces different speakers to achieve an invariant articulatory result. This is not a new idea, though tongue shape data for /t/, collected across many speakers, illustrate the idea perhaps more vividly than other data types.

The opportunity to examine data from many speakers is a main benefit of the XRMerge method and database. Such an opportunity is necessary if we hope to know the distribution of tongue shapes for /t/ that exist in American English. This information is theoretically interesting, and may also have some practical benefit for speech therapy. Speakers who do not produce acceptable variants of /t/ are coached by therapists to achieve better results through instructions expressed in articulatory terms: instructions to shape the tongue in some particular way, and/or to place the tongue in some specific location. Speakers who are informed of the range of known and possible articulatory options may then choose some optimal variant.

The fact that variation across speakers in tongue shapes and formant frequencies at the same r-moment in row are not well related is superficially surprising. Differences between some speakers' tongue shapes, for the moment we have examined, are extreme. However, we can excuse the lack of relationship in view of standard acoustic theory [3]. The shape of the radiated spectrum depends heavily upon the vocal tract area function, and the area function itself is only partly determined by tongue shape within the oral cavity. The degree and locations of all constrictions along the vocal tract length define the area function. For /t/, constrictions in the pharynx, and at the lips, may be especially important. In our data, the former is inaccessible. The latter is somewhat less so, though the information available, given by positions of pellets on the lips, is difficult to interpret. Even the information we have for the oral portion of the tongue is less complete than we might like. Of course, the position of the apex is lost from our data, and this loss may be a special problem for any attempt to understand the articulation of /t/. We also have only a coarse outline of the tongue, defined by fleshepnts locations in the vicinity of the blade and dorsum, and two points in between. In principle, we might still expect some relationship between articulation and the acoustics of /t/, though for our data, we also have many reasons to reject that expectation.

The fact that variation across speakers in tongue shapes for /t/ and size and shape of the oral cavity, were not strongly related is also something of a surprise. We often assume that how speakers move when they speak depends partly upon how they are built. Our data for /t/ productions seem to show that this is not true, though it important again to emphasize the coarse nature of postural and size data. Certainly from our data, we cannot yet suggest why speakers choose the shapes they do for /t/.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC ARTICULOGRAPHY: A BRIEF OVERVIEW
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INTRODUCTION
Up until the development of the first X-ray microbeam at the University of Tokyo the most common and reliable technique to transduce planar articulator motion during speech was cineradiography. As a result of the high radiation dosage and duration of such studies was necessarily limited. With the advent of the X-ray microbeam developed at the University of Tokyo [1] the ability to transduce speech articulatory motion with minimal radiation hazard allowed for longer experimental sessions. The expense to construct such a system, however, is considerable and the maintenance and operational costs are much too high to be a realistic consideration for any speech laboratory. Recently alternating magnetic field devices have become a less costly and more widely available alternative [2,3]. The utility of such devices will be outlined below as well as some of the considerations that will affect the sensitivity and reliability of the movement reproduction. For a detailed evaluation of one of the devices currently in use and limited comparison to other commercially available devices, the interested reader is referred to Perkell, Cohen, Svirsky, Matthies, Garabieta, & Jackson [2].

There are currently three commercially available electromagnetic systems for the transduction of supraglottal articulation: the Carstens Electromagnetic Articulograph (EMA) [3], the Electromagnetic Midsagittal Articulometer (EMMA) [2], and the Movetrack [4]. The principles of operation are similar for all three devices. Transmitter coils, excited by a sinusoidal signal, produce a time-varying magnetic field. A transmitter coil, oriented parallel to the transmitter and transducer axes, will be induced with an alternating signal whose strength decreases approximately in proportion to the cube of the distance from the transmitter. All current electromagnetic transduction devices for speech articulation research use monaxial receiver coils placed on articulator flesh points in the midsagittal plane of the device. The signal induced in each receiver coil is the sum of the number of sinuosoids (the number of transmitters) and the sampled voltages are subsequently processed to produce estimates of the angular movements of the parts of the articulators. The EMMA and EMA systems calculate the positions in software while the Movetrack system uses a hardware implementation to estimate the locations of the receivers. Two of three commercially available systems (EMMA and EMA) use a three-transmitter design in which each transmitter is driven at three different carrier frequencies in the tens to hundreds of kilohertz range.

One of the benefits of the three-transmitter systems is the ability to correct for rotational misalignment between the transmitters and transducers. That is, any receiver misalignment, with respect to the magnetic lines of flux, reduces the estimated distance from the transmitter by the cosine of the misalignment angle. Both the EMMA and EMA systems provide methods for correcting for rotational misalignment. The Movetrack system, using a two-transmitter design, does not allow for any correction. A potential, and highly probable, error condition that neither the two- or three-transmitter systems is able to compensate for is off-midline displacement. Errors due to transmitter misalignment with the midsagittal plane vary with position in the recording field [2,5]. Errors due to midline misalignment grow rapidly as a function of increasing distance from the origin of the device. During normal operation a combination of rotational misalignment and off-midline placement (0.5 mm for example) will result in errors ranging from 1 to 1.0 mm [2,5]. Because of the ability to correct for rotational misalignment within certain limits the most critical error factor is midline placement of the receivers in the midsagittal plane of the device.

It is also the case that the three-transmitter systems can operate at a lower field strength compared to the two-transmitter system [2]. For further information on the use of such systems for speech research the reader is referred to a recent publication resulting from an ACCOR workshop on the use of electromagnetic articulography in phonetic research [6].

APPLICATION
In this section a brief overview of the application of electromagnetic articulography to speech research will be considered. Data will be presented that have been collected using a version of the EMMA system [2] housed at Haskins Laboratories. The device has been operational since approximately 1992 following a series of tests to verify accuracy and reliability and to evaluate specific environmental influences [5]. Since the initial studies in our laboratory, the size of the transducers have been reduced by a factor of one-half resulting in receiver coils on the order of 2.5 x 2.5 x 1.0 mm.

A typical experiment consists of the placement of receivers on the bridge of the nose and the maxillary gum ridge (to monitor head motion during the experiment), receivers on the upper and lower lips, the mandibular gum ridge, and four locations on the tongue along with a simultaneously recorded acoustic signal. At Haskins the nose, maxillary, mandibular, and lip receivers are attached using a biocompatible cyanoacrylate (Isodent). Attachment of the tongue receivers with Isodent requires extensive drying of the tongue surface and because the bonding is broken down by saliva, the attachment times can be quite short. As a result we routinely use Ketac Bond to attach receivers to the tongue. In contrast to Isodent the Ketac bond does not require the same degree of tongue surface drying and saliva has much less of an effect on the bonding of the surface. For typical experiment tongue receivers have remained on the tongue surface for well over 90 minutes.

Signals from the EMMA, the acoustic signal, and any other simultaneously acquired signals (e.g., pressure, electromyographic, glottal transillumination) are digitized on-line (12 bit resolution) using a 64 channel A/D board. Our 10 channel EMMA system requires 30 input channels (3 voltages per channel since the voltage-to-distance (V-D) conversion is done in software post-acquisition. Off-line calculations solve the near field equation obtaining x-y position of each receiver in the field at each point in time. Additionally, once head and occlusal coordinates have been established all data points are corrected for any head motion and rotated to the subjects occlusal plane.

Because the V-D conversion is done following digitization the voltages can be sampled at any rate that will be supported by the analog A/D board. However, this also means that any receiver problems during an experiment will not be apparent until after the experiment. To eliminate the possibility of wasting time and effort in collecting bad data, Perkell and colleagues at MIT have implemented a real-time display program that runs on a PC and is used to monitor receiver positions during an experiment.

An example of the two dimensional time history data obtained from receivers placed on four locations on the tongue is presented in Figure 1. Shown is a single repetition of a subject repeating the phrase “Say tap again”. The movement trajectories from the tongue have been digitally smoothed (23 point triangular window) following sampling at 625 Hz.

![Figure 1. Tongue movement trajectories from four receivers equally spaced from the front of the tongue to the rear spanning a distance of approximately 4 cm.](image)

Shown in the next figure is a single example of a subject repeating the phrase “Say tap again” displaying the motion of
the most anterior tongue receiver. At the bottom of the figure is the speed of the tongue tip associated with the two-dimensional trajectory. The dashed line illustrates the movement offset based on a minimum in the speed profile associated with the phonetic segment for /t/ in "tap".

![Figure 2. Tongue tip trajectory and the associated speed profile for the phrase "Say tap again". The /t/ closure is associated with the short duration steady state position observed in the tongue tip movement in the Y dimension.](image)

From identification of motion onsets and offsets for a number of repetitions it is possible to acquire mean positions in two dimensional space of the tongue associated with a specific phone. Two dimensional coordinates can be obtained when the speed of the receiver is at a minimum within the acoustic duration of the phone of interest. The data are then fitted using a cubic spline interpolation and an estimate of tongue shape obtained. Figure 3 reflects the average of ten repetitions in which tongue shape was estimated for /t/ in the word "rack" and "heard". Comparing the tongue shape using a cubic spline interpolation with actual shapes obtained from static midsagittal magnetic resonance images have been generally good.

The acquired data can also be displayed as receiver paths in the sagittal plane. Figure 4 is the same data from Figure 1 displayed in this manner in which the form of the articulator paths can be easily visualized. Also presented in the figure is an outline of the hard palate taken during the experimental session. It is also possible to estimate the constriction degree (in the midsagittal plane) by simply locating the minimum distance of a receiver from the palate location at the time of minimum speed.

![Figure 3. Estimated tongue shape for /t/ when produced word initial ("rack") and syllabic ("heard"). Each points represents the average of ten repetitions with spatial locations obtained at the time of minimum speed for each receiver.](image)

With increased use further refinements will be forthcoming in both hardware and software.
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RECENT ADVANCES IN HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL IMAGE RECORDING OF VOCAL CORD VIBRATION

Shigeru Kiritani
Research Institute of Logopedics and Phoniatrics, University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT
The paper describes recent advances in the high-speed digital image recording of vocal cord vibration. One is the introduction of a large size image memory which enables data recording of longer duration and thus, observations of involuntary, sporadic changes occurring in certain pathological voices. Another is the development of the system of higher frame rate (4500 frames per second with 256 x 256 pixels). Examples of the data analysis conducted by these systems are presented.

INTRODUCTION
To study voice source characteristics in speech, it is important to record vocal cord vibration simultaneously with the speech signal and to analyze the relationship between the pattern of the vocal cord vibration and the acoustic characteristics of the speech signal. The system of high-speed digital image recording developed by the present authors is convenient for this kind of studies and the system has been used at our institute for the studies of voice source characteristics in normal speech as well as in pathological voices[1-3].

In order to further facilitate such studies, several technical improvements were introduced to our original system. The present paper reports on the recent advances in our system; one is the use of a large size image memory for recording glottal image in longer phonation, and another is a development of a new system with higher frame rate and higher resolution. Characteristics of the improved system together with the examples of the data obtained by this system will be presented below.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the high-speed digital image recording system. The system consists of an oblique angled solid endoscope, a camera body containing an image sensor, and a digital image memory. The laryngeal image obtained through the endoscope is focused on the image sensor. The image sensor is scanned at a high frame rate and the output video signal is fed into the image memory through a high-speed A/D converter. Stored images are then reproduced consecutively as a slow-speed motion picture. In our original system, we used a commercially available image sensor. In order to achieve a high frame rate, it was necessary to scan only a selected part of the sensor. The frame rate was 2500 per second with the number of pixels 126 x 32.

LARGE-SIZE IMAGE MEMORY—Image Recording of Longer Duration—
High-Speed observation of vocal cord vibration has generally been conducted for very short periods during sustained phonation, typically a fraction of a second. However, there are several kinds of studies which require data recording of longer duration. One example is the analysis of vocal cord vibration during running speech which includes consonants. For this purpose, a high-speed digital image recording system combined with a flexible fibrescope is now being used at our laboratory. This kind of study requires the recording of laryngeal behavior in the natural utterances for duration of a few seconds.

Another example is the analysis of vocal cord vibration associated with sporadic, involuntary voice changes in certain pathological cases. In such studies, recordings of several seconds duration are desired to catch the moments of sporadic changes in the vocal cord vibration such as changes in the pitch frequency.

In order to carry out such studies, a special, large-size digital image memory was constructed. The size of the memory is 64 Mbyte, and it can store 15,000 frames of glottal images with 126 x 32 picture elements. This corresponds to an image recording of 6 seconds at a rate of 2500 frames per second. Below, two examples of pathological vocal cord vibration are presented which are associated with sporadic, involuntary changes in the fundamental period of the voice occurring during sustained phonations.

Case 1 shows a rough voice accompanied by sporadic changes in the fundamental period. The subject does not show any apparent pathological change in his vocal cords and he underwent a botulinus injection 4 months prior to the recording for treatment of his spasmodic dysphonia. Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the speech and EGG signals of his voice during the periods of normal pitch and lowered pitch in the same phonation. The pitch period for the lowered pitch is nearly the twice that for the normal pitch. The glottal image during the period of normal pitch shows a clear, tight closed phase in each vibratory cycle. In contrast, the glottal image during the period of lowered pitch shows that the glottal closure is incomplete in every other vibratory cycles, there is no apparent movement of the EGG signal or excitation pattern in the speech wave in these cycles. Thus, it can be concluded that in this phonation, weakening of the closing movements of the vocal cords in every other cycles brings about the apparent doubling of the fundamental period in the speech signal. An a Apparent fundamental period in speech and EGG signals actually corresponds to 2 cycles of vocal cord vibration.

The voice of case 2 is characterized by intermittent cessations in voicing and is accompanied by marked changes in voice quality as well as in pitch frequency. Figures 4 (a) and (b) show the speech and EGG signals for his...
voice during the periods of normal pitch and lowered pitch. In this case also, the fundamental period of the speech wave and the EGG signal for the lowered pitch are about twice those for normal pitch. However, the glottal images confirm that the vocal cord vibration during the period of lowered pitch has a long period of glottal closure which is accompanied by the short period of glottal opening. In this case, an elongation of the fundamental period of the speechwave results from the longer closure period in the vocal cord vibration.

Thus, in the present study, both the voices of case 1 and case 2 show involuntary, sporadic changes in the fundamental period of the speech wave during sustained phonation. In the period of lowered pitch, the pitch period is nearly twice that in normal pitch. However, high-speed recording of the
glottal image revealed a characteristic difference between the 2 cases. In case 1, it was due to the weakening of the closing movement in every other vibratory cycle, and in case 2, it was due to a true elongation of the vibratory cycle.

A NEW HIGH-SPEED, HIGH-RESOLUTION SYSTEM

As described above, in our original system, the maximum frame rate was limited to 2,500 frames per second with 126×32 pixels. Recently, a new system with a higher frame rate and higher resolution was developed in cooperation with Photron Co. Ltd. Photron Co. Ltd has produced a specially designed image sensor which incorporates a technique of parallel read-out of image signals to obtain a high frame rate. The sensor contains 256×256 picture elements and can be scanned at a rate of 4,500 frames per second. When the image area is restricted to 256×128 picture elements, the frame rate is 9,000 per second. As an example of data analysis obtained by the new system, an analysis of vocal cord vibration in a simulated diplophonic voice is presented below. The voice was produced by a normal subject simulating a diplophonia.

Figure 4 shows the speech signal in this phonation. The speech signal shows quasi-periodic variations in amplitude and waveform in 9 pitch periods. A waveform with large amplitude and strong excitation is observed in every 9th period. In between these cycles, the speech amplitude gradually gets smaller. In our previous paper, we reported on the characteristics of vocal cord vibration in pathological cases of diplophonia[4]. It was observed that there is a difference in vibratory frequency between the left and right vocal folds, and that the phase difference between the vocal cords varies with time quasi-periodically, resulting in a quasi-periodic variation in the speech signal. However, in that study, due to limitations in image resolution, it was difficult to identify the edges of the vocal cords and to measure the movements of the vocal cords from the glottal images, and only a qualitative measure of the glottal width was presented.

In the present data, owing to the improved image quality, the edges of the vocal cords can be determined by a visual inspection of the glottal image, at least for this phonation and therefore more detailed information on the movements of the vocal cords can be obtained. Figure 4 (c) shows the result of such measurement. Movement of the edges of the left and right vocal cords were measured on the selected horizontal scan line shown on the glottal image in the figure. It can be seen in the figure that at around A in the figure, the movements of the vocal cords are nearly in phase, and that the glottis shows a period of complete closure. Then, during successive cycles, the phase difference becomes progressively larger. At around B in the figure, the inward movement of the right vocal fold is incomplete, and one vibratory cycle of the right vocal cord almost disappears, and this process cancels and resets the phase difference between the left and right vocal cords.

The temporal change in the pattern of the vocal fold vibration described above explain the pattern of the temporal change in the speech waveform.

SUMMARY

Recent technical advance in high-speed digital image recording of vocal cord vibration were presented. Preliminary experiments confirmed that data recording of longer duration is useful for observing sporadic phenomena occurring during sustained phonations in certain pathological cases. A new system of higher frame rate made possible more quantitative analysis of movements of vocal cords.
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Computational phonetics

Roger K. Moore
DRA Speech Research Unit, Malvern, UK

Abstract
Recent impressive advances in the capabilities of systems for automatic speech recognition and automatic speech generation have meant that there is a growing need to unify the emerging theoretical and practical developments in speech technology with the established knowledge and practices in the phonetic sciences. This trigger paper discusses some of the relevant issues and proposes the establishment of a new discipline to be known as Computational Phonetics.

Background
The idea that an automatic device can be configured to 'recognise' or 'synthesise' human speech not only has the practical benefit of providing human operators with hands-free eyes-free control of equipment or access to information, but could also be said to provide the ultimate test for phonetic theories of human speech perception and production.

Moreover, it is precisely in the area of 'speech technology' (particularly in automatic speech recognition and automatic speech generation) that the experimental and descriptive fields of phonetics, linguistics and psychology meet the computational disciplines of artificial intelligence, computer science and engineering.

Both of these observations raise interesting issues concerning the role of contemporary phonetics in the light of the substantial advances that are currently being made in the capabilities of automatic speech recognition and generation systems.

Automatic Speech Recognition

Automatic speech recognition has come a long way from the first simple attempts back in the 1950s. In the early days, vocabularies were small (usually the ten digits), the words had to be uttered in 'isolation' (that is, with a distinct pause between each word) in a quiet environment, and each user was obliged to 'train' the system by providing a set of example utterances - whole-word 'templates' - against which subsequent words to be recognised would be compared (thereby rendering the process 'speaker dependent').

Forty years on, automatic speech recognition systems can operate with vocabularies containing many thousands of words, the input can be natural 'continuous' speech and, after estimating the parameters of a set of suitable statistical models (for example, 'hidden Markov models' - HMMs) using data from an appropriate spoken language corpus, utterances can be recognised from a wide range of 'independent' speakers operating in more natural environments (such as in an office or over a telephone).

Automatic Speech Generation

Likewise, speech synthesis systems have progressed from manually operated electrical and mechanical devices to automatic text-to-speech reading machines which can be adapted to exhibit the vocal characteristics of a desired target speaker and which can handle abbreviations and acronyms as well as regular textual input.

Also the process of speech generation from first principles using a mathematical analogue of the human production apparatus is being supplemented by an approach based on the concatenation of relevant fragments of natural human utterances which have been extracted from an appropriate spoken language corpus using automatic processes not dissimilar to those used in automatic speech recognition.

Prerequisites for Progress

One might easily imagine that these substantial advances have been caused by the implementation of linguistic and phonetic 'knowledge' in such speech technology systems. However, it can be argued (particularly for automatic speech recognition) that progress has in reality been a direct result of the introduction of rigorous mathematical and statistical modelling paradigms coupled with the development of efficient 'search' and 'parameter estimation' algorithms supported by a phenomenal increase in available computing power and data handling capacity.

It can also be argued that further progress depends on a continued concerted effort to tackle some of the theoretical and practical issues in automatic speech recognition and generation, not the least of which is to arrive at a greater understanding of the structure and regularities of speech signals themselves and of the 'process' which relates an audio-visual speech 'pattern' to it's cognitive counterpart. Such an understanding might be expressed in terms of a theory of 'speech pattern processing' [1].

Speech Pattern Processing

Speech essentially mediates the expression and communication of ideas, concepts and information between different physical entities through a regularity of behaviour which is shared, and hence 'understood', by the participants. It is this regularity of behaviour - the patterning - which is central to speech pattern processing and hence to speech recognition and generation. It is the patterning which provides the 'constraint' which allows human behaviour never before encountered to be recognised and interpreted appropriately, and which conditions the generation of novel behaviour never before required.

speech patterns

Information about the patterning in speech is derived from two principal sources; (i) the discipline of phonetics (and related areas such as psychoacoustics, linguistics, psycho-linguistics etc.) which provides descriptive 'knowledge' about the observed regularities in speech, and (ii) annotated speech corpora which provide hard 'evidence' for more detailed speech pattern behaviour.

Thus far, neither source of constraint is sufficient on its own to facilitate high-accuracy automatic speech recognition and generation. However, it is fair to say that it is the extensive use of large-scale speech corpora that has been the key to the success of current automatic speech recognition and generation systems.

Of course it is not sufficient simply to have (even detailed) information about the constraints implicit in speech patterning in order to construct a functional automatic speech recogniser or synthesiser; it is also necessary to define a (set of) 'representation(s)' with which to 'encode' such constraints.

Likewise, the appropriateness of any given representation depends critically on the 'computation' which is to be performed upon it - and such an 'algorithm' needs to be founded on some kind of mathematical 'theory' of recognition or generation.
Speech Pattern Processing Theory

Thus far, the most successful approaches to automatic speech recognition have been based on the theory of ‘maximum-likelihood’ (or Bayes’) classification which defines the interpretation of a sequence of acoustic observations in terms of the most probable explanation taken over all possible interpretations. From this theory it is possible to derive a mathematical and statistical ‘modelling’ paradigm (such as hidden Markov models) which provides a suitable integrated representation of acoustic, phonetic and lexical constraints together with compatible algorithms for estimating the model parameters from annotated data and for computing the most likely interpretation of an unknown input sequence.

On the other hand, automatic speech generation is founded on less well developed formalisms and, as such, lags behind recognition in its theoretical sophistication. Low-level processes such as the generation of a spectrum from a parametric representation of a vocal tract are based on solid mathematical principles, but the control of such parameters is often handled in a more heuristic manner. However, the introduction of statistical techniques (more familiar to automatic speech recognition) for control parameter modelling is beginning to take place.

Stochastic Modelling

It is important to appreciate that the use of statistics in speech pattern processing is convenient simply because it provides a rigorous mathematical framework for modelling ‘uncertainty’ and for characterising the processes of ‘approximation’, ‘interpolation’ and ‘extrapolation’ which are all key components of the requirement to be able to categorise unseen data and to be able to generate novel data.

The value of stochastic models in general, and HMMs in particular, is that the formalism shows no signs of being limited in the extent to which it can be developed to accommodate more complex modelling requirements; the mathematics has already been extended to handle simultaneous asynchronous events (thereby removing the ‘single synchronous signal’ assumption) and to include dynamic segmental effects (thereby removing the frame-to-frame ‘independence’ assumption).

Both of these advances point towards a possible unification of HMM structures with the modelling strategies normally employed in speech synthesis and the ideas expounded in the field of ‘non-linear phonology’ [2]. However, this unification can only be achieved if there is effective communication between the appropriate specialist practitioners involved in the speech pattern modelling and phonetics areas.

THE ROLE OF PHONETICS

Clearly, in principle, the field of phonetics has a great deal to contribute to the design of appropriate annotated speech corpora and to the expression of the phonetic and linguistic ‘priors’ which might be made implicit in a system’s modelling structures.

However, both of these activities must be carried out in full cognisance of the theoretical and mathematical implications involved; it is not appropriate to propose new representations without considering whether they are compatible with any known scheme for computation.

It is therefore proposed that the skills and expertise represented by the phonetic science community could be usefully directed not towards the construction of better automatic speech recognisers or synthesisers, but towards the exploitation of the theoretical and practical tools and techniques from speech technology for the creation of more advanced theories of speech perception and production (by humans and by machines). Indeed it is perhaps now appropriate to begin to think in terms of establishing a new more balanced discipline which could be described as ‘Computational Phonetics’.

Practitioners in this new area should be encouraged to work towards a unified theory of speech pattern processing which could answer some of the outstanding fundamental questions about speech [3] to the benefit of both speech technology and speech science.
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THREE AREAS OF COMPUTATIONAL PHONETICS

Hans G. Tillmann
Institute of Phonetics and Speech Communication, University of Munich

ABSTRACT

We propose to consider three areas of computational phonetics. The first area deals with speech signals transmitting phonetic information from the effectors to the receptors of natural nervous systems. The second one deals with the categories of phonetic facts accessed in large speech databases. The third one is devoted to computing time functions of given phonetic categories and to predicting the categories evoked by phonetic time functions.

INTRODUCTION

The term "computational phonetics" could be given many meanings. Is it the brother (or sister) of Computational Linguistics? This would restrict the meaning of the term to those parts of phonetics which make use of computers in a specific way. Indeed, many examples of this type of computational phonetics could be described, since computers, equipped with analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, have become the most important, or even, in a number of cases, the only instrument of instrumental phonetics.

We also could look back into the history of instrumental phonetics where we will find clear instances which likewise could fall under the term computational phonetics. There are at least two prominent examples which we would like to mention.

The first one is probably the earliest instance of computational phonetics. We find it in the appendix of Scripture's "Elements of Experimental Phonetics" where the author, nearly 100 years ago, showed how the Fast Fourier Transform of a voiced speech signal can be computed using paper and pencil, after the amplitude of a pitch-period from a graphically recorded oscillogram has been optically magnified and manually sampled into equidistant discrete amplitude values.

Another very important historical example which must be mentioned here was presented in 1957 in an article entitled "Die Vokalartikulation als Eigenwertproblem" by Meyer-Eppler and Ungeheuer in Zsch. f. Phonetik. The authors made use a second order homogeneous differential equation (Webster's Horn equation) and showed how the three-dimensional geometry of the vocal tract can be reduced to the two-dimensional area function in order to compute the resonance frequencies of the human vocal tract during the production of vowels. Thus the values of formant frequencies became uniquely predictable by a mathematically formulated physical theory (cf. also Ungeheuer 1957, 1962 and Fant 1960).

It seems to make sense to restrict the term computational phonetics to theories that take values of some given type and compute new values which are not trivially available in the computed form. This restriction is useful only to exclude what shall not fall under a computational theory. So we need further criteria to determine which types of phonetic theories shall be part of computational phonetics. In the following we would like to argue that there are exactly three interesting areas of computational phonetics which should be particularly considered and meta theoretically investigated in more detail. It could well be the case that the future of phonetics as one of the speech sciences will depend on further theoretical developments in just these three areas.

(I) THE AREA OF CAUSAL SPEECH THEORIES: THE TRANSMISSION OF PHONETIC INFORMATION

During any real speech act many physical processes which remain trans-sphennominal to the normal speakers and listeners can be measured and represented in the form of digitally sampled discrete time functions. As soon as a speaker conducts an act of speech these physical processes are assumed to run in the brains of speakers and listeners as well as in all channels that connect the involved individual nervous systems; they synchronously accompany any naturally perceived speech utterance.

These processes are extremely complex time functions inside the verbally communicating neural systems and still widely unknown with respect to their specific segmental and prosodic neural form. However, at the very periphery of the communicating systems they become fairly simple [15] and can be easily represented by well manageable AD-converted discrete time functions. This is the reason why causal theories of speech transmission allow us to fill the gap between the communicating neural systems. The articulatory CVVCV-actions of the motor system of the speaker cause speech movements which are discretely mapped to the proximal receptors of the speaking system and are also indirectly transformed into the acoustic output which transmits all relevant phonetic information to the auditory receptors (also the visible speech input plays a role).

The theory of Meyer-Eppler and Ungeheuer has been further developed by Schroeder (1967) and others; so it is no problem today to compute the acoustic output from a given articulatory time function digitally representing the speech movements of a given speech utterance [1,12]. If we know the impulse response of the acoustic system and the given excitation, the output can be simply derived by a convolution (in the time domain) or by a multiplication of the z-Transforms (in the frequency domain). Thus in the first area of computational phonetics the transmission of phonetic information is made explainable by showing how the peripheral actions of the motor system cause a mathematical mapping to the receptors of the sensory systems of speakers and listeners.

(II) THE AREA OF CATEGORICAL SPEECH THEORIES: THE REPRESENTATION OF PHONETIC FACTS

The world of phonetic facts that are relevant to the speakers and listeners of a language can be satisfyingly represented by logically oriented programming languages (such as Prolog). They allow computation with these facts in a very effective way as soon as there is access to a database large enough to contain all possible instances of those facts. And if the utterances in the database are represented according to the CRIL conventions of the IPA (concerning the Computer Representation of Individual Languages [4]), the lexical items they are composed of can not only be identified by their orthographic form, but also automatically compared as to their canonic citation forms and the actual and factual realisations (varying in a Lindblomian H-H-space [9]).

This type of computationally approach to phonetic facts has been systematically developed by Christoph Draxler in the German Verbmobil-PhonDat-project [2]. The experiences up to now show two things: Categorical representation of phonetic facts on the 3rd CRIL-level, aligned to individual
sound segments, is still somewhat critical in the case of reduced words in spontaneous speech [3]. Here, new standards for representing less clear and unclear cases have to be established (IPA and SAMPA etc. have been mainly used for description of well articulated clear speech utterances). Secondly, it should be pointed out that symbolic data receive a new kind of factuality if they are connected to real speech utterances within a large database (even if the physically recorded speech signals are not analysed themselves, but only used for the instantiation of the given facts). This condition allows us to say that Prolog is used to automatically analyse real phonetic facts by taking nothing but categorical representations from databases as input and so to compute new phonetic knowledge.

(III)

THE AREA OF EXTENSIONAL SPEECH THEORIES:
FROM SYMBOL TO SIGNAL,
FROM SIGNAL TO SYMBOL

The values of Prolog variables and predicates are not restricted to symbolically represented phonetic facts, but can also be extended to relate the possible categories and the analysable physical properties of the speech signal to each other, in both directions. There is of course no analytical relation between symbols that represent categorical facts and speech signals which per se are nothing but digitized time functions. In a speech database we empirically identify both sides according to Feigl's principle [15,6]: any complex category can be experimentally reproduced by repeating a given time function, and the time functions that we record when a category is repeatedly demonstrated (by different speakers in different situations) will be again instantiations of that category. Thus we can look for aposteriori necessary connections (in the sense of Kripke's (1980) analysis) in order to answer the question as to what properties of the signal cause the perception of a category, and which properties are to be expected if the category is reproduced within a speech act. This will ultimately allow us to define the physical extensions of the phonetic categories of a spoken language.

In the PhonDat-project it has been demonstrated by Florian Schiel that it is a good step in this direction to compute the phonetic facts on a yet unspecified 3rd CRIL-level, by using the information of the 2nd canonic level as input to a speech verification procedure [19].

However, the final aim of this third area of C.P. is to be able to compute any speech signal that falls in the extension of a given category, and to determine the phonetic form that the words of a spoken language segmentally and prosodically take as soon as they are used by the speaker of this language in connected speech.
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PHONETICS OF SECOND-LANGUAGE ACQUISITION: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE

Winifred Strange
Communication Sciences & Disorders
University of South Florida
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ABSTRACT
This paper summarizes the recent history of research on three issues in second-language (L2) phonetics: (a) predicting the relative perceptual difficulty of L2 phonetic categories, (b) describing the relationship between perception and production of L2 phones, and (c) optimizing perceptual training to improve perception of L2 phonetic contrasts.

INTRODUCTION
The following three papers of this semi-plenary session report on three areas of research on the perceptual phonetics of second-language (L2) acquisition which have had a long and productive history. In this paper, I summarize the empirical progress on these topics over the last 25 years and discuss briefly how the theoretical and methodological issues have evolved.

THE PAST
The field is indebted to Arthur S. Abramson & Lee Lisker, who reported their seminal findings on cross-language differences in the perception of voice onset time (VOT) at the Vth ICPhS [1]. That study demonstrated that the ability to discriminate differences in VOT which underlie voicing and aspiration contrasts in initial stop consonants in many languages was predictable from language-specific patterns of phonetic labeling of the synthetic stimulus continuum. This finding fit well with the theoretical claims of Motor Theory [2] that the perception of speech sounds was accomplished via special processes that were intimately related to speech production. The categorical perception (CP) paradigm, which compared performance on tests of (physical identity) discrimination and (phonemic) identification of synthetically-generated acoustic continua, provided a rigorous methodological tool to examine these language-specific patterns of perception. Problems in perceiving non-native vowels were largely ignored in early cross-language research because (synthetic, steady-state) vowels were not perceived categorically and did not show language-specific patterns of perception [3].

Cross-language CP studies with adults in the 1970s replicated and extended the finding that discrimination of acoustic continua underlying voicing and place contrasts among consonants was determined by the phonemic significance of the stimuli in the listeners’ native language [4,5]. At the same time, developmental research demonstrated that 2- to 6-month-old infants could discriminate place and voicing contrasts in consonants, whether or not they had been exposed to a language in which the contrasts occurred [6,7,8]. Thus, it was concluded that there was some loss in discrimination ability as a function of age or learning one’s native-language phonology, or both.

This conclusion was reinforced by two additional kinds of data on the perception of non-native consonant contrasts by adults. One finding, which was first reported by Goto [9] see also [10], demonstrated that native Japanese speakers of English who had learned to produce /l/ and /n/ correctly nevertheless failed to distinguish these liquids perceptually when presented their own or native English speakers’ productions, i.e., production preceded and exceeded (auditory) perception in L2 learning. Second, early training studies (using synthetic stimuli) which attempted to improve the perception of non-native contrasts met with limited success [11, 12,13]. While subjects’ performance improved on training materials, generalization to new tasks and novel stimuli, including natural speech utterances, was limited. Thus, adult L2 learners’ perceptual problems appeared to be serious and very long lasting, if not permanent.

These results provided empirical support for the strong Critical Period Hypothesis proposed by Lenneberg [14].

In retrospect, these conclusions, based on a very limited number of phonetic contrasts, experimental paradigms, and subject groups, were premature, overstated, and in some respects, incorrect. Cross-language research in the 1980–1990s, which expanded the investigation to additional contrasts and subject groups using new stimulus materials and testing techniques, improved our understanding of the phenomena in all three areas of research.

Relative Perceptual Difficulty
Questions about the perceptual difficulty of an extended set of non-native contrasts were explored using carefully constructed natural speech materials (as well as synthetic stimuli) and an expanded variety of perceptual tests. For instance, Gottfried [15] demonstrated that both monolingual English speakers and experienced L2 learners of French had difficulty perceptually differentiating French front rounded vowels in a categorical (name identity) discrimination task (see Jamieson’s paper). English listeners also had difficulty distinguishing French /e/–/e/ which constituted a native phonemic contrast but whose members differed in phonetic detail (see also Bohn’s paper). Werker and Tees [16,17] reported that adult English listeners had more difficulty categorizing a non-native place contrast than a non-native voicing contrast in Hindi stops; difficulty with the place contrast persisted even after one year of Hindi instruction [18]. Polka [19] further demonstrated that the Hindi place contrast differed in perceptual difficulty (for English listeners) as a function of the voicing context in which it occurred. Best and her colleagues [20] reported that both voicing and place contrasts among Zulu clicks were well discriminated by native English speakers, despite their being unlike any native phonetic categories. Thus, (initial) difficulty in perceiving both consonant and vowel contrasts ranged from minimal to extensive.

Experiments on the effects of L2 experience suggested that perceptual differentiation of non-native contrasts improved with immersion experience or intensive conversational instruction [21]. However, perception of some contrasts did not reach native-like levels even after years of experience. Furthermore, experiments using synthetic speech in which multiple acoustic cues for a contrast were manipulated independently indicated that L2 learners based their perceptual responses on different acoustic cues than native listeners. For instance, relatively inexperienced Japanese L2 learners of English appear to base their perceptual differentiation of (syllable-initial) /r/–/l/ more on temporal differences and on F2 spectral cues, than on the F3 spectral cue that is considered the primary differentiating parameter for native listeners [22,23]. Feige [24] reported that inexperienced Arabic learners of English assigned more perceptual weight to vowel duration than to consonant duration cues for voicing contrasts in final fricatives, whereas more experienced learners showed a native-like trading relation.

Developmental cross-language research continued to produce significant insights
with regard to the ontogeny of language-specific patterns of perception. Werker and her colleagues [25] published some remarkable experiments demonstrating that between 6 and 12 months of age, English-learning infants showed a decline in their ability to differentiate non-native Hindi and Salish consonant contrasts. More recently, Polka & Werker [26] reported the emergence of language-specific patterns of vowel perception at an even earlier age. It thus appears that native-language patterns of phonetic perception are formed in the first year of life. In addition, one study suggests that exposure to an L2 before the age of 2 years old has lasting consequences for later perceptual learning [18].

The data are not consistent concerning whether children between the ages of 2 and 13 years old have any advantage over adolescents and adults in the perception of non-native contrasts. Feige and Eefting [27] found that many (but not all) Puerto Rican children who started learning English at the age of 5-6 years had English-like perceptual boundaries on a VOT continuum, whereas older learners displayed perceptual boundaries that were a compromise between native Spanish and native English locations. However, other studies [28, 29, 16] failed to show better perception of non-native contrasts by preadolescent L2 learners.

Perception/Production Relationships

Although it is often assumed that perceptual difficulties lead to incorrect or accentuated production of non-native phonetic categories by L2 learners, until quite recently, there have been few studies that directly assess the relationship between perception and production in L2 learning (see Llisterri’s paper). Rochet [30] demonstrated that the perceptual assimilation patterns of speakers of different languages are predictive of L1 substitution patterns in the production of French /y/.

Portuguese speakers assimilated the non-native /y/ to their /i/ category while native English speakers assimilate the same stimuli to their /u/ category. These differences in perception accounted for production patterns, suggesting a causal relationship between perception and production of L2 phonetic categories, at least in the early stages of L2 acquisition. However, recent research by Yamada and her colleagues has shown that perception and production may proceed independently in L2 learning. In a study of a large group of Japanese learners of English with different amounts of immersion experience, perception generally lagged behind production such that perception mastery was a good predictor of production mastery, but the reverse relation did not hold.

With respect to questions about the effects of age-of-learning on L2 phonetics, it has been well documented that "earlier is better" with respect to learning to produce non-native phonetic segments with little or no accent. However, as mentioned earlier, the same advantage has not been demonstrated convincingly for L2 perception.

Perceptual Training of L2 Contrasts

Studies conducted in the 1980-90s have demonstrated that short-term intensive training can improve perception of non-native consonant contrasts when appropriate stimuli and tasks are employed (see Jamieson’s paper). Non-native voicing contrasts appear to be easier to learn than place contrasts [18,31]. However, Pisoni and his colleagues [32] have demonstrated that Japanese performed significantly better on the difficult /r/-/l/ contrast after completing 15 sessions of identification training with a large corpus of natural speech minimal pairs. Yamada [33] further demonstrated that performance continued to improve over 45 training sessions, and for some subjects, reached native-like levels of performance.

An interesting finding of recent training studies is the significant role that syllable context plays in limiting the extent of generalization. Morosan & Jamieson [34] reported that while training native French speakers on the English /y/-/i/ contrast in synthetic CV syllables improved perceptual differentiation of natural speech CV utterances, there was no significant transfer to the contrast in VCV or VC contexts. Apparently, subjects learn to differentiate position-specific allophones of phonetic categories, rather than context-free phoneme categories.

THE PRESENT

Results of research in the 1980-90s increased our understanding of the phenomena of L2 phonetics. Several conclusions can now be drawn, although many questions remain unanswered. (See [35] for further reviews.)

Conclusions from Recent Research

1) Both children and adult L2 learners have significant difficulties perceptually differentiating some, but not all, vowels and consonants that are not functionally distinctive in their native language. They may also have difficulty differentiating phonetic categories that are phonemic in their native language, but differ in their phonetic realization in the L2.

a) These perceptual difficulties are not due to a loss of sensory capabilities, but rather reflect perceptual attunement to phonetic information that is phonologically relevant in the native language. Language-specific patterns of selective perception are formed very early in L1 acquisition.

b) Since all non-native phonetic contrasts are not equally difficult; contrastive analysis of phoneme inventories cannot accurately predict perceptual problems of L2 learners. Perceptual difficulty varies as a function of the phonotactic and phonetic context in which the non-native contrasts occur. It may be that temporally cued contrasts are easier to perceive than spectrally-cued contrasts (but see below).

2) Selective perceptual patterns are modified in adult L2 learners (as well as children) through immersion in the L2 environment or intensive conversational instruction. Perception of L2 contrasts may continue to improve for several years. However, some perceptual difficulties may persist, even after production of non-native phonetic segments is mastered. Thus, while L1 substitution patterns in production by inexperienced L2 learners are predictable from perceptual assimilation patterns, perception and production mastery may be uncorrelated in more experienced L2 learners.

3) Short-term training using stimuli and tasks that emphasize equivalence classification (rather than discrimination of physical differences) can lead to significant and lasting improvement in the perception of non-native contrasts. Such training has been shown to transfer to novel talkers and stimuli (i.e., new phonetic contexts) but, to date, generalization across different phonotactic contexts has not been demonstrated.

Current Theories of L2 Phonetics

Current research on the phonetics of L2 learning focuses on several remaining questions about the nature of the language-specific patterns of perception, the relationship between L2 perception and production, and the effects of perceptual training on L2 perception (and production) patterns. While good descriptive studies are still being conducted (and provide very valuable data), more current experimentation is theory-driven. Current theoretical debates center on some basic questions regarding how to characterize phonetic categories, L1 and L2 categorization processes, and what is learned during perceptual training.

Two working models have been offered that attempt to predict (and explain) the relative perceptual difficulty of non-
native phonetic categories. They complement each other in that Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) [36] focuses on initial perceptual difficulties, while Flege’s Speech Learning Model (SLM) [37] proposes an account of perceptual reorganization in both L2 and L1 as a function of L2 experience.

According to PAM, non-native phonetic segments are perceptually assimilated to native phonetic categories according to their articulatory-phonetic (gestural) similarity to native gestural constellations. If the non-native phones are very discrepant from any native phonetic gestures, they may be assimilated as uncategorizable speech or even as non-speech sounds. Perceptual difficulty in differentiating a non-native contrast is predictable from these assimilation patterns. If the contrasting phones are both assimilated as good exemplars of a single native category, perceptual differentiation is extremely difficult; if the contrasting phones differ in their “goodness of fit” to a single native category, then perception will be somewhat easier. If the two phones are assimilated to two different native categories, they will be differentiated with ease. Finally, non-assimilated phones will be perceptually differentiated on the basis of their psychoacoustic distinctiveness.

In a recent version of his SLM, Flege proposes that L1 and L2 position-sensitive allophones are related along a continuum of interlingual phonetic similarity, defined in acoustic-phonetic terms, such as the F1/F2 formant space for vowels or the VOT continuum for voicing in stop consonants. He hypothesizes that beginning L2 learners perceptually assimilate most L1 segments to native categories; however, if the L2 segment is sufficiently dissimilar from any L1 segment that L2 learners can discern the difference perceptually, then a new L2 perceptual category will be established over time. For less dissimilar L2 segments, separate L2 category formation may continue to be blocked because of equivalence classification of L1 and L2 segments. In these cases, a single perceptual category subsumes both L1 and L2 segments, leading to persistent accented production of the L2 segment and even to shifts in production of the native segment away from the monolingual norm.

Although these two models differ in the emphasis placed on acoustic vs. articulatory specification of phonetic similarity, they both take context-dependent phonetic segments as the appropriate level of analysis rather than the more abstract phonemes or distinctive features of traditional linguistic analysis.

Other theorists are concerned with the nature of phonetic category organization and how it affects the perception of native and non-native phonetic segments. Pisoni [38] argues that an exemplar-based model can best account for several phenomena in speech perception, including why training with a large and variable corpus is successful in reorganizing phonetic categories. According to this model, perceivers store detailed information about individual phonetic segments, including speaker-specific and context-specific information. Categorization involves matching an incoming signal on the basis of its overall physical similarity to previously stored exemplars. Thus, native phonetic categories are represented as clusters of exemplars that share certain critical (acoustic) parameters, while varying on other, non-critical characteristics. For L2 perceptual learning to be successful, training must be conducive to the formation of (new) equivalence clusters.

In Kuhl’s Perceptual Magnet model [39] native-language phonetic categories are organized around best cases or prototypes (established within the first year of life) which distort the phonetic perceptual space. Acoustic variations around these prototypes come to be perceived as more similar to each other. This warping of the perceptual space around native-language prototypes accounts for the failure to differentiate phonetic variants that are distinctive in the L2 but constitute within-category variations in the L1. L2 perceptual learning would require the reorganization of the phonetic perceptual space around newly established prototypes.

Each of these four theorists makes somewhat different claims about the nature of the stored representations of L1 phonetic categories. However, all depend on one or another definition of phonetic similarity as an organizing schema. An important task for future research is to characterize the notion of phonetic similarity in explicit and non-circular ways.

THE FUTURE

Research on the phonetics of L2 acquisition is a vibrant and productive area of endeavor. While there have been great advances in our understanding of the basic phenomena in the last 10 years, important unanswered questions about the very nature of phonetic categories and categorization processes involved in the perception of speech remain. In my remaining comments, a few suggestions for future research are made.

1) In describing assimilation patterns in L2 perception, it is important that experiments be conducted with stimuli and tasks that tap perceptual processes at appropriate levels of analysis. Thus, when investigating the relative salience of temporal cues vs. spectral cues, it must be remembered that both kinds of information are imbued in a larger context in continuous speech. Temporal cues for phonetic contrasts are defined relative to other gestural timing characteristics (stress, rate of speech) which are specified over larger stretches of speech than single syllables. Spectral cues also vary as a function of coarticulation and timing patterns. So, for instance, similarity of L1 and L2 vowels ascertained from judgments of vowels produced in isolation or citation-form syllables may not predict perceptual assimilation patterns in more naturally produced utterances [43]. Further, the phonotactic contexts in which phonetic contrasts are investigated influence the results profoundly. Language-specific knowledge of allophonic variation and syllable structure rules interacts with (language-universal) constraints to determine listeners’ expectations about how phonetic segments influence each other in speech utterances. There is a need for research that investigates how this aspect of L1 phonology affects L2 perception/production patterns.

2) Research on L2 perception and production suggests that their interrelationship may change in complex ways over a relatively long period of time. More research is needed which traces these changes over sufficiently long time periods. Because studies of L2 perception and production show large individual differences, long-term longitudinal studies are needed.

3) Perceptual training studies have concentrated primarily on L2 consonant contrasts where members of the contrasting pair sound “the same.” On the other hand, L2 vowel contrasts are usually discriminable even from the outset. Thus, the perceptual problem is one of learning which of the discriminable differences are critical for the contrast, and which others constitute within-category variations. With respect to production/perception relationships, vowels and consonants may also differ. Whereas consonant gestures involve contact of articulators (with concomitant tactile feedback), vowel articulation requires spatial positioning of the tongue in a relatively open vocal tract. It may be the case, therefore, that production of vowels is more dependent on auditory feedback. Training studies
that assess effects of perceptual training on L2 vowels and consonants will provide important insights into these differences. [Work supported by NIDCD]
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WHAT DETERMINES THE PERCEPTUAL DIFFICULTY ENCOUNTERED IN THE ACQUISITION OF NONNATIVE CONTRASTS?
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ABSTRACT
Of the several types of variables which interact to determine perceptual difficulty in the acquisition of nonnative contrasts, two types are selected for review: Subject variables, which define what the learner brings to the task of perceptually organizing nonnative contrasts, and contrast variables, which define what the learner is trying to organize perceptually.

INTRODUCTION
Probably anyone working in the field of L2 speech would agree that native language background is the one factor that contributes most importantly to perceptual difficulty in the acquisition of nonnative contrasts. Even though the evidence in support of this view is massive and unambiguous, such an answer would be simplistic, if not incorrect if provided without further qualification. This is so because L1 background is just one of many variables that may interact in complex ways to determine ease or difficulty in L2 speech perception. Polka [1] and Strange [2] have shown how the influence of this variable is mediated by, for instance, stimulus variables, which define what is selected for examination in L2 speech studies (e.g., type of contrast, acoustic cues to the contrast, phonetic contexts), and by task variables (including testing procedures), which define how the perception of nonnative contrasts is examined.

The organizational schema provided by Polka and Strange (originally designed by Jenkins [3] to describe memory phenomena) will serve as a guideline to review what determines the perceptual difficulty encountered in the acquisition of nonnative contrasts. Because an overview of all variables and their interactions in L2 speech perception is beyond the scope of this contribution, we will focus on those types of variables that researchers select for study (i.e., subject and contrast variables), and largely ignore those variables that researchers manipulate in studies of L2 speech perception (i.e., task variables). This focus is somewhat arbitrary and not intended as a comment on the relative importance of variables. The contributions of Strange and Jameson emphasize the role of task variables (and their interactions with other variables) in L2 speech perception and in the training of nonnative contrasts. For detailed and comprehensive reviews of issues in L2 and across-language speech perception, see [4].

SUBJECT VARIABLES
There are three subject variables worth more roles in L2 speech perception have been studied and documented. L1 background (in great detail) L2 experience, and age of the learner (somewhat lesser detail). Other variables must be involved, because large individual differences in the abilities of subjects to differentiate nonnative contrasts have been often observed, even when subjects were homogeneous with respect to their L1 background, their L2 experience, and their age. However, the exact nature of these variables remains elusive. Some subject variables like gender, attitudes toward the L2 and the culture associated with the L2, or motivation to learn the L2, do not seem to contribute to the differentiation of nonnative contrasts. At present, the large individual differences especially among adult subjects can at best be attributed to some "talent" for language learning, but this cover term is clearly unsatisfactory because it is unknown what makes for a talented L2 perceiver. Large-scale correlational studies of L2 speech perception in adults are called for to identify which as yet unknown variables may play a role in creating the kind of outliers found in almost any L2 speech study, i.e., native listeners with excellent perceptual abilities despite limited L2 experience at the one end and nonnative listeners who seem to be immune to L2 experience at the other end.

L1 Background
Polivanov [5] was probably the first to acknowledge in detail the important role of L1 background in L2 speech perception. Polivanov does not clearly state the empirical bases for his observations, it appears that they are derived from nonnative speakers' productions (which are not a good indicator of perceptual problems, s. Listerrri, this volume). Still, Polivanov's insights anticipate the results of experimental work carried out almost 40 years later. His remarks on L1-dependent thresholds of differentiation (i.e., category boundaries) for initial stops differing in voice onset time (VOT) foresee one of the main results of Lisker & Abramson's [6] seminal study, in which listeners from three different language backgrounds (English, Spanish, and Thai) identified stimuli from a synthetic VOT-continuum in L1-specific ways: "the same" same pronunciation of the stop consonant will be relegated to different members of the given pair of phonemes in each of the ... given language consciousnesses". It is these different language consciousnesses, or, as one would put it today, language-specific ways to organize the phonetically relevant contrasts, that are a major source of perceptual difficulty in the acquisition of nonnative contrasts, as in Polivanov's example of Russian prevoiced /b/ and voiceless unaspirated /p/, which "seem completely identical for the Chinese perception". A number of studies conducted over the past 25 years have documented that difficulty in the perception of nonnative contrasts is systematically related to the perceptual differentiation of phonetic contrasts in the L1. The influence of L1 background on perception, however, is not all pervasive. Depending on the nature of the variables that interact with L1 background, its influence on the perception of nonnative contrasts may be reduced by specific L2 experience [7], it may be stronger for certain types of contrasts that for others [8], it can be amplified or attenuated through experimenters' choice among task variables [9], or it may even be completely absent for certain types of cues to the nonnative contrasts [10] and for nonnative contrasts that are nonassimilable to L1 contrasts [11].

L2 Experience
Studies which compared adult learners with varying amounts of L2 conversational experience for their ability to differentiate L2 contrasts indicate that L2 experience may induce learners to reorganize their "linguistic consciousness". For instance, in a study that examined how two groups of L1 Japanese learners differing in English language experience identified and discriminated stimuli from a synthetic English /l/-/l/ continuum, MacKain et al. [7] reported that Japanese learners with extensive English experience had much steeper identification functions and higher and narrower discrimination peaks than L1 Japanese learners with little English language experience. However, the experienced Japanese learners of English still performed less accurately than native English listeners on discrimination of the English /l/-/l/ contrast (see also [12]).

In another case, Bohn & Flege [13] reported that L1 German learners of English, who had spent less than 1 year in the USA, differentiated synthetic stimuli from an English /l/-/l/ continuum by almost exclusively using temporal cues and ignoring spectral cues. Their perception of this L2 contrast was quite unlike a group of L1 English listeners, who relied almost exclusively on spectral cues to differentiate the /l/-/l/ contrast. Evidence of perceptual learning through L2 experience was provided by a group of German learners of English with extensive conversational L2 experience (>5 years of residence in the USA), who differentiated this contrast in a way that resembled native English listeners' perception in that they relied more on spectral than temporal cues.

However, as in other studies that examined the influence of L2 experience on the perception of L2 contrasts [7, 12], Bohn & Flege also found that several years of experience do not guarantee that L2 learners' perception will become completely native-like. The perception of
the /s/-/z/ contrast by the experienced German group was more English-like than that of the inexperienced German group, but it still differed from the native English listeners.

Why is it that even after years of experience, adult L2 learners' perception of L2 contrasts remains less accurate than that of experienced native listeners? One factor that seems to contribute to perceptual difficulty despite massive L2 experience is the relation of L2 contrasts to native categories (see also below). A number of studies carried out by Flege and his collaborators (summarized and reviewed in [14]) suggest that L2 experience is most likely to lead to perceptual learning if at least one of the members of the L2 contrast is "new," i.e., has no easily identifiable counterpart in the learner's L1, as English /s/ for L1 German learners. If, however, both members of the L2 contrast are easily assimilable to counterparts in the L1 that are similar, but not identical, to the members of the L2 contrasts, perceptual learning seems to be blocked.

This would explain, for instance, why experienced German learners of English in the Bohn & Flege study [13] did not differ from the inexperienced German learners in their use of both spectral and temporal cues to differentiate synthetic stimuli from an English /s/-/z/ continuum. The reliance on both cues to differentiate the English /s/-/z/ contrast seems to be a perceptual strategy transferred from differentiating German /s/-/z/. Despite massive L2 experience, the experienced German learners did not even start to differentiate the English /s/-/z/ contrast in a way that approximated the native English listeners' perceptual strategy, which was characterized by the predominant use of spectral cues.

For the easily assimilable L2 contrasts whose members have similar counterparts in the learners' L1, L2 experience in the form of conversational experience does not seem to induce perceptual learning. Still, training studies have yet to show whether this particular relation of L2 contrasts to native categories does indeed immunize L2 learners' perceptual learning abilities from structured L2 experience.

An important methodological problem in studying the role of L2 experience concerns the quantification of that variable, which is prerequisite to an adequate assessment of the quality and quantity of L2 input needed to induce perceptual learning. As a first approximation, length of residence in the L2 community would seem to be a valid measure of L2 experience. However, even learners exposed to largely homogeneous social characteristics may differ considerably both in the amount of processible input they receive over a given time period and perhaps even in the quality of L2 input (e.g., authentic vs. foreign-accented). An obvious way to approach this problem is to collect detailed language background data from subjects, but how is one to weight different qualities and quantities of L2 input, e.g., amount of L2 mixed-dialect input at the workplace vs. foreign-accented input at home?

These methodological problems must be clarified before one can address the important question of what the limits of ultimate attainment are in adult L2 speech learning. For example, Bohn & Flege [13] simply assumed that English language experience would be minimal for L2 learners who had spent an average six months in the USA, and that perceptual learning had reached its ultimate level for those L1 German learners who had spent an average 7 years in the USA. This assumption was justified to a large extent, for the two German groups differed clearly in how they perceived the English /s/-/z/ contrast. (They differed even more clearly in how they differentiated that contrast in production [15].)

Even though common sense would predict that the experienced learners in the Bohn & Flege [13] study had probably reached their level of ultimate attainment, L2 speech research still needs to address the questions of what amount of L2 experience enables perceptual learning and when this learning occurs in an adult despite considerable exposure to the L2. Studies of L2 learning in such diverse areas as speech production [16] and morphology and syntax [17] suggest that after a maximum of 5 years of L2 experience, adult L2 learners have reached their ultimate level of attainment.

One very interesting finding that has received relatively little attention concerns the long-term effects of early experience. Tees & Werker [18] reported that subjects who had been exposed to Hindi in early childhood (but who had no contact with Hindi after age 2) could discriminate two Hindi stop contrasts (retroflex vs. aspirated and dental voiceless aspirated vs. voiced aspirated), whereas L1 English listeners with no Hindi experience performed very poorly. This suggests that early experience with a specific contrast helps maintain perceptual abilities necessary for discrimination of that contrast until much later in life even without intervening specific experience.

In a study which examined the perception of a Salish place of articulation contrast (velar vs. uvular) in voiceless glottalized stops, Polka [19] reported that even though neither English nor Farsi has that specific Salish contrast, early Farsi bilinguals apparently benefited from nonspecific early experience with the Farsi velar vs. uvular contrast for voiceless stops. This suggests that specific early experience may not be necessary to maintain accurate perception. Rather, broad experience with features employed to differentiate a contrast may be sufficient to maintain perceptual abilities.

Age

The most influential hypothesis on the age factor in language acquisition is Lenneberg's [20] Critical Period Hypothesis, which states that successful acquisition is possible only between the ages of (roughly) 2 and 12 years. This was hypothesized to be so primarily because only the prepubescent brain was supposed to have the plasticity needed to allocate new language functions. Even though research conducted over the past 25 years has shown that the original assumptions regarding the time frame, its biological basis, and the abruptness of the boundaries of the alleged critical period for language learning are wrong [16, 17, 21], the fact that children typically acquire languages with apparent ease and successfully, whereas language learning in adults is typically more effortful and, in the end, less successful.

These age-dependent differences are especially marked in speech perception. Research on infants' abilities to discriminate speech contrasts has shown that young infants (< 6 months of age) discriminate consonant contrasts in a categorical manner, no matter whether they had been exposed to the relevant contrasts in their ambient language [22]. The fact that young adults are not language-specific listeners whereas adults are, lead to the assumption that adults' perceptual difficulties with nonnative contrasts were due to a loss of perceptual abilities with regard to those phonetic differences that are not phonologically distinctive in their L1.

Two types of evidence have shown that infant perceptual abilities of adults (as compared to infants) do not result from an atrophy of sensory abilities. First, Werker & Logan [23] showed that adults can discriminate acoustic differences that define nonnative contrasts if task variables are manipulated in a way that enables adult listeners to attend to stimuli in a general auditory manner rather than a specific phonetic mode. However, if adults process speech sounds in the specific phonetic mode of perception (which they normally do), they do not attend to acoustic detail that is irrelevant to category membership in the L1. It appears that L1 experience leads native listeners to focus on just those acoustic properties of speech sounds that define category membership in the L1. This selective attention is highly overlearned and indispensable for accurate and efficient perception of speech sounds in the L1, but it may entail, attention to those acoustic dimensions and patterns that nonnative languages may employ to classify phonetic segments into functional categories.

Another type of evidence indicating that adult listeners' difficulties with nonnative contrasts are in nature comes from studies which report successful learning for at least some nonnative listeners. For instance, Bohn & Flege [13] found that a sizeable proportion of experienced German learners had learned to differentiate the new English /s/-/z/ contrast in an English-like manner. No such evidence of perceptual learning was found for the similar English /s/-/z/ contrast. The implication that learnability is a function of the relation of L2 contrasts to nonnative categories is incompatible with the view that perceptual problems of adults are due to sensory loss, for why
should this loss affect similar sounds of the L2, but not new ones?

**CONTRAST VARIABLES**

Studies which examined the perception of pop or noncontrast by the same listeners using identical procedures typically report that nonnative contrasts differ both in the amount of difficulty they present initially and in their learnability [8, 11, 12, 13, 19, 24, 25]. What accounts for this nonuniformity? Is it the inherent salience of acoustic parameters that signal different types of contrasts, or is it L1 experience with certain contrasts (and features used to differentiate those contrasts) and the relation of L2 contrasts to L1 categories that determines relative difficulty? These questions will be addressed by looking at types of contrasts and types of cues for which differences in perceptual difficulty have or have not been reported.

**Type of contrast**

Different types of contrasts have received different amounts of attention in cross-language and L2 studies. Most studies have examined consonant contrasts, in particular the voicing contrasts in syllable-initial stops [6, 18, 22] and place-of-articulation contrasts [7, 8, 12, 19, 23]. With a few exceptions (e.g., [26]), nonnative vowel perception has only recently received detailed attention [10, 13, 25, 27, 28, 29].

Studies which compared nonnative perception of voicing and place-of-articulation contrasts have found that nonnative place contrasts are generally more difficult to differentiate and more resistant to learning than voicing contrasts. For instance, Tees & Werker [18] showed that a Hindi voicing contrast (voiceless aspirated vs. voiced aspirated) was easier to learn for L1 English subjects than a Hindi place contrast (retroflex vs. dental). One interpretation of this and of similar findings is that the voicing contrast is psychophysically more distinctive or robust than the complex spectral and temporal changes that signal place contrasts [30]. Alternatively, non-native L1 experience with the voicing contrast is opposed to lack of experience with place contrasts, which may account for these findings [31]. This may explain, for instance, why Jamieson & Morosan [32] found that L1 French listeners, whose L1 employs the voicing contrast in fricatives, learned to differentiate the English /θ/-/ð/ contrast rapidly, and why L1 Japanese learners have massive and persistent learning problems with English /θ/-/ð/ [7, 12, 31].

Nonnative perception of English /ɪ/-/ʌ/ also serves to illustrate how a contrast that has only recently been studied in detail, namely, the phonetic and phonotactic contexts in which nonnative speech contrasts occur [8, 19]. For instance, studies by Pisoni and his collaborators (summarized in [33]) have shown how position (e.g., pre- vs. postvocalic) influences L1 Japanese listeners' ability to differentiate English /ɪ/-/ʌ/. In the postvocalic position, perception is much more accurate (because of the coloring of the preceding vowel) than in the prevocalic position. Phonetic context effects on nonnative vowel perception have recently been examined by Strange [34], who reported that the goodness of fit and the categorization in German /y/ into English front or back vowel categories depended on the consonantal context in which /y/ occurred. The results of the Strange [34] study suggest that reference to formant targets is not sufficient to explain patterns of interlinguistic identification for vowels.

In the discussion of the L1 background factor, it was mentioned that perceptual problems with consonant contrasts are largely predictable from the way in which the L1 classifies phonetic distinctions into functional categories. It is not clear whether this is also true of L2 vowel contrast perception. Rochet [28] reported that L1 speakers of English, Portuguese, and of French labeled a high vowel continuum (/ɪ/-/ʌ/-/a/) in ways that directly reflected how their respective L1s use and segment that part of the vowel space. However, studies of vowel discrimination suggest that L2 vowel perception is less influenced by L1 background than by other phonetic cues to perception. For instance, Stevens et al. [26] found that L1 background had little effect on how L1 Swedish and L1 English listeners discriminated isolated steady-state vowels. In addition, high discrimination levels for naturally produced nonnative vowels have been reported by Polka & Werker [27].

Clear differences in the ability to discriminate nonnative vowels have been observed in infant speech perception. In a cross-language study that examined the discrimination of the German-only contrast /ù/-/ü/ and the English-only contrast /æ/-/æ/ by English-learning and by German-learning infants in two age groups (each of 10-12 months), Polka & Bohn [35] found that the /ù/-/ü/ contrast was more discriminable for both language groups (and both age groups) than the /æ/-/æ/ contrast. For this case, at least, differences in the ability to perceive vowel contrasts seem to have a universal (e.g., psychophysical) rather than an experiential (i.e., L1 background) basis. Further research is underway to examine whether certain areas of the vowel space or certain acoustic dimensions that underlie vowel contrasts are more discriminable than others both in early infancy and adulthood [36].

**Type of cue**

Few studies have directly addressed the question of whether perceptual and learning problems are related to the nonnative-like ways of cues that signal a contrast [10, 13, 37, 38, 39]. These studies typically employ the training paradigms, in which redundant acoustic dimensions underlying a contrast are varied orthogonally in synthetic speech stimuli. For instance, Yamada & Tohkura [30] found that Japanese learners' perceptual problems with the English /ɪ/-/ʌ/-/æ/ contrast are related to their use of the F2 transition cue, whereas native American English listeners predominantly use F3 onset frequency to discriminate /ɪ/-/ʌ/.

A set of studies examining trading relations in nonnative vowel perception was conducted by Flege and Bohn (summarized in part in [10]). L1 speakers of German, of Spanish, and of Mandarin who had limited L2 English experience were tested for their use of temporal vs. spectral cues in differentiating new English vowel contrasts (/æ/-/æ/ for L1 Germans, /ʊ/-/ʊ/ for L1 Spanish and Mandarin speakers). Native English listeners differentiated these contrasts almost exclusively on the basis of spectral differences, but the nonnative listeners responded primarily on the basis of duration rather than spectral differences. This perceptual strategy of inexperienced L2 listeners could not be attributed to the use of the duration cue in their respective L1s, for neither Mandarin nor Spanish differentiate vowels on the basis of duration. Bohn [10] hypothesized that the use of the duration cue to discriminate a new vowel contrast is an L1-independent, universal strategy that is applied whenever L1 experience has desensitized nonnative listeners to spectral differences in areas of the vowel space that are underexploited by the L1.

Further studies are needed to help determine which of the multiple cues signaling a nonnative contrast contribute to perceptual and learning problems, and what makes nonnative listener use cues that are not used by native listeners. An area of research that has only recently started to attract attention is the use and integration of visual cues in nonnative speech perception. In a study that examined cross-language influences on bimodal speech perception, Werker et al. [40] found an increasing relation between L2 English experience and the extent to which L1 French listeners integrated visual cues. Training studies might profit from directing L2 learners' attention not just to critical acoustic cues, but also to visual cues which learners can exploit in face-to-face communication (e.g., visibility of the tongue tip in interdental, which are acoustically very similar to labiodentals).

**CONCLUSION**

This review indicates that there is no simple answer to the question of what determines perceptual difficulty in the acquisition of nonnative contrasts. Two models have been proposed which pay tribute to the complex interactions of subject and contrast variables in L2 and cross-language perception. Both Best's [11, 29] Perceptual Assimilation Model (PAM) and Flege's [33] Speech Learning Model (SLM) attempt to predict perceptual difficulty on the basis of the perceived relation of nonnative speech sounds (i.e., contrast variables) to L1 categories (i.e., the L1 background variable). The models complement each other in that the SLM, which focuses on individual segments rather than contrasts, is a developmental model that
incorporates the subject variables L2 experience and age, whereas PAM is a model of cross-language perception that tries to account for listeners' initial difficulty with nonnative contrasts.

Flege's SLM classifies the relation between L1 and L2 sounds along a continuum ranging from "identical" over "similar" to "new". New sounds of the L2 are hypothesized to be sufficiently dissimilar from any L1 sound so that L2 learners will eventually discern the difference and establish a new perceptual category. Similar sounds, however, are classified by L2 learners as equivalent to their L1 counterparts, which blocks category formation.

According to Best's PAM, nonnative contrasts are assimilated to L1 categories either as good exemplars, acceptable exemplars, or notably deviant exemplars of the L1 category. In addition, nonnative categories that are very discrepant from any L1 sound are not assimilated into native categories at all, they are heard instead as some sort of nonnative sound. Difficulty in the perception of nonnative contrasts is predicted by these different assimilation patterns.

Both models have been tested in several studies (reviewed in [14] and [29]) and the results have been, in general, quite supportive the models (but see [14]). One important problem which both Best and Flege acknowledge is the predictive powers of both PAM and SLM rest upon the perceived phonetic similarity of L1 and L2 speech sounds. Progress in L2 speech perception research, which has come a long way since Polivanov [5], depends to a large extent upon success in developing objective means for predicting patterns of assimilation and interlingual identification.
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ABSTRACT
This contribution presents a review of some of the findings reported in the literature concerning the relationship between production and perception of the sounds of a second language. Part of the experimental research and some applied work is summarized. It is concluded that a complex relationship exists between the production and perception of L2 sounds, and that many factors have to be taken into account in describing this interaction.

INTRODUCTION
Research concerned with the relationship between the production and perception of the sounds of a second language (L2) has addressed a problem that can be summarized as follows: Does production precede perception or, conversely, does perception precede production in the process of acquiring an L2? That is to say: can learners adequately pronounce sounds which are not well perceived, or is a good perception a prerequisite to accurate pronunciation?

The answer to this question has not only got theoretical implications regarding the process of L2 acquisition, but also practical consequences as far as the methodology used for teaching pronunciation is concerned.

Perception precedes production
As early as in 1931, Polivanov [1] claimed that the phonemic representations of a second language are perceived according to the system of the first language; although it is difficult to assess the validity of the data supplied by Polivanov (see Rochet [2] note 3), his remarks have been interpreted as supporting the hypothesis that difficulties in the production of the sounds of a second language can arise from the influence of the L1 phonological structure on the perception of L2 sounds.

A very similar view has been put forward by Trubetzkoy [3], who considered the phonological system of L1 as a "filter" through which all the sounds of L2 are perceived and classified. The verbo-tonal system closely follows this approach and, consequently, the principle orienting its methodology is that L2 sounds are not adequately produced because they are not correctly perceived.

Later on, the idea that inaccurate perceptual representations are responsible for non-native productions has been formulated in many of Flege's contributions. It can be summarized as follows: "foreign accent [...] may instead result from the development of the L1 phonetic system, which makes it increasingly unlikely that similar sounds in an L2 will evade being equated with sounds in L1" [5] (p. 285). This phenomenon has been defined as "equivalence classification".

Then, according to the hypothesis of the 'phonological filter' and the 'equivalence classification' principle, perception of a new phonetic contrast must necessarily precede its production.

Production precedes perception
As Borrell [6] points out, it is a very common experience when learning an L2 that not all the sounds that are correctly perceived will be correctly produced. Similar observations have been made by Neufeld [7] and Brière [8]. It seems then, that in certain cases, the production of L2 sounds might precede their perception.

In order to find evidence supporting one or both principles outlined above, we will review part of the literature concerned with the relationship between speech perception and speech production both in L2 and in bilinguals.

The review is divided in two parts: in the first one, the major findings of selected experimental studies concerning segmental elements will be summarized. The second part will concentrate on work carried out from a more pedagogical perspective, trying to establish the efficiency of pronunciation teaching methods that emphasize initial training either in production or in perception.

Studies addressing this topic in the first language will not be mentioned, but it is worth noting that "it is not clear how production and perception are linked in mature native speakers" [9] (p.51). The literature on L1 development will not be surveyed either, although undoubtedly it may shed some light into the issue.

Another field that should be taken into account but will not be discussed here is speech pathology. It should be reminded that the proponents of the verbo-tonal method have advocated that the situation of a non-native with regard to a foreign language is similar to the situation of a deaf person, in the sense that lack of an adequate perception inhibits accurate productions. Thus, the notion of 'phonological deafness' has been applied to second language learners in this context.

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION IN L2
The results that can be found in the literature will be presented separately for vowels and for consonants since, as will be shown later, it has been proposed that different classes of sounds may behave in a different way concerning the relationship between production and perception.

The production and perception of L2 vowels
The experimental studies concerning vowel production and perception have consistently shown a close link between those abilities in L2 learners.

The strength of this link has been emphasized, for example, by Barry [10]. After examining the correlation between production and perception of English vowels by German speakers, he concluded that "well-established perceptual categories are more likely to be accompanied by more acceptable production" (p.160), suggesting the possibility of using perceptual abilities to predict accuracy in production.

The perceptual bases of production errors have been also examined in a recent experimental study by Rochet [2]. Speakers of Canadian English and of Brazilian Portuguese were asked to imitate the French vowel [a] and to label a continuum of synthetic high vowels as [i] or [a]. Production errors - systematic substitutions of French [j] by [u] in the case of English speakers, and by [i] in the case of Portuguese speakers - were correlated to labelling results in a perceptual test: as predicted by the hypothesis, vowels with a second formant in the range of French [a] were mostly identified as [u] by English speakers and as [i] by Portuguese speakers.

According to Rochet, these results support the notion that "accented pronunciations of L2 sounds by untrained speakers may be perceptually motivated"; they also seem to imply a good correlation between perception and production, the first taking precedence over the second.

However, other studies suggest that the perception-production link is of a more complex nature, and might be influenced by different factors.

Elsensohn [11] compared the results of an auditory task in which Dutch learners of English had to adjust the duration of vowels in English words with durational data obtained from words produced by the same group of subjects. The results showed an effect of the fortis or lenis character of the final obstruent in the perceptual task that was not present in the production data.

Another interesting result of the experiment was that standard deviations of perceptual adjustments diminished "with growing familiarity with and knowledge of the English language" (p.8). This introduces the new dimension that increases the complexity of the production-perception link, namely the knowledge of L2.

Bohn & Flege [9] directly approached the influence of this factor by examining the production and perception of the English vowels /æ/ and /ı/ in two groups of German learners of English: an experienced group - consisting of
individuals who had lived in the United States for at least five years - and an inexperienced one - formed by learners with a mean length of stay in the US of six months.

The results of the experiment revealed a clear difference between the two groups of speakers. The inexperienced German learners did not produce a vowel contrast between the two vowels under consideration, but they succeeded in differentiating the vowels in a labelling task; however, they relied primarily in duration, a cue that does not strongly influence the labelling of the same continuum by native English speakers. Experienced German speakers of English did produce the contrast between the two vowels and were able to achieve better labelling results than the non-experienced ones, but they did not use durational and spectral cues in the same way that native English speakers did in the same labelling task.

Bohn & Flege [9] also reported that while spectral differences in production were related to a dominance of spectral cues in perception, strong reliance on durational cues in perception implied small durational differences in production.

These results point out that more elements are to be taken into account when attempting to explain the relationship between production and perception in vowels: on the one hand, experience with the language seems to have a more marked influence on production than on perception, confirming Elsendoorn's findings [11]; on the other hand, the behaviour of the speakers examined shows that "different relations between production and perception may exist for different acoustic correlates (such as vowel spectrum and duration) of phonetic categories" [9] (p.52). Then, not only contextual dependency may induce different behaviours in L2 production and perception, but also different acoustic cues seem to be used in different ways depending on the activity that is carried out by an L2 learner.

As far as the precedence of perception over production is concerned, Bohn & Flege concluded from their experiment that "in the early stages of L2 speech learning, perception may [...] lead production, although the perceptual criteria may be very different from the ones used by native speakers" (p.52).

However, the fact that the inexperienced German speakers of English were able to differentiate perceptually vowels that they were not able to contrast in production [9], and the fact that both the Portuguese and the English speakers studied by Rochet [2] correctly imitated the French vowel [y] in roughly 50% of their French productions seems to imply that production abilities can not be completely inferred from perceptual ones and vice-versa. In fact, Bohn & Flege [9] found that experience might improve production, since "contact enables L2 speakers to produce a new vowel contrast like native speakers of the L2"; but at the same time, they noted that "perception abilities for a new vowel contrast may lag behind even after several years of L2 experience" (p.52).

Moreover, even if discrimination was correct, Bohn & Flege convincingly argued that the strategies used by L2 learners (experienced or not) might not be the same as the ones used by native speakers. (See also Bohn, this volume, for an explanation of the results).

In summary, as vowels are concerned, there is a complex link between production and perception in L2 sounds. Although it seems that perception in general might precede production, direct inferences about pronunciation accuracy can not probably be made from perceptual abilities in a straightforward manner. Factors such as contextual dependency, nature of the acoustic cues involved in phonetic contrasts and the learner's familiarity with the L2 must as well be taken into account.

The production and perception of L2 consonants

In order to exemplify the relationship between production and perception of consonants in a second language, we will summarize some findings concerning two widely studied classes: liquids and stops.

The studies concerning the production and perception of liquids have concentrated on the distinction between English /l/ and /r/ by speakers of languages such as Japanese and Korean, which do not contrast these segments in their phonological system.

An experiment was carried out by Sheldon & Strange [12] with Japanese speakers of English living in the United States. It was shown that the production of the English contrast between /l/ and /r/ was more accurate than the perception of natural utterances; the materials of the perception test comprised minimal pairs with /l/ and /r/ taken both from native productions and also from the subjects' own productions of the pairs.

The same findings were reported by Goto [13] in a previous experiment carried out in Japan; as concluded by Sheldon & Strange "at least for the contrast studied here, perceptual mastery of a foreign contrast does not necessarily precede adult learners' ability to produce acceptable tokens of the contrasting phonemes, and may, in fact, lag behind production mastery" (p.245).

Flege [5] discusses some of the factors that may have influenced the results reported by Sheldon & Strange: explicit articulatory training undergone by some of the speakers (see also the results of Catford & Pisoni's [14] experiment reported below), characteristics of the corpus - i.e., words read in citation form - and the monitored nature of the situation. Sheldon & Strange themselves noted that the group of speakers had very specific characteristics, in the sense that they were at an advanced state of L2 acquisition.

Bohn, Gerber & Milsark [15] examined the relationship between perception and production of English /l/ and /r/ in Korean learners of English in an experiment that comprised production, identification, discrimination and a self-perception test. Synthesized stimuli were used for the identification and discrimination. One of the main results obtained was that self-perception develops earlier and may be a prerequisite for accurate production.

The authors note that "the ability to make phonemic perceptual judgments in an /l/ - /r/ continuum that are similar to those of English speakers also seems to improve before production" (p. 516).

This results for Korean learners seem to be in partial disagreement with those reported by Sheldon & Strange [12] for Japanese speakers.

However, the results obtained by Borden et al. have been reanalyzed by Sheldon [16]. The statistical treatment that Sheldon applied to the data allows for an interpretation of the results that is more coherent with the findings of Sheldon & Strange [12], since the idea that self-perception precedes production is not confirmed.

One of the important conclusions of Sheldon's reanalysis was that the relationship between production and perception depended on the amount of time spent in the USA by the Korean learners, so that "as the learner's time in the US increases the probability of occurrence of perception exceeding production decreases" (p.111). This would be in agreement with the fact that the speakers studied by Sheldon & Strange [12] were advanced learners.

The model proposed by Sheldon is not only corroborated by her interpretation of the Borden et al. data, but also by the fact that, as she hypothesizes, a functional perceptual level for an L2 might be enough for communication purposes, while heavily accented productions are socially less accepted, with the consequence that L2 speakers would have more pressure to improve production than perception. The same conclusions from an experiment conducted with L1 Vietnamese and L1 English speakers by Bohn & Flege [9]: "Perhaps perception of a new vowel contrast is more resistant to L2 experience than production because speech production is more subject to social control than speech perception" (p.52).

Familiarity with the language appears then to be a factor that, as we have seen for vowels, may heavily determine the relationship between production and perception and may contribute to changes in these abilities over time.

We may now examine some of the results reported for the production and perception of stop consonants in L2.

Flege & Eefting [17] studied the production and perception of the /l/ - /r/ contrast by Dutch learners of English with different degrees of familiarity with the language. The results showed that
Dutch speakers were able to produce a substantial VOT difference between Dutch and English, indicating a good discrimination of the two languages. However, in perception tests, even the most proficient Dutch speakers showed only a small shift in the location of phoneme boundaries when identifying stops in a /p/ - /b/ synthetic continuum, which they were induced to perceive as Dutch or English by modifying the language settings on the percept. This seems to suggest that the distinction between the two languages in perception was not as clear as in production. The discrepancies between the cross-language shift in production and perception lead the authors to conclude that there is a disparity between production and perception.

The same disparity can be observed in a study that directly addressed the influence on production of adequate perceptual representations of the sounds of L2. Flege [18] examined vowel duration as a cue to tongue position in English words ending with /t/ or /d/ and produced by speakers of English; subjects were classified according to age of L2 acquisition and experience with the language.

The existence of a link between production and perception was revealed by the correlations between differences in perceived vowel duration and degree of foreign accent judged by native speakers of English; correlations between voicing effects in production and differences in vowel duration in perception were found too. Nevertheless, it appeared that "natives will resemble native speakers more closely in perceiving than in producing vowel duration differences" [18] (p.1605), a result that would be in agreement with the 'perception before production' hypothesis, specially in the case of experienced learners.

However, it can be concluded from the study of individual differences that, in adult learners, production is not limited or inhibited by the perceptual representations of the L2 sounds; the explanation proposed by Flege to account for small differences in vowel duration found in some of the subjects together with large effects in perception are based on problems with the timing of articulatory gestures and on a reduced sensitivity to vowel duration differences due to self-hearing (since a correlation was found between unsuccessful imitations and strong foreign accent).

The conclusions of the Borden et al. study [15] about the importance of self-perception in the development of production accuracy and the possibility of developing a near-native perceptual ability before reaching the same level in production seem to agree with some of Flege's findings.

Finally, it is hypothesized by Flege, that the presence of more experienced learners in the group of subjects would have lent support to the precedence of perception over production.

Another study on the perception and production of Italian stop consonants by Austrian German learners carried out by Grassger [18] also supported the hypothesis that well-established perceptual categories do help accurate productions. He also suggested, as Barry [10] did for vowels, that perceptual tests might be a good tool to indicate production difficulties.

It can be seen again that, as far as consonants are concerned, it is not easy to establish a direct correlation between production and perception in an L2 although obviously some links do exist.

The nature of this link does not seem clear if we try to integrate the experimental results. On the one hand, Sheldon & Strange [12] showed that production can precede perception in advanced learners; the Dutch speakers of English examined by Flege & Eefting [17] presented a better differentiation of the two languages in production than in perception; also, some of the late learners examined by Flege [18] showed larger production effects than perception effects. Sheldon's [16] hypothesis about the greater social pressure to improve production than perception could be a plausible explanation for these facts.

On the other hand, the findings of Borden et al. [15] seem to point out in the direction of a precedence of perception over production and the group results obtained by Flege [18] also seem to suggest a more native-like behaviour in perception than in production.

Finally, it should be noted that, as in the case of vowels, the age of L2 acquisition, the degree of exposure to the language, and the experience with L2 seem to be factors that affect the general correlation between production and perception.

Detection of foreign accent

Another useful contribution to the debate on the precedence of perception over production can be found in studies concerning foreign accent detection. Early work by Flege [20] will be summarized as an example.

Comparison of the performance of a group of Taiwanese subjects who had lived in the US for one year and another group who had lived there for five years showed that, in a foreign accent detection task, the experienced group was able to distinguish non-native from native speakers of English better than the non-experience group. However, both groups were rated as having equally strong foreign accent by native English judges.

According to Flege, this shows a dichotomy between speech production and speech perception, and it can be convincingly argued that, for the sounds of the experiment, their ability to detect non-native productions was greater than their ability in production.

Flege, then, proposed that perception is more subject to improvement with time than production is. However, the conclusions of Bohn & Flege's study of vowels [9] suggesting that 'perception abilities for a new vowel contrast may lag behind even after several years of L2 experience' (p.52) do not seem to agree with the earlier findings; Sheldon's explanation [16] based on the social need to improve production more than perception seems to be more coherent with the 'production precedes perception' hypothesis.

Production and perception of L2 sounds in bilingual speakers

To conclude this part of the review, some experimental studies concerning the relationship between production and perception in bilingual speakers will be presented.

Carranza et al. [21] compared the voiced/unvoiced contrast in stops produced and perceived by Canadian French-English bilinguals with the results obtained from monolingual speakers. They found that "the bilingual subjects produced voicing distinctions which were clearly different for the two languages; and this disparity stands in marked contrast with the similarity of their perceptual functions in the two language 'modes'" (p.425); their conclusion was that bilingual speakers can better adapt their production than their perception in their non-dominant language. (See Hazan & Boulakia [22] for the effect of language dominance on bilingual's performance).

Similarly, in a study of the production and perception of English /t/ /d/ and /n/ /l/ contrasts in early French-English bilinguals with English dominance, Mack [23] found evidence that "bilingual production can be more accurate than perception" (p.197).

The findings of both studies seem to point out towards a better differentiation between the two languages in production than in perception. The explanation suggested by Mack is similar to the one proposed by Sheldon. (p.1605) to account for the same trend: "the social consequences of non-native production are more important than those of non-native perception and, therefore, accurate productions are found whereas perception can be different from monolinguals, whenever comprehension is achieved.

PRODUCTION, PERCEPTION AND PRONUNCIATION TEACHING

Having seen the evidence found in the experimental literature, it might be useful to consider studies that have approached our topic from a perspective more oriented towards the teaching of pronunciation. The techniques for training non-native contrasts will not be presented here (see Jameson, this volume); instead, we will concentrate on work discussing the effects of training based on production vs. training based on perceptual strategies.

In a classical experiment, Catford & Pisoni [14] showed a superiority in production and perception of a set of so-called 'exotic sounds' in subjects who received an articulatory training compared to subjects that were trained
with auditory techniques based on perceptual discrimination.

This led the authors to conclude that "what is effective in the teaching of sound production is the systematic development by small steps from known auditory properties and movements to new and unknown ones" (p.477), implying, at the same time, that good production abilities may contribute to a better discrimination of L2 sounds.

The same conclusion seems to be supported by Weiss [24], reporting a previous experiment in which it was shown that training in pronunciation improved the discrimination abilities of a group of Chinese students of English. Another interesting result of this study was that a greater experience in a second language improves perception more than production (cf. [20] discussed earlier for a similar result).

It seems, then, that it can be provisionally concluded that training in production might help to improve perception. However, according to the results provided by Rochet [2], the opposite also seems to hold true.

Rochet claimed both a significant improvement in the production of French voiceless stops by native speakers of Mandarin Chinese - from 30% to 19% of incorrect pronunciations - was found after perceptual training with synthetic stimuli. This suggests that "improvement in performance can turn translate into improvement in production performance."

The results from the experiment on the perception and production of /t/ and /d/ in English by Japanese speakers performed by Sheldon & Strange [12] should also be considered in this context, since the authors concluded that, at least for some consonants, good perception does not necessarily imply an accurate production and that "drills in production do not necessarily benefit (auditory) perceptual learning" (p.257).

This very brief review shows again that perception and production abilities in L2 are closely linked, but precedence of one over the other in training is not clearly established.

CONCLUSIONS

This necessarily non exhaustive review of some of the studies that have addressed the topic of the relationship between production and perception of the sounds of a second language has tried to show the complexity of the topic. However, some general trends can be signaled:

- It does not seem possible to infer production abilities from perceptual ones and vice-versa.
- Stage in the acquisition of L2, experience with the language, degree of exposure, and age of acquisition seem to play a major role in the interaction between production and perception in L2.
- The relation between production and perception might differ according to the class of sounds, to the acoustic and perceptual correlates of these classes and to contextual effects.
- Similarity between L1 and L2 sounds might also have an effect on the interplay between production and perception.
- Social factors such as pressure to improve production may provide an explanation for cases in which production precedes perception.

Moreover, methodological problems have to be considered. First of all, Mack [23] has mentioned the inadequacy of comparing results from speech production with results derived from speech perception tests, since there are important differences in the nature of the techniques used to assess these activities. Secondly, Bohn & Flege [9] point out the difficulties in defining the criteria used to evaluate accuracy in production and perception, which lead to difficulties in comparing different studies. Finally, it has to be reminded that most of the work carried out has concerned experimental situations in which highly controlled tasks and linguistic materials have been used.

It seems, in summary, that we have come a long way in the characterization of production and perception skills, but as a recent paper by Rochet [2] concludes, "the relationship between the perception of L2 sound sources and their production by non-native speakers is still far from well understood".
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Abstract
This paper examines the prospects for applying systematic procedures to train adult second language (L2) learners to perceive new speech contrasts. Four techniques that can produce generalized improvements in such speech perception are reviewed. Future research to optimize such training is then discussed.

Introduction
For adult second language (L2) learners, speech perception and production are strongly influenced by one's first language (L1). Early reports that training did not improve performance substantially, were seen as evidence that the capacity to learn new speech contrasts declined irreversibly, with age.

Within the past decade, new studies applying systematic approaches to train non-native speech contrasts have demonstrated that there is considerable ability to learn to perceive new speech contrasts, at least until early adulthood [1,2]. While the body of this work remains quite limited, the progress already made is extremely encouraging. This paper summarizes four successful training approaches that can facilitate the acquisition of L2 speech contrasts, and attempts to identify promising directions for future work in this field.

Effects of L1 on L2 Performance
When substantial exposure to an L2 is delayed until adulthood, one's ability to perceive and produce certain L2 speech sounds will be limited. These effects involve complex interactions among the learner's age when substantial exposure to the L2 begins, the sound patterns of the L1 and L2, the amount and type of exposure to L2, and the listener's individual perceptual skills and learning abilities [3,4,5]. For example English "th" voicing distinctions cause difficulty for native speakers of French; English /t/ and /s/ are difficult for native speakers of Japanese, Korean, and Cantonese; and the Hindi dental-retroflex consonant and French [u]-[y] vowel distinctions are difficult for English speakers [1,6,7,8].

Such difficulties may remain even after many years in the L2 environment, and they appear to be little influenced by traditional language training. When measured in terms of the accuracy with which the target sounds can be identified in high-quality recordings of isolated L2 words, under favourable listening conditions, error rates of 20% to 40% or more are common even for adults with several years of L2 experience; native speakers achieve virtually 100% accuracy under these circumstances. Moreover, the performance of L2 learners declines rapidly in more typical real-life listening environments, such as in multi-talker noise or reverberation [9].

More detailed consideration of the complex interactions among L1, subject, experience, and L2 variables is provided in [3,10,11] and useful theoretical perspectives are provided in [7,12].

Development of Speech Perception Abilities
Developmental studies of speech perception abilities have established the general principals that: 1) very young infants can discriminate most phonetic contrasts; 2) the ability to discriminate non-native contrasts declines rapidly within the first year of life; and 3) reduced discrimination ability reflects a change in attention to acoustic cues, rather than a loss of sensitivity to the acoustic cues [13]. Developmental studies therefore encourage the notion that many difficulties with L2 speech perception may be overcome with appropriate training techniques.

Characteristics of Successful Training Approaches
Much work remains to be done to optimize training techniques for new speech contrasts. However, we do know that training is more likely to be effective when the training task is designed to:
1) focus the listener's attention on how acoustic patterns are mapped into phonemic categories in the L2. That is, training tasks should direct attention to the acoustic factors that define each L2 category, while suppressing attention to acoustic cues that are irrelevant for classification in L2 [1,2]. This focus can be achieved by requiring listeners to identify (categorize) target sounds from among a set of candidate tokens. Discrimination tasks will not normally improve listeners' abilities to categorize sounds using L2 categories, as such tasks encourage attention to even phonetically-irrelevant differences between stimuli.
2) provide prompt, unambiguous feedback concerning the L2 category appropriate to each training token. Effective feedback can simply inform the listener about the accuracy of each judgement as soon as it is made. For example, the correct response can be indicated using a light, or by otherwise highlighting the display. One or more repetitions of the correct signal may also accompany this indicator. Mere listening to a sequence of samples from a specified category may also be effective [14].
3) expose subjects to an adequate range of acoustic variation during training. Subjects must learn not only about the acoustic cues that define and differentiate categories in the L2, but also about the range of variation that is tolerated within each category [1,15]. If enough is known about the relevant acoustic cues, synthetic speech signals may be used to direct listener attention to certain important cues from the outset of training. Alternatively one may use multiple tokens of the target sounds, spoken by several talkers, to provide a range of variation in the training set. Failure to provide sufficient variation restricts learning and/or reduces transfer outside the training environment [15, 16].

Measuring Performance of L2 Learners A fundamental consideration for studies of L2 acquisition is how the L2 learner's speech perception and/or production performance will be measured. Assessment of performance typically focuses on the subject's ability to identify the presence of sounds from each of a few target categories, when listening to isolated L2 words. Production is assessed more rarely, and typically involves rating the quality of the learners' utterances, by native speakers.

Training might certainly be expected to improve performance when the test task and conditions are the same as those used in training. It is therefore important to ask to what extent does training generalize to new and different tasks and conditions? For example, to what extent does learning generalize to new speakers, to new words containing the target sounds, to words in which the target sounds occur in new (untrained) phonetic environments, to target sounds that share a feature with the training sounds, to other listening conditions (e.g., in conversation, in fluent speech, or when listening to degraded speech), and to the production of target sounds under various conditions? It is also important to establish the extent to which performance changes endure once formal training has been discontinued.
This review considers training techniques that have demonstrated such generalization of learning.

**Successful Training Techniques**

A fundamental finding of cross-language speech research is that many production difficulties have an underlying perceptual difficulty. The major effort has therefore been directed to improving the learner’s speech perception abilities. At least four training techniques are known to produce relatively rapid improvements in listeners’ abilities to perceive non-native speech contrasts. Studies have included several L1 groups and L2 targets.

**Subject and specific language variables aside, the approaches can be differentiated in terms of several important variables:**

1. The training task (eg., identification training); 2) the type and sequencing of training signals (eg., tokens from multiple talkers); and 3) the form of informational feedback used. These approaches are discussed in turn, below. Table 1 summarizes results from studies with these successful approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th># Trials</th>
<th>Init. Perf. (%)</th>
<th>Final Perf. (%)</th>
<th>Chg.</th>
<th>New Spk. (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fr.</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>&lt;4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engl.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man.</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

**Summary of Training Studies Demonstrating Significant Improvement with Transfer to New Speakers**

1. The Fading Technique. The first study demonstrating generalization beyond the training situation used synthetic stimuli to train native speakers of Canadian French to hear the English /r/-/l/ distinction [1]. Subjects were asked to identify each of a sequence of sounds as containing voiced or voiceless "th." Subjects received accuracy feedback immediately after each response.

Speech synthesis was used to create a sequence of signals, varying systematically in the amount of voiced or voiceless frication. At the start of training, listeners heard just two signals, one containing an exaggerated amount of the voiced target frication, and the other containing an exaggerated amount of the voiceless target frication. These "superfricative" signals were designed to help the subjects attend to the target contrast immediately, and without making errors. As training progressed, additional signals with reduced amounts of frication were included in the training set, so that subjects gained experience with signals having more typical amounts of frication.

This approach improved the identification of tokens of natural speech; training with synthetic speech modelled on a male speaker generalized to natural tokens spoken by women as well as by men. Training with only a pair of "prototypical" speech signals was less effective than training with the full set of synthetic signals [16]. Moreover, training in word-initial position did not transfer to tokens containing the target sounds in other positions, nor to a task requiring subjects to identify sounds as containing one of four possible target sounds -- /l/ and /l/ and /l/ and /l/ [17].

Targets in syllable-medial position contain cues common to those in word-final and word-initial position. However, training with syllable-medial tokens did not transfer substantially to target sounds occurring in word-final or word-initial position [18]. Thus, while fading with synthetic signals can improve perceptual ability substantially, learning seems critical to the phonetic environment in which the training sounds occurred.

2. Multiple natural tokens. Another successful technique for training new speech contrasts in adults involves the identification of multiple natural tokens of the target sounds. The first successful use of this technique used tokens from several talkers to train native speakers of Japanese to hear the English /r/-/l/ distinction [2].

Listeners identified each of a sequence of these tokens as being one of two words from a minimal pair, one containing an "r" and the other an "l." Incorrect responses were indicated by illuminating a light associated with the correct response, and then repeating the stimulus. Three weeks of such training improved identification performance by approximately 10%. When training used several talkers, learning generalized to novel words produced by a familiar talker and to a lesser extent to novel words produced by an unfamiliar talker (~8%; [2]). When training used a single talker, learning did not generalize to novel words produced by an unfamiliar talker [15]. Extending training to 9 weeks further improved performance [19].

The basic approach and stimulus set from [2] have also been applied to improve English /r/-/l/ identification for native speakers of the Korean language [20]. Training improved performance substantially for young Koreans, who had recently arrived in Canada; older Koreans who immigrated to Canada as adults received less benefit.

3. Alternating Listening & Identification Sets. A third successful approach was used to train English-speaking adults to identify Hindi dental and retroflex consonants [14]. This task cycled between sets of 50 "listening trials" using a sequence of natural tokens of either dental or retroflex consonants, and sets of ten identification trials, each containing two repetitions of one of several possible dental or retroflex consonant tokens, followed by the subject's identification response, followed by accuracy feedback. This combination of listening and identification sets was repeated six times on each training day. The type of sound presented during each of the listening blocks was selected by the subject immediately prior to the block. Just one week of such training (~2 hrs) produced a 48% increase in average identification accuracy. Training also transferred to new words spoken by a new talker (with a 30% improvement from pretest performance).

This performance improvement is impressive, and it strongly encourages further work using this approach. Further research is required to evaluate the separate effects of, and interaction between, the listening task and the identification training task, used in [14].

4. Categorial Discrimination. Requiring listeners to categorize sounds in terms of the phonetic categories of the L2 is thought to be critically important for successful transfer of learning beyond the
training task. Normally, this focus on categorization is achieved by using an identification task. However, a categorial discrimination task (CD [21]) in which listeners must decide whether or not a pair of acoustically different signals are members of the same L2 phonetic category also focuses attention on linguistically-relevant categories. Thus, the CD task may also be effective for training new contrasts [22].

Recently, CD training was evaluated with native speakers of Mandarin for whom perception of unaspirated, English-language, word-final /t/ and /d/ is difficult [23]. Some subjects were trained with an identification task using multiple tokens of natural speech. Other subjects were trained in a categorial same/different task, in which two different tokens were presented on each trial, with the listener being required to indicate whether both were tokens from the same English-language category or whether the two tokens were from different English-language categories.

Three weeks of identification training improved identification accuracy by about 24%, while an equivalent amount of categorial discrimination training improved identification accuracy about 16%. Both types of training generalized to new tokens produced by a novel speaker; however, categorial discrimination training showed better retention, so that the performance of subjects from the two groups was more equivalent after a 2 month period without further training.

Training to Improve Speech Production.

Data relating systematic training to improved speech production abilities are presently very limited with adult L2 learners. However, training studies with young children who have difficulty producing sounds in their native language are encouraging. Many such children have correlated perceptual difficulties that identification training [24,25] improves.

These studies trained children in a "Category Inclusion" task, with feedback. Each child heard a series of speech sounds related to a specific production error manifested by the child. For each sound presented, the child indicated whether or not the sounds belonged to the target L1 category. Thus, a child who misarticulated /t/ would hear a sequence of misarticulated and correctly-produced utterances containing a target word containing /t/. For example, such a child could hear the word "shoe", spoken correctly and incorrectly, by many different speakers. The child touched a cartoon picture of a shoe, if a token was judged to have been pronounced correctly or a cartoon "X" when a token was judged to have been pronounced incorrectly.

The Category Inclusion task requires the subject to make an explicit judgment about whether or not a sound is appropriate for a particular linguistic category. Many more "inappropriate" sounds are included than in the standard "forced-choice" identification procedure. Importantly, such perceptual training not only improves children's identification performance, but it also transfers to speech production performance. However, this technique has not yet been evaluated with adult L2 learners.

Summary and Conclusions

When adults are trained using appropriate protocols, their abilities to perceive non-native speech contrasts can improve substantially. Appropriate protocols have the following characteristics: 1) they induce the learner to attend to cues relevant to assigning speech sounds to a phonemic category in the L2; 2) they provide prompt and unambiguous information about the appropriate categorization of each speech signal; 3) they use a set of speech tokens containing sufficient variability to permit subjects to learn about acoustic cues that are relevant to defining category membership in the L2 -- both cues relevant to inclusion of signals and cues irrelevant to classification in L2.

At least four training techniques that meet these criteria have now been demonstrated to produce effective training. All four can lead to improvements in speech perception that generalize beyond the training situation.

Such improvements have the following characteristics: 1) learning occurs quickly; 2) there is at least some transfer of training to the identification of novel (untrained) words, novel talkers, and novel phonetic environments; 3) there is minimal or no transfer to production; and 4) individual L2 listeners differ greatly in how much they benefit from training, even when age, linguistic background, and other factors are considered.

These results confirm that even in mature humans, those portions of the auditory system that are required to perceive and identify speech sounds remain relatively plastic. The speed with which such sizeable performance changes can be acquired suggests that training redirects attention more than inducing fundamental auditory system changes.

Optimizing Training: Directions for Future Research

For the L2 learner, the achievement of fluent, unaccented conversational speech is the ultimate objective. Performance clearly falls far short of this objective, even with extended training. However, there is much more reason to be optimistic, than there was a decade ago, when many speech researchers had reached the gloomy conclusion that adults had rather limited opportunities to learn new L2 contrasts because of permanent and irreversible neural changes.

Such a conclusion is no longer viable. However, it seems likely that we are still well short of what may be able to be achieved through systematic training. As impressive as the demonstrations reviewed here may seem, much can be done to further optimize training procedures. Answers to several questions are still required:

1) How are listeners' L2 difficulties related to their L1 backgrounds? Already, there is a substantial and growing body of work directed towards improving our understanding of this question. Good empirical work on this topic is very time consuming, such work is continuing to appear [3,10]. Two significant theoretical positions which recently appeared on this topic [4,7] have helped to consolidate our understanding of empirical results. As this understanding improves, protocols for helping specific L1 groups to acquire specific L2 contrasts can be expected to become more effective.

2) How can the differences between individual listeners, who have apparently similar linguistic backgrounds, auditory capabilities, etc., be understood? This topic remains a challenge for many areas of speech perception. A particular question is how training can be personalized, through improved assessments of how a particular listener uses cues in the L1, and better targeting of the training stimuli and task for each listener. A relevant approach is provided in [26].

3) How can protocols be structured to optimize learning and retention? L2 training research remains largely in the "demonstration" phase, having an emphasis on determining whether or not some technique helps some L1 group to acquire some L2 contrast. Few studies have compared alternative training approaches and little protocol refinement has yet been attempted. Work may now be approaching a point of consolidation and refinement [8].

One very positive step has been the use of the stimulus set and training approach from [2] in several laboratories and across different subject populations.
Such sharing facilitates comparison across studies and should lead to more rapid advancement of knowledge.

4) How should training be structured to optimize production ability? The transfer of perceptual training to speech production has received such limited attention that few conclusions can be drawn. However, results with young children [24,25] suggest that such transfer may well be possible.

It seems unlikely that an "optimal" protocol can be created from a single one of the approaches examined to date, or indeed that any one protocol will be optimal for all listeners and situations. Rather, protocols will need to target subject needs, and components of each of several protocols may be used briefly at different points in time. For example, at the beginning of training, perceptual fading with synthetic signals may be used to direct the listener's attention to specific acoustic cues, without allowing others to vary [1]. Training with a structured sequence of natural tokens in a single phonetic context may then help the listener to classify sounds appropriately while ignoring irrelevant, naturally-occurring variation. The categorical inclusion task may then help the learner to further refine the L2 category. Training in additional phonetic environments may be appropriate. Finally, categorical discrimination may be used to consolidate learning and improve retention over the longer term.
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PHONOLOGICAL AND PHONETIC ANALYSIS OF CLEFT PALATE SPEECH
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ABSTRACT

Speakers with repaired cleft palates may continue to have atypical speech development. Speech pathologists are often asked to comment on the need for, and effectiveness of, followup medical or prosthetic interventions. Few clinicians have access to technology for such determinations. We present articulatory-phonetic and nonlinear phonological analytic procedures which can assist in such determinations, using data from a child on a speech bulb reduction program.

INTRODUCTION

Although surgical repairs have become very effective for cleft palates in recent years, over 30% of persons with repaired cleft palate persist in having atypical speech development. Developmental substitutions (e.g. use of glides for liquids), compensatory substitutions (e.g. palatals, glottals, pharyngeals, or nasal snorts), and/or imbalances between oral and nasal resonance may continue to reduce speech intelligibility. A number of perpetuating factors may result in this persistent speech disorder. Surgery may have been only moderately successful in achieving palatal closure and lengthening. Chronic otitis media may have affected a child's perceptual bases for speech production. General developmental delay, ill health, or social interaction difficulties may have had a general negative impact on communication development. Even if none of these factors exist, habituation to the original characteristics of the oral mechanism (both structurally and functionally) can result in adherence to the original (deviant) phonological and phonetic system.

As part of the cleft palate team, speech-language pathologists, are not only responsible for direct speech intervention, but also are asked to make judgments as to the need for further surgical or prosthetic intervention, or the effectiveness of such procedures. Many useful technologies are currently available to assist the clinician in making such judgments. The velar port functioning can be assessed with tools such as multiview videofluoroscopy, nasoendoscopy, or nasometry. The speech signal can be evaluated through acoustic analysis. Electropalatography can inform about the placement of the tongue with respect to the palate. In selected hospital centers, such technologies have become useful adjuncts to perceptual judgments and analyses. However, many clinicians not working in (well-funded) hospital settings do not have such technologies available. They need to rely on phonetic transcription, general intelligibility assessment, and phonetic and phonological analyses to determine needs and effectiveness. As Howard (1993) [1] shows, detailed phonetic transcription and phonological analyses can lead to the judgment that a person with a cleft palate may have a well-developed phonological system with particular deficits in the articulatory realization of the phonological contrasts.

Inherent in this dichotomous interpretation of speech production is the assumption that inten et and phonological representation are separate from the actual phonetic implementation of a word. In terms of phonology, we cannot confirm intent, nor determine the nature of underlying representation. All we can do is make inferences about a person's phonological system based on observation of contrasts and/or systematic sound patterns or changes in phonetic output. The more coherent and psychologically real our phonological theory, the more reliable and valid the inferences we make. In this paper we utilize aspects of current nonlinear (multilinear) phonological analysis. This theoretical framework allows detailed determination of patterns at various levels of representation: from the word, foot and syllable levels, to subsegmental featural levels (see below for elaboration). We also assume that phonological constraints operate on output, and that phonological constraints are often phonetically grounded (or motivated), following Archangeli & Pulleyblank (1994) [2]. Thus, the interrelationships between phonetics and phonology are assumed to be very close.

Phonological interpretation depends crucially on reliable and detailed phonetic transcription. The end-product of speech production processing is the articulatory-phonetic output. The more narrowly a listener is able to transcribe that output reliably, the more valid the data. Transcription skill aside, phonetic data tends to be generally "noisy," with even random variation with respect to exact location and timing of discrete phonetic units. A speaker with a repaired cleft palate may have a tendency to variability, as she or he accommodates to both developmental and induced mechanism changes, in the context of possible fluctuating hearing acuity or other perpetuating/predisposing factors. There may or may not be an attempt to reduce variability through more or less rigid adherence to the patterns of the early-established phonological and phonetic systems. Quantification of degree and type of variability is thus a relevant aspect of analysis.

The final determination of relative intactness of phonological and phonetic systems requires a balance between articulatory-phonetic and phonological analyses. This can be approached by attributing sufficient emphasis to phonetic detail and variability, while abstracting away from detail to infer general patterns. In this paper we will outline aspects of nonlinear phonological frameworks that lead to a detailed analysis of phonological systems, and utilize phonetic data in a variety of speech sample conditions to observe variability and consistency. The child whose analysis we use as an example had a speech bulb, the effectiveness of which was being evaluated one month after she started to wear it. We will utilize the nonlinear and phonetic analyses to outline similarities and differences with the speech bulb in and out, and between single words and connected speech.

SUBJECT

Tia (a pseudonym) was 5;11 at the time of this evaluation. She was born with a bilateral cleft lip and palate. Lip repair was done at 4 months of age, and initial palatal repair at 22 months of age. At the time of the palatoplasty, she also had a bilateral myringotomy to reduce otitis media. At 4;5 she had an orthoconcha pharyngoplasty to assist closure of the velopharyngeal port. (Orthoconcha pharyngoplasty is a type of pharyngoplasty in which a sphincter is created using the lateral and posterior pharyngeal walls.)

She and her family have received speech and language counselling or intervention services since she was an infant. Until about 3;6, she had recurrent otitis media with a fluctuating mild conductive hearing loss, a moderate delay in language comprehension, and a severe delay in language production. At the time of assessment, hearing status and language skills were within normal limits.
However, speech was and continues to be moderately unintelligible.
Her speech is characterized by hypernasality, nasal air emission and turbulence, and a moderate degree of use of compensatory and developmental phonological/phonetic patterns. Most frequent compensatory substitutions are glottals and pharyngeals, with some use of palatal for lingual consonants, nasals for oral stops, and nasal snorts. The glottal and pharyngeal substitutions are sometimes doubly articulated with oral place consonants. The most prevalent developmental pattern is the use of glides for liquids. Other developmental patterns include some word-initial and word-final omissions (for both singletons and clusters) assimilations, and occasional use of stops for fricatives. Generally, she matches the adult target more often word initially than in other word positions.

A nasendoscopy after the orticochea pharyngoplasty revealed little movement of the palate or lateral pharyngeal walls. (Nasometry revealed an oral-nasal resonance imbalance, although we will not focus on this resonance issues in this paper.) Because of the velopharyngeal incompetence, and limited success of speech therapy in reducing the deviant speech patterns, the cleft palate team decided to implement a speech bulb reduction program.

**PROCEDURES**

**Speech bulb program**

A speech bulb is a dental appliance with a velar extension which closes off the velar port minimally (although as we see for Tia, some nasal emission still occurred, meaning complete occlusion was not achieved). Speech therapy continues crucially after the child receives the bulb in order to eliminate compensatory patterns while the mechanism is being normalized through use of the appliance. At appropriate intervals, the speech bulb is reduced minimally in size, with the hope that the child will initiate use of the lateral pharyngeal walls to achieve closure, in order to continue to have a normalized mechanism. Before such reductions are made, however, notable improvement in speech production needs to occur.

**The data**

Tia had worn her speech bulb for about a month when the videotaped data for this analysis were collected (a typical period for a post-bulb evaluation). In her case, three sets of data were available for the analysis evaluation: a small set of data with the bulb out, and a longer data set with the bulb in, both in single words and connected speech. Sufficient pre-bulb data and speech bulb out data were not available from the hospital to make a complete pre-post comparison. However, sufficient data are available to comment on the variable effects of the bulb in single words and connected speech. This paper is not an evaluation of the speech bulb program for this child, but an example of analytic procedures. We would of course recommend the same type of pre-analysis for clinical evaluation of the speech bulb for a given client.

**The general analysis framework**

Following phonetic transcription of the three data sets (speech bulb out, and speech bulb in, single words versus connected speech), data was analyzed in four ways. Syllable and word structure characteristics were defined, and three types of feature description were made, two of which related to non-linear feature geometry, and one to actual phonetic output. Proportional matches with the adult target were calculated for each of the nonlinear codings, and cumulatively across all three feature conditions for phonetic coding, the rationale being that phonetic realization is the end-product of phonological processing, and therefore subsumes all previous nonmatches. We elaborate on the nonlinear descriptions below.

**Nonlinear analysis**

Nonlinear phonological theory focuses on the hierarchical nature of relationships among phonological elements. Two major levels of phonological organization are associated in principled ways: the prosodic and the segmental level. The prosodic level includes all structure above the level of the segment and ultimately ties in with stress and intonation patterns. The lowest level of prosodic structure is syllabic structure, i.e., the onset or rhyme ([b] onset versus [æ] rhyme of bat). Progressively larger units of structure include the syllable, the foot (incorporating strong and weak syllables), the word, and ultimately, the phrase. The segmental level is described in most accounts as an hierarchy of features, each of which has some autonomy within the constraints of the hierarchical relationships. At the highest level of the hierarchy, the Root Node is the sum total of all of the features and this node connects to the prosodic tiers "above." The features immediately dominated by the Root Node are the manner and sound class features. In this account, following Bernhardt & Stoel-Gammon (1994) [3], we use:

a) [+consonantal] to refer to true consonants
b) [+sonorant] to refer to vowels and glides
c) [+continuant] to refer distinctively to fricatives (including /hv/)
d) [+consonantal]+[+sonorant] to refer to liquids
e) [+continuant] to refer to stops, and
f) [+nasal] to refer distinctively to nasals.

These categories were sufficient for the speaker in question.

Also dominated by the Root Node are the Laryngeal Nodes and Place Nodes, which dominate their own set of features. Laryngeal Node features used in this study are:

a) [+voice] and [-voice]
b) [+spread glottis] for /b/
c) [+constricted glottis] for [ʔ]

Place Node features used in this paper required some elaboration beyond what is typically needed for English, due to the compensatory substitutions involving place:

a) Labial, referring to all labial articulations, including /p/, /b/, /m/, /w/, /l/, /l/, and /ɾ/ (the latter in combination with Coronal)
b) Coronal, referring to all consonants using the tip and blade of the tongue, and including /t/, /d/, /s/, /z/, /j/, /y/, /l/, /ɾ/, /n/, plus /ŋ/ and other palatals in combination with Dorsal
c) Coronal [-anterior], referring only to blade articulations: /ʃ/, /ɨ/ /ʃ/, /dʒ/, /dʒ/
d) Coronal [+distributed], referring to interdental /θ/ and /ð/
e) Dorsal, referring to articulations with the body of the tongue and pharynx. This includes both the typical dorsals of English (k’, /g/, and /ŋ/) which are [+high] and uvulars and pharyngeals which are [+low], two of her compensatory substitutions.
f) Place combinations: Labial-Coronal, for /ɾ/, Dorsal-Coronal for palatals (also involved in compensatory substitutions), and [+constricted glottis]-Other Place for doubly articulated consonants with glottal and other places, Dorsal-[+low]-Other Place for consonants with both pharyngeal or uvular and other places of articulation.

Another subtheory of nonlinear phonological theory important to the feature designation used here is the theory of underspecification. According to this minimalist theory, only the unpredictable
features of a segment are present in underlying representation, other predictable features assumed to be encoded during processing. In phonetic output, then, more features are assumed to be present than underlyingly, but even in output, a minimalist description of relevant distinctive features is assumed. Thus, when we describe the phonetic output for labial stops, we will only refer to the minimum number of features which distinguish them unless we have reason to include others: [-continuant], [+voice] features, and [Labial]. Where categories overlap, because of phonetic implementation or phonological aberrations, additional features will be added. Thus, if the child is having trouble differentiating nasals and stops, the feature [-nasal] may become a relevant comment for that child on labial stop production, even though it would not normally be needed in phonological and phonetic description.

As noted above, levels of representation have some autonomy in terms of phonological constraints and processes, but also interact with one another in principled ways. Features are combined into segments, and segments are combinations of features, and can be viewed componentially. To exemplify:

a) The feature [Labial] may be established in a phonological system, but not in combination with all manner or voice features. Thus, /m/ and /w/ may be possible segments, but /l/ and /n/ may not be possible segments, surfacing as /m/ or voiceless [m]. Thus, the feature [Labial] is intact, but it can only cooccur with [+nasal], and not with [-continuant] or [-nasal].

b) Alternately, the feature [Labial] may not occur at all: /m/, /l/, etc., all surfacing with some other place of articulation.

c) The feature [+continuant] may be present in the system and realized in combination with [+spread glottis] for /h/, but may not cooccur with oral Place features, which all surface as [h]. Thus, the feature [+continuant] is present in output, but not in combination with other features.

d) Alternately, no fricatives, either oral or glottal may appear, the feature [+continuant] thus not occurring at all.

e) There may be voicing constraints. For example, a child may produce /k/ for both /k/ and /g/, but produce /l/ and /d/. When this is the case, the features [Dorsal] and [-continuant] are present, but the feature [+voice] does not cooccur in output with the [Dorsal] and [-continuant] features, only in combination with [Coronal] and [-continuant].

f) Alternately, no [+voice] obstruents may occur, in which case the feature [+voice] is not yet established in the system.

These constraints on feature presence or cooccurrence may apply across word positions, or only to one word position. In any event, we are able to describe the output data phonologically in such ways, deriving a perspective on major and minor problem areas for a child: whether in terms of feature establishment per se, or in terms of feature cooccurrence.

Final phonetic product

In the analysis we present, phonological features are examined in terms of their presence and their combinatorial power in the various speech conditions. However, the end-product of phonological processing is the articulatory-phonetic realization. Thus, the phonological mismatches are subsumed in this last category, and further details of phonetic deviance are included. Note that we are not in any of these cases making inferences about phonological representation per se. We assume that phonological constraints operate on output, and thus can be observable in the phonetic output. In the final production, the feature [Labial] may cooccur with the appropriate features, but may have component of difference which infers a phonetic realization problem. In other words, phonological contrast is evident, and features combined, but phonetic realization results in some overlap or imprecision. Note that in the features we described above, details of implementation are not generally included. For example, [Labial] does not distinguish between bilabials and labiodentals. In English, labial fricatives are labiodental, and hence that detail of phonetic implementation is not considered a phonologically relevant distinction, even though it is phonetically important. The [+anterior] coronals in English are alveolar in phonetic place of articulation, but in other languages [+anterior] coronals are dental, another example of a relevant phonetic and irrelevant phonological distinction. These differences are important in the examination of deviant speech, where mechanism abnormalities can result in an "irrelevant phonetic distinction" becoming both phonologically and phonetically relevant. Examples of such end-product differences include:

a) Nasal emission superimposed on oral articulation, indicating phonological intent to produce an oral consonant, with insufficient velar port closure

b) Weak stop productions that have a fricative-like aspect, but that are still distinguishable from true fricatives in the child's output

c) Place of articulation that is within the region of the intended articulation (and phonologically "accurate") but is phonetically different. Examples of such deviations may include:

i) Labiodentals produced with the lower teeth and upper lip

ii) All labials produced with the teeth and the lips, but with consistent manner differences to distinguish them from each other and from the /l/ and /h/

iii) Coronal sounds in the palatal region, provided they are consistently distinguished from dorsal target consonants

iv) Dorsals produced consistently as palatals or uvulars in a way that consistently distinguishes them from coronals

c) Voicing that distinguishes between voiced and unvoiced segments, but not with the expected adult target values of the language. For English, this may imply a failure to aspirate word-initial stops.

In summary, then, the data were examined in the three conditions: speech bulb out, and speech bulb in, single words and connected speech. The phonetic realizations were coded in terms of:

a) Feature presence (using the features described above, and including the concept of underspecification)

b) Feature cooccurrence, and

c) Final phonetic output.

Tia's speech production:
Syllable and word structure

As we commented earlier, syllable and word structure was reasonably well-developed. Thus, phonological constraints for word production were minimal, except with respect to consonant clusters, which were still developing. Across the conditions, she was able to produce up to 3-syllable words consistently. Word shape matches were better in the connected speech condition than the single-word condition. This will be seen to be a trend opposite to that for feature production, and may reflect the particular words sampled rather than a
better ability to produce clusters in running speech. In any event, phonological output at the prosodic structure level was adequate with the speech bulb in and out.

Tia's speech production: Features

There is no room in this paper for a complete examination of the features in terms of occurrence, cooccurrence and final phonetic realization. Hence, we will summarize the relevant procedures and results here, and present a table which exemplifies the analysis.

Feature occurrence

The major feature occurrences of concern were [continuant] (for stops and fricatives), [+consonantal]-[+sonorant] (for liquids), Coronal, and Dorsal. Tongue placement and oral pressure are implicated for all those but the liquids (which could have been developmental). Hence the speech bulb program should have had an impact on feature production. This was in fact the case for the Root (manner) features involving obstructions. In the 'bulb in-single words' condition, [-continuant] was 96% accurate in terms of occurrence, and [+continuant] was 85% accurate. Performance was somewhat worse in the connected speech condition (93% and 68% respectively), but this was an improvement over the 45% accuracy for [-continuant] in the bulb-out condition. Coronal and Dorsal were approximately the same across conditions for feature occurrence, which is important in the evaluation of the speech bulb. Compensatory articulations often affect place of articulation, and if they did not change noticeably in the month, she was not yet ready for bulb reduction, and it can be assumed that phonological habitation was strong for place. The artificial occlusion of the velar port, however, did increase her ability to produce high-pressure obstructions, indicating that phonologically, those features were well-established, and that mechanism was affecting phonetic realization.

Feature cooccurrence

Additional concerns can become apparent when examining feature cooccurrence. Either new features can show up as problematic, or features already of concern in terms of occurrence can decrease in accuracy. Cooccurrence accuracy implies that all Root, Laryngeal, and Place features of a segment are accurate, unless separate tabulation is made for Root-Laryngeal, Root-Place, and Laryngeal-Place combinations (which we have not done here in terms of brevity). Feature cooccurrence here is thus a measure of segmental phonological accuracy.

Decreases in accuracy were noted for [-continuant] and [Dorsal] across the 'bulb out' and 'bulb in-connected' speech conditions. For example, in the bulb out condition, accuracy for [-continuant] decreased from 45% to 33%, and in the connected speech condition, from 93% to 77%. However, in the 'bulb in-single words' condition, accuracy was maintained for these features at a fairly high level. For example, [-continuant] was 96% and 95% across the two conditions. The differences between the single words and connected speech conditions for these features does indicate some continuing concern for speech bulb reduction. However, particular since the dorsal stop substitutions involved compensatory palatal and uvular articulations, and other manner errors involved nasal substitutions for stops.

No changes were noted for Coronal or liquids.

New features involved in the feature cooccurrence analysis were [Labial] and [+voice]. Hence, although the [Labial] and [+voice] features were reasonably well-established in terms of occurrence, cooccurrence restrictions affected them also across conditions, although least in the 'bulb in-single words' condition.

Phonetic end-product

The final analysis was of the phonetic variants. As the sum total of all deviations, decreases in performance can be expected, but may not necessarily occur. Further decreases in accuracy were noted for:

- [-continuant] in all conditions
- [+continuant] in the 'bulb in' conditions
- Labial and Coronal in 'bulb out' and Coronal in 'bulb-in' conditions
- [-voice] in the 'bulb out' and connected speech conditions.

These tendencies further emphasize the phonetic difficulty with high-pressure obstructions and nasal emission, suggesting that occlusion was not sufficient with the particular bulb being used. Again, the place features continued to show deviations of nasalization and precision of placement, showing phonetic difficulty and compensation not yet corrected by the appliance and the therapy program. See Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Present? Cooccurring?</th>
<th>Phonetic accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labial</td>
<td>95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronal</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorsal</td>
<td>98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THE CHARACTERIZATION OF DISORDERED CHILD PHONOLOGY

P. GRUNWELL

DeMontfort University, Leicester, U.K.

ABSTRACT

Phonetic and phonological studies of disordered child phonology are regularly reported in the clinical linguistic and speech pathology literature. The characterization of the disordered phonology is adult-centred and heavily influenced by current phonological theory. In consequence a clinical phonological assessment is an error analysis and phonological change is an all-or-none phenomenon. The basic phonetic and phonological concepts have yet to make an impact on the clinical investigation of child phonology.

INTRODUCTION

This presentation, like the two other contributions to this symposium, focuses on child language disorders, specifically developmental phonological disorder (or disability). A linguistic definition of this disorder is: "a linguistic disorder manifested by the use of abnormal patterns in the spoken medium of language" [1]. Many attempts have been made to characterize this disorder using analytical and assessment techniques derived from phonological theory. These descriptions have tended to be comparative error analyses that do not consider the child's pronunciation patterns as an independent phonological system. In consequence the clinical evaluation and management of the disorder do not take into account the dynamics of phonological functioning and phonological change.

DEVELOPMENTAL FRAMEWORK

Phonological process analysis has, since the early 1980s, become the dominant framework for the characterization of developmental phonological disorders. This approach has however become somewhat removed from the original theory upon which it is based, viz: Natural Phonology [2]. Stampe's theory is an attempt at an explanatory theory which is rooted in the phonetic bases of human language [3]. A substantial proportion of Stampe's evidence for his theory is child speech data. It is not doubt this fact which made his framework attractive to clinical phonologists. There is however a discontinuity between Stampe's theoretical exposition and the practical applications of his concepts in the clinical context. At the most basic level, many of the developmental phonological processes included in clinical assessment procedures such as Natural Process Analysis [4], Assessment of Phonological Processes [5] and Phonological Assessment of Child Speech [6] are not mentioned by Stampe by name or even described by him.

Stampe's approach to phonology is also attractive clinically because his key theoretical concept, the phonological process is defined by him as a "phonological substitution". This concept therefore enables the traditional approach of error analysis to be presented in phonological terms. Process analysis focuses on the patterns in children's mispronunciations, with little regard to issues of naturalness. The processes are presented as developmental patterns and the characterization of disorder is therefore in a developmental framework.

The five characteristics of developmental phonological disorder in this framework are:

- persisting normal processes
- chronological mismatch
- unusual processes
- variable use of processes
- systematic sound preference

[6]. The first three of these are clearly developmental in nature being defined by what is expected to occur in normally developing phonologies. The last two are also developmental in definition but in addition refer to characteristics of the occurrence of processes in disordered child phonology. As such they could be viewed as phonological rather than developmental characteristics (see further below). Excluding these two, the developmental characteristics can be summed up as involving delayed, uneven and deviant phonological development, each type occurring in some measure in each case.

Unusual Processes

Within this framework attempts have been made to identify the characteristics of unusual processes, most notably by Leonard [7]. He identifies three types:

- Salient but unusual sound changes with readily detectable systematicity.
- Salient but unusual sound changes with less readily detectable systematicity.
- Subtle phonological behaviours.

The first type includes unusual substitutions defined developmentally, such as late sounds occurring before early sounds, phonologically, such as use of sounds absent from the model language and phonetically, such as use of sounds absent from natural language. The second type includes context-based substitution patterns such as assimilation, dissimilation, metathesis and consonant-vowel interactions. The third type includes children's pronunciations that are perceived by adult listeners as homophones eg tea and key as [ti] but which instrumental analysis (either spectrographic or electropalatographic) reveals to be different. This characterization of unusual processes goes beyond the deterministic view of phonological development presented by Natural Phonology and beyond the constraints of phonological process analysis as employed in clinical assessment procedures. It shifts the focus from the developmental dimension to the phonological framework.

PHONOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

Within a phonological framework three parameters have been identified on which disordered phonological patterns can be described. These parameters are:

- system
- structure
- stability

These are the fundamental parameters of phonological organization and functioning. Phonologies operate with systems of contrastive units, within structural constraints determining the sequence and order of these units and in a state of relative stability or homeostasis.

In seeking to characterize disordered phonology it is necessary to examine the phonological patterns within these three parameters. In the evaluation of system, the size of the child's phonetic inventory and the child's contrastive system is analyzed by comparison with the adult targets attempted. In assessing structure, the distribution and combination of consonants and the syllabic structures in the child's pronunciation patterns are analyzed by comparison with the adult targets attempted. In regard to stability, the consistency or variability in the child's realizations of the adult targets is
Typically tendency word (SIW)there will be a very restricted range of consonants; often glottal consonants [h] are dominant, and in word final position, (SFW) zero realizations predominate, i.e. the open syllable is the canonical structure. Where English is the target language this type of patterning is seriously dysfunctional and communicatively inadequate; with other target languages, for example Italian, this would not be so.

The parameter of stability reflects the finding that disordered child phonologies tend to evidence variable realizations of the same adult targets. It is important to examine the occurrences of stability and variability in order to identify whether there is any latent potential to expand the system of contrasts. Logically, there are four types of consistency/variability:

* consistently correct match: \( /k/ \rightarrow [t] \)

This so-called 'correct' realization may be compromised, however, if the same phone (i.e. \([t]\) ) is used to realize another target, e.g. \( /k/ \rightarrow [i] \). In such a situation the child's [t] is not phonologically contrastive.

* consistently incorrect match: \( /k/ \rightarrow [i] \)

This is likely to entail a lack of contrast as in the above example. However if one target is uniquely realized by a phone not in the target system, e.g. \( /s/ \rightarrow [z] \). This would not result in phonological inadequacy.

* inconsistently correct match: \( /k/ \rightarrow [k t] \)

The contrast is potentially present; this is progressive variability.

* inconsistently incorrect match: \( /k/ \rightarrow [t d g] \)

There is no apparent potential for the contrast to develop. This variability does not appear to be progressive.

Using these three parameters to characterize disordered phonologies enables a phonological analysis and assessment which identifies the dynamics of phonological functioning and the potential for phonological change. Treatment aims are therefore defined by the characteristics of the child's phonology. They extend and expand on the potential within the child's patterns.

CONCLUSION

This paper has focused on the phonological characteristics of disordered child language in an attempt to define this type of developmental disability in linguistic terms. In this conclusion a number of other issues that are pertinent will be mentioned as items for further exploration and discussion.

This paper, following the vast majority of the literature, solely discusses the nature of consonantal patterns. In a review of recent studies, Grunwell [8] discusses the characteristics of disordered vowel patterns. Whilst at present there are relatively few studies, it would appear that vowel disorders also show phonological patterning in that (i) vowel errors shared features in common with the targets and (ii) the errors entail losses of contrasts. More evidence is required to investigate this area further.

As has already been mentioned some children signal contrasts imperceptibly. On the other hand some children use very unusual patterns for certain targets, such as \( /k/ / /p/ \rightarrow [h] \). These phenomena prompt the question: what is the phonetic basis of these realizations? It highlights the fact that children are abstracting perceptual information from the speech they hear and on the basis of this information attempting to create their own phonetic and phonological systems. This is apparent that in some instances children seem to attend to aspects of the speech signal that are not salient for mature speakers. This is another area which would profit from further investigation.

Finally clinical phonetics and phonology needs to investigate further the interaction between phonological development and the presence of a physiological impairment to the speech production mechanism, such as a repaired cleft palate. As reported by Grunwell [9] in many instances phonological development follows an essentially normal path in spite of the physical abnormality. Further investigations of other types of abnormalities are required to enhance our understanding of the nature of phonological development and phonological disorder.
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QUANTIFYING TIME-VARYING SPECTRA OF ENGLISH FRICATIVES

Lorin Wilde
Research Lab of Electronics, Dept. Electrical Engineering & Computer Science
MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
email: wilde@speech.mit.edu

ABSTRACT

Noise characteristics of fricatives were quantified with respect to adjacent vowel spectra. The weak and strong fricatives were well-separated: the maximum amplitudes above 2 kHz in the fricative, normalized relative to vowel amplitude, were 15-20 dB more for the alveolars and palato-alveolars than for the labiodentals and dentals. In addition, spectral changes during the consonantal interval were calculated.

1. INTRODUCTION

The acoustic consequences during fricative production include continuous spectral variations over time. First, the articulation and aerodynamics in noise generation during a particular fricative are continuous. In addition, the acoustics of fricatives produced in connected speech are influenced by concurrent coarticulatory movements.

Recent studies have provided additional evidence that the kinematics of fricative articulation create an acoustic signal that is inherently non-static [1][2][3]. Difficulty in the analysis of fricatives also arises from the nature of random noise generation in fricative production. The nature of a noise source complicates the accurate measurement of spectral properties associated with the articulatory movement.

An automatic analysis system for quantifying fricative noise spectra was developed. The objective was to reduce the dimensionality of the data while maintaining essential spectral properties. Spectral changes during the consonant were examined. In addition, the attribute of stridency, signaled by greater energy in the high frequencies in the consonant relative to the vowel, was examined. The following questions motivated the choice of acoustic measures:

1) How much greater energy? and 2) In which frequency regions?

2. METHODS

A database was collected in order to examine in detail the acoustic attributes of fricative consonants in the front, back and back-rounded vowel contexts. Three normal speakers of American English, one male and two female, recorded 'CVCCV/CVC nonsense syllables. The consonant was one of the eight English fricatives: /f/, s, z, s, ʃ, ʒ/ and the stressed vowels were /i, e, a, o, u/. The first and third vowels in an utterance were the same. Two repetitions of each fricative in pre-stressed position were analyzed in this study.

The speech was recorded in a sound-treated room using an omnidirectional microphone which was located approximately 25 cm in front of the speaker and 5 cm above the speaker's mouth. The recordings were low-pass filtered at 7.5 kHz and digitized at 16 kHz. One additional male speaker, previously low-pass filtered at 4.8 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz by Klatt [4], was also studied. The combined database was used to develop an automatic analysis system for quantifying fricative noise spectra.

Fricative noise characteristics were considered with respect to adjacent vowel spectra, with measures made relative to the consonant-vowel (CV) boundary. Digitized waveforms labeled with acoustic landmarks, i.e. fricative-vowel boundaries, are the inputs to the analysis system. Averaged spectrograms were computed by advancing a 64 ms window in 1 ms steps and averaging overlapping windows. A 20 ms averaging interval was empirically chosen: long enough to reduce error due to random fluctuations and short enough to quantify time varia-

tions in individual tokens. The maximum power was calculated in five frequency bands: 1) 0-0.5 kHz, 2) 0.5-1 kHz, 3) 1-2 kHz, 4) 2-4 kHz and 5) 4-8 kHz. The amplitudes and frequencies of spectral peaks, occurring relative to landmark times, are the outputs. Further details are provided in Wilde [5].

3. RESULTS

The following results are reported here: 1) variation in the noise over the duration of the consonant and 2) quantification of the feature [strident]. All measures are made relative to the consonant-vowel (CV) boundary. The following results are reported for the voiceless fricatives, in order to restrict our discussion to utterances for which the CV landmark could be accurately identified to within 4 ms.

3.1 Time-varying Noise Spectra

A measure of spectral variation over time was calculated by subtracting the amplitude value at the right edge of the fricative (CV = 20 ms) from the amplitude value at the temporal center of the fricative. A negative difference indicates that the amplitude at the edge is greater than the amplitude at the midpoint. The results for the three highest frequency bands are shown for all four speakers in Figure 1. The main, not unexpected finding is that there is considerable variation in noise spectra over time. That is, the noise amplitude is not constant and, from the interquartile ranges of all subjects, appears to vary from about -13 to +8 dB over the interval from the fricative midpoint to just before the fricative-vowel boundary.

The individual results for each band suggest a trend for differences between the weak and strong fricatives. For Band 3 (1-2 kHz) the clear trend is that there is greater amplitude difference for the labiodental and dental fricatives, grouped here as nonstrident. Band 4 (2-4 kHz) shows the same trend, although the ranges are more similar. In the 1-4 kHz range, the differences for all fricatives are negative, i.e., the edge is stronger than the middle. However, for the highest frequencies in Band 5 (4-8 kHz) there is a contrast in trends between the nonstri-

Figure 1: The medians (lines) and interquartiles ranges (IQR=box height) illustrate the magnitude of amplitude variations (dB) in Bands 3 (top), 4 (middle) and 5 (bottom). Each box represents 24 data points, each calculated by subtracting the amplitude at the right edge (CV = 20 ms) from the amplitude in the middle (CV - duration/2), with nonstrident vs. strident voiceless fricatives are shown separately for each speaker. The dotted lines extend to the extreme values of the data or a distance 1.5IQR from the center, whichever is less.
idents, which are clearly negative, and the strident, which are clearly positive.

3.2 Quantifying Stridency

The feature [strident] was quantified by subtracting the F1 amplitude in the following vowel from the maximum amplitude peak above 2000 Hz in the consonant. As expected, the weak fricatives are well-separated from the strong fricatives. For example, the mean amplitude differences between /θ/ and /s/, which have the closest relative location of supraglottal constriction, range from 13.7 to 19.5 dB for measures made at fricative midpoint and from 12 to 21.5 dB for measures made at the right edge of the fricative.

We can also compare these normalized amplitudes averaged separately for the weak voiceless fricatives (/θ/, /θ/) and for the strong voiceless fricatives (/s/, /s/), which we have grouped as non-strident and strident fricatives, respectively. The average normalized amplitudes for non-strident and strident fricatives, measured at the edge of the fricative (at relative time = CV – 20) and normalized with respect to F1 amplitude (at relative time = CV + 20) are shown in Table 1. The difference between the grand average means for non-strident and strident fricatives, computed as the average of the means of individual subjects, is 17 dB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Normalized Amplitudes (dB)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Strident</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstrident</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Strident</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>5.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstrident</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>Strident</td>
<td>-23</td>
<td>5.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstrident</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>Strident</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonstrident</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>6.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Strident</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>5.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Means and standard deviations of normalized amplitudes (dB) for the nonstrident and strident fricatives for all four subjects. The normalized amplitudes were found by subtracting the amplitude of the first formant (at CV + 20 ms) from the maximum peak above 2000 Hz (at CV – 20 ms).

which can occur when there is coupling between the front and back cavities. Often, there is a short (less than 20 ms) gap, where neither the frication nor aspiration noise is very strong. A short gap in energy at the boundary between a voiceless fricative and the following vowel could be interpreted as reflecting that the supraglottal constriction is released before the glottis is closed. Presumably this reflects the mistiming between turning off the noise source for the fricative and turning on the voice source for the following vowel.

Significant spectrum amplitude differences were observed at higher frequencies (4-8 kHz) between the nonstrident and strident fricatives. For the strident fricatives, the highest frequencies are strongest in the middle of the consonant, when the cross-sectional area of the supraglottal constriction may reach its minimum. This finding is consistent with a previous study [1], an LPC analysis of voiceless fricatives preceding five vowels, in which high-frequency peaks tended to appear more often in the midpoint of a fricative than in the initial or final 15 ms.

The nonstrident fricatives in English show greater overall variability in amplitude than the stridents. Results of Utman and Blumstein [6] suggest that the realization of an acoustic property is influenced by the linguistic role its associated feature plays in a particular language's sound inventory.

The normalized amplitudes of the weak and strong fricatives in English were well-separated: the maximum amplitude above 2 kHz in the fricative, normalized relative to vowel amplitude, is 15-20 dB more for /s/ and /s/ than for /θ/ and /θ/. Spectral differences between strident and nonstrident fricatives suggested that models of the filtering of the noise source by the front cavity might be improved if the losses in the vocal tract were better represented and if better estimates could be made of the source location.

5. SUMMARY

In the present analysis, the amplitudes in restricted frequency regions of fricative noise were examined with respect to the neighboring vowel. It was hypothesized that relative measures could be found to capture important characteristics of the time-varying noise and reduce the dimensionality of the data. Studying noisy speech sounds yields inherently noisy findings. We observe noise variations over time, variations from one token to another and between speaker variability. Our calculations of the amplitude variations in selected frequency bands for English fricatives guide understanding of the considerable variability.
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Cross Language Study of Perception of Dental Fricatives in Japanese and Russian
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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of Japanese fricatives and Russian fricatives were compared in two ways: (1) by spectrographic analysis and (2) through perception tests of Japanese fricatives by Russian subjects and of Russian fricatives by Japanese subjects. In the case of Japanese, /sj/ is characterized by a higher F20 and lower NF than /s/. In Russian, /s'/ has nearly the same NF as /s/ and is characterized by a higher F20 than /s/. On the other hand, /s/ has nearly the same F20 as /s/ and a lower NF than /s'/. In Russian subjects, there was a tendency for some of the /s'/ sounds to be identified as /s/. Japanese subjects showed a large confusion between /s/ and /s'/.

INTRODUCTION

Japanese has two dental fricatives /s/ and /sj/ (which is, phonetically, generally transcribed as [ʃ]) and Russian has three dental fricatives /s/, /s'/ and /ς/. When Japanese study Russian and when Russians study Japanese, Japanese fricatives /s/ and /sj/ and Russian fricatives /s/, /s'/ and /ς/ interfere with each other. This paper describes the results of acoustic analyses of Japanese and Russian fricatives and the results of perception tests.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

Experimental procedure

Japanese speech samples

The speech samples were composed of the following 48 bi syllabic words including nonsense words. The target syllables were word initial syllables.

\[ \begin{align*}
  s &\quad a &\quad sj \\
  sj &\quad u &\quad p &\quad a \\
  \end{align*} \]

In the above list, the words containing the syllables /s/, or /t/ were excluded because these syllables are phonetically realized as /ʃ/ or /ʃ/. These bi syllabic words were uttered by three male speakers. These 48 speech samples were analyzed.

Russian speech samples

The Russian speech samples for the acoustic analysis were 45 words which have the syllables /s/, /s', /s', /ə, /s', /ς/ /ʃ, /ς/ in the word-initial position. These words were produced by three male speakers of the Moscow dialect.

Method of analysis

Two acoustic parameters were measured using a spectrograph analysis program on a personal computer. One parameter was the frequency of the peak power in the fricative noise spectrum (NF). The other parameter was the onset frequency of the second formant transition of the following vowel (F20). For measuring the formant, the speech samples were sampled at 10kHz with an accuracy of 12 bits per sample, and FFT analyses were performed. F20 were measured by visual inspection of the spectrogram.

As for noise frequency, the speech samples were sampled at 20kHz and the central parts of the noise periods were extracted using a 1s.2-ms Hamming window. NF were determined by visual inspection of the spectrum.

Results

The results of the acoustic analysis are shown in Fig. 1. In the case of Japanese, /sj/ is characterized by a higher NF and lower F20 than /s/. In Russian, /s'/ has nearly the same NF as /s/ and is characterized by a higher F20 than /s'/.

In this figure, it is clear that Japanese /s/ and /sj/ and Russian /s/, /s'/ and /ς/ all exhibit the coarticulatory effect. Both Japanese and Russian words, when followed by vowel /ə/, NF and F20 are lower than vowel /a/. However, in vowel /u/, in Japanese NF and F20 are nearly the same as vowel /a/, while in Russian, NF and F20 are close to vowel /a/. As mentioned above, in vowel /u/, Japanese /sj/ is located between Russian /s'/ and /ς/ on the NF-F20 plane, but in vowel /ə/ and /ς/, Japanese /sj/ is located near Russian /s'/.

PERCEPTION TESTS

Perception test of Japanese sounds by Russian subjects

Speech samples

The Japanese speech samples for the perception test were the words which were used in acoustic analysis. These words were sampled at 20kHz and stored in a computer. They were presented to the subjects in random order at intervals of 2s.

Subjects

The subjects were 27 Russian students who had studied Japanese for 1 month in Russia. They were instructed to identify the initial consonant in each word as either /s/ or /s'/.

Results

Table 1 shows the confusion rates between /s/ and /s'/. The over-all error rate is not so large, but there was a tendency that some of the /s'/ sounds to be identified as /s/. But the reason for this type of error is not clear at present and further acoustic analysis of these sounds and perception tests of synthesized sounds are necessary.

Perception test of Russian sounds by Japanese subjects

Speech samples

The Russian speech samples for the perception test were the words which were used in the acoustic analysis. These words were sampled at 20kHz and presented to the subjects in random order at intervals of 2s.

Subjects

The subjects were 38 Japanese students who had studied Russian for 2 months in Japan. The subjects were instructed to identify the initial consonant in each word as either /s/ or /s'/.
Table 2 is that Japanese subjects identify some instances of Russian /s/ as /s/. The reason for this type of error is not clear at present and further acoustic analysis of these sounds is necessary.

SUMMARY

As the results of the acoustic analyses show, Japanese /s/ and /sj/ were distinguished mainly by both NF and F2O, while Russian /s/ and / s' /, /s/ and /s'/ were distinguished mainly by NF only and F2O only respectively.

In the perception test by Russian subjects, some of /sj/ were identified as /s/, while, by Japanese subjects, they confused some of /s'/ with / s' /.

These results may explain the effects of native boundaries. But they are not conclusive at present and further experiments are necessary.

**Table 1. Confusion matrix of Japanese fricatives by Russian subjects.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>answer stimuli</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>sj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sj</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>answer stimuli</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>sj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sj</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s'/</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>answer stimuli</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>sj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sj</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s'/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>answer stimuli</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>sj</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sj</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s'/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Confusion matrix of Russian fricatives by Japanese subjects.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>answer stimuli</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>s'</th>
<th>/s'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sj</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s'/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Results of acoustic analyses.

The ellipses represent a 50 percent confidence region on the data values assuming a Gaussian distribution for the data. The straight lines are discriminant functions.
VOICE TIMING FOR STOP CLASSIFICATION IN CONVERSATIONAL ENGLISH

Arthur S. Abramson and Leigh Lisker
Haskins Laboratories, New Haven, Connecticut, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Acoustic research demonstrating the role of the temporal control of the glottis in separating English "voiced" and "voiceless" stops has mostly used citation forms. We have examined stops in two conversations. For each stop we see whether the voice pulse is interrupted. If there is a break, we measure the duration of the break with reference to the articulatory release. The results show that temporal control is quite robust even in running speech.

BACKGROUND
Considerable earlier acoustic [e.g., 1], perceptual [e.g., 2] and physiological or articulatory [e.g., 3] work by us and many others [e.g., 4] has demonstrated the significance of the temporal control of the valvular function of the larynx for the division of English stop consonants into the traditional "voiced" and "voiceless" categories. These studies have mostly examined rather deliberate speech: citation forms and short expressions and sentences read aloud.

Although the term "voice onset time" (VOT) has come to be widely used, it was meant by us in the first place to refer to utterance-initial position. Thus, laryngeal pulsing might begin at the moment of closure-release (zero time), before it (voice lead with time in negative units), or after it (voicing lag in positive units). For widespread varieties of English, with special reference to American English in our work, initial /bdg/ normally have zero-onset of voicing or very short lags of 10 ms or so, although some speakers show voicing lead. Utterance-initial /ptk/ commonly have a rather long voicing lag of some 30 to 40 ms.

The temporal dimension is, of course, not linear in its acoustic manifestations. Voicing lead appears as excitation of the first one or two harmonics during the articulatory closure. Voice lag appears as noise-excitation of both the release-burst and as much of the formant-pattern as emerges until the onset of pulsing. If the lag is long enough, the turbulence and somewhat attenuated first formant will be heard as aspiration. Experiments with speech synthesis and manipulated natural speech have shown that some several acoustic consequences of voice timing can serve as perceptual cues to the phonological distinction in context-free experiments.

In running speech, with stops occurring immediately after vowels or other consonants, as well as after pauses, the concept of VOT should be broadened to that of "laryngeal timing" or maybe "voice timing." [5] Tokens of /bdg/ after other voice consonants or vowels are very likely to have unbroken glottal pulsing in their closures, while /p/ and /k/ before unstressed syllables often have short voicing breaks as to be heard as unaspirated. In the latter context "underlying" /l/, as well as /l/, commonly appears in American English as a voiced flap.

Limiting ourselves for now to the acoustic signal, we wish to assess the stability of the temporal factor in spontaneous fluent English. This is part of our larger interest in the robustness of usual running speech of the differentiating properties and perceptual cues that have long been known for citation forms and careful speech.

PROCEDURE
We recorded about ten minutes of spontaneous conversation recorded in separate sessions of two couples. All four people were native speakers of American English whose minor differences in regional dialects in no way impeded communication. In each couple the man and woman knew each other well and were quite used to talking into microphones; moreover, they were quite at ease with us. Each couple chatted in a relaxed way about personal and professional topics of their own choice without knowing anything of our research goals. Listening to the recordings, we found the conversations intelligible, spontaneous, fluent, and friendly.

After digitizing the recorded speech at 22 Khz, we used the Signalize™ computer program to obtain waveforms and FFT spectrograms. For each conversation, omitting all instances of overlap between speakers and distortions caused by coughing, laughing, and, like the, we picked out for analysis all acoustically measurable tokens of the six stops in stressed position, as well as all measurable tokens of /bdg/ in unstressed position. That is, we excluded the voiceless flaps to typical of American English, because any residual contrast in this context between /d/ and /l/ seems to depend upon properties other than voice timing, such as vowel length and quality. We did not include the few instances in our corpus of stops under emphatic stress. We also excluded stops in consonant clusters with /s/ as the first member; here there is clearly no voice contrast. As for stress, anything not unstressed was taken to be stressed without any attempt at gradations.

For each instance of a stop we recorded data on glottal pulsing in the vicinity of the closure and release. With no interruption in pulsing, the item was called unbroken. An interruption before the release was called a "negative break," and one after the release was a "positive break." The durations of these breaks were measured in the waveforms with reference to the spectrograms. Negative breaks were measured only if there were clear spectral signs of an acoustic discontinuity before the closure with no indication, acoustic or auditory, of a pause. Thus, a stop in utterance-initial position or preceded by a pause could never have a negative break. Also, if a negative break included the closure of a preceding stop, it was not measured.

For each stop a "full break" was also entered in our data, whether this was the sum of negative and positive breaks or just the duration of the only one of them available in the utterance. It is not surprising that in our randomly produced corpus of speech, the stop consonants were unevenly represented across the categories. As a result, we used unpaired two-tailed t-tests for assessment of statistical significance.

There were not enough tokens for us to pursue narrower segmental and prosodic contexts. We have postponed any statistical treatment of our two levels of stress.

RESULTS
The means and standard deviations of the full voicing breaks in ms for all four speakers are shown in Figure 1. The average voicing break of the voiceless stops is indeed higher, but there is much overlap of the standard deviations. To this we must add the observation that 84 voice stops, 62% of that category, had unbroken voicing. They do not appear in the figure.

The data of Figure 1 are broken down into the four speakers in Table 1. Here we see that the difference is significant for all four speakers, although the level is lower for DS and JH. It is interesting to note that the voiceless stops outnumbered the voiced ones by far.

The means and standard deviations of the negative voicing breaks for all four speakers are shown in Figure 2. The data are given separately for the speakers in Table 2, where we can see that while the differences are highly significant for MC and JH, they are not significant for the other two, DS and DL. As for the latter two, however, it must be borne in mind that they do show significant differences in Table 1, so it will be important to see how they fare with positive breaks.
Table 1. Full voicing breaks in ms: Means, standard deviations, and significance levels for the four speakers’ unpaired t-tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spkr</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>JH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bdg/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ptk/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>-6.1</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p &lt;</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Negative voicing breaks: Means and standard deviations for the pooled data for all four speakers. Voiced n=45; voiceless n=242.

Table 2. Negative voicing breaks in ms for four speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spkr</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>JH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bdg/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ptk/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p &lt;</td>
<td>.3, ns</td>
<td>.5, ns</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Positive voicing breaks in ms for four speakers. Voiced n=62; voiceless n=293.

Finally, the means and standard deviations of the positive voicing breaks for all four speakers are shown in Figure 3. The data are given separately for the speakers in Table 3. For one of the speakers, JH, the difference is barely significant; for the other three, however, it is highly significant. This also accounts for the significant difference between the full breaks of DS and DL found in Table 1.

Table 3. Positive voicing breaks: Means and standard deviations of the pooled data for the four speakers. Voiced n=62; voiceless n=293.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spkr</th>
<th>DS</th>
<th>DL</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>JH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/bdg/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ptk/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>df</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>-7.2</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p &lt;</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION
In the history of speech research certain acoustic properties have been found to have the power to differentiate the phonemes of languages in the production of citation forms or other short utterances. Our research was motivated by a desire to investigate the stability of one of those properties, voice timing, for the distinction between voiced and voiceless stop consonants in American English spontaneous speech.

What with all the contextual redundancy and top-down information present in running speech, one might expect the phonetic rendition of many phonemic distinctions to be somewhat less precise than in more deliberate speech. That is, with so much other information in the discourse, clarity of expression moment by moment ought to be less important. Indeed, just the great temporal variation often observed might blur some distinctions, especially, perhaps, those that include temporal control as an important mechanism.

Despite all the pressures to which such a distinction as consonantal voicing might be vulnerable in running speech, our findings support the general robustness of temporal control of the larynx as an important factor in voicing distinctions in spontaneous conversation. Some generalizations emerge from our sampling of four speakers.

Once the flaps, with their allegedly underlying /d/ and /t/, are eliminated from consideration, it is only the voiced stops that show unbroken pulsing in non-initial position. Thus it is that in our corpus just over 60% of the instances of /bdg/ are distinguished from /ptk/ by this factor alone. As for the rest, relative duration of the voicing break in the region of the closure and release does a rather good job of separating the categories. Even without taking our two levels of stress into account, we find that the voiceless stops have longer voicing breaks than the voiced stops. In addition, it appears that breaks after the articulatory release (positive breaks) bear more of the burden than breaks before the release (negative breaks). Our data are insufficient for examination of narrower phonetic contexts, such as particular vowels.

A preliminary look suggests that a quantitative treatment of the differences linked to stress will remove some of the overlap remaining between the two voicing categories. We plan to do this. Furthermore, we are planning perceptual tests of the validity of our findings.
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ACOUSTIC AND PERCEPTUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF GEMINATED HINDI STOP CONSONANTS
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ABSTRACT: In the present paper the effect of gemination on the acoustic properties of the stop consonants have been studied. Analysis of duration of silence and preceding vowel shows a strong correlation with the presence of gemination. It is also seen that burst is stronger for geminates and pitch rises abruptly towards the end of the preceding vowel indicating the presence of a geminate. Speech perception tests indicate that about 1.5 times silence duration is required to perceive a geminate.

1. INTRODUCTION: Many researchers have studied acoustic properties of clusters in English and other languages [1, 2, 3]. In the studies of the acoustic properties of certain VCC utterances by means of spectrographic analysis [1] it was shown that the period of the silent interval of a stop consonant varies with the place of articulation and the frequency spectrum of the plosive bursts occur in distinct regions. Repp [2], showed that when the closure period of a naturally produced utterance with two different stop (cluster) consonants in a vocalic context is spliced out only the second stop consonant was heard by the listeners and not the first. To perceive both the consonants (i.e., cluster), 50 to 100 msec. of silence is needed between the two vocalic portions depending on the particular stimuli used. However much longer silent interval (approx. 200 msec) is needed to perceive same stop consonants (i.e. a geminate) [3]. Thus the interval required to perceive a sequence of two intervocalic stop consonants is much longer when the two phonemes are the same as compared to when they differ in place of articulation. To differentiate between the geminates and non-geminates it was decided to undertake the study of acoustic characteristics of Hindi words (natural speech) containing single and double stop consonants.

2. METHOD:
2.1 Speech Material: Sixteen stop consonants which include 8 voiced i.e. /b, d, g, b", d", g", b", d", g"/ and 8 unvoiced i.e. /p, t, ʃ, k, p', t', ʃ', k'/ were used for the present experiment. These were used in between the two vowels of cvCvc and cvCCvc syllables, eg. /sʌʌt/ and /sʌʌt/. The preceding and following vowel to the stop consonants was always a short vowel /ʌ/ in our stimuli.

2.2 Data Recording And Analysis: All the words were recorded by five adult male speakers who were native of Hindi and had no articulatory defects, on a TEAC cassette deck (model C-2X) using Sennheiser microphone (Model MD-421). The recorded samples were filtered at 70 Hz - 7 KHz and then digitized at 16 bit, 16 K samples per second using Ariel's DSP 16 card on a PC-AT 386. The speech samples were analysed using a SENSIMETRICS speech analysis package to obtain the audio waveform and digital spectrograms etc. A representative spectrogram of words /sʌʌt/ and /sʌʌt/ is shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. A representative spectrogram of words /sʌʌt/ and /sʌʌt/.
A --> B and P --> Q = Preceding Vowel Duration of the non-geminate and geminate.
B --> C and Q --> R = Closure Duration of the non-geminate and geminate.
C and R are the bursts of the non-geminate and geminate respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
Table-1 shows the durations of the preceding vowel and closure for the non-cluster (single stop) and their corresponding cluster words (geminates). The table is divided into four categories i.e. UnVoiced-UnAspirated, Voiced-UnAspirated, UnVoiced-Aspirated and Voiced-Aspirated stop consonant.

3.1 Preceding Vowel Duration (PVD): Table-1 indicates that the duration of the preceding vowel was greater for the non-geminate words as compared to its duration for the geminate words. Vowels before voiced consonants have longer durations as compared to those with the unvoiced stops. In case of the geminates also the same is true. Overall results of the preceding vowel duration shows that it has larger values in the context of non-geminates than that of geminates.

3.2 Closure Duration (CD): Closure duration for the geminates has larger values (about 2.5 times) than that for the non-geminates. There is a significant difference between the closure durations of voiced and corresponding unvoiced stops, whether they are unaspirated or aspirated. The closure duration for both the cases of unvoiced stops i.e. Unvoiced Unaspirated and Unvoiced Aspirated is greater than that of the voiced stops i.e. Voiced Unaspirated and Voiced Aspirated. However in case of the non-geminates the closure duration for Unvoiced Unaspirated and Voiced Unaspirated is found equal to that of the Unvoiced Aspirated and Voiced Aspirated sounds.
Table 1: Average durations of the preceding vowel and closure for the non-cluster and cluster words.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Non-clus. word</th>
<th>Clus. word</th>
<th>PVD (ms)</th>
<th>Avg. (ms)</th>
<th>CD (ms)</th>
<th>Avg. (ms)</th>
<th>PVD (ms)</th>
<th>Avg. (ms)</th>
<th>CD (ms)</th>
<th>Avg. (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>घार्द</td>
<td>कठर</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>शतर</td>
<td>घार्द</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>कठर</td>
<td>घार्द</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>प्लार</td>
<td>घार्द</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>कठर</td>
<td>घार्द</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>180</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>घारम</td>
<td>घारर</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>235</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U</td>
<td>शतर</td>
<td>प्लार</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>घारर</td>
<td>प्लार</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>225</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PVD = Preceding Vowel Duration
CD = Closure Duration
Avg. = Average
Clus. = Cluster

end of the preceding vowel indicating the presence of a geminate, whereas it remains nearly constant for non-geminates. This is an important acoustic landmark for the presence of a geminate.

3.4 Burst: Various properties of the burst e.g. duration, spectral shape etc were studied. The results revealed that the burst of geminates is stronger (by about 10 db) as compared to the burst of non-geminates (Fig. 3). However there are no significant changes in the duration and spectral shape of the non-geminate and geminate sounds.

Fig. 2: Comparison of the pitch of the non-geminate and the geminate. [Words /kAtAr/ and /kAtAr/]

Fig. 3: Comparison of the burst spectra of the geminate and the non-geminate. [Words /pAtAr/ and /pAtAr/]

4. CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions may be drawn from the above studies. (i) For geminates the closure duration is more than double as compared to that for non-geminates. (ii) Closure duration has larger values for UV stops. (iii) preceding vowel duration has greater values for non-geminates while less for the geminates. (iv) Pitch shows an abrupt rise towards the end of the vowel indicating the presence of a geminate. (v) Perception tests show that when the closure durations of non-geminate sounds are increased they are perceived as geminate sounds.
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ABSTRACT
In the speech waveform, landmarks guide the search for the underlying distinctive features. The landmark detection rate by an automatic algorithm was 91%. An analysis of the prosodic environments in which the landmark detector failed showed that a right-reduced vowel environment caused more misses than other prosodic environments. Consonantal duration was shorter and energy change was smaller in this environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
The proposed model of lexical access uses landmarks to guide the search for distinctive features [1]. Fig. 1 shows a flow diagram of the lexical access system. In the speech waveform, landmarks are salient points around which important acoustic cues identify the underlying distinctive features. They appear to be perceptual foci, and specify times when certain articulatory targets are to be achieved [2]. After landmarks are detected, distinctive features are extracted in the vicinity of each landmark. The feature specifications associated with each landmark are then organized into a sequence of segments, and the lexicon is accessed by features. A landmark detection algorithm was developed to automatically locate acoustically-abrupt landmarks [3].

2.1 Database
Four speakers (2 female, 2 male) read sentences naturally and clearly. The utterances were recorded with an omnidirectional microphone and digitized at 16 kHertz. The signal-to-noise ratio was 30 dB. The acoustically-abrupt landmarks in the utterances were labeled according to the phonetic type of the segments in the vicinity of the landmark (e.g., vowel-stop, vowel-nasal), and whether the landmark designated a closure or release. The reduced vowels (typically /a/, /s/, /l/, /y/, /i/, /y/, /nasals, and sometimes /w/) were also labeled. All other vowels, stressed or otherwise, were considered unreduced.

2.2 Detection Algorithm
The landmark detection algorithm relies on spectral discontinuity and acoustic-phonetic knowledge. It is divided into two stages: general processing and landmark type-specific processing. The output of the algorithm is a series of landmarks specified by time and type.

In general processing, a short-time Fourier transform magnitude (STFTM) is computed and smoothed over 20 ms to remove variations due to glottal pulses and random noise. The spectrum is divided into six bands: 0-0.4, 0.8-1.5, 1.2-2, 2-3.5, 3.5-5, and 5-8 kHz. Band 1 (0-0.4 kHz) keeps track of the turning on and off of voicing. The mid-frequency bands keep track of spectral changes due to sonorant consonantal segments, as well as bursts and the cessation of noise after bursts. In each band, the energy and its derivative are calculated. The peaks in the derivative represent times of abrupt spectral change in a band.

In the landmark type-specific processing stage, the peaks in the derivative direct processing to find three types of landmarks. These three types are: g(lottis), which marks the beginning and end of glottal vibration, s(onorant), which marks sonorant consonantal closures and releases, and b(urst), which designates stop or affricate bursts and points where aspiration or frication ends due to a following stop closure. The g landmarks are found from Band 1 peaks. Pairing of landmarks at voicing onset and offset and a minimum syllable requirement are imposed. The s landmarks are found from Bands 2-5 peaks during voiced regions delimited by g landmarks. A steady-state requirement during the closure of a sonorant consonantal segment and a sufficient high-frequency abruptness are imposed. The b landmarks are found from Bands 2-5 peaks during the unvoiced regions delimited by g landmarks. A silence period during the closure of a [-continuant] segment, is required.

2.3 Results of Detection
Table 1 shows the results of running the landmark detection algorithm on the database. A landmark is considered correctly detected if it is within 30 ms of the hand-labeled landmark and is of the correct type (g, s, b). A deletion is a missed landmark. A substitution is within 30 ms of the hand-labeled landmark but misidentified by type. An insertion is a false landmark. The rates in Table 1 were calculated by dividing the number of tokens.

From the deletion and substitution rates, one sees that 91% of the landmarks were correctly detected. In terms of phonetic category, almost 100% of the unvoiced obstruents were detected. Voiced obstruents were somewhat more problematic, because voice bars reduce energy abruptness in
3. PROSODIC EFFECTS

In this section, the effect of vowel reduction on landmark detection in VCV sequences is considered. Table 2 organizes the landmark detection rate by prosodic context. Landmarks occur singularly or in clusters between two vowels. A landmark in left-reduced environment means that the preceding vowel is reduced while the succeeding vowel is unreduced. A landmark in right-reduced environment is the opposite. Both reduced means that both vowels are reduced. Neither-reduced means that both vowels are unreduced. The largest error rate occurred for landmarks in right-reduced position, while the smallest error rate occurred for landmarks in left-reduced position. Because the right-reduced environment is the flapping environment for alveolar stops in American English, there is reason to believe this environment causes consonants, in general, to be reduced.

3.1 Constriction duration

An acoustic analysis of the various prosodic environments shows why landmarks in left-reduced environment are harder to detect. One acoustic factor that affects landmark detection is constriction duration. The shorter the duration, the harder the landmark is to detect. The landmark detector relies on detecting energy change. If a constriction is too short, the energy change may be de-emphasized, especially during the 6-band energy calculation. For voiced obstruents, voice bars emphasize the energy change in Band 1 even more. The first row in Table 3 shows the average constriction duration of singleton consonants in the four prosodic environments. The constriction duration in right-reduced environment is shortest, explaining in part why the change in the 20 ms-smoothed, Band 1 energy at closure and release was measured for all voiced obstruents. An energy change at closure was measured by subtracting the lowest energy level (in dB) during the constriction from the energy at a point directly preceding the closure transition in the vowel. At release, the measurement is made with the succeeding vowel. The second row in Table 3 shows that the energy change is 5 dB less, on average, for voiced obstruents in right-reduced environment than in left-reduced environment. The energy changes in the other prosodic environments were in between. This gradation in energy change is consistent with the landmark detector’s performance in the four prosodic environments.

3.2 Energy change

In addition to constriction duration, the amount of energy change at closure and release also affects landmark detection. The bigger the change, the easier the detection, and vice versa. The change in the 20 ms-smoothed, Band 1 energy at closure and release was measured for all voiced obstruents. An energy change at closure was measured by subtracting the lowest energy level (in dB) during the constriction from the energy at a point directly preceding the closure transition in the vowel. At release, the measurement is made with the succeeding vowel. The second row in Table 3 shows that the energy change is 5 dB less, on average, for voiced obstruents in right-reduced environment than in left-reduced environment. The energy changes in the other prosodic environments were in between. This gradation in energy change is consistent with the landmark detector’s performance in the four prosodic environments.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the effect of neighboring reduced vowels on landmark detection was studied. Landmark detection is the first step of a proposed lexical access model. It was found that landmarks in right-reduced environment tended to be missed more often than in other prosodic environments, notably the left-reduced environment. An acoustic analysis showed that, in right-reduced environments, the consonantal constriction duration tended to be shorter and the amplitude change smaller than in other prosodic environments. The effect is amplified when syllable affiliation of the consonant to the neighboring vowels is considered.
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PHONETIC INTERPRETATION OF ACOUSTIC SPEECH SEGMENTS
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ABSTRACT
A crucial problem in automatic speech recognition is the transformation from the continuously varying speech signal to a set of discrete and abstract phonological symbols. The key question is how much phonetic information can be extracted from the speech signal alone without using prosodic, syntactic, semantic or pragmatic knowledge. To address this issue we have analyzed the phonetic content in perceptually homogenous acoustic segments which are selected automatically. Although the segmentation algorithm is language independent and needs no training session, we found that the obtained acoustic segments could be given phonetic interpretations.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last few years impressive progress has been made in spoken language systems (SLS) which make it possible for people to interact with computers using speech. The SLS technology integrates techniques of automatic speech recognition (ASR), natural language processing and human interface facilities. A crucial problem for ASR is the transformation from the continuously varying speech signal to a set of discrete and abstract phonological symbols.

Although listeners tend to perceive speech as discrete sounds following each other in temporal order, the mapping between acoustic events and a linguistic representation is complex, non-linear, irreversible and only partly understood. Thus, the discreteness is not signalled by the stimulus but is imposed on that stimulus by a listener.

The design philosophy of many automatic speech recognition systems has therefore been based on the belief that the acoustic signal does not provide sufficient information to identify the linguistic content of an utterance. Thus, prosodic, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge has to be utilized to recognize an utterance.

By contrast, experiments in speech spectrogram reading, e.g. [1],[2], have demonstrated that phonemes are accompanied by acoustic features that are recognizable directly from the speech signal without additional knowledge sources. This paper pursues this issue further by analyzing automatically derived stable portions of the speech signal.

2. ACOUSTIC SEGMENTATION
A segment is a linear unit anchored in a short stretch of speech by a set of relatively unchanging phonetic feature-values [3]. Thus, segmentation can be defined as dividing the speech signal into directly succeeding, non-overlapping stable parts.

Algorithms for automatic acoustic segmentation rely on the acoustics only, i.e. they do not assume any phonological information. There are many advantages of acoustic segmentation compared to phonemically based segmentation. Firstly, the speech segments are characterized by acoustic, language independent properties, which can be derived automatically. That is, the calculations are entirely based on signal processing and hence there is no need for explicit modelling or any prior phonological knowledge of the language. Secondly, the automatic subword generation is deterministic in that identical waveforms will be segmented into the same acoustic subword. Thirdly, the acoustic segments often contain highly correlated frames and can hence be quantised, i.e. represented by less data, without losing essential information.

In this paper we analyze the acoustic segmentation calculated by the Constrained Clustering Vector Quantization (CCVQ) algorithm [4],[5]. This algorithm recursively computes all possible segment combinations and represents each segment by its centroid, i.e. its mean spectrum with the present distortion measure. The optimal segment sequence minimises the differences between the spectral frame vectors and the centroid within each segment. That is, the consecutive acoustic segments which yield minimal overall intra-segmental distortions are found. The obtained segments thus exhibit the maximal acoustic homogeneity within their boundaries and the frames within a segment are highly correlated, i.e. steady segments are located.

Phonemically defined units may contain many spectrally homogenous or quasi-stable areas. Thus, acoustic segmentation algorithms may often provide an oversegmentation (o.s), i.e. more segments than phonemic labels. As an example, figure 1 displays a speech waveform and the corresponding broad-band spectrogram which is automatically segmented with the CCVQ-algorithm with 100% o.s., i.e. the number of acoustic segments is forced to twice the number of phonemes in the utterance. The speech signal in figure 1 is manually segmented and labelled with SAMPA-symbols [6] according to the conventions described in [4],[7].

3. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
The qualitative analyses of the CCVQ-algorithm were carried out on the Norwegian EUROMO recording [4],[7]. With 100% oversegmentation typical general trends were (see [4] for details):

- Plosives were most often segmented into a closure part and a burst part, such as /k/ in /O:ke:k/ in figure 1. However, when voiceless plosives succeeded an /s/, as /sp/ and /sk/ in figure 1, the plosive release was weakened and was not marked as a separate segment. If the closure contained some voicing, this was also separated as one segment. Often some alternatives for the beginning of the closure and the end of the burst were given. If the plosive release contained both a burst and an aspiration part, these were marked as two separate segments.
- Vowels realised with an amplitude that increased evenly to a maximum value and then decreased towards the next phoneme often contained formant-transitions which were detected by the acoustic segmentation and an acoustic segment boundary was placed near the amplitude top as in the first /a/ in figure 1. (Marking the 'centre' of the phonemes is useful for e.g. consistent diphone segmentation for text-to-speech synthesis [8]).
- In the transition from vowel to silence the acoustic segmentation algorithm calculated two or three boundaries as for /O:ke:k/ and /ke:k/ in figure 1. The first one was placed where the intensity reduction began in the higher frequencies, the second (optional) one was placed where almost no intensity was registered in the spectrogram, and the third one was placed where no intensity at all was detected in the spectrogram.

- Segments containing extralinguistics (e.g. creaky voice, epenthetic silence, epenthetic sound and lipsmack) were
marked off separately. In figure 1 we notice that the creaky voice area between /l/ and /l/ is one acoustic segment.

4. OVERSEGMENTATION

Obviously it is preferable to keep the oversegmentation factor (o.s.-factor) as low as possible while still achieving high coincidence with manual segmentation. This section summarizes the performance of CCVQ-segmentation as a function of oversegmentation:

- Boundaries computed with a lower o.s.-factor remained fixed when increasing the o.s.-factor. That is, the effect of increasing the o.s.-factor was to split the segment(s) with highest intra-segmental distortion. Actually, spectrally stable segments were not divided even with 200% oversegmentation.

- The CCVQ-algorithm searched for stable segments, and the boundaries were placed in transient areas because vectors from these areas increase the intra-segmental distortion. As the o.s.-factor increased, transition areas could be segmented into several short acoustic segments, providing several alternative boundaries. This reflects the segmentation problem of placing a boundary between two sounds at one, single, "correct" time instant.

- With more than 75% o.s., the acoustic segmentation obtained high coincidence with the corresponding manually placed boundaries. The few deviations from manual segmentation were mainly due to:

i) Some half-way, mid-point, or symmetric conventions used in the manual segmentation, e.g. the convention in [4] of placing the boundary in the middle of the creaky voice area between two vowels (instead of at the end of the segment where abrupt changes often occur). If this area was spectrally stable, the acoustic segmentation assigned boundaries at the ends of it.

ii) "Impossible cases", where no boundary cue was seen in the waveform or spectrogram, and the human labeller has placed the boundary rather arbitrarily or based the decision on listening only.

iii) "Squeezed in segments", i.e. a phoneme which is perceived when listening to it in context but which is without any corresponding visible acoustic cues in the waveform or spectrogram, was often squeezed in as a very short segment between the phonemes with clear acoustic cues, e.g. as /l/ in /l/ in /l/ in figure 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The CCVQ-algorithm isolated spectrally stable portions of the speech signal. The stable segments were not divided even with a high degree of oversegmentation.

When the number of acoustic segments was forced to be twice the number of phonemes in an utterance, most of the acoustic segments obtained by the CCVQ-algorithm could be given a phonetic interpretation. In addition, quantitative analyses in [4] have showed that the acoustic segment boundaries coincided equally well with the corresponding manual segmentation for English, Danish, Norwegian and Italian (manually annotated by native phoneticians).

Since the acoustic segmentation algorithm is capable of isolating identifiable sub-phonemic segments consistently, it can be useful for speech analysis and automatic speech recognition based on acoustic subwords. The CCVQ-algorithm may also be used as a language independent pre-segmenter tool for manual segmentation of e.g. diphones for text-to-speech synthesis. When this tool is accompanied by conventions for which boundaries to select for the various phoneme transitions, it will reduce the randomness in manual segmentation.
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STRONG CUES FOR IDENTIFYING WELL-REALIZED PHONETIC FEATURES
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ABSTRACT

We show that there exist cues, called strong cues, which allow some phonetic features to be identified or eliminated with certainty. The use of strong cues brings numerous advantages in ASR, including reliability, and reduction of the search space. With a view to validating our approach, we have defined a first set of strong cues characterizing the place of articulation of French stops. The firing rates of these cues are relatively high. The definition of strong cues can be extended to other features and is useful for different ASR approaches.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recognition techniques generally rely on the use of continuous criteria (as, for example probability density functions for statistical methods). A major disadvantage of this kind of decision is that exemplary realizations of some cues cannot be taken into account and thus cannot lead to definite decisions. Hence, we propose to define strong cues which allow some phonetic features to be identified or eliminated with certainty. Strong cues are both discriminating and well pronounced (according to its realization, a cue can be strong or weak). They must not be confused with main or robust cues.

2 ACOUSTIC CUES

We choose to use context-dependent acoustic cues. For this purpose, we distinguish three classes of vowels: high front vowels (called from now on front vowels), open front and central vowels (called central vowels) and back vowels.

2.1 Description

Cues provided by the burst

We use a context-dependent compactness cue to distinguish the velars which are compact from the labials and the dentals which are diffuse. A burst is considered compact if the energy is concentrated around a particular peak. This peak must be the most prominent peak of the spectrum and must be located in a restricted frequency region corresponding to the (context-dependent) region of the spectral maximum of velars. The compactness cue may be more or less pronounced according to the pronunciation of the consonant. We mean that the level of energy concentration may be more or less high and the frequency of the peak more or less close to the expected value. When the cue is very pronounced, the velar place can be identified with certainty.

We use a context-dependent acuteness cue to distinguish dentals from labials. High frequency peaks (above 2200 or 2500 Hz) generally dominate the dental spectrum while low frequency peaks often dominate the labial spectrum. This spectral configuration may be not so clear (or even may not be observed) for all the pronunciations of a consonant. For example, with regard to dental spectra, we know the existence of a peak near the F2 dental locus [1]. This peak sometimes dominates the spectrum. An other example, labials preceding front vowels are often more acute than what is reported in the literature and we frequently observed labial spectral maxima at 2500 or 3000 Hz, which may create confusions with dental consonants. Nevertheless, we believe that, when the dental cue is particularly pronounced, the identity of the consonant is not to be questioned. Figure 1 shows the spectra of two dental consonants, each followed by the back vowel /l/. The two consonants were uttered by the same speaker, in the same sentence, and were both in stressed position. Our stop recognition module, described in [2], detected a strong dental cue for the first example –i.e. in this voca-

cal context, the identification of /l/ was certain-, while a weak dental cue was detected for the second example –/l/ was the preferred but not the only solution-. A

/\ followed by /l/. Example 1.

/\ followed by /l/. Example 2.

Cues provided by the transitions

Below are only described CV syllable transitions. The opposite transition trajectories are used for the corresponding VC syllables.

/p,b/. Labialisation lowers F2 and F3 of unrounded vowels. Thus transitions between labials and subsequent unrounded vowels are rising. For rounded vowels, transitions are relatively flat. Since the labial articulation does not require the active participation of the tongue, vowel-to-vowel movement involving this articulator may happen during the articulation of the consonant. As a consequence, if one vowel of a VCV sequence is far less anterior than the other, the expected transition trajectory may not be observed for this vowel.

/\,d/. F2 transitions between vowels and dentals come from a well-determined frequency area: the F2 dental locus (around 1500-2000 Hz). Consequently, CV transitions are falling before back vowels (in this context, they constitute a very clear and systematic cue), are falling or flat before central vowels and are flat or rising before anterior vowels. 

/\,g/. Cues vary according to the vocalic context. When the vowel is a back vowel, transitions are relatively flat. When the following vowel is a central or a front vowel, F2 and F3 move away (velar pinch). In cases of great coarticulation, F2 and F3 of central vowels, normally spaced, are close together even at the vowel center. Consequently, the velar pinch is not observed.

2.2 Strong cues

As previously observed, a cue can be more or less pronounced according to the realization of a given feature. When a discriminating cue is well pronounced, the feature identification is not only certain but also direct since the detection of other cues becomes useless. We call such a cue a strong cue. Moreover, some spectral configurations are never observed for a given feature. Such a knowledge is valuable for ASR since it allows to eliminate a feature with certainty. We thus propose to define strong preference cues as well as strong exclusion cues. These cues will be used as “anchor points” in the acoustic-phonetic decoding step (see section 4).

Strong cues provided by the burst

Because of the flat spectrum and of the great spectral variability of labials, we do not believe we can define effective strong cues for these consonants.

Context/\,o, l/

Strong preference cue for velars: the energy is concentrated around a prominent peak situated in front of the F2 of the subsequent vowel.

Strong exclusion cue for velars: the lack of a peak in the vicinity of the F2 of the following vowel.

Strong preference cue for dentals: a relatively prominent peak in high frequencies (between 2200 Hz and 4000 Hz).

Context/\,e, o/

Strong preference cue for velars: the energy is concentrated around a promi-
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nent peak situated in the region delimited by the F2 and the F3 of the following vowel.

**Strong preference cue for dentals:** a relatively diffuse prominent peak in high frequencies (between 2400 and 5000 Hz).

**Strong cues provided by the transitions**

Context specification allows us to define strong preference cues. For example, a rising CV transition is a discriminating cue for labials followed by a central vowel. Nevertheless, we do not want to define strong preference cues for transitions. The main reason which motivated our choice is that formant tracking is a particularly difficult task at a boundary between vowel and consonant. Nevertheless, it is easier to establish that a trajectory do not correspond to the expected one. If the observed trajectory is drastically opposite to it, the definition of strong exclusion cues is generally possible. Note that strong cues are only considered if the quality of the corresponding acoustic detectors (formant tracking algorithm) is good.

**Strong preference cue for velars followed by a central vowel:** F2 and F3 come close together.

**Strong exclusion cue for labials:** F2 of one vowel (in a V-stop-V sequence) takes the opposite direction to that expected, although the other vowel is not more anterior than it.

**Strong exclusion cue for dentals:** F2 certainly does not come from the dental locus.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

#### 3.1 Methodology

We tested the strong cues described on three French corpora. The first corpus (extracted from BDSONS) we used contains isolated words spoken by 5 male speakers. The two other corpora are made of continuous speech. VERLOC was recorded in an office and is constituted of 17 sentences spoken by 16 male speakers (3, 4 or 5 repetitions). The last one contains 22 read sentences made up of stops and vowels, each sentence is pronounced 3 times by 4 male speakers.

The tested items /f/ stop /v/ were extracted from the corpora and hand-labelled. The burst analysis and formant tracking algorithm come from Snorri [3].

#### 3.2 Results

We give the firing rate of strong cues on Table 1 (preference and exclusion cues).

We used 758 unvoiced stops and 1769 voiced stops for central vowel context and 610 unvoiced and 933 voiced stops for back vowel context.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Excl. /p, b/</th>
<th>Excl. /t, d/</th>
<th>Excl. /k, g/</th>
<th>Pref. /t, d/</th>
<th>Pref. /k, g/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Firing rates of strong cues for back vowel context (%).

The fact that strong cues alone allow a direct conclusion in more than 40% of cases in the back vowel context validate our approach, even if the back vowel context is undoubtedly the most favourable context. Partial results obtained for the central vowel context show that the exclusion cues are only slightly less discriminating than for back vowels (5% lower on average) and thus remain very interesting. However it appears that the burst decomposition algorithm designed for back vowels should be adapted to other vowel contexts in order firing rates of strong cues defined on the burst become higher.

#### 4 ADVANTAGES OF USING STRONG CUES

With regard to the automatic speech recognition, the use of strong cues brings numerous advantages such as the reliability of the information provided, the reduction of the search space, and the possibility to maintain the coherence during the decoding process. Let us develop the two last points.

#### 4.1 Reduction of the search space

If at least one strong cue is detected, the number of acoustic cues and the number of phonetic and lexical solutions are reduced. Indeed, the search for weak cues becomes useless when a preference cue is detected, and limited when an exclusion cue is detected. Taking the decision is then simpler since there is no need to use score combinations, always difficult to turn out. The number of phonetic solutions is reduced: only one solution is proposed when a preference cue is observed, one or several solutions are definitely dismissed when an exclusion cue is detected. Furthermore, using strong cues as confidence islands decreases the search space of the lexical module [4]. For example, if, at the beginning of a word, the dental feature is identified (or dismissed) by a strong cue, the word proposed as the solution must (or must not) begin with a dental consonant.

#### 4.2 Consistency of the decoding process

Strong cues can be used to maintain the consistency of the reasoning during the decoding stage. This strategy has been adopted by the system Daphné [4]. The principle is that strong cues must not contradict one another. Then, in case of conflict between two strong cues, the context in which these cues have been detected has to be questioned. This context includes essentially the segmentation stage, the acoustic detectors (the formant tracker, the burst detector...), and the scope of the coarticulation phenomenon. Let us give a real example we have encountered with the system Daphné. In a VstopV context, the following two strong cues were detected: an exclusion cue for dental stop provided by the transition situated on the left-hand side of the consonant, a strong preference cue for dental stop provided by the burst. This contradiction had to be explained. The system questioned the context and found that the stop closure was relatively long. A new hypothesis, the presence of a stop cluster, removed the contradiction and led to the right solution.

### 5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown that, thanks to the use of strong cues, the stop place of articulation can be identified or eliminated with certainty in numerous cases. Strong cues can also be defined for other features, particularly for the place of articulation of fricatives and for the features characterising the manner of articulation. We also believe that the use of strong cues, which brings numerous advantages for knowledge based recognition systems, can be of great interest for systems based on statistical methods.
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ACOUSTIC CUES ON INTERSyllABIC BOUNDARY IN (C)VNN STRUCTURE

Xiaoxia Chen
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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to investigate the acoustic cues on inter-syllabic boundary in the (C)VNN structure of Standard Chinese by examining the variation on amplitude, formant frequency, and duration during the period of the -N-. Relevant acoustic measurements were made and a limited perception test was conducted. The experimental results show that some acoustic cues do exist in the boundary between two syllables. That is, an amplitude valley occurs between -N and N-, the nasal duration of -N- is systematically longer than single -N- or N-, and the formant pattern of -N- is different from that of -N- or N-. Moreover, according to the perception test, the transitional area and its duration between two syllables can be estimated, and it roughly matches with the location of the amplitude valley.

I. INTRODUCTION
This report is a part of the research work on intersyllabic juncture in Standard Chinese. Juncture, as the cue of segmental boundary, is a common phenomenon between different speech units. It is true that the juncture is quite complex and rather difficult to deal with. However, it is an important issue from both theoretical and practical point of view, so, it cannot be avoided in speech research. With respect to Standard Chinese, Hockett (1947) and Chao (1968) mentioned some phenomena in connection with juncture, but experimental approach was first made by Xu (1986). He found that the most ambiguous situation occurred between two adjacent [n] nasals. Since the nasal [n] is a consonant, it can serve both as initial and final ending in a syllable in Standard Chinese. Consequently, it often gives rise to some difficulty in determining the syllabic boundary between the adjacent syllables in (C)VNN. He only pointed out that the duration of -N- in (C)VNN structure is longer than that of single -N- or N- in monosyllables. We try to carry this research forward to see if there are any regular patterns that can be regarded as the further acoustic cues of inter-syllabic boundary during the period of -N-.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this study, 24 (C)VNN disyllables were selected as the experimental words. They are all normally stressed and meaningful words. These materials were produced by two native male speakers, and the audiorecording was made with P-Kenwood Recorder in the soundproof of the Phonetic Lab, Institute of Linguistics, CASS. All the materials were stored as waveform in the disk. Acoustic analysis and measurements were made through Kay 5500 and ASL program.

In normal spectrogram, the amplitude contour of -N- period appears rather flat and difficult to differentiate any distinctive variation. In order to further observe its precise structure, the amplitude contours of all the -N- parts were extended by using ASL program, and the measurements were made at the point of every ten milliseconds.

In order to examine time-varying situation of -N-, formant frequencies under 3KHz were measured at the onset, midpoint and offset of the -N- respectively according to their spectrogram.

The durations of the nasals both in monosyllables and disyllables were got from the spectrogram on 5500 sonagraph, and the durational ratios of -N- to the whole words were calculated as well.

Another two durational measurements related to the transition portion between -N- or N- in the -N- were made by an editing and listening test through 5500 sonagraph. That is, the first, the duration of the nasal -N- from the onset of the -N- forward was increased until the first syllable heard well; then gradually the duration of the initial -N- from onset of the -N- backward was increased until the second syllable was heard well. The rest of the -N- was the transition between the final ending -N- and the initial -N-, and its duration could be calculated. Thus, an intersyllabic boundary is supposed to falling into this period.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Experimental results can be summarized by Fig.1 to fig.3 and Table1.

3.1 Amplitude
Fig.1 shows two examples of the extended amplitude contour of the -N- period from the raw data measured in this investigation. It is clear that there is an amplitude valley during the -N- period. It indicates that there must exist a turning area of the energy, though the turning point cannot be determined precisely. Usually, the energy of a syllable is gradually rising at the beginning and falling at the end, so the turning area observed here should be regarded as a cue of the intersyllabic boundary.

Table 1. The average duration ratios of initial -N- to the end of N- in monosyllables and of -N- to the end of disyllables, as well as the transition durations between -N- and N- in -N-.

<p>| | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
<td>-N-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate%</td>
<td>14.5 17</td>
<td>27 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.5 17</td>
<td>27 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rate%</td>
<td>22 23</td>
<td>32 14.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>44 49</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Duration
Duration data are given in Table1, where the ratios are calculated from the mean durations to -N- or N- to entire monosyllable and
of -NN- to the whole disyllabic word respectively. According to the data shown in this table, the -NN- is evidently longer than either the single -N or single N-. This further confirms Xu's report (1986), and it is also similar to that in Tamil (Balasubramanian, T., 1982). It means that there may be a boundary existed somewhere during the -NN-.

The data in the last column of Table 1 are the duration of transition between -N and N- in the -NN- determined by editing and listening test. It makes the boundary location in a narrower and more limited period, which period can be seen from the spectrogram shown in Fig.1. Moreover, an extended amplitude contour of the -NN- is given in Fig.2 as well. As compared with the position of the transition and the corresponding amplitude contour, an interesting phenomenon can be observed, that the amplitude valley roughly matches with the period of the transition. It further indicates that the intersyllabic boundary does locate in this period.

3.3 Formant pattern

Fig.3 shows the formant patterns of -N in syllable AN, N- in syllable NA and -NN- in word ANNA. Which are drawn according to the frequencies measured from this investigation. From the comparison of these patterns, we can see that the entire pattern of -NN- is evidently different from that of -N or N-. The formant frequency of -NN- varies from the onset to the offset, roughly speaking, the former part is more similar to that of -N, and the latter to that of N-, and the middle part is different from either of -N and of N-.

CONCLUSION

Experimental results described above indicate that there do exist some acoustic cues for the intersyllabic boundary: a distinctive valley of amplitude occurs in the period of the -NN-; the differences both of duration and of formant pattern are found between the -NN- and the -N or N-; an estimated transition period is determined and the amplitude valley falls into this period.
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MODELING LIP CONstriction ANTIcIPATORY BEHAVIOUR FOR Rounding IN FRENCH WITH THE MEM (MOVEMENT EXPANSION MODEL)

C. Abry and T.M. Lallouache
ICPURA CNRS n°368 INPG/ENSERG Université Stendhal
BP 25 F-38 040 Grenoble Cedex 9

ABSTRACT
A new model called MEM, Movement Expansion Model, is proposed as an alternative to current anticipatory models. Initially developed to deal with one of the correlate of vocal-tract lengthening (upper lip protrusion), this model is presently extended to the other main component of rounding, the modulation of between-lips area, which time course has never been integrated in the frame of anticipatory models, in spite of its crucial role in acoustics.

1. INTRODUCTION: Protrusion MEM
We are currently developing a Movement Expansion Model (MEM), as an alternative to other models available in the field of speech anticipatory behaviour: the so-called look-ahead [LA], time-locked [TL] (now frame or coproduction) and hybrid ("LA-+TL") models [2].

![Fig.2 — Movement expansion model (MEM): dotted speaker-specific regression lines and LA & TL predictions](image)

In this model – which classically dealt specifically with upper lip protrusion – in French [i[iCCCCC]y] transitions [1], movement time MT was shown to be dependent on the effective duration of the string of consonants (obstruence interval OI) produced in the transition from vowel to vowel. We showed that this movement expansion was linearly related to the duration of OI, the slope of this relation being speaker-specific. MEM specified for each subject a basic duration for protrusion MT, typically 140 ms for [iy] and [ici] (Fig. 1), as well as an expansion function, starting from about 100 ms OI for [icy] (Fig. 1). Speaker-specific parameterization is clearly not in favour of a generalization of either the LA nor TL models or current modified versions. For short, in our [1] to [y] transitions, the anticipation of the protrusion movement is not determined by the end of the unrounded vowel [i], like in LA: in Fig. 1, only one subject, Annie, displays such a behaviour, with a slope near 1. Neither is anticipation determined in a fixed way in relation to the acoustic onset of the rounded vowel [y], like TL: no subject had a relatively constant MT, i.e. zero slope was not observed for our other two speakers, Jean-Luc and Benny, whose coefficients are about 0.5.

2. NEED FOR EXTENSION: Constriction MEM
The purpose of the present study was to extend this result to the description of the time course of between-lips area. This area parameter is known to be the most responsible for acoustic characteristics. It has to our knowledge, never been integrated into anticipatory models and other students in the field have called for it [2]. Since we have the image processing system to measure accurately this parameter [4], it was planned for us since the beginning of our work that we would try to integrate it within an anticipatory model. We were only refrained to do so by the inspection of these lip-area temporal functions. These are rather “bumpy” due to the action of the jaw recruited to produce coronal consonants, like [s,t]: the elevation of this carrier articulator diminishes the area, without any active movement of the lips.

In addition, in [1] we could use only 3 of the 4 subjects we recorded initially, since one of them (in spite of being French!) displayed quite no upper lip protrusion, except a few 10th of millimeter, compared to a range of about 8 mm for the others.

We will show that when we use main events to describe such area profiles, it is possible to predict the time course of the constriction of the vocal-tract output with the same MEM model we used for protrusion.

3. METHOD
Process face signals (27,000 frames) were the same as in [1], with transitions ranging from [iy] to [ikstsky]. Labelling of audio and video signals was also the same for OI interval and kinematic events.

The procedure used to detect events on temporal functions of between-lips area for [1] to [y] transitions was specially designed to maximally avoid small consonantal perturbations (hence ambiguities). Since the obtained curves reflect pretty accurate measurements, it was not chosen to smooth systematically such perturbations and the weight used for cubic splines to get a continuous function was high enough. So kinematic events used for protrusion and obtained from derivatives were discarded, being too sensitive. We finally characterized these movement profiles with 5 events.

First, we considered that when a 10% value of Area Amplitude (10% [Max.Area-+Min.Area], was reached (10%[Area.On+set]), held or diminished, then increased (10%[Area.Off+set]), we could safely determine a “Hold” (H) phase where acoustic efficiency of constriction was ascertained enough. It follows that we detect 90%Area.On, reflecting the onset of the constriction movement towards [y], and of course Max.Area and Min.Area. The “Time Falling” (Tf) phase begins with 90%Area.On and ends with 10%Area.On. We will, among other phase combinations, use Tf+H as a global phase to get the best overall prediction of movement expansion.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Constriction phases and OI
Taking advantage of the procedure we used for the study of upper lip protrusion, we chose not to begin by the examination of articulatory events referred to the acoustic domain, but we searched for correlations between the two flows, i.e. articulatory phases with OI, without a common reference event (in order to avoid part-whole correlation artefact [5]).

Correlation coefficients (r = 0.32 at p = 0.01) were calculated for all phases without [iy] and with [iy] in order to test interval values, since the test of the MEM (contrary to other procedures used currently by other students [2]), allows to evaluate, from all samples where OI is different from zero, the prediction of the basic simple transition gesture duration. Figs. 2a-d show the piecewise fitting for each speaker in Tf+H and OI. Notice that there is no real temporal continuum between one consonant sequence and the others. Other prosodic factors should certainly be manipulated (for example rate) to cover the whole range of variation of this obstruction interval (OI), variously filled, depending on the habits of each speaker. r value corresponding to calculations without [iy] are all very high (from 0.87 to 0.99), contrasting sharply, like for upper lip anticipation, with quantitative data published for English [2]. As in the case of upper lip, intercepts given by these linear regressions cannot predict accurately the mean duration of the simple gesture (Jean-Luc: 129 vs. 158 ms; Annie: 90 vs. 161 ms; Benny: 85 vs. 148 ms; Christophe: 67 vs. 107 ms) and so the piecewise fitting reveals generally more appropriate.

If we consider now the slopes, it is also clear that only one speaker (Annie, the same as for upper lip protrusion) approaches the LA model (with 0.93), the three others behaving in rather close individual range (between 0.69 and 0.79), higher than for upper lip slopes (Fig. 1), but still not in the orthodoxy of LA (not to speak of TL). If we want to give a schematic of these results, the only main difference with upper lip protrusion behaviour (Fig. 1), stays simply in the fact that the newly processed speaker (Christophe) has a rather small 100 ms duration for his basic constriction gesture [4], compared with the 150-160 ms durations for the three others. But this is not a problem for our
model since the MEM specifies for each speaker his basic gesture values, then calculates every expansion knowing his expansion function, that can be fairly obtained with some test sample, manipulating $O1$ from one consonant (about 100 ms for all speakers) to three or more (the maximum $O1$ value depending on each speaker’s rate habits: under 300 ms or up to about 400 ms).

4.1. Constriction phasing in $O1$

It is time now to set these results in relation to the acoustics, choosing a common reference event, to test if the procedure we used for upper lip protrusion is viable for lip constriction. To make short we will give only one example, Jean-Luc, knowing that the expansion functions we gave on Fig. 2 offer the possibility to calculate the fitness of the data of each speaker [1].

In Fig. 3a we represented, for this speaker, only the upper lip protrusion kinematic event $PO$ (for Protrusion Onset), with the offset of [i] ($VVTi$) as the reference event (lower horizontal line at 0%; onset of [y], $VVO$ or $y$) is the horizontal line at 100%). $\%(PO-VVTi)/O1$ provides thus a relative timing measurement, say phasing.

In Fig. 3b, we did the same for area changes, using $10\%AreaOn$ as a landmark comparable to $PO$, with the same reference event $VVTi$.

How does anticipation of these two events behave? For movement onset ($PO$), it is clear that data point dispersion adopts a hyperbolic function (for this speaker as for others high regression coefficients were obtained with this fitting, from 0.82 to 0.93 [1]). The onset of protrusion can occur relatively well into the vowel [i] for small $O1$ values (one consonant); and clearly outside of it (for $O1$ values above 300 ms, corresponding here mainly to five consonants). We observe the same trend, with relatively less amplitude, for the constriction beginning event $10\%AreaOn$.

So we can say that the MEM holds for the two main components of rounding, protrusion and constriction.

5. DISCUSSION

Our Movement Expansion Model succeeds in accounting for the behaviour of the four French speakers under examination. MEM specifies for each a basic duration for the protrusion and constriction components of rounding, as well as an expansion function with a speaker-specific parameterization.

The fact that expansion coefficients vary between speakers may be reminiscent of a more abstract view of variation in language, i.e. the so-called "principles and parameters" approach in Chomsky’s Universal Grammar. But in our concrete measurements this means simply that subjects follow globally and coherently the same expansion "law", with subject-specific parameters.

So to speak: vocalic gestures expand when they have temporal room enough between each other, regularly and at each speaker’s own rate, without any "obligatory principle" urging them to fill between-vowel interval. This is a fairly different conception from both the look-ahead and time-locked ones.

Further work is in progress to test the MEM with the two other main components of vowel gestures: high-low and front-back dimensions.

Acknowledgements: This work was done in the frame of ESPRIT Basic Research project n°6975 Speech Maps.
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AUTOMATIC DERIVATION OF PHONETIC RULES BY AN ITERATED NORMALISATION PROCEDURE

Jesper Högborg
Department of Speech Communication and Music Acoustics,
KTH, Stockholm, Sweden

ABSTRACT
In this paper an iterative normalisation procedure to automatically derive phonetic rules from a labelled speech corpus is described. It is assumed that the acoustic influence of coarticulatory constraints can be superimposed to model natural spectral variation. The algorithm proves to be promising when used to analyse the effect of phonetic context, stress and duration of Swedish front vowels on F1 and F2.

INTRODUCTION
Phonetic spectral variability in the realisation of a phoneme is due to numerous factors such as context, stress, speaker, speaking style, etc. Analyses in studies of coarticulation have traditionally dealt with syllables or words in a strictly controlled context. However the interaction between different factors in connected speech which influence segmental quality is very complex. In an attempt to describe essential coarticulatory phenomena we propose a data-driven method applied to a labelled speech corpus. The description is given in terms of a set of all allophones or phonetic rules adjusting the spectral parameters of the phone to be modelled [1][2].

In this paper we describe a step by step normalisation procedure to automatically derive phonetic rules. The rules are easily interpreted and can be applied directly in the KTH text-to-speech system [3]. Thus, we combine the strengths of data-driven and knowledge-based techniques. The aim is to both produce more natural-sounding synthetic speech and to gain deeper knowledge about speech production and perception.

In the current experiment we address the problem of finding how F1 and F2 of Swedish front vowels are influenced by phonemic context, lexical stress and position. The variations along the speaker and style dimensions have been reduced by analysing read speech of one speaker.

METHOD
The speech material
The speech material consists of 11 short stories read by one male speaker. Formant frequencies of 2944 Swedish front vowels were manually measured. See Table 1 for the vowel distribution. This material has been used in several other investigations, e.g. [1][4]. Carlson & Nord [2] have also used the corpus to study context dependencies for the short vowel /i/.

Table 1. Number of analysed phonemes.

| a | 872 | a: | 25 |
| u | 871 | u: | 33 |
| i: | 184 | i: | 164 |
| t | 355 | e | 647 |
| y | 28 | a: | 157 |
| y | 49 | a: | 54 |
| ce | 63 | e | 28 |
| ce | 37 | e | 165 |

Derivation of rules
A data sample in the analysis consists of a prediction vector, \( \mathbf{X} \), and a response vector \( \mathbf{Y} \). The aim is to correctly predict \( \mathbf{Y} = [\mathbf{F1}, \mathbf{F2}] \), of a front vowel given \( \mathbf{X} \) which contains information about the vowel’s duration, lexical stress and phonemic context.

The phonemic context is defined by the identity of the target phoneme itself, the three preceding and the three following phones. Each sample also includes information about whether it is word final or word initial.

The algorithm is based on the assumption that the acoustic realisation of a phoneme can be modelled by superimposing the influence of the most important predictor variables.

A superpositional model has proven to be reasonably reliable despite statistically significant predictor variable interaction [5]. Context normalisation techniques have also been applied with success in automatic speech recognition, e.g. [6].

The samples are subjected to binary questions to find the group of samples that minimises the acoustic spread of the entire data set when those samples have been normalised and replaced. The amount of spread is evaluated by means of the function \( S(\mathbf{Y}) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (y_j - \bar{y})^2 \),

where \( y_j \) and \( \bar{y} \) are sample number \( j \) and the mean of the \( i \)th formant frequency respectively. \( N \) is the total number of samples. All frequencies are calculated on the technical mel-scale. Hence, \( S \) is basically the sum of the formant frequency variances in mel.

A significant advantage of the replacement procedure is that all data are available for analysis in every iteration.

A categorical variable is a variable taking on unordered values. A question on such a variable can be of the type "Is the phone immediately following the target a nasal?" That is, phonetically meaningful features are used to form questions as well as single phoneme identities. Ideally, all phoneme combinations should be used to form questions. However, this task becomes unfeasible as the number of combinations, \( n \), is given by \( n = 2^m \), where \( m \) is the number of phonemes. Currently 42 features are used apart from the single phoneme identities. A typical question on a continuous variable is "Is the duration of the target phoneme < 100 ms?" Questions are made on all unique target phoneme durations occurring in the speech corpus.

Samples responding positively to the question are normalised on the mel-scale towards the grand mean. The normalisation term that is added to the sample is the difference between the mean frequency of all samples and the mean frequency of the selected samples. One normalisation term is used for each formant frequency. The question which minimises the variance of the entire data set, in combination with the corresponding normalisation terms, is chosen to specify a rule.

A cross validation procedure is used to determine how many rules can be used without loss of predictive power for unseen data. Thus, for V-fold cross validation, \( (N/V)^*(V-1) \) parts of the material is used for training and the remaining part is used for testing. The material is permuted so that each sample is used both for training and testing. The test score is calculated using the function \( S \). The value of \( S \), when applied in testing, is expected to decrease with increasing training until a critical point where the effect of overtraining will become noticeable and the variance will increase again. In the last step all data are used to generate rules. The cross validation result indicates the maximum appropriate number of rules that can be used without loss of generality.

In the experiments described below five-fold cross validation was used and no rule applying to less than ten samples was accepted. Moreover, all standard deviations are calculated on the mel-scale.

RESULTS
The overlap is considerable in the F1-F2 vowel space. In the first experiment, we employ the phonetic label of the target phoneme as a feature. Thus the predictive power of the phonetic labels can be compared to that of other features. All front vowels were analysed simultaneously and normalised towards a single front vowel prototype. F1 and F2 of this vowel, the grand mean, equal 514 and 1599 Hz respectively. The algorithm was iterated to generate 200 rules.

The normalised value of \( S \) as a function of the number of rules is plotted in Figure 1. The solid line indicates the mean cross validation score and the dashed line represents the result of the training on the entire data set.

The cross validation score indicates that no further improvement will be gained using more than about 50 rules. At this point 50% of the standard deviation for F1 and 52% for F2 is explained. As expected, the most significant rules concern the target
phoneme itself in terms of features. In fact, one third of the first fifty rules are of this type. The second most important factor influencing F1 and F2 is velar context. Rules number five and six concern front vowels in the immediate context of velar phones.

The distribution of rules based on the right and left context is quite symmetric. The exception is the far context, three phones away, in which the right context seems to be somewhat more important than the left context.

Only one rule among the first fifty concerns duration or stress. This is quite natural since these aspects influence the target samples differently depending on their phonemic identity. Therefore, the question set was expanded to include composite questions such as ‘Is the target /a/ AND stressed?’ Apart from simple phoneme identities, 16 additional features were used for the targets implying a dramatic increase in computational load.

The standard deviation of F2 is reduced from 162 to 72 mel using the first 50 composite rules. This explains more than 55% of the standard deviation. The standard deviation of F1 is practically unchanged. Thus, the introduction of composite questions yield only a slight improvement. However, the improvement seems to become more important when more rules are used. The cross validation score is one percent lower in the composite case when 30 rules are used.

A separate set of rules was generated for /a/, the most frequently occurring front vowel, to illustrate the power of the method more clearly and to extend the analysis to some extent without increasing the computational complexity.

The cross validation score indicates that some thirty rules suffice to model the major contextual influence on /a/. Degeneration occurs when more than fifty rules are used. The most significant factor is, again, velar context followed by lexical stress. The following two rules describe the coarticulatory influence of bilabials and nasals in the close vicinity of the target vowel. Vowel features are also important: rule number five and six consider /a/ coarticulated with other front and low vowels. The first 30 rules explain 27% and 39% of the standard deviation for F1 and F2 of /a/ respectively. This corresponds to a decrease from 48 to 35 mel in F1 and from 107 to 65 mel in F2. More rules are based on the left context than on the right among the top thirty rules. This means that the left context has stronger predictive power than the right. Moreover, the stronger explanatory power of the left context mainly concerns F2. It is unclear whether this has any implications for reasoning about carry-over vs. anticipatory coarticulation before the phonetic distribution of the context is analysed more thoroughly.

Since only one speaker, reading text passages, is analysed we expect the articulatory effort and speaking style to be about the same throughout the speech material. It is reasonable to believe that the duration of the target phoneme will have a systematic effect on the formant frequency values [7]. Therefore, when the best rule has been found a duration-dependent standardisation adjustment is introduced to refine the analysis. The formant frequency displacement is assumed to increase linearly with a logarithmic decrease in segment duration.

Figure 2 shows an example of the relation between the second formant frequency of /a/ tokens following immediately after a velar segment and the logarithmic value of the duration.

There was a decrease in the standard deviation of both F1 and F2 on the training of the entire data set. The mean cross validation score indicates a small improvement compared to the normalisation independent of segment duration.

**Figure 2.** F2 of /a/ following a velar segment plotted vs. the logarithmic value of the duration. $r = .54$.

**DISCUSSION**

In this paper we have proposed a method for automatic derivation of phonetic rules from a labelled speech corpus. In the first experiment the phonetic labels assigned to the target vowel proved to be powerful formant frequency predictors as expected. However, all front vowel identities were not more important than the context. This might change if F3 is taken into account as well.

The cross validation score plotted in Figure 1 implies that the method is robust. The curve does not turn upwards, indicating over-fitting to test data, not even after 200 iterations. The cross validation of the /a/ rules displays a slight deterioration if more than 60 rules are used. The robustness is probably due to the fact that the overall decrease in variance depends on more than the magnitude of a coarticulatory effect. Just as important is the number of samples influenced. The rules were used to predict formant frequencies given the predictor vectors of the training material for /a/. The result showed that there is a systematic tendency of underestimating high formant frequencies and overestimating low frequencies. That is,

the formant frequency displacement seems to be underestimated on average. One plausible explanation for this is that the normalisation terms are based on differences in mean values that are biased by other coarticulatory effects. We conclude that the algorithm proposed in this paper is robust and provides easily interpretable results that potentially can be used to enhance the quality of synthetic speech.
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A CROSS-LINGUISTIC STUDY OF BLENDING PROCESSES IN CONNECTED SPEECH

M.J. Solé and E. Estebas
Laboratori de Fonètica, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT
Assimilatory and blending processes in connected speech in English and Catalan in a variety of conditions (slow vs fast speech, functional vs lexical words and oral vs nasal segments) were studied. The intergestural adaptation of alveolar/dental/palatal clusters were analyzed with simultaneous EPG, acoustic and EEG data. The results show gradient blending processes rather than discrete substitution of features. Sliding trajectories of two strongly coarticulated gestures and adaptation of the constriction location of C1 to that of C2 were found. The interactions between the two consonants in the cluster were significantly affected by the individual factors, such as nasal constrictions versus oral contact extent by rate and word category. The observed crosslinguistic differences require an explanation of blending in terms of language dependent structural factors.

INTRODUCTION
This study investigates assimilatory and blending processes in connected speech in English and Catalan in the light of current phonological theories. The modelling of connected speech processes has particular relevance for speech technology and for developing models of speech production. Blending has traditionally been represented in phonological analyses as a categorical process (expressed in terms of phonological rules or feature linking processes) by which some feature of the segment is replaced by another feature. Such view assumes a discrete change in the input to speech production and in the neuromuscular commands to articulate the segment. Models of speech production and gestural phonology, on the other hand, claim that blending processes involve gradient modifications resulting from overlap of two competing contiguous gestures involving the same articulator, with no change in the input to speech production. Such overlap will show intergestural accommodation giving rise to a shift in the articulatory configuration of C1 only, a sliding movement of two strongly coarticulated gestures or one single gesture for the cluster with an intermediate target. Articulatory and acoustic data on blending in connected speech [1, 2] show residual alveolar gestures for the alveolar provide support for the gradient nature of assimilatory processes. In this paper we present the articulatory behaviour of blending processes – i.e., those involving two successive consonantal gestures produced with the same articulator – was examined in English and Catalan across different speech rates. The aim of the study was to determine whether the modification of the articulatory configuration of consonants in the cluster is the result of blending of the two gestures, or rather an assimilatory process we compared the CA and CC indices at the PMC in C1 (and C2) in the cluster with those of intervocalic C1 (and C2), and the CA and CC indices in C1 in the cluster with those of C2 in the cluster. Single/cluster X Rate (and Word type) ANOVAS were performed for each speaker and each cluster type separately in order to find out whether single consonants and consonants in clusters showed significant differences in contact index, and whether significant effects were rate and word category dependent. C1/C2 X Rate (and Word category) ANOVAS were performed in order to determine whether the differences in contact indices between C1 and C2 in the cluster were significant, and dependent on rate or word category.

RESULTS
First we will comment on differences in linguopalatal contact indices for C1 (and C2) in isolation and in clusters, and then we will analyze whether such differences lead to blending of the two individual gestures in clusters. Finally rate and word category effects will be analyzed for each cluster type.

English /n/ and /l/ clusters
For the two speakers, /n, l/ in the cluster show a significant increase in CA values vis-à-vis intervocalic position, which indicates that the alveolar segment becomes more anterior due to the effect of dental /l/. Speaker AR also shows a significant decrease in central contacts (CC) for /n/ in the cluster. We considered the degree of CA and CC indices to that of canonical VC1#V and V#C2V utterances. For each consonant the constriction location and constriction degree was assessed by means of the contact anteriority (CA) index (since all consonants involved are produced in the dento-palatal zone), and the contact centrality (CC) index. CA reflects variation in the degree of contact from both sides of the palate towards its median line. The value of the two indices increases as the linguopalatal contact area becomes larger or more anterior (CA), or approaches the central zone or shows a larger central contact area (CC). The contact indices were calculated for the EPG frames showing maximum contact (PMC).

Catalan /nl/ clusters
Compared to intervocalic /nl/ followed by dental /t/ shows a significantly higher CA and CC values for both subjects. The second consonant in the cluster shows a smaller and less consistent increase in both indices. Such increase in anteriority and centrality in both segments in the cluster indicates an extension in the area of closure, that is, a larger spatial displacement of the blade for the two similar lingual gestures. Thus, coarticulation between the two same-tie gestures has the effect of reinforcing each individual gesture (similar reinforcement effects in clusters, resulting in a generally more advanced and higher maximum position, were found by [4, 5]). As a result of reinforcement, which affects C1 in a...
larger degree than C2, the significant difference in CA indicies found at the two points of maximum constriction for /t/ and /t/ intercavocally disappears at the corresponding positions in English, which is articulated as a single gesture in the region of dental /t/. Thus, /t/ trajectories in Catalan show shifting of the constriction location of /t/ to that of dental /t/.

No significant effects of rate and word category were found except for speaker MM, who exhibits significantly more similar central contacts for the two consonants in the cluster in functional words in fast speech.

Catalan /ntj/ /ntʃ/ clusters and English /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ clusters

In Catalan /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ clusters and English /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ clusters, the /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ difference in word initial position. Speaker AF consistently produced /ʃ/ intercavocally and in clusters whereas speaker MM consistently produced /ʃ/. Thus, the CC index for /ʃ/ for speaker MM is much lower, indicating an open constriction, than that for AF's /ʃ/. Comparison to intervocically /ʃ/ in Catalan /tʃ/ /tʃ/ followed by an alveolar palpated obstructor show a significantly more retracted constriction location (lower CA), indicating that the articulatory configuration of C1 becomes more similar to that of C2. No significant differences in constriction location between clusters and intercavocally C1 and C2 were found, indicating that all the coarticulatory effects go in the anticipatory direction (these results are in line with those found for Italian [4]). The CC values of C1 and C2 in oral and /tʃ/ clusters increase vis-à-vis intervocically position, indicating that the constriction degree is higher for both segments in the clusters than in single consonants, thus confirming the effect of reinforcement suggested above.

For speaker MM, the difference in CA between the two segments in isolation disappears in the oral and /tʃ/ clusters. This suggests that individual gestures constriction location. The cluster appears as a single gesture realized in a region in the vicinity of single /ʃ/ whereas /tʃ/ clusters show blending of constriction degree (no difference in CC between the two elements in the cluster) with /ʃ/ adapting to the constriction degree of single /ʃ/. This clusters exhibit a significant discontinuity in the central contacts for the two elements, indicating the transition from a stop to a fricative degree of constriction. For speaker AF there is no blending of the individual gestures construction location or degree (significantly different CA and CC in the two segments in the cluster.

For the English speakers both consonants in the cluster show a higher CC index than in intervocically position, indicating that the extent of contact is higher in the cluster. In all cases, the constriction location of C2 in the cluster becomes more similar to that of single C1 (carry over assimilation). The alveolar palpated obstructor in the cluster shows a much wider contact in the central region (significantly higher CC) due to the effect of the following alveolar palatal (anticipatory assimilation). No changes in central contacts for the /ʃ/ are observed in the cluster. Thus, there is a mutual influence of both segments in the cluster: the first segment adapts to the wider central constriction of the second element whereas the /ʃ/ adapts to the constriction location of the alveolar.

For speaker MM the CA values of /tʃ/ /tʃ/ differ significantly whereas those of /tʃ/ /tʃ/ do not differ (showing values in the region of single /ʃ/). The CC values for both elements in the cluster, however, differ significantly, suggesting two different gestures. This confirms the visual impression that the cluster is produced with two distinct but strongly coarticulated /tʃ/ /tʃ/ gestures. Speaker AF shows no evidence of this.

Overall, fast rate tends to exhibit lower CA and CC indices than slow rate both in clusters and in isolation, indicating a smaller spatial extent of the articulator in fast speech. However, rate differences seem to be speaker dependent (English speaker MM shows no significant effect of rate on contact indices). All consonants (C1 and C2), and specifically oral alveolars, tend to show a wider extent of contact in lexical than in functional words both in clusters and in isolation. Comparison of the contact index values for both consonants in the cluster at slow and fast rate in lexical and functional words show no significant interaction effects. Thus, rate and word category do not affect the degree of blending in clusters.

It is necessary to be cautious when drawing conclusions about differences in blending processes between languages in view of the small number of speakers and the differences between speakers within each language group. However, it can be observed that in alveolar + alveopalatal clusters English shows a mutual influence of both segments in the cluster and no cases of articulatory shift whereas Catalan speakers tend to adapt the articulatory construction of C1 to that of C2, the latter dominating the articulatory configuration of the cluster. This observation is in line with the stronger tendency in Catalan to weaken CC consonants, and to show a greater tendency to articulatory overlap than English and other languages [6].

CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that featural phonology cannot fully account for the data obtained. Evidence of the alveolar gesture suggests that the alveolar segment is present in the input to speech production although its realization may be modified in connected speech. Thus, assimilation processes cannot be fully accounted for in terms of substitution of features. Articulatory Phonology predicts that when two same-tier gestures overlap in time, blending of the constriction locations of C1 and C2 result in one single gesture with an intermediate target [1]. Furthermore, blending of the constriction location is claimed to be possible only when the specifications for constriction degree in both segments in the cluster are the same [5]. In this view blending is interpreted as a reorganization of the articulatory movements at the gestural level, and not at the tract variable level. These predictions are backed up by the data obtained, which show no cases of intermediate targets for the blended gestures. In cases of articulatory shift the constriction location of C1 in the cluster is modified in the direction of that of C2. When two separate trajectories are found, there is no evidence of constriction location of C1 and C2. As regards the relationship between constriction location and constriction degree in blending, the predictions of AP are only partially borne out. Blending of constriction location occurs in Catalan /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ clusters, which share constriction degree, but also possibly in English /ntʃ/ /ntʃ/ clusters involving different specifications for constriction degree. In alveolar + alveopalatal clusters, blending occurs for Catalan /tʃ/ /tʃ/ /tʃ/, involving two different constriction degrees whereas it does not occur in clusters involving /ʃ/ /ʃ/.

The rate, word category and speaker dependency in blending processes, along with the predominance of C2 constriction location, suggest that the neural commands for the alveolar segment are overlapped and modified by the conflicting commands for the upcoming segments, rather than reorganized and modified at a higher gestural level. The language-specific nature of blending processes and the higher occurrence of articulatory shift in Catalan than in English does not allow an explanation in terms of the organization of articulatory gestures in fast speech alone -- as claimed by gestural phonology -- but requires an explanation in terms of language dependent structural factors. The language-specific ranking of universal constraints, as proposed by Optimality Theory, can explain the observed cross-language differences.

The fact that nasal alveolars are more likely targets of place assimilation than oral alveolars can be explained in terms of trade-off between articulator effort and enhanced perceptibility: oral stops have stronger place cues than nasals and are more likely preserved in articulation than acoustically less salient segments.
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EFFECT OF VOICE QUALITY ON THE TENSE/LAX DISTINCTION FOR ENGLISH VOCALS

Keith R. Kluender, Andrew J. Lotto, and Lori L. Holt
Dept. of Psychology, University of Wisconsin-Madison, USA

ABSTRACT
For a variety of East and West African languages, voice quality covaries with tongue root advancement. This regularity may be due to the mutually enhancing auditory effects of breathy voice and a low first formant frequency. Evidence is adduced for this explanation in results from perceptual categorization experiments in which voice quality and formant values were independently manipulated.

I. INTRODUCTION
In a number of vowel systems, there exists an articulatory covariation between advanced tongue root as a distinctive feature and voice quality. For a variety of East and West African languages, an advanced tongue root vowel is produced with a breathy phonation (sometimes called 'lax' voice); whereas, a modal or even creaky voice quality is used with non-advanced tongue root [1,2,3]. In fact, for some vowel harmony systems such as Akan, breathy voice has been referred to as, "the main auditory correlate of root advancing" [3].

Covariations between presumably distinctive articulatory variables often suggests that the variables are mutually enhancing either in terms of articulatory ease or perceptual distinctiveness. The experiments reported here evaluate a potential explanation for this regularity based on hypothesized perceptual advantages from the interaction between acoustic effects of vocal-tract shape and voice quality.

The acoustic effects of breathy phonation on the resulting vowel are essentially twofold. Due to the longer open quotient of the glottis, which characterizes breathy phonation, the resultant waveform has relatively greater energy at low frequencies. The amplitude for the fundamental component (F1) increases and the fall off across higher frequencies is steeper [4]. Similarly, the relatively low first formant of [±advanced tongue root] high vowels contributes to greater energy at low frequencies. The hypothesis being considered is that the joint acoustic consequence of vocal-tract shape and voice quality interact in a perceptually enhancing manner by jointly contributing to a low frequency prominence.

Because it has been suggested that the advanced tongue root contrast is similar to the tense/lax distinction in English [5], perception of English vowels may provide a reasonable experimental test of this hypothesis. The contrast between tense and lax high vowels in English (e.g. /i/ vs. /u/) is signalled, in part, by the lower frequency of the first formant (F1) in tense vowels. If these vowels are produced with a breathy voice, it is possible that the increased F1 and steeper dropoff will lead to a lower perceived F1 and hence to a more 'tense' vowel. The following experiments tested this possibility by obtaining categorizations from native English speakers for tense and lax high vowels varying in voice quality.

II. EXPERIMENT 1
Subjects.
Fifteen college-age adults, all of whom learned English as their first language, served as listeners. All reported normal hearing. Subjects received Introductory Psychology course results of Experiment 1 is that the increased spectral tilt of the series modeled after breathy productions degraded the higher frequencies to the point where subjects were forced to rely solely on the first formant for identification. This is especially a possibility for the back vowel series, since a reasonable sounding /u/ can be constructed from a single low formant. Experiment 2 was designed to parcel out the effects of exaggerated spectral tilt and the increasing of H1 amplitude.

Subjects.
Subjects were eleven college-age students, none of whom had participated in Experiment 1. All subjects reported normal hearing and learned English as their first language. Course credit was awarded for participation.

Stimuli.
The stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 1 except that for the "breathy" series only the amplitude of H1 (OQ = 72) was increased. Spectral tilt remained the same for all series.

Procedure.
The procedure was identical to that used in Experiment 1.

Results.
Again, identification boundaries were calculated using probit analysis. The mean boundary values are displayed in Figure 2. As in Experiment 1, breathy phonation led to more vowels being identified as tense for series modelled after female productions. However, in the case of vowels modelled after male productions, breathy phonation, synthesized solely through manipulation of H1 amplitude, did not lead to more vowels being identified as tense.

These results suggest that the amplitude of the first harmonic is largely responsible for the identification boundary shifts in vowels modelled after female productions, whereas overall spectral tilt seems to determine the effect produced by male series.

Figure 2. Probit identification boundary values (in stimulus steps) for the eight series in Experiment 2.

IV. DISCUSSION
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the effect of a potential perceptual interaction between voice quality and first formant frequency on the categorization of [±high] English vowels. The data indicate that the quality of voice used to produce a high vowel will affect whether the vowel is perceived as tense or lax.

These results suggest that the covariation in African languages may be consistent with general principles of Auditory Enhancement [6] and Adaptive Dispersion [7]. These theoretical frameworks predict that articulatory factors which tend to enhance the perceptual discriminability of a resultant speech sound will be favored in phonetic inventories. Breathy phonation enhances the low frequency prominence of tense high vowels and of [±advanced tongue root] high vowels. According to the present results, if a language included breathy production of lax vowels then the distinctiveness of the tense/lax contrast would be reduced. However, it
credit for their participation.

Stimuli.

Four vowel series were synthesized with eight endpoints modeled after male and female productions of /i/ and /I/ (front), and /u/ and /u/ (back). Five intermediate vowels between tense (/i/, /u/) and lax (/I/, /u/) were synthesized by manipulating the nominal center frequencies of the first three formants. In particular, the frequency of F1 varied linearly from 210 Hz to 330 Hz for the male front series and from 330 Hz to 440 Hz for the male back series. For the series based on female productions, F1 varied in equal steps from 310 Hz to 430 Hz for the front vowels and from 370 to 480 Hz for the back vowels. Fundamental frequency was 135 Hz for series modeled after the male productions and 233 Hz for the female series and all stimuli were 120 msec in duration. Breathy versions of each seven-step series were created by increasing the amplitude of the first harmonic (open quotient: OQ = 72) and increasing spectral tilt (TL = 17) using the Klatt software synthesizer [4].

Stimuli were synthesized with 12-bit resolution at a 10-kHz sampling rate and stored on computer disk. Stimulus presentation was under control of a microcomputer. Following D/A conversion (Ariel DSP-16), stimuli were low-pass filtered (Frequency Devices 677, cutoff frequency 4.8 kHz) prior to being amplified (Stewart HDA4), and played over headphones (Beyer DT-100) at 75 dB SPL.

Procedure.

Subjects participated in a two-response forced choice identification task arranged in randomized blocks with ten presentations per stimulus. Each block contained the breathy and modal versions of each gender x place of articulation series, for a total of four blocks (male/female: x front/back). Stimuli were presented at a rate of approximately one stimulus every 3 seconds. Subjects identified each vowel by pressing the appropriate button on a response box connected to a microcomputer. The buttons were labeled 'beat' and 'bit' or 'boot' and 'book'.

Results.

For each of the eight series, the identification boundary value was determined for each subject using probit analysis. The mean boundaries for each of the eight series are displayed in Figure 1 in terms of the stimulus steps (one = 'lax' endpoint; seven = 'tense' endpoint).

![Figure 1. Probit identification boundary values (in stimulus steps) for the eight series of Experiment 1.](image)

The results indicate that, in general, breathy phonation led to more vowels being identified as tense, particularly for male and female /u/-/u/ series. Except for the male /I/-/u/ series, the boundaries for the breathy series were significantly greater (more 'tense') than the boundaries for the modal series.

These results suggest that there exists a perceptual interaction between tenseness/laxness and phonation type.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

One possible explanation for the appears that languages tend to contain the more distinctive pairing of breathy phonation with advanced tongue root and creaky voice (which would de-emphasize the low frequencies) with unadvanced tongue root.

There is also an interesting divergence in the data based on whether the stimuli were modeled on male or female productions. The effect of breathiness on tense/lax categorizations was much more robust for the female series. Even when spectral tilt was held constant in Experiment 2, subjects labeled the female vowels differentially when the amplitude of the first harmonic was changed.

It has been widely reported that females use breathy phonation more often than men in a variety of languages, including English [4, 8]. If breathy productions lead to a more 'tense' high vowel, then it would be advantageous for English speaking females to use breathiness distinctively, i.e. use a breathy voice for tense high vowels and a modal voice for lax high vowels. Since the effect of voice quality is less robust in males, it is less probable that they would develop such a "strategy" for productions.

There is a dearth of relevant data concerning females' voice quality across the vowel space. It has been reported that females' produce a larger vowel space than males [9]. Even when differences in vocal tract size are accounted for, the variation in F1 across the space is larger for females. If females are producing high tense vowels with a breathy phonation, then the increased amplitude of the first harmonic could be effectively lowering F1 causing a non-linear stretch of the F1 space.

Along with the regularity among African languages, this could be another example of the premium placed on the perceptual distinctiveness of speech sounds.

This work was supported by NIDCD Grant DC-00719 and NSF Young Investigator Award DBS-9258482 to the first author.
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FINNO-UGRIC PROSODIC SUBSTRATA IN THE GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND VICE VERSA

Kalevi Wiik
University of Turku, Finland

INTRODUCTION
The prosodic area around the Baltic Sea has long been of interest to linguists and phoneticians. The best known presentations of this Sprachbund are those of Roman Jakobson and Ilse Lehiste. In this article I return to the old questions and try to give a phonetically and archaeologically oriented solution to the question of how the people of quite different linguistic backgrounds make use of similar tonal and durational features in their speech.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL/HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
One of my starting points is the contention of some modern archaeologists (e.g. Paul Dolukhanov and Milton Nunez) that the languages of the populations of the periglacial zone of the latest Glacial Period in Europe were Uralic. The periglacial zone is roughly equal to the Baltic Sea basin. Accordingly, the original language of the Baltic Sea area was Uralic, later Finno-Ugric (FU) and later still Finnic. The Indo-European (IE) language arrived in this area with the spread of agriculture (Colin Renfrew’s Model) and/or with the warlike Kurgans (Marija Gimbutas’ Model). The approximate locations of the language boundary during the last eight thousand years are seen in the map below.

In addition to the gradual spreading of the IE area towards the north, there were a number of IE migrations to the north and eastern coasts of the Baltic Sea: (1) the Baltic and partly Germanic population of the Battle Axe Culture ca 2500-2000 BC, (2) the Germanic population of the Scandinavian Bronze Culture ca 1400-900 BC, (3) the Scandinavian Iron Age population ca 200-400 AD, (4) the Scandinavian Vikings ca 800-1000 AD, (5) the Swedish population of the Crusade Period to the islands and coasts of Finland and Estonia at approximately 1000-1300 AD, and (6) the Low German and Baltic Hansa traders to the trading centers of Estonia and Latvia at approximately 1200-1600 AD.

TYPES OF LANGUAGE CONTACTS
The contacts have been of two types: either the FU people have gradually changed their language into an IE language, or the IE people have gradually changed theirs into a FU one. The former type of language shift (FU > IE) would have taken place at and near the FU-IE language boundary that has moved from northern Germany and Poland to northern Scandinavia and the southern border of Latvia. The latter type (IE > FU) would have taken place on the coastal areas of Finland, Estonia, and Latvia, where the IE settlers would have assimilated with the local indigenous FU people. The FU > IE type of language shift would have left a FU substratum in the IE languages, and the IE > FU shift would have left an IE substratum in the FU languages. As a result, the original, more or less homogeneous IE protolanguage of northern Europe was split into dialects (which later developed into independent languages) on the basis of the FU substratum left by the indigenous FU population. I believe this is the way Proto-Germanic (perhaps also Proto-Balto-Slavic) separated from Proto-Indo-European and how many of the dialect boundaries of the northern IE languages came about. On the northern and eastern coasts of the Baltic Sea, the Finnic languages were split into dialects according to the strength of the Germanic influence in them.

THE RELEVANT PROSODIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FU AND IE PROTOLANGUAGES
There are four relevant word prosodic differences between Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Finno-Ugric:
(1) free stress in IE, initial stress in FU,
(2) grave tone in IE, no grave tone in FU,
(3) foot isochrony in FU, no foot isochrony in IE, and
(4) vowel harmony in FU, no vowel harmony in IE.

By the term “grave tone” I mean a tonal peak that occurs on an unstressed syllable. The grave tone in the early phase of the development of the Germanic languages occurred on a “long” unstressed syllable. A "long" syllable is here a syllable that has a long vowel or a diphthong, or which ends in a consonant. “Foot isochrony” refers to the tendency of having each foot (a sequence of two syllables, sometimes of one syllable or three syllables) of approximately equal length. In particular, if the first syllable is long, the second syllable vowel (sometimes the whole second syllable) is short, and vice versa.

STRESS
The Finno-Ugrians learning the IE protolanguage and later some of its daughter languages met a difficulty in pronouncing primary stress on a non-initial syllable and particularly in knowing on which syllable stresses should be put in each particular word. The Finno-Ugrian IE languages with the initial stress of their own FU language. The result was that (1) Proto-Indo-European was pronounced with initial stress in the area of northern Germany, Denmark, and Scania. In traditional IE linguistics this is the main event in the split of Proto-Indo-European into Proto-Germanic and the IE languages. The Germanic Akzentverschiebung or the shift of stress to the root initial syllable is, no doubt, a Finno-Ugric substratum in the Germanic languages.

In connection with the clash of the two language systems and the resulting stress shift, the significance of the first (stressed) syllable increased at the cost of the non-first (unstressed) syllables, and also physically, more energy was now concentrated on the first syllable. This is an expected result: The physical manifestations of stress are usually more conspicuous in a language with phonological stress than in a language with only automatic (demarcative) stress. When stress was moved to the first syllable in Proto-Germanic, the physical manifestations of stress remained more or less unchanged; the change concerned only the place of stress. The result was what is sometimes called “stress enhancement” or “stress concentration”. This in turn caused a large number of changes in the segmental phonology of the language. One of the consequences was Verner’s Law. The unstressed syllables with a grave accent were perceived to be “too strong”, if there was a voiceless obstruent at the beginning of the syllable.
i.e., these syllables did not sound sufficiently unstressed in relation to the initial syllable. To avoid the sensation of a stress peak in a non-initial syllable, the initial voiceless obstruent of these syllables had to be weakened. This took place by weakening the syllable initial voiceless obstruent into a voiced one; in other words the phenomenon of Verner's Law. Later this phenomenon was also introduced into the Finnish languages, when Germanic settlers came to the coasts of Finland and Estonia. The phenomenon there is called consonant gradation (astevaithelu, astimevahtelus). According to this explanation therefore: (1) Verner's Law originated in Proto-Germanic as a tendency of keeping word stress on the initial syllable; for this purpose, certain adjustments had to be made in the voiceless obstruents. (2) When the Germanic immigrants arrived on the coasts of Finland and Estonia during the Bronze Age and Iron Age (ca 1400-900 BC and/or 200-400 AD) they still retained the custom of pronouncing words according to Verner's Law. The immigrants were unable to alter their pronunciation even when learning Finnish and Estonian. The result was that all Finnic languages that come into contact with the Germanic people acquired the same custom (Lauri Posti 1953).

ESTONIAN ACCENTS

The Estonian tonal opposition between Quantity 2 (Q2) and Quantity 3 (Q3) words is manifested as a late and secondary tonal peak. The tone of Q2 is often referred to as "rising" or "level" and that of Q3 as "falling". From the point of view of its origin, the Estonian rising/level tone can be associated with the IE and Germanic grave tone. The late peak of the Estonian Q2 sounds much an additional pulse after the stressed syllable. The Estonian rising/level tone of Q2 occurs in the forms that originally had an open second syllable (e.g. genitive singular still had the suffix n as in linnan) while the falling tone of Q3 occurs in the forms that had an open second syllable (e.g. linna-ta and linna-nan). In the Germanic languages, it was exactly this long unstressed syllable that was one of the reasons for the use of the grave tone.

The seemingly complicated tripartite durational system of Estonian is an automatic reflection of the Lappo-Finnic foot isochrony. The old foot isochrony experienced one minor change, however, when the Germanic and/or Baltic immigrants adopted Estonian: they "misunderstood" the scope of foot. Foot was originally defined as the sequence from the beginning of the first vowel to the end of the second syllable; thus the foot was represented, for example, by the underlined portion of the following words: linnad, linnast(a). When the Germanic/Baltic people adopted Estonian, they misunderstood the scope of the foot in that they included the final consonant in the foot (they did this probably because the second syllable consonant really was relevant in consonant gradation of obstruents). Thus in their speech, foot isochrony was different from the original one: If the second syllable was long (if it ended in a consonant) the foot was "too long" and its first syllable had to be shortened: linnad > linnad. But if the second syllable was short (if there was no consonant at the end), the first syllable had to be lengthened: linnas(ta) > linnas. The shortening and lengthening was placed on the second mora. Another reflection of the Lappo-Finnic foot isochrony is the shortening of the second syllable vowel after Q3 (e.g. liitnä and jältnä).

HALF-LONG VOWEL AND VOWEL BALANCE

A common feature of the languages of the Baltic Sea area is that word forms are divided into two categories: short syllables and long syllables (e.g. ma.na vs. maa.naan/man.nan) according to the structure of the first syllable. The phenomenon is based on foot isochrony, here assumed to be of Lappo-Finnic origin. It occurs in the Finnic languages and in the northern dialects of Swedish and Norwegian.

The eastern Finnish and main Estonian type with a mid-long second syllable vowel and the F0 peak on the first syllable represents the oldest type, which I assume to be "original". The southernmost Finnish and westernmost Estonian type with a very long second syllable vowel and the F0 peak on the second syllable represents the type that was used by the Swedish immigrants of ca 1000-1200 AD. Their word prosody was a result of a mixture of the Lappo-Finnic foot isochrony and the old IE/Germanic/Scandinavian grave tone: The second syllable with a half long vowel was interpreted to "long" and was therefore pronounced with the grave tone. The vowel balance of northern Scandinavia was originally a purely durational phenomenon and identical with the old Finno-Lappic foot isochrony: the second syllable vowel was relatively long after a short first syllable (e.g. livd) and short after a long first syllable (e.g. bristå); Kock 1901, p. 91-99. Later the phenomenon became a qualitative difference of vowels because the long and short vowels developed differently (e.g. livd and bristå/trastå).

SCANDINAVIAN WORD TONES

Swedish and Norwegian are tone languages that have the tonal opposition of the acute and grave tones. The Scandinavian tones were already present in the phase when practically all Scandinavian words were disyllabic, and when the most relevant demarcation line between two types of words lay between the words with a long/short second syllable vowel and those with a short second syllable vowel. The former got the grave tone, the latter did not.

STØD

The stød that occurs in the Baltic languages, Danish and Livonian belongs, no doubt, to the prosodic peculiarities of the Baltic Sea area. I have shown elsewhere (Wiik 1989) that the Livonian stød is a remnant of an earlier syllable boundary. When a word like va.lo, for example, lost its final vowel because of apocope, the physical manifestations of the syllable boundary remained and began to be interpreted as the stød. By my definition, the stød is an "ex-syllable boundary", i.e. a phenomenon that has the physical manifestations of a syllable boundary, but which no longer is distributionally a real syllable boundary (as it does not occur in the natural position of a syllable boundary, immediately before a CV sequence). The same explanation holds for Danish. It is commonly maintained that the stød usually occurs in those Danish words that earlier used to be monosyllabic (these words usually have the acute tone in Swedish). However, the "old monosyllables" are exactly those words that (1) were short vowels, and (2) became monosyllables by losing their second syllable vowel. In the earliest phase, practically all words were disyllabic. A radical change took place when the second syllable long vowels were shortened and short vowels deleted; theoretically man.na > man.na and man.na > man.n, real examples of Danish monosyllables with stød: Proto-Germanic staïna- 'stone' and hurna- 'horn' > Modern Danish sten.n and horn.n.

VOWEL HARMONY AND UMLAUT

At the time of the early FU-IE contacts, the Finno-Ugrians had to pronounce words that contradicted vowel harmony. I assume the result was similar to what is happening today when Finns force themselves to pronounce a word contradicting vowel harmony. For example, they often pronounce the difficult loan word olumpialesiit as olumpialaiset. Instead of clear front vowels ā, ē, and ē̄ or clear back vowels ū, ū̄, and ū̄̄, they pronounce intermediate vowels ū, ū̄, and ū̄̄. I assume the same happened when their ancestors acquired Proto-Indo-European/Proto-Germanic thousands of years ago. A simple real example from that period would be that the prehistoric Finns had to pronounce the word handīr, which contradicts vowel harmony (the harmony classes at that time were essentially i-e ē and j-o-a). The result was something like handir with two vowels of intermediate quality. Later the intermediate vowels of the first syllable became independent new phonemes, as the complementary distribution of the main back vowels ū, ū̄, and ū̄̄ was broken by the mergers in the conditioning unstressed vowels.
SECONDARY WORD STRESS IN THE RHYTHMIC WORD STRUCTURE

1. Loginova
Russian People's Friendship University, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
The subject is the rhythmic structure of polysyllables with a primary (functoric) PS, one or more secondary stresses (SS): the morphological secondary stress (MSS), the rhythmic one (RSS), their functions, placement in a word, ways of manifestation, interaction, in Russian, English, German, French, according to the pronunciation dictionaries, auditory samples collection and on experiments.

GENERAL PRESENTATION
In the majority of word stress languages there is only one PS in a word: in Russian different syllables may be stressed; in German it tends to occur in the stem syllable and it falls on the beginning of words.

However in English words having separable prefixes and in compound words there may be two equally strong PS, and in abbreviated compounds and abbreviations - even three or four. For instance: "week-end, "radio-activity, "normal-school, "illegal, USA, "ju'es-ei/. The word accentual pattern with equal stresses is considered to be productive in English.

In word stress languages a polysyllable can possess not only a PS but also one or more SS of various types which differ in position and functions and ways of the phonetic realization. One of the types of the SS - the MSS is determined by the morphological structure of the word and occurs in compounds and abbreviated compounds (more often in polysyllables), abbreviations, in the word with accentually prominent morphemes (prefixes, suffixes).

Thus, in Russian this stress may mark a non-final stem of the compound or abbreviated compound ("lesozav"-"gorky", "sob'ho", a non-final element of the initial abbreviation ('ЧИ /'che/'a/, РФ /'ar'a/), some prefixes either bo-rowed or Russian by origin: (ультрасвёровь-менный, "деколонизиацца', "послеоперация"онный).

The word of the analogous morphological structure with two prosodic heads can be found in English ("a"-larm'-clock, "air'-hostess, "any'body, ABC'/eib'i:siz/, "ante'chamber, "sub'structure), in German ("Schreib'tisch, "Auf'bau, "rot'-weiß). It should be said that in German both prefixes (separable - "trennbare"); and suffixes with unreduced vowels ("schwe-" may be accentually prominent morphemes ("aus nehmen, "Nach'-erzung, "Wirtsch, "Frei'-heit, "arbeitlos); in English - "separable" prefixes and "prominent" suffixes with an unreduced vowel ("s'ub'va'riety, "non-con'ducting, "amphi'the'atre, "demon'strate, "beauti'y, "socialize).

Depending on the number of stems and accentually prominent morphemes there may be one or several MSS: двадцать-"пятъ', "блюсс', "проф'техбразо'вание, МГУ/"om'ga'/, "air'-speed meter, "air'-vice' marchal; "Selbstbe'stimnings recht, "Rot'kreuz schwester.

The mutual participation of the PS and MSS is a characteristic feature of the rhythmic structure of a word in different languages. In Russian MSS always precede a PS; in German it more often follows a PS (it corresponds to the semantic value of different parts of German compound word: in the first place there is a determining part, in the second - a determined one). Compare compound words of an analogous structure in Russian and German: само'леотро'енное - "Flugzeugprodukt'ion, "радио'станция - "Radiostation, "грез'атомка - "dreia'tomig.

The tendency for a strong beginning in German words determines shifting of the PS on to a separate prefix leaving only a MSS on the stem (both in a separate word and in speech, in which separable prefixes are in a final position in a phrase: "ab'-scheiden - Sie 'schreiben diesen "Text ab").

In English the majority of compound words and a few simple words having separable prefixes follow the pattern: PS + PS + SS (in which a prefix has a PS, the stem - a SS): "goal-keeper ("finger'-alphabet; see other examples, "smoke, "electric; having inseparable prefixes may be formed on the pattern: SS + PS (with a PS on the stem and a SS on the prefix): 'inter'-action, a'ist - rea'isign; the words having "pro'minent" suffixes may be formed on the same pattern with the PS on the suffix a SS on the stem: em'ploy - 'employ'e; engin' - engl'neer, gre'nade - grena'dier, "picture - 'pict'u're; rescue.

Thus, in spite of the tendency of the PS to fall on the stress syllable in English and German, words having only a PS accentually prominent non-stem morphemes in a word having two stresses, often take a PS, whereas in Russian non-stem morphemes in a word having two stresses receive only a MSS.

A MSS falls on the same syllable of the stem as a PS in the parent word:

In Russian MSS always precede a PS; in German it more often follows a PS (it corresponds to the semantic value of different parts of German compound word: in the first place there is a determining part, in the second - a determined one). Compare compound words of an analogous structure in Russian and German: само'леотро'енное - "Flugzeugprodukt'ion, "радио'станция - "Radiostation, "грез'атомка - "dreia'tomig.

The tendency for a strong beginning in German words determines shifting of the PS on to a separate prefix leaving only a MSS on the stem (both in a separate word and in speech, in which separable prefixes are in a final position in a phrase: "ab'-scheiden - Sie 'schreiben diesen "Text ab").

In English the majority of compound words and a few simple words having separable prefixes follow the pattern: PS + PS + SS (in which a prefix has a PS, the stem - a SS): "goal-keeper ("finger'-alphabet; see other examples, "smoke, "electric; having inseparable prefixes may be formed on the pattern: SS + PS (with a PS on the stem and a SS on the prefix): 'inter'-action, a'ist - rea'isign; the words having "pro'minent" suffixes may be formed on the same pattern with the PS on the suffix a SS on the stem: em'ploy - 'employ'e; engin' - engl'neer, gre'nade - grena'dier, "picture - 'pict'u're; rescue.

Thus, in spite of the tendency of the PS to fall on the stress syllable in English and German, words having only a PS accentually prominent non-stem morphemes in a word having two stresses, often take a PS, whereas in Russian non-stem morphemes in a word having two stresses receive only a MSS.

A MSS falls on the same syllable of the stem as a PS in the parent word: vak'go - va'gono're'monty, "etno'-mology - "folk'-etly, more. "Birke'-he'holz, "Birkenge'holz, Bi'lett + "Ausgaben - Bi'lett'e"ausgaben. When a parent word has a stress on a final syllable, and in case of a shifting stress in a parent word it falls on the syllable which is stressed in one of the derivatives from the same root or one of the grammatical forms of the word: Кис'то - \(\text{κις'τολη} - \text{κις'τολυ'-торный}, "image - "imagi'nation. In Russian stems with the sequence of sounds -olo-, -er-, -er: the MSS is shifted to the first syllable of these sequences: моло'ко - (мо'лочный) - моло'кора'ливучий, "mn'korny, connective vowels -0, -е in Russian compounds and words are always unstressed. Accentually prominent morphemes retain the etymological placement of stress: "около'соленный, "ан'тюб'истенный, "Wieder'sehen, "uber'laufen.

Initial abbreviations (in letters) have the following stress patterns in different languages: in Russian - MSS + PS (as well as, in compounds): ФИК/"phi'ka/МГПУ/"om'ga'zh/; in German they have one PS on the last component: FDP/"fe'de're/; in English they have equally strong stresses on each component or on the first and the last components: M.F./"eim'pi'/, BBC/"bi'zii/ = "bi'zii, USA, "jues'ei/. The way of the MSS realization is analogous to the phonetic correlatives of the PS but with a lesser degree of prominence. In languages characterized by the qualitative difference between stressed and unstressed vowels absence or presence of the qualitative realization of a vowel becomes one of the criteria in ascertaining accordingly presence or absence of a MSS or accentual prominence in a word. Compare: горо'льний/горь''ий, "бръш'нь, "хлебобо'рочнъй/"хлеб'бу'6о/ - "хлеб'бу'-6о/; "агроме' - "агро'nomics, "псуш' - "эко'нология, "commune -
com-municate, ver-serge, "Ar-beitschaft.

A MSS regulates some other phonological processes in the word stem analogous to a PS in the given stem used in isolation. For instance, in Russian word having a MSS there are signals showing the end of the adjacent words, these signals are connected with devoicing of the voiced conso-
nants, darkening of palatalized sounds, absence of palatalization in as-simulation, placement of allo-
phones /j/ on the stem ends: 'близке' жашин /c/, 'заот' делом /ф/, 'мединсти тут / дан /, 'мездъ-
техника /-тт-/, 'стробо' трад /-оба/-, 'димъ асъан /-тта-/

A MSS performs the same constitutive function to a stem within a compound word as a PS
does to the whole word. In case of loss of the meaning by the stem a Russian MSS is lost, this process is accompanied by phonetic changes. In connection with this process changes in the phonetic and accen-
tual characteristics of words are observed.

In English polysyllable having two equally strong stresses the loss of the meaning by the con-
stituent parts of the word leads to decrease of the degree of pro-
minence and replacement of one of the PS by a MSS. The loss of the MSS does not take place; stressed syllables (having PS or MSS) are dis-

distinctly opposed to unstressed ones. A MSS is retaining in Ger-
man in which a compounding is producive way of word-formation and accen-
tual features of the stem syllable becomes one of the means in word-
identification.

Another type of the SS - a RSS-
is determined by the length of the rhythmic structure of a simple or
a compound word, and it occurs in a polysyllable (or a rhythmic group-
up containing a long prestressed sequence of syllables), it does not
depend on the morphological struc-
ture of a word.

This type of stress is most vi-
vidly represented in French
having no word stress in the strict
meaning of this term as individual
characteristics of each word form;
and primary rhythmical stress falls on the last syllable of the
rhythmic group. In each rhyth-
mic group there may be one or
several more SS on the odd from
the end of the rhythmic group
syllables: avec 'un cou'teau, il re-
vent 'tard, contre la 'veri'te, Na-
bucho'dono'sor. If a primary
final stress has a delimitative
function of division the utterance
into rhythmic groups, a RSS helps
the convenience of pronouncing
and it forms rhythm of French
speech.

In English a RSS is manifested in
different ways. It may be obser-
ved in simple polysyllabic words'
and words having unseparable prefixes before a PS (and it is different from a MSS
which more often follows a PS):
'maga'zine, 'eco'nomics, 'confi-
dential. A nu-mer of English
suffixes receive a PS and in this case in a long prestressed
sequence of syllables there may
occur a RSS coinciding or not
with a PS in the parent word:
'refuge - refu'gee, ab'sent -
'absen'tee. The other suffixes
(often of Greek-Latin origin) re-
mained unstressed and regulate
the placement of a PS in a word
shifting it on a vowel before a suffix
that is the second or the third
syllable from the end. In this case
in the initial prestressed sequence
of two or more syllables there oc-
curs a RSS coinciding or not with
the stem syllable: 'negativ - ne-
gation - 'abne'gation - 'nega'ti-
vity, 'criminal - 'crimi'nology, 'lex-
ical - 'lexi'cography.

Linguists usually do not dif-
ferentiate between two types of
English second stress possibly be-
cause of the identity of the means
of their phonetic realization, in
particular, absence of qualitative
reduction of the vowel. At the sa-
time there are views on some
"prominence" of the number of
suffixes containing unreduced vo-
wels but having no SS: "celebrate,
"normalize, "satisfy. Such "promi-
ience" is similar to "prominent"
("schwere") morphemes in German
(having unreduced vowels), also
being considered unstressed. Since
qualitative and quantitative re-
ductions are usually interconnec-
ted, such syllables may be percie-
vved as weakly stressed against the
background of reduced unstressed
syllables.

A RSS in Russian word of any
morphological structure is found
on the fourth or the fifth pre-
stressed syllables; it is accom-
panied by a qualitative vowel re-
duction, and it is expressed only
by prolongation and probably by
strengthening of a prominent syl-
vable: 'запатентован' 'забъ', 'це-
лесо' бразно/цъ-, 'революци-
онный /ръ'/. This type of stress
is never observed in post-stressed
sequence of syllables despite of
the length of this sequence: "ско-
вородами /ъ/, "жаворонокъ/.

Russian word may possess only
one RSS which excludes a MSS
and may or may not coincide with
it in placement in a word (when it
coincides, that is there is a MSS
on the fourth or fifth prestressed
syllable, a RSS helps to retain a
MSS in Russian word). It leads to
different variants of pronuncia-
tion of a word: 'многponsored
льный /многъ-, 'многъ-/,'тра-
гикое' диийный /тра-, 'тръ-
/, же'ленодо'рожный /жълъ-
/, 'жълъ /
./).

Thus, in Russian the types of
rhythmical patterns of the words
having two or many stresses are
different from the other langua-
ges. They may be represented
in patterns: MSS + PS (or MSS +
МСС... + PS), RSS + PS.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to examine, for French and Korean, differences between acoustic temporal cues in the production of plosives by French and Korean bilinguals.

The Korean consonantal system has three unvoiced plosives:

- lenis /p/ (fortis /pʰ/ or /p/)
- palatal /t/ (fortis /tʰ/ or /t/)
- velar /k/ (fortis /kʰ/ or /k/)

It is admitted for French that there are two series of plosives:

- unvoiced /p/ (fortis /pʰ/ or /p/)
- voiced /b/ (fortis /bʰ/ or /b/)

They differ as to their voicing status (voiced/unvoiced) and their degree of tension (fortis/lenis).

The main question addressed here is, how can one explain the difference in behaviour for apparently the same elements that are in a similar context? The answer to this question is discussed in relation to the notion of the phonetic context and its influences. An additional theoretical notion should also be taken into account; that of a system, a decisive factor that can not be dissociated from the notion of "phonological constraints".

A series of experiments are presented, in which identical stimuli are used to examine similar cue-trading relations in the perception of the voicing contrast in word stops in French and Korean. Predicted cross-linguistic differences are found in the basic category boundary and in the case of cue trading between VOT and aspiration.

INTRODUCTION

The native language (L1) one learns in early childhood and a second language (L2) learned later in life often influence one another. The authentic pronunciation of phones in a foreign or second language (L2) may require the establishment of new phonetic categories. Even though the acoustic differences resulting from these different articulators may be detectable (Flege and Hammond, 1983; Flege, 1990), listeners seem to classify realizations of /t/ in Spanish and English as the "same" at a phonological level. For example, Bohn and Flege (1990) found that Spanish monolinguals consistently identified long-lag English /pʰ/ tokens as /t/ in a two-alternative forced-choice test. English monolinguals identified Spanish short-lag [t] tokens as /t/ in the majority of instances even though they had VOT values that, in an experiment with synthetic stimuli, would be expected to give rise to the perception of /d/ (Williams, 1977; Flege and Eefting, 1986).

Second language (L2) speech production researchers have shown that few late learners fully differentiate /p/ /k/ in their two languages if voiceless stops in the L1 are realized with short-lag VOT values and voiceless stops in the L2 are realized with long-lag VOT values. Previous studies have shown that many adult L2 learners produce English /p/ /k/ with significantly shorter VOT values than English monolinguals, but with significantly longer VOT values than monolingual native speakers of the learners' first language (L1) (Port and Miledt, 1983; Nathan, 1987; Flege, 1987). When late learners' VOT values for English /p, k/ are intermediate to the values observed for monolingual speakers of the L1 and L2, they are said to have been produced with "compromise" values (Williams, 1980). The seeming limitation on how accurately VOT in English /p, k/ is produced also seems to apply to adolescents and older children (Flege and Eefting, 1987). Flege and Hillebrandt (1984) hypothesized that an upper limit exists on the extent to which late L2 learners can approximate the phonetic norms of English for /p, k/ based on the observations that compromise VOT values.

The results of other L2 production studies, on the other hand, suggest that even early learners may fail to produce English /p, k/ authentically. Caramazza et al. (1974) found that native French speakers who began learning English by the age of 7 produced English /p, k/ with significantly shorter VOT values than native speakers of English. Flege and Eefting (1987) also found that native Spanish adults and children who began learning English as a second language by the age of 5 to 6 years produced English /p, k/ with significantly shorter VOT values than age-matched groups of native English subjects. These studies suggest that early learners may be unable to fully differentiate /p, k/ in L1 and L2, and thus, support the view that both the L1 and L2 phonetic systems remain activated to some degree.

In summary, previous research has established that late learners are apt to produce English /p, k/ with VOT values that are too short for English. But it remains uncertain as to whether early learners will also differ from native speakers of English, or if they will fully differentiate corresponding L1 and L2 stops. Few previous studies have examined whether learning L2 affects how bilinguals produce stops in their L1. It appears that no previous study has directly compared the production of L2 stops by early and late learners.

The aim of this study is to determine if such categorical phonetic differences between native and non-native speakers will suffice to cue the detection of VOT (categorical duration and duration of the preceding vowel).

I. EXPERIMENT

A. Methodology

1. Subjects

Two groups of monolinguals (six males each) and two groups of bilinguals (3 Koreans males and 3 French males) participated as paid subjects. The native French and the native Korean monolinguals differed little in mean age (31 ± 25 years). The native French were students at the University of Strasbourg.

The native French-speaking Koreans did not begin learning French until they were adults. The subjects in this group were native speakers of Korean who learned French as a second language. The learners indicated that they were first exposed massively to French when they started their university studies in Seoul between the ages of 18 and 19.

2. Materials and procedures

Owing to phonological differences between French and Korean, it was not possible to find a list of matched French and Korean words. Each speaker uttered a series of words in carrier sentences (with comparable syllabic structures) at a normal self-selected speaking rate. The testing task was modeled at a moderate speaking rate on the instruction tape using a list of utterances resembling those on the randomized list.

3. Measurements

Native (Group 1: Control Group) and non-native (Group 2: Experiment Speakers Group) produced minimally paired /CVV/ syllabic structures. Each of the test words occurred three times on the French and Korean lists. A total of 36 phrases in Korean and 27 phrases in French from the middle of each list were digitized at 10 kHz.

B. Results

The subjects, made identifications of medial stops as /p, k/ French or /pʰ, kʰ/ Korean. In the experiment, VOT was measured in the French words of carrier sentences (with comparable syllabic structures) spoken by 3 French monolinguals and by 3 Korean bilinguals who had learned French and in the Korean words spoken by 3 Korean monolinguals. Each speaker uttered a series of words in carrier sentences (with comparable syllabic structures) at a normal self-selected speaking rate. The study aimed first at determining the differences between the production of the voiceless stops and the differences in the degree of palatalization (revealed by VOT) for the two languages using the VOT values and second at analysing the characteristics of the French consonants produced by native French-speaking Koreans.

Results discussed mean VOT values for French and Korean voiceless stops. Tokens that were produced in utterance-medial position. The value shown here averaged across the /l/ context VOT, we
have noticed, is the principal cue in distinguishing the three Korean plosives, as both absolute and relative VOT values for aspirates are different from those of the non-aspirates.

In Korean, VOT is, therefore, among the indicators that permit us to distinguish the three categories of Korean voiceless stops, which is very important in making a distinction between the aspirated consonants and the glottalized consonants for utterances in medial position.

As expected, the monolingual French speakers VOT is superior to the voiceless glottal stops of VOT of the French-speaking Koreans.

Also, as expected, the French-speaking Koreans produced the French plosives with shorter VOT values than the French monolinguals, as their VOT correspond to values comparable with those of the glottal plosives for Korean.

The duration of Korean plosives permitted us distinguish between the three categories, i.e., aspirates, glottals, and lenis in an intervocalic context.

Total consonant duration in Korean allows distinguishing aspirates, from glottals and lenis consonants, when flanked by vowels; the voiced counterparts are always shorter.

With regards to the duration of the preceding vowel, we recognized that this measure is not an indicator sufficient to distinguish the voiceless plosives of French-speaking Korean, even less in the case of the aspirated plosives and of the glottalized plosives. The duration of the preceding vowel is clearly shorter before the lenis plosive velars in comparison with the lenis plosive bilabials and the lenis plosive alveolar.

In the case of the French plosives of the native French, as well as in the case of the Korean bilinguals), the duration of the preceding vowel, being practically identical, does not constitute an indication of differentiation.

II. FINDINGS, DISCUSSION & IMPLICATION

This study will be very useful for comparing our results with any other recent research on VOT especially in FLEGE’s works. This experiment yielded results that were very much the same as those obtained in his experiments. Both the native French, the native Korean monolinguals and the Korean bilinguals produced French and Korean plosives.

The bilingual Korean subjects had larger VOT differences in the sentence condition, where the French and Korean sentences were produced in alternation.

These changes in the production of VOT of the bilinguals, are more important than the results obtained by CARAMAZZA & YONIKOMSHIAN (1974) for monolinguals. This is also a very strong tendency, as in the research of WILLIAMS (1977), for the voiced /b/ of bilinguals in English.

CARAMAZZA & YONIKOMSHIAN (1974) have concluded that VOT is a sufficient phonological cue for the distinction of the homorganic stop consonant of French spoken in Paris. They have also proposed an explanation for the observed differences between French and Canadian French based on a linguistic theory of segmental inventories.

FLEGE (1974, 1990), on the other hand, hypothesized that complete separation of sounds in the L1 and L2 phonetic inventories is possible, at least for early learners.

Previous studies have shown that many adult L2 learners produce English /p,t,k/ with significantly shorter VOT values than English monolinguals, but with significantly longer VOT values than that of monolingual native speakers of the learners L1. FLEGE & PROT, 1981; PORT & MITLER, 1980; HATHAN, 1987; FLEGE, 1987a; NATOR, 1987; LOWIE, 1988).

According to FLEGE & EEFTING (1987), it appears that proficient Dutch speakers of English produced Dutch /t,k/ with shorter VOT values than non-proficient subjects, suggesting they formed a new category for English /t,k/.

This finding corroborates our results. As mentioned earlier, VOT is the strongest cue in differentiating Korean plosives. VOT in Korean is superior to that for the glottal class in Korean. For French-speaking Koreans (stressed = 22 ms; unstressed = 17 ms), VOT values are not high and correspond to those obtained for French speakers (stressed = 25 ms; unstressed = 18 ms), as they also correspond to those measured for glottalized Korean plosives (16 ms).

However, VOT for the glottals in Korean are shorter than that for French spoken by Koreans.

The findings of FLEGE (1987) presented here indicate that adults are capable of learning to produce new phones in an L2 and of modifying their previously established patterns of articulation when producing similar L2 phones. It appears that the mechanism of equivalence classification leads to identifying acoustically different phones in L1 and L2 as belonging to the same category. This may, ultimately, prevent them from producing exactly similar but new phonetic categories.

CONCLUSION

We can therefore conclude that Korean bilinguals who speak French realized another form for French /p,t,k/. We are dealing here with a new category for French /p,t,k/. Because VOT values of Korean voiceless stops /p,t,k/ produced by French bilinguals are very similar to VOT values by French monolinguals. But it seems, under examination of consonant duration, that neither Korean glottalized consonants nor French voiceless stops are used by Koreans who speak French and, with regard to VOT, it is not used for Korean consonant aspirated. This may correspond to a new category of voiceless plosives (for French-speaking Koreans).

These results are interpreted to mean that individuals who learn L2 later in life are also able to establish phonetic categories for sounds in the L2 that differ acoustically from corresponding sounds in the native language. The results strongly suggest that the late L2 learners produced /p,t,k/ with slightly longer VOT values in French than Korean glottalized plosive and shorter VOT values in French than Korean aspirated plosive by applying different realization rules to a single phonetic category.
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ABSTRACT
Plautdiitsch, the language used by Mennonites in many parts of the world, is a descendant of West Prussian Low German dialects. Many of its peculiarities can be explained by the two centuries of isolation from other German dialects and by contacts with other languages. Until recently, the dialect in West Siberia could be studied by Soviet scholars only, but in the last few years it has become possible also for others to do ethno-linguistic field work in this area. The Universities of Groningen, Oldenburg and Novosibirsk study this particular variety of the Plautdiitsch language in a joint research project [1].

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
In the beginning of the 16th century, growing discontent with the Catholic church led to the foundation of a number of new religious movements. In the Netherlands the former Catholic priest Menno Simons (from a small village in Friesland) gathered a number of people around him who came from various parts of the Netherlands, but also from Germany and Switzerland. They moved from the Low Countries to the Weichsel delta area near Danzig (Gdańsk in present-day Poland).

The settlers were not a homogeneous group, they spoke different languages and dialects: Frisian, Low Franconian and Low Saxonian dialects. In their new country, they lived among people who spoke various Low German dialects, which must have sounded rather familiar to them. Dutch was to be preserved as the language used in church for over two centuries, and religious literature for the Mennonites was printed in the Netherlands, but for everyday communication the dialects of the area were soon adapted [2].

The Polish state did not interfere much with the lives of the emigrants, and until the first Polish Partition (1772) the Mennonites were allowed to live according to their principles. When, as a result of this Partition, the area around Danzig became a part of the state of Prussia, the situation deteriorated significantly. In 1789, a first group of settlers set off for Southern Russia, to areas later to become part of the Ukraine. In 1803/4 a second group of Mennonites left the Weichsel area for Southern Russia. These two groups of settlers came from different parts of the Weichsel delta area and different social backgrounds and they spoke somewhat different dialects. The two dialects evolving in the new environment in the two colonies, Chortitsa and Molochna, both being mixtures of Western Prussian speech varieties, reflected the differences in geographical, social and historical background of these two groups [3].

A major setback for the Mennonites was the abolition of their privileges in Russia in the 1870's, which resulted in a large emigration to Northern America (Canada and the United States) [4]. The founding of new colonies continued, however, and after 1910, a group of settlers left for Siberia and founded colonies in the Orenburg region and the Kulunda Steppe near the border with Kazakhstan.

After the October Revolution, the situation for the Russian Mennonites became very difficult. In the 30's, the first mass deportation took place, and when World War II started, all ethnic Germans in the Soviet Union faced labour camps and, again, deportation. The situation improved somewhat after 1953, but it lasted many years before emigration again became a possible alternative. The colonies in the Ukraine had disappeared, and most Mennonites now lived in Siberia and Kazakhstan. Only in a few areas in South Western Siberia Mennonites still lived in ethnically homogenous villages, in most other parts of the country they were scattered amongst many other nationalities. In the villages in the Altai Region we visited, only a few years ago almost 100% of the population were Mennonites, but now in some villages they are a minority. During our stay in the Altai region, we studied the complicated language situation, in particular its phonetic/phonological aspects. We collected many data on language use by the local inhabitants and found interesting cases of code switching and interference.

Khortitsa → Molochna → Altai

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Khortitsa</th>
<th>Molochna</th>
<th>Altai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[k'k'an]</td>
<td>[t'it'ə]</td>
<td>[t'it'ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[l'g'an]</td>
<td>[h'd'ə]</td>
<td>[h'd'ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[h'ys]</td>
<td>[h'ys]</td>
<td>[h'ys]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[b'y'an]</td>
<td>[b'y'ə]</td>
<td>[b'y'ə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ku'lən]</td>
<td>[ko'la]</td>
<td>[ko'la, ku'la]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[mø'kən]</td>
<td>[mø'kə]</td>
<td>[mø'kə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[zənt]</td>
<td>[zənt]</td>
<td>[zənt, zət]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[p'lu't]</td>
<td>[p'lu't]</td>
<td>[p'lu't]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ji:]</td>
<td>[zəi, zə]</td>
<td>[zəi, zə, ji:]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE PLAUTDIITSCH LANGUAGE

The Plautdiitsch language as it is used today in Mennonite communities all over the world is the descendant of West Prussian varieties of Low German. The two century isolation in a non-German speaking environment has resulted not only in a considerable amount of loanwords from the surrounding languages, but also in a somewhat different and partly accelerated development of a few elements already present in the Weichsel delta dialects. The resemblances between Plautdiitsch and Dutch, or rather the Low Saxonian dialects of the Dutch language, were sometimes used to indicate the non-German character of Plautdiitsch and thus to 'prove' the Dutch origin of its speakers [2].

In most Mennonite communities two different varieties of the language are used, based on the Old Colony or Chortitsa dialect, and the New Colony or Molochna dialect respectively. The variety spoken in the Altai Region is an example of a mixture of these two dialects. The following list shows some of the most typical differences between the dialects of Chortitsa and Molochna, and the forms used in the Altai Region, which we investigated during our field work in 1992 and 1993 [5, 6].
The consonant systems seem to be practically identical, with the exception of the development of the palatalized phonemes originating from /k, g/ before or after front vowels: the Chortitsa dialect has [k', g'], the Molochna dialect has [t', d']. The main differences are found in the vowel systems: most long vowels and diphthongs have separate realizations in the two varieties. Within the Altai dialect, great variation in the vowel system is possible, so that the actual pronunciation of a word may differ from speaker to speaker and from occasion to occasion.

Two of the differences bear resemblance to those found in Dutch dialects: standard [ey] as in huis (house) corresponds to [u] (the older form) in some varieties of Low Saxonian, and [y] (a later development) in others; the infinitive endings ([e)n] and [a] are found in the Low Saxonian and the Low Franconian dialects respectively.

As we have seen in the above, Plautdiitsch has a striking peculiarity: a number of palatalized consonant phonemes. In a few dialects in or near the Weichsel delta area, /k/ in front of or following a palatal vowel was realized as [k'], [t'] or [u], and in Plautdiitsch this development later continued, resulting in the three new phonemes /k'/ or /t'/, /g'/ or /d', and /u'/. In West Siberian Plautdiitsch, original /k/ has become /t'/ in the following positions:

1. in front of palatal vowels: [t'oe]ni High German Kirsche; [t'arpe] Kärbs
2. in front of palatal vowels, before /n,r/:
   [t'lods] Kleider; [t'l:i:n] klein;
   [t'napal] Knüppe; [t'na:ls] Cornelius;
   [t'rg] Krieg; [t'rpst] kriecht (from the infinitive [kry:pa] kriechen);
3. after palatal vowels: [t'ea:t] Kuche; [et'] ich
4. after palatal vowels + /l,n,r/:
   [ma:l't] Milch; [drm't'] trink;
   [bo:t] Birke

It is believed that the palatalization may be related to the influence from Frisian. In this language, however, palatalization has a much more limited range and is restricted to old /k/ in front of palatal vowels where it has changed to [t] (written as <ts>), or, more seldom, [ts]: tsjerke, High German Kirche; tsjettel - Kessel; tsiis - Käse.

Most probably, the palatalization in Plautdiitsch has not arisen as a direct result of influence from Frisian. It is likely that some of the Low German dialects from which Plautdiitsch evolved, owed their palatalization to Frisian settlers (who moved from Eastern Friesland to the Danzig region in the Middle Ages), and that in Plautdiitsch this process developed further.

In general, Plautdiitsch shares many of the elements that distinguish the Low German dialects from High German. The sound changes [p] > [pf], [t] > [ts] that characterize the Southern German dialects have not occurred in the North, e.g.: High German (HD) Apfel, Dutch (D) appel, Plautdiitsch (PD) [apal]; HD Zeit, D tijd, PD [tit]: Low German also has a great number of words that are unknown in High German, but not in Dutch. The Plautdiitsch word [fandoe] (other Low German dialects have similar forms) today, is vandaag in Dutch, but heute in High German. These two elements give Plautdiitsch a very familiar ring to the Dutch ear. At the lexical level, the language of the Siberian Mennonites mirrors the history of these people. Most words are known from various Low German dialects: [hy:] house, [drk] busy, [man:] between.

Most of the hundred or so loanwords from Dutch (Tolkosdorff 1990) found in dialects spoken in the Weichsel delta area have disappeared from Siberian Plautdiitsch. A few survivors are [ziba:sa:n] from Dutch aalbes ‘black currant’, [moe:] or [mev:] from D mouw ‘sleeve’, [takxonts] with initial [t] as in D tachig ‘eighty’. The word [pim:] is the descendant of pijnlijk (obsolete in this meaning) ‘diligent’ - in Plautdiitsch is has come to mean ‘quick’.

Frisian seems not to have left many traces in the Plautdiitsch lexicon, but with certainty of Frisian origin is [f:st:] ‘wedding’, from Frisian kast ‘choice’. [ji:nt'ot'a:st'] ‘the slaughtering of a pig’ must originally have meant ‘the choosing of a pig to be slaughtered’.

More dominating in the lexicon are the many loanwords of Slavonic (Polish, Ukrainian, Russian) origin. In particular, the influence of Russian on all levels has become very strong, as our field work recordings show.

CONCLUSION

In the Germanic language family, Plautdiitsch claims a special place. Its long isolation from other German dialects and its close contacts with other languages have given it a specific character, which to some extent can be compared to that of Yiddish. The Plautdiitsch language, the sole descendant from the many West Prussian Low German dialects once used in the Weichsel delta area, is now spoken by Mennonites in many countries and has partly taken over the religious factor as the main identity marker for this ethnic group. It is a pity that a language, that managed to survive centuries of isolation and many years of prohibition, should now disappear where it has long had its most speakers - in Siberia. The increasing emigration to Germany has left many Mennonite villages russified more than decades of Soviet rassification policy could accomplish. The Plautdiitsch speakers who choose to stay find it more and more difficult to provide their children with a Plautdiitsch speaking environment, and in the long run it must be feared that the language will lose much ground to Russian. In Germany, the children of Russian Mennonite immigrants will almost certainly only have passive knowledge of Plautdiitsch.

One can only hope that the language will survive in North America and the isolated colonies in South America's, where a revival can be observed.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY ON THE USE OF ACCENTUATION AND GIVEN/NEW INFORMATION IN SPEECH PROCESSING
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ABSTRACT

Two experiments were carried out to investigate whether the quality of speech intelligibility influences the use of the interdependence between ('given/new') information and accentuation in speech processing. Both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners were tested. The results of the two experiments showed that, as speech becomes less intelligible, listeners depend increasingly on the interdependence between information value and accentuation.

INTRODUCTION

Previous research on speech perception has shown that the distribution of ('given/new') information and accentuation over sentences is strongly connected. Terken and Nootboom [1] found in a series of sentence verification experiments that 'new' information is usually processed faster if it is accented, while 'given' information is generally processed faster if it is de-accented.

The aim of the present research is to deepen our insight into factors influencing listeners' use of information and accentuation. Do listeners' strategies shift under the influence of, for instance, speech intelligibility? It is likely that listeners make more optimal use of the information-accentuation correspondence if word processing is complicated by the fact that the quality of speech intelligibility is low. When the speech signal is degraded, supra-segmental information is usually preserved better than segmental information, and therefore prosodic cues may be used by listeners to interpret the signal. As 'new' information is usual-ly accented, a sentence accent may be interpreted as a marker of 'new' information. The absence of an accent on a focused constituent may be interpreted as an indication of 'given' information. The interdependence also seems useful to hearing-impaired listeners who cannot distinguish all the segments, but can perceive the intonation of utterances. However, research by Vingerling [2] led to the conclusion that the hearing-impaired subjects use speech intensity, rather than intonation, as a cue to accentuation. Linguistic patterns concerning accentuation seemed of little importance to the hearing-impaired listeners.

In the study presently described, it is assumed that, when segmental information is not easily available, both hearing-impaired and normal-hearing listeners will exploit the interdependence between information value and accentuation to the fullest, by regarding accented words as 'new' and unaccented words as 'given'. In order to make a fair comparison between normal-hearing and hearing-impaired subjects, a two-choice task was designed. Target words were embedded in sentences and provided either 'given' or 'new' information, they were either accented or unaccented. The subjects had to choose between two word candidates that differed in the last consonant by one phonetic feature (e.g., mat/map).

A pretest was carried out to determine the intelligibility of the sentence materials for the hearing-impaired subjects, given a certain sound level. The intention was to achieve comparable intelligibility scores for both groups of listeners. For normal-hearing subjects USASI noise was used to reduce the quality of speech. Given a signal level of about 60 dB and a signal-to-noise ratio of roughly 0 dB for normal-hearing listeners, the average intelligibility score on test words for both groups of listeners in the pretest was 41%. A S/N ratio of 0 dB was therefore employed again in the main experiment.

An on-line two-choice task results in two different types of dependent variable: response latency (in ms) and accuracy rate (in %). It was predicted that both normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners would make more correct decisions and have shorter latencies for accented 'new' and unaccented 'given' target words than for unaccented 'new' and accented 'given' words.

METHOD

Material

Word material. Thirty pairs of Dutch word candidates consisting of high-frequency monomorphic nouns that differed only in the final consonant (e.g., map/mats, file/mat) were selected.

Sentence material. The target words were embedded in sentence contexts that did not bias subjects toward one of the words of a pair. The sentence materials consisted of questions and answers in pairs. When a question contained a target word, this word was considered 'given' in the answer, otherwise it was new. The target words in the answers were either accented or not. Accent patterns were only considered correct when a 'new' word was accented, and a 'given' word unaccented. There is a difference, however, between correctness of accent pattern and correctness of response. A response was considered correct when the word was chosen that was actually offered in the answer, independent of the correctness of the accent pattern. An English transliteration of word candidates, sentence materials, and correct and incorrect accent patterns is given in Table 1.

Table 1. English example of materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accent pattern</th>
<th>Example of materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N + A</td>
<td>Did the little girl hurt her MOUTH? She accidentally hurt her MOUSE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G + U</td>
<td>Did the little girl hurt her MOUTH? She ACCIDENTALLY hurt her mouth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N + U</td>
<td>Did the little girl hurt her MOUTH? She accidentally hurt her MOUTH.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Realisation. All sentences were read by a male phonetician and recorded on DAT. Sentence accents were realised as so-called 'pointed hats'. Sentences were digitized with a sampling frequency of 10 kHz.

Subjects

Fourteen subjects, between 22 and 30 years old, who had participated in the pretest were tested. Seven subjects had self-reported normal hearing. Seven subjects had a bilateral sensorineural prelingual hearing loss. According to their audiograms, average audiometric threshold at octave frequencies form 250 Hz to 2000 Hz were 65, 60, 69 and 68 dB HL (mean 70–72.8). The HI subjects performed the tests without hearing aids.

Procedure

Subjects had to listen to sequences of questions and answers and simultaneously look at a computer screen. The questions were first shown orthographically and then presented auditorily. The answers were presented auditorily only. During the answers, two similar words appeared on the screen immediately after the target words (e.g., mouth-mouse). Subjects had to decide as fast as possible which of the two words they had just heard in the answer, and push a corresponding button. Reaction times were
measured from the offsets of the target words. The sessions took approximately 20 minutes.

**Design**

Fixed factors were Information (‘given/-new’), Accent (plus/minus), and Listener group (HI/NH); random factors were Item and Subject (nested within Listener group). The percentages and latencies were subjected to separate analyses of variance, with subjects ($F_1$) and items ($F_2$) as random factors respectively.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Both NH and HI subjects failed to respond on approximately 2% of the trials offered. Of the remaining responses, the HI subjects had 67% correct, and the NH subjects 85%. This response accuracy was high as compared to the pretest (41%) and probably due to the fact that a forced binary choice was employed in the main experiment, whereas free report was used in the pretest. Figure 1 gives the percentages as a function of Accent, Information and Listener group.

The effects of Accent and Listener group were significant in the analyses (at $p<.001$). The two-way interaction between Accent and Listener group was also significant in subject and item analyses (at $p<.05$). The three-way interaction between Accent, Information and Listener group reached significance as well (at $p<.05$).

NH and HI listeners followed different strategies in making their choices. Only ‘accent’ played a role in the decisions of NH subjects, it had a highly significant effect in a separate analysis on the NH group of listeners ($p<.001$). There was no interaction between Information and Accent. In the analyses on the HI group of listeners, both Accent and the two-way interaction between Accent and Information reached significance ($p<.05$). The latencies revealed similar response patterns, but also showed an effect of Information. Both HI and NH listeners responded faster to ‘new’ than to ‘given’ words. There was an effect of Listener group since the response times of NH and HI subjects differed 200 ms on average.

On the basis of response accuracy and latency results, the experimental predictions appear correct only for HI listeners. The question arises whether this might be due to a higher intelligibility of speech for the NH subjects. Both percentages of correct responses and latencies indicate that the noise level determined in the pretest was not optimal for comparing the two listener groups in the main experiment. In order to find out whether NH subjects would behave like HI subjects when the intelligibility of speech was more severely reduced, a second experiment was carried out.

**EXPERIMENT II**

In this experiment, a different group of seven NH subjects was tested with the same stimulus material and a reduced S/N ratio (of approximately -9dB).

**Results**

In the replication experiment, NH subjects failed to respond on 2% of the trials. Only 70% of the remaining answers was correct. This percentage closely approximated that of the HI subjects earlier. Figure 2 gives the average percentages as a function of Accent and Information. Apart from a significant main effect of Accent ($p<.001$), a significant interaction between Information and Accent was found in the analyses ($p<.05$). The latencies for NH subjects in this experiment were longer (+100ms on average) than in the previous experiment and revealed similar significances. The outcome shows that NH listeners also use the information-accentuation interdependence when the segmental quality of speech is severely reduced.

**GENERAL DISCUSSION**

A first conclusion from this study is that normal-hearing listeners make better use of the interdependence between information and accentuation when the segmental quality of speech is more reduced. This interdependence showed an asymmetry, however. Listeners did benefit from the presence of sentence accents on ‘new’ words, but the importance of de-accentuation for ‘given’ information was less clear. This asymmetry may have been induced by the experimental set-up and materials, but the phenomenon was also witnessed in experiments by others (e.g., [3]). A recent study [4] showed that de-accentuation seems less important in processing identically repeated ‘given’ information than in processing more implicit ‘given’ information.

A second conclusion is that the prelingual hearing-impaired subjects in these experiments effectively used the interdependence between information value and accentuation. From a comparison between the hearing-impaired subjects in the first experiment and the normal-hearing in the second experiment, it can be concluded that these listeners do not intrinsically differ in their use of the interdependence.

The findings in these experiments were also interpreted in terms of a temporal perspective on speech processing [4]. If listeners cannot identify word forms on the basis of segmental information only, word form identification is delayed. Incoming perceptual information on accents (e.g., intonation) and higher order knowledge on the distribution of information and accentuation are then employed to select a word candidate.
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ABSTRACT

Speakers pronounce words less clearly when their referents are Given. Speakers’ control of intelligibility is shown to reflect a rough, schematic account of the shared Given information in dialogue. The relative reduction in intelligibility from a first to a second mention of an entity [1] was unaffected by the identity of the original mentioner, the visibility of the entity, and even by the identity of the listener.

INTRODUCTION

Although printed tokens of a word remain uniform, spoken instances will vary, even when they are produced by a single speaker in a single conversation. Part of the typical variability of speech in informative. It is created by the speaker for the listener’s sake.

The duration and the intelligibility of different tokens of a word have been shown to be affected by the availability of information other than the token’s acoustic shape which might aid word recognition. For example, the more predictable a word is from the sentence context in which it is read, the less intelligible it is (i.e., the lower the proportion of listeners recognizing it) when it is excerpted from that context [2]. More interesting from the point of view of the communicability of extended discourse, word tokens are less intelligible when they refer to Given entities, both those which are, in Prince’s [3] terms, textually evoked by previous literal mention [1, 4] and those which are situationally evoked by the visible presence of named item [5].

The tendency to degrade redundant tokens seems wonderfully cooperative in Grice’s sense of the term [6]; speakers seem to follow a maxim of articulatory quantity in adjusting acoustic information to meet listeners’ needs. In the appropriate contexts, less intelligible repeated tokens are actually helpful to listeners, for they make better prompts to earlier discourse material, either because they signal listeners to associate the word’s meaning with some entity already established in a discourse [1, 7] or simply because stored information must be called into play for successful on-line recognition of such items [8].

Unfortunately, degraded tokens are not restricted to contexts in which the listener can recover the conditioning information. Excerpted word intelligibility is equally closely correlated to predictability from sentence context (as assessed by adults) in spontaneous speech to small children and to adults [10], despite the fact that small children have far less mastery of the syntax and vocabulary of those sentences. Word intelligibility reduces across repetitions of a parent’s utterance to his/her child, despite the fact that adults repeat themselves to children precisely because children appear not to have noticed earlier tokens of the utterance [5]. Word intelligibility also reduces when adults edit their recorded dictations in the work-place, even though the audio-typist will never hear the original version of the utterance because the speaker has just intentionally erased it [4].

We report several studies designed to determine how far speakers’ adjustment of intelligibility is keyed to shared knowledge and how far it uses the speaker’s own knowledge to model what is Given for the listener.

EXPERIMENT 1

The first experiment asked how cooperatively speakers interpret the notion ‘textually evoked’ in dialogue. If speakers adjust their clarity in response to their own contributions, only entities they have introduced themselves are Given and only self-repetitions should show a repetition effect, a loss of intelligibility from first to second (co-referential) mention. If speakers contribute to common Given set, however, then both self-repetitions and other-repetitions should show the effect.

Method

Corpus. To determine what controls the speaker’s adjustments we must have an accurate idea of the information which speaker and listener command jointly and individually, including information which each has about what the other knows. For this reason all experiments reported here used word tokens from the HCRC Map Task Corpus [9].

In the 128 unscripted conversations of this corpus, pairs of speakers collaborated to reproduce on one’s schematic map a route printed on the other’s. Neither speaker could see the other’s map while reading the information relevant to the task appeared on the maps. The speakers’ maps differed in that some extent in the names, number, and location of landmarks. Speakers were warned in advance that their maps would not match exactly. Each speaker was Instruction Giver twice for the same map, each time with a different Instruction Follower, though no participant was ever Follower on a particular map more than once. After participating in a series of dialogues, each speaker read a list of landmark names covering the maps just used. (For other details of design see [10]). All materials were recorded on DAT (Sony DTC1000ES) using one Shure SM10A close-talking microphone and one DAT channels per participant.

The design factors make it possible to find word tokens in spontaneous speech which are supported to different degrees by visible or shared between speaker and listener and to compare their intelligibility with ‘citation’ or list forms of the same items uttered by the same speaker.

Design and Procedure. The materials were all single word tokens: 48 introductory mentions of shared landmarks, that is landmarks appearing on both maps, second mentions of these by the same speaker, 48 more first mentions by one speaker and their repetitions by the other, as well the same items read by the same speakers in a list.

In all the other experiments reported below, words were excerpted from digitally recorded materials by examining spectrogram and time-amplitude waveform representations and listening to the raw waveform of repetitions. Cut points were set at 0-crossings. Each original word speech file was multiplied, sample by sample, by a 16kHz file of random noise (where all sample values were in the range 0.5 to 1.5) of the same length. In each resulting stimulus, amplitude was related to that of the original speech and data points had the same signs as the sampled data values they replaced. Stimuli were presented from DAT with an ISL of 8 seconds. Word tokens were allocated to different presentation tapes according to a Latin squares design.

Eight groups of 10 undergraduate subjects from the same population as the original speakers attempted to identify the words, with only one token of every type heard by any one subject.

Results

Scores for correct recognition were then submitted to ANOVAs by subjects and by materials. ANOVAs were performed both on raw intelligibility, the proportion of correct identifications, and intelligibility loss, the difference between correct identifications between careful citation tokens and spontaneous mentions. The loss analyses remove differences in baseline citation form intelligibility from consideration. The two kind of analysis conform on the critical results. Table 1 and the reported statistics are based on intelligibility loss.

As Table 1 showed, the effect of repetition, though significant ($F_{1}(1,72) = 5.90, p < .02$; $F_{2}(1, 80) = 5.26, p = .02$) was not sensitive to the identity of the original introducer of the entity [Repeat x mention: $F_{1}(1, 21) = 1.24$; $F_{2}(1, 20) = .28$. Since intelligibility is lost to the same degree for entities which either speaker has introduced, speakers would seem to retain a common standard of textually evoked given entities.

EXPERIMENT 2

The next pair of experiments asked about the notion ‘situationally evoked’, that is, Given by virtue of being present to the senses as mention is made. A critical part of the map task is finding the landmarks mentioned by the other speaker. A cooperative speaker might mitigate intelligibility loss in a second mention if s/he knew that a landmark did not appear on the listener’s map. The comparison was made for tokens of items which were textually evoked for both participants, because they had been mentioned before, and situationally evoked for the speaker, who could see them. Only some of these were reported as being present on the listener’s map.
Table 1. Difference between intelligibility of citation and running speech forms of words repeated under several conditions (Experiments 1-3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>Mention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Categories</td>
<td>Token 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt 1: Speakers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt 2: Listener can refer to</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparently</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparently not</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt 3: Speaker can refer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expt 4: Different listeners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st pass</td>
<td>.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd pass</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERIMENT 3

Speakers’ might have been insensitive to listeners’ ability to see landmarks because they lacked interest in what listeners could bring to the task of recognizing words. Alternatively, visual access might affect intelligibility only in creating Given status [5], not in reinforcing it. To test this hypothesis, effects of the speaker’s own visual access to the named item were examined.

Method

All items were items introduced and repeated by different participants, so that comparison required examining first, second, and respective citation form conditions. For 48 such items, the speaker did not have the relevant landmark on his/her own map. For another 48, s/he did. Four groups of 9 Subjects were used.

Results

Intelligibility was reduced in one speaker’s repetition of another’s introduction to the same degree whether (.15) or not (.19) the speaker had visual access to the landmark named. [Mention: Min F'(1, 116) = 10.52, p < .005; Mention X visual access: F1 < 1; F2 < 1]. Apparently, once an item is textually evoked, neither speaker’s visual access to the supplementary visual information will affect delivery.

EXPERIMENT 4

In this experiment we ask whether the set of Given entities are marked with the identity of the individuals who know they are Given. In a map task dialogue, the Giver’s strategy ought to be keyed to how much the listener knows Givers instruct two different Followers in a single map route. A cooperative Giver should introduce each landmark to the second Follower as clearly as s/he did to the first.

Method

The stimuli here were introductory tokens of the same landmark names uttered by the same speaker in 2 dialogues using the same map but differing in the identity of the listener. Forty-eight item triples were used (first mention to first listener, first mention to second listener, citation form) were used. Because there were some lexical duplications, the 48 were divided into 2 sub-sets and distributed by Latin square among 3 groups of 9 Subjects for identification.

Results

Second-pass introduction (textually evoked for the speaker though New for the new listener) showed greater intelligibility loss vis-a-vis the citation form (.18) than the first-pass introduction (.07) (New for both speaker and listener)(Scheffé at p < .01). Once an entity is entered in a representation of material textually-evoked by anyone, speakers appear to be insensitive to whether the current listener was witness to a previous mention.

CONCLUSIONS

The general conclusion is that intelligibility is closely controlled by the absence or presence of the named entity in a record of material textually evoked within a dialogue. Once represented in this record, an entity is named by more degraded word tokens, regardless of any other speaker or listener knowledge about the earlier mention or the entity. This arrangement bespeaks a limitation in speakers: although the basic modellling keeps a record of the shared dialogue, modeling listeners minutely while giving accurate instructions may be more burdensome, because conversationalists have a combination of tasks. In most natural dialogues, where speaker and listener are together in time and space, and where the speaker is not iterating the same message for succession of listeners, the simplifying assumptions are correct: speaker and listener hear and see the same things, and should remember the same things about a conversation. Hence tracking any differences in situational or textual context is unnecessary. Like those ground-dwelling birds which retrieve the [11] largest visible round object when their eggs roll off the nest, speakers demonstrate what is usually a harmless oversimplification. If, however, there are large round stones near the bird, or if the listener does not share a viewpoint with the speaker, then the error is not harmless at all. The listener may be at great a disadvantage as the oystercatcher’s egg.

In support this final claim, we can cite subsidiary results from Experiment 2. We had examined repetitions of names of landmarks which appeared on the speaker’s map but not the listener’s. Now we looked at the first mentions which preceded the two responses open to the listener, correctly denying having the landmark, and incorrectly failing to report its absence. The first tokens with faulty replies were unusually unintelligible for introductory mentions. Since less intelligible tokens may be interpreted as referring to Given information, we may be dealing here with speakers’ egocentric errors that carried a cost.

This work was supported by the ESRC(UK) via the HRC, Dr. Doherty-Sneddon is now at the Department of Psychology, University of Stirling. Address for correspondence: E. G. Bard, HRC, University of Edinburgh, 2 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8 9LL, UK
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ABSTRACT

Everyday experience suggests that many disfluencies pass unnoticed by listeners attending to speech. This paper presents the results of a perception experiment on a corpus of spontaneous Dutch speech, where the subjects are asked to detect disfluencies as they compare a transcript with the recording they are hearing. The results show that many disfluencies are missed by listeners even when they are trying to spot them.

INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous speech contains frequent occurrences of filled pauses (uh, um), repetitions (the the door is on the left) and false starts (put the move the plant to the left), all of which may be referred to as disfluencies or repairs. These phenomena occur with great frequency in normal, spontaneous speech (e.g. [1, 2]), and yet we as listeners rarely seem to notice them. Researchers who have to transcribe normal speech often report finding it hard to detect disfluencies, to transcribe them correctly and to place them correctly even when they are specifically listening for them or doing verbatim transcriptions. Computational models of speech understanding, on the other hand, will attempt to assign lexical descriptions to everything in the speech signal and then try to resolve anomalies via mainly syntactic information (e.g. [3, 4]). It seems that the human listener may have a very useful ability to avoid some of the processing problems suggested by computational models: many disfluencies may be “filtered” out before lexical or syntactic processing commences.

Previous work on the perception of speech with disfluency has shown that under certain conditions disfluency can be detected very early in the speech signal, even before the recognition of the first word after the interruption, and that prosodic information might play an important part [1, 5, 6, 7]. But under more normal listening conditions, it may be that many disfluencies are missed altogether. Some previous work has discussed the phenomenon we examine here to a limited extent. Martin and Strange (1968) [8] suggested that listeners noticed very few disfluencies and tended to displace the few that they heard towards clause boundaries. Duez (1993) [9] found that “prepausal” lengthening was a valuable cue to the detection of self-interruptions in French speech. But in neither case was much distinction made between types of disfluency. The eventual aim of the present study is to discover, via perceptual experiments, which types of disfluency are most likely to be missed by listeners and to look for explanations for this perceptual illusion. The work described in this paper is a first step towards this aim. We also describe a larger project for which this work can be seen as a pilot study.

CORPUS

The spontaneous speech materials used for the experiments were a set of 6 instructional monologues in Dutch collected and transcribed orthographically by Blauw [10] and based on an idea by Terken [11]. In each monologue, a different male native speaker of Dutch described the construction of a picture of a house from pieces of coloured card to a listener who was neither visible nor audible to him. The length of the six monologues varied from about 3 minutes to about 17 minutes, depending on the amount of detail each speaker considered necessary for successful completion of the task.

Disfluencies were marked in the transcription by the author and checked by two other phoneticians.

The corpus consisted of a total of 4855 words in which 762 disfluencies, including silent pauses, filled pauses, repetitions and false starts, were identified. Disfluencies thus occurred every 6.4 words overall, with rates for individual speakers ranging from every 5.3 words to every 9.6 words. The disfluency types which concern us for the present study are filled pauses (N = 208), repetitions (N = 65) and false starts (N = 96).

EXPERIMENT

Materials

The speech materials used for the experiment were the full recordings of the six monologues described above. These were presented over stereo headphones from DAT tapes. The original transcriptions of the monologues were edited so that all disfluencies were removed as well as all labels and then printed out with double spacing between lines and triple spacing at major instruction boundaries to make it easier for subjects to follow them. In addition to the transcriptions, several pieces of coloured card were provided, which could be used to form a picture of a house.

Subjects and Procedure

Twenty subjects were paid to partake in the experiment. All were native speakers of Dutch, students or staff of the University of Utrecht, between the ages of 18 and 30, who reported no hearing defects.

Subjects were seated in a sound-proof booth and given an instruction sheet to read, describing the task. When it was clear that the subjects understood the instructions clearly, the experiment began. Subjects were asked to listen to the tape and follow the transcriptions, marking with a cross any point at which the speech and the script differed. At the same time, subjects carried out the house-building task described in the monologues: this ensured that they were actually attending to the meaning of the speech, rather than concentrating fully on spotting anomalies, and thus made the listening task more realistic.

At the end of each monologue, the tape was stopped and the house that the subject had built was examined. Each subject was tested individually. The running time for the experiment was about 50 minutes.

Results

For each filled pause, repetition and false start, the number of subjects detecting the disfluency was totaled and these totals were then averaged for each type of disfluency. In many cases the outcomes for an individual disfluency were confused by the adjacency of another or by the fact
that one occurred within another (a filled pause or a repetition might be found within a false start, for example) so it was impossible to decide which to count as having been detected or missed. For this reason, from the original totals of disfluencies found in the corpus, we were left with 125 “clean” filled pauses, 16 “clean” single word repetitions, insufficient numbers of other repetitions, and 29 “clean” false starts.

Subjects were able to detect filled pauses 55.2% of the time. A clear difference was found between detection of filled pauses which were within sentences and those between sentences. Within sentences, filled pauses were correctly spotted 51.4% of the time (N = 88), while between sentences they were more easily detected (65.4%, N = 37).

A difference in the detectability of repetitions and false starts is suggested by the outcomes for those with single-word reparanda: single-word repetitions were detected only 27% of the time (N = 16), where false starts of the same length (in number of words) were detected at a rate of 39.3% (N = 7). In addition, longer false starts appeared to be easier to spot, with a 50% success rate (N = 22) for those with a reparandum of two words or more. Note that longer and more complex disfluencies were excluded from the analysis because of their complexity but that their rate of detection could be estimated at 90-100%.

**DISCUSSION**

A transcription-checking experiment tested the ability of listeners to detect disfluencies in spontaneous speech.

All types of disfluency included in the analysis showed lower than optimal rates of detection, ranging from 27% for single-word repetitions to 65.4% for filled pauses.

Differences were found between certain types. Filled pauses between sentences were easier to detect than those within sentences. There are a number of possible explanations for the difference, which will be investigated further in later work: filled pauses between sentences may simply be acoustically more prominent than those within either because of features of the filled pauses themselves (e.g. mid-clause filled pauses have pitch features which vary with their context [12]) or because of a more prominent pause context [9]; cognitive processing load on the listener may be lighter between sentences, allowing greater attention to the detection task, rather than to understanding the message. Single-word repetitions were harder to detect than false starts of the same length: one possible explanation for this is that “clean” repetitions are likely to be “prospective” and thus less likely than other types to be accompanied by pause [13] which has been suggested as a possible cue to detection [9]; another explanation may be that since such repetitions are most likely to be short function words [1], they will be less prominent acoustically and perceptually than the words occurring in false starts of the same or greater length. Finally, the expected result that disfluencies with longer reparanda would be easier to detect was confirmed.

The number of “clean” tokens available in this corpus makes it difficult to come to firm conclusions on these results alone. However, the indications suggested here provide useful seeds for further study, which will involve a considerably larger amount of data.

**WORK IN PROGRESS**

The work described in this paper provides useful input to a larger project currently underway at the University of Edinburgh. Using the IICRC map task corpus [14] and performing a series of transcription experiments and acoustic and prosodic analyses we investigate the relationship between the tendency of disfluencies not to disrupt the processing of speech and the acoustic and prosodic features of such speech. It is hoped that this research will be of great value to our general understanding of how listeners process spontaneous speech.
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SENTENCE COMPREHENSION AND TEXT COMPREHENSION: CHILDREN'S STRATEGIES

M. Gösü
Research Institute for Linguistics, Budapest, Hungary

ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper was to investigate the strategies children use when comprehending sentences vs. texts. 100 preschool girls and boys took part in the experiments. The results reveal a number of strategies the children use when showing age-required performance or when underperforming. Children of this age have better developed strategies for sentences than for texts, and their operations at the highest level seem to be restricted.

INTRODUCTION
The various levels of the speech decoding process are differentially involved in a comprehension task and are assumed to be activated according to the actual speech in-put. Participation of the higher levels (comprehension, associations) depends on the complexity and size of the speech input, i.e. on the semantic and syntactic contents [1]. After the successful analysis of a sentence without any context, comprehension might take place without the activation of the level of associations. However, full comprehension of a text usually involves the operations of the highest level as well. This difference explains the cases of good understanding of sentences when having problems with text comprehension, and the cases of good comprehension of texts when having problems with sentence understanding. The latter appears e.g. in the key-word-strategy phase of first language acquisition when the child's decoding mechanism operates with familiar words to understand longer text-like utterances. This strategy works with the activation of associations where these operations "replace" the actual lexical and syntactic access the child would have needed [2]. On the contrary, despite acceptable sentence comprehension children sometimes are not able to figure out the text cohesion, to realize the semantic interrelations within sentences and the semantics of these interrelations, i.e. to comprehend the text. From the aspect of speech comprehension, it is obvious that this process can work with or without problems since the output is defined by the necessary levels involved in the operations.

Questions have arisen concerning the comprehension strategies of preschool children since great differences had been found in their performances. A series of experiments has been carried out to answer the following questions: (i) What are the strategies Hungarian preschool children use when understanding sentences and texts? (ii) What are their problems in the comprehension tasks? (iii) How do our results relate to the language acquisition process of Hungarian 6-year-olds?

METHOD AND MATERIAL
For the sake of this experiment an immediate off-line method of the GMP standardized Hungarian test [3] has been chosen. Sentence comprehension was checked by using colour pictures. 10 sentences with various semantic and syntactic structures were created focusing on four criteria. (i) Those word classes, morphological and syntactic structures were selected that appear latest in the Hungarian-speaking children's speech production. (ii) Those semantic and lexical units were preferred that occur in children's speech production at the examined age relatively rarely. (iii) All sentences should be stored and reproduced easily. (iv) All sentences and the opposite of their semantic content were to be easily represented in a picture. The semantic difference of these pairs of sentences was to be demonstrated by one visual difference in the picture. The size of the sentences were similar taking into consideration the operation of the short-term memory. E.g.: The girl must give the book to the boy. (In the picture the boy gives the book to the girl.)

After showing the two pictures (one for the target and another for the opposite sentence) the examiner uttered the target sentence to the child whose task was to choose one of the two pictures appropriate to the utterance heard. For the text comprehension task, a short story about animals was used that had been recorded by a male voice. The total duration of the story was 1.15 minutes. The speech tempo of the speaker was 10.2 sounds/s on average (i.e. slower than the adults' average). Ten comprehension questions were created concerning the details and the interrelations of the text (wh-questions). The child's task was to listen to the story and to answer the examiner's 10 questions.

100 children were tested individually from three ordinary Hungarian kindergartens with heterogeneous social background. Those 6-year-olds were selected for the experiment who were going to start the school the next school-year. Their ages were between 6.0 and 6.11: 51 girls and 49 boys.

RESULTS
Results show that children's sentence comprehension is better than their text comprehension in all subgroups of the tested 6-year-olds (Fig 1). This means that the activation of the level of associations seems to be difficult for the majority of children, however, there are differences in the performances across subgroups in both tests (Tables 1 and 2).

Figure 1. Average values of sentence and text comprehension in the age-subgroups.

Table 1. Data of correct answers of six-year-olds in sentence understanding test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>sentence comprehension</th>
<th>average (%)</th>
<th>range (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6-0-6-3</td>
<td>girls</td>
<td>82.38/71.66</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>40-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-4-6-7</td>
<td>boys</td>
<td>85/80.52</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8-6,11</td>
<td>girls</td>
<td>78/80.71</td>
<td>50-90</td>
<td>50-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-8-6,11</td>
<td>boys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
<td>81.79/77.63</td>
<td>79.71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparisons have been made to the standard value that is minimum 80% correct comprehension of all sentences for this age. According to the average data our preschool children show some backwardness, particularly the youngest boys and the oldest girls. The range of children's correct performance is relatively wide. 70.62% of all children have reached the expected level (their results show 80% or better correct performance in this test). However, almost 30% of all children have performed extremely poorly. Their performance is equal to the sentence comprehension of the normally developed Hungarian-speaking 5-year-olds.

Text comprehension was much worse with the tested children, according to the standardized data (GMP). A significant difference (p<0.001) has been found.
between the standard value of 6-year-olds' text comprehension (minimum 70% correct answers) and our 6-year-olds' performance (average: 62.3%). For the speech perception process it is supposed that almost 50% of our tested children either (i) are unable to activate the level of associations during comprehension or, (ii) their operations at this level are false and/or ambiguous. 29.92% of all children could answer 5 or less questions correctly while 16.72% of all children performed according to the standard performance of the normally developed Hungarian-speaking 3- and 4-year-olds.

Table 2. Data of correct answers of 6-year-olds in text-comprehension test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages</th>
<th>Correct text comprehension average (%)</th>
<th>range (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>girls/boys</td>
<td>60/55.5</td>
<td>20-90/10-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,0-6,3</td>
<td>52.77/65.2</td>
<td>10-90/30-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6,4-6,7</td>
<td>71/69.28</td>
<td>40-90/40-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>61.25/63.36</td>
<td>(62.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are only three sentences where the false answers were relatively frequent: one concerning a semantic unit, another one concerning morphological homonyms with diverse semantics and the third one concerning a syntactic structure. There have been false answers in 25% of all responses for the sentence: The mouse has almost reached the cheese. Here, the ambiguous interpretation of the word meaning 'almost' is the reason for the false responses. For the second case 44% of all answers were incorrect which had been caused by the homonymous morphological structure of the dative suffix -nak 'to' and that marking the subject of the verb 'must' (cf. the sentence in English: The girl must give the book to the boy.). For the third sentence, Before drinking, the bear had eaten something, 61% of all responses were incorrect.

Analysis of children's text comprehension shows that there were only 4 questions answered correctly in 70% or more. All of them concerned the details of the heard text. 50% or more of all answers were false for the two following questions. Both of them concerned details presented at the very beginning of the story. The answers for these questions with the majority of children show the unnecessary activation of the level of associations. Instead of the right answers the children tried to give a structurally adequate but semantically inappropriate answer.

INTERRELATIONS OF SENTENCE COMPREHENSION AND TEXT COMPREHENSION

There can be a very clear explanation for the equal performance of children in both tests independently of the correctness of their interpretation. The ambiguous and/or false or, the unambiguous and good operations at various levels of the decoding process lead to an equality of performance: the child either comprehends speech (both sentences and texts) without any problem in semantics and in syntactic relations or, the child fails because of distorted working of his processes. The interesting questions in this latter case are: which are these operations and how much are they distorted?

There were children who showed different performance depending on the speech input. Two different types have been found: (i) the child's performance meets the age requirements in sentence comprehension but not in text comprehension, and (ii) the child's performance meets the age requirements in text comprehension but not in sentence comprehension. 12 out of 100 children were found to perform better in text comprehension than in sentence comprehension. These children are able to use and activate the necessary associations immediately before completing the lexical access since their operations here are ambiguous. This performance can be understood as a transformation of the former 'key-word-strategy' at a higher cognitive level. The essential difference is that the original key-word-strategy functioned within an age-characteristic decoding mechanism where total lack of certain semantic and syntactic knowledge was substituted by the comprehension of interrelations of key words. However, at the age of 6 there is an ambiguous knowledge concerning certain semantic and syntactic units and this uncertainty is substituted by an attempt to comprehend the interrelations of supposedly comprehended items within a text. Those children, whose sentence comprehension was good, succeeded (this is our 12 children) but those children whose sentence comprehension was below the age-requirements were unable to use this strategy (17 children).

31 children performed well in the sentence comprehension task while they underperformed in the text comprehension task. What strategy could these children use? It can be claimed that the speech decoding process of these children operates well up to the level of associations. It means that they are able to be successful with lexical access, and they are able to identify both the semantic and syntactic interrelations across a small number of words. However, they are unable to find the connections among certain items of a longer speech input, a text. For the reason of that two possibilities suggest themselves. (i) Their speech perception processes work slowly because each level needs too much information to operate and this time consuming working does not allow the mechanism to operate at the highest level as well. (ii) The level of associations with these children may be unmatured, i.e. the operations are similar to those of children of younger ages. It is likely that both explanations are correct in the sense that there are children of whom (i) and others of whom (ii) is characteristic.

DISCUSSION

1. Our results have confirmed that (i) there is a significant difference between sentence and text comp-rehension of the tested 6-year-olds (p<0.001), and (ii) that sentence comp-rehension is better than text comp-rehension. Children's decoding strategies at the tested age are better for sentences than for texts.

2. No significant difference has been found either among the age-subgroups' performances or between girls and boys. There is one exception: there are 11 boys out of those 17 children who underperformed in both tests.

3. Comparing our data to the standard values shows that 17% of all children are risk children for learning to read and write [4].

4. Various strategies have been found for solving the sentence and text comprehension tasks involving partly or completely the necessary levels of the decoding process. The strategy the child is supposed to use has also been supported by the correctness difference in the two types of tests used.
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A DATA BASE
TO EXTRACT PROSODIC KNOWLEDGE
WITH A NUMERICAL AND SYMBOLICAL LEARNING SYSTEM

J.J. Schneider and H. Méloni
Laboratoire d'Informatique d'Avignon, France

ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a representation language to conceive prosodic data bases to extract prosodic knowledge in explicit rules form with a learning system working with numerical and symbolical information.

The multiplicity of parameters at work (acoustic, linguistic, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic, ...) make the realisation of a prosodic labelling complex. In the first time, we present the common basis principles of the prosodic models, and we define a representation language suited to this models. In the second part of this paper we present, in succinct way, the general methodology and tools to extract the prosodic knowledge. And, to illustrate our aims, we propose a prosodic labelling of the utterance to realise a prosodic data base on which we use the previous tools.

PROSODIC LABELLING - METHODOLOGY
All prosodic models, in spite of their differences, have two common basis principles: (a) the melodic, rhythmic and intensity continuum could be segmented into discreet units, (b) the great congruence between the organisation of the utterance and prosodic organisation of the message [1][2][4].

THE INSTANCE LANGUAGE
For each unit, we combine a description of the prosodic parameters with a description of the organisation of the utterance. To realise this language we define the following descriptions.

An Elementary Description
The smaller description unit, called elementary description, is a pair (attribute value). Attribute is a symbolic label whose meaning is known by the expert, and value is an homogeneous data list which characterise the elementary description.

Example 1 : elementary descriptions
(PointA (+1.1 -3.05 +5.2))
(ValueMax (128))
(Couleur ['bleu foncé'])

A simple data list don't exactly characterise an elementary description. For each one [3], we combine a type, a nature and an environment defined as following.

The type is the set of possible values. We define two types, the first one is numerical to describe crude data, and the second is symbolical to describe abstract concepts.

To describe the data behaviours we define three natures. The atomic descriptor's values are independent each other, the linear descriptor's values belong to a completely arranged set, and the structured descriptor's values belong to a generalisation tree.

The environment contain several information, one to describe the data presentation after organisation, and one to describe the list of mathematics tools needed.

The Description of a Parameter
For a best organisation, we define a parameter to group some elementary descriptions together.

(Energie
(AlterationE (+1.3)))

The Description of an Instance
Two elements compose an instance, the description of the prosodic parameters, and the description of the organisation of the utterance. Each element of an instance is a list of descriptions of parameters.

(FrequenceFondamentale
(FrequenceFondamentale
(FrequenceFondamentale
(ContourLocalFO (167 120 137))
(ContourGlobalFO (135 120 116))))
(Durée
(Durée
(Durée
(AlterationD (-1.4))))
(StructureGrammaticale
(StructureGrammaticale
(StructureGrammaticale
('verbe')))
(Groupe ('groupe verbal'))))
)
)
)
)

The Data Base
An instances successions compose the data base, in which all instances must have the same structure.

DATA ORGANISATION - KNOWLEDGE ACQUISITION
In the first time, we regroup all instances in which the organisation of the utterance is exactly the same. This step could be supervised by an expert according to the clustering technical used. We obtain a representation more concise and structured of the data. To express this result we propose a set of possible representations.

The next step determine, with a generalisation on the set of the descriptions of the organisation utterance, a characterisation of the phenomena observed on the corpus used.

PROSODIC LABELLING
The Corpus
The corpus chosen to validate our approach had been conceived by V. Aubergé and G. Bailly within the context of the MULTIDIF 1991 contract.

The Description Unit
In this paper the description unit chosen is the vowel. It could be easily extended to any other unit, like syllable or word, according to the phenomena looked for.

The Prosodic Parameters
We propose for the prosodic parameters (fundamental frequency, duration and intensity) a set of marks and a representation of them.

Fundamental Frequency
To underscore the local and global phenomena we define two elementary descriptions, the first one called local fundamental frequency, and the second one called global fundamental frequency. For each description we propose three points defined in the Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1: local fundamental frequency
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The Prosodic Parameters
We propose for the prosodic parameters (fundamental frequency, duration and intensity) a set of marks and a representation of them.

Fundamental Frequency
To underscore the local and global phenomena we define two elementary descriptions, the first one called local fundamental frequency, and the second one called global fundamental frequency. For each description we propose three points defined in the Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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(Fr...
Duration
For each vowel we could establish the intrinsic duration [5]. We calculate with (1) an alteration rate between the measured and the theoretical duration.
\[ \%D(V) = \frac{d(V) - d_0(V)}{d_0(V)} \times 100 \]
with \( \%D(V) \) duration alteration rate
\( d(V) \) measured duration
\( d_0(V) \) theoretical duration
We don't calculate the intrinsic duration of each vowel but we calculate an average duration. If vowels are in varied linguistic contexts and if the corpus is big enough, this value is satisfactory.
\[ d_0(V) = \frac{1}{N} \sum d(V) \]
with \( d_0(V) \) theoretical duration
\( N \) total number of apparitions
\( d(V) \) measured duration
To express this alteration rate we use a symbolical elementary description defined in the Table 1.

Table 1: relations between numerical and symbolical values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[-10%]</th>
<th>[-10% 10%]</th>
<th>[10% ...]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>basse</td>
<td>&quot;réduite&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;normale&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;allongée&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following example is a description of the prosodic parameter duration.

(Duree
(AlterationD ("réduite")))

Intensity
To describe the prosodic parameter intensity we use two elementary descriptions. The first one, like duration, is an alteration rate between the theoretical intensity and the measured intensity of the vowel.
\[ \%E(V) = \frac{e(V) - e_0(V)}{e_0(V)} \times 100 \]
with \( \%E(V) \) intensity alteration rate
\( e(V) \) measured intensity
\( e_0(V) \) theoretical intensity
To express this alteration rate we use a symbolical elementary description defined in Table 2.

Table 2: relations between numerical and symbolical values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[-5%]</th>
<th>[-5% 5%]</th>
<th>[5% ...]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;basse&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;normale&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;élevée&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second elementary description, like fundamental frequency, underscore the relative intensity evolution between the previous vowel, the current vowel and the follow vowel in the sentence. We propose three points defined in the Figure 3.

The Phonetic Context
To underscore the influence of the phonetic context on the prosodic parameters we propose three parameters.
Two for the phonetic description of the adjacent consonants and one for the phonetic description of the current vowel. For each parameter we use two elementary descriptions, one for the nasality and one for the opening (for a vowel), and one for the voicing and one for the articulatory mode (for a consonant).

The Utterance Organisation Parameters
The Syntax
In French the syntax is the most influential utterance organisation parameter.

Figure 4: syntactic tree representation

From the syntactic tree (see Figure 4), we define two parameters. The first one describe the grammar nature of each node of this tree. The second describe the position in the tree of each constituent in the upper constituent. The following example is a description of the grammar structure and the positions structure.

(StructureGrammattique
(Mot ("verbe"))
(Groupe ("groupe verbal")))
(StructurePositions
(Voyelle (3))
(Mot (1))
(Groupe (1))

The Phonetic Context
To underscore the influence of the phonetic context on the prosodic parameters we propose three parameters.
Two for the phonetic description of the adjacent consonants and one for the phonetic description of the current vowel. For each parameter we use two elementary descriptions, one for the nasality and one for the opening (for a vowel), and one for the voicing and one for the articulatory mode (for a consonant).

The following example is a description of the phonetic context.

The Pause
To underscore the influence of the pause on the prosodic parameters we propose two parameters. The first one describe the distance to the next pause, expressed in milliseconds, and the second one describe the duration of this pause expressed in milliseconds to. The following example is a description of the pause.

(Pause
(DistancePause (430))
(DureePause (90))

RESULTS - CONCLUSION
We have made tests on a corpus labelled in a voluntary simple way and the results obtained are very interesting.

With this language we can describe the general phenomena found in the prosodic models. The prosodic data base presented could be extended to any other parameters like semantic, pragmatic, ...

The originality of our approach is the system only know the structure of an instance. The segmentation unit and the description of the prosodic parameters and the organisation of the utterance parameters could be different according to the corpus and the phenomena looked for. In the same way, clustering and generalisation tools are used like resources, and they could be different.

In conclusion, the most interesting aspect of the environment presented is his opening, to the phenomena descriptions, to the description unit and to the techniques.
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THE LABELLING OF PROMINENCE IN SWEDISH BY PHONETICALLY EXPERIENCED TRANSCRIBERS

Eva Strang and Mattias Heldner
Department of Phonetics, Umed University, Sweden

ABSTRACT

An IPA-based system has been agreed upon for labelling Swedish prosody. In the present study this system is evaluated by assessing the inter-transcriber reliability in prominence labelling of nine expert subjects. The study also explores the acoustic (F0) basis for observed variability in the assignment of focus accent, the highest prominence label.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, as large corpora of prosodically labelled speech are needed for quantitative computational modelling of speech, great efforts are being taken to develop transcription systems meeting high standards on reliability. Thus, before extensive use of a system is initiated, it must be evaluated. The TOBI (TOnes and Break Indices) system developed for transcribing English prosody has been evaluated in a number of studies e.g. [1,2]. Reyelt [3] evaluated a number of variants of prosodic transcription for German within the VERBMOBIL project. For Swedish, an IPA-based system has been agreed upon for labelling prosody (prominence and boundary phenomena), the details of which have been described in [4]. We have used this system in two studies [5,6] comparing the labelling of boundaries and prominence in spoken Swedish made by phonetically experienced and non-experienced transcribers. In the present study, the scope has been widened. One purpose, which it shares with the former studies [5,6], is to evaluate the transcription system used for labelling. In particular we want to estimate the extent to which experienced phoneticians and speech researchers vary in their labelling of prominences when presented with samples of read and spontaneous Swedish. In addition, the study aims at exploring the acoustic basis, specifically F0-characteristics, for the variability in labelling that we predict will occur. In particular, we want to establish the extent to which the variability associated with the assignment of focus accent is explainable in terms of F0-cues.

Beckman [7] reviews the research on acoustic correlates to perceived stress in English. Referring to study [8], Beckman [7, p. 60-62] makes clear that the dependence of perceived stress on F0-cues is complex, and varies with the position of the word in the sentence. Further, Wells [9] concludes that F0-cues play an important role for perceived prominence in English, although various other cues contribute, too. Although F0 is not assumed to be the only cue to prominence in Swedish -- Bruce [10] also mentions temporal correlates, and there are also data reported in [11] indicating temporal correlates -- it is believed to be an important determinant of focus accent. Thus, relating perceived focus accent to F0-events seems reasonable in the light of previous research [12] according to which focus accent is intimately tied to a F0-rise following a word accent F0-fall timed differently for words with acute and grave accent, respectively.

EVALUATION OF THE TRANSCRIPTION SYSTEM

Method

The 9 subjects participating in the study are all phoneticians or speech researchers with wide experience in prosody from different sites in Sweden. All are native-born Swedes.

The subjects transcribed two kinds of recorded speech material. One was an excerpt, 233 words long, from an authentic news cable read aloud. The other was a 252-word-long excerpt of spontaneous speech, a retelling of the story read aloud. Both recordings were made in a soundproof room and rendered by the same male Swedish speaker.

Each excerpt was sent the recorded material and instructions for labelling prominence according to the IPA-based Swedish system. Following this, four levels of prominence were distinguished and labelled accordingly for each word in the material: no stress (unmarked), secondary stress (•), primary stress/accented (') and focus accent ("').

Subsequent analyses included coding the data (no stress=0; secondary stress=1; primary stress=2; focus accent=3) and statistical analyses to estimate reliability.

Labelling data

Table 1 shows the labelling of prominences by the nine experts in a sample of their read material. The words in the text are ordered vertically in the first column. The following nine columns contain the individual labelling of the transcribers and the tenth column the means of these labellings for each word. The data presented give a rough indication of the reliability of labelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcribers 1 — 9</th>
<th>X</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>enligt</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libyska</td>
<td>3 0 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uppgi</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>föl</td>
<td>0 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>låta</td>
<td>2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450...</td>
<td>2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>över</td>
<td>0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tripoli</td>
<td>2 2 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>och</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengazi</td>
<td>2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>när</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de</td>
<td>0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inter-transcriber reliability

Generally, reliability concerns the extent to which measurements are repeatable in a variety of conditions. Within this framework we will consider two aspects, the one concerning the extent to which the transcribers covary, that is, give relative labelling values that are correlated, and the other concerning the extent to which the transcribers give identical labels. We will henceforth refer to the first as 'reliability' and the second as 'agreement'. All computations are made with acute and grave accent words pooled.

The inter-transcriber reliability (Cronbach's alpha) for prominence is .98 for read and .97 for spontaneous speech (difference not significant). That is, the transcriptions are highly reliable in the sense of relative labelling consistency irrespective of the material used.

To determine the reliability in the more strict sense of agreement, that is identical matching, we used the same test as Silverman et al. [1] and Pirelli et al. [2]. They calculated the agreement across all possible pairs of transcribers for each word of each utterance labelled. The index was calculated as the average percentage of agreeing pairs and, according to the criterion set in [1], the agreement should be at least 80%. Calculated on our data, this index is 78% and 71%, for the read and spontaneous speech respectively, thus indicating a somewhat higher agreement on the read speech. There are several differences between TOBI and our system which make comparisons complicated. For the TOBI transcribers, the task was to decide whether a word had a pitch accent or not, and if so, what kind of pitch accent. The indices reported for these tasks were 86% and 64% respectively for the 4 most experienced of their 20 transcribers.

We also calculated an index estimating the extent to which all the transcribers made exactly the same judgments on each word. A detailed account of these calculations and other evaluation data presented here are given in [6].

F0 IN RELATION TO PROMINENCE LABELS

Method

The subsequent analysis was made on 60 acute and 55 grave accent words judged to be focussed (that is, having a prominence degree of 3, according to our coding) by two or more of the nine transcribers. For each of these words a prominence mean score based on the labelling of all nine transcribers was calculated. The words were digitized at 44.1 kHz. Measurements were made in both the read and spontaneous speech of the size of the word accent fall and the focus accent rise.

To calculate the falls and rises four measuring points were defined, primarily on the basis of the F0 tracings, see the illustrations in Figure 1: (1) The beginning of the word accent fall, (2) the highest point in the word accent fall. (2) The end of the word accent fall; the lowest point in the word accent fall. (3) The beginning of the focus accent rise; the lowest point in the focus accent rise. For acute accent words this point coincides with (2). For grave accent words it either coincides with (2) or, in the case of longer words, may be located at some distance from (2).
(4) The end of the focus accent rise; the highest point in the focus accent rise. In a few cases in which the critical FO-events were not easily located, additional criteria were used, determined on the basis of the patterns observed in the unequivocal cases. We also used [13] as a reference when deciding on these additional criteria.

The results demonstrate significant effects of the word accent fall in the read as well as the spontaneous speech and for words with acute and grave accent alike. The focus accent rise, on the other hand, is significantly correlated with perceived scores (p<.05) both in the read and spontaneous speech and for acute and grave accent words (Figure 2 a-d). That is, greater the size of the rise, the stronger the agreement on focus accent. Both kinds of data therefore corroborate previous results demonstrating greater effects on perceived prominence of the rise than the fall [11,12]. However, the R-square values, correlations in terms of explained variance, are quite low for four regression models. .14 and .26 for the acute accent and .41 and .38 for the grave, indicating other influences than FO on perceived prominence cf. [11].

We also did regression tests with differences as well as ratios between the focus accent rise and the word accent fall as independent variables, but neither of them reached significance.

CONCLUSIONS

In this prosodic transcription evaluation we have demonstrated the capacity of the system as used by expert transcribers. The reliability is high as well as the inter-transcriber agreement. Exploring the acoustic basis for observed variability associated with the assignment of focus accent, we found that the greater the FO-rise, the stronger the agreement on focus accent. That is, the size of the focus accent cues the degree of prominence. Yet it exists as only part of the variation. In conclusion then, there are other important cues to perceived prominence (focus accent) than those investigated here. We are in the process of conducting a study including temporal as well as other cues to perceived focus accent.
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COMBINING STATISTICAL AND PHONETIC ANALYSES OF SPONTANEOUS DISCOURSE SEGMENTATION
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method to study prosodic features of discourse structure in unrestricted spontaneous speech. Past work has indicated that one of the major difficulties that discourse prosody analysts have to overcome is finding an independent specification of hierarchical discourse structure, so that one avoids circularity. Previous studies have tried to solve this problem by constraining the discourse or by basing segmentations on a specific discourse theory. The current investigation explores the possibility of experimentally determining discourse boundaries in unrestricted speech. In a next stage, it is investigated to what extent boundaries obtained in this way correlate with specific prosodic variables.

INTRODUCTION

It is intuitively clear that most discourse exhibits structure in that it consists of larger-scale information units, or discourse segments. Those segments can be viewed as building a discourse hierarchy, since segments may be embedded in others: for instance, someone may talk about his holidays, with subtopics on hotel, food, and so on. In practice, however, it is often difficult to specify exactly the boundaries of those higher-level units and their mutual relationships. This poses a serious methodological problem to investigators who study linguistic, e.g., prosodic, correlates of discourse structure. Therefore, one would like to obtain ideally an 'independent' specification of information structure so as to avoid circularity. That is, it needs to be guaranteed that the junctures in the information flow are determined independently from prosodic considerations. In the literature, one sees basically two solutions to overcome this problem.

In a first line of research, the problem is somewhat circumvented by looking at construed speech materials. One group of researchers has looked at read-aloud texts with predetermined paragraph boundaries (e.g., [9], [3], [6]); similarly, others have focused on tightly constrained types of spontaneous speech, by experimentally eliciting discourse in such a way that it becomes easily segmentable in consecutive information units ([8], [7]). In this way, prosodic features of discourse segments can be adequately investigated. These studies are limited, though, in that the structures investigated are controlled, but overly simple. It remains to be seen to what extent the findings can be generalized to more complex discourse.

The second approach is more theory-based in an attempt to motivate segmentations on the basis of explicit models of discourse structure. In studies such as [2] and [4], both within the Grosz and Sidner framework, 7 subjects were instructed to segment a set of monologues, using speaker intention as a criterion. It turns out that there is considerable variation between labelers as no two segmentations are the same. In particular the specification of hierarchical relationships between segments appears to be difficult. Therefore, it is decided in these studies either to concentrate on only those structural features agreed upon by all labelers [2], or retain those boundaries assigned by at least 4 out of 7 labelers [4].

This paper addresses another approach, partly inspired by Rotondo ([15]). Instead of taking the variance between labelers as a disadvantage, it rather exploits it to specify hierarchically different discourse boundaries. In contrast with earlier studies, it takes the segmentations of relatively many labelers to arrive at this goal. Basically, boundary strength is then computed as the proportion of subjects agreeing on a given break. In the following, it will be illustrated how this method offers a useful alternative to already existing procedures.

METHOD

The speech materials used in this study consisted of 12 spontaneous monologues (Dutch): 6 painting descriptions produced by 2 female speakers, MM and LK, amounting to 46.5 minutes of speech in total.

In a task that was individually performed, 38 subjects were instructed to mark paragraph boundaries in transcriptions of the monologues presented without interposition or specific layout to indicate paragraph structure. Subjects were told to draw a line between the word that ended one paragraph and the one that started the next paragraph. No explicit definition of a paragraph was given. There were two conditions: half of the subjects could listen to the actual speech (SP condition), whereas the other half could not (TA condition). The reason to have both these conditions was to gain insight into the added value of prosody.

A typical example of part of a text is given below, followed by a literal translation in English. The two digits between round brackets represent the boundary strength estimates, computed as the proportion of subjects indicating that there was a break, for the SP and TA condition, respectively. For sake of presentation, boundaries of strength 0 in either of the two conditions are only given when there is a stronger break in the other condition.

het is echt een paard dat [uh] over iets heel springt heel snel (0.26; 0.11) de man die d'r ophalt die zit ook helemaal in zo'n gebogen [uh] [uh] nistehouding met zijn billen omhoog en zijn [uh] hoofd (0;0.05) in de manen van het paard (0.95;0.16) het paard is wit (0.11;0) [uh] ruiter is er [uh] rood (0.53;0.79)

(it is really a horse that [uh] jumps across something very fast the man who sits on it he really sits also in such a bent over [uh] [uh] rider's position with his bum in the air and his [uh] head stuck in the mane of the horse the horse is white [uh] rider is er [uh] pinkish red)

As can be seen, the breaks between word clusters may vary between relatively weak ones (e.g., 0.05) to relatively strong ones (0.95). In total, the two monologues gave 889 'minimal units', i.e., sequences of words not separated by any of the labelers.

RESULTS

Comparing SP with TA

A rough idea of the differences for the two conditions can be derived from figure 1, which shows the boundary strength values for one typical monologue. The figure shows that the two
experimental conditions give similar results, but segmentation is clearer in the text-with-speech case. The stronger breaks are more fully pronounced in the SP condition in the sense that proportionally more subjects agree on a paragraph transition. Also, although not visible in figure 1, some passages in the monologue receive different segmentations (indicating structural ambiguity) in the text-alone condition; such sections appear to be unambiguous when subjects have access to speech. This shows that prosody can limit the text interpretation.

Phonetic analyses

Given these observations, the speech was phonetically analyzed to explore potential relationships between boundaries obtained by the Rotondo method and prosodic features. Only the phonetic correlates of the boundaries in the SP condition are studied. Inspired by the literature, measurements include pitch range and pause, taking F0 maximum and silent interval as the respective acoustic correlates. The distribution of different boundary tones was also investigated. To have a unit of analysis, the monologues were transcribed by an independent labeler, who had to mark both the boundaries of phrases plus the sort of boundary tone at their respective ends (see below).

Pitch range

In any given phrase, the highest F0 peak in an accented syllable was taken as a measure of pitch range (22). The results are given in Table 1 with the median values for pitch range in phrases following a boundary of a particular strength. The strength estimates are clustered into 5 groups, i.e., one cluster containing values for breaks on which up to 25% of the labelers agreed, the next cluster having agreements between 25 and 50%, etc. Phrases within minimal units, i.e., units not subdivided by any of the labelers, were taken as a separate category, since they formed a relatively large group. The median, rather than the mean, was taken as a more conservative measure to obtain a rough estimate, since the data in the different clusters were not always normally distributed. (A similar procedure is followed in Tables 2 and 3.)

From Table 1 it can be seen that pitch range covaries with the depth of a discourse break. Pitch tends to become higher when the phrase follows a stronger boundary. This is true not only as an overall result, but also for the two speakers separately.

| Table 1: Median values of pitch range (in Hz) for speakers LK, MM separately and pooled as a function of the different clusters of boundary strength |
|-----------------|------|------|------|------|------|
|                  | 0    | 0.25 | 0.50 | 0.75 | 1.0  |
| LK               | 228  | 231  | 238  | 245  | 252  |
| MM               | 221  | 231  | 239  | 238  | 245  |
| Both             | 225  | 231  | 238  | 244  | 249  |

Pause

Pauses were measured as silence intervals of at least 1 second long. Results are shown in Table 2, giving the median length of pauses preceding a boundary of a particular strength. It reveals a similar tendency as with the data for pitch range. Looking at the overall data, it appears that pauses gradually become longer as a function of the strength of the discourse boundary, although the details for the two speakers separately are somewhat more complex: the lengths for LK somewhat level off for the .75-1 cluster, whereas there is a sudden increase there for MM.

| Table 2: Median values of pause (in s) for speakers LK, MM separately and pooled as a function of the different clusters of boundary strength |
|-----------------|------|------|------|------|------|
|                  | 0    | 0.25 | 0.50 | 0.75 | 1.0  |
| LK               | 0    | 1.4  | 2.5  | 2.0  |
| MM               | 0    | 1.9  | 1.6  | 4.5  |
| Both             | 0    | 1.4  | 2.0  | 3.2  |

Boundary tone

Finally, the distribution of different types of boundary tones was investigated. Originally, the transcriber was instructed to mark phrases as ending in a low, mid or high boundary tone. In this paper, the latter two categories are collapsed into one, i.e., non-low boundary tones. Table 3, giving the proportion of low boundary tones, shows that the chance that such a tone will occur becomes higher as a function of the strength of the boundary.

| Table 3: Proportion of low boundary tones for speakers LK, MM separately and pooled as a function of the different clusters of boundary strength |
|-----------------|------|------|------|------|------|
|                  | 0    | 0.25 | 0.50 | 0.75 | 1.0  |
| LK               | .04  | .18  | .24  | .27  | .40  |
| MM               | .10  | .29  | .40  | .38  | .42  |
| Both             | .07  | .22  | .30  | .31  | .41  |
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ABSTRACT

For the use in the German Project VERBMOBIL a labelling system has been designed, that can be used by different project partners for a variety of purposes. It is based on the ToBI system for English and has some extensions to satisfy the special needs of individual project partners.

As the prosodic transcriptions have to be made by several transcribers having only little training, the achievable consistency was examined in several experiments.

Two main labelling experiments are described here: the first, with fully untrained transcribers in order to obtain a starting value for inter-transcriber consistency; the second, after a training phase to examine the improvement in consistency achieved by the training.

INTRODUCTION

Although prosody has been investigated for several decades, the resulting knowledge has rarely found its way into automatic speech recognition. One reason for this might be that the statistical methods like HMM and statistical grammars, that seem to be a current standard in speech recognition, need large amounts of labelled speech data for training to produce reliable results.

However, for the recognition of spontaneous speech also prosodic information is needed. One of the aims of the German project VERBMOBIL is the integration of prosodic information at all levels of the recognition process. The prosodically labelled data needed for training and test are produced centrally for all project partners.

There are several demands made on such a system for prosodic labelling. For a data driven training of speech recognition systems the amount of labelled data must match the number of different labels. If a very detailed inventory is used, a lot of speech material has to be labelled before the data are of any use for automatic speech recognition.

The inventory has to meet the different needs of different users. Such an inventory is always a compromise between people.

It is of great importance that the labelled data be ready for automatic analysis. Machine readability and formal consistency are indispensable. A lot of work in the SAM-Project was devoted to the development of label inventories and standard labelfile formats that also include prosodic information [1].

On the other hand there are requirements from the labelling point of view. Larger amounts of data have to be labelled by different transcribers after only a short training phase. Although some subjective variation might be inevitable, the inter-transcriber consistency has to minimized by carrying out several measures:

- The label inventory has to be transparent, i.e. it has to match to the perception of transcribers who do not have a profound knowledge of prosodic theory.
- A permanent evaluation is necessary to keep track of weaknesses of the system.
- A system for labelling large corpora is the ToBI system for English prosody [4]. This system was developed in accordance with the above criteria and has become (or is on its way to becoming) a standard system for transcribing prosody. The labelling system described here is an adaptation of this system for German prosody.

DESCRIPTION OF THE LABELLING SYSTEM

The labelling system used in these experiments is divided into three tiers, which are partially similar to the ToBI system:

The functional tier

In this tier a more functional prosodic labelling is performed. The tier is not part of the original ToBI and is therefore described in detail:

One part of this tier is the labelling of sentence modality. This might not be part of a core prosodic analysis but is clearly suprasegmental and is needed by several project partners.

The other part is the basic labelling of accent types based on auditive impression. There are three different accent types: secondary accent, main accent and emphatic/contrastive accent. In each intonational phrase the most prominent word obtains the main accent¹. Although this is of course not a focus analysis, it offers some information about the focal structure of the utterance.

There are several reasons for introducing this additional tier:

- It is a customer's tier. The information in this tier was needed by partners.
- Together with the break index tier it represents a basic system that can be labelled faster and with less training than a “full” labelling including the tone tier.
- An analysis of the labelled data showed that the syllable durations correspond to the accent type. This tier seems to hold additional information about accents that is not labelled in the tone tier.

The tone tier

In this tier pitch accents, phrase accents and boundary tones are labelled using an inventory similar to ToBI.

The break index tier

This tier, too, is quite similar to the break index tier in ToBI with slight formal changes in the index numbering: intermediate phrase boundary (B2), intonational phrase boundary (B3) and irregular boundary (B9).

EXPERIMENTS

Using this inventory, labelling experiments were carried out. Several subjects made parallel transcriptions of the same material.

In a first experiment [2] [3] five subjects labelled 480 utterances of the PHONDAT92 corpus². The subjects had no experience and only a short introduction to their task. Only the functional tier and a reduced break index tier were used. The transcriptions were based merely on auditive perception, no visual aids such as F0-contour were given.

After this experiment a training programme was developed and in a second labelling experiment the tonal tier

¹This is not a strict rule; where appropriate, there can be more than one main accent per phrase. The main accent can be replaced by an emphatic accent.

²The PHONDAT92 corpus consists of single read utterances from a travel inquiry scenario.
was included as well. For the second experiment 233 utterances from the VERMOBIL corpus were used.

LABELLING ENVIRONMENT

The labelling was carried out on a workstation using fish, a labelling software based on Tel/Kr, that is easy configurable and supports the SAM format for labelling.

In the first experiment only the speech signal and the orthographic text was displayed, in the second experiment the pitch contour was added.

STATISTICAL EVALUATION

In the first experiment the subjects labelled 490 utterances. The resulting 5520 pairs gave an overall correspondence of 80% for the accents (secondary and main accent) and of 94% for phrase boundaries (no further distinctions).

However, this overall correspondence is only a rough evaluation. Additionally the distributions of accent and boundary types are rather uneven and the unaccented syllables make a major contribution to the value.

Thus an independent evaluation value was calculated for each accent/boundary class according to equation 1.

Equation 1: Calculation of labelling correspondence.

\[
\text{corr}_{\text{labelling}}(a,b) = \frac{n_{1,1}(a,b) + n_{1,2}(a,b) + \frac{n_{2,2}(a,b)}{2}}{n_{1,1}(a,b) + n_{1,2}(a,b) + n_{2,2}(a,b) + \frac{n_{2,2}(a,b)}{2}}
\]

where \(n_{1,1}(a,b)\) is the number of correct pairs for a particular label, \(n_{1,2}(a,b)\) and \(n_{2,2}(a,b)\) are the total numbers of this label occurring in each of the transcriptions.

This leads to the correspondence values shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Inter-transcriber correspondence reached by untrained transcribers in the first experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secondary accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phrase boundary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The percentages in Table 1 show a satisfying correspondence for main accent and phrase boundary. For secondary accent the correspondence is much lower and shows the transcribers' uncertainty in the decision accented/unaccented.

In the second experiment the subjects had a training phase with a number of selected utterances to introduce the label inventory and then a nine-dialogue experience. For the evaluation five different dialogues were chosen, consisting of 233 utterances (2907 pairs). The overall inter-transcriber correspondence is listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Overall correspondence in second experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>functional tier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>break index tier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone tier (pitch acc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone tier (boundaries)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again the correspondences for the individual labels were calculated. Table 3 shows the results for the functional tier and the break index tier. For the tone tier the correspondence varied widely, from maxima of about 56% for \(L^H+H\) and \(L^*+H\) to 44% for the absolute minimum of zero for the downstepped \(L^*+H\) accent (which occurred only four times). For boundary tones was max. correspondence 15% for the \(L-L\%\) boundary, the minimum was 33% for the \(L-H\%\) boundary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Correspondences for individual labels, second experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>secondary accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main accent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intermed. phrase bound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonational phrase bound.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The correspondence values are better than in the first experiment, at least for main accent and intonational phrase boundary. For the secondary accent the correspondence has decreased; the distinction accented/unaccented is still rather uncertain.

ANALYSIS OF THE TRANSCRIPTIONS

The statistical evaluation gives an overview over the consistencies between the transcribers. However it provides no information about the reasons for the different transcriptions and may even hide errors if they are consistently made by all transcribers.

Additionally a more profound analysis of the transcriptions is necessary in order to examine errors and misinterpretations of the labelling system. Such an analysis showed a variety of reasons for differing transcriptions.

Especially the first experiment revealed that consistency is speaker dependent to a high degree. The quality depends on how familiar the transcriber is with the speaker's dialect. Besides, the label inventory and the training do not (yet) cover all German dialects and speaking styles.

Different transcriptions are also caused for several other reasons. Firstly, the categorial boundaries between the labels (e.g. \(H^*\) and \(L+\)) are not always clearly distinguishable. Secondly, misinterpretations of the pitch contour lead to erroneous transcriptions. Thirdly, the usage of particular labels was misunderstood by the transcribers.

In an additional training (in particular using erroneous utterances) the number of labelling mistakes can surely be reduced. However, a regular consistency check seems to remain necessary.

OUTLOOK

Although these experiments are preliminary, they provided useful insights into practical problems of prosodic labelling. As a result, the training program has been extended to include the difficult cases.

Moreover the labelling environment has been extended by providing means for the transcribers to mark their uncertainties and to add comments on their transcriptions.

The current database consists of approx. one hour of labelled speech that has already successfully been used by several project partners.
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TONES IN MPUR (West Papuan Phylum)*
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ABSTRACT

An experiment has been carried out in order to verify the number and types of lexical tone contrasts in MPur. Words in presumed minimal tone pairs were presented to native listeners in original and manipulated versions. The tasks were to translate the words from MPur into Indonesian and back. The results justify classifying MPur as a language with lexical tone contrasts.

BACKGROUND

MPur (West Papuan Phylum, Bird's Head Superstock, Amberbaken Stock-level isolate) [1], in the literature often referred to as Kebar or Amberbaken, is spoken by ca. 5000 speakers in the Kebar Valley and Amberbaken (northeast Bird's Head, Irian Jaya) and one of the few languages with lexical tone contrasts in the area. It has two dialects: Sirir (on the coast) and Ajiw (in the mountains) (cf. Kalmbach 1990:2 [2]).

THE QUESTION OF TONE

During fieldwork (1993/94) I recorded spontaneous texts (myths of origin, folk tales, and life stories), a vocabulary (2000 etonimos) and some prepared texts. Evidence for phonemic tone was easily found in word strings with tonal opposition, but number and types of tone had to be specified yet (cf. Kalmbach 1990:18f [2]). Instead of impressionistic data described from hearing, an experimental phonetic approach of the issue, in which presumed types of tone are verified in perception experiments with native listeners, would enable me to give a description of types of phonemic tone with phonetic specifications. Experimentally verified data of tone expressed in relative values (see below), will then be fully accessible and can be reproduced.

I conducted an experiment in which words, classified into perceptually and phonetically similar types of pitch level and pitch movement, were presented to native listeners in original and manipulated versions. For the classification I selected 119 words in original and 112 words in a small context, pronounced by one female and two male native speakers after an Indonesian translation. The corpus consisted of 91 monosyllabic, 105 disyllabic and 35 trisyllabic words; a total of 406 syllables. The selection of words was made on the basis of two criteria: i) the occurrence of a word in minimal pairs (70 words), triplets (30 words), quadruplets (16 words) and quintuplets (5 words); ii) the types of pitch level or movement in mono-, di- and trisyllabic words, which did not occur in word strings with tonal oppositions (110 words). The classification procedure was as follows. I stylized pitch movements in all 231 words by means of the analysis-by-re-synthesis stylization method developed at IPO (Eindhoven, The Netherlands), described in 't Hart et al. (1990) [3]. In this method, measured fundamental frequency (F0) curves (Hermes 1988 [4]) are replaced by the smallest number of straight-line segments which still yield perceptual equality with the original F0 curves. The stylized fragment, represented on a logarithmic scale in semitone, can be made audible and compared with the original F0 curve of the same fragment; no differences may be audible. If pitch in a syllable could be stylized into a level straight-line segment without audible difference with the original pitch, it was defined as a level pitch; otherwise pitch was defined as a pitch movement. If native listeners consistently distinguish between these types of pitch level and pitch movement, in a phonemic representation types can be defined as level tones and contour tones, respectively. On the basis of the stylizations I classified syllables that were phonetically similar into types of pitch level or pitch movement. The relative values of pitch in each syllable in semitones enabled me to classify similar syllables pronounced by speakers with different pitch ranges. For the 406 syllables, the types I arrived at (the numbers per type are given between brackets) were:

- five types of pitch level, i.e. high (49), midhigh (26), mid (161), midlow (81), low (28) (henceforth: H, MH, M, ML, L) with a pitch range of ten semitones (ST) between high and low, and
- three types of pitch movement, i.e. midhigh-lowfalling (5), falling-rising (42) (henceforth: MF, LF, FR) with an excursion size of 5 ST in each movement.

The question was, whether the eight phonetic types are phonemic: five level, three contour tones. Such a complicated tonal system was unlikely to exist: the interval between two nearest pitch levels seemed very small (ca. 2 ST) for tonal contrasts. Moreover, realizations with both level types H and MH, or MH and M in the same word occurred. The same holds true for level types M and ML, ML and L, and for movements MF and LF. Therefore, in the stimuli for the experiment I reduced the five types of pitch level to three (H, M, L), changing type MH into H and/or M and type ML into M and/or L with an interval between two levels of ca. 5 ST. Furthermore, the question was whether types MF and LF are two or just one phonemic type, or whether they are contextual variants of pitch level MH/M/ML and ML/L, respectively, the movements being ascribed to the interaction of (inherent features of syllable-final consonants/vowels with tone or intonation. In the stimuli for the experiment I exchanged types MF into M, L and LF into M, L and MF. Finally, the question was whether type FR is phonemic and realized with two pitch movements within one syllable. Summarizing, questions were:

1) How many types of pitch level are phonemic?
2) Are types MF, LF one or two contour or one or two level tones?
3) Is type FR a complex contour tone?

The experiment was carried out during fieldwork in February '95.

THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment consisted of a perception and a production task with 146 stimuli; 51 mono-, di- and trisyllabic words in the original realization and 95 manipulated versions (103 manipulated syllables) of these words. The 51 original stimuli were selected from the 231 words discussed above, pronounced by one of the male speakers: a literate, thirty years old son of a Kebar mother and an Amberbaken father. In order to avoid confusion if more speakers with different pitch ranges were used, and to avoid introducing dialectal variants, the selection of one, in my opinion very consistent, speaker seemed justified.

His phonetic specifications (mean values for each type), according to which manipulations were made, are: H 190 Hz; MH 170 Hz; M 145 Hz; ML 125 Hz; L 100 Hz; MF 140-100 Hz; LF 120-90 Hz; FR 145-100-145 Hz.

Stimuli for the first two questions are:

- eight monosyllabic tokens in six minimal pairs and two minimal triplets, with two or four manipulations: 18 original, 42 manipulated = 60 stimuli;
- seven disyllabic tokens in minimal pairs or three syllables, with three manipulations: 14 original, 14 manipulated = 28 stimuli;
- seven di- and two trisyllabic words (not occurring in minimal pairs) with one manipulation: 9 original, 9 manipulated = 18 stimuli.

Stimuli for the third question:

- one mono- and nine disyllabic words (not occurring in minimal pairs) with three manipulations: 10 original, 30 manipulated = 40 stimuli. For numbers and types of manipulations see the results. All stimuli were shuffled and randomly recorded on tape in a resynthesized version. Practice stimuli preceded the tasks described below.

The perception task listeners had to perform was to listen to the MPur words recorded on tape, to give a translation into Indonesian of only correctly pronounced words which was written down by me, and to give no translation if a word was pronounced incorrectly or was unrecognizable.

The production task was performed a few days later and consisted of a translation into MPur of the Indonesian words (as they were given last year for the original recordings, i.e. not the translation by listeners in this experiment), read aloud and recorded on tape.
I suggested, that if the translation into Indonesian of the original and the manipulated versions of one word was the same, the original word had been recognized consistently and the manipulation had been executed correctly. If a different or no Indonesian translation was given, the realization of pitch level or pitch movement in the production task must also differ. This could be verified by measuring and comparing the original and the new realization of the stimulus. I expected that ultimately three pitch levels (types H, M, L) and two pitch movements (types LF, FR) would be found to exist, my manipulations would be correct then.

Two trained native listeners, one male (the speaker of the stimuli, see above) and one female (forty years old) performed the tasks. Other listeners invited were all non-trained, and the tasks proved to be too difficult. But, as we will see, the present two listeners were consistent in their judgements.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

In the perception task of the experiment, the original versions of 49 stimuli out of 51 were translated according to the original translation. The two exceptions were stimuli /pti/ (wind) and /jwet/ (to sleep) realized with type MH, which in the manipulated version were accepted as type M, but rejected as type H, because of a tonal contrast in the same pair of type H vs. M. In the production task, the translation from Indonesian into Mpur, the same 49 stimuli were realized with the same type as in the original recording; the two exceptions were now realized with type M. I verified the phonetic similarity of each stimulus pair, i.e. the original and the new realization, by measuring and comparing pitch in both versions, using speech analysis system “Cecil” version 2.0, developed by Jaars Inc. USA (it had to be done in the field). No dissimilarities were found to exist, which was confirmed by the listeners. After the official experiment they compared the two versions presented in pairs via Cecil and accepted them as perceptually equivalent.

For the 95 manipulated versions (103 manipulated syllables) the results are presented below. The column “nr.” indicates the number of manipulated syllables, the columns “yes” and “no” whether a given manipulated type was accepted or not. The results are not differentiated per listener, since they agreed in their judgements, except for two manipulations. I decided for the accepted version. Note, that the monosyllabic stimuli were manipulated into two or four types each.

**Monosyllabic stimuli in minimal pairs and triplets:**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>nr.</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 MH - H</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 ML - M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 MF - M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 LF - M</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 FR - MF</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Type MF - MF and LF - LF are stylizations. Types H and M for MH, and types M and L for ML were two times both accepted; there was no tonal contrast in the same pair or triplets of types H vs. M, or M vs. L.

**Disyllabic stimuli in minimal pairs:**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>nr.</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MH - H</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH - M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - M</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - L</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF - L</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>nr.</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MH - H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Di-, trisyllabic stimuli not in pairs:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>nr.</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MH - H</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - M</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML - L</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

In the production task of words with type FR, the two words for which type M-MF and one word for which MF-LR was accepted, were realized with type M-FR. I have no explanation for accepting the types here.

The three questions, formulated above, can now be answered.

1) Types and types of pitch level. The results show that types MH and ML are not phonemic: if in a given word string an opposition exists of type H vs. M, type MH is a contextual variant of either type H or type M; if in a given word string there is no opposition of type H vs. M, the type can be realized as H, MH or M. The same holds true for type ML. For example, type MH in /muk/ (tail) was accepted with types H and M, and type ML in /muk/ (name) only with type L; type ML in /pal/ (already) was accepted with types M and L, and type MH in /pal/ (boil) with type H.

2) Types MF and LF. There are only three examples of these types, since in a lot of stimuli falling movements were stylized into level tones and accepted (see above). Type LF in /brik/ (axe) is the only acceptable realization, and for type MF in /pal/ (boil) and /dakan/ (not) both MF and LF were accepted; for all three stimulus level types were rejected. Afterwards, listening to type MF and LF stimuli again, the native speakers were persistent in their judgement and came up with more examples of type LF. For the time being, I accept contour tone LF, since manipulations of type MF into LF were acceptable.

3) Type FR. The results show that this type is only accepted in its original realization. Other realizations are incorrect or a dialectal variant (type LR): both listeners confirmed my earlier observation, that in the given words type FR is regular in the Ajiw dialect.

Finally, tone contrasts are presented below. They are marked with +, but tone contrasts only occurring in final syllables of polysyllabic words are marked with x. Note, that types LF and FR were not observed in initial or central syllables of polysyllabic words.

**Tone contrasts:**

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>type</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>FR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
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ABSTRACT
This paper examines the tonal composition and alignment of prenuclear accents in Greek. Our experimental results suggest that these accents, which show an initial dip and late peak alignment, are best described as L*+H since (a) their initial L tone is invariant in scaling and alignment and not affected by declination, and (b) the H tone is more variable in alignment and affected by the position of the accented syllable within the word.

1. INTRODUCTION
Prenuclear pitch accents in Greek show a slow rise that begins on the accented syllable and reaches its peak towards the end of this syllable, or on the following one (see Figure 1 for an example).

In the standard autosegmental-metrical framework of intonational analysis, as exemplified by [4], such accents in English are described as L*+H and said to be different from the two other types of rising accent, H* and L+H*, in both scaling and alignment: H* does not show the bitonal accents' initial dip, while the difference between L*+H and L+H* relates to the variable alignment of the "unstarred" tone (the trailing H and the leading L, respectively). The evidence, however, for the three accent types has been disputed, e.g. by Ladd [3], who has argued that all rising accents are instances of H* with variable peak alignment, not distinct categories.

This issue is still unresolved in English. However, if it could be shown that another language, in the present case Greek, uses at least one of the bitonal accents, then the necessity of differentiating between single and bitonal rising accents in the universal inventory of accent types would have been demonstrated.

2. METHOD
In order to examine the tonal composition of Greek prenuclear accents, and in particular whether the L tone needs to be specified in their phonological representation, we devised two sets of sentences in which two accents (A1 and A2) within the same intonational phrase were separated by progressively more unaccented syllables. Table 1 gives the details of one of the sets of sentences. The second set was constructed along similar lines, but gave less useful results because speakers tended to divide some of the sentences into two prosodic phrases. This is discussed further below.

The hypothesis was as follows: if the F0 dip observed at the beginning of A2 is due to declination between two H* accents, then it would become deeper as the number of unaccented syllables between A1 and A2 increased; if the F0 dip is due to the specified L tone of a bitonal accent, the alignment and scaling of this tone would remain relatively stable regardless of the number of unaccented syllables between A1 and A2.

The test sentences were recorded in a sound treated booth in the Phonetics Laboratory of the University of Oxford. Three native speakers of standard Greek, naive as to the purposes of the experiment, recorded seven repetitions of the sentences of both sets, in random order. Durational and F0 measurements of the four most natural (in the first author's judgement) repetitions were obtained from waveforms and F0 traces respectively, using Waves+. The F0 measurements were transformed into ERB scale (see [1,2]).

Table 1: One of the two sets of test sentences. The syllables bearing A1 and A2 are underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. [tilefousame sto mano ja to parti]</td>
<td>“I'm calling Mano about the party.”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. [tilefousame sto mano ja to parti]</td>
<td>“I was calling…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. [tilefousame sto mano ja to parti]</td>
<td>“We were calling…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. [tilefousame me to mano stimeri ja to parti]</td>
<td>“We and Mano were calling Mary…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. [tilefousame apo to mano stimeri ja to parti]</td>
<td>“We were calling from Mano’s to Mary…”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data were analysed statistically using analyses of variance in which the independent variables were speaker and number of unaccented syllables between accents. Where necessary, the ANOVAs were followed by Scheffé tests; p-levels for these are presented below.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results on scaling show that for speakers CN and NP the value of the L tone of A2 (L2) is not affected by the number of unaccented syllables between accents (see Figure 2). ET’s data, however, show a weak effect of this factor: the value of L2 is higher for sentence 1, with one unaccented syllable between accents, than for sentence 4, with four unaccented syllables (p = 0.03).

In CN and NP’s data the number of unaccented syllables did not affect the F0 difference between L2 and the H tone of A1 (H1). In the data from ET, however, this difference increases as unaccented syllables are added: it is smaller for sentence 1 than for sentences 3, 4 and 5 (p = 0.018, p = 0.001 and p = 0.0001 respectively); it is also smaller for sentence 2 than for sentence 5 (p = 0.02).

In terms of alignment, L2 is consistently aligned with the beginning of the stressed syllable bearing A2, in the data from all speakers (see Figure 3).

In contrast, the alignment of both H1 and H2 (the H tone of A2) exhibits greater inter- and intra-speaker variability as Figure 3 shows. In the case of H1 in particular, the peak is reached further from the beginning of the accented syllable as the number of unaccented syllables increases (for speakers ET and CN); H1 is closer to the beginning of the accented syllable in sentence 1 than in sentences 3, 4 and 5 (for ET, p = 0.009, p = 0.007 and p = 0.001 respectively; for CN, p = 0.0001 in all cases).

As these differences in alignment level off once the number of three unaccented syllables is reached, i.e. once the accent is placed on the antepenult (see Figure 4), the results suggest that the alignment of this H tone may depend on the position of the accented syllable relative to the right boundary of the accented word.

Figure 1: Waveform and F0 contour of the test sentence [tilefousame me to mano stimeri ja to parti]. The parts of the contour corresponding to prenuclear accents are between vertical lines.
Thus the data suggest that prenuclear pitch accents in Greek are best represented as L*+H, since the L tone (a) is clearly specified and not a result of declination and (b) shows more stable scaling and alignment than the H tone. It might be argued that the results of the H tone alignment — viz. the fact that the H tone seems to align with the edge of the accented word — could justify considering it a type of phrase accent that demarcates the end of the word. However, the data from the second set of test sentences suggest that this is not an appropriate interpretation. The data from this set, as noted above, could not all be used in the main analysis, because in many cases speakers divided the sentences into two prosodic phrases. (In the cases where speakers did not divide the sentence into two phrases, the data from the second set agreed with the first set.) In autosegmental terms, when speakers divided the sentence into two prosodic phrases, they inserted a H* phrase accent after the word which was intended to have A2, and replaced this accent with L*. In these cases, the alignment of the L and H is markedly different from the same tones in the L*+H accent ($F(1,2) = 19.09, p = 0.04$, for the distance between L2 and H2 in the two configurations). As can be seen in Figure 5, when the two tones form a bitonal L*+H accent the distance between them is shorter and varies less; when the H tone is in fact a H' then it is placed further away from the preceding L* accent, and the distance between the two tones is highly variable. In other words, the rise associated with prenuclear accents in Greek must be the trailing tone of a bitonal accent.

In conclusion, although further research on the alignment of the trailing tone of these accents and on the function and alignment of single H* accents is still necessary, the present results suggest that the prenuclear accents of Greek are best represented as bitonal L*+H accents.
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ABSTRACT
A new paradigm for modelling prosody is introduced. We assume that global melodic prototypes are built and stored in a "prosodic lexicon". The actual generation of adequate prosodic contours is achieved by retrieving and combining these elementary global contours accessed by linguistic keys. Two automatic F0 generation procedures have been used: The first consists of a structured lexicon, the second uses a recurrent neural network. Preliminary results show that both methods provide F0 contours which can compete with natural ones.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The intonation of an utterance is classically described in terms of tone units regarded as the primary units of intonational structure [9] [10]. So-called pitch targets are the phonetic realisations of a limited set of phonologically distinct tone segments, typically less than ten. The dynamics of tones is often constrained by an utterance template consisting of upper-lines and base-lines.

Within this framework the structural coherence of pitch movements is ensured by higher phonological components. Our approach aims to associate these higher phonological units more directly with their prosodic instantiations via a superposition model. For each phonological level, global prosodic movements achieve the necessary contrasts: phonologically-relevant information is thus distributed and enables priming [7]. The prototypic prosodic movements signal level-specific contrasts such as modality of the utterance within the discourse or strength of linguistic boundaries between groups of words within the utterance.

The actual prosodic contour results from a superposition of prototypes where upper-level ones are minimally anchored onto lower-level units.

The next section, we test two superposition models: a simple additive model using a structured lexicon and a non-linear superposition model using a sequential neural network.

LEARNING PROCEDURE
Two automatic learning procedures have been applied to a corpus of 88 imperative utterances produced by one male speaker at a comfortable speech rate. The melodic curves were stylised with three values per vowel [5].

Three phonological levels directly related to the linguistic structure are considered here: (a) the sentence, (b) the syntagm, (c) the prosodic group (grouping each content word together with its function words).

The contours related to (b) and (c) are supposed to mark the degree of cohesion of the adjacent units as proposed in [2].

A structured lexicon
A methodology for developing a structured lexicon of prosodic contours has been already described in [1]. The data corpus is processed in a top-down hierarchy, upper-level prototypic contours are iteratively extracted by averaging and are then subtracted.

We developed a simplified version of this model which uses a normalised time-axis. A lexicon of prototypic melodic curves was built using a fixed 4th order polynomial interpolation where contours are scaled linearly to fit the considered linguistic boundaries. The figure 1.b shows the prototype for the sentence level. This prototype was then subtracted from the original contours and syntagmatic sub-contours are then grouped according to their relational marker and further processed.

The superposition model of generation then consists of a simple additive model (see Figure 1) which warps the prototypic melodic curves onto the actual syllables. Perceptual experiments described below show that this simple method leads to acceptable F0 generation. However, it is obviously too simple in its present form to adequately describe some important factors affecting melodic contours:

- It doesn't take account of the syllabic "weight" of the cued linguistic units.
- As F0 is the audible consequence of articulatory movements, undershoot can occur and thus speech rate, as well as stiffness of gestures, influence the actual realisations of intended targets.

Both restrictions mentioned above in addition to those imposed on the global shape of each melodic curve by polynomial interpolation could be solved by storing parameters of a dynamic equation. Sequential Neural Networks (SNNs) are known to model non-linear dynamics [8].

A neural network
In parallel with the structured lexicon, we performed simulations with SNNs. Although greatly inspired by the pioneering work of Traber [11], our approach differs in the characterisation of the input task: Traber uses a large window (13 symbols including syllables and phrase/word boundaries) on a linear phonological representation of the input sentence where major and minor accen-
tual positions are already given.

Our network (see Figure 2) is responsible for transforming simple linear movements (ramps) into more complex contours according to level-specific strategies, and for superposing them in order to mimic the original melodic curve.

Instead of a large window on a phonological description as used by Traber, our network input consists of only two parameters per level (sentence, syntagm, and prosodic group):

**Prosodic markers**

They indicate how subsequent units of the same level are linked. Linguistic function of prosody is thus restricted here to signal relations entertained by multi-layered linguistic units.

Syllabic ramps:

They signal the "syllabic distance" from the current syllable to the next marker.

- The output consists of 3 values per vowel.
- The network was trained with half of the corpus. The other utterances were kept for prediction tests. Encouraging results were obtained with this basic recurrent network. Experiments described below showed that it was even able to learn the systematic initial emphatic stress used by our speaker for this specific task.

**PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION**

**Method**

A preference test was designed to evaluate the perceptual relevance of these two methods: 10 triplets of sentences (giving 60 presented pairs) were generated using a high-quality TD-PSOLA analyssis-resynthesis technique [3].

The A version is the natural utterance only degraded by our F0 description (3 points per vowel). The B and C configurations are obtained by the structured lexicon and the SNN respectively.

Seven subjects participated in this perception experiment. During the preference test, the subjects were asked to choose the most natural utterance from each presented pair.

**Results**

Considering all subjects, results show:

- When the A version is presented against B or C, it is identified only 70% of the time. This demonstrates that the models have captured essential features of the original prosodic contours.
- The C version is only occasionally preferred to B demonstrating that the statistical distribution of linguistic structures within the corpus is adequate: the iterative analysis of the corpus produces similar results to the global learning strategy offered by SNNs.

**Figure 3. Superposition of syllabic F0 contours for 17 incredible questions.**

**FURTHER WORK**

A major challenge to our approach is to demonstrate that prosodic information is distributed along the phonetic string via global contours which could be extracted and compared to melodic prototypes. We try here, to extend the proposal made by Fónagy [6] using the term "cliques melodiques" for large pieces of prototypic melodic shapes associated to given communication needs.

We are thus looking for prosodic events associated with sentence level that can not be explained by the linguistic sub-unit configurations, e.g. an utterance template more elaborate than the basic declination lines currently used. We thus recorded a second corpus designed especially for revealing the existence of global prototypic contours associated with sentence level: this corpus consists of short utterances (from 4 to 6 syllables) in order to limit the influence of carried sub-units. The unmarked syntax allowed several modalities such as assertion, question or exclamation with various effects such as incredulity, doubt, surprise...

Early results with 5 syllable sentences seem to confirm our predictions. Figures 3 and 4 respectively show the superposition of 17 incredible vs full questions ("Question incredule" mentioned by Fónagy [6]) with various syntactic and phonotactic structures [1]. Note in Figure 3 the emergence of a global melodic prototype at the sentence level with an "accent" on the penultimate syllable.

**CONCLUSION, PERSPECTIVES**

Preliminary results show that both generation methods presented in this article are well appropriated for automatic generation of F0 contours using our theoretical framework.

The structured lexicon enables the main differences between prosodic movements of the same phonological level to be captured and allows one to observe the way in which prosodic contours of different phonological levels are combined.

The SNN approach seems the most promising, since it achieves a high quality of synthetic F0 curves with fewer assumptions on the shapes of elementary patterns. Moreover, this approach is a very versatile one: such a strategy has been efficiently applied to rhythmic control [4] and will enable coherent multi-parametric prosodic generation. The next step will be the training of a new sequential neural network with both rhythmic and melodic information patterns.

The automatic learning capacities of SNNs have to be guided by a strong hypothesis for the way linguistic units and affect are encoded onto the prosodic signals. Our assumptions is that this encoding is done via global patterns which could be quasi directly perceived and identified. This "direct perception" of intonation has immediate applications in the field of speech recognition.
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1 The number of words goes from 1 to 5. The relative size of each word was also varied within each syntactic structure.
PITCH CONTOUR STYLIZATION USING A TONAL PERCEPTION MODEL

P. Mertens and Ch. d’Alessandro
CCL, University of Leuven, Belgium and LIMSI, Orsay, France

ABSTRACT
An algorithm for automatic pitch contour stylization is described. It is based on a model of tonal perception, such that the resulting stylization is controlled by two perceptual thresholds. The output is the sequence of audible pitch events aligned with the syllables in the utterance.

INTRODUCTION
Stylization is a manual or automatic procedure that modifies the measured F0 contour of an utterance into a simplified but functionally equivalent form, i.e. preserving all melodic information which has a function in speech communication. There are several motivations for doing this; for instance, to reduce the amount of data required to generate pitch contours in synthetic speech, or to isolate the functional parts in the contour (and to remove the others) and to obtain a representation of this underlying contour, e.g. for intonation teaching or linguistic research. We propose an approach in which the stylization represents the pitch contour which is perceived by the average listener. In other words, the stylization process is seen as a simulation of tonal perception and as a way to measure what is heard. This approach satisfies both goals mentioned earlier: it results in an important data reduction and it filters out F0 events which cannot be heard and hence have no function in prosody. Still, there are other motivations for computing the perceived pitch: as a way to evaluate phonological intonation models and to obtain an automatic transcription of intonation. This may require some explanation.

There is little doubt about the acoustic manifestation of intonation (at least, for pitch): for most speech signals, F0 can be computed in an objective way, with estimation errors below perceptual thresholds. The phonological representation, however, is a sequence of symbols (tones, pitch movements) the determination of which involves a phonetician who interprets the data within a particular model. The large number of such models suggests the lack of a procedure to evaluate them. How could one decide that the descriptive units of model A are more viable than those of model B, or even that they are psychologically viable at all? To this date, there is no clear criterion for the verification of intonation models, as a result their choice is often a matter of personal preference.

When someone describes the sounds he hears, he refers to the auditory image resulting from sensory and perceptual processing, rather than to the acoustic signal. It can easily be seen that the cognitive process of intonation understanding does not have direct access to the acoustic form (F0) but rather to the pitch events after processing by the peripheral auditory system and the perceptual system. Consequently it is this form that should be the input to the phonological model. By computing this perceived pitch contour, one will narrow the gap between the acoustic and the cognitive domain, because it eliminates one of the assumptions made by phonological models (namely the one about the nature of the input representation).

The rest of this paper gives a quick overview of tonal perception effects, then describes the algorithm implementing them. Finally we describe some of the results obtained.

Tonal perception
What is known about tonal perception?
1. Spectral and amplitude variations in the speech signal affect the way in which pitch variations are perceived, giving rise to the perception of the speech continuum [5]. This segmentation effect results in a sequence of short tonal events aligned with the syllables, rather than a continuous pitch curve for the whole utterance. Unfortunately, no quantitative model describing the contribution of changes in (global) amplitude, spectral energy, and other attributes, is yet available.
2. The perception of a changing pitch requires some minimal amount of frequency change as a function of time. Otherwise a static pitch is perceived. This effect is known as the glissando threshold (G). For a uniform pitch change (with constant slope), $G = 0.16 / T^2$, where T is the duration of the pitch variation. The effect has been investigated for years [3,4,8,9], both for pure tones and synthetic speech, but not in continuous speech.
3. A change in pitch slope will be perceived provided some minimal difference in slope, known as the differential glissando threshold (DG). There has been little research on this effect [4].
4. Static tones, i.e. short-term F0 variations which are below threshold G, are perceived with a certain pitch. In a study on the perception of vibrato [1], it was shown that this short-term integration can be modelled by a windowed time average (WTA) function. Our stylization algorithm simulates these four effects.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STYLIZATION ALGORITHM
Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the stylization algorithm. It consists of several processing steps, some of which are purely acoustic (F0 measurement, voice detection), while others are related to tonal perception. We will focus on the latter here. Most of the work in the algorithm concerns the determination of the speech fragments for which the perceptual effects are to be computed.

1. Speech segmentation. Since pitch perception is determined by spectral and amplitude changes, the speech signal is first divided into syllable-sized chunks. In the absence of a quantitative model of this effect, several types of segmentation are investigated. The first focuses on spectral change and uses the voiced parts of the syllables [2]: the second favours amplitude change and computes the syllabic nuclei (or loudness peaks) [6]. We will illustrate the results obtained with both segmentations.
2. Short-term perceptual integration of pitch. The WTA model is applied to the F0 in the voiced region of each syllable. This results in a smoothed pitch contour (as can be seen in Figure 2).

3. Syllabic contour segmentation. Syllabic pitch contours can be compound (e.g. rise-fall); they should be divided into simple, uniform parts first. This results in one or more tonal segments per syllable: a monotonous pitch change, i.e. either level, rising, or falling, and without an audible change in slope. This segmentation is motivated by the fact that the G and the DG are obtained for, and should therefore be applied to such uniform segments.

The syllabic contour segmentation involves two steps. The first locates the turning points in the contour so as to break it down into candidate tonal segments. The second makes a decision as to which candidate segments are to be grouped. The first step is recursive. Within an analysis interval with an audible pitch change (above G), a new turning point is found at the point of
maximum difference between the observed (WTA)-pitch contour and a straight line between the start and end pitch, provided this difference exceeds some critical value of 1 ST. When a turning point is found the same procedure is applied recursively to both parts, before and after the turning point. The second step merges two consecutive candidate segments if their slope difference is smaller than the DG. It proceeds from left to right. After each merger the list of candidate segments is updated.

An interesting property of this procedure is that it is entirely controlled by two parameters, which are perceptual thresholds G and DG.

4. Stylization. For each tonal segment obtained in the previous step, the estimated pitch targets are obtained as the (WTA)-pitch at the start and end of the tonal segment. The stylized contour is the linear interpolation between successive pitch targets. For static tonal segments the pitch of the end point is extended to the entire tonal segment.

RESULTS

In order to evaluate the stylization, the speech signal was resynthesized (TD-PSOLA) with the stylized pitch contour and presented to 20 listeners for comparison with the original signal. The results of this experiment are described in [2]. By changing the two parameters of the model (G and DG) it is possible to evaluate their impact on the stylization. By a systematical evaluation of the parameter settings in listening tests the system can be used to determine the thresholds G and DG in continuous speech.

Figure 2 shows the stylizations obtained with different types of segmentation and different settings of the model parameters G and DG. The figure contains five parts. The lower part displays the speech signal together with the V/U decision. All other parts use a semi-tone (ST) scale for the Y axis, with grid lines 2 ST apart. The next part shows the F0 (dotted line) and the WTA pitch (full line). The latter is calculated on the F0 values in the voiced part of the syllable. This results in a smoothed and somewhat time delayed version of the F0. The three upper parts show stylizations obtained with different parameter settings. The upper stylization (A) uses a segmentation into syllabic nuclei and the “standard” glissando threshold G=16 (this value is the numerator in the equation given earlier).

The small vertical marks delimit the tonal segments. The two other stylizations (B,C) use the segmentation into stressed syllabic parts with parameter G=32 or G=32, respectively. By using G=32 the glissando threshold is doubled, simulating the hypothesis that in continuous speech pitch changes twice as large as those for isolated stimuli would be required in order to be audible. All three stylizations are obtained with parameter DG=20, although a setting of DG=40 produces the same result. Stylization B gives the largest number of dynamic tones, while in C, due to the higher value of G, two dynamic syllables have been stylized as static ones. In A there are even less dynamic syllables because the nuclei are generally shorter than the voiced parts (which has an impact on the G). The second part of the utterance contains a F0 detection error, which is present as a dynamic tonal segment in B, and as a static one in C.

DISCUSSION

The stylization based on tonal perception has several inherent advantages over other types of stylizations.

1) It gives both a qualitative and a quantitative representation of the auditory contour, showing how the contour is perceived (which parts are perceived as dynamic, which as static, and which parts are not audible), and what pitch is perceived, for any time instant t. While many stylizations are descriptively adequate, ours also offers explanatory power. In this respect, pitch movement approaches (e.g. “close-copy stylization”) are less elegant because they sometimes suggest that the listener hears a changing pitch (in unvoiced syllable onsets, e.g.) where actually he hears no pitch at all.

2) It is theory-independent: it isn’t linked to a particular prosodic model; it doesn’t refer to pitch levels (which would have to be identified), to a declination line (which would have to be determined), to normalized pitch movements or contours, and so on.

3) The stylization proceeds from left to right, and can be applied to speech fragments as small as syllables. As a result one does not need the entire utterance to calculate the stylization (as is the case for declination line based procedures).

The stylization can be used as a tool for basic research.

1. By varying the model parameters, in combination with resynthesis and listening tasks, it can be used to measure the perceptual thresholds G and DG for continuous speech, at least for speech signals with an obvious segmentation into syllables.

2. The stylization provides an automatic transcription of the perceived tonal events, while eliminating the bias of the human transcriber. As such it is useful in the construction and verification of prosodic models.
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ON THE ANALYSIS OF SYLLABLE TIMING IN EVERYDAY SPEECH
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ABSTRACT
A regression analysis is presented which investigates the effects of surface prosodic structure features and speech tempo on syllable timing in Montreal French. A cluster analysis of the 16 speakers’ regression coefficient estimates allows us to distinguish between patterns of effects that are systematic across speakers, and patterns of effects that are speaker specific.

METHODS
The database for this study consists of three minutes excerpts of running speech extracted from hour-long recordings of sociolinguistics interviews of Montreal French. A sample of sixteen speakers differentiated according to sex, age and social class was used in the analysis. Speaker ages correspond to two generational categories: twenty to twenty five years of age or fifty five and over; an equal number of working class and middle class speakers were selected.

Table 1. Distribution of speakers according to sex, age and social class.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sex</th>
<th>working class</th>
<th>middle class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>young</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The speech excerpts were sampled at a rate of 16kHz/s. Segment durations were measured by manually placed cursors on a spectrogram time-aligned with a waveform; segment durations and labels were stored in an automatically generated file which was also coded for perceived prominence and prosodic grouping. Three levels of prosodic organisation were identified: phonetic syllables, rhythmic groups and intonational phrases. Prominence was distinguished as either demarcative, associated with the right boundary syllable of rhythmic groups or intonational phrases, or non-demarcative, secondary prominence, associated with non-final syllables.

A duration model
As reported elsewhere [7] we have been concerned with modelling the relation between observed syllable durations in milliseconds and features of surface prosodic structure and syllable composition. In the present analysis, the factorial set codes for eight infrasyllabic, suprasyllabic and tempo effects. The level of the syllable, onset and rhyme complexity are coded in terms of the number of segments. Suprasyllabic prosodic features distinguish positional effects within the intonational phrase and the rhythm group, and prominence. Tempo is coded as a local measure of articulation rate within the intonational phrase [7]. Finally, we include a multiplicative factor which accounts for the interaction of infrasyllabic complexity in the rhyme with intonational phrase final position.

Table 2. Factorial categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset complexity in number of segments</th>
<th>OC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhyme complexity in number of segments</td>
<td>RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonational phrase penult position</td>
<td>IPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonational phrase final position</td>
<td>IPF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-demarcative prominence</td>
<td>NDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmic group final position</td>
<td>RGF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intonational phrase tempo</td>
<td>IPT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interspeaker differences and similarities
We address the issue of modelling interspeaker differences and similarities based on the SAS complete linkage cluster analysis method. The regression coefficient estimates derived for each speaker’s syllable duration model were Z-score normalized. These served as input to the cluster procedure.

RESULTS
The linear regression analyses revealed differences in temporal effects of the factorial scheme previously described. Speakers in the sample differ both in how the factors jointly account for observed syllable duration in their speech ranging from 48.36% for Spkr 25 to 67.43% for Spkr 75, and in how the proposed effects achieve statistical significance ranging from a maximum of eight factors to a minimum of 5 core factors. Thus, OC, RC and IPT emerged as significant predictors of syllable timing for all speakers. While IPF and IPF*RC assume different speaker specific patterns. Both predictors are significant for 6 speakers. IPF*RC was significant for 8 speakers, while IPF was not. The reverse pattern was obtained for 1 speaker and finally neither were significant for 1 speaker.

The following equation illustrates how the factors account for 57.38% of the variance of one of the speakers, Spkr 2, a young working class male:

Syllable duration = constant + 51.67OC + 46.36RC + 99.05IPF + 27.56IPF*RC + 20.16IPF + 21.35NDP + 7.49RGF

Cluster analysis further investigated the issue of interspeaker temporal differences and similarities using as input data each speaker’s coefficient estimates. The results of the complete linkage clustering procedure [8] revealed that the sample of sixteen speakers could be
divided into four groups based on their linguistic similarities: group 1 consisting of 6 speakers (25, 61, 50, 113, 2, 7), group 2 consisting of 5 speakers (23, 28, 45, 37, 70), group 3 consisting of 4 speakers (31, 75, 81, 107) and finally group 4 restricted to 1 speaker (43). The hierarchical grouping of speakers that was obtained by measuring the maximum Euclidean distance among the clusters is illustrated in Figure 1. A comparison between the grouping illustrated in Figure 1 and the pre-analytic grouping of speakers displayed in Table 1 suggests that syllable timing behaviour is not a straightforward mirror of socio-demographic grouping. However certain observation can be made about the predominant socio-demographic characteristics of the first three clusters. Two of the three groups appear to be predominantly defined by age. Five of the six speakers in group 1 are young; all of the four speakers in group 3 are older. Social class appears to be associated with speaker differentiation in groups 2 and 3. Four of the five speakers in group 2 are working class; three of the four speakers in group 3 are middle class.

![Figure 1 Hiearchical grouping of speakers](image)

Table 3. Results of least squares means comparisons of speaker groups by prosodic parameters. (* = significant comparison)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OC</th>
<th>RC</th>
<th>IPP</th>
<th>IPF</th>
<th>NDP</th>
<th>RGF</th>
<th>IPT</th>
<th>IPF-RC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 vs 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 vs 3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 vs 4</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 vs 3</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 vs 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 vs 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT
The analyses of segmental changes, vowel durations of [i, ɪ] and [a, ɑ], and listeners' classifications of utterances of three different variants of German dialogues reveal that there are no crucial characteristics to classify speech as either spontaneous or read. The casual spontaneous style shows the strongest phoneme and syllable reductions and is generally classified correctly. For the careful spontaneous and for the read utterances listeners' classifications vary strongly with respect to the speakers.

INTRODUCTION
In automatic speech recognition a shift of interest can be observed from read speech towards spontaneous speech. The variability of the speech signal is expected to be higher in spontaneous than in read speech and even higher in casual than in careful spontaneous speech. Nevertheless, linear modifications between the styles cannot be assumed [2]. Furthermore, read speech must not be considered as a contrast to spontaneous speech, but may show as much stylistic variation as spontaneous speech [3]. Therefore, the purpose of the experiment was to have a look at variability in three natural types of conversation together with as little restrictions as possible on the controlled elicitation of speech, which is both of great phonetrical interest and indispensable for an automatic treatment of everyday conversation. For the same reason, we accepted the fact that speech material would be linguistically and phonetically different and rejected the restriction on relatively small units of speech, e.g. sequences of sounds or isolated sentences.

METHOD OF EXPERIMENTATION

Corpus design and recordings
Four female German students between 23 and 27 years of age participated in an experiment of dialogue recordings of the following different speaking styles: 1. casual speech: totally free conversation, 2. careful spontaneous speech: time-scheduling negotiation dialogue using the formal mode of address with the relevant dates given in a calendar, 3. read speech: re-reading of the transcribed utterances of the second dialogue variant. Hesitations, word repetitions and repairs that had been transcribed were generally dropped for the copy to be reread. The most important issue for the rereading copy was to preserve the dialogue structure and, in general, the grammatical structure of the utterances.

The speakers were sitting in the institute's speech laboratory, in two neighbouring rooms separated by a glass pane. The communication was performed using headset microphones (Sennheiser HMD 414-6). Speech was digitally recorded on separate channels.

The casual dialogues were recorded first without the speakers' knowledge of being recorded. While the interviewer went away under a pretext for about three minutes, the speakers where left on their own. This led to very different dialogue structures. Moreover, the acoustic conditions such as a constant distance between the speakers' mouth and the microphone could no longer be controlled. This was accepted, since speech under close to natural conditions was desired. For the same reason, we could not use the head-set, therefore two condenser microphones (Neumann KM 140) were used. For spectral analyses as well as for the listeners' experiment acoustically "useful" utterances had to be very carefully selected.

Listening experiment: Design and performance
From each speaker and each variant three utterances of phrasal length were selected. The utterances were grammatically sentence-like, with different intonational patterns, and they contained a certain amount of pauses, hesitations and repairs. From the careful spontaneous and the read versions, identical utterances were collected. The utterances were presented in random order, and each utterance was played twice.

The listeners had to classify the utterances as "spontaneous" or "read" in a forced choice task. Furthermore, the listeners were asked to rate the degree of reliability for their decision on a five-point scale from very safe to very unsafe. Moreover, the essential linguistic or phonetic features underlying the listeners' decisions had to be specified. The given criteria were: syntactical structure, speech fluency, repairs, articulation, intonation, and speech rate.

The classifications were made by ten phonetically educated listeners who were members of the institute and twelve naive listeners (beginning students).

Spectral and segmental analyses
All dialogue utterances were orthographically transcribed, manually segmented and labelled and marked with phrasal accents. The spectral analyses that were necessary for the examination of segment durations and phoneme productions were carried out using a PC programme for speech labelling developed at the IKP (SONA) [5].

Vowel duration
The duration of the vowels [i, ɪ] and [ɑ, ɑ] was measured, and the mean value was calculated for each speaker and each speaking style using SPSS for PC. First, two groups were built for each vowel: phrase-final and non-phrase-final. Then, each group was subdivided into phrase-accented and non-accented vowels. Finally, the groups for non-accented vowels were divided into function words and content words. This grouping was made with regard to the prosodic variation that was observed for the different speaking styles.

Segmental reduction
Reduction of segments was measured by comparing the string of labelled speech with the canonical phoneme symbols that were obtained from the orthographic transcription using the PC programme PTRA developed at the IKP. [6]. Segmental variations were grouped into deletion of syllables (including contraction of words), deletion of sounds, substitutions and insertions. The number of misarticulations was calculated for each speaker and each speaking style (SPSS).

RESULTS

Listening experiment

Table 1: Number of "spontaneous" and "read" classifications per speaker and style (Sp = Speaker; cas. = casual; car. = careful; r = read)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sp.</th>
<th>cas.</th>
<th>car.</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VG</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As illustrated in Table 1, the casual utterances were correctly identified in almost all cases. Wrong decisions were in all cases reached by naive listeners. The appearing clear correct decision for this style may also be seen as a fact of the restricted acoustic conditions that had been present and that was certainly more easily perceivable by the educated listeners.

Having a look at the results for careful and read speech, correct decisions seem to be predominant. A closer look at the
individual speakers concerning the careful style shows a high degree of misclassifications for speaker VB, whereas for SO only 4 wrong decisions - reached by naive listeners - occur. For VB, both in careful and in read speech, educated listeners come to even more wrong decisions than naive listeners. For all speech styles, the right decision is significant (p=0.011). However, significance is no longer maintained by the educated listeners (p=0.0957).

As to the reliability of listeners' decisions, listeners are generally very or rather safe about reaching a correct decision. This result is significant (p<0.01), but depends on the speakers and the speaking style. Looking at the read utterances by speaker VB, educated listeners are in most cases undecided, regardless whether their decision is right or wrong, whereas naive listeners are in most cases rather safe even when their decision is wrong and rather safe or undecided when they are right. The results are similar looking at the careful utterances of the same speaker.

The obvious supposition is that educated listeners are more careful in classifying perceived utterances as "read" or "spontaneous" as they are more used to carefully listening and more conscious of the variability in speech utterances than naive listeners.

For the correct decisions, the distribution of the phonetic or linguistic features was examined. Concerning the casual style, all features are mentioned more or less frequently by the listeners with only "speech fluency" being significant (p=.0003). "Fluency" is also significantly often mentioned in careful style (p<.01). Other criteria here are "reparis" (p=.0021), "intonation" (p=.0140) and "articulation" (p<0.01 for the group of educated listeners). For the read speech style "fluency", "articulation", "intonation", and "syntactical structure" yielded significant results (p<.05).

Vowel duration

Results on vowel duration show a great variability depending on word category and phrasal accentuation and are of course very speaker dependent. For the individual speaker a clear trend concerning all vowel groups cannot be observed. This means that a single style is to be seen as a unique expression of speech, and vowel duration alone cannot generally indicate a specific speech style. The results show that casual speech is not obviously faster, and read speech, as it might be most carefully articulated, is not necessarily slower than careful spontaneous speech.

For [1], results (cf. Table 2) support the classifications of the listening experiment, i.e. speaker SO slows down as she speaks more carefully whereas for VB mean durations become shorter. The results of BP and VG correspond to the listeners' decisions as duration in most cases does not change very strongly. Moreover, the large standard deviation in all cases indicates that the variation of speech rate differs to a great extent within a single phrase. Results are similar for the other vowel groups that had been analysed. They are not listed for reasons of space.

Table 2: Mean and standard deviation (ms) of vowel durations for non-final, non-accented [1] in function words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sp.</td>
<td>Mean;</td>
<td>std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP</td>
<td>56.7;</td>
<td>23.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO</td>
<td>55.9;</td>
<td>24.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB</td>
<td>60.3;</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VG</td>
<td>58.1;</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Segmental reduction

For all speakers, the greatest difference in articulation compared to the canonical form is found in casual style. Here we find a large amount of syllable deletions, but also sound deletions (in most cases final stops) and substitutions. The only sound changes that are found less frequently than in careful and read style are insertions.

The difference between careful and read style is exemplified in Figure 1. For speaker SO an impressive decrease of deletion can be noted, for VB instead, an increase towards read speech. For the

speakers BP and VG sound changes are not so heavy. These results explain the listeners' decisions in the listening experiment.

![Figure 1: Sum of syllable deletions](image)

**CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION**

Listeners' decisions, especially for the speakers SO and VB, show that there exists a clear concept of what is expected both for read and for spontaneous speech. Obviously, read speech is expected to be very clear, i.e. without any misarticulations or repairs, and fluent, which means absence of pauses and hesitations. The appearance of hypercorrect articulation is related to read speech whereas a certain amount of segmental reduction is associated with spontaneous speech. If this concept cannot be recognized clearly, utterances cannot be unambiguously classified.

Of course, apart from the selection of utterances and the acoustical conditions, reading skills may influence the results, especially concerning the listening experiment. If reading skills are to be defined as the ability of perfectly transferring visual print patterns into acoustic patterns, then the utterances of speaker SO should be considered as a perfect reading. Listening to VB, however, utterances are very fluent and sound more natural than those of SO.

As a conclusion, these results suggest that the way listeners expect read speech to be does not match reality for all speakers. Moreover, the degree of acceptance of a speaker's reading style might be low. Read speech should rather be considered as having as much stylistic variation as spontaneous speech. Casual speech, on the other hand, seems to be a kind of slurred variation of spontaneous speech. This means that any expression of spontaneous or read speech is adapted to the given particular communicative situation, which is performed speaker-specifically.

Further examination of speech rate within a phrase, dynamic range, range of F0 and listeners' classifications of manipulated utterances, e.g. inserting pauses and hesitations into the signal of read utterances is called for. Furthermore, the classification of utterances related to a specific style may yield interesting results.
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THE FORMS AND FUNCTIONS OF INTONATION IN THE PHONE VOICE

E. Douglas Cowie and Roddy Cowie
School of English/Psychology, Queen's University Belfast

ABSTRACT
The paper describes patterns of pitch in secretarial business calls. Distinctive patterns are used in a formulaic way. Some are associated with particular parts of calls such as openings, transfers and closings; others mark transitions between key stages in calls.

INTRODUCTION
The 'phone voice' is a commonplace expression. Presumably the expression reflects the fact that there is something distinctive about the way we speak on the phone. Much of what is distinctive undoubtedly lies at a prosodic level, and a few papers have begun to address prosody in phone conversations [1], [2], [3]. This paper adds to that body of knowledge. We focus on patterns of pitch in phone calls. These are known to have distinctive properties, but they remain partially described.

Several authors have noted the need to develop our understanding of intonation in interactive discourse [4], [5]. Phone calls are a useful context for that development because they offer prosodic patterns which are less easy to take for granted than most.

The study considers a specific class of calls, secretarial business calls. These presumably have special features of their own, but they also seem to encapsulate in extreme form what people describe as 'the phone voice'.

Our emphasis is on broad patterns within calls and their relation to communicative functions and roles. This is a necessary complement to close analysis of local features.

THE DATA
The study uses the speech of three secretaries in the School of Psychology at Queen's University Belfast. Each of the three recorded her own voice over a working day whenever she answered phone calls or made them. Each secretary had control over the tape-recorder, so she could switch it off whenever she wanted e.g., during confidential calls. After some initial switching on and off, the secretaries tended to leave the tape-recorder running. The secretaries were chosen because auditorily they all appeared to have distinctive phone voices, though to varying degrees. A total of 82 calls were recorded. The voice of the other person on the line was not recorded, so the analysis is restricted to the secretaries' voices. The recordings also gave long samples of the secretaries' voices off the phone. These have been used as a reference point with which to compare the secretaries' phone voices.

RESULTS
Initial analysis revealed an overriding feature in the phone calls - that they were highly formulaic. This was apparent in terms of both discourse structures and patterns of pitch, and there were clear relationships between formulaic aspects of the discourse and formulaic aspects of the pitch. These observations led to a second stage of analysis in which the observed structures of discourse and patterns of pitch were systematically examined. This was done by generating a template against which phone calls were systematically measured.

At a macro level calls were divided into a number of key functional stages. These are: (i) an opening phase characterised by formulaic greetings (e.g. School of Psychology) (ii) a post opening phase in which the function of the call is either signalled (in the case of initiated calls) or acknowledged (in answered calls) (iii) a transfer to another person (if required) (iv) an interaction stage for normal transferred calls or for failed transfer calls (v) a preclosure phase in which a resolution or conclusion is reached (vi) a preclosure sequence of closing formulae (e.g. 'okay then, right, fine, okay') (vii) a final closing phrase.

Calls were divided into parts corresponding to these stages. For each part gross pitch descriptions were recorded. These noted overall pitch height, pitch variability and any pitch transition marking shifts to a new stage.

At a finer level, pitch patterns within each stage were more finely described in terms of shape, direction and patterning. Analysis was primarily auditory, but it was backed up by acoustic measurement when the need arose. Other relevant information was also recorded, in particular whether calls were initiated or answered, the main topic, the function of the call and its general mood.

The resulting records display clear relationships between formulaic aspects of the discourse and formulaic aspects of the pitch, at both macro and micro levels.

Macro structures
Macro levels are addressed first. The main point is that the majority of calls follow a broad formula in their structure, corresponding to the stages set out in the template. These stages appear to be marked by gross pitch drops involving overall pitch height and pitch transition.

The formula is not invariably. In particular, patterns of pitch height and pitch transition depend on whether the calls are answered or self-initiated. However both categories of call show a similar underlying pattern. It is usually possible to identify a relatively constant central pitch within a stage: transitions between stages are marked by noticeable transitions in pitch height. These transitions themselves follow a larger pattern. They can either continue in the same pitch direction (upwards or downwards) for a series of stages, or they can show a type of yo-yo effect where transitions move pitch between alternate levels.

Figure 1 plots pitch height against stage of call for a number of actual calls.

There are clear surface differences between answered and self initiated calls. Answered calls show a very regular pattern in their beginnings and endings. Pitch is characteristically high or very high in both. Self initiated calls end high to very high, like answered calls, but they tend to start start slightly lower.

In the portion between opening and closing, self initiated calls consistently show a concave pattern, dropping to the interaction stage and rising progressively through the three closing stages. The picture in answered calls is much less clear: some of the variation is considered below.

Several types of variation occur regularly.

The pattern of a clear central pitch within stages is linked to stereotypic interaction. When the secretary engages the listener to tackle a substantial task, pitch moves widely and unpredictably. This underlines the fact that stereotypy is a key issue in pitch patterning.

Some self initiated calls start quite low. Low openings occur in three particular types of calls: (i) continuations of earlier conversations between the secretary and the other person; (ii) calls where the secretary clearly expresses doubt or concern about how to resolve a central issue; (iii) calls where business is mixed with personal conversation.

A key variation in answered calls relates to a particular subtype; that is calls involving transfer to someone else. In these calls pitch is maintained high right from the opening stage to the point where the transfer is successfully executed (see calls Ans 1 and 2, marked with circles). This is unlike other answered calls where pitch drops sharply for the post opening phase (calls Ans 4 and 5). Calls where transfer is attempted and fails form an interesting subgroup. Pitch is still maintained high right through any ensuing interaction (see call Ans 3). This continuation of the same pitch is as if the phonecall is held, as it were, at the opening stage: the secretary remains an intermediary whose role is to connect two other people, not a protagonist.

This suggestion fits evidence from calls which do not involve transfers, but follow a similar pitch structure. These involve situations where the secretary knows that she will be unable to deal with a query or to resolve the situation satisfactorily. Again, the secretary never fully engages in a satisfactory interaction.

Micro structures
Individual stages of phone calls are also formulaic, both in text and pitch patterns. We focus on openings, closings and transfers. These generally consist of stock, formulaic phrases. The patterns of pitch associated with them are similarly formulaic and distinctive.

Openings generally consist of stock greeting phrases and are marked by an
underlying pattern that juxtaposes fairly restricted pitch movement with extreme pitch movement. This holds in both answered and self initiated, with some variations. In answered calls, for example, the common pattern is a fairly level stretch followed by a very sharp rise to extremely high pitch (see Figure 2, left hand panel: the phrase is ‘School of Psychology’). By comparison self initiated calls generally start with a level phase and end in a sharp fall.

Transfers also involve stock phrases accompanied by regular patterns of pitch. Some are addressed to the caller in phrases such as ‘just hold on’, and others to the object of the transfer (as in Peter, a call for you.). Different patterns occur, but they are generally quite distinctive. They display sharp pitch movement, which may be preceded or followed by a phase of limited movement. Figure 2, right hand panel, shows an example for the phrase ‘just hold on a second please’.

Closings follow a distinctive formula involving two parts - first a build up of closing gestures (e.g. ‘okay then, right, okay’ etc) and then one final formula (usually in these calls, ‘bye’). Figure 3 shows a typical closing pattern for the phrase ‘that’s fine, okay, bye’.

The closing gestures often show an alternating pattern where the pitch jumps up and down in quick succession. Pitch is also held much longer than normal on particular syllables, giving a singing-like quality. The final closing formula is usually marked by extreme pitch movement, classically on the word ‘bye’ where ‘bye’ is divided into two syllables, and the second syllable [e:] is held on a level pitch.

DISCUSSION

The use of pitch in phone calls appears to be distinctive, particularly at the level of formulaic patterns associated with particular stages. It is not clear whether similar patterns occur in other forms of speech: one might expect them to be extremes of a normal distribution.

One explanation for the patterns reflects a normal function of intonation, that is, to convey conversational signals e.g. opening, closing, taking turns etc. In the absence of visual cues, the load on these signals increases. Phone voice may provide enhanced intonational markers, and perhaps markers of types that are not normally carried by intonation. Note also that cue reduction makes repair processes difficult on the phone. Conversational markers may be enhanced to avoid the need for repair. The general simplification and exaggeration of pitch patterns fit this account, and formulae may be seen as tried and tested solutions to a difficult problem.

A second theme is that formulaic patterns are a means of depersonalisation interaction. They present prosodic features which reflect the speaker’s role rather than her individual thoughts and character. The theme of depersonalisation provides a link between intonation and the segmental level, where the secretaries use forms which mask their local identity. For example, in normal conversation they all have marked forms of Ulster regional speech. But on the phone they use a much less regionally marked accent with partially Anglicised forms.

The element of role playing is not hypothetical. The secretaries told us that when they made calls they were not speaking as themselves, but as representatives of the organisation. In that capacity, they had two responsibilities. One was to let their own personality interfere with the way they talked to callers. The second was to present a ‘good’ image of the organisation. We think this is an observation well worth following up.
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Figure 1: Pitch height and stage in representative calls, initiated by the subject (left hand panel) and answered by the subject (right hand panel).

![Figure 1](image1)

Figure 2: Opening greeting (left hand panel) and transfer (right hand panel).

![Figure 2](image2)

Figure 3: Closing gestures followed by final closing stage.

![Figure 3](image3)
PITCH RANGE AND REGISTER IN FRENCH POLITICAL SPEECH

Paul Touati
Dept. of Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund, Sweden

ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to present an analysis of pitch range and register of a French politician in two different political contexts. Methodological aspects will be first discussed. A contrast in pitch range and register along the hyper-hypospeech dimension is then proposed.

INTRODUCTION

Macrocontextual constraints such as general turn-taking conditions, dominance relationships between speakers, topic arrangements and rhetorical activity bear in a significant way on the use of a particular speaking style. French political speech is often characterized by a rhetoric use of acoustic-prosodic properties such as focal accent, contrasts in overall pitch and pauses (see [1] and [2]). Furthermore, prosodic correlates of a speaking style seems to be specified by the speaker in such a way that they are easily detected at a macrolevel by the listener (see [3]).

In [4], the issue of rhetorical prosody in political speech was addressed by analyzing contrasts in overall pitch as produced by a French politician (J. Chirac). As a result of this analysis, a two-fold categorization of overall pitch variation in French was proposed, one in terms of range and the other in terms of register. In the current study, overall pitch variation of another politician (R. Barre) has been analyzed along the same dimension represented by two different contexts a pre-electoral political speech versus a post-electoral press-conference.

Following Lindblom's H&H theory [5], we should say that this particular contextual optimization optimizes a dichotomy between one context – here the pre-electoral political speech – where output constraints dominate and hyper-features are expected and another context – here the post-electoral press-conference – where system constraints dominate and hyper-features are selected. The results show that pitch range and pitch register obviously contrast along the hyper-hypospeech dimension as defined by Lindblom.

CONTEXTS, METHODOLOGY AND RANGE & REGISTER

There is without doubt a current interest in investigating spontaneous speech. However, the term 'spontaneous speech' covers a considerable range of speech corpora. In this respect, it might be important to establish a difference between a corpus of spontaneous speech elicited in the context of a phonetic laboratory for experimental purposes and a corpus of spontaneous speech produced extra muros, in the context of social interaction and without any experimental purpose. Why not call the former 'spontaneous lab speech' and the latter 'spontaneous speech'? (for a general discussion concerning phonetics and real speech, see [6], for the contrast between spontaneous 'lab' speech and read 'lab' speech see [7] and for an interesting attempt to simulate rhetoric in the lab see [8]).

We are likely to suggest that this terminological adjustment seems revealing also insofar as it has impact on data collection, experimental methodology, and modeling paradigms.

Choosing contexts

In controlled laboratory experiments, the researcher's experimental setting can create contextual frames that are not always consistent with the informant speaker's everyday practices. This is clearly the case with extra muros conditions, where the context is de facto given by the social interaction. The choice of relevant contexts is therefore crucial when collecting spontaneous within-speaker data under extra muros conditions.

Here, the opposition pre-electoral versus post-electoral speech has been chosen because this is when persuasion (when convincing one voter) gives way to a non-persuasive pathos (when he comments his political victory or defeat). A basic assumption underlying the choice of the broadcasted pre-electoral speech is that every achievement in the referential field directed to the listening public must be translated into conative achievements in the politician effort to persuade listener-voters. We can therefore assume that a pre-electoral context shaped the speaker's speech toward 'hyperform' speech, as opposed to a post-electoral context which shaped the speaker's speech toward 'hypomorph' speech.

Methodology

Because we were working with spontaneous speech, the question of the research setting proved to be essential. It has resulted in a methodology where restricted samples of speech material – short and well time-defined discourse events – from conversations, interviews, political debates, political speeches and radio programs have been studied from different angles.

We have conducted four different kinds of analyses (see [9]): (1) analysis of the discourse structure of the speech corpus without specific reference to prosodic information (in order to avoid circularity), (2) auditory analysis (which is implemented as a selective prosodic transcription in Waves+), (3) acoustic-phonetic analysis, and (4) analysis-by-synthesis.

By first focussing our attention on general discourse characteristics on a speech fragment produced in a particular context and then following a rather classical experimental analysis, we are meeting basic methodological requirements that allow us to propose a formalized prosodic description of successive individual utterances in their specific extra muros context.

Modelling range & register

The majority of studies dedicated to the analysis and modelling of range and register are carried out within the intra muros condition where the speaker is asked to read isolated sentences simulating different emotional states or attitudes. In [10], Bruce showed that differences in attitude (detached-involved) involve pitch range variation, achieved by Fo expansion upward, the lower Fo limit being fixed. Even if Bruce noticed that not only the maxima were raised, but the minima also, he was not interpreting these raised Fo minima as changes in local register. On the other hand, Gärdf's tonal grid parameters [11] clearly portrays two different types of Fo expansion between parallel lines. One denoted as 'R' which expressed a global range and another, 'r', which is the vertical distance between the grid lines which might be interpreted as change in register. Similar parameters were used by Ladd for his CSTM model [12]. The main difference is that for Ladd register makes reference to target level and not to shape as is the case for Gärdf. More prosaically, Swerts & Collier [13] defined register as the mean Fo of a speech fragment (expressed in Hz) and range as the standard deviation from the mean Fo of the speech fragment (expressed in semitones).

Overall pitch variation in spontaneous French speech fragments collected under extra muros conditions was observed by Mertens [14]. In order to categorize these changes, Mertens proposed three registers for French, a middle register, a low register and a high register. The middle register is placed in the central part of the speaker's tonal range – it constitutes the speaker's usual register. Changes from this central tonal register toward a lower or higher tonal register imply new values for the Fo interpretation of the High and Low turning-points. However, our analysis of overall pitch within the specific setting of a pre-electoral speech [4] provided evidence that we needed a two-fold categorization of overall pitch variation in French – one in terms of range and the other in terms of register. I also proposed an adjustment of the KIPROS transcription system with regard to overall pitch.

PROCEDURE

The recorded material were digitized and analyzed using the ESPS/Waves+ environment which enables transcription and labelling in multiple tiers.

An important step was the auditory analysis which provided an orthographic and a prosodic transcription of what had been recorded. More specifically, prosodic features marked for the purpose of this experiment were phrasing and overall pitch i.e. range and register.
For each transcribed prosodic phrase, a statistical program (see [115]) performs calculations on the Fo file. Fo values were collected for three pitch parameters: a local absolute Fo minimum (Fomin with its temporal location), a local absolute Fo maximum (Fomax with its temporal location), and a global parameter that is an average Fo (Fomean) over the whole phrase. These values were then directed to a new file and could be viewed for control with xlabel (ESP). Detected Fo points with erratic values could be assigned manually to a new temporal location.

The values obtained for successive prosodic phrases in each setting were plotted as presented in Figures 1 and 2. All the values were also pooled and presented in Table 1. In order to capture differences in Fo variation between the different contexts, frequency modulation factors (SD/mean in %) as proposed in [17] were also calculated.

**Table 1. Average Fo (means and standard deviation; values are in Hz) for Fomean, Fomin, Fomax, and frequency modulation factors in two different contexts (A: pre-electoral speech, B: post-electoral press-conference).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fomean</td>
<td>229.1</td>
<td>139.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>18.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/mean%</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fomin</td>
<td>141.9</td>
<td>91.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/mean%</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>21.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fomax</td>
<td>317.7</td>
<td>199.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD/mean%</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUDING REMARKS**

To conclude, I would like to define two kinds of range: a voice's range which is the Fo distance between the absolute Fo maximum and the speaker's baseline (specified as the usual Fo floor), both reached across contexts, and a context-specific range which is the Fo distance between the absolute Fo maximum and the speaker's baseline (specified as the Fo minimum in a specific context). A register would be defined in terms of Fo level given by absolute Fo minimum in actual prosodic phrases.

Obviously, this politician used a bimodal overall Fo distribution, high-pitched in the pre-electoral speech and relatively low-pitched in the post-electoral conference. The pre-electoral speech, in contrast with the post-electoral speech, seemed to shape the speaker's intonation toward a more hyperbolic behaviour with larger and more variable Fo excursions and several changes in register.
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USING SEGMENTAL DURATION PREDICTION FOR RESCORING THE N-BEST SOLUTION IN SPEECH RECOGNITION

K. Barkova, D. Jouvet & T. Moudenc
CNET, France Télécom, Lannion, France

ABSTRACT

The aim of this study is to set up a rule-based model of segmental duration in French for an automatic speech recognition system. This model was introduced at the post-processing stage of speech recognition in order to rescore the N-best solution hypotheses. Preliminary experiments conducted on isolated and connected word databases, the reduction in the recognition error rate ranged from 11% (for numbers) to 19% (for digits) when duration information was used in post-processing.

INTRODUCTION

Prosodic features contain valuable information about speech structuring. A great number of studies have focused their attention on the measure and description of principal physical prosodic parameters such as F0, sound duration and sound intensity. Researchers in automatic speech processing have long been aware of the importance of integrating prosody into different automatic systems. In speech synthesis the role of prosody is clearer: it must be modelled for generating natural sounding speech. In automatic speech recognition, prosodic parameters have primarily been used in order to segment signals into prosodic units [1]. The main prosodic cues used for signal segmentation are: final syllable lengthening of a prosodic constituent, and F0 movement amplitude.

A great number of studies deal with sound duration modelling in recognition systems based on Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM). Some of these studies use minimal sound duration [2], or sound duration normalized by utterance length [3], or variable sound duration according to speech rate [4].

THE RULE-BASED MODEL

The aim of this study is to introduce phonetic knowledge into sound duration modelling in order to set up a phonetically-based sound duration model. This phonetic duration model is then used in the post-processing of the N-best solutions hypotheses given by an HMM-based system using only spectral representation information. The role of the duration prediction is to distinguish between good and bad solutions proposed by the recognizer. Thus, either the duration score confirms the scoring of the HMM, or, conversely, penalizes the score (for example, when the duration of the segments constituting the solution does not match the duration predicted by the model).

The rule-based duration model for French sounds predicts segmental duration according to relevant phonetic and phonologic events. Phonemes are grouped into macro-classes. There are 4 vocalic macro classes (oral vowels, nasal vowels, neutral schwa-like vowels and semi-vowels), and 7 consonantal macro classes (voiceless plosives, voiced plosives, voiceless fricatives, voiced fricatives, nasals, r and l). For each macro class, mean phoneme durations and standard deviations were calculated according to: the left and right context (also expressed in macro classes), the word length, and the position of the syllable in the word (final syllable versus non-final syllable).

CONTEXT GROUPING

Several studies in micro-prosody illustrate that right consonant contexts have greater influence on vowel duration than left consonant contexts [5]. In French, the accent falls on the last syllable of a prosodic unit. As such, the vowel duration is clearly dependent upon the right context only in final "stressed" syllables. In order to obtain appropriate phonetic modelling, considering the right context of the last syllable of a lexical word is sufficient. Unfortunately, HMM segmentation is not always accurate. A type of "spectral inertia" persists in the segmentation process. This is due to the fact that parameters used for modelling contain mainly spectral information (8 Mel Frequency Cepstral coefficients and their first and second order temporal derivatives), and only three values related to energy (energy value and its first and second order derivatives). One can assume that mistakes made by HMM in segmentation are consistent for this very reason. In order to surmount this segmentation defect, both left and right contexts are taken into account in the sound duration modelling. In terms of syllable vowel duration, when a consonantal cluster closes the syllable, in addition to the immediate right consonantal context, the last consonant is also taken into account. This is because the phonetic characteristics of the last consonant (together with syllable structure) influence vowel duration.

PARAMETER SMOOTHING

Smoothing was implemented when the number of occurrences was not high enough to enable the reliable estimation of a sound duration parameter. Among the different phonetic parameters an a priori hierarchy was established, which specifies the order in which the smoothing is conducted. During rule smoothing, all the other parameters remain unchanged. For example, for a vowel, the first phonetic parameter to be considered is the left context, while the other conditions (right context, syllable position, word length) stay unchanged. Figure 1 shows the hierarchical clustering used in the smoothing of the left context. One moves up the tree until a sufficient number of occurrences is found; the corresponding parameters are then judged reliable.

![Figure 1: Left Consonant Context Clustering for Vowels](image)

Other phonetic parameters are considered (left context, etc.), and ultimately the inherent sound duration is used. However, the inherent duration is shortened for non-final syllable positions.

Initially, sound duration was modelled for 3 different corpora in French: digits, numbers from 00 to 99, and 36 words and expressions (Trégor corpus). All three corpora were recorded through the telephone network using about 800 speakers. Half of the data was used to train the predictive models, and the other half was used for testing. The allophone units were modelled by HMM [6].

Although the corpus contained connected words, the relative shortness of the sentences (the longest one containing 7 syllables), and the poverty of their syntactic structure (belonging to the same constituent), prevented the prediction of the sound duration in the final syllables in terms of the different depths of the syntactic structure of the sentence. Since internal pauses (if any) inserted between two adjacent words were always relatively short, and their duration quite consistent, it proved useful to model these durations too.

MODEL PARAMETERS

Two different models were set up using the three corpora described herein. Two training procedures were evaluated: one was corpus-dependent, and one was pluri-corpus. Corpus-dependent means that the sound duration parameters were trained and used on the same corpus.
were incorporated into the post-processing in order to rescore the N-best solutions. Figure 2 shows prediction duration errors for French digits.

The prediction error is minimized, and its value approaches 0, using speech rate coefficients in a monosyllabic word containing only one consonant and one vowel (as in the digit “deux” in French). If only error prediction is modelled, incorrect alignments associated with monosyllabic models cannot be penalized. Thus, speech rate coefficients must also be modelled. Figure 3 illustrates the consonant speaking rate histogram for the digit corpus.

Table II: Test Set Recognition Error Rate Reduction for Several Post-processings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-processing</th>
<th>Digits</th>
<th>Numbers</th>
<th>Trégor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HMM+Duration error+Speaking rate</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM+Duration error+Stationarity</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM+Speaking rate+Stationarity</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>7 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM+Duration error+Speaking rate+Stationarity</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>16 %</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As illustrated in Table I, speech rate modelling works well for short, mainly monosyllabic vocabularies, such as digits. Duration modelling works better for longer word vocabularies (such as Numbers or the Trégor). Regardless, the combination of both scores provides relatively good results, considering that only duration information was used.

Table II illustrates the recognition error rate reduction, following the introduction of the duration prediction error score and/or the speech rate score in post-processing, in comparison with HMM alone. Preliminary tests were conducted, recombining duration information and a supplementary parameter obtained from an a priori segmentation of the speech signal (this parameter expresses the number of stationary zones that occur in each segment of the signal) [6].

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This study focuses on the investigation of new parameters used in speech recognition system post-processing. It is reasonable to assume that the introduction of different types of parameters can add valuable information to the rescore of the HMM spectral score, where scoring is achieved using speech spectral representation following an initial pass through the system. Sound duration rule-based prediction is one type of supplementary parameter. Although information supplied by sound duration is poorer than those of spectral word representations (two different words or hypotheses can have exactly the same duration), initial attempts at evaluating the efficiency of these parameters have proved quite hopeful.

Further attempts to introduce other prosodic parameters such as F0, in order to rescore the N-best solutions in post-processing, are also being made.
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A FLEXIBLE VOCABULARY RECOGNITION SYSTEM FOR ITALIAN

P. Bonaventura, L. Fissore, H. Lepri, and G. Micca
CSELT - Centro Studi e Laboratori Telecommunication
Via G. Reisi Romoli 274 - 10148 Torino, Italy
Δ CSELT Consultant  Θ PhD student

ABSTRACT
The present paper describes a flexible vocabulary speech recognition system developed at CSELT. Main modules are described and some recognition results are provided. Details on the phonetic component are given. Preliminary tests have been performed on a speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition task, using the most recent release of the recognizer.

INTRODUCTION
CSELT research in the field of automatic speech recognition is presently being carried out along two main directions: a) development of real-word applications based on speech technologies already mature, as Voice Dailing by name [1] and advanced research activities for speech understanding through natural language in man-machine interaction systems with spontaneous dialogue [2].

One key factor in the advancement of speech recognition technology was the shift from Whole Word modeling to sub-word modeling technology. This latter, adds the important feature of Vocabulary Independency to speech recognition systems and paves the way to the wide range of flexible vocabulary applications [3].

Since September 1994 CSELT is internally experimenting a voice dialling-by-name service based on FLEXUS® a flexible vocabulary recognizer trained in speaker-independent mode for the telephone network. Currently the application supports nearly 1,000 summates and runs in nearly real time on a Personal Computer equipped with a multichannel DSP board. The clear separation between Language-Dependent and -Independent components, as well as the close modularization of the architecture makes the system easily extensible to other languages.

Fig.1 Block diagram of the speech recognition system

The training phase is carried out off-line on a SUN Workstation. The Feature Extraction module computes spectral features from 10 ms segments (frames) of digitized speech, then a Vector Quantization module computes codeword indexes for each input frame with respect to a given codebook. The Phonetic Coder transcribes the lexicon extracted from the whole corpus of training in terms of phonemes, then an appropriate set of Acoustic-Phonetic Units (APU's) is generated which suitably satisfies two fundamental but competing requirements: precision of the model, that is higher with a larger number of units, and trainability, that is greater with a reduced number of units. APU's are then associated to Hidden Markov Automata with a given topological structure. The HMM Training module learns a stochastic structure for each state of the model (transition and emission probabilities). The on-line decoder consists of a Lexical Tree Builder which represents the target lexicon in terms of a tree of sub-word units, of a real time version of the Feature Extractor and VQ modules, and of a real time implementation of the Word Decoder which computes likelihood scores for word or sentence candidates, sorts them and provides the best one or the N-best ones in output.

LMS
The LMS (Lexical Modeling System) component provides the lexical and acoustic-phonetic knowledge to the recognition system and is divided in modules communicating through simple data structures. Both declarative and procedural knowledge is included. The prominent declarative knowledge is represented by the phonetic coding rules, by the phonetic and APU tables and by coarticulation rules. Procedural knowledge consists of algorithms for sentence representation, homo-syllabic pronunciation, phonetic rule instantiation, APU generation, graph representation and statistics computations. Phonetic rules and tables, prototypes and semantic classes can be easily substituted for those of a new language, giving LMS a multilingual processing capability. Presently, an English version is being experimented within the RAILTEL EEC-funded project.

Syntactic prototypes
Sentences in a given application domain can be automatically generated from syntactic prototypes represented by graphs. arcs in a graph are associated to terminal symbols or to semantic classes. Terminal symbols are single words or sequences of words. Phonetic classes are sets of words associated to a semantic concept: i.e., <TOWNS>, <NUMBERS>, <COMPANIES>. Syntactic forms can also be grouped in classes: "vorrei", "potrei", "desidererei" are members of the class <QUOTE_START>. Sentences are then generated by visiting the graph along randomly chosen different paths.

Phonetic rules description
The Phonetic Coder includes grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules for transcription of standard Italian and of major regional pronunciations. The regional rules describe the most common linguistic phenomena (assimilation, insertions and deletions) that modify standard Italian when pronounced according to a regional variety [6]. The regional rules have been divided into three categories, according to their distribution on the national territory: category 1 includes pronunciations present at least in 5 regions, category 2 describes variants present in three to two regions, and category 3 includes pronunciations typical of one region.

Thirteen regional variants [6] have been selected as representative of the twenty official Italian dialects: Piedmont (PI), Liguria (LI), Lombardy (LO), Veneto (VE), Giulia (GI), Emil (EM), Sardinia (SA), Tuscany (TU), Umbria-Marche (U-M), Lazio (LA), Apulia (PU), Campania (CA) and Sicily (SI). The regional rules have been written and implemented in the SCYLA language [5], whose syntax is similar to the generative one; the alphabet used for the formulation of the regional rules includes the following elements:

\[\{= \text{ 'aut' (exclusive 'or')}\] C= any consonant V= any vowel #=vowel boundary ++= morpheme boundary

An example of rewriting rule is the following:

\[s \rightarrow \text{ /f/ } \text{ C} \] (voiced, +stop)

(SICILIA, EX. aspetto)

The features adopted (e.g. 'voiced', 'stop') define the phones on the basis of phonetic categories (place and mode of articulation), and do not have phonological value. The SCYLA grapheme-to-phoneme transcription component converts an input text string into an output phonetic transcription. Rules for standard Italian [10] have already been written in SCYLA and implemented in a text-to-speech synthesis.

The transcription rules actually convert graphemes into phones and not phonemes: however, this linguistically
inexact terminology has been used throughout the paper, because it is conventionally accepted in the field of speech synthesis and recognition.

Linguistic phenomena described by the rules

The rules have been subdivided into three categories: Category 1 rules describe phenomena which occur in 7 regions (usually the northern ones vs. center-south others). Linguistic phenomena common to these areas are: a) voicing of intervocalic /s/ (e.g. 'casa', 'house'; central-south. ['kasa] vs. north. ['kazal]); b) pronunciation of [s] as a dental affricate [ts], after a nasal and a liquid (e.g. 'arso', 'anssa' and 'salsa': regional ['arsso'], ['ansa'], ['salsa]); c) pronunciation of velar allophone [n] before consonant in the north of Italy (e.g. 'treno', stand. ['tsrennso], regional ['tsnnsso]); d) insertion of glide [j] after palatal affricate, liquid and nasal consonants ([f], [j], [ksi] in corresponding graphemic groups 'ci', 'ci', 'gli', 'gni' precede a vowel (e.g. 'cielo': standard ['cielo], regional ['tsneo]); 'scientza': standard ['tsntsa], regional ['tsntsa]; 'gliene': standard ['ksiene], regional ['ksiene]; 'sogniamo': standard ['sntsnamo], regional ['sntsnamo].

Category 2 rules are present in 3 to 2 regions and describe the following phenomena: a) voicing of the affricate [ts] before vowel and after [n] in TO, PU, CA (e.g. 'idanzato': stand. ['idntzanto], regional. ['idntzanto]); b) doubling of intervocalic [b] and [d] in SI, CA, LA (e.g. 'cabin': stand. ['tsbnina], region. ['tsb'ntina]); 'agiosso': stand. ['adszo], regional. ['adszo]); c) progressive assimilation of consonant clusters ([m], [n], [r] in TO, U-M, LA (e.g. 'atmosfera': stand. ['atmlsfrra], regional. ['atmlsfrra]); 'anmzsfrra']: regional. ['atmlsfrra]); 'tenniko': stand. ['tenniko], Enrico's: stand. ['tenniko], region. ['tennoko]); d) simplification of the intervocalic palatal lateral [A] as the glide [j] in U-M, TO (e.g. 'moglie': stand. ['mglje], region. ['mglje].

Linguistic phenomena present in one region (category 3) are the following: a) palatalization of [s] in EM in every context (e.g. 'sposare': stand. ['sporsare], region. ['sporsare]); b) realization of [l] as [r] before consonant in Lazio (e.g. 'alzare': stand. ['altsare], region. ['altsare].

APU generation

The set of APU's is selected as a viable trade-off between precision of the model and statistical robustness. Acoustic variability can be better captured by differentiating phones with respect to their context: triphones specify a left and a right context, biphones a right context. (t) r (e), f.i., is phone [r] in the word 'tenno'.

Monosyllabic functional words (articles, prepositions), which are more prone to heavy coarticulation in continuous speech, are given specific word-dependent units. The large number of possible triphones in Italian (a few thousands) is downsized by a) imposing a minimum occurrence threshold and b) backing off to biphones.

Graph concatenation

APU's are chained up to form whole words, and words are chained up to form sentences. Therefore, at the end of the concatenation process a single sentence is represented by a graph, which includes pronunciations variants, optional silences and schwa's, and allophonic alternatives. A beam optimization was performed: first, linear sequences of APU's are obtained for each phonetic variant of every word, then a first optimization is carried out to obtain a word graph; successively, the word graph is chained to the graph corresponding to the sub-sentence already processed, and a second optimization is performed to minimize the number of nodes of the overall graph. The complexity of a sentence graph is ranges from the simplest level (only standard transcription) to the most complex level (all regional variations included).

APU coder

This model codes a given text vocabulary in terms of the APU’s alphabet. Linear representations of word are obtained, which will be given in input to the Word Tree Builder to provide a compact tree structure for the on-line Decoder.

HMM topology

Each unit is given a topological structure, based on Bakis’ linear model with loop and forward arcs. In the standard three state model, linear states account for coarticulation effects with adjacent sounds, while the central state captures the stationary component of the phones.

Coverage

Statistical tools are included in LMS, to provide general information about the distribution of words, phones, APU’s in lexical corpora. The coverage parameters are computed as percentage of occurrence of a given type of APU within a corpus. The coverage parameters are important in evaluating the level of precision of a given model with respect to a training corpus, and the degree of "generalization" of that model with respect to a new application lexicon.

TESTS

Experimental Set up

The speech signal is collected through a linear electrom-type telephone connected to a local PBX, and the telephone bandwidth of 300-3400 KHz, and sampled at 8 KHz. 12 Mel-based cepstral and Acepstral coefficients are computed each 1 ms time frame, plus Energy and Delta Energy. A variable threshold, energy-based, mid-point detector is used. Two 256-code word codebooks are generated for Cepstrum and Acepstrum, plus a 32-code word one for Energy and DEnergy. Discrete density HMM’s were trained through a few Forward-Backward training iterations. A beam-search Viterbi decoder generates the best-scored sequence of words which allow us to compute the Word Accuracy by alignment with the pronounced sequence [4].

Performance results

Preliminary results were obtained by training the recognizer on a 12,000 utterance data base from 146 speakers, and by testing on 600 utterances from different speakers, in the train information query domain, with a vocabulary of 718 words. Utterances were read on a screen in a quiet room, with a linear (electret) microphone, on the local PBX. A Word Accuracy figure of 76.6% has been obtained with Discrete density HMM’s, which increased to 79% by using Continuous density HMM’s, and to about 90% with statistical language models (word bigrams). Present experimentation aims to improve recognition performance by adopting new types of APU’s, including transitional and stationary components, to adapt the recognizer to new languages and to increase the robustness of the models to channel and line variations. The capability of the acoustic-phonetic module to match specific regional pronunciations will be assessed in future experiments.

CONCLUSIONS

A description of the Flexible Vocabulary Recognition Technology developed at Ceslct has been given. The most important features of the new release of the LMS component for lexical and phonetical processing have been described. Some recognition tests have been carried out on a speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition task over the telephone, and the corresponding performance figures have been presented. Finally, future developments are mentioned.
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ABSTRACT
We present how the Distinctive Region Model (DRM) may be used for the recognition of two vowel sequences. The process studied here takes into account the characteristics of the speaker, the phonetic context and the variation of the formants during the V1-V2 transition. On average, 80% of the V1-V2 sequences are correctly identified. The article presents the results obtained for the ten French vocalic vowels.

1- INTRODUCTION
In order to verify whether speech production models are appropriate for automatic speech recognition, we primarily use the DRM model because it is simple and easy to control.

This model offers the advantage of proposing a dynamic modelisation of articulators motion to go from one vocal tract configuration to another. Moreover, it is speaker independent. The model parameters are the areas of the regions and the total length of the tube.

In this preliminary stage, we consider the identification of V1-V2 sequences uttered by several speakers. The model derived formant transition are compared with the acoustically measured ones.

2- DRM MODEL INVERSION
The aim of the present work is not to validate the model nor to modify it to solve particular difficulties. We use it as it has been designed by its conceptors [2]. The DRM model inversion process and our recognition strategy have been described in [1].

2.1 - speaker adaptation
In order for the model acoustic space to better match the speaker's, we must either modify some characteristics of the model or normalise the speaker's parameters.

The DRM model characteristics allow a speaker adaptation by varying the total tube length.

The model may be adapted in two ways: either by fixing the total vocal tract (VT) length for each speaker and is identical for every vowel or by fixing the length for each vowel of each speaker.

2.2 - codebook generation
In order to optimize the static search for configurations which constitutes the first part of our recognition strategy, we generate a codebook i.e a table of acoustics vectors and corresponding articulatory vectors which provides starting and final configurations for each transition.

The configurations in the codebook are produced by varying around a reference VT model. There is a reference vocal tract model for each vowel. The variation allowed around each reference configuration is fixed. All other configurations are produced by moving from one extreme configuration to another along a straight line in the parameter space. We also vary the interpolation type and the configuration total length.

Thus we obtain a reference table (TR-0) containing about 15,000 configurations which describe the whole vowel set.

Some VT models are associated with acoustic parameters which do not match those of the currently studied vowel, therefore they must be filtered out. By filtering the table TR-0, we create six different tables distinct from each other by the number of configurations for each vowel, the choice of these configurations and their total length. These tables will be used directly for the recognition of the V1-V2 sequences. The first working table TT-1-1 contains the configurations of the reference table TR-0. The total length of the configurations is fixed for each speaker and is identical for each vowel. TT-1-2 contains 20 configurations per vowel (from TR-0); these configurations are speaker dependent and represent every vowel in context. Finally in table TT-1-3 the configurations are speaker dependent and each vowel is represented by one configuration only.

The last three tables TT-2-1, TT-2-2, TT-2-3 are built respectively like the first three ones but the configurations length is fixed for every vowel of every speaker.

2.3 - recognition strategy
Firstly we measure the first three formants at the onset and the offset of the input signal. Referring to the codebook, we determine a VT configuration for each hypothesis concerning V1 and V2. All possible formant transitions are then calculated using the speaker adapted model with its two commands and different interpolation types. Secondly we identify the V1V2 sequences whose entire formant transition matches best the formant transition measured on the input signal.

3- RESULTS
3.1 - symetric model
Three male French speakers uttered a hundred of V1-V2 sequences consisting of the ten French oral vowels.

The standard DRM model configurations, even with varying lengths, yield no more than 50% recognition rate on average for the three speakers (these results must be compared with tables TT-1-3 and TT-2-3). The recognition rate in first position of the V1-V2 transitions, for each speaker, and for each working-table is stated in Tab1. 

Tab 1: The recognition rate in first position of the V1-V2 transitions, for each speaker (across), and for each working-table (down). The first three tables TT-1-1, TT-1-2, TT-1-3 contain respectively about one hundred configurations, 20 configurations and 10. The total length of the configurations is fixed for each speaker, and is identical for each vowel. The last three tables TT-2-1, TT-2-2, TT-2-3 are built respectively like the first three ones but the configuration length is fixed for every vowel of every speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TT-1-1</th>
<th>TT-1-2</th>
<th>TT-1-3</th>
<th>TT-2-1</th>
<th>TT-2-2</th>
<th>TT-2-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PG</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOT</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These first results show that the VT model length adaptation for each speaker increases the recognition rate and confirms that the standard DRM configurations are not optimal for V1-V2 sequence recognition.

As for recognition rate, tables TT-2-2 and TT-2-3 give acceptable and consistent results.

However, we note that the configurations of the table TT-2-2 allow the model to produce trajectories closer to natural speech. Table TT-2-2 contains configurations selected using formant patterns from vowels in context for each speaker, most of the time this table provides optimized initial and final configurations of the transition and therefore, the corresponding total acoustic distance decreases.
The recognition rate obtained and the quality of the model trajectories depend on the codebook quality and on the model capacity to span the speaker's acoustic space. The configurations used are always realistic, i.e., physically reachable by a human vocal tract. This acoustic space is now described for each vowel.

For [i], [e], [o]: the third formant values are too low, they never reach the speaker's acoustic space, for [a] [o] and [u]: F3 is too high and never meets the speaker's space, furthermore for [a], F1 is too low and for [i] F2 too high. The model acoustic space matches that of the other vowels for each formant value.

Figure 1 compares the three cardinal vowels [i], [e] and [u] with the DRM model configurations used for speaker TS with the area function proposed by [3].

![Figure 1: Comparison of the three cardinal vowels [i], [e] and [u] with the DRM model configurations (right) used for speaker TS with the area function proposed by Majid [3](left). The X-axis represents the distance from the glottis (cm), the Y-axis represents the regions' areas (cm²).](image)

Some V1-V2 transitions raise problems. For example [i]-[u] is well recognized when table TT-2-3 is used but the model formant trajectory badly matches the speaker's, the model cannot represent how the F2 and F3 formants cross, which is a characteristic of this transition. Transition [a]-[i] also has a good recognition rate and a poor model representation. For [i]-[y], not only is the third formant of [i] never reached, but also the F2 formant model value is not constant throughout the transition. Model transition with [e] or [e] are acoustically close to the natural curve because these two vowels have good static representations and therefore the total distance decreases.

The transition [a]-[a] always has a good recognition rate when table TT-2-2 and TT-2-3 are used for speakers TS and FB and is always well modeled for each speaker with table TT-2-2 (see figure 2). V1-V2 sequences with [a] also have a good recognition rate.

![Figure 2: Comparison on the first three formants between the model trajectory ("-".) and speaker's ("■") for [a]-[a].](image)

3.2 - Dissymmetric model

If the symetrical axis of the [i] configuration is shifted by 1 cm towards the glottis, the third formant better matches natural vowel space. However, this shift disturbs the [y] acoustic space. This vowel needs the symetrical axis to be shifted towards the lips. This leads to change the symetrical axis for each vowel and then to change the model characteristics continuously.

The results are not improved if the symetrical axis shift is set identically for every vowel. So we keep the initial symetrical tube. This shift of the symetrical axis of the vocalic tube could be interesting to process a female voice since we know that the characteristics of the female vocal tract are different from those of the male vocal tract.

4 - CONCLUSION

The Distinctive Region Model study leads us to specify the capacities of this production system within the framework of vocal recognition. The constraints we imposed seem to be strong enough to avoid the one-to-many problem. Besides, we need to test different acoustic distances and acoustic parameters to measure the match between the model productions and the speaker's realisations.

Our study shows clearly that speaker adaptation is necessary and significantly improves the results. Moreover, context dependent configurations produce more accurate results.

Some speaker transitions are faithfully represented by the DRM model and have a good recognition rate. However, some particular cases remain to be examined more precisely.

The problem of the acoustic values not reached by the model is not resolved by a dissymetric model. The results are not improved by the use of different interpolation types or the desynchronisation of lip movement.

Generally speaking, our attempt to refine the recognition strategy doesn't improve the model performances. This model is very simple, it cannot respond precisely to any situation but it helps us to obtain suitable results for the vocalic transition recognition. The results obtained, on average 80% of the V1-V2 transition correctly identified, encourage us to carry on speech recognition with the articulatory models. Nevertheless it is advisable to use much more complex models able to take into account the whole articulatory phenomenon (recognition of the articulation mode and place for consonants).
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ABSTRACT

A bimodal automatic speech recognition system, in which the speech signal is synchronously analyzed by an audio channel producing spectral-like parameters every 2 ms and by a visual channel computing lip and jaw kinematic parameters, is described and some results are given for various speaker independent phonetic recognition experiments regarding the Italian plosive class in different noisy conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Audio-visual automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems can be conceived with the aim of improving speech recognition performance, mostly in noisy conditions [1]. Various studies of human speech perception have demonstrated that visual information plays an important role in the process of speech understanding [2], and, in particular, "lip-reading" seems to be one of the most important secondary information sources [3]. Moreover, even if the auditory modality definitely represents the most important flow of information for speech perception, the visual channel allows subjects to better understand speech when background noise strongly corrupts the audio channel [4]. Mohamadi and Benoit [5] reported that vision is almost unnecessary in rather clean acoustic conditions (S/N > 0 dB), while it becomes essential when the noise highly degrades acoustic conditions (S/N ≤ 0 dB).

METHOD

The system being described takes advantage of jaw and lip reading capability, making use of a new system for automatic jaw and lips movement 3D analysis called ELITE [6], in conjunction with an auditory model of speech processing [7] which have shown great robustness in noisy condition [8].

The speech signal, acquired in synchrony with the articulatory data, is prefiltred and sampled at 16 KHz, and a joint synchrony/mean-rate auditory model of speech processing [7] is applied producing 80 spectral-like parameters at 500 Hz frame rate. In the experiments being described, spectral-like parameters and frame rate have been reduced to 40 and 250Hz respectively in order to speeding up the system training time. Input stimuli are segmented by SLAM, a recently developed semi-automatic segmentation and labeling tool [9] working on auditory model parameters.

The visual part of the system has adopted ELITE which is a fully automatic movement analyzer for 3D kinematic data acquisition. This system ensures a high accuracy and minimum discomfort to the subject. In fact, only small, non obtrusive, passive markers of 2mm of diameter, realized by reflective paper, are attached onto the speaking subject's face. The subjects are placed in the field of view of two CCD TV cameras at 1.5 meters from them. These cameras light up the markers by an infrared stroboscope, not visible in order to avoid any disturbance to the subject. ELITE is characterized by a two level architecture. The first level includes an interface to the environment and a fast processor for shape recognition (FPSR). The outputs of the TV cameras are sent at a frame rate of 100 Hz to the FPSR, which provides for markers recognition based on a cross-correlation algorithm implemented in real-time by a pipe-lined parallel hardware. This algorithm allows the use of the system also in adverse lighting conditions, being able to discriminate between markers and reflexes of different shapes although brighter. Furthermore, since for each marker several pixels are recognized, the cross-correlation algorithm allows the computation of the weighted center of mass increasing the accuracy of the system up to 0.1mm on 28cm of field of view. The coordinates of the recognized markers are sent to the second level which is constituted by a general purpose personal computer. This level provides for 3D coordinate reconstruction, starting from the 2D perspective projections, by means of a stereophotogrammetric procedure which allows a free positioning of the TV cameras. The 3D data coordinates are then used to evaluate the parameters described hereinafter.

Finally both audio and visual parameters, in a single or joint fashion, are used to train, by means of the Back Propagation for Sequences (BPS) [10] algorithm, an artificial Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to recognize the input stimuli.

A block diagram of the overall system is described in Figure 1 where both the audio and the visual channel are shown together with the RNN utilized in the recognition phase.

![Figure 1. Structure of the bimodal recognition system.](image)

EXPERIMENT

The input data consist of disyllabic symmetric /VCV/ nonsense words, where C=/p,t,k,b,d,g/ and V=/a,i,u/, uttered by 10 male speakers. All the subjects were northern Italian university students, aged between 19 and 22, and were paid volunteers. They repeated five times, in random order, each of the selected non-sense words. The speaker comfortably sits on a chair, with a microphone in front of him, and utters the experimental paradigm words, under request of the operator. Three reference points and five target points on the face of the subject have been considered. As illustrated in Figure 2, these points are the nose (n.1), the middle edge of the upper lip (n.2), the middle edge of the lower lip (n.5), the corners of the mouth (n.3 and n.4), the jaw (n.6), and the lobe of the ears (n.7 and n.8).

In this study, the movements of the markers placed on the central points of the vermillion border of the upper lip (marker 2), and lower lip (marker 5), together with the movements of the marker placed on the edges of the mouth (markers 3, 4), were analyzed, while the markers placed on the tip of the nose (marker 1), and on the lobe of the ears (markers 7, 8), served only as reference points. In fact, in order to eliminate the effects of the head movement, the opening and closing gestures of the upper and lower lip movements were calculated as the distance of the markers 2 and 5 placed on the lips, from the plane depicted in Figure 2 and defined by the line passing from the markers 7 and 8, placed on the ear lobes, and marker 1, placed on the tip of the nose. Similar distances with a plane perpendicular to the above one serve as a measure of upper and lower lip protrusion. A total of 14 values, defined as the difference between various markers or between markers and reference planes, plus the correspondent instantaneous velocity, obtained by numerical differentiation, constitute the articulatory vector which has been used together with the acoustic vector in order to represent the target stimuli. The articulatory parameters were, besides the upper and lower lip opening and closing movements, and the upper and lower lip protrusion, the lip opening height calculated as the distance between markers 2 and 5, the lip opening width, calculated as the distance between markers 2 and 5, and the jaw opening measured between the markers placed on the jaw and on the tip of the nose.

As an example of the articulatory parameters, Figure 3 shows the vertical displacement and the instantaneous velocity of the marker placed on the lower lip (n. 5) associated with the sequence /apa/.
In a previous work [11], regarding the same task, but in a Speaker Dependent (SD) environment, comparing results obtained in the three considered situations:

a) only the audio channel is active;
b) only the visual channel is active;
c) both audio and visual channels are simultaneously active, the usefulness of visual parameters for improving speaker recognition performance was successfully demonstrated. In this work, regarding a Speaker Independent (SI) environment, only the first and third situations in which only the audio channel or both audio and visual channels are simultaneously active were considered.

The network architecture which has been considered for the recognition was a fully connected recurrent feed-forward BPS network with dynamic nodes positioned only in the hidden layer. The learning strategy was based on BPS algorithm [10], and only two supervision frames were chosen in order to speed up the training time. The first one, focused on articulatory parameters, was positioned in the middle frame of the target plosive, the 'closure' zone, while the second, focused on acoustic parameters, was positioned in the penultimate frame, the 'burst' zone. A 20 ms delay, corresponding to 5 frames, was used for the hidden layer dynamic neurons. A 54(40+14)input * 20(14+6)hidden * 6(output) RNN, as illustrated in Figure 1, was considered. Not all the connections were allowed from the input and the hidden layer, but only those concerning the two different modalities, which were thus maintained disjoint. Various parameter reduction schemes and various network structure alternatives were explored but those described above represent the best choice in terms of learning speed and recognition performance.

RESULTS

Two different experimental setting were considered in which, among the 10 speakers, 8 speakers were randomly picked up in order to form the learning set while the remaining two were considered as the test set. The results for these two cases are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. SI correct recognition rate in two experimental settings with 8 speaker for learning and 2 for testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 1</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 2</td>
<td>72.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>83.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After having observed that a particular speaker had a very bad acquired audio signal, a third experiment was organized thus considering only 7 speakers for the learning set and two for the test set. Results regarding this case are summarized in Table 2.

In Table 3 the Speaker-Pooled (SP) mean correct recognition performance for all the three experimental settings is illustrated. In this case each speaker forming the learning set was also individually tested.

Table 2. SI correct recognition rate with the 9 speaker set (see text).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. SI mean correct recognition rate for the Speaker-Pooled (SP) case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to test the power of the bimodal approach all the three experiments were repeated eliminating visual information thus retaining only the audio channel input. The 40 input * 14 hidden * 6 output RNN utilized in this case is exactly the audio subnet of the global net utilized in the bimodal environment as indicated in Fig. 1.

Table 4. SI mean correct recognition rate with only Audio information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E1</th>
<th>E2</th>
<th>E3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

As indicated by a direct inspection of Tables 1–4, recognition performance significantly improves when both audio and visual channels are active. Looking at Table 3 referring to the speaker-pooled results a good generalization power can be associated with the chosen RNN given that SI results were surprisingly better than SP results.
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ABSTRACT
This paper builds on previous work on recognition of speech in noise to incorporate a model of the constraints imposed by rules governing auditory induction, implemented as a refinement of the distance metric used in a Kohonen network. We show that use of this constraint improves recognition accuracy, and points to a new understanding of some aspects of speech perception.

INTRODUCTION
It is a matter of everyday experience that speech perception is possible in "adverse" conditions. Bregman [1] has coined the term auditory scene analysis to refer to listeners' ability to separate out individual sound sources in a mixture by grouping together those components of a signal which share characteristics in common (e.g. harmonicity). Recent evidence [2] has suggested, however, that in noisy environments is it not possible for the auditory system to fully recover all the evidence for, say, a speech signal. It is often the case that an intrusive noise source will completely dominate a particular time-frequency region: in these regions there are no components which can reliably be ascribed to the speech signal, so its representation will necessarily be incomplete. Few theories of speech perception, however, consider the effects that extraneous signals have on the auditory representation of speech signals, or account for listeners' abilities to induce the percept of the continuity of a speech signal through noise.

Those parts of the spectrum which cannot be attributed to the speech signal are nevertheless information-bearing. They place an upper bound on the amount of energy that the speech signal could have had. If, for example, evidence is only available for low frequencies (in the F1 region) and this suggests initially that an /u/ might be present, we would minimally expect also to find concentrations of spectral energy in the 2200-3300Hz region, corresponding to F(2,3,4) of the vowel. If this is not observed, it constitutes evidence to the contrary to the initial /u/ hypothesis. This area has been formally investigated in studies of auditory induction: Warren and his colleagues [3] have found that the auditory system is indeed subject to such constraints. In their experiments, part of a stimulus signal is excised and replaced with a noise burst. If and only if the noise is sufficiently loud that it would have masked the original sound, had it been present, the auditory system induces the percept of the original, leading to continuity.

We now show how the auditory induction constraint can be incorporated into a recognition architecture adapted to handle missing data in a bottom-up fashion.

RECOGNITION FROM PARTIAL DATA
We have developed [4] a model of speech recognition, based on a modified Kohonen self-organising network [5], whose performance degrades gracefully as increasing proportion of the input representation of speech is deleted (simulating the effect of increasing noise intrusions) during training and recognition. During the recognition phase, an input vector is compared with the weight vector associated with every node in the net. In the general case, all components of the input vector contribute to the distance measure. In the version modified for incomplete input [6] only those components present in the input vector contribute to the score.

As discussed previously, studies of perceived auditory continuity suggest that the full spectral profile places additional top-down constraints on the recognition process. Specifically, "auditory induction" operates only if sufficient energy exists in the occluded regions to account for the induced pattern. This is expressed computationally by the addition of a second factor in the distance metric which adds a penalty for any "absent" components whose level is below that in the net vector. This is illustrated in figures 1 and 2.

EXPERIMENTS
A net of dimensions 19x13 was used. The input representation was produced by a 64-channel gammatone filterbank, with channel centre-frequencies equally spaced on an ERB-rate scale between 200 and 5500 Hz, and the output of each filter

Figure 1. The input vector is compared with net weight vectors: the winning unit is chosen as that whose weight vector most closely matches the input vector, as determined by a distance metric.

Figure 2. Illustration of the auditory induction constraint: the "best match" panel shows a correct match between the input vector (light grey) and the net weight vector (dark grey). The distance measure is determined primarily by standard metric. The "incorrect match" panel shows a match between the same input vector and a net weight vector which "expects" more energy than is present in the signal.
processed by a model of inner hair cell transduction, smoothed over a 10 ms window.

Training and test data were generated from utterances produced by a single male Japanese speaker from the ATR large-scale speech database [7]. The nets were trained and calibrated (i.e. one of 27 phone labels was attached to each output node) using a training set, and recognition performance measured in terms of recognition accuracy — the percentage of labels in the test set correctly identified.

Recognition performance was investigated in two series each of 10 different conditions, in which during recognition input vector components were deleted at random with a probability which varied in from 0.0 (no deletion) to 0.9 (90% deletion). In the first series the distance metric for incomplete vectors was used, in the second the metric (AIC) with auditory induction constraint was employed.

Results of these experiments are shown in figure 3. They show a clear benefit of using the AIC metric as the probability of deletion increases (using a model of auditory scene analysis the probability of deletion is likely to be around 85%).

![Figure 3](image-url)  
Figure 3. Recognition accuracy vs. probability of deletion for 2 recognition algorithms. The "without AIC" curve employs the distance measure for incomplete vectors, whilst "with AIC" includes modifications suggested by the continuity effect as described in the text.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR MODELS OF SPEECH PERCEPTION AND FUTURE RESEARCH**

These results point to a model of speech perception in which information grouped by auditory scene analysis triggers matches against stored speech schemas, which may then be verified through application of the auditory induction constraint.

This further suggests that the representations the auditory system uses to "categorise", and indeed learn about, speech sounds may be rather different to those with which the traditional phonetician or linguist familiar. If we restrict ourselves to consideration of spectrum-like representations (there is no reason why other representations such as onset, offset and frequency-transition maps should not play a part in the coding of speech), this is especially true in low-frequency regions of speech, where the first formant, and in some cases the second, and even third formants, are resolved into harmonics. When this has been addressed (cf. [8]), it has generally posed a problem for theories of speech perception, as well as automatic speech recognition systems.

A representation which includes harmonics will clearly be (even) more variable than one in which the formants are coherent, due to natural changes in fundamental frequency during the course of phonation. A model of perception based on partial matching suggests that we should regard grouped auditory primitives as indicating those frequencies at which the spectrum should be sampled, rather than as defining a pattern to be matched. This side-steps the problems associated with smoothing reconstructed spectral profiles on the basis of extracted peaks using a process of interpolation. Furthermore, a partial matching scheme might account for the centre of gravity effect, or large-scale spectral integration (cf. [8]). It gives a plausible mechanism by which the auditory system would take into account gross spectral shapes rather than individual formant frequencies.

Consider for example the weights in nets trained (cf. [4]) using complete data vectors and data vectors with 85% of the components randomly deleted, shown in figure 4. It can be clearly seen that the deletions have little effect on the representation of the vowel spectra.

![Figure 4](image-url)  
Figure 4. Spectrogram-like plots of net weight vectors (1 frame = 1 node) sorted by label (within-label order is insignificant) for nets trained using (top) complete data vectors and (bottom) data vectors with 85% of the components randomly deleted.

The model presented here may also explain aspects of the Lombard effect (cf. [9]): since harmonicity is a powerful grouping cue, and in noisy conditions likely to be more robust than common amplitude modulation, a goal of the elevation of pitch may be to make the voice more readily separated. Furthermore, studies of auditory induction [3] also show that when one sound is heard in the presence of another, the perceived loudness of the first sound is less than it would be if it were heard in isolation. In other words the auditory system employs some sort of disjoint allocation of energy between the two sounds. The purpose of changes in spectral tilt observed in Lombard speech may be to raise the perceived level of high frequency regions of the spectrum to counteract the fact that otherwise, after disjoint allocation, the perceived levels would be below those expected for a particular speech sound.

Finally, the model suggests a novel methodology for investigating phonetic cues, and cue trading: it makes it possible to investigate computationally the question "can recognition be achieved without information in this region".
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ABSTRACT

In this article we present a new hybrid method for speech recognition which uses expert knowledge to control Hidden Markov Models in a purely bottom-up way. The phonetic knowledge used by the hybrid model to perform this control is embedded in the standard hidden Markov models by the way of an "expert matrix" which expresses whether a given broad phonetic label may or may not, be detected by the expert system while the model is in a given state.

INTRODUCTION

Many recent works in the field of speech recognition tend to combine different methods of acoustic-phonetic decoding, in order to take advantage of their particularities. Among the different hybrid methods, there are those which use the discrimination power of neural networks with the time alignment capacities of Hidden Markov Models [1] [2] [3] and those which combine rule based systems with HMM [4] or neural networks [5].

Although the Markov modeling is one of the best speech recognition methods, it still has great difficulty coping with explicit phonetic knowledge. A usual solution to this problem is to constrain HMM to assign one state either for one particular acoustic phase of the speech unit [6] [7] [8], or for one articulatory configuration of the vocal track [9]. The underlying principle of these methods is that they force the matching of the underlying phonetic structure - which may be described by a human expert - by the state transition graph of the Markovian process.

This paper presents a hybrid recognition method which uses expert rules to add automatically phonetic knowledge to the set of standard HMM parameters during the training step and to control the bottom-up recognition process according to that knowledge.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the first section will present the standard HMM principle, then the hybrid model will be described with an example showing how it controls the recognition algorithm. The last section will give some results and will discuss the enhancements and limitations of this method.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODELING

HMMs are finite states automations which model sequences of quasi-stationary phases [10]. They are formed by a fixed number of states linked to others by arcs. Each arc has an associated transition probability possibly null - while each state is associated with an emission probability density function (pdf). An N-states Markov model is then defined entirely by its A-matrix of transition probabilities $a_{ij}$ and it's set of emission pdf's $b_i(x)$ called the B-matrix.

Speech recognition with HMM consists in evaluating each model probability, given a vector of acoustic features. This may be performed by the Viterbi algorithm [11] which, in addition, finds the best path along the Markov chain in order to maximize this probability. During this process, the choice of a transition from state i to state j, given the feature vector $o_t$, depends on the value $a_{ij}b_i(o_t)$ which may be seen as the "cost" of the transition from state i to state j, weighted by the "distance" between the jth state's inner representation of an acoustic configuration and the observed acoustic feature $o_t$. Thus the Viterbi algorithm performs nothing other than a time alignment procedure. Figure 1 shows such an alignment for the French word "ouvre" (/uvR@/).

![Figure 1: Time alignment of the word model "ouvre" with an occurrence of this word: the transitions from one state to the next one are quite exactly synchronized with the manually determined phonemes' frontiers.](image)

The efficiency of the acoustic-decoding with HMM relies on the optimization of the models' parameters. The forward-backward algorithm [12] which is widely used for this purpose is an Expectation-Maximization procedure which iteratively re-estimates the transition and emission probability, given a training set of acoustic data. It should be noticed that, as far as HMMs are probabilistic models, the number and the quality of the training samples condition the representativity and the generalization capacity of the models. Furthermore, short acoustic events like the stop-consonants' burst are poorly modeled because of their reduced number of representative feature vectors.

THE HYBRID MODEL

The hybrid model presented here tries to satisfy three constraints: introducing phonological knowledge expressed by expert system into the HMM's decision procedure, keeping the automatic aspect of the model's training phase and maintaining the bottom-up aspect of the acoustic-phonetic decoding by HMM which allows a real-time implementation for speech recognition. Taking into account the speech segmentation generated by the Viterbi algorithm, the training phase of the hybrid model will create a so called "expert matrix" $E$ with as many rows as the Markovian model has states and as many columns as there are broad phonetic classes predicted by the expert system.

In our experiments, the expert system is a set of deterministic networks [13] finding occurrences of voiceless fricatives and stop consonants by applying fuzzy thresholds to the zero-crossing rate, the power and its first and second order derivatives. For each training sample, a forward-backward training of the HMM is performed to get the $E$ matrix. Then this matrix is applied to the standard HMMs, which are run one after another.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hybrid model has been tested on a subset of the French database BDSON. This corpus is formed by 161 mono or bi-syllabic words, each pronounced once
by 5 male and 5 female speakers. The speech signal is sampled at 16kHz and analyzed every 10ms by a Perceptual Linear Predictive Coding algorithm [14] to produce the feature vectors. Both standard and hybrid models are trained with 6 of the 10 utterances and the other 4 are used as the test set.

For this corpus, the standard HMMs give a 38% recognition rate (49% if we consider the first two candidates). By correcting 16% of the confused words, the hybrid model increases this rate to 43% (56% for the first two candidates).

An example of wrong-model correction is shown in figure 2. As a result of differences in pronunciation between the speaker and those used to train the models, the uttered word "aute" (lotR@) happens to be more likely emitted by the model of the word "ouver". On the other hand, acoustic events like the short silence followed by a noise burst are clearly detected by the expert system which then produces the label Q, indicating a voiceless plosive. As long as there is no state -according to the E matrix- which may be visited while this phonetic label occurs, all states' probability are weighted down, resulting in a reduction in the model's final probability. By contrast, the model of the word "aute" is not penalized because the best states sequence implies that the appropriate state is visited when the voiceless plosive is detected and this model becomes the most likely one.

As a result of the time synchronous constraints imposed on the models' states sequences, the hybrid model demonstrates on the ability to closely model the phonetic structure of words, even with a small number of training utterances. This is due to the fact that the a priori knowledge-based expert system is not dependent on the quantity of training data. Furthermore, the principle

![Figure 2: How the expert system controls the Markovian model: the path followed by the Viterbi algorithm along model's states is penalized when the "Q" label is predicted by the expert system.](image)

of time rendez-vous imposed on HMMs' states sequences by the external system may be extended to handle other types of information.

The principle of this method is that it uses the external information whenever it is available, this means that the expert system has to be as robust as possible. In fact, some unexpected detections made by the expert system cause the correct model to be penalized. Thus further works will tend to optimize the performance of the expert system in order to close approach the results obtained in a preliminary experiment, using manually given labels obtained from a human expert [15].

CONCLUSION

We have described a new hybrid approach to speech recognition using HMMs and a rule-based expert system. Phonological knowledge as expressed by the expert system is embedded in the models by the way of the E matrix. This knowledge is then used during a purely bottom-up recognition process, to constrain the states sequence and avoid forbidden states. The results are encouraging but the rules have to be optimized in order to produce solely robust information.
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ABSTRACT

We aim at examining to what extent a knowledge-based model can recognise segmental structure without feedback from semantic information and without stochastic modelling. The system proposed is inspired by some features of human cognitive processing: the speech signal activates parallel distributed processes of decoding. A supervisor module takes the final decision after the access to a dictionary and a top-down verification.

GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE SYSTEM

The field of study is automatic speech recognition and concerns more precisely speaker-independent acoustic-phonetic decoding. We aim at examining to what extent a knowledge-based model can recognise segmental structure without feedback from semantic information and without stochastic modelling.

The system proposed is inspired, in a functional way, by some features of human cognitive processing [1, 2]. The sequence of operations can be characterised as data driven. The speech signal first arrives at the low level analysis demons which then activate parallel distributed processes of decoding (Fig 1). The modules of this multi-analysis and multi-expert system are conceptually different. They consequently do not give the same output. Their results, then, are sent to the cognitive demons, who act upon them using high level information (phonological rules, access to a dictionary...). Finally, after a top-down verification, a decision process selects the alternative that has the strongest evidence.

First of all, we present the different modules of the bottom-up decoding i.e. the automatic segmentation, the global and the analytic recognition. Secondly, we develop the main ideas used in the high levels processes, especially in the access to a dictionary and the supervisor. Partial results are presented in a third part, just before a conclusion.

THE DIFFERENT MODULES OF THE BOTTOM-UP DECODING

The bottom-up decoding is composed by different parallel distributed processes.

The automatic segmentation

According to the general outlines of the Level Building procedure [3], an automatic segmentation module SAPHO (Segmentation by Acoustic-PHONetic knowledge) supplies a hierarchical set of acoustic properties and segments, and phonetic properties and segments which fit the phonetic parsing of the acoustic wave [4]. It is not an unguided method, which are generally based on an instability function. In the SAPHO algorithm, energy + zero cross ratio parameter + some spectral features permit the location and the rough identification of segments. Only the nature of the segment authorises a posteriori the precise location of the boundaries. The output is the labelling of temporal frames in macro-classes (vowel, stop, fricative, vocalic consonants, silence...) which permit an oriented analysis.

The global recognition

The global recognition module [5] is based on metric methods. Decoding units are CV groups. First, the feature extraction is done by a Perceptually based Linear Prediction analysis [6, 7]. Then, the system uses a Data Time Warping algorithm in order to compare stimuli to references. The output is a list of classified CV candidates. On account of the variability of speech, the system does not keep only the best. The analysis of cues relative to the ten best candidates allows the construction of the best prototype using a vote procedure (ex: if among the 10 best consonant candidates, 9 are voiced, 8 acute, 1 compact, 0 continuant, 1 nasal, 1 vocalic, the module propose [d] as solution)

The analytic recognition

The first analytic recognition module uses networks which are oriented graphs with state transitions. The differences with the Markov chains are the lack of probability and the fact that they work on the paradigmatic axis and not the syntagmatic one. They are supposed to model the allophones of vowels and not the abstract units. Each network is specialised for the recognition of one vowel. All are activated at each temporal frame. If a path is found along a network, an output appears at the end. The result is a table containing the allophone candidates. The analysis of the temporal distribution of phonemes leads to strong hypotheses on the vowel identification and its context.

The second analytic module is based on phonetic rules. Acoustic cues, different from the previous ones, are extracted every temporal frame (centi-second) by modelling some psycho-acoustic phenomena (weighted sound level, critical bands). The analysis of phonetic features allows the system to identify the phonemes using rules. A temporal tracking, which takes into account the contextual variability of segments, provides information by analysing acoustic transitions of coarticulation in triphones. For example, the sequence [...eaeaeaaaaaaa...] is typically the result of the decoding of /a/ in the left context of /k, g/.
THE HIGH-LEVEL MODULES
Each parallel distributed process of decoding provides a set of phonetic units which are sent to the high-level modules.

The supervisor
The supervisor-process is not finished and we would like to improve the decision methods. Time being, the different results of the bottom-up decoding are received by the supervisor which then makes up a list of possible phonetic strings.

In the case of isolated words, the access to a dictionary allows the supervisor to classify the phonetic strings by associating them to words-candidates (cf. next section). The top-down verification, which will be described in a next paper, authorises the selection of the alternative that has the strongest evidence.

The access to a dictionary
Some methods of automatic spelling-correction compute a distance between a reference-word and a test-word; it relies on a series of operations that model errors of insertion, deletion and substitution [8]. It is possible to realise these operations using dynamic programming [9]. The module of lexical access is inspired by this method.

In our case, distance is not computed between graphemes but between the decoded phonetic string proposed by the supervisor and the phonetic representations of words stored in a dictionary (Fig.2). The dynamic programming is efficient to integrate in a single algorithm all the phenomena of insertion, deletion and substitution which appears in the bottom-up decoding.

The comparison requires the computation of a local distance between the sub-units of the strings (Fig.2). Whereas in the case of orthographic strings, the local distance is basic (0 if graphemes are the same, 1 if they are different), the case of phonetic strings requires a more sophisticated measure. Actually, the difference between /i/ and /e/ is less important than the confusion of /f/ with /p/. This is the reason why we have introduced a matrix of cost-confusion, which indicates the difference between each phoneme. It also authorises the non-precise definition of a phoneme in the stimulus string. For example, on Figure 2, the 5th unit of the stimulus has been decoded as 'liquid' which is the macro-class of /f/ and /r/.

Results of the global recognition
For each tested stimulus, the module can provide different candidates. We distinguish (Table 1): the case where the good phoneme is in the list of candidates (column 'Correct') and the case where it is not (column 'Error'). The column 'Num cand' furnishes the average number of candidates proposed by the module, which can be compared with the number of potential candidates (column 'Num max'). For the vowels, the identification process classifies the candidates: the column '1st rank' (Table 1b) is the case where the good vowel is in the first position, the column 'other rank' is the case where the good vowel is in the second, the third, ...

Table 1 : Results of the global recognition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Num cand</th>
<th>Num max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consonants</td>
<td>86 %</td>
<td>14 %</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>65 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>10 %</td>
<td>2.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the analytic recognition
Here, we are only presenting the tests relative to the identification of vowels.

In the module of analytic recognition by rules, the system proposes 235 candidates on average, among the ten vowels /a,i,u,o,e,y,o,a,é,5/. In 92.4% of the cases, the good vowel is among the candidates.

The module of analytic recognition by networks has been tested using a corpus of 42 words pronounced by 5 speakers. On about 450 vowels, the result was correct in 92% of the cases.

CONCLUSION
We have presented the different parts of a system based on parallel distributed processes for speaker independent acoustic-phonetic decoding. Each module seems efficient in the recognition task.

Our aim now is to integrate all these knowledge-sources to collaborate in a single system. We are testing it with a large corpus of 500 French words pronounced by seven speakers. The results will be published in a next paper.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic dialog systems tested with naive users are often confronted with special speaking styles, as e.g. words produced with emphatic or contrastive accent. Such utterances usually cause problems for word recognizers, because they were not included in the training data. It is thus important for the improvement of future systems to be able to collect utterances containing contrastive accents produced as natural as possible. We describe in this paper an automatic simulation system for provoking and collecting contrastive accents. With this system, 15 recording sessions were conducted; in total 205 word tokens produced either with default or with contrastive accent were collected. We discuss the results of an automatic classification as well as the relevance of extracted prosodic features for the marking of contrastive accents.

INTRODUCTION
While testing our automatic speech understanding and dialog system EVAR with naive users (via public telephone) the following situation was often observed: Because parts of the user utterance are not recognized correctly, the system delivers the wrong information. Usually, the user repeats the misrecognized words in a special, often excessive manner, using emphatic or contrastive accent. These utterances cause all the more recognition problems (not only for EVAR, but for all existing word recognition systems), because they were not included in the training data, and the dialog fails. Thus, there is a strong need for the collection of utterances produced with emphatic or contrastive accents and to take them into consideration during the training phase.

For the collection of words or phrases with contrastive accent it is essential that the data are produced as natural as possible. Asking speakers to read contrastive accents is a traditional [1] but suboptimal way. On the other hand, spontaneous speech corpora from human-human-dialogs contain very few contrastive accents. For example, in 20 investigated dialogs (approx. 60 min speech) of the VERBBMobil-Corpus [4] no single contrastive accent could be observed. Another possibility for the collection of contrastive accents is to use the human-machine-dialogs conducted with the EVAR system. However, compared to all user utterances the occurrence of contrastive accents is not that high, and therefore very much effort had to be put on their identification.

In this paper we describe an automatic system with which a large amount of naturally produced contrastive accents can be provoked and collected. The system conducts dialogs with naive users by simulating an automatic speech understanding system in the domain of “train time table inquiries”. It is designed to collect prosodic minimal pairs of words containing either the default word accent or a contrastive accent. In the second case, the position of the contrastive accent (either on the lexical word accent syllable or on a different one) can be induced by the system. It is thus possible to overcome the paradox to provoke spontaneously produced prosodic minimal pairs in an experimental environment.

THE SIMULATION SYSTEM
The simulation system is a Wizard-of-Oz-System where the role of the human wizard is played by the machine. Because it is a human wizard who can react on any possible user utterance in a flexible manner but a simple computer program, the structure of each dialog conducted with the simulation system is heavily restricted. In any state of the dialog, the system has to react in such a way that there is no other possibility for the user than to behave in an expected, predefined manner. On the other hand, it is essential to prevent the user from realizing that he/she is not communicating with a normal automatic system. One way of doing this is to produce a well-balanced proportion of “artificial” recognition errors in the system’s output. The speaking style of the users should not be influenced, and therefore, the output of the system is always presented in textual form on the screen; no synthesized speech is used. To prevent the users of becoming bored too soon and to get as natural utterances as possible it is important to provide them with a good amount of different alternating system reactions as well as to grant them from time to time a sense of achievement by passing the correct train time table information right after the first query.

For all these reasons, much care had to be put on the design of the system. Additionally, to be aware of any other unforeseen problem, each recording session can be accompanied by a supervising person that knows about the structure of the simulation system and can guide the user in the right direction.

The first and very important step to guide the user into the predefined dialog is to start each dialog with a train time table inquiry given on the screen to be read by the user, e.g. U: “I want to go to Hamburg.” From these first queries the tokens for the default accents (→ target.D1) were collected. After this query different system reactions are possible (cf. Figure 1), each of them provoking a specific user reaction. In the first situation (1a) a correct recognition of the user’s query is simulated and the requested information, i.e. the correct train connection, is given. This provokes no specific user reaction but grants him/her a feeling of success. In (1b) a correct recognition is simulated, asking the user for confirmation. The usually following single word utterances (e.g. “yes”) or any other type of confirmation, can be collected as a by-product and re-used for training.

The best way to provoke the user to put stress on a specific syllable is to simulate recognition errors. In (2a) the user is induced to produce a contrastive accent on the lexical word accent position (usually he/she’s going to utter: “To Hamburg”). These utterances are used to collect the first type of contrastive accent (→ target.C1). With system reaction (2b) a contrastive accent on a specific syllable different from the word accent syllable can be provoked (induced user utterance: “No, to Hamburg”). In this case the stress is put on the second syllable of the word (→ target.C2). With system reaction (2c) the user is induced to use a very distinct (emphatic) pronunciation where sometimes both syllables (→ target.C12) are overemphasized (esp. if this situation is used several times subsequently). Note that this mode of provoking accents was
not used for the words examined in the following.

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Using the simulation system 15 recording sessions with 15 different users (180 dialogs in total) were conducted for collecting different types of accentuations, where all the intended minimal pairs comprised city names (like “Hamburg”, “Freiburg”) or time expressions (like “at nine o’clock”). Most of the users were students from the computer science department with no special knowledge of speech recognition or the VAR system. They were told that their task is to test the automatic speech understanding system, and for the sake of convenience for the transcription the first user utterance has to be read from the screen. At the end of each recording session, the users were asked about their experience with the system. None of them had any doubt that he/she was working with an automatic dialog system; most of them were very surprised about the systems capabilities and the computational speed.

In total 205 word tokens were collected, recorded and digitized using a Desklab 14 from Gradient. Most of the tokens (62) were obtained for the city name Hamburg; in the following discussion, we confine ourselves to these items. The tokens were cut out of the signal, the syllable boundaries were adjusted by automatic time alignment using an HMM-based word recognizer and corrected manually.

In an informal perceptual evaluation it was checked that the induced accentuation types were produced in the expected manner. Only 6% of the induced contrastive accents were perceived as default accent; none of the default accents was perceived as a contrastive accent.

For the investigation of the prosodic properties of the different induced accentuation types, F0-contour and rms-energy (frame length: 10 ms) were computed automatically using the algorithm described in [3]. The F0-values were transformed into semi-tones. For F0 and energy the mean over the whole word was subtracted from each value. The following prosodic features were computed for each syllable: minimum, maximum, range, mean, onset and offset of the F0-contour; duration of the syllable nucleus; mean of the energy-contour.

In Table 1, the result of an automatic classification is shown (linear discriminant analysis, learn = test, all features used in a forced entry design). At first sight, the low recognition rate for target.C2 might surprise 60% correct, and 26.7% confusion not with the default case target.D1 but with target.C1 where an ‘opposite’ accent pattern is expected. Of course, misproductions cannot be ruled out altogether and might — esp. if the number of tokens is as low as in our case — heavily influence the classification results. A systematic explanation along the lines of [2] can, however, be offered. There, a double focus on two different words was induced by the context but often it was classified and perceived not with focal accents on these two words but with one single accent on the word in the default (“out of the blue”) accent position. But that means that speakers who do not “behave properly” — i.e. as the linguist likes them to do – do nevertheless deviate in a systematic manner. The same might be the case with contrastive accents: The strategy of naïve speakers when confronted with a “contrastive misunderstanding” (Hamberg”) instead of Hamburg might sometimes be simply to repeat the word in question more pronounced in an overall manner but not — or not only — with a contrastive accent on the misunderstood syllable. As far as this behavior is representative for real life applications, it must be accounted for in the system.

In Table 2 the average of the feature values for both syllables is shown for the three induced classes. The duration of the syllable nucleus is most significant for distinguishing default from contrastive accent; the tokens with contrastive accent are clearly longer than the default accents. The ratios between first and second syllable for default accent (1.29), contrast accent on the first syllable (1.23) and contrast on the second syllable (1.14) moves towards a comparatively longer second syllable with the weakest differences in total syllable nucleus duration for target.C2. Still, the mean value of the absolute duration of the first syllable is for target.C2 slightly longer than for target.C1 and this fact corroborates our hypothesis that contrastive accentuation is not strictly refined to the syllable in question. The difference between the F0 features is not that distinct. The F0-range on the second syllable is clearly smaller for the default accent; the F0-mean, however, rises from the first to the second syllable. The energy proportions between first and second syllable show high differences for all three accentuation types. For the contrastive accents, these differences are expected; higher energy on the accentuated syllable. For the default case, it is the other way round. Possible reasons might be that target.D1 was embedded in a complete sentence whereas the contrastive accents were usually just one word utterances and that no phoneme intrinsic normalization was performed for the energy.

The same features were extracted also for the automatically determined (not manually corrected) syllable positions. Same tendencies in the feature behavior could be observed, the differences were, however, less distinct.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It has been shown that with the system described here, an automatic collection of contrastive accents produced in a natural way can easily be performed. Not only contrastive accents can be provoked with the system but, with some slight modifications of the system design, also other spontaneous speech phenomena like hesitations. Furthermore, preliminary experiments have already been conducted for the collection of spontaneous speech phenomena with the so called “shocking effect”, where an absolutely unexpected system answer like “Why do you want to go there?” is provoking very surprised user reactions.
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PHONETIC CHARACTERISATION AND LEXICAL ACCESS IN NON-SEGMENTAL SPEECH RECOGNITION

Mark Huckvale
University College London, London, U.K.

ABSTRACT
An isolated-word speech recognition system, built without the use of linear segments for acoustic modelling or lexical access, is justified, described and demonstrated. The system comprises phonetic feature analysis operating on four independent tiers, parallel phonotactic parsing, and lexical access based on a neural-network inspired lexicon structure. Performance is however still inferior to a baseline segmental system.

INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an attempt to bring together into a single operational system a selection of alternatives to the linear segmental approach to phonetic modelling and lexical access found in contemporary automatic speech recognition systems.

The most important departure from current architectures is the explicit separation of phonetics and phonology in the system. In the new system the role of the first is to characterise speech-specific elements of the sound signal, while the role of the second is to establish the functions of these elements in linguistic encoding. In contrast, current systems based on phones-in-context use linear phonological units to organise their acoustic models as well as for lexical access. Such systems have particular weaknesses, including (i) poor modelling of variation of acoustic realisation of phonological units in context, (ii) failure to model post-lexical phonetic variety because of the need for complex and arbitrary context-sensitive realisation rules, (iii) failure to exploit contextual variation as discriminative information, (iv) failure to use temporally extended information relevant to phonological identity, (v) failure to exploit prosodic structure in the signal. These weaknesses lead to systems which lack discriminative power, are unable to exploit known pronunciation variety in context or in accent, fail to extract the most from impoverished signals, and ignore the information and constraints available in the rhythm, stress and intonation of the speech.

On the other hand, linear phonological-unit based acoustic models provide a simple and computationally effective basis for recognition. There is a synergy between a linear phonological account and syntactic pattern recognition algorithms such as Hidden Markov Modelling (particularly the Viterbi decoding scheme). It has been said that in speech recognition good knowledge is of no use without good algorithms for applying it. Hidden Markov Modelling has been successful because it forms a coherent view of the acoustic to phonological mapping, rather than an accurate one.

Thus the challenge is to find effective procedures for the exploitation of more sophisticated models of speech.

DESIGN
In this section we justify the non-segmental recognition system described in the following section. More details may be found in [1].

Phonetic component
The role of the phonetic component in a non-segmental system is to model the range of variety of acoustic realisation of elemental phonetic characteristics. For each given characteristic at each time frame, the phonetic component supplies the probability that the element has been realised (by a given speaker in a given acoustic environment). By relaxing the requirement that these characteristics need to be themselves phonological we can make this component more sensitive to sub-phonemic changes, to syllabic and prosodic structure. Although we can no longer exploit phonological sequence constraints we can still exploit phonetic constraints that arise due to the fact that the signal was spoken. In the simplest model, the phonetic component operates on a number of tiers where the phonetic properties inside a tier are mutually exclusive, while properties across tiers are mutually independent. As we shall see this allows the use of a syntactic pattern recognition scheme to operate within a tier.

Lexical Access
From the phonetic characterisation of the signal it is necessary to explain the phonetic evidence as realisations of a sequence of words, subject to a number of constraints: (i) words occur strictly sequentially, (ii) citation form phonetic structures of words are subject to a limited range of contextual modifications, (iii) word selection is guided by the task (vocabulary, syntax, etc.).

Since at this stage we do not have a phonological representation, all we can do is activate word hypotheses on the basis of the likelihood that they might have given rise to the phonetic evidence. Following the TRACE model of lexical access [2] we can see that each phonetic characteristic can feed 'activation' into the lexicon, (but in this case without an interposing phonemic layer). Given a tiered phonetic analysis, any single tier activates a number of possible word hypotheses. The initial activations of words need not be zero, since there may be prior evidence (from the task) for the likelihood of words.

Phonological categorisation
From the word activations (over time), it is necessary to determine the most likely word sequence. Unfortunately, what we have at the moment is essentially a whole-word template recognition system, and it is easy to show that such systems cannot be extended to large vocabularies without the exploitation of phonological knowledge. Each word has been activated on the basis of phonetic similarity with the input, but it is likely that some components of the word match better than other components. Thus the vowel of [pi] may match the input quite well, but the consonant may match badly. If each word has independent pronunciation models of phonetic realisation, it is possible that the vowel of [ti] might not match as well as the vowel of [pi]. Thus an input "T" may be recognised as "P" because the vowel matches overcome the consonantal matches. The solution to this is to indicate that the vowel in [pi], i.e. /i/, is the same as the vowel /i/ in [it]. With this constraint, the difference in the vowel scores is irrelevant and the consonantal match controls the outcome. This is phonological knowledge that must be specified in addition to the phonetic realisation of words.

One way of imposing these phonological constraints is to establish a set of phonological units above the words, which share activations between words which have similar phonological prescriptions. Thus an /i/ unit short-circuits activation between [pi] and [ti] to counteract exactly any difference due to independent models of the vowel.

ARCHITECTURE
The specific implementation of the non-segmental recognition architecture for an isolated word recognition task may be separated into: (i) multiple Phonetic feature components that deliver phonetic feature analyses of 30ms of speech signal. (ii) Phonotactic decoding components that deliver element sequence likelihoods for each tier, (iii) a
Lexical access component that takes the element sequence scores and delivers a word hypothesis using lexical and phonological information. More details may be found in [3].

**Phonetic feature component**

The phonetic feature component operates on four independent tiers, corresponding to multiple broad-class analyses of the signal.

In the Excitation tier, phonetic elements represent Silence (SIL), Voicing (VOI), Frication (FRC), and Mixed excitation (MIX). In the Degree tier, elements represent Oral closure (STP), Nasal (NAS), Fricative (FRC), Approximant (APP), Close vowel (CLS), Mid Vowel (MID) and Open vowel (OPN). In the Position tier, elements represent Labial (LAB), Dental (DEN), Alveolar excluding /s/ (ALV), /s/ frication (FRS), Front/Palatal (FRN), Central (CEN), Back (BAK), Velar (VEL) and Silence (SIL). In the Strength tier, the elements represent Burst (BUR), Aspiration (ASP), Other frication (FRC), Vocalic (VOW), Voiced plosive (VGP) and Silence (SIL).

These tiers together are sufficient to differentiate English words apart from short and long vowels at a single place (e.g. bit vs. beat) and dental and labiodental fricatives (e.g. thin vs. fin). Performance on elements for these contrasts is currently unsatisfactory.

For each tier, a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier was trained between a spectral representation of the signal and the target element classes. Each tier had its own MLP with 3x10ms frames representing 19 filterbank energies + overall energy (i.e. 60 parameters) as input and 1 output per element class. Each MLP had a single hidden layer of a size equal to three times the output layer size. The training data was 666 different monosyllabic words spoken by one speaker. There were approximately 83,000 training vectors.

Each training word was annotated and the element labels generated by rule using a mapping that took into account boundaries and the nature of adjoining segments. Training was performed using an adaptive back-propagation method firstly on the automatically generated element labels, and then, after realignment with the partially trained network, against realigned element labels.

**Phonotactic decoding component**

To generate an element sequence, a Viterbi decoding was performed on the MLP outputs for a tier over the whole duration of a word. See Figure 1. This process delivered a score for each phonotactically possible sequence in the test vocabulary for each tier. Over the 4 tiers there were 450 possible element sequences, but only the best scoring 50% in each tier were used for lexical access.

**Lexical access component**

To identify the lexical item a network lexicon was used based on [1]. Here the phonetic input was provided by the element sequence scores; these then fed activations to the word units according to 'dictionary' pronunciations of the words. Thus words were only connected to element sequences expected in the citation pronunciation. To smooth activations across words, a level of phonological units were constructed above the word units, which channelled activation between words sharing similar phonological descriptions - in this experiment shared syllabic components. Thus word activations arose primarily from the phonetic input, but subsequently there was interaction and competition between words mediated by a set of phonological units. The most strongly activated word unit was chosen to be the recognised word.

**RESULTS**

For testing the architecture, 359 monosyllabic words, different to the training words, but spoken by the same speaker were used. The raw recognition performance of the Phonetic feature analysis component was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Frames correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitation</td>
<td>91.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>82.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>74.7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>87.9 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The raw recognition scores for the element sequences was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Top 1</th>
<th>Top 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excitation</td>
<td>76.6 %</td>
<td>98.3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree</td>
<td>46.0 %</td>
<td>80.2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position</td>
<td>23.4 %</td>
<td>52.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strength</td>
<td>44.0 %</td>
<td>88.6 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the feature-to-word activations alone, without the use of the phonological units for smoothing, the word recognition performance was 51%. Small amounts of phonological unit activation fed back to the word units improved recognition performance only slightly, to 53%. Performance is so weak primarily due to the poor performance of the Position tier.

Baseline recognition performance using a monophone HMM trained on the same material (and having approximately the same number of free parameters as the set of MLPs) was over 90%.

**FURTHER INFORMATION**

The author welcomes comments on M.Huckvale@ucl.ac.uk
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Figure 1. Tiered analysis of the test word 'times'.
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IMPROVING SPEECH RECOGNITION WITH MULTIMODAL ARTICULATORY ACOUSTIC HMMs

B. Jacob - C. Sénaç - R. André-Obrecht - F. Pellegrino
IRIT - Université Paul Sabatier - CNRS URA 1399
118, route de Narbonne
31062 Toulouse Cedex FRANCE

ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new scheme for robust speech recognition systems where visual information and acoustic features are merged. A segmental processing and two decoding strategies based on Hidden Markov Models (HMM), are studied and evaluated on connected word recognition applications.

INTRODUCTION
The proposed recognition system is one of the components of the AMIBE project (Applications Multimodales pour Interfaces et Bornes Evolues). The purpose of this work, supported by the PRC's Informatique (Coordinated Research Programs of the CNRS) is to study the natural visual and auditory modality of oral communication and to propose more robust speaker verification and speech recognition systems.

It's well known that, listening in adverse acoustic environments (noise, multiple speakers...) relies heavily on the visual input to disambiguate among acoustically confusable speech elements [1]. To take this phenomena into account, we develop an Automatic Speech Recognition system which processes the synchronization of the 'labial reading' and an acoustic pattern recognition system using HMM.

The lip-reading consists in a pre-processing of the visual information, thus producing a set of articulatory features as described in [2]. The acoustic pre-processing is based on a segmentation algorithm followed by a cepstral analysis. But as articulatory target positions and acoustic steady segments are not always synchronized, we propose two different strategies for merging these two kinds of data:

- a concatenation of the cepstral and labial vectors which provides a global observation vector for a classical HMM;
- a master/slave type relationship between two HMMs [3] which leads to correlate the two informations.

RECOGNIZER OVERVIEW
An automatic speech recognition system involves basically two components: the preprocessing to reduce the information and the linguistic decoder.

Extraction of the signal parameters
Our recognition system processes two kinds of signal:
- an acoustic signal sampled at 16 kHz,
- three articulatory signals composed of the lip breadth (A), the lip height (B) and the lip area (S), sampled at 50Hz [4].

The acoustic signal is preprocessed by an automatic segmentation [5] and a spectral analysis is performed on each segment. Therefore 8 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are extracted. We add the energy (E) and their first derivatives (8 ΔMFCC, δE).

The acoustic segment boundaries are projected on the articulatory signals; for each segment, we calculate the mean of each labial parameter and their first derivatives.

The global feature vector consists of 18 acoustic coefficients, 6 articulatory ones, and the duration of the segment (T). Figure 1 gives an example of an acoustic signal preprocessed by the automatic segmentation.

Statistic models of the linguistic decoder
Two different approaches are proposed:
- a global standard H.M.M., Mglob, is hierarchically built; each word model is obtained by concatenation of elementary acoustic models. The elementary unit is the 'pseudo-diphone'; it corresponds to the steady part of a phone or the transient parts between adjacent sounds, and the acoustic model is a basic left to right continuous density H.M.M. ;
- in the master/slave approach, two parallel H.M.Ms are built. The first one, named articulatory H.M.M., Martic, is an ergodic model of three states and three pdfs, which takes the articulatory features into account. The second one, named acoustic H.M.M. Macus, has the same topology as Mglob and processes the acoustic observations only. The Mart H.M.M. controls the Macous H.M.M. in the sense that the Macous H.M.M. transition and observation probabilities depend on the current state in Mart [3].

Figure 1: Example of a preprocessed acoustic signal by automatic segmentation. The four spelled letters "M R H Z" are pronounced. For each segment, is indicated the pseudo diphone label found by the Viterbi algorithm, with the Mglob model:

# represents 'silence';
# - t, l = m, t - r, a - f ... represent transient units,
a, d ... represent steady units.

EXPERIMENTATIONS
We have experimented these two approaches on two mono speaker applications: connected digit recognition and connected spelled letter recognition. The connected digit corpus is composed of sequences of four digits: 84 sentences for the learning set and 35 sentences for the test set. The connected spelled letter database is composed of sequences of four spelled letters: 158 sequences for the learning set and 48 for the test set.

Table 1 gives the error numbers on the digit test set, in terms of sentences and words. It is well known that very good results are obtained with a classical HMM such as Mglob and with 8 standard MFCCs. We observe no performance loss when using the segmental processing (1 word substitution) and a very small one when introducing the labial information (3 word substitutions). The comparison between the classical HMM Mglob and the master/slave Macus + Mart, shows a better result for the global approach (3 errors vs 5 errors), but this remark must be qualify: first the confidence interval doesn't permit a precise conclusion, and then the complexity of the master/slave HMM is such that the number of parameters is too important to hope a good learning with such a little learning set.
Table 1: Recognition error number, in terms of sentences and words, in accordance with the parameters and the models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Sentences /35</th>
<th>Words /125</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mglob</td>
<td>8MFCC+E+T</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8MFCC+E+T +A+B+S</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>master/slave</td>
<td>8MFCC+E+T +A+B+S</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the spelled letter application, an initial $M_{glob}$ model is learned with 8 MFCC, the energy and the segment duration; we add successively the 3 labial parameters and their derivatives. The same experiment is repeated with an initial global HMM learned with 8 MFCC, the four first derivatives, the energy and its derivative, and the segment duration. The results are reported on Figure 2. We observe that the best recognition rate is obtained when using the lip height and breadth. The introduction of the lip area doesn't bring any pertinent information, it is strongly correlated with the parameters A and B. The derivatives appear as noisy information, the desynchronization between the labial information and the acoustic one is certainly one of the cause. On Figure 1, we can see the alignment of the sentence "M R H Z" obtained by the Viterbi algorithm through the best $M_{glob}$ model (8MFCC, E, T, A, B), in terms of pseudo-diphone units; segments and pseudo-diphone units are perfectly aligned.

Figure 2: Recognition with the $M_{glob}$ HMM: Word error rate for the learning set (●) and for the test set (▲) in accordance with the articulatory vector. On the left part of the figure, the acoustic vector consists of 8 MFCC, E, T as on the right part, the first four derivatives are added.

Figure 3: Master/Slave $M_{acous}+Mar$ HMM results: word error rate for the learning set (●) and for the test set (▲) in accordance with the articulatory vector. On the left part of the figure, the acoustic vector consists of 8 MFCC, E, T as on the right part, the first four derivatives are added.

The same experimental protocol is performed to test the master/slave approach; of course, we add to the initial parameters the labial ones, A and B. The results are reported on the Figure 3. We notice that the results are quite so good as using the global approach and they are more steady: the introduction of supplementary parameters (labial or acoustic derivatives) doesn't disturb the recognition rate, in view of the confidence interval. This remark is very promising, we may hope that this structure is the best one to introduce the labial information and that it will be more robust when the acoustic parameters will be noisy. Future experiments must confirm this conclusion.

CONCLUSION

We have described two statistical approaches based on HMMs to merge articulatory and acoustic information and to improve an automatic speech recognition. Experimental results show the difficulty to process the desynchronization between the lip moves and the acoustic signal. It seems that the more robust approach is the master/slave one, future studies must confirm this hypothesis.
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INTEGRATING VISUAL AND ACOUSTIC INFORMATIONS IN A SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM BASED ON HMM

P. Joulin, M. El-Bèze and H. Méloni
Laboratoire d'informatique, Avignon, France

ABSTRACT

In an unprotected sonorous environment, an ever so slightly high level of noise can be a hindrance to the correct perception of the acoustic message. Works on multimodal perception show how visual information leads to a compensation of information losses caused by acoustic noises. This explains why an HMM-based system which is able to take information from both visual and acoustic sources can be interesting for speech recognition in noise.

INTRODUCTION

Two main goals appear in speech recognition research: reduce the number of constraints upon working conditions and improve recognition rates of the systems.

The integration of other information sources is actually more and more taken into consideration. These can be a knowledge on different levels: articular, auditory, syntactic, morphological, semantic, and so on.

But we can also contemplate taking into account visual information which accompanies, even determines the sound emission. The lips take part in this speech production process.

So, we can feel free to think that labial movements can help speech recognition improvement.

SITUATION OF THE PROBLEM

The main object of this paper is to create an automatic speech recognition system which can draw benefit from lips-originated information.

It is within the AMBE PROJECT context (Applications Multimodales pour Interfaces et Bornes Evolutées) for which one of the applications could be the conception of advanced bank interfaces.

In this framework, the acoustic signal may be noisy without the video signal being so. This is why labial movements can help to compensate the loss of information due to noise. Some studies have brought to the fore this contribution amongst various persons as well as some problems:

- The labial anticipation and retention which creates a disynchronization between visual and acoustic information, [1],[4].
- The existence of labial doubles which limits labial recognition to some groups of phonemes, [6], [7].
- Coarticulation effects, the incidence of which upon speech signal have been widely studied, [3].

The systems described below are realized from HTK (HMM toolkit) of the C.U.E.D. (Cambridge University Engineering Department Speech Group), some experiments having need a modification of sources.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODELS

Introduction

We chose to resort to these probability models because their use does not require, at first, a thorough knowledge in the application field. The learning stage enable us to detect automatically significant information from the data to which they are submitted.

Each model is represented by a Markov source (see Figure 1), which is a probabilistic automaton of finite states, which means that each transition has a probability to be used and a probability to emit symbols.

1 Also called visemes

In the field of speech, these symbols are N-dimensional acoustic vectors (ex: LPC of N coefficients) but they may also be labial vectors. In the case of a continuous model, the probability emission of these vectors is ruled by a Gaussian mixture.

When some vector components are supposed statistically independents, we can split them into several streams (we have one probability distribution for each state and each stream), the calculation of the probability of emission being the product of the probabilities for each stream. The emission and transition probabilities of each model will be estimated from learning data.

Learning stage

We have a set of parametrized and labelled signals at our disposal. The learning stage is composed of 3 stages.

Initialization

Using the K-means classification method, we associate to each state of each model, the vectors stemming from the various examples of the concerned word. It needs providing a set of labelled data as an entry of the process.

The start of the learning phase induces a manual intervention. Thanks to the maximum likelihood estimator, we even initialized for each state the means and variances of each component of these vectors, which will enable us to get the associated probability distribution.

This method realizes a rough state-level segmentation as it does not take into account the probabilities of transition and leaves aside the sequential order of the vectors. These various limitations call for the use of a second stage.

Probabilities estimation with temporal constraints

We compute the transition probabilities values by using the Baum-Welch algorithm (also called Forward-Backward). It appears that this stage, based on the initial boundaries of words pains into managing into the questions of contexts related to continuous speech.

This is why it is necessary to proceed a third stage.

Probabilities estimation without temporal constraints

For each sentence of learning data, we create a concatenation of the models corresponding to words pronounced.

Then, we use the Baum-Welch algorithm on the sentence and the associated model, which enables us to take into account the effects related to the context for each element of the concatenation.

This last step enables us to discuss the boundaries of labelling.

Decoding

To recognize the underlying word associated with a given sequence of vectors, we compute for each model the probability that it may have emitted it: the word recognized corresponds then to the model maximizing this last value.

In other words, if \( O \) is the sequence of vectors observed, we must compute:

\[
\arg \max_w P(w | O)
\]

This value is not computable directly but using Bayes'rule gives:

\[
P(w | O) = \frac{P(O | w) P(w)}{P(O)}
\]

\( w_i \) being the i-th word of the vocabulary and O the studied sequence of vectors. In the case of continuous speech, we would search for the sequence of models having the highest probability to have emitted this sequence of vectors.
In order to reduce the huge complexity flowing from an optimality exhaustive research, we can apply the Token passing model algorithm [10] which is in fact a particular implementation of the Viterbi's algorithm.

**THE CORPUS**

Sentences are continuously spoken by only one speaker.

The rough data which has been provided to us are the inner-lips height, width and area, synchronized with the acoustic signal [7].

This data set contains two-hundred files, each of which is composed of four letters from A to Z, continuously spoken in French, which will be separated into 70% of files for learning and 30% for test.

**THE MODELS USED**

We use one model for one word, which enables us to limit the problems of coarticulation and of the setting of boundaries. All the models have the same topology. While it is obvious that results suffer of that choice of topology, (a “A” should not have the same state number as a “W”), it makes the various comparisons and interpretations easier.

**The labial model**

**Realization**

The models used in this study are composed of eight states (six emitting states), each one having one transition to the following state and one loop (see Figure 1). Vectors have nine components: height, width, area, their speed and acceleration, divided up into three streams.

**Results**

We obtain a recognition rate of 42.05% on test data (data which are not learned). These results are surprisingly good, beyond expectation. It must be said on the point that the speaker is particularly cooperative.

**The acoustic model**

**Realization**

The chosen parameters are 12 cepstral coefficients spreading on a Mel's scale to which the energy of the signal as well as the local energy of each of the former parameters are added.

The sources have the same structure as those used for the labial model, i.e. that all the words have the same topology.  

**Results**

The model, when working on non-noisy data gives us a rate of 87.88% of word recognition.

**The bimodal model**

**Realization**

Cepstral coefficients being obtained every 10 ms and labial parameters every 20 ms, an interpolation of the latter is done. This interpolation (linear actually) is a cause of handicap for labial recognition.

The test we have done shows a loss of 10% of recognition between data sampled at 20ms and interpolated data. An alternative should be the use of Lagrange's or Newton's polynomial or splines, interpolations which have not been tested.

Acoustic and labial parameters described above are concatenated, and at last separated into two distinct streams, the topology of both acoustic and labial models is the same.

**Results**

The most part of information is contained in the acoustic source, so if this one is not noisy, labial information become some kind of noise. This explains the rate of 87.50% of word recognition.

**NOISE INFLUENCE UPON RESULTS**

We add a crowd noise (vocal frequencies) to the acoustic signal with a sound-noise ratio fixed. For this level of noise we do the learning and the test. Test results are calculated with the following formula:

$$R = \frac{N - I - S - D \times 100}{N}$$

$I$ being a number of units to be recognized, $I$ the number of insertions, $S$ the number of substitutions, $D$ the number of deletions et $R$ the recognition rate.
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THE USE OF PROSODIC AGENTS IN A COOPERATIVE AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION SYSTEM
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ABSTRACT

Two prosodic agents of a cooperative speech recognition system (namely ETCvérif) will be presented in this paper. The first agent is processing information available in micro-prosodic variations. The second agent is dealing with linguistically-motivated aspects of prosody which are exceedingly useful to constraint solution space in a recognition task.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is often argued that prosodic can be used in numerous benefit ways in an automatic speech recognition process (ASR) [1]. Prosody is first involved in phonetically conditioned aspects (intrinsic values and coarticulation effects). It is well known for example that high vowels (such /i/) have an intrinsically lower duration than low vowels (such /a/). A recent study [2] measured a slight improvement of a large vocabulary speech recognition system by inserting a micro-prosodic model. Among all prosodic functions, one is of utmost importance from an ASR point of view: the grouping of related words in so-called prosodic words. Prosodic structuring can be useful for verifying and predicting linguistic organization proposed by other agents (syntactic or semantic ones). Numerous studies deal with this function and recent ones report interesting results for specific tasks such as disambiguation [3, 4]. Prosody is also reported to be useful in a speech understanding system specially in dialog situation where events such as repairs [5] and interrupts occur quite frequently [6]. This area is however far from the scope of this paper which will detail the first two enunciated points.

2. MICRO-PROSODIC AGENT

This agent is processing information available in intrinsic and co-intrinsic variations of fundamental frequency, intensity and duration parameters. It provides specially some weighted hypothesis to ETCvérif such as voice/voiceless diacritic recognition and voiced obstruent/non-obstruent consonant distinction. In this section we will just sum up special points that are described in depth, from a lexical access point of view, in [7].

Duration cues

We studied, on several corpora of French isolated words (ranging from 500 to 1000 words) uttered by several speakers, the vowels intrinsic durations and the right consonant effect (voice/voiceless and occlusive/constrictive) on the preceding vowel. Durations were automatically obtained based on two different techniques; the first one is using the duration given by a lexical access module and the second one is based on non-contextual phonemic Markov models. We report hereafter major conclusions for this studies.

Even if high vowels durations are on average smaller than the ones of low vowels, intrinsic vowels durations are not reliable enough to be used in our system. In fact, only oral/nasal vowel distinction can be done (at least partially) with low error probability (see fig. 1).

Contextual effects can be observed on the average values but seem to be too fragile for classification techniques (error probability close to 0.4).

![Figure 1. Distributions of oral and nasal vowel durations on a corpus of 8 speakers' utterances of 800 tri-syllabic words.](image1)

Intensity cues

We studied on the same corpora, the distributions of intensity values (measured by a classical raw power intensity) and we can conclude that local discrimination between vowels like /a/ and /i/ (see fig. 2) can be achieved with a reasonable probability error (at least for non final vowels), while pre-vocalic consonant distinction can not.

![Figure 2. /i/, /y/ and /a/ distributions measured on initial vowels of tri-syllabic words.](image2)

Fundamental frequency cues

We measured this parameter with an algorithm implementing the amdf technique with satisfactory results. It provides a voice/voiceless decision based on the shape of amdf curve computed for each frame of signal. This method has been found very suitable for lexical filtering: more than 60% of a large lexicon was removed from potential candidates by the only mean of this decision with low error rate (less than 3%) on a task of 500 words recognition, each one uttered by 6 different speakers. In a top-down approach, the voice/voiceless distinction was useful too to re-rank lexical hypothesis with an average gain of 3 places.

As studied for duration and intensity, intrinsic and co-intrinsic frequency values have been considered and no robust information was discovered, except the obstruent/non-obstruent consonants distinction that can be achieved, at least partially, with reasonable error probability. The major cue of this distinction is the concave shape usually observed on non liquids intervocalic consonants (see fig. 3).

![Figure 3. Distributions of a concavity measure Rfo on different consonant classes.](image3)

3. SUPRASEGMENTAL AGENT

Even if linguistically-motivated aspects of prosody gave rise to a lot of studies, there is not yet a unified model on which all researchers can agree. This is mainly due to the fact that prosodic phenomena depend on many distinct levels of linguistic representation. For example, even if it is well known that prosodic cues occur more frequently at syntactic constituents boundaries; this rule can be denied by other constraints such as rhythmic ones. Thus, learn-
ing by example seems to be an efficient way to solve this conflicting situation. We report here fist results obtained by a suprasegmental agent based on this technique.

This agent makes use of an identification system of prosodic labels which points out, in a sentence, the occurrences of some particular prosodic cues (two-way emergence of a vowel fundamental frequency, lengthening of its duration, ...). The output of this treatment: a prosodic lattice, as well as the syntactic decomposition of the sentence, and its phonetic alignment (obtained by an automatic Viterbi alignment of allophones models) feed a statistical module which updates a knowledge source (KS). This KS quantifies — for a given corpus — the correlations between some syntactic, rhythmic and prosodic units.

Information is organized into a non-connected oriented graph. Each edge bears a syntactic and/or rhythmic constraint automatically derived from learning observations. Each vertex \( N \) (called a ‘P-node’) contains information such as the number of times it has been visited when processing learning data, the number of occurrences of each different prosodic label attached to observations and a tree structure \( \text{Crit}(N) \) (called a ‘SR-structure’) describing the syntactic-rhythmic organization modeled by \( N \). Each leaf node of the SR-structure holds all prosodic labels observed at the current constituent boundaries.

An observation \( O \) is a SR-structure with a fully described tree (i.e. syntactic tree with each node containing the right number of vowels). We denote \( p_o \) the depth of the tree and define \( d \) as the number of consecutive levels (beginning at root node) with fully instantiated numbers of vowels \((p \in [0,p_o] \text{ and } p \leq p_o)\). \( O_{p,d} \) is the SR-structure got from \( O \) by filtering out the \( p \) first levels with rhythmic constraints of the \( d \) first levels (ex.: \( O_{p,0} \) is the syntactic structure of the observation, \( O_{1,1} \) holds the number of vowels in the observation).

The graph grows automatically by updating each node holding a SR-structure that can be unified with \( O_{p,d} \) and by creating missing nodes using the following algorithm:

\[
\text{explore}(N,O,p,d) \\
\begin{cases} 
\text{if } (p < p_o) \\
\text{if } \exists N': \text{P-node} / \text{Crit}(N') = O_{p+1,d} \\
\quad \text{then update } N' \\
\quad \text{else create } N' : \text{son of } N \\
\quad \text{explore}(N',O,p+1,j) \\
\text{if } (d < p_o) \\
\text{if } \exists N': \text{P-node} / \text{Crit}(N') = O_{p,d} \\
\quad \text{then update } N' \\
\quad \text{else create } N' : \text{son of } N \\
\quad \text{explore}(N',O,p,d+1)
\end{cases}
\]

An observation \( O \) can at most generate \( \frac{\text{exp}(p+1)}{2} \) P-nodes but in general factorization (depending on the application) significantly cuts down the graph expansion. This organization allows a user to easily query the system on particular syntactic-rhythmic structures, such as for example:

\[ \text{NB}(\text{Nl-Nl-999999}(5),\text{Virg}(2),\text{Nl-999}(4)) \]

which describes a number made up of three distinct groups with respectively 5, 2 and 4 vowels. The system answers by displaying figures of prosodic parameter contours (see fig. 4) modeled by the selected P-node with unifiable information and by providing a matrix describing the frequency of each prosodic label observed at this node.

This KS also provides a convenient way of scoring the adequacy between the measured prosodic cues and the syntactic-rhythmic structure that could be partially (internal node of the tree) or entirely (leaves of the description tree) defined in order to give weighted hypothesis for a specific input. We report hereafter (see fig. 5) results of a number recognition task. We feed the system with 500 numbers uttered by 70 speakers on a telephone line.

**Figure 4. Example of fo contours proposed by the system. Only initial, middle and final values of each group are taken into account and linearly smoothed.**

For each number, the system is provided with a syntactic structure, a phonetic alignment and a prosodic lattice (above 30 different labels). All these data are automatically computed from orthographic transcription. The system's objective is to predict the syntactic-rhythmic structure of a 100 numbers test data set. The score of a specific P-leaf is given by the maximum mark assigned to each possible path from the root to it. The score of a path is the average scoring of each of its P-nodes and a specific node in a path is scored by a distance between its local prosodic matrix and the input one. The figure 5 reports the ranking rate of the 100 observations.

**4. DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates that most of intrinsic and co-intrinsic phenomena are difficult to handle, and only few cues seem to be useful for a recognition process. On this point, this study confirms Dumouchel's conclusions [2]. We propose a user-friendly and efficient system for scoring and/or predicting structural linguistic hypotheses that seems very promising for further investigation on prosody.
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AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF ACCENTUAL-RHYTHMICAL STRUCTURE OF SPOKEN WORDS
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ABSTRACT

A model of automatic identification of accential-rhythymical structure (ARS) for isolated words is described. The identification of ARS is based on measuring of the duration, intensity and F1 value for each vowel of the word and their comparison with the set of patterns for all possible types of word ARS.

INTRODUCTION

The word ARS is generally defined as the distribution of force and distinctness of the articulation of the vowel sounds in the word. The acoustic correlate of the vowel articulation force is energy of speech signal, i.e. the intensity (amplitude) and duration, and the correlate of vowel distinctness is stability of the vowel spectral characteristics.

It follows from the definition that words with a different position of the stressed vowel in a word display differences in ARS. The stressed vowel has the greatest force and distinctness in a word. If we assume that the stressed vowel is characterized by the following values:

\[
\begin{align*}
V & = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10\} \\
V & = \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10\}
\end{align*}
\]

It can be seen from the above scheme that the 2 points force is characteristic of the prestressed, initial and final vowels, while the force rest of the vowels is indicated with 1 point.

Information about ARS is a very important component of the overall phonemic recognition of a word \((1,2)\). In the overall recognition the knowledge of the word ARS makes it possible to considerably narrow the range of pretenders for the final decision about the word and thus increase the recognition reliability and speed. This is especially important in working with large vocabulary lists. In phonemic word recognition the knowledge of the degree of reduction of each vowel in the word, obtained as a result of the latter's ARS recognition allows to define more precisely the range of probable vowel allophones for each concrete position in a word and thus increase the probability of their correct choice.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In essence ARS recognition is reduced to the identification of the stressed vowel position in a word. It is commonly known that the stressed vowels possess on average the maximal energy (product of duration and mean amplitude). However in real speech conditions this rule is not observed in all cases. As has been shown by previous investigations, the energy value of a vowel is generally influenced by the following factors:
- the position of the vowel in relation to stress: prestressed, stressed, poststressed;
- the position in relation to word boundaries: initial, word-medial, final;
- whether the 1-st vowel in the word is covered or uncovered by a consonant;
- whether the last vowel in the word is open or closed by a consonant;
- whether the vowel being analyzed pertains to the narrow (\(a, o, i\)) or broad (\(e, o, u\)) articulatory group.

The aim of the present experimental study was to assess quantitatively the impact of the above factors on the vowel intensity and duration. The experimental corpus included Russian words containing from 1 to 7 syllables with different position of word stress and different vowels in stressed and unstressed syllables. The selected words were recorded twice by two native speakers of the language and then digitized with the discretization at 16 kHz and 12 bits. The next step was marking the boundaries between phonemes by hand. Meanings of the vowel duration and intensity as well as the grouping of statistical data were carried out automatically. Besides, F1 frequency was found for each vowel, so that a decision could be taken as to what vowel belongs. On the basis of the data obtained vowel duration and intensity distributions were received normalized with relation to the maximal value. These distributions covered words with different rhythmic structures and with different combinations of narrow and broad vowels: \(n-N-n\), \(b-B-b\), \(n-n\), \(b-b\). In prestressed, stressed and poststressed syllables, these data were then used for building up the common normalized distribution of the vowels duration, intensity and energy, corrected against the F1 meaning (fig.1).

In fig.1 the lines refer to the following ARS:
- (1-0) - one covered prestressed syllable;
- (1'-0) - one covered prestressed syllable;
- (0-1) - one uncovered poststressed syllable;
- (0'-1) - one closed poststressed syllable;
- (2-0) - two prestressed syllables with an uncovered initial syllable;
- (2'-0) - two prestressed syllables with an covered initial syllable;
- (0-2') - two poststressed syllables with an opened final syllable;
- (3-0) - three prestressed syllables with an uncovered

Fig. 1. Experimental distributions of the correct relative energy of vowels (solid lines - energy, dotted - duration).
initial syllable;
(3'-0) - three pre-stressed syllables with a covered initial syllable analysed is described in the following
way. At the first stage a sequence of pretenders for the
vowel in the word is identified. The phonemes
are analyzed as to their belonging to the narrow or broad
ranges according to whether the narrow range
exceeds a definite limit (in this case the limit was
defined as F1 = 350 Hz). Next the energy value for each
vowel is calculated: Ei = Ti1
* Ai. This is then specified
for broad vowels by multi-
plying by the coefficient kn =
0.7, and for narrow vowels
by the kn = 1. Among the
[Ei] thus obtained is the
maximum, in relation to
which the normalization
of all energy values in the
set is carried out. The
normalized energies obtained
are then compared with the
set of pattern characteristics [En], similar to those
in fig. 1. The comparison is
carried out with the follow-
ing sample sequences. If the
number of syllables is 2, an
alternative comparison with
one of the following pairs
of sequences is made:
[(1 - 0), (0 - 1);
(1' - 0), (0 - 1); (1)
(1 - 0), (0 - 1');
(1' - 0), (0 - 1')].

The meaning (1') here is
taken in the cases when the
first vowel is preceded and
the second vowel is followed
by a pause, but by one or
more consonants. For a
three syllable word
comparison is drawn with one
of the three-unit sequences:
[(1 - 1), (2 - 0), (0 - 2);
(1' - 1), (0 - 1), (0 - 2); (2)
(1 - 1'), (2 - 0), (0 - 2');
(1' - 1'), (2 - 0'), (0 - 2')].

Similar sample sequences
are composed for the number
of syllables > 3. To take a
decision about the type of
the word ARES the energy
similarity degree is calculated
during each vowel in the word
being analyzed and the set of energies
pattern in the corresponding
sequences (1), (2). ... Next the similarity sum
is calculated for each of the possible
sequences, shown in the
brackets. Among the
measured measures of similarity
there is one displaying the
maximal degree. This
sequence is assumed to be
the most likely rhythm.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

To check the effectiveness of the suggested procedure a
software model of the ARES automatic identification was
worked out. The speech signal is analyzed with the
help of a set of 5 octave
filters in the range up to 8
KHz in the time-window of 16
ms with a step of 8 ms. Out
of 5 spectral parameters 3
segmenting parameters - P1,
P2, P3 are determined,
maximizing the similarity
value of P1 - for the vowel,
maximizing the similar
to the consonants and P3 - for
the pauses. The segment
boundaries are defined by ana-
lyzing the segmenting
functions Sk obtained from PK
according to the formula
L/2
Sk = SUM(Sk, n+1 - Sk, n-1)/L,
where n is current timing.
L-analysis shows the partials
determined in this way the
vowels duration and intensity
were analyzed, as well as
the occurrence of a
consonant or a pause before the
first or after the last vowel
of the word. In order to identify the vowels nature -
high or low - estimation of
P1 was carried out on the
vowel segments by counting the number of
zero-crossing at the output of the
1-st filter. The information obtained in this way
was then used in the software of the ARES automatic
identification in accordance
with the procedure described
in the above section. The
ARS automatic recognition
algorithm was evaluated for
its efficiency first on the
speech material corpus
described in section 2, and then
on a new additional testing
set of material. The results of
the tests were summed up
by filling two types of
errors:
Ms - the general percentage
of erroneous identification
of the word ARES;
Mr - the percentage of
errors in the recognition of
the ARES in the cases where
the total number of vowels
in the word and their articula-
tory type was identified
and, besides, the decision
about the presence / absence
of a consonant at the
beginning or at the end of the
word was correct.

The results of both tests
are estimated on average as:
Ms=78%, Mr=94%. As is shown
by the results of the
evaluation the suggested
procedure of the ARES automatic
identification can be
assessed as effective, on
condition, however, that the
preliminary phoneme segmen-
tation and marking have been
sufficiently correct. It
should be noted hereby, that in
certain cases, analyses
for the degree of similarity
(nearness) between the ARES
being considered and the
sample one, can help reveal
the defects of phoneme
segmentation and marking in
the word. If some of the ARES
have close similarity
measures, they must be sub-
ject to further analysis
with a view to making clear
whether or not there is a
vowel cluster or some
mistake in segmentation.
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HOW ACOUSTIC ANALYSES CAN IMPROVE SEGMENTATION CRITERIA
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ABSTRACT

This paper shows how the acoustic analysis of transition phases between two phonetic units can improve the criteria of speech segmentation. We propose a system of rules based on acoustic analysis (of transition phase), phonetic distribution (type of cluster), and syntactic context (isolated word, word juncture, etc.). These rules allow us to validate segmentation criteria and to make them more precise.

1. INTRODUCTION

The elaboration of segmentation criteria and labelling conventions raises several types of problems [1]. One major problem is the lack of constancy in the segmentation criteria due to the variability of speech. Indeed, we observe different transition phases between the same two consonants of a cluster (figures 2 and 3).

In addition, segmentation operations presuppose having prior criteria and, at the same time, these criteria can only be elaborated through the regular exercise of segmentation. A neophyte segmentor in this paradoxical situation experiences a short period of instability during which the criteria are established. Once they are stable, a human expert can describe the qualitative nature of the boundaries but he can only has an approximative idea of the quantitative representation of boundaries.

Regarding the problem raised by criteria elaboration, we decided to divide the analysis into three different steps. First, basic criteria were drawn up; this means that only qualitative observations were made. Second, the analysis of the labelling data produced a quantitative representation of consonant transitions within clusters. Third, quantitative results are compared to qualitative observations.

2. METHODOLOGY

Some basic methodological options of our general study of French consonant clusters [2] are presented here to make this specific procedure clear.

2.1. Consonants

We classified the French consonants relating to articulation manner:
- "S" are Stops: p t k b d g
- "F" are Fricatives: f s s v z j
- "V" are Vocalic consonants: [1 m n]

Consonant clusters are the logical combinations of the 3 consonant classes:
- SS (as in "obtu")
- FF (as in "asphalte")
- VF (as in "psychologue")
- SF (as in "psarni" or in "lui")
- SV (as in "bleu")
- FS (as in "style")
- VS (as in "halte")
- VF (as in "faerce")

2.2. Segmentation principles

The segmentation we practiced is based on a methodology developed by Autesserre and Rossi [3]. It is an accurate segmentation and hierarchically organized labelling; phonetic units are segmented at three different levels: macro-classes (classes of phonemes), phases (onset, stable part and release of the phonetic units) and attributes (acoustic events). This segmentation procedure produces sub-segments which can be used to locate the boundary between two consonants. The acoustic analysis of these sub-segments will give us the statistical characteristics of the boundaries within clusters and also will help to quantify segmentation criteria.

2.3. Acoustic analysis principles

In segmenting and labelling a speech database, we were led to adopt a specific acoustic analysis methodology: we distinguished segmentation specific features (articulation manner and voicing) from coarticulation features (articulation place) [2].

An accurate analysis of the acoustic realisations of consonant clusters allows us to draw up a list of transition phases.

We define the sub-segment in the following way: it is a transitory segment which appears at and around the boundary between the two consonants. The transition phase between C1 and C2 is realised either directly (Direct Passage: the acoustic characteristics of C2 directly follow those of C1), or by a Transitory Segment which affects one of the two consonants. The transitory segment supposes a contrast to the acoustic characteristics of the consonants.

Consonant characteristics are described as follows:
- V: vocalic formant structure
- F: voiced or unvoiced noise
- S: silence or voicing + burst

Four types of transitory segments are considered:
- vocalisation: insertion of a vocalic or a vowel unit
- consonantisation: insertion of noise
- devoicing: disappearance of voicing
- voicing: appearance of unexpected voicing

2.4. Basic segmentation criteria: observation of the transition phase

A set of basic qualitative criteria are drawn up. They will be compared to the statistical analysis results. In order to give an impression of the nature of these criteria, we have presented below the transition phases for each cluster class.

DP is a Direct Passage and TS is Transitory Segment.

- SS: DP or TS: devoicing
- FF: DP or TS: devoicing
- SF: DP or TS: devoicing
- SV: if F voiced, DP
- FS: if F voiced, DP
- VS: if F voiced, DP
- VF: if F voiced, DP
- FS: if F voiced, DP
- VS: if F voiced, DP
- VF: if F voiced, DP

As we can observe, there are numerous types of transition phase between two consonants for each consonant cluster class. Only a quantitative analysis of the boundaries can make more precise and improve the segmentation criteria.

3. LINGUISTIC MATERIAL

It is important to base the acoustic analysis upon samples taken from different speech contexts. Indeed, we have observed that different speech types lead to specific types of transition phases within clusters. Therefore, our segmentation and analyses are based on three different speech contexts.

3.1. Isolated words

Our first segmentation criteria were elaborated from a corpus (Clusters: ACC01 to ACC05) of the BDSONS (the French sounds database [4]). This corpus is composed of 5 lists of 41 isolated mono or bi-syllabic words containing clusters. 12 speakers (6 male and 6 female) read them. The clusters were representative of their distribution in French.

3.2. Integrated words

The second corpus was based upon words integrated in the same sentence: "Ce n’est pas ... qu’il faut dire!"... These sentences were read twice by two speakers.

3.3. Words in juncture

This corpus was made up of sentences in which clusters crossed word boundaries. These sentences were read twice by two speakers.

In this corpus we considered two levels of junctures: the first a major boundary and the second a minor boundary. In fact, the sentences were of the very simple syntactic structure: NP+VP. The first type of juncture was between NP and VP (the major syntactic boundary), the second one was inside VP (between V and N, the minor boundary). We expected to obtain different acoustic effects as a function of the type of juncture which separated the first and second consonant (C1 and C2).

4. RESULTS AND RULES

4.1. The distribution of clusters transition phases

The results of our acoustic analysis allows us to distinguish two different classes: clusters including a vocalic
consonants, and clusters without vocalic consonant. Vocalic consonants are systematically and regularly affected by assimilation effects [2] [5]. Acoustic variability obeys specific rules when a vocalic consonant is present in the cluster. Assimilation effects are also present in clusters without vocalic consonant, but the phenomena are quite irregular and do not follow specific rules.

12: If there is a minor boundary between Cl and C2: TS8 else TS9
13: If cluster is FF: TS10 else TS14
14: If there is a minor boundary between Cl and C2: TS11 else TS12

Lists and description of each Transitory Segment (TS): TS0: irrelevant TS TS1: TS = 100% of devoicing C2 TS2: TS > 90% of devoicing C2 TS3: TS > 60% of devoicing C2 TS4: TS > 5% of consonantisation C1 TS > 90% of devoicing C1 TS5: TS > 20% of consonantisation C1 TS > 15% of devoicing C1 TS6: TS > 30% of consonantisation C1 TS7: TS > 25% of consonantisation C1 TS > 20% of devoicing C1 TS8: TS = 100% of devoicing C1 (SS, FF, FS) TS > 50% of devoicing C1 (SF) TS9: TS = 100% of devoicing C1 (SS, FS) TS > 50% of devoicing C1 (SF) TS > 30% of devoicing C1 (FF) TS > 50% of vocalisation C1 (FF) TS10: TS = 100% of devoicing C2 TS11: TS > 50% of devoicing C2 TS > 50% of voicing C1 TS12: TS > 80% of devoicing C2 (SS, FF) TS > 30% of devoicing C2 (SF, FS) TS > 30% of voicing C1 (SF, FS) TS > 30% of vocalisation C1 (SF, FS)

5. DISCUSSION
These rules show that devoicing of a vocalic consonant in C2 position is the most regular phenomenon (TS1, TS2, TS3). This phenomenon becomes quite rare when the vocalic consonant is in Cl position (TS4, TS5, TS6, TS7), except for /f/ which is the most assimilated phonetic unit [2]. Tendencies are more uncertain for clusters composed of stops and/or fricatives. The devoicing of voiced C1 is frequent if C2 is unvoiced (TS8, TS9), but it depends on the cluster types.

Devoicing is the most important transitory segment. Nevertheless, the devoicing tends to be more progressive when a vocalic consonant is present in the cluster, and more regressive when clusters are made up of stops or fricatives.

5.1. Qualitative and quantitative segmentation criteria
These rules and, more precisely, the acoustic analysis of consonant clusters, confirm the basic segmentation criteria elaborated above. They bring quantitative precision for qualitative criteria. For SV and FV the devoicing is confirmed and represents the quasi systematic type of boundary; for VV, the Direct Passage is the most common boundary; for FS devoicing is as frequent as voicing; etc.

Knowledge of the quantitative distribution of consonant cluster transition phases helps us to elaborate more robust segmentation criteria.

6. CONCLUSION
It is quite difficult to elaborate robust segmentation criteria. Nevertheless a human expert can formalize qualitative information and has a quite good representation of quantitative information. An accurate segmentation associated with an analysis of transition phases within clusters can make up for the lack of quantitative descriptions.

This additional segmentation tool should be useful for different speech technologies: Automatic Segmentation (improvement of reliability and precision), Speech Synthesis (improvement of clusters synthesis), Speech Recognition (improvement of segments and sub-segments identification).
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A MULTI-STAGE PROCEDURE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF ACOUSTIC MICRO SEGMENTS IN STOP+VOWEL+STOP SYLLABLES.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an efficient multistage algorithm for the parsing of stop-vowel-stop syllables into acoustic microsegments typically used for scientific measurement of speech data and as well in some ASR applications. The methods adopted illustrate one way in which expert speech knowledge and powerful statistical pattern-recognition can be usefully combined to provide robust and intuitively satisfying solutions.

OVERVIEW

Six microsegments of interest were established to characterize /CVk/ syllables, where the initial consonants ranged over /p, t, k, b, d, g/ and where the vowels ranged (in the test sets) over the 15 Canadian English vowels and diphthongs. The microsegments are labeled M1 to M6 and are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Microsegment categories for segmentation algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Microsegment</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>initial (C) silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>initial voicebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>initial C release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>vowel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>final C silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>final C burst</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The object of the algorithms described is to produce reliable estimates for the beginnings of the microsegments M2, M3, M4 and M5.

The first stage uses statistics from a set of hand marked segments to provide a preliminary "fuzzy categorization" (in the form of a posteriori probabilities, henceforth APP scores) for each microsegment type and for each 20 ms rectangular window of speech advanced through the signal in 1 ms frames. Statistics are calculated from feature vectors for each frame which consist of six readily calculated properties. A second stage applies a Viterbi search method adapted from a continuously variable duration hidden (semi-)Markov model to bracket regions within which cursors can be placed. A third stage uses various heuristic measures to set the exact locations of specific cursors within the bracketed regions.

STAGE 1

The feature vectors for each frame consist of mean absolute amplitudes of 10 ms sections before and after the frame centers for 1) the original signal, 2) a high pass (1/1-2^4) signal and 3) a bandpass (1/1-2^4) filtered signal. The maximum mean absolute amplitude over all frames for the entire syllable was also included as a normalization measure.

Means, vectors and covariance matrices were calculated using these features for the basic signal types shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Basic signal types defined by feature vectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2a</td>
<td>voice bar onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2b</td>
<td>voice bar cont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3a</td>
<td>C1 burst onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D3b</td>
<td>C1 fric./asp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4a</td>
<td>V onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4b</td>
<td>V continuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4c</td>
<td>V end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D5 (=D1)</td>
<td>final /k/ silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6a (=D3a)</td>
<td>final /k/ burst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D6b (=D3b)</td>
<td>final /k/ fric./asp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers associated with each distribution indicate the microsegment from Table 1 associated with each distribution. Voice bar and consonant release are each associated with two distributions. Those labeled a (e.g. D2a) correspond to the onset part of the microsegment and those labeled b correspond to continuation of the microsegment type. The distribution type "vowel" is associated with three distributions.

Training samples for onset type a segments (as well as D4c) were centered on hand-marked cursors that defined clearly acoustic boundaries, so that the features associated with the first and second 10 ms parts of the frame would be expected to differ significantly. Those for the continuation type b distributions were more likely to be homogeneous. Training data for the b type distributions were extracted from the boundaries of hand-marked microsegment types of at least 30 ms duration to avoid the onset and offset of the microsegments) Only distributions D1 through D4a,b,c were explicitly trained, since hand marked cursors did not exist for portions of the signal following M4. Distributions D5 and D6a,b were effectively "tied" to the corresponding distributions for the variable initial stops.

APPS were calculated for distributions D1 to D4a,b,c. Trials with a training set of 703 syllables indicated that these types could be identified with a reasonably high rate from the hand-marked data.

Running plots of the APP scores for stimuli were examined and indicated that the scores in question would serve as a useful basis for parsing the signal, since an appropriate distribution usually showed the highest APP for most of the duration of the target microsegments. (Appropriate distributions include either of the a,b pairs of microsegments associated with onset and continuation type distributions for reasons discussed below.)

STAGE 2

A modified continuously variable duration semi-HMM (CVHMM) [1] was employed to group the frames of preliminary types D1-D6. The states of the CVHMM APP outlined in Table 3 with their associated signal type. Possible transitions of the CVHMM are shown in Figure 1.

The modifications from the CVHMM of [1] consisted of three main simplifications involving "engineered" rather than optimized estimates of parameter values. First, distribution parameters of Table 1 were fixed in advance as described above and were not reestimated. Second, state transitions probabilities were determined a priori: the probability of the each exit path was set to the reciprocal of total number of such limits for that state.

Third, although Gaussian state-duration distributions were originally investigated, it was found that they had little effect on the results and a simpler method ignoring state-durations entirely was adopted. This is equivalent to assuming a uniform distribution of all feasible durations (e.g. 1 to 1000 ms) for all states in a CVHMM framework.

Table 3. CVHMM states.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1 (D1)</td>
<td>silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2 (D2a)</td>
<td>C1 voicebar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3 (D2b)</td>
<td>C1 voicebar cont.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4 (D3a)</td>
<td>C1 burst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5 (D3b)</td>
<td>C1 fric./asp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6 (D4a)</td>
<td>V onset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S7 (D4b)</td>
<td>V continuation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S8 (D4c)</td>
<td>V end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S9 (D5)</td>
<td>C2 silence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S10 (D6a)</td>
<td>C2 burst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S11 (D6b)</td>
<td>C2 fric./asp.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preliminary observation of the results from the CVHMM coarse segmentation showed that state changes were nearly always limited to points of large changes in the Stage 1 APP scores and that a substantial reduction of the search space for stage could be accomplished by using a simple preliminary thresholding of changes in APP scores. A measure of change in APP scores for each of the distribution types was calculated as

$$\delta_i = \sum_s W(\text{med}_s(m_{i,s-2}, \text{med}_s(m_{i,s+1})))$$

where $m_{ij}$ represents the six-point median filtered APP score for category k at time t, med$_s$ denotes the median of three arguments centered at point x and the function W is calculated as
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\[
W(x, y) = \frac{x}{1 - \text{abs}(x - 0.5)} \quad \frac{y}{1 - \text{abs}(y - 0.5)}
\]

which weights the function in favor of high APPs. The threshold was set at \( \delta_0 > 0.4 \) where CVDHMM transitions were allowed to occur in the Viterbi search algorithm.

**Figure 1. Non null state transitions for CVDHMM.**

![Diagram of state transitions]

STAGE 3

Although the parsing provided by the CVDHMM was found to correctly bracket most of the events of interest, a final heuristic post-processing stage was used to fine-tune the placement of selected segment boundaries. The start of M2 was determined as

\[
C_n = \arg \max_i \left( \frac{L'(t, i)R(t, i)}{R'(t, i)L(t, i) + 0.1} \right)
\]

where \( R(i, 1) \) is the average absolute value of the waveform in a 1 ms window to the right of point \( i \), and \( L(i, 1) \) is a similar measure taken from the left. \( R'(i, 1) \) and \( L'(i, 1) \) are the same measures taken from the low-passed filtered feature vector. \( i \) is limited to samples bounded by S2 and the first 30 ms of S3.

M4 was then located by exactly the same method with the values of \( i \) limited to the samples bounded by S6 and the first 30 ms of S7, with the exception that interval of averaging was 3 ms.

The following measure was then used to fine tune the start position of M3:

\[
C_n = \arg \max_i \left( \frac{R(t, 3) + R'(t, 3) + A_{\text{max}}}{L(t, 3) + L'(t, 3) + A_{\text{max}}} \right)
\]

where the integrated absolute value of the waveform is taken from 3 ms windows and \( A_{\text{max}} \) is the minimum mean absolute amplitude of the original signal. The search was restricted to the samples between the estimated start of M2 and the sample 30 ms following the start of S7.

The final position of M4 was taken as the window at which the product of the probability density function and the APP score was a maximum for D4c within the bounds of S8.

Informal evaluation of the algorithm indicates excellent agreement with human operator judgments in most cases. (More formal evaluations are in preparation and will be presented at the conference). The procedure has potential for use in semi-automated data collection for descriptive linguistic and speech database applications.
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ABSTRACT

A radio speech corpus of 9mn has been prosodically marked by a phonetician expert, and non expert listeners. This corpus is large enough to train and test an automatic boundary spotting system, namely a time delay neural network fed with F0 values, vowels and pseudo-syllable durations. Results validate both prosodic marking and automatic spotting of prosodic events.

CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

It is known for a number of languages that speech contains prosodic cues acting as boundary markers of different strength along the continuum. Boundary marking is particularly obvious in French, which has no distinctive lexical stress. Fundamental frequency (F0) movements are generally bounded by left and right word boundaries and phonemic lengthening marks the end of the sense groups. Besides, prominence is usually achieved through accents (F0 rises mostly) on monosyllables and on the first syllables of polysyllables. However, it is not clear whether and how prosodic cues may be used for segmenting continuous speech automatically.

Previous research using heuristic rules in expert systems \([1][2]\), has uncovered problems, due mainly to: the diversity of intrinsic phonemic durations (nasal vowels are longer); the effects of the rate of speech (fewer and less obvious boundaries in rapid speech); inter-speaker variations; and the weighting of F0- vs. duration cues.

Moreover, in situations that favor expressiveness, accents may be misinterpreted as right word boundaries. This explains why current research on the automatic segmentation of speech into prosodic units applies to read speech only, namely to the exclusion of spontaneous oral communication where the expressive function of prosody prevails against its linguistic one.

We are currently studying «controlled speech», e.g. radio news announcements and press reviews, with a view to extending the scope of continuous speech recognition applications. The prosodic processing of «controlled speech» should prove easier than the analysis of spontaneous speech, since newsreaders aim at and achieve balanced trade-offs between expressive and communicative purposes.

OBJECTIVES AND METHOD

The paper investigates the two following issues:

- Which acoustic parameters should be selected in order to discriminate left from right word/group boundaries accurately?
- Is the prosodic coding scheme we use consistent enough?

To answer these questions, we tested a multi-layer perceptron on a «controlled speech» corpus, using different sets of prosodic marks for the training stage.

Nine minutes of a radio press review, spoken by a single speaker, were phonetically labeled by a phonetician and prosodically coded both by a group of listeners and by an expert on prosody (J. Vaisiére).

Twenty French phonetics students listened twice to the press review. They were asked to jot down (on the fly), first, the prosodic group end-boundaries they noticed (first audition), then the syllables they perceived as accented (second audition).

The expert coded F0 movements from a visual representation of the acoustic-phonetic data made up of: the phonetic segmentation marks and labels, the smoothed curve of F0, vocalic and interplosodic duration curves (all time-aligned and on the same sheet) computed from the phonetic segmentation. The wideband spectrogram was also available but on a separate sheet.

ACOUSTIC-PROSODIC CODING

The expert described meaningful F0 movements and pauses, using a TOBI-like coding scheme we developed for French. Our coding symbols are presented in table 1; capital letters describe major F0 movements; indexes are used to indicate the position of the F0 movement inside the current word or prosodic group; symbols and indexes can be combined. For instance, the initial F0 rise in the current prosodic group is coded R-when it occurs on the first syllable of the current word; B+Rc indicates a crossing of the baseline followed by a continuation rise (at the end of the current prosodic group).

Results of the coding

The marks from 3 listeners were excluded from the analysis, since these subjects had difficulty in detecting accents.

The locations of the end-boundaries and accents perceived by the 17 remaining subjects were compared to both the expert's coding (F0 movement) and the computed vocalic and interplosodic durations, in order to:

- determine which prosodic phenomena characterize perceived word or group boundaries, and then identify efficient acoustic input data for the MLP;
- evaluate the size of the optimum context in terms of the number of sounds on the right and/or on the left of the marked syllable.

We shall not comment on the distribution and acoustic correlates of perceived word or group end-boundaries, because subjects' judgements agree with each other, and most syllables marked by them are followed by pauses which can be reliably detected by standard algorithms. Nevertheless, lengthening prevails over

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Our prosodic coding symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ R ] : initial rise on the first syllable of a word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ L ] : prominent fall on the last syllable of a word</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ P ] : peak [ P^a ] : symmetric slopes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ Ph ] : particularly high F0 values</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ B ] : crossing of the baseline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ Re ] : continuation rise (last syllable of the prosodic group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ S ] : «sustained» (last syllable of prosodic groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ U ] : valley on a grammatical word (between two prosodic groups)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ V ] : sharp dip due to enhanced micromelody (separates two words)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pauses and F0 specific contours as a decision factor.

On the contrary, the distribution of perceived accents provides useful knowledge. 80 syllables were perceived as accented by more than 2 subjects (i.e. 1 perceived accent per 5.2 sec. time interval on the average). 10% of the perceived accents are syllables unmarked by the expert, half of them following a U mark; which suggests a rather limited influence of meaning on the perception of accents. The acoustic correlates for 5% of the marked syllables are atypical (for instance, F0 on the baseline), while the analysis of the other marks confirms previous studies: F0 (cf. Table 2) is the major cue for detecting prominence which may affect even grammatical words (16%); polysyllables are usually accented on the first syllable (85%), which is typical of news announcers' styles; lengthening is optional; when present (57%), it is moderate (compared to group end-boundaries) and affects consonants (64%) rather than vowels which may be shortened (10%).

**Table 2. F0 movements corresponding to perceived accents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>expert mark</th>
<th>mono-syllable</th>
<th>first syllable</th>
<th>last syllable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>35%</strong></td>
<td><strong>26%</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. 0% on grammatical words  
b. 9% on grammatical words  
c. Grand total is 61% of the marks because other perceived marks not coded by the expert

Besides, listeners' judgments favor unexpected phenomena against regularities: F0 peaks on the last syllables of polysyllables are generally ignored, as well as peaks on the second or third syllable; the first peak in a sequence of peaks (cf. digit sequences) is marked, while the following ones are not perceived as accents, even if they are more prominent than the first one.

These results indicate that local prosodic events provide useful reliable linguistic information on word and group boundaries, on condition that the interpretation of local phenomena involve contextual information on the long-term evolution of prosodic parameters.

**Prosedic segmentation using MLP**

In the following, we use MLPs, implemented with cross-validation to avoid over-training, and with the softmax transfer function so that we get *maximum a posteriori probabilities* (MAPs) as described in [3]. When the training subset is not balanced, MAPs are divided by a priori probabilities for each class we want to recognize, so that we get scaled likelihoods. We decided that the system answers if one likelihood is greater than the sum of all the other likelihoods, so it is possible that the system gives no answer for a given input.

For each test, we use the last 75% of the speech corpus to train the MLP, and we perform the test on the first 25%.

We tried several inputs combinations as well as their derivatives: F0 average and regression coefficient on a vocalic segment, segmental duration, and pseudo-syllable duration. This last parameter is the time elapsed between the end of a vowel and the end of the next one, because in French the CV-CV syllable scheme is encountered most of the time. Note that we are not exactly in a true speech recognition situation, as the phonetic labeling gives vowels positions, but we do not consider it as a handicap since there exist reliable vocalic nucleus detectors nowadays.

**Auditory marks**

Two kinds of marks have been set by the listeners (frontiers and accents), which are attached to the syllable nucleus.

The MLP fed with any of the previously described values (F0,duration...), no matter the size of the temporal window, is not capable of reproducing the accent marking with a good score. Thus we consider that listeners' accent marks are not consistent, at least from a local point of view.

But for the frontier marks, the MLP fed with the duration, on a 5-vowel context, achieves the task with 11% insertion and 43% omissions.

**Phonetic marks**

At this stage, we use the auditory marks to select a significative subset of marks set by the expert. Considering the given number of mark types obtained, we found it necessary to gather them in generic classes to achieve a correct training of the MLP: R for initial rise (129 occurrences), P for peaks (128), B for baseline (105), C for continuation rise (50), Nil for no marking at all (1287).

**Table 3. Confusion matrix: horizontally, expected results, vertically, MLP results. (356 answers / 400)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nil</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After several tests, we kept vowel duration, F0 values, and pseudo-syllable duration on a 7 vocalic nucleus window to feed a MLP with 10 neurons in its hidden layer. The MLP has 5 outputs: one for each class mentioned above.

The MLP gives no answer for 44 configurations (concurrent answers).

Surprisingly, no nasality tag is required to draw the MLP attention on the fact that nasal vowels are much longer than vocalic ones.

**RESULTS AND CONCLUSION**

The main result is that this experience validates both the expert prosodic marking and the automatic spotting system. Furthermore, the confusion rate between P and R marks is rather low, which agrees with the results of [4]: lengthening is a more important correlate of F0 peak for P than for R. R marks recognized as P, are accented monosyllabic words.

The recognition rate for C is enhanced when we add F0 regression parameters, as involved vowels bear a long upward F0 move. However this adds a slight confusion in the identification of P marks.

Future work will aim at incorporating long term prosodic variations in the modelling of our prosodic marks.
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ABSTRACT

Speech production is a complex process relying on coordinated gestures, but the acoustic signal does not depict its underlying organization. Accepting that articulatory gestures are directly recognized through the coarticulation process, our proposal is to investigate the correlations between acoustic and articulatory informations in order to propose an intermediate level of representation and to assess gestural phonetic theory. We present here the framework of this investigation, the automatic labelling of the multi-sensor speech database ACCOR.

INTRODUCTION

To design Automatic Speech Recognition Systems, the main difficulty lies with the extremely large variability of the speech signal. This problem has been known and studied for a long time. One aspect is due to the assimilation and coarticulation phenomena: the assimilation is due to the phonological process whereas transitions between sounds are smoothed and phonetic features are spread over contiguous sounds. The coarticulation is inherent to the way speech is produced by the continuous motion of articulators [1]. Speech production is a complex process relying on coordinated gestures, but the acoustic signal does not immediately reflect the underlying organization. The question that arises is: what is the right level of representation?

An hypothesis postulates that the articulatory gestures are directly recognized through the coarticulation process. From a theoretical point of view, many researchers have seen in the articulation an intermediate level of representation which could link perception and production. The gestural phonetic theory is an alternative to previous theories like the motor theory which has been disproved as too simple [2]. Our proposal is to investigate the correlations between acoustic and articulatory informations in order to propose this intermediate level of representation, and to assess the gestural theory.

The first step of our study consists in automatically labelling the multi-sensor speech database which has been developed in the ESPRIT II Basic Research Action ACCOR (Articulatory Acoustic Correlations of Coarticulatory patterns) [3]. This database includes articulatory and aerodynamic as well as acoustic data. We dispose of five signals: the acoustic signal, the larynograph trace, the nasal and oral airflow trace and the ElectroPalatoGraphic patterns.

METHODOLOGICAL FRAME

Considering that speech is the output of a production process which relies for its execution on coordinated gestures, the annotation should reflect articulatory timing; what must be located are articulatory events and not segments [3]. The annotation of the database is based on the following two principles:

- non-linearity,
- channel-independency of information.

The first principle is adopted to lead to proper annotation and to not preclude any a-priori theoretical assumptions about coarticulation. The methodological principle of channel-independency of the annotation is important to allow for the systematic investigation of the correlations between different levels of representation. We have added a third one which is the robustness, in the sense that each labelling method has to be speaker-independent and that the detections must be consistent.

All labelling methods are built on the same schema: we first detect the discontinuities on the signal, and we interpret them as indications of oncoming gestures from and towards articulatory goals. They are marked in the temporal domain according to precisely defined criteria.

THE ACOUSTIC SIGNAL

Articulatory goals

The labels currently used by phoneticians, on the acoustic signal, are:

- VOW and VTW, Voice Onset and Voice Termination,
- SCW and SRW, Stop Closure and Stop Release of plosives /p/ and /k/.

For phoneticians, the label SCW means "a silence before a stop release"; to preserve the non-linearity and to obtain systematic detections, we prefer to interpret this label as a simple closion before a silence.

Labelling methods

We first detect the acoustic discontinuities using a robust automatic segmentation method, the Forward-Backward segmentation method [4]: the signal is assumed to be a sequence of stationary units, each one is characterized by an autoregressive model 0 (L.P.C.). The method consists in performing on line a detection of changes of the parameter 0. The divergence test is based on the monitoring of a suitable statistic distance between two models 01 and 02. A change occurs when a threshold is exceeded. The procedure of detection is performed in parallel on the signal as on the high pass filtered signal. To avoid omissions, the signal is processed in the backwards when the delay between two boundaries is too long (100 ms). The parameters (AR order, thresholds) are speaker independent.

Follows a first test to label segments as voiced/unvoiced/silence units. It is based on the mean variations of the energy, the correlation of the signal and the first reflection coefficient. The result is adapted using the zero level crossing ratio.

Next, we use a plosive detection test based on a Fourier Transform [5]. Two functions, the formantic energy AN and the high frequency energy variation Aω are monitored. To detect a plosion, AN must be lower than a threshold T1 and Aω must be higher than a threshold T2. We so locate voiced as well as unvoiced plosive bursts, the silence or the voiceless segment before the burst.

Results and discussion

The events VOW and VTW are systematically found by our procedure, but we may observe a delay between the automatic position and the manual one. The table 1 gives an indication of these differences.

Large delays are specially present for the VTW event; they are often due to a persistent sinusoidal wave which is present between the closure and the silence.

Table 1: Number of automatic labels vs manual ones. Delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th>10&lt;20</th>
<th>&gt;20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOW</td>
<td>66/77</td>
<td>77/77</td>
<td>4/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTW</td>
<td>43/77</td>
<td>18/77</td>
<td>16/77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SRW event corresponds to an unvoiced plosive burst. Our method detects the burst of all the phonemes /t/ and /k/, it detects also the labial plosive /p/ when it is located before anterior vowels.

THE LARYNGOGRAPH TRACE

Articulatory goals

Four articulatory events must be detected:

- VOW and VTX respectively Voice Onset and Voice Termination,
- PUX a Peak in an unvoiced segment,
- SGX a glottal stop.

Labelling methods

We use a simplified version of the Forward divergence method to detect the discontinuities of the laryngograph signal. Once the changes are detected, we interpret each segment as voiced/unvoiced/silence units as voiced/unvoiced using a voicing test based on an adaptive level crossing ratio which is applied for each segment on a centered window. We define two levels on both sides of the signal mean. We calculate the ratio between the two level crossing rates. VOX and VTX events are finally labelled according to very simple rules.
On the unvoiced segment, the event PUX squares with a change of gradient, so we make a regression interpolation. The PUX label results of a temporal coordination between the regression variations and distance from the VTX and VOX labels.

Results and Discussion

Table 2: Number of automatic labels vs manual ones. Delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th>10 &lt;= 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VOX</td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>1/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTX</td>
<td>26/27</td>
<td>1/27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUX</td>
<td>15/24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good results are obtained from the VOX and VTX labels. For the PUX event, nine events are not found. These results are due to the lack of manual precise criteria; this point is discussed with the experts. We observe some insertions due to the systematic application of the PUX rules. The SGX event is not automatically detected because we have a single realization on the french sentences.

THE AERO DYNAMIC AIRFLOW TRACE

The aerodynamic signals are the nasal and the oral volume velocity traces.

Articulatory goals

The nasal events to be detected are:
- BFN and DFN respectively Build up of airflow and Decline of airflow.
- MFN Maximum airflow.

The oral events are:
- BFN and DFN respectively Build up of airflow and Decline of airflow.
- MFN and mFDN respectively Maximum and minimum airflow.
- SCO and SRO respectively Stop Closure and Release.

Labelling methods

The recording technique for these signals is a pneumotach system using a Rothenberg mask. The drawback is the bad SNR of the signals. It is a problem concerning an automatic labelling, so we first filter the signals with a classic low pass band filter.

As articulatory events square with changes of gradient, we perform a regression interpolation. The application of specific rules gives us the final labelling for each signal.

Results and Discussion

Table 3: Nasal airflow results. Number of automatic labels vs manual ones. Delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th>10 &lt; 20</th>
<th>&gt; 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFN</td>
<td>42/65</td>
<td>7/65</td>
<td>8/65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFN</td>
<td>3/12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFN</td>
<td>1/12</td>
<td>2/12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFDFN</td>
<td>43/49</td>
<td>1/49</td>
<td>2/49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see a seemingly bad result for DFN and MFN. In fact these two events are often labelled very closer, and our system detects an MFDFN event. Most omissions are explained by a too fine manual labelling.

Table 4: Oral airflow results. Number of automatic labels vs manual ones. Delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MFDO</td>
<td>49/49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mFDN</td>
<td>24/32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCO</td>
<td>13/22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRO</td>
<td>24/28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Major problems occur when we have to detect the SCO event: SCO are generally confused with the mFO event and the criteria to avoid these substitutions remain subjective.

THE EPG PATTERNS

Articulatory goals

The phonetician experts search events like Closure and Constriction and want to detect:
- for Closure, - ACE approach to closure, - SCE stop closure - MCE maximum closure - SRE stop release.
- for Constriction, - ACE approach to constriction - MCE maximum constriction - CRE constriction release.

Even if some events have the same labels, their detection depends on the context Closure or Constriction.

Labelling methods

As for the manual detection labelling, the automatic labelling is a dynamic process through the closure or constriction areas.

The patterns are 16*16 point images representing the tongue contact points.

For closure, we define three masks according to the three different closure configurations: a front, middle or back closure. The boundaries of the closure are precisely indicated the SCE and the SRE labels. The ACE is detected according to the place of the closure. It is a pattern in which there is a sufficient number of contacts around the center of the closure place. The MCE is the first pattern in the closure area, in which the number of contacts in the closure place is maximum.

For construction, the method is now in progress; we use the same approach to locate the constriction areas.

Results and Discussion

Table 5: Number of automatic labels vs manual ones. Delay in ms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&lt; 10</th>
<th>10 &lt;= 20</th>
<th>&gt; 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACE</td>
<td>58/77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>78/78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCE</td>
<td>64/72</td>
<td>4/12</td>
<td>4/12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRE</td>
<td>78/78</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SCE and SRE detections are very robust. We almost indicate precisely the closure place.

The ACE label detection depends on the previous context. If it is a constriction, the detection has to be quite different. We do not take this difference into account, that explains delays greater than 20 ms.

To label MCE, different manual strategies are observed and we choose the frequent one. The delays are explained by this difference of strategies. First experiments show correct detections of constriction areas.

CONCLUSION

We define an automatic labelling system for a multi-sensor speech database and quite good results are obtained. Discrepancies are due to the systematic nature of our procedures, and to the manual labelling criteria variations. This work permits to assess and to precise the manual labelling criteria.

Phoneticians are interested in these results for many reasons. First, the automatic labelling ensure the channel-independency of the annotations and it permits a robust application of defined criteria. The automatic procedure is also an important timesaver.

This work is the framework for the investigation of spatio-temporal correlations among track variables. It will permit to study an alternative to previous articulatory models for Automatic Speech Recognition [6].
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ABSTRACT
Articulatory based acoustic-phonetic features are derived from the speech signal via a Self-Organising Neural Network (SONN) using spectral and energy parameters calculated from single window segments of the signal, and dynamically constrained by a cost-minimisation procedure enforcing continuity on the basis of features present in the segment. Results of the smoothed feature traces are compared to a previously calculated, unconstrained feature output.

INTRODUCTION
The identifcation of the phonetic structure of an utterance in automatic speech recognition is seen increasingly as a hybrid task of combining pattern-recognition expertise with speech science knowledge [1-3]. Just as word recognition had to give way to recognition based on sub-word segmental units (phemes or allophones) as the demand for ever larger vocabularies increased, so the segmental units have to give way to sub-segmental, parallel properties (features) as the realisation grows that, in normally produced (i.e. continuous) speech, the acoustic properties of a particular sound vary as a function of articulatory dependencies between consecutive segments [2,4,5]. The task of recovering the abstract phonemic structure from the acoustic signal is thus freed from the need to relate the overall acoustic pattern of a stretch of signal to a particular phoneme, and can exploit changes in particular features.

Two aspects of acoustic change are not usually differentiated explicitly:
(i) the fluctuation in spectral structure and consequent feature values during quasi-constant portions of the speech signal (fricatives, stop closures, nasals and laterals, and stressed-vowel centres), and
(ii) information-bearing spectral change (sonorant glides, diphthongs, and place-signalling CV- and VC-transitions). Attempting to address the second area without dealing with the first is clearly inefficient. In addition, optimized feature extraction based on solutions to the first problem provides a potential basis for correcting for prosodic variation and vowel-to-vowel coarticulation.

This paper presents a method of employing dynamic constraints within a framework of a SONN for smoothing feature traces.

THE ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC FEATURE ESTIMATOR
The architecture of the feature estimator comprises two modules as shown in Figure 1.

The first, the preprocessing module, calculates, for each 10 ms windowed segment of the speech signal, a set of parameters consisting of 12 Mel-Frequency based cepstral, 12 delta cepstral, 12 delta-delta cepstral coefficients and the corresponding log energy, delta log energy and delta-delta log energy. The calculation takes place every 5 ms. From these parameters, a vector a is selected containing the 20 coefficients which maximise the phoneme separability.

The second module converts the vectors from the selected acoustic parameters a into acoustic-phonetic features φ by means of a SONN, the training of which is described in the next section (see [8] for further details).

The Self-Organising Neural Network
The SONN consists of a number of neurons - 400 are used in this research - which are arranged regularly in a 20 x 20 rectangular structure. Each neuron n has assigned to it a vector m, the size and structure of which corresponds to the acoustic parameter vector a, and all neurons are connected in parallel to receive the same input.

The training session comprises three phases. Firstly, an unsupervised stimulation phase in which the SONN input is presented to speech data from the training speech corpus. Secondly, a supervised phoneme calibration phase and thirdly, a supervised acoustic-phonetic feature calibration phase.

During the stimulation phase, each neuron n(x,y) of the SONN is assigned a parameter vector m(x,y), which is the weighted average of the acoustic vectors a firing (see e.g. [8]) neuron n(x,y), during the entire stimulation phase.

As a result the SONN organises itself such that: 1) speech sounds that are acoustically close are represented in neighbouring neurons, 2) speech sounds which carry e.g. the same manner feature tend to group together in larger clusters, and 3) different speech sound classes, e.g. vowels vs consonants, are represented by neurons clustering in groups of classes.

Calibrating the SONN
1) The fi rst calibration phase operates at phoneme level.

During the phoneme calibration phase, the SONN is submitted to the training speech corpus again, and the number of firings n(x,y)|φ⟩ are registered for all phonemes φ and all neurons n(x,y), x∈[1 ... N] and y∈[1 ... N] within the SONN.

Given that n(x,y) is the neuron at position (x,y), N(x,y), se∈[1 ... Q], is a vector each element of which, p((x,y)|φ⟩ = n(x,y)|φ⟩/n(φ)), represents the frequency of occurrence that a specific phoneme is firing neuron n(x,y). The number of times n(x,y)|φ⟩, that neuron n(x,y) is firing given that phoneme φ, is present at the input, is calculated during the first calibration phase, and n(φ) is simply the total number of frames in the training corpus representing phoneme φ. By employing a clustering technique several vectors may be assigned to each neuron, i.e. Q > 1.

II) The second calibration phase operates at the level of phonological features.

Each phoneme φ is abstractly represented by a phonologically defined distinctive feature vector Dₙφ, je∈{1 · · M} where M is the number of distinctive features taken into account (observe that vectors D are dependent on the language). For example for the Danish phoneme symbol 'for' Dₙφ is given by:

\[ Dₙφ = [ +voi ] [+voc ] [ -fro ] [ +cen ] [+bac ] [+sou ] [+exc ] [ -mid ] [ - scrape ] [+con ] [ +lab ] [ +xen ] [ +alv ] [ +fr ] [ +pl ] [ +sl ] ]

where ' +' means feature present, '-' means absent and '0' means feature not relevant.

Based on vectors Nₙ(x,y) and Dₙφ, je∈{1 · · M}, a phonetic framework vector Pₙ(x,y) is defined for each neuron n(x,y) [8]:

\[ Pₙ(x,y) = Dₙφ · Dₙφ · Dₙφ x Nₙ(x,y), se∈[1 ... Q] \]

where Q is the number of phonetic framework vectors assigned to each neuron.

The elements Pₙ(x,y)/k each represent an approximation to the probability that the k'th acoustic-phonetic feature has been involved in the firing of neuron n(x,y).

Figure 1. Architecture of phonetic feature estimator
SONN FEATURE ESTIMATION

Previously the above expressions were used to estimate acoustic phonetic features directly from the acoustic speech signal on a frame-by-frame basis.

We have recently investigated new principles for estimating these features in which we include dynamic constraints in a Viterbi based minimisation of a chosen cost-function \( C(I) \) over a window extending back from the current speech frame \( I \). The basic aim is to smooth the fluctuations in the feature values from one frame to the next.

The cost-function \( C(I) \) is chosen so as to contain elements which ensure that spectral changes as well as continuity of articulator movement are taken into consideration during the minimisation.

The first element is the summation of the distances \( d_{l}[*] \) between the incoming acoustic vectors \( a(l-i) \) and the neuron weight vectors \( m(x,y,l-i) \) as calculated over a window of fixed length \( L \) frames. This contribution is focused on the spectral differences within the window.

\[
C(I) = \sum_{i=1}^{L-1} \left( d_{l}[*], m(x,y,l-i) \right) + w \cdot d_{l}[P_{s}(x,y,l-i), P_{s}(x,y,l-i-1)]
\]

The second summation adds a weighted contribution which is calculated on the basis of distances \( d_{l}[*] \) which represent the differences in the approximated probabilities given by the phonetic framework vectors \( P_{s}(x,y,l-i) \) and \( P_{s}(x,y,l-i-1) \) in the window. The factor \( w \) is a relative weighting between the two contributions.

Based on the minimisation, the resulting acoustic-phonetic feature vector \( \Phi \) is defined as follows:

\[
\Phi(l+L-1) = P_{s}(x,y,L+L-1).
\]

ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC FEATURES

An example of a feature trace as estimated by the above procedure for \( Q = 2 \) is shown in Figure 2a on the next page.

The sentence 'pulsevognen stod midt' with the SAMPA transcription \( N \) p 2 l s @ v Q n s d o d o D m e d o l is transformed into phonetic features by applying the delineated approach.

A careful examination of the features illustrated in Figure 2a show a very close correspondence with the traditional definition of the phonemes as given in [8].

The feature traces shown in Figure 2a may be compared to the corresponding traces for the same speech signal as shown in Figure 2b, where the features are derived by the approach which performs the calculations on a frame-by-frame basis.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The figures illustrate that articulatorily based features are indeed derivable, and that articulatory and functional features can operate together (see for example VOC and VOI, see capturing vocal fold activity, and VOC fairly successfully isolating vocalic segments). Also, as examination of Figure 2a indicates, the traces show a) acoustic dependencies between features that are used independently for phonological definition (see for example BAC and ROU), b) some clear changes in feature strength during the time course of segments as defined by manual labelling (marked in figures, e.g. OPE for /Q/ and MID. BAC, ROU for /a/, and c) some carryover of features from the segment where a feature is relevant to where it is not (e.g. some vowel features into /l/ and /a/).

These are, at least in part, indications of articulatory transitions and coarticulation, which are not directly exploitable in a frame-by-frame system. The smoothed traces thus also provide a diagnostic base for the identification of phonetic events and features which require more dynamically oriented acoustic processing. It is expected that the smoothed traces will provide a sounder basis for the estimation of segment boundaries and the identification of segments.

Future work includes testing on two tasks which have been used previously to demonstrate the usability of the approach, namely that of automatic speech signal label alignment and that of phoneme recognition.
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A NOISE-ROBUST SUBSPACE-BASED SOUND-CLASS DETECTOR
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ABSTRACT
A computationally efficient approach to the automatic segmentation (labeling) of noise disturbed speech is presented. The segmentation algorithm employs short term spectrum based feature vectors and a subspace representation of the sound classes. The two sound classes of vowels and unvoiced fricatives are trained with the TIMIT acoustic phonetic continuous speech corpus. The sound class detector is applied in a speech enhancement system and for the automatic segment duration measurement.

INTRODUCTION
Originally this automatic sound class detection algorithm was developed as an improved replacement for the speech pause detector of a speech enhancement system [Wokurek 94]. Clearly this application requires noise robustness. Furthermore, a solution with low computational effort was sought to allow real time implementation. Representing the sound classes by subspaces meets both goals.

The speech signal is transformed into a sequence of feature vectors. This transformation controls which properties of the speech signal are represented by the length and by the direction of the feature vectors. In order to distinguish between different speech sounds the transformation will control the direction of the feature vectors by the shape of the spectrum. On the other hand, the feature vectors do not contain any pitch frequency information.

Unfortunately, no transformation is known that converts each phoneme or even each speech sound to a uniquely defined direction within the feature space [Furui 92]. Context, allophonic variations and noise ensure that the feature vector of every speech sound moves around quite a lot in the feature vector space. For automatic speech sound recognition it is necessary to describe the directions of the feature vector that are possible for each speech sound. A standard approach is to collect a number of representative feature vectors for each speech sound. Either the collection of feature vectors or a statistical description of them may be used as a representative of each speech sound. If the collection of feature vectors is used, their number is likely to exceed 1000. That number is met if e.g. every of 50 speech sounds is represented by only 20 vectors.

Is this large number of representative elements inevitably? A vector represents a single direction, in this sense it is a 'small' object in a vector space. A plane is a 'larger' object in that sense — it contains infinitely many directions. Furthermore it only needs two (orthogonal) vectors to be defined. If even a plane is 'too small', D-dimensional subspaces could be used.

Is there any problem to represent speech sounds by planes instead of vectors? The problem might be that the plane is likely not only to contain the directions of the speech sound, but many other directions as well. So planes — or D-dimensional subspaces — should be used with care, and not without further evidence. In the case of this study it is observed experimentally that the feature vectors of the vowels [eou] lie in the vicinity of a plane. This motivates the notion of representing sets of speech sounds — sound classes — by subspaces.

Further experiments demonstrate the noise-robustness of a sound-class detector based on that subspace representation. These experiments indicate that the noise-robustness results from broadening the scope of discrimination from sounds to sound-classes. It should be noted however, that the sound-classes may not be defined arbitrarily. Only sounds with similar spectra are efficiently represented by a (low dimensional) subspace.

Finally it is important that the 'online' operation of this subspace-based sound-class detector is computationally efficient. Only the 'offline' training of the subspace representation of the sound-classes is computationally expensive.

FEATURE VECTORS
The disturbed speech signal is converted to feature vectors employing the short time energies of the output signals of a band-pass filter bank. Let each coordinate of the feature vector represent the short term energy within the bandwidth of a single channel of the filter bank. Then e.g. a formant produces a signal of high amplitude at the output of a certain filter bank channel and pulls the feature vector into its direction. By this mechanism, the short term spectrum of the speech signal determines the direction of the feature vector. Each change in the formant structure changes the short term spectrum and turns the feature vector.

The short term spectrum of the speech signal is one ingredient to the feature vector direction — the bandwidth design of the filter bank is the second. Only those spectral changes turn the feature vector, that change it's coordinates; i.e. a formant movement turns the feature vector if and only if the formant moves into a different channel of the filter bank. Therefore different bandwidth designs of the filter bank are used.

The basis is the constant bandwidth of each channel. Here 20 channels with a bandwidth of 100 Hz are used to cover the frequency band from 0 to 8 kHz. A linear mapping occurs between the number of each channel and it's center frequency, therefore it is addressed as 'linear filter bank design'.

In contrast to that, a 'bark filter bank design' is employed to represent the psychoacoustic scale of critical frequency bands. Again, 20 channels cover the frequency band from 0 to 8 kHz, but the bandwidth starts with 100 Hz at low center frequency and increases to more than 1 kHz. Both filter bank designs are implemented using a computationally efficient algorithm — the 'Lerner filter bank' [Doblinger 91] [Lerner 64].
The dimension of the feature vector space is defined by the number of filter bank channels. Hence the dimension is $N = 20$ for both, the linear and the bark filter bank design.

Given the noisy speech samples $x(n)$, the filter bank and the short term energy measurement of each channel results in the sequence of feature vectors $z(m)$:

$$x(n) \rightarrow z(m) .$$

The short term energies are computed with a time window duration of 20 ms. Therefore the feature vectors are low pass signals that do not require the sampling rate of the speech signal (20 kHz). The feature vectors are calculated at a sampling rate of 100 Hz, that is significantly lower. Hence the speech class detector operates at the lower sampling rate, what helps to limit the computational load.

### SUBSPACE EXTRACTION

For the purpose of subspace extraction the feature vectors of all speech sounds that will train the considered sound class are collected within the observation Matrix

$$A = (\ldots, z(m), \ldots) .$$

Now a subspace is required, that represents all these feature vectors in some sense. Here, the least square minimization of all vector components ‘outside’ (i.e. orthogonal to) the subspace is used as optimization criterion. A solution to that problem is found by the eigendecomposition of the correlation matrix of all feature vectors

$$C = AA^* = U \Lambda U^*$$

where $U$ is the orthogonal matrix of eigenvectors and $A$ is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues [Golub 89].

Once the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of $C$ are computed, the $D$ dimensional subspace is spanned by the eigenvectors that correspond to the $D$ largest eigenvalues. A threshold of 1% of the largest eigenvalue is used for automatic subspace dimension determination.

This algorithm represents each sound class and the noise signal by a single subspace. The automatic sound class detection is performed by comparing the actual feature vector to all subspaces. ‘Winner’ is the class that contains the largest component of the actual feature vector. Finally, a three point median filter improves the decision by removing isolated deviations.

### SOUND CLASSES

Initially the two sound classes of vowels [i:e:a:u:] and unvoiced fricatives [f:s:x:t] are trained with the TIMIT acoustic-phonetic continuous speech corpus. The subspace extraction results in a 1-dimensional noise subspace, a 2-dimensional subspace for the vowels and a 3-dimensional subspace for the fricatives. The resulting sound-class detector correctly detects the vowels, but confusions between the noise and the fricatives occur.

Due to larger spectral differences within the sound class of fricatives, the subspace of that class tends to ‘catch’ some of the feature vectors of noise segments. To minimize these errors, a further optimization of the sound classes is applied.

Now the sounds are exchanged between the classes until the smallest angle between every two subspaces is maximized. In addition, a smaller number of sound classes is preferred. The full search over all possible sound class partitions results in three sound classes. Due to better separation of the subspaces, the detection error rate decreases.

### RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the segmentation of a noisy signal. The German utterance ‘Deutscher Übersetzung’ is analyzed. It is disturbed with white noise at a signal to noise ratio of 10 dB. The sound class detector employs the three optimized sound classes as well as the noise class.

Class #0 corresponds to the noise signal and is visible by ‘missing’ marks in Figure 1. Sound class #1 contains the voiced speech sounds. Sound class #2 is evoked by the f, d and t sounds. Finally, the s sound is detected as a member of sound class #3.

The sound class detector is applied in a speech enhancement system to replace the speech pause detector. There, the speech spectrum estimation that is required for the enhancement, is controlled by the speech class decision. During noise segments an additional suppression is applied.

A second application of the automatic sound class detection algorithm is the automatic measurement of segment durations. The segment duration is used to normalize the time axis of fundamental frequency contours.

### CONCLUSION

Classes of speech sounds are represented by low dimensional subspaces. The discrimination between sound classes instead of sounds is one source of the noise robustness of the algorithm; the restriction of sound class definition to sounds of similar spectral shape is the second. Finally, the subspace representation results in computational efficiency.

Even a small number of speech sound examples leads to reasonable results of the sound-class detector. This is due to the fact that a deterministic (nonstatistic) model is used. However, an increased number of different training sound examples improves the speaker independency of the segmentation results.
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ABSTRACT

The authors have been constructing a speech understanding system IMAGES-S that can infer the conceptual information which the speaker would transmit. The processing for this purpose belongs no longer to wave signal processing but to natural language understanding, especially to conceptual processing with background knowledge such as common sense, world-specific knowledge, etc. And moreover, understanding incompletely perceived speech is nearly equal to estimating the concepts of the words omitted in texts.

MODEL OF SPEECH UNDERSTANDING

Assume that one person “M₁” transmits his conceptual information “c” to the other person “M₂” acoustically in a language. The acoustic expression “r” of “c” which M₁ selects among the various paraphrases that he/she could generate is probably perceived by M₂ as a set of acoustic expressions “R₂” because of M₁’s misstating or M₂’s mishearing, or the noises during its propagation. Furthermore, each element of R₂ is interpreted as a set of conceptual information which in turn is merged into the total set “C₂”, that is, the interpretation of R₂. These can be formalized as (1)-(3) below:

\[ r \in \Phi_1(c) = R_1 = \{r_{11}, ..., r_{1l}\} \] (1)
\[ R_2 = \Delta_1[r] = \{r_{21}, ..., r_{2m}\} \] (2)
\[ C_2 = \cup_{i=1}^{m} \Phi_i^{-1}(r_{2i}) = \{c_{21}, ..., c_{2k}\} \] (3)

where

\[ \Phi_i : M_i\text{'s acoustic verbalization process of conceptual information.} \]
\[ \Phi_i^{-1} : M_i\text{'s interpretation process of acoustic expression,} \]
\[ \Delta_i : \text{the deformation process of acoustic expression in the environment of } M_i \text{ and } M_j. \]

The ideal speech recognition in M₂ will easily find “r” in R₂ because even the case R₂ = {r} may happen. However, this is very difficult or almost impossible when the environment of the speaker M₁ and the hearer M₂ is not perfect, where “perfect” means “free from either mistakes or noises”. Therefore, actually, M₂ is to select some “r” among C₂ as would be “c” using background knowledge. IMAGES-S simulates this process instead of the hearer M₂. That is, if the conceptual content “c” resulting from understanding is reasonable, or not inconsistent with background knowledge, the system deems it as what the speaker would mean, and moreover, “r”, one of its verbalization “\( \Phi(c) \)”, as what he would speak, where of course “r” is not always equal to “r”.

For an extreme example, IMAGES-S may transform such a dialogue between two persons as (“Where?” “Bath.”) into a more sophisticated one (“Where are you going?” “I’m going to the public bath.”).

IMAGES-S consists of three modules: 1) Speech recognition (SRM), 2) Language understanding (LUM), and 3) Task realization (TRM). SRM transforms acoustic signal waves into word-lattices. LUM analyzes them syntactically and semantically and generates meaning representations, employing background knowledge. Finally, TRM realizes the tasks required by the speaker. Here is assumed that the task is limited to dictation.

CONCEPTUAL PROCESSING

LUM, utilizing the background knowledge \( K_B \), estimates the concepts of the words unrecognized in SRM and such an inference process can be formalized as (4).

\[ \mathcal{J}(p_1, ..., p_n) \land K_B \models \mathcal{J}(p_1, ..., p_n) \] (4)

where

\[ p_1 : \text{incompletely recognized speech,} \]
\[ x : \text{word-sequence not recognized or recognized with a very low likelihood,} \]
\[ p_0 : \text{estimated word-sequence.} \]

The inference process succeeds when \( \mathcal{J}(p_1) \) is unified with background knowledge \( K_B \), which superficially, results in substitutions \( \theta \) in (5).

\[ \mathcal{J}(p_1) \land K_B \models \mathcal{J}(p_1, ..., p_n), \theta = \{x_1/p_1, ..., x_n/p_n\} \] (5)

The total process is formalized as (6)-(8) below:

\[ h(P, K_B) = H' \] (6)

\[ H = \{P[x_1, ..., x_n] \theta \} \text{hypothetical restored word-sequence} \] (7)
\[ \{H_1, ..., H_m\} \] (8)

where

\[ h : \text{hypothesis generating function.} \]
\[ H : \text{a set of hypotheses,} \]
\[ e : \text{adequacy evaluating function,} \]
\[ H' : \text{ordered } H \text{ according to a certain preference.} \]

At present, the preference order is determined according to the hypothesis as follows: “What is most easily understandable is the best understanding result.” This determination is realized by calculating the complexity of understanding. The representation of knowledge or speech contents in our system is based on the first-order predicate logic and the complexity is deemed as the total cost \( C_i \) of translation from a surface structure (i.e. sentence) into a conceptual structure (i.e. logical formula). The authors have found \( C_i \) given by the equation (9) which approximates the total times of variable unification, predicate insertion, etc. occurring through the translation process.

\[ C_i = 2N_0 + W + E \] (9)

where

\[ N_0 : \text{the number of the words recognized in SRM,} \]
\[ W : \text{the total number of the words inferred in LUM,} \]
\[ E : \text{the number of the words representing objects or events inferred in LUM.} \]
The understanding result with the least $C_1$ is determined as the best.

Assume that EX-7 below is one of the word-sequences generated from the word-lattice put out by SRM. LUM, using the background knowledge in Table 1, understands it and TRM generates such sentences (S1.1)-(S2.5). The underlined parts are the inferred and inserted words.

The preference order among the sentences is shown by P in Table 2, which implies that S1.1 is the best and that S2.3 and S2.4 are the worst.

EX-7 父親X₁自動車X₂学校X₃通勤。
(= Father commutes to the school by automobile education.)

S2.5 父親が自動車について教育する学校に通勤。
(= Father commutes to the school for automobile education.)

CONCLUSION

The modules LUM and TRM are almost equal to IMAGES-II[1, 2], that is, almost completed. The simulation of these modules has proved the validity of IMAGES-S. In near future, $C_1$ will be improved in order to reflect coherence and cohesion in context. The problem left unsolved is the connection of SRM and LUM. The module SRM will be realized by employing Hidden Markov Models (HMMs).
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Table 1: A part of background Knowledge (word-meanings)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>word-meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>順序</td>
<td>理解(x) ≜ L(z,y₀,y₁,y₂,...) ∧ ... ∧ 理解*(y) ∧ 人工(y₀) ∧ 施設(y₁) ∧ 手段(z) ∧ ARG(dep(が),y₀) ∧ ARG(dep(に),y₁) ∧ ARG(dep(で),y₂) ∧ ...;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>学校</td>
<td>学校(x) ≜ 施設(x) ∧ 教育+(y,x,...) ∧ ...;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>父親</td>
<td>父親(x) ≜ 家(x) ∧ 親(x);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>自動車</td>
<td>自動車(x) ≜ L(x,y,p.q.Aₚ) ∧ L(x,y,p.q.Aₚ) ∧ p ≠ q ∧ 自動車*(x) ∧ 機(x) ∧ 所有(z₁) ∧ 教育+(z₂,...,x,...) ∧ ...;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>教育</td>
<td>教育(x) ≜ 教育+(x) ∧ 教育+(x,y,z,...) ∧ 施設(y) ∧ 事(s) ∧ ARG(dep(が),y) ∧ ARG(dep(について),z);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2: Evaluation of understanding results *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I.D.</th>
<th>$\theta$</th>
<th>$X_0$</th>
<th>$W$</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>$C_1$</th>
<th>$P$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1.1</td>
<td>${X₁/が,X₂/で,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1.2</td>
<td>${X₁/が通勤する,X₂/で,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.1</td>
<td>${X₁/が,X₂/で,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.2</td>
<td>${X₁/の所有する,X₂/で,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.3</td>
<td>${X₁/の通勤する,X₂/で,教育する,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.4</td>
<td>${X₁/の所有する,X₂/ののある,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2.5</td>
<td>${X₁/が,X₂/で,教育する,X₃/に}$</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*① means empty.
AUDITORY ORGANIZATION OF PROMINENCE AND CHUNKING IN SPOKEN SWEDISH

Robert Barnert
Department of Phonetics, Umeå University, Sweden

ABSTRACT

In an investigation of the macro-prosodic organization of spoken Swedish, different aspects of the listeners’ variation were studied. Two listener groups, students at the beginner’s level and trained phoneticians, had to mark the most prominent words and the chunks they could hear in speech samples of spontaneous Standard Swedish. Variations concerning each prominent word and chunk, the number of scores per item and the number of scores per listener are presented.

INTRODUCTION

In the past, prosodic organization of speech has been studied mostly in texts read-aloud. In order to arrive at a theory of speech, it is imperative to investigate the macro-prosodic structure of spontaneous speech from a perceptual point of view. A research programme with this goal was launched some time ago [1, 2], continuing previous research [3, 4]. Two significant prosodic features were selected, the highest degree of prominence (focus accent) and chunking (phrasing).

For this pilot investigation, aiming at the development of methodological insights into the study of perceptual modelling of the macro-prosodic organization of spoken Swedish, two samples of spontaneous (monologue) speech were used. They were produced by a female and a male speaker of Standard Swedish, about 40 years old, both with academic backgrounds. The speech sample of the female speaker contained 196 words, thus, there is a possible 196 possible votes for prominence and 195 votes for chunking. The speech sample of the male speaker contained 186 words and 185 possible chunk boundaries. Each speech sample had the duration of approximately one minute. The listeners had to mark the most prominent words and the chunking on a sheet of paper where the speech samples were given in orthographic representation. However, no punctuation marks were used. Four listener groups participated. A group of 26 students and 5 trained phoneticians scored separately for prominence, another group of 29 students and 3 experts marked for chunking. The speech samples were presented from a loudspeaker four times.

Table 1. General distribution of the listeners’ scores: prominence, chunking; students, experts; three categories. The first line gives the number of scores, the second line the percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prominence</th>
<th>female speaker</th>
<th>male speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scores</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 students</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 experts</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chunking</th>
<th>female speaker</th>
<th>male speaker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scores</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>≤ 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29 students</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 experts</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LISTENERS’ SCORES

First the general distribution of the scores will be given, followed by the marks for prominence and chunking.

General distribution

As a first rough measure of the distribution of votes (markings, scores) of the listeners, a simplified account of the data is given in Table 1. The complete data is to be found in [5].

From Table 1 it can be seen clearly that experts vote in a much more consistent way across all the categories and speakers than the students. This difference could be expected, although the instructions for both groups were formulated in an identical, though general way of expression. The experts, it has to be assumed, reformulated and defined the instructions in phonetic-prosodic terms which the students had not learned yet.

Prominence and chunking

The group scores for each word in the first part of the speech sample of the female speaker are shown, prominence in Figure 1, chunking in Figure 2. The results are representative for the rest of this speech sample and also for the male speaker’s speech sample.

The histograms of Figure 1 show a rather large variation in the scoring of the listeners and listener groups. In some words, students and experts agree rather well and to a high degree, in other words they score quite differently.

Figure 2 shows the percentage of the chunking for the students and the experts. Even in this case, listeners vary considerably in hearing chunks.

VOTES PER WORD AND CHUNK

Instances of numbers of scores per word for prominence for the students are given in Figure 3 for the female and male speech samples. No word received the highest number of possible votes per word, namely 26. Contrary to the experts, the students show a rather even and low distribution over the whole range, except for the lowest part, 1 and 2 votes per word.

Even this observation can be interpreted in the same way as above, namely that experts are more consistent in their scores due to their knowledge of prosody and the acoustic correlates of prominence. However, it should be noted in any case, that experts, too, show

Figure 1. Percentage of total scores for the most prominent words by 26 students and 5 experts. Female speaker, first part of speech sample.

Figure 2. Percentage of the segmentation of the speech sample into chunks by 29 students and 3 experts. Female speaker, first part of speech sample.
a relatively high degree of uncertainty, expressed in the rather high number of only one vote per word, especially with respect to the female speaker. For this bias, there does not seem to be an easy explanation because three of the experts were male and one female.

The scores for chunking appear to be similar for students and experts, i.e. both groups show a high degree of uncertainty. The student group gives the highest numbers of votes, 28 and 29 respectively, only to 5 chunks for the male speaker and only to 1 chunk for the female speaker. There were 40 chunks that received 1-28 votes (cf. Table 1). The experts give three votes, the highest number for this group, to 15 chunks out of 40 for the female speaker, and to 13 chunks out of 34 for the male speaker. Only one vote per chunk is given to 16 chunks for the female and to 14 chunks for the male speaker.

In comparison, the data suggest that students have great difficulties in recognizing the highest degree of prominence (focus accent) and chunking in spontaneous Swedish. Experts do better in recognizing focus accent. They, too, are rather bad at assigning chunk boundaries unanimously.

LISTENERS' VOTES

As an illustration of the individual variation among listeners, Figure 4 shows the scores for prominence for both speech samples and both groups. It is striking to observe how great the difference between raters can be. The lowest number of votes for prominent words in the texts, namely 6 votes, is given by listener no. 20 for the speech sample of the male speaker. This listener and listener no. 11 (7 votes) are very thrifty when they spend their votes. At the opposite end of the range we find listener no. 2 who gives 53 votes for the most prominent words of the female speaker. This means that one word out of four is heard as a most prominent word by listener no. 2, while listeners nos. 20 and 11 only hear one word out of 30 as most prominent.

The most striking aspect, even for chunking, is the great variation between the individuals. The average score for the students is 19.4 votes for both speakers. The experts' average score is almost 25 votes for both speakers.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN STUDENTS AND EXPERTS

In spite of all the inter- and intra-group variation, accounted for in this paper, there is one clear difference to be noted between the groups. In Table 1, it could be seen that experts trained phoneticians specializing in prosody, score more consistently across varying conditions compared to students who have no training in prosodic theory and labelling, nor experience in carrying out such a listening test. An interesting question arises: How much agreement is to be found between the students and the experts in identifying prominence and chunking in spontaneous speech?

In order to give a quantitative answer to this question a statistical analysis, a simple regression analysis, was conducted, given the assumption of a linear relationship between the variables and their independency.

Only in one case, the scores for chunking of the male speaker, is the regression coefficient high, 0.97. In the other three cases, it is about 0.7. It can be interpreted such that there is not an excellent, although a rather good agreement between the scoring of the students and the experts. However, when the coefficient of determination is taken into consideration, this interpretation has perhaps to be restricted. Although about two thirds of the variation is explained by the independent variable (0.647 - 0.688), in one case not even half of it is explained (0.453). Therefore, the two listener groups do not agree well in scoring prominence and chunking in spontaneous Swedish.

CONCLUSIONS

When the pioneering, and now classical, work by Gårding [7] was published, prosodic research at that time, it could be said, was in its infancy. Since then significant contributions to the understanding of prosody and its role in speech communication have been made. One great insight in the dimension of stress or prominence in Swedish was achieved by Bruce [6] where he demonstrated convincingly that the famous and puzzling Swedish word accents have to be isolated from focus or phrase accent. Focus accent that signalled the most prominent words depending on context is mainly characterized by a tonal rise following the word accent fall in Standard Swedish. This separate tonal rise is a very marked cue and is easy to be heard. Therefore it was expected that listeners would easily hear focussed word but would have difficulties to decide upon chunking.

At a first glance, the results of this study appear to point to the interpretation that focus accent and phrase boundaries are non-existent in spontaneous speech or that listeners organize spontaneous speech in quite different ways using maybe divergent strategies. However, there are strong reasons to believe in the opposite interpretation. Listeners process the speech flow by applying rather general macro-prosodic strategies. This does not mean of course that listeners would identify prominent words or chunks categorically. On the contrary, these prosodic features, opposed to segmental features like nasal or rounded, do not function in a binary fashion. It seems at this stage of research that hypothesis (1) obviously was not justified.

When the tonal manifestation of the focus accent is concerned, we know that the size of the rise may vary considerably in speech. However, a survey of the use of focus accent, its distribution and the variations in manifestation, in spontaneous speech of different varieties of Swedish is badly needed. This applies also to chunking. We know that silent interval, low F0 and final lengthening, single or combined, are strong cues to phrase boundaries. Unfortunately, we still know very little about the role that voice quality, intensity and perhaps other features play for chunking.
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PITCH AND NON-PITCH CUES TO WORD STRESS IN CZECH

Christine Bartels
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
This study investigated the role of pitch, duration, amplitude, and vowel formants in word stress in Czech. It was found that stress and pitch peak tend to diverge, in that the latter occurs more often on the syllable following the stressed, first syllable than on the stressed syllable itself. Further, the placement of the pitch peak is dependent on vowel quantity and vowel height: both long and high vowels are relatively favored. Among the remaining cues, syllable duration outranked amplitude and vowel formant ratios.

INTRODUCTION
Czech is traditionally described as a stress-accent language having fixed word stress on the first syllable, independent of vowel quantity [1,2]. It shows high and low pitch accents and characteristic phrasal intonation contours but does not use tone for lexical contrast. Pitch accents generally fall on the initial, stressed syllable. This correlation is not absolute, however; the pitch accent is frequently placed later in the word, at times leading to the perception among non-native listeners that this later syllable is the more prominent one [1]. The production study reported here investigated the role of two contextual factors, vowel height and vowel quantity, in conditioning such divergent placement of stress and pitch peak in Czech. These factors were chosen because the informal observation is that high and low vowels seem particularly effective in attracting the pitch peak. The study also examined whether other acoustic measures serve as reliable correlates of word stress in Czech. In the non-tonal stress languages English [3] and German [4], duration and amplitude may have equal or greater importance than F0 in marking the stressed syllable, and spectral characteristics also contribute to conveying word stress in English [5].

METHOD
Nine native speakers of Czech, five women and four men, were asked to produce contextually embedded trisyllabic nonsense words of the form /nV();nV();/na/. The vowels in the first and second syllable were either /i/ or /a/, and either short or long. Each speaker read these words twice in different random orders, with each word embedded in the frame sentence řekni __ ještě jednu! ("Say __ once more").

The recorded test words (288 tokens in all) were digitized at 10 kHz and the following acoustic measures taken from waveform, F0 contours, or spectrograms of the first two syllables: syllable and vowel duration, average, peak, and total rms amplitudes, and average F1 and F2 frequencies from the central 50 ms of the vowel's steady state. Vowel quantity (short vs. long), vowel quality ([a] vs. [i]), and where appropriate, syllable position served as the independent variables in separate repeated measures ANOVAs for each of the acoustic measures listed above, as well as for certain first/second syllable ratios. To ascertain that the absolute timing of the Fo peak relative to word onset did vary and that its variable alignment was not just a reflection of variation in syllable length, a simple regression analysis was carried out with duration of the first syllable as the independent variable.

RESULTS
Pitch excursions were rather small throughout for these Czech speakers. Only five out of nine subjects, referred to as the H* group below, showed clear peaks in the test word; the others did not exhibit a consistent pattern. Even within the H* group, speakers varied considerably in the range of timing produced.

If a token showed a distinct pitch peak, it occurred no later than the second syllable. Within the first two syllables, the absolute timing of the F0 maximum with respect to word onset and syllable boundaries varied widely, but peaks rarely occurred before the second half of the first vowel and were always preceded by a distinct, gradual rise.

Shift of the F0 maximum to the second syllable was the rule rather than the exception in these data: In 58.3% of the tokens, the ratio of the F0 maxima for first and second syllable was lower than predicted based on average peak values for the vowels and quantities involved in a given token; thus, only 41.7% of the time did the overall pitch peak correctly identify the stressed syllable. Averaging F0 maxima across subjects for first and second syllable, no significant difference was found. Averaging across the H* group only, the mean values were 193.7 Hz and 197.4 Hz, respectively, a minor difference, but one that favors the second syllable.

When tested across all nine speakers, in the first syllable but not the second peak height correlated significantly with quantity [F(3,51) = 8.736; p = .0001] and vowel quality [F(3,51) = 4.574; p = .0065], being higher for long vowels and for [i]. For long but not short first syllables, peak height of either syllable correlated with the vowel height of the first vowel [F(9,153) = 2.672; p = .0066]. The same test carried out for the five H* speakers alone yielded an additional main effect for syllable position itself [F(1,9) = 9.345; p = .0136], with the F0 maximum being slightly higher for the second syllable (see above), but the dependence of the second-syllable maximum on the height of a long first vowel was no longer significant.

The first/second syllable ratio of F0 maxima also depended strongly on both vowel quantity and vowel quality. On the one hand, a long first vowel but not a short one attracted the overall pitch maximum [F(3,51) = 7.365; p = .0003]. On the other, a high second vowel following a low first vowel, i.e., the combination /na/ṁ(n)i/na/, shifted the peak to the second syllable [F(3,51) = 3.797; p = .0237]. In cases of conflict, neither effect dominated consistently. When the same analysis was carried out for the H* group only, similar main effects were found: a long first vowel attracted the pitch more than a short one [F(3,27) = 17.593; p = .0001], and a high first vowel did so more than a low one [F(3,27) = 7.094; p = .0012]. However, for this group the ratio was > 1, i.e., the overall pitch maximum was found to fall on the first syllable, only if that syllable contained a long [i].

The effects of vowel quantity and vowel quality on F0 syllable averages were similar, but because of the word-initial rise from a lowpoint in H* peak contours, this measure yielded an even
lower score as a stress cue: only in 21.5% of tokens did the ratio of F₀ averages, adjusted for vowel properties, favor the first syllable. Among the other stress cues examined, syllable duration was the one most frequently employed. (Vowel duration was a much less reliable measure.) The average syllable durations, by vowel type, were: short [a], 187.4 ms; long [a], 330.1 ms; short [i], 174.7 ms; long [i], 278.1 ms. The ratio for first vs. second syllable for a given token based on these values was exceeded in 71.5% of all tokens.

Average syllable amplitude and peak syllable amplitude also played a role in cuing for stress. Adjusted for vowel height and length effects, they favored the first syllable in 59.0% and 63.9% of all tokens. Because of the bias in syllable durations, total syllable amplitude, at 68.1%, did even better.

Formant values contributed negligibly if the vowel involved was [i]: the ratio F₂/F₁, expected to increase for more "hyperarticulated" forms of the vowel and in fact doing so in longer vowels here, exceeded average values for these speakers only 52.8% of the time in first-syllable [i]'s. Formant values contributed somewhat more in [a]'s: both F₁ and F₂ were significantly higher in first than in second syllables, while at the same time, in a stronger, somewhat opposing trend toward "hyperarticulation," the second formant decreased with vowel length. Thus both F₁ alone and the mean of the two formants exceeded average values 59.7% of the time in first-syllable [a]'s, F₂ alone exceeded the average 61.1% of the time, and the ratio F₂/F₁ stayed below the average in 63.9% of all tokens containing first-syllable [a]'s.

Figure 1 summarizes these results.

**DISCUSSION**

This study confirms the listener's impression that pitch, in terms of F₀ maximum and average, is not a reliable cue to stress in Czech, in fact, in the type of data examined here, it shows a tendency to peak after the stressed first syllable. As suspected, this tendency turns out to be strongly dependent on segmental factors such as vowel height and vowel length, in that both long and high vowels attract pitch. Of the typical non-pitch cues to stress, i.e. duration, amplitude, and spectral characteristics of vowels, only duration comes close in Czech to the role it plays in English, where it appears to be the least reliable cue [3]. Thus the results of this study are in agreement with the general impression that Czech has weak stress accents only, compared to other Slavic languages. However, duration and amplitude outrank pitch; this fact matches the conclusions of an early perception study conducted with Czech listeners [8].

It appears plausible, though, that in the H* speakers at least, the prolonged word-initial rise in F₀ has become relevant; this cue is perceptually salient but is not usually considered in quantitative studies. In a range of languages, for instance Swedish and Japanese [10], dialects differ as to the temporal alignment of pitch accents and pitch movements with syllable structure, usually in the direction of relative delay of movement endpoints. Thus one might speculate that to the extent that Czech speakers use a distinctive pitch accent at the word level, once the strong force of segmental effects has been accounted for, the temporal placement of this peak presents a compromise between the need to align it with the word stress and the attempt to maximize the salience of the preceding rise.
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ABSTRACT

We present in this article a study on the integration of prosodic information in a lexical access module. Our approach consists, in a first step, to verify the pertinence of microprosodic features contained in fundamental frequency, duration and intensity parameters. We have realised, in order to do that, an inventory of relevant features which have been the subject of many studies by the past. Then, we describe their performance (in filtering and/or verification) when they are measured in an automatic way. As a conclusion, we will present an implementation of an efficient filter using the fundamental frequency parameter.

INTRODUCTION

Many studies point out the essential role of prosody in the linguistic code and mainly in emotional, pragmatic, semantic and syntactic areas. That does not mean however that this role is not involved into lower levels. Di Cristo [1] has shown the importance of microprosodic information in French already underlined for other languages by earlier studies. Even if our language has no functional stress pattern at word level as it is the case in English, studying the integration of some prosodic features - such as duration, intensity and fundamental frequency variation - in a task of lexical filtering appears fully justified to us.

This study takes place in the general framework of word recognition processes developed in LUAAPV. So as to determine the pertinence and robustness of the prosodic features studied, we plan to add a prosodic lexical filter to the lexical access module of the SPLEX system [2]. We deal here with problems posed by the recognition of isolated words from very large vocabularies. All modules developed in this project have a "knowledge based" approach. One of the main purposes is to propose an alternative to systems using statistical methods with a large training corpus. In our system the training needed for every new speaker is reduced to the realisation of 30 words chosen for containing all the French phonemes in various contexts introducing little distortion.

As we already have a lexical access module made of filters progressively reducing the dictionary of possible words, the questions we want to answer, at the beginning of this study, are:

- Is taking into account additional prosodic information likely to improve the process described?
- In the affirmative, what is accurately the relevant information?
- Is the latter robust enough to allow its efficient integration into our lexical module?

We will first briefly present the lexical access module and the prosodic features studied.

THE SPLEX SYSTEM

The SPLEX system operates on two levels:

- A set of phonetic modules including an Acoustic Phonetic Decoding process (APD) [3] producing from speech signal and speaker references a lattice of valuated phonetic hypotheses
- A lexical access module which filters the global lexicon to propose a subset of candidates to the evaluation process.

The goal of a lexical access module is to find a correspondence function which links the phonetic units recognised with the lexicon. The first operation is choosing the kind of unit suitable to make the link with the lexical items. The phenomena of insertion, deletion and substitution which appear in the phonetic lattice lead us to think that the phoneme unit is not a realistic choice because of the insufficient performance of the bottom-up Acoustic Phonetic Decoding system. In fact there are too many uncertainties to allow a direct access to some parts of the lexicon.

Therefore the choice has been made to use macro-sets representing sounds which have distinctive acoustic features. The advantage of such a representation is to put a structure on the information contained in the phonetic lattice. The number of possible paths inside the lattice for identifying a word is then reduced.

Our lexical access method consists in representing the lexical data and the phonetic hypotheses in a common structure. This lattice structure will allow us to select, in a bottom-up way, some lexicon items. By making this structure more accurate till the phonetic description of each item is complete, we progressively reduce the number of lexical hypotheses in order to give a cohort of valued items as a probable solution.

The last step in the recognition process consists in sharply evaluating the hypotheses left. To this purpose, by means of spectral distances and contextual articulatory features, we confront the calculated phonetic decomposition of each item of the cohort remaining with the effective realisation of the sounds by the speaker.

PROSODIC FEATURES STUDIED

All the prosodic features chosen have been studied on large test corpora (from 500 to 1000 words pronounced by several speakers).

Duration

Thanks to numerous studies concerning the temporal aspect of speech, we know that the acoustic phenomena of this parameter are governed by multiple factors. Consequently, we are immediately confronted with two difficulties when we want to use them in an automatic process:

- How can we segment a speech signal into discrete units (in our case phonemes)?
- What precision can we expect from our measure?

We have to study the variations of vowel duration by taking the duration measures produced by the lexical module. A precise study of this parameter can be found in [4]. Here is a summary of this study.

Among all the factors which influence intrinsic vowel duration, it seems that only a few can be observed - at least by our techniques - beyond average values. One can however retain that:

- an oral/nasal distinction can be made, at least partially, with a low error rate,
- the position of the vowel strongly influences its length, but the phenomenon is not easily localizable at the end of the word,
- the influence of the consonant to the right is not easily measured.

As a conclusion, it seems that intrinsic vowel duration is not reliable enough to be used in our system (except oral/nasal vowel distinction) because of its lack of robustness - largely due to its bad automatic extraction. The total output of these features in a top-bottom utilisation is rather weak. Therefore it does not seem judicious to integrate them for the moment.

Variation of fundamental frequency

It is often argued that fundamental frequency can be used with great benefit in a segmentation process. In spite of this opinion, it is rarely used in recognition systems for several reasons, the principal one being the lack of reliability of f0 measures.

All intrinsic and co-intrinsic variation factors of vowel fundamental frequency can be reduced to the articular model of the vowel and to the voice/voiceless characteristic of the previous consonant.

About consonants, the shape of the f0 curve can provide indications for the distinction between obstruent and non obstruent consonants. We have integrated in our lexical access module a filter based on a Bayesian decision of the obstruent/non obstruent nature of inter-vocalic consonants. This decision, calculated from the distributions of fundamental frequency measured on our corpora, allow us to filter about 15% of our word cohorts with an average gain of two position (when the word pronounced is not classified first). However the rejection rate is about 7%.
Intensity

Intensity is without doubt the least studied parameter of prosodic research, although it is by far the easiest to extract from the speech signal. The few studies on this parameter [5], however, point out the following result: the global intensity of a word generally seems weaker when it is preceded by a voiceless consonant; low vowels generally have a higher specific intensity than high vowels (with a minimum for vowel /i/ and a maximum for vowel /a/ and /o/).

We have thus developed a filter based on a decision made from the distribution of initial vowels /i/ and /a/ in our corpora. The error rate is low, but the filtering rate is not very efficient.

Voice/voiceless discrimination

The fundamental frequency parameter allows us to distinguish voiced consonants from others. We know, however, that a voice/voiceless distinction from the speech signal is difficult to obtain in all conditions. We measure this parameter with an algorithm based on the Amdf method, which gives good results. The voice/voiceless decision is taken according to the shape of the Amdf curve calculated on every signal frame. The results obtained on our test corpora allow us to consider efficient the use of this parameter for our lexical filtering task.

The lack of robustness of most of the microprosodic features examined leads us to implement, at first, a lexical filter using the voice/voiceless decision curve.

IMPLEMENTATION

We break up the problem in two stages:

- A first filter works before the recognition process in a bottom-up way. To this end it uses the phonetic chain associated to each word of the lexicon. This chain represents the "usual" pronunciation of these words. We have now to eliminate the candidates whose "theoretical" voice pattern does not match with those measured on the speech signal.

- The second step consists in filtering in a top-bottom way the resulting cohort produced by the lexical process by eliminating the words whose calculated voice pattern is not compatible with those of the speech signal. At this step we have a number of hypotheses about the phonetic chain and its temporal position.

Filter 1

The voice pattern of the signal is obtained from the voice curve calculated with the fundamental frequency variation curve. A "theoretical" voice pattern for every item of the lexicon is made according to the following technique:

- We have tested a sequence of three consonants. We do not take into account their possible consonantal assimilations.

- When we have a sequence of two consonants, the voiceless consonantal assimilations are ignored. The temporal alignment is not yet known, so these phenomena cannot affect the voice pattern of the word.

- We then consider the possible voice consonantal assimilations which can affect the voice pattern.

- Finally we take into account the fading of the /a/ at the end of a word.

We have tested the efficiency of our filter on the corpus AviLex (700 words pronounced by six speakers) [2] previously used for testing the lexical access module, with the same lexicons of 15,000 and 20,000 words. The results of table 1 show a filtering rate of 60% for an error rate of 3%. This filtering rate is good, compared to the simplicity of the techniques used.

Table 1: result of filter 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speaker</th>
<th>filtering</th>
<th>errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hm</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We wish to specify that these results are obtained with a speaker independent algorithm. An error rate under 1% - for the same filtering rate - can be reached when we determine a voice threshold specific for each speaker. Although we think that it is possible to automatically determine this threshold during the training phase of our system, we did not proceed further in this direction because of the efficiency of the global algorithm.

Filter 2

This filter is used at the end of the recognition process whose output is a validated cohort of 50 to 150 words containing the pronounced item.

Unlike the first filter, it operates with the phonetic chain supposed and its temporal alignment. Thanks to this information, it is then possible to sharply filter the word cohort by integrating all the consonantal assimilation and /a/ elision rules.

Table 2 presents the results obtained for all the speakers of the AviLex corpus. We obtain an average filtering rate of 20% on the word cohort with an error rate of about 3%. The errors can be explained by a bad voice decision (30% of the errors) or by a mistake in the phonetic alignment proposed by the lexical level of the system. The average gain - for all the speakers - is about three positions up when the pronounced word is not first in the cohort.

Table 2: result of filter 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speaker</th>
<th>filtering</th>
<th>errors</th>
<th>gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pg</td>
<td>20.9%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>th</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>le</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

The study of the integration of microprosodic features in a lexical access module suggests the following comments:

- Most of the various filters realised had insufficient robustness. Without denying the important role of the microprosodic features in the discrimination of sounds, it seems that the automatic extraction of these features leads to a loss of precision in their measurements. Because of this situation, we use average values for all the features and the filtering rate obtained is rather disappointing.

- Nevertheless the results obtained by our filter using the voice/voiceless detection curve justify the use of robust features in a lexical access process (in a top-bottom or bottom-up way). Even if it is pretentious to talk here of a prosodic treatment, this method has the advantage of presenting good results which can be easily integrated into an automatic speech recognition system.
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THE USE OF PROSODIC INFORMATION IN WORD RECOGNITION IN MODERN STANDARD ARABIC

Sami Boudelaa
Laboratoire de Phonétique, Université PARIS 7 FRANCE

ABSTRACT
A semantic priming experiment investigated the effect of lexical stress during auditory word recognition in Arabic. In previous studies, the effect of lexical stress was found to be weaker than in other languages. In this study, the role of lexical stress was investigated to determine whether the effect of lexical stress in Arabic is weaker than in other languages. The results showed that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic is weaker than in other languages. The results also showed that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic is weaker than in other languages.

INTRODUCTION
Stress, the relative prominence of one syllable within a word, plays an important role in the perception and production of words. In Arabic, stress is a critical factor in the identification of words. However, the role of stress in Arabic word recognition has not been extensively studied. In this study, we investigated the effect of lexical stress on word recognition in Arabic.

METHOD
Subjects
Twenty-four native Arabic speakers participated in the experiment. The subjects were stratified into two groups, based on their level of proficiency in Arabic. The first group consisted of subjects who were native speakers of Arabic, and the second group consisted of subjects who were non-native speakers of Arabic.

Materials
The materials consisted of a list of words that were selected to ensure that they were not commonly used in everyday conversation. The words were presented in random order, and the presentation order was counterbalanced across subjects.

Procedure
The subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. The stimuli were presented using a computer program that allowed for the presentation of words at a rate of 500 words per minute. The subjects were instructed to listen to the words and write down the words that they heard.

RESULTS
The results of the experiment showed that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages. The results also showed that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages.

DISCUSSION
The results of the experiment suggest that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages. The results also suggest that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages.

CONCLUSION
The results of the experiment show that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages. The results also show that the effect of lexical stress in Arabic word recognition is weaker than in other languages.
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The interaction between the two factors was also significant in both analyses [F1(2,48) = 21, p < .05, F2(2,48) = 18, p < .05], with R2 responding to as quickly as R1 when the prime was /WS/. When the prime was a /WS/ item however, R1 was responded to significantly more quickly than R2 whose response time did not exceed that of the control word C. Associated with a semantic load the knowledge of which is crucial to the understanding of all the morphologically complex words. So, the failure to observe any leftward stress movement effects in minimal stress pairs may be due to the fact that the movement is between two syllables of equal weight. Furthermore, the /WS/ stress pattern is of higher frequency because in MSA lexical stress assignment occurs from right to left and the syllable on the right is more often than not an unstressable syllable [17].

Common Word Analysis
Mean lexical decision times in ms are displayed in Fig. 2. A two-way ANOVA revealed significant main effects of Stress [F1(1,23) = 133, p < .05, F2(1,48) = 2.3, p < .05] and Relation [F1(1,23) = 7.5, p < .05, F2(4,8) = 12, p < .05]. The interaction was not significant, however [F1(2,48) = 0.49, p = .5, F2(4,8) = 0.8, p = .5].

This result shows that stress movements in both directions have an adverse effect on word processing. This may be explained as follows: Mis-stressing a /WS/ common word amounts to replacing a frequent stress pattern by a less frequent one, while mis-stressing a /SW/ common word involves a shift from a heavy syllable to a light syllable, that is from a CVC to a CV. So in both cases word processing is impeded. We are tempted to say that the effects of syllable weight and stress pattern frequency are additive, although our data do not address this question directly.

CONCLUSION
Two key outcomes emerge from the experiment: First, priming is unaffected by leftward stress movements in minimal stress pairs. Second, both leftward and rightward stress movements affect priming in common words. It is suggested that when stress movements involve a shift between syllables of equal weight and when it results in a more frequent stress pattern, it is without effect. But when it is from a heavy syllable to a light one, or when it substitutes a less frequent stress pattern for a dominant one, a significantly less priming effect results.

Overall lexical stress is important in MSA as it conveys morphological information that is crucial to the meaning of the word [18]. Moreover, the reduced variability of syllable structure, the case with which syllable boundaries can be located and the interaction between syllable structure and lexical stress all make the drawing on lexical stress in MSA a real premium.
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THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF PROSODIC VARIATION ON JAPANESE MORA TIMING

Ann R. Bradlow, Robert F. Port, and Keiichi Tajima
Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
Previous research has shown that the mora functions as a consistent timing unit in Japanese, such that there is a linear relationship between total word duration and the number of moras in the word. The present study extends the examination of Japanese as a mora-timed language by investigating the combined effects of variation in overall speaking rate, sentence-level focus, and number of moras on total word duration. The data indicate that Japanese timing is consistently constrained by the mora-timing principle. These findings have implications regarding the function of this articulatory-acoustic regularity from the listener’s point of view.

INTRODUCTION
In both traditional and contemporary work, Japanese is described as a mora-timed language in terms of the constraint of mora timing in Japanese, traditional accounts point to the mora-based metrical structure of traditional Japanese poetry, to the kana orthographic system in which each symbol represents a mora-sized unit, and to the general native-speaker awareness of the mora (“haku” or “haku”) as a unit of equal timing. More recent instrumental analyses have focused on finding acoustic evidence of Japanese mora timing. Although Beckman [1] found that moras of varying segmental content did not exhibit the expected durational consistency, Port et al. [2] and Han [3] showed a linear relationship between the number of moras in a word and the total word duration. Data from these latter studies indicated that the mora-based regularity of Japanese timing is expressed at the level of word-sized units: words of a given number of moras all achieve a constant duration which is directly proportional to the number of moras in the word. Both of these studies revealed durational compensation at the “sub-moraic” level in order to achieve a target total word duration that is consistent with this mora-timing principle. The present study was designed to explore the effect on mora-timing of prosodic variation at the “supra-moraic” level. Specifically, we investigated the combined effects of variation in overall speech rate and sentence-level focus on the duration of words with varying numbers of moras. Our expectation was that the linear relationship between total word duration and number of moras in the word would persist even under conditions that might otherwise be expected to perturb this regularity in the time dimension. Such a result would provide further evidence regarding the extent to which Japanese mora timing is regular and immutable, and thus likely to form the basis of linguistic segmentation in both the production and perception domains.

METHODS
The “supra-moraic” prosodic factors of interest in this study were overall speaking rate and sentence-level focus. In order to manipulate these parameters, a set of nine paired sentences was compiled. In each pair, one sentence placed the target word in a position of sentence-level focus (contrastive focus), whereas the other sentence placed the target word in a neutral position (broad focus). Contrastive focus was achieved by constructing sentences that contrasted the target word with another word in the sentence. An example of a sentence pair is given below in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table I. Example of a sentence pair with the target word in bold.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Contrastive focus:**
Tanaka san wa umibe ga suki na no de wa naku, umibe mo suki na no de su. 'It's not that Mr. Tanaka only likes the seaside, it's that he also likes the seaside.'

**Broad focus:**
Tanaka san wa umibe mo suki na no de su. 'Mr. Tanaka also likes the seaside.'

The target words consisted of one, three, or five moras, with three tokens for each mora length. Thus, there were three tokens for each of three mora lengths for each of two focus conditions giving a total of 3 × 3 × 2 = 18 sentences. Two separate lists were prepared: one for the “contrastive focus” sentences and one for the “broad focus” sentences.

Four native Japanese speakers, two males (both age 32 years) and two females (age 32 and 29 years), were selected as subjects. All speakers were employees at ATR Research Laboratories in Kyoto, Japan, and had the recordings during regular work hours. Although all of the subjects were currently living in the Kyoto prefecture, they were all originally from the Tokyo region and were considered speakers of the Tokyo dialect. The speakers were recorded in an anechoic chamber at ATR Human Information Processing Research Laboratories in Kyoto, Japan. Each speaker read the two randomized lists of sentences three times: first at a “normal” speaking rate, then at a fast rate, and finally at a slow rate. No attempt was made to ensure that all speakers spoke at the same rates in an absolute sense; rather, the focus of our attention was on achieving three different rates for each speaker in a relative sense. Different randomization orders were used for each subject and for each rate. The order of reading the “contrastive focus” and the “broad focus” lists was consistent across speaking rates for each subject, but was counter-balanced across subjects.

The recordings were digitized and analyzed using the Entropic Signal Processing System on a SUN SPARCStation 5 in the Speech Research Laboratory at Indiana University. The target word in each sentence was marked by time cursors in the waveform. Spectrographic displays were used in conjunction with the waveform displays to determine the onset and offset of the target word. Total word durations and peak fundamental frequencies of the target words were extracted from these labeled portions of the speech files.

RESULTS
Duration
Figure 1 shows the effect of speaking rate and sentence focus on total word duration (in milliseconds) as a function of the number of moras in the word. This plot shows the data for all four speakers pooled; however, the general pattern is the same for each individual speaker. As seen in this plot, at each of the three speaking rate levels there is a linear relationship between number of moras and total word duration. This plot also indicates that this relationship is not affected by whether the target word is embedded in a sentence with contrastive focus or not. A four-factor ANOVA with Speaker (one, three, five), Focus (contrastive, broad), and Speaking Rate (fast, medium, slow) as factors was performed. This analysis revealed a main effect of Number of Mora (F(2,144) = 1352.8, p < .01), of Speaking Rate (F(2,144) = 399.0, p < .01), and of Speaker × Rate (F(3,144) = 64.0, p < .01); however there is no main effect of Focus (F(1,144) = 26.9, p = .60). The main effect of Speaker is due to individual differences in overall speaking rate, since absolute speaking rate was not controlled across speakers and speakers differed in their “normal” speaking rate. Speakers also differed in the extent to which their fast and slow speaking rates differed from the medium rate; however, for each of the four speakers we find the same significant pattern of results that we find for the pooled data. In all cases, there is a consistent linear relationship between total word duration and number of moras in the word, and this linearity remains unperturbed by variation in speaking rate and by variation in focus condition.

This observed linearity confirms that in Japanese the time dimension is constrained by a strict principle of mora timing. In light of the finding that variation in sentence focus is reflected in the acoustic signal by durational differences, we performed a comparison of peak fundamental frequency for the target word across the two focus and three rate conditions. Our expectation was that the contrast between the target words in the contrastive focus versus broad-focus sentences would be reflected in the acoustic signal by a difference in fundamental frequency peak (in Hertz). Such a finding would confirm that the sentence pairs we used in this study were effective in eliciting a...
difference between contrastive- versus broad-focus sentences in the acoustic-phonetic domain despite the lack of a difference in duration. This would in turn validate our interpretation of the consistency of mora timing in Japanese, even under conditions which might be expected to affect the time dimension.

**Fundamental frequency**

Figure 2 shows the peak fundamental frequency (in Hertz) for the target words in the contrastive- and broad-focus sentences as a function of number of moras (top panel) and as a function of speaking rate (bottom panel). These plots show the data for all four subjects pooled; however, the general pattern is the same for each individual speaker. As seen in both panels of Figure 2, the target word F0 peak in the contrastive-focus condition is consistently higher than in the broad-focus condition. Furthermore, the F0 peak is not affected by overall speaking rate (bottom panel). In an ANOVA with Speaker, Focus, Number of Mora, and Rate as factors, there is a main effect of Speaker (F(3,144)=360.5, p<.01), reflecting the individual differences in fundamental frequency range, a main effect of Focus (F(1,144)=9.9, p<.01), and a main effect of Number of Moras (F(2,144)=23.5, p<.01) possibly reflecting the effect of the different segmental structures of the particular tokens. There is no main effect of Rate (F(2,144)=1201.8, p=.12). Thus, whereas total word durations remain unaffected by variation in sentence-level focus, fundamental frequency peak does vary according to this factor.

**SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION**

The data in this study provide additional evidence that, in Japanese, phonetic variation in the time dimension is severely constrained by the principle of mora-timing. As shown in earlier work (e.g. [2] and [3]) segment durations at the sub-moraic level exhibit compensatory lengthening and shorting in order to achieve a target total word duration. The present study extends this work by providing evidence of the consistency of mora timing in Japanese in the face of supra-moraic prosodic variation. This constrained acoustic-phonetic structure of Japanese timing is in contrast to a language such as English where the time dimension simultaneously reflects various prosodic features [4]. Additionally, this timing regularity in the acoustic domain raises questions about its usefulness for Japanese listeners. In a series of perception experiments with English and Japanese subjects, Cutler and Otake [5] investigated whether the Japanese listeners' exhibited a sensitivity to mora boundaries in a phoneme monitoring task. Their results showed different listening strategies for the Japanese and English subjects that could be traced to the importance of moras in Japanese versus the importance of syllables in English. This result, in conjunction with the acoustic data, suggests that the Japanese mora-timing principle is an example of a general linguistic timing principle that is under the speaker's control, and to which the listener is sensitive.
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**Figure 1.** Total word duration as a function of number of moras for words in sentences with contrastive and broad focus at three speaking rates.
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**Figure 2.** Peak fundamental frequency as a function of number of moras (top panel) and speaking rate (bottom panel) for words in sentences with contrastive and broad focus.
INCREMENTAL FOCUS-ACCENT-REALISATION IN SYNPHONICS

Carsten Günther, Claudia Maienborn, Andrea Schopp, Sonke Ziesche
University of Hamburg, FB Informatik, AB WSV, D-22527 Hamburg, Germany

ABSTRACT
The SYNPHONICS system represents a new, incrementally based approach towards the prosodic focus-accent realisation within the framework of a cognitively motivated concept-to-speech architecture. We want to provide an answer to the question how focus/background calculation determines an appropriate metrical and tonal planning under recourse to semantic focus information of fragmentary increments.

1. SURVEY OF THE CSS SYNPHONICS
The Concept-to-Speech system SYNPHONICS adopts a cognitive approach to a computational linguistic model of language production that combines results from psycholinguistic research about the time course of human language production with recent developments in theoretical linguistics and phonetics concerning the representation of semantic, syntactic, phonological, and phonetic-articulatory knowledge. The aim of the project consists in developing a system that covers the incremental generation of utterances from pre-linguistic conceptualisations to the formation of phonological structures, which are in turn interpreted phonetically, yielding an articulatorically specified input to a speech synthesis module. The SYNPHONICS system consists of three central processing units: a Conceptualizer, a Formulator (grammatical and phonological encoding), and an Articulator (Figure 1). Linguistic objects and rules are represented as typed feature structures in a formal specification language (ALE, Attribute Logic Engine [2]).

SYNPHONICS is an acronym for Syntactic and Phonological Realization of Incrementally Generated Conceptual Structures, for a detailed description of implementational issues cf. [1].

2. INCREMENTAL COMPUTATION OF INFORMATION STRUCTURE
Among the linguistic phenomena which are analysed within the SYNPHONICS framework, emphasis is placed on investigations concerning the syntactic and prosodic realization of different information structures (e.g. focus/background structure) in accordance with conceptual and contextual variations. We argue that certain meaning distinctions triggered by changes in information structure are reflected by prosodic means without any additional support from syntax [3]. Therefore, within SYNPHONICS, a direct semantics/phonology interface is conjectured in addition to the commonly assumed syntax/semantics and syntax/phonology interfaces. This enables the phonological component to access semantic information directly. We want to provide an answer to the question how focus/background calculation determines an appropriate metrical and tonal planning under recourse to semantic focus information of fragmentary increments.

General theories of focus/background structure and their accentual realization consider whole utterances as the relevant domain of application. From the viewpoint of language processing, however, the sentence level is surely ruled out as primary processing unit. Incremental language production implies that the components of the language production system are enabled to process fragmentary input (so-called increments). Increments pass sequentially through succeeding components, so that each component operates in parallel on a distinct fragment of the input structure.

Under recourse to a conceptual knowledge base, the Conceptualizer of the SYNPHONICS system creates a conceptual structure CS comprising the propositional content of the planned utterance and a contextual structure CT containing the currently relevant parts of the contextual environment. Relevant information about conceptual entities is represented in terms of referential objects (refo). Within the Formulator, a processing unit called Semantic Encoder generates a genuine linguistic meaning representation SEM from these input structures CS and CT.

The task of computing information structures in terms of focus/background structure is performed at the level of semantic encoding by evaluating how the informational status of the current increment fits into the focus/background structure of the whole utterance. We argue that the only information needed, besides information about the focus/background structure of the increment itself, is information whether a focused increment is part of a larger focus domain or not. A solution for the issue of this determining can be provided by the notion of context established in SYNPHONICS. The context representation can be seen as expressing the informational demand, the speaker wants to fulfill with his utterance. All contextual parameters relevant for the actual utterance are collected into the context representation CT. An adequate utterance has to meet these contextual requirements.

During semantic encoding, each increment is checked whether the information supplied fulfills the informational demand expressed by CT - in this case it belongs to the focus of the utterance - or whether it pertains to the
part of CT mutually known by speaker and hearer, i.e. the background. In the focus case, we further need to determine whether the currently processed increment fulfills the utterance's informational demand exhaustively or only partially. In the former case, we are dealing with narrow focus, in the latter the information expressed by the increment is part of a larger focus domain, i.e. we are dealing with wide focus. In case, CS directly contradicts the actual context CT, contrastive focus is assigned. The result of the computing algorithm consists in the classification of the corresponding restriction elements of the increment's semantic representation as widely focused, narrowly focused, contrastively focused, or non-focused (i.e. background).

3. INCREMENTAL PROSODIC REALISATION OF FOCUS STRUCTURE

Differences in focus/background partitioning of semantic representation trigger different phonetic realisations by prosodic means. In German, focus type information is prototypically marked essentially by a F0-movement, the pitch accent, but also by lengthening and an intensity peak. The different focus structures cause different accent patterns. An abstract prosodic planning process interprets focus type information into an abstract prosodic feature representation (in terms of metrical pattern and accent tones) which is transformed into concrete tonal, durational and intensity parameters. Dealing with incrementality at the processing stage of focus realisation, the complete Focus Domain (even in the case of wide focus) has not necessarily to be exhaustively specified and only partial syntactic tree structures are accessible for accentual planning.

In the following, focus realisation rules are presented that cover the determination of prominence degrees of constituents in the case of different Focus Domain sizes. These rules are variants of one general focus realisation rule and refer to different structural conditions. Due to lack of space, we neglect the prosodic interpretation of narrow and contrast focus and sketch solely the accent realisation of a wide Focus Domain. The realisation of wide focus turns out to be a more intricate problem since global structural knowledge has to be taken into account at large. The complete Focus Domain is expressed by one nuclear accent, but the exact accent placement depends on semantic and syntactic conditions. Generally speaking, in case of wide focus on VP level (focusing of the verb and its complements and adjuncts), focus is realised on the verb adjacent complement or, in case of the occurrence of a verb adjacent adjunct, on the verb itself. Preceding constituents (either complements or adjuncts) of the Focus Domain carry phrasal accent (secondary stress). Thus, a focus-accents mapping that proceeds incrementally has to check whether the current increment is situated in a verb adjacent position or not. Therefore, in (1), the non-verb adjacent argument Peters is assigned phrasal accent.

1. Maria hat [PETER das BUCH gegeben].
(Mary has given the book to Peter.)

The rule in Figure 2 licenses the assignment of phrasal accent (phasis acc) to widely focused non-verb-adjacent complements. In case that a verb-adjacent constituent is selected at the Syntax-phonology interface it has to be checked whether this constituent is a complement or an adjunct. Example (1) illustrates that verb-adjacent complements (das Buch) carry nuclear accent. The rule in Figure 3 (usually named Focus Projection Rule)

\[
\text{HEAD DTR: [\_ismic::acc]} \\
\text{COMP DTR: [\_ismic::loc cont]} \\
\text{MTR DTR: [\_ismic::metrical structure]} \\
\text{INST 2: [\_ismic::focal]} \\
\]

Figure 2. Phrasal Accent Rule for non-verb-adjacent complements

determines the verb-adjacent focus exponent and assigns the sentence accent.

In case of widely focused verb-adjacent adjuncts (cf. 2), sentence accent is realised on the verbal head. This is ensured by a special rule that assigns phrasal accent to the adjunct and sentence accent to the verb.

2. Maria hat [nachts GESCHLAFEN].
(Mary has slept at night.)

The subsequent prosodic encoding and its phonetic interpretation (cf. Figure 1) in terms of articulatory and acoustic parameter settings ensures the appropriate acoustic realisation of information structuring. E.g., the application of the Accent Percolation Rule (Figure 4) licenses the realisation of the sentence or phrasal accent on the word accent bearing syllable, the designated terminal element (DTE). Prosodic rules operate on structures of the abstract data type metrical tree.

\[
\text{HEAD DTR: [\_omic::acc]} \\
\text{COMP DTR: [\_omic::loc cont]} \\
\text{MTR DTR: [\_omic::metrical structure]} \\
\text{INST 2: [\_omic::focal]} \\
\]

Figure 3. Sentence-Accent Rule for verb-adjacent complements

On the designated syllable, the prenuclear and nuclear accent is realised as bitonal (e.g. sentence accent: L+H*; contrastive accent: L*+H) (Figure 5) or monotonal (phrasal accent: H*) accent tones. The assignment of the phrasal tone L- reflects the end of a Focus Domain.

Phonetic-accoustic interpolation rules subsequently parameterise the F0-contour on the accent-tone adjacent syllables. For synthesizing speech, a Klatt-based Formant Synthesis algorithm (TU Dresden) is applied.
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CONTRASTIVE EMPHASIS IN ELICITED DIALOGUE:
DURATIONAL COMPENSATION
D. Erickson and I. Lehiste
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, USA

ABSTRACT

Duration of words in an utterance perceived by listeners as emphasized are longer than the counterpart words in reference utterances (spoken without emphasis); moreover, the non-emphasized words in utterances with emphasis are shorter than the counterpart words in the reference utterances. Thus, emphasis involves temporal rearrangement of all the words in an utterance, not just the word receiving emphasis.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally known that words produced with contrastive emphasis frequently exhibit increases in duration, intensity, and F0 level, e.g., [1]. Here we study the temporal structure of utterances that differ in the presence or absence of contrastive emphasis on one of the words in otherwise identical sentences. The utterances consist of responses involving a 3-digit sequence with the words "five" or "nine" followed by "Pine Street". The utterances were elicited in a dialogue format designed to have the speaker repeat the same correction up to five or six times [2].

Our hypothesis is that emphasis is a phrase-level phenomenon; the emphasized digit will be longer in duration relative to the other digits in the sequence; it will also be longer than the corresponding digit in the utterance spoken with no emphasis (hereafter referred to as the "reference utterance" as opposed to the "emphasis utterance"). Since the duration of words in English varies according to their position in the utterance (i.e., phrase final words are longer in duration than the other words), we hypothesize that the percentage increase needed for a word to be perceived as emphasized will also vary.

METHODS

Approximately 38 to 70 target utterances were elicited from each of four speakers of American English in an experimental paradigm that called for contrastive emphasis on one of three digits, and approximately 12 to 18 target utterances intended to be produced as reference utterances. The target utterances were of the type "595 Pine Street", "559 Pine Street", and "959 Pine Street."

The speakers were instructed by the first author to pretend that this was a telephone conversation and to reply to the questions by reading the prompt on the monitor. If the elictor indicated she was having problems hearing the response clearly, the speakers were asked to "not read the prompt in the monitor screen but to try to get the correct information across according to what the monitor specified." The elictor sat out of sight but within hearing distance of the speaker. For a subset of responses, the elictor deliberately misunderstood the speaker's answer repeating the digit sequence with the initial, medial or final digit incorrect. The speaker responded by giving the correct information without reading the monitor prompt. Sometimes the elictor asked the speaker to repeat the correct digit sequence five or more times. We refer to the series of exchanges between elictor and speaker as a "dialogue set"; it always included one reference utterance and several repetitions of the utterance with the corrected information. A typical dialogue with one speaker is given below. The answer by the speaker to the first question is referred to as the "reference utterance" and is indicated in italics below.

Dialogue 2 (S4)

1. DE: Where do you live?
   S4: I live at 595 Pine Street.
2. DE: I'm sorry, that was 599 Pine Street?
   S4: No, 595 Pine Street.
3. DE: I'm still not getting it. 599 Pine Street?
   S4: I live at 595 Pine Street.
4. DE: You're saying, 599 Pine Street?
   S4: No, 595.
5. DE: 599 Pine Street, right?
   S4: No, 595 Pine Street.

It was assumed that the speaker would produce the target utterances first with no contrastive emphasis, and then in response to the elictor's misunderstanding of one of the digits in the utterance, with emphasis on one of the digits. We found, however, that it was not always obvious which was the emphasized digit. We ran formal perception tests with 20 listeners and 2 randomizations of the target utterances. The target utterances were three-digit phrase plus "pine street" which had been extracted from the speaker's response. (Occasionally the speaker would not say "pine street", only the three digit sequence; in which case, only the three-digit sequence was used.) A separate test was made for each of the four speakers in the data base. The listeners' task was to indicate which digit the speaker was making a correction on, and to guess if they were not sure. The results of the perception test indicate that not all of the utterances intended to contain an emphasized digit were identified as such by listeners: only 46% to 70% of possible instances were heard by listeners as carrying contrastive emphasis. We also found that although generally the 3-digit sequence was spoken as part of a single phrase, some of the 3-digit sequences were spoken with each digit as a separate phrase.

Using the Waves+ software, the acoustic signal was digitized and the durations of initial, medial and final digits in the target utterances were measured. In this analysis, we excluded those utterances that were spoken without "Pine Street" or that had phrase breaks between the digits. (Because S1 tended to produce the 3-digit sequence without "Pine Street", to insert phrase breaks between the digits, and generally to produce utterances that were not well perceived by listeners as having emphasis on the intended digit, her data are not analyzed here.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The durations of "5's" and "9's" were measured from the reference utterances of the three speakers. These durations did not vary as much as a function of their identity as they did as a function of the position of the digit in the utterance; thus, we averaged together the initial "5's" and "9's", the middle "5's" and "9's", and the final "5's" and "9's". We measured by position in the phrase the durations of the digits in the reference utterance and those in that particular utterance within the dialogue set that were best perceived by listeners to have emphasis on the intended digit. Figure 1 shows results for one of the speakers. The emphasized digit is always longer in duration than the other digits in the 3-digit sequence, which observation is compatible with findings from other studies of acoustic duration.

Moreover, the emphasized digit is longer in duration than the corresponding digit in the utterance spoken with no emphasis. The unemphasized digits are shorter in duration than their counterparts in the reference utterances. For instance, the duration of the final digit in the utterances with final emphasis is clearly longer than the final digit in the reference phrase, and the durations of the initial and middle digits in utterances with the final digit emphasized are decidedly shorter than the initial and middle digits in the reference phrase. This same pattern is seen for the other two speakers (not shown here.)

In order to compare the distribution of durations among the 3 digits across the

Figure 1. Durations of initial (white), middle (gray), and final (dark) digits for the utterances when the listeners reached the highest agreement on the digit intended to be emphasized in initial, middle, and final position, and for the reference utterances.
different speakers, the durations were calculated in terms of percentages of the total duration of the 3-digit sequence.

Figure 2 shows the results for speaker 3. Note there is a progression in amount of duration needed for a digit to be perceived as emphasized as a function of the position of the digit in the sentence, with the emphasized initial digits consisting of 38% of the total duration, middle digits, 40% of the total duration, and final digits, 45% of the total duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-Emph</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-Emph</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Emph</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

% of Total Duration

- Initial digit
- Middle digit
- Final digit

Figure 2. Percent total duration of digits displayed in Figure 1. Percentages are given above each horizontal row; the percentages in italics below the reference bar graph indicate how listeners judged emphasis on the reference utterances.

Table 1 compares the percent of total duration of the 3-digit sequences in the emphasized utterances with those in the reference utterances for each of the three speakers. All three speakers show strikingly similar patterns of duration: the emphasized digit is always greater than its unemphasized counterpart in the reference utterance, and the other digits in the emphasized utterance are always shorter than their counterparts in the reference utterance. The one exception to this is the duration of the middle digit of the utterance which is slightly larger (2%) than the middle digit in the reference utterance.

Table 1. Comparison of the percentage of a digit constituted of the total duration of the 3-digit sequence in reference utterances and utterances with an emphasized digit. Data are shown for speakers S2, S3, and S4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+1%</td>
<td>-1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+2%</td>
<td>+3%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>+11%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>+1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+6%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>+5%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>+6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

item. The emphasized item is increased, and duration is taken off from the other items; the amount of increase/ decrease varies according to the position of the word in the phrase. We suggest that by lengthening the emphasized word and shortening the other words within the utterance, the speaker maximally differentiates the utterance, thus increasing the chances that emphasis will be perceived by listeners.
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THE ROLE OF STRESS AND ACCENT IN THE PERCEPTION OF RHYTHM

Cynthia Grover and Jacques Terken
Institute for Perception Research (IPO), Eindhoven, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
We ask whether stress or accent alone, or in combination, induce the perception of rhythm. According to Stromum [1], perceiving speech rhythm depends on the distribution of accented syllables, and durational variation is unimportant. We report an experiment on perceiving speech rhythm whose outcome confirms the primary role of accent in determining rhythmicity.

INTRODUCTION
Phoneme durations are highly variable [2], and so it seems unlikely that their duration is tightly controlled. Perhaps their durational variation is constrained by higher level influences, as our own recent work on German suggests [3]. One such influence could be speech rhythm.

The definition of speech rhythm is problematic. The usual implication of the words is regular alternation of two sorts of units, one more prominent and (at least) one less so. Often, this contrast is labelled in terms such as strong versus weak, eg.[4], stressed versus unstressed, eg.[5], or accented versus unaccented, eg.[1]. We use 'accent' to mean 'pitch accent', and stress to mean 'without pitch accent and bearing lexical stress'.

Our purpose is to define rhythmicity, and so to provide a better basis for discussing rhythmic constraints in speech.

We also wish to gather information about the sources of the perception of rhythm. Specifically, to what extent do stress and accent induce rhythmicity, or the perception that speech is rhythmic?

We suppose that listeners might consider stimuli that can be analysed into regular metrical linguistic units (ie. feet) to be rhythmic. We ask whether this foot structure is defined more clearly by accents or stresses.

Our hypotheses are as follows. Stresses and accents are assumed to serve as the heads of feet.

1. A uniform foot structure (always the same number of unstressed syllables per foot) and uniform head type (always accent or always stress) should give rise to a clear perception of rhythmicity.

2. Variation in the foot structure or head type within the phrase should induce less rhythmicity than when these are regular. This variation could take two forms: A. The number of unstressed syllables per foot varies, or B. the type of head varies (mixed accent and stress).

3. Variation in both foot structure and head type should induce the least rhythmicity.

4. We assume that subjects initially hypothesize foot structure based on the initial part of a stimulus. We therefore propose that inconsistent foot structure early in a stimulus is more salient than variation late in a stimulus, so early variation should be less rhythmic.

METHOD
We wanted to know how rhythmicity related to perceived foot structure and head type, so we had subjects perform 3 tasks on reiterant "mamama:" stimuli: A. rating their rhythmicity, B. picking prominences, and C. placing boundaries.

Subjects
Eighteen Dutch adults participated in two half-hour experimental sessions.

Materials
A male native Dutch speaker produced series of the syllable "ma" with pitch accents and stresses occurring at regular intervals (ie. every third or fourth syllable). We selected a typical exemplar each of accented, stressed, and unstressed syllables, and concatenated them to produce 8 and 9 syllable strings of reiterant "mamama:.."s. Table 1 shows the syllable types' specifications.

Table 1. Syllable (ma) specifications. D: duration (ms); F_o: Hz; I: amplitude (N/m2).

D | F_o max | F_o min | Amax | Amin
---|----|----|----|----
Accent | 269 | 85 | 126 | 12830 | -12910 | +Stress | 216 | 85 | 89 | 4991 | -4402 | -Stress | 197 | 85 | 88 | 2935 | -3565

Nine full "mamama:" strings were concatenated, and from these an additional 9 truncated strings were made by removing the last syllable of the string. The patterns are given in Table 2.

Procedure
Dutch subjects performed 3 tasks: rhythmicity rating, prominence picking, and grouping in each of two sessions.

They heard the stimuli through headphones. Each task began with 3 practice stimuli. Then for each of the 3 tasks, the 18 strings were called up by a control program. Subjects had to complete the indicated task for each string before hearing the next string.

Subjects rated rhythmicity on a scale of 1 to 10 (10: extremely rhythmic). They could pick as many prominences or boundaries as desired by clicking a mouse to select syllables or boundaries (represented graphically on screen).

Analysis
We performed repeated measures multiple regressions. For every syllable the expected response ("prominent" for stresses or accents, and "not prominent" for unstressed syllables) was registered in the datafile for matching against the actual subject response.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Before all analyses, we removed the variance due to control variables: individual differences and the order of presentation of the stimuli.

Rhythmicity
As predicted, there was a significant difference in the ratings for the different accent patterns, F(8,621)=26, p<.01. Patterns with consistent head type or foot structure or both (strings 1 to 8 (S1-8)) were judged to be more rhythmic than those with variable foot structure and head type (S9), F(4,621)=33.5, p<.01 (see Table 2). However, the clearest division between ratings fell between strings 1-6 versus S7-9, F(4,621)=160, p<.01. Thus an important factor in rhythmicity is not simply the presence or absence of consistent foot structure, but the particular type of inconsistency. S2 and S4 can be analyzed as alternating, except that the place of the third head is filled by a syllable which is not prominent; S7 and S8 cannot be analyzed as alternating.

Early inconsistency in foot structure (S8) induced less rhythmicity than the late inconsistency in foot structure (S7), but the difference failed to reach statistical significance, F(4,621)=3.5, p<.05.

The strings with consistent foot structure and head type (S1 and S3) were rated as more rhythmic than the strings with just the consistent head type (S2 and 4), F(4,621)=32.7, p<.01, and also as significantly more rhythmic than the strings with just consistent foot structure (S5 and 6), F(4,621)=25.3, p<.01. Thus, our hypotheses that rhythmicity depends upon the consistency of foot structure and head type are supported.

Further, it is clear that a head may be defined by pitch accent or stress. While the ratings were higher for the strings
Table 2. Rhythmicity, prominence and grouping per string. The numbers of boundaries and of prominent syllables are given. (# string number, M: mean rhythm rating; sd: standard deviation; ma: unstressed; MA: stressed; MA: accent); p: number of prominetions; B: number of boundaries. Parentheses show line of truncation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rhythm</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>maMamaMamaMAmamaMA (ma)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>66.4 66.4 66.6 63.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>maMamaMamaMAmamaMA (ma)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>57.5 65.6 7 12.56 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>maMamaMamaMAmamaMA (ma)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>67.8 5 66.7 612.56 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>maMamaMamaMAmamaMA (ma)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>72.6 67.5 66.7 612.56 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Prominence Picking**

Accented syllables were perceived as prominent more often than were stressed syllables, p<.01. There was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of matches to predicted outcome for the accent and unstressed syllables (84% for accents, 90% for unstressed syllables, and 27% for stressed syllables).

The stimulus type accounted for over .08 of the variance in the amount of predicted to actual prominence, p<.001. Subjects picked prominences in the strings with either consistent head type or foot structure (S1-8) more in line with our predictions than in the string with variable head type and foot structure (S9), p<.01. There was virtually no difference in the proportion of matches to predicted prominences along the lines that were important in judging rhythmicity, namely between S1-6 and 7-9. Thus rhythmicity and prominence are distinct perceptions.

Prominences were picked largely as predicted wherever accents consistently served as foot heads; the worst match of predicted to actual prominence occurred in S6 and 9, where both accent and stress were present. There were fewer matches toward the end of the truncated strings, p<.01.

**Grouping**

The number of groups perceived differed with stimulus type. F(8,20) = 18.6, p<0.05. We had thought that subjects might attempt to analyze strings into foot to increase their rhythmicity. This probably does not occur. In the string with variable foot structure and head type (S9) subjects nominated fewer groups than for other strings, F(8,20) = 24, p<.01. In the other 2 strings with low rhythmicity (S7 and 8), subjects nominated many groups, but the ratings were nonetheless low. Also, the contrast between strings which was important in judging rhythmicity (S1-6 vs S7-9) was not important in the grouping data. Thus grouping and rhythmicity judgment are distinct perceptions.

The number of groups shows a fair correlation with the number of prominences, r = .51, F(8,20) = 18.6, p<.01. Subjects placed boundaries consistently next to accents and stresses, generally preferring to end a group with a stress or accent. The traditional view of starting feet with a stress is then not upheld. Accent induces division into groups more reliably than does stress; strings of feet headed by stresses contain significantly fewer groups than those with feet headed by pitch accents (S3, 4 and 6 vs S1, 2 and 5: F(8,20) = 91, p<.01).

Lastly, longer stimuli contained more boundaries. This could mean either that strings ending in a stress or accent are broken into groups differently when they end in an unstressed syllable, or that listeners tend to break strings of any length into units of a consistent size, in which case one would expect more groups in longer strings.

**CONCLUSION**

Our expectations about rhythmicity and grouping were not generally upheld. Subjects distinguished degrees of rhythmicity clearly. High rhythmicity of strings arose in strings with consistent foot structure and head type. Inconsistency of foot structure does not necessarily reduce rhythmicity; strings in which feet contained 1 or 3 unstressed syllables (S2 and 4) were still perceived to be quite rhythmic. Indeed, the type of inconsistency is crucial: feet with 1, 2 or 3 unstressed syllables (S7 and 8) were perceived to be less rhythmic. This difference is nicely predicted by the clock formulation of Povel and Essens [6, 7]. Our results suggest strongly that rhythmicity in speech is a function of the regularity of a unit’s recurrence, which is also the basis of their clock formulation. Here regularity means the consistency of foot structure, which is confounded with consistency of duration.

In any case, in judging rhythmicity subjects do not base their decisions wholly on the number of groups perceived or of prominences picked. Prominence picking can specify beats (in Povel and Essens’ terms) and grouping can specify meter. Their regularity contributes to rhythmicity. Prominences and groups are picked on similar bases, that is, with respect to predicted accent position.

**REFERENCES**


THE TWO-MORA FOOT IN JAPANESE
-TANKA RECITATION BY THE REIZEI FAMILY-

Yayoi Homma
Osaka Gakuin University, Osaka, Japan

ABSTRACT
Existence of a foot consisting of two morae in Japanese has been suggested by several linguists. However, it is very difficult to prove it phonetically in modern Japanese. I examined the very slow tanka poetry recitation orally handed down in the Reizei Family since the twelfth century, and found that there were two-mora units with the second mora prolonged.

1. INTRODUCTION
The basic rhythm unit in Japanese is the mora. The mora coexists with larger units such as a word in prose [1], a poetic line [2], and a group of lines in tanka poems [3]. Although existence of a foot consisting of two morae in Japanese has been suggested by several linguists, it is not easy to prove its existence phonetically. Bekku[4] claimed that the rhythm of Japanese is made of quadruple time, and one beat of this quadruple time is a two-mora foot (p.52). But his explanation lacks experimental support. Poser [5] introduced Teramishi's experiment [6]. According to his experiment, "as the tempo decreased odd-numbered morae (counting from the beginning of the word) changed little in duration, while even-numbered morae lengthened considerably" (Poser [5], p.80.) Another experiment is necessary to examine these findings in detail. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the very slow tanka recitation by the Reizei Family, and try to find evidence of a foot in Japanese which modern Japanese may have lost.

2. EXPERIMENT

2.1. Methods
I used a copy of a tape of tanka recitation recorded by Mrs. Fumiko Reizei and her father, the late Count Tamotsu Reizei. The Reizeis are called the "Family of Poetry," because they have produced great tanka poets and preserved precious documents and ceremonies including tanka recitation for eight hundred years. Tanka were recited at poetry contests where court poets competed publicly on prescribed topics. The recitation was called "Hikoo." Minegishi [7] wrote that the poetry contest had its golden age in 880-1230 A.D., from the Heian to Kamakura Periods. Hikoo is still adopted at the national tanka competition held at the beginning of the year at the Imperial Palace, and also at the Reizeis' tanka competition parties held four times every year on special occasions.

There are three styles of recitation. One is prose style reading, and the others are song styles with two different melodies. I have chosen the prose style without melody.

The recorded tanka was from the Kokinshu, Collection of Poems Ancient and Modern, the first Imperial Anthology (c. 905 A.D.). This tanka is the original of the Japanese national anthem. It is composed of thirty-two morae, in 5-7-6-7 morae lines.

Waga kimi wa
Chiyi ni yachiyo ni
Sazareishi no
Iwao to narite
Koke no musa made

(May our friend endure.
A thousand, eight thousand ages:
Till the smallest pebble grows
To a boulder etched with moss)[8].

2.2. Measurements
Wide-band spectrograms of the prose style readings by Mrs. Reizei (F.R.), her father (T.R.), and myself (Y.H.) were made with a Kay-Sonagraph (5500). I measured the duration of each segment, mora, foot, line, and pause.

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Line duration
Figure 1 shows the comparison of the duration (ms) of the five lines read by the three speakers. The line duration includes pauses except for the last line.

The pause after each line was considerably long, especially in the Reizeis, as seen in Figure 2 on the next page.

The tempo was very slow; more than seven or eight times longer than my reading of the same tanka. The respective durations of the poem by F.R., T.R., and Y.H. were 50.484 ms, 42.095 ms, and 6.065 ms. The duration of lines including pauses was quite equidistant for Y.H., like my previous experiments in modern Japanese prose style reading[3], and not so much for F.R. and T.R.

2.3.2. Mora and foot duration

(1) The Reizeis' style of reading

Table 1. Mora duration (ms) of F.R.'s first line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mora</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.R.</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>4560</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Foot (A), the second mora of the second foot "i" is shorter than the first mora "re." Sazareishi (a pebble) is a compound noun, and there is a morpheme boundary between "re" and "i." In Foot (B), the second foot has only one mora, and therefore, is very short. However, syntactically and semantically we prefer Foot (B). This means that foot formation respects syntax, or meaning, and the two-mora foot is easily collapsed by syntactic boundaries, as seen in Figure 4 of F.R.'s third line.

The mora duration (ms) of F.R.'s first line.

Figure 1. Comparison of the line duration (ms) of the three speakers.

Figure 2. The mora duration (ms) of F.R.'s first line.

Table 2. Mora duration of F.R.'s third line.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mora</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F.R.</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>775</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>4560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a word is composed of two morae as in sazareishi in Table 2, there are two ways of foot formation.
Figure 2. Comparison of the mora duration of the third line.

Figure 4. The mora duration (ms) of F.R.'s third line.

Figure 5. The mora duration (ms) of F.R.'s fourth line.

Table 3 is Y.H.'s mora and foot duration of the third line.

Table 3. Mora and foot duration (ms)

Table 4. Mora duration (ms) of Y.H.'s seven-mora line[9].

3. CONCLUSION

The results revealed the following points in the Reizeis' recitation:
1. The tempo was very slow; more than seven or eight times longer than my reading.
2. The duration of the lines including pauses was, by and large, kept equidistant, but not as equal as in the modern prose style reading.
3. The second mora was longer than the first mora, if there was no syntactic boundary between them.
4. Extremely long prepausal lengthening was observed in the last vowel of each line.

In modern Japanese, to find acoustic evidence for foot structure is difficult. Like the mora, the foot might be an abstract isochronous unit of timing, not appearing on the surface. However, in the very slow tanka recitation by the Rezeis, there were two-mora units with the second mora prolonged, although they were easily collapsed by syntactic boundaries. This might be a piece of evidence for a two-mora foot in Japanese.
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COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING AND GENERATION OF PROSODIC STRUCTURE IN SWEDISH
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ABSTRACT

A summary of the motivation for the several levels of structure assumed in a prosodic hierarchy for Swedish and the linguistic and discourse parameters that are needed for their recognition in texts are presented.

INTRODUCTION

Current speech synthesis systems, which lack detailed prosodic structure cannot generate many of the intonational patterns that one observes in natural speech. Prosodic phenomena associated with the boundaries of clause-internal word groups constitute one problem area. More specifically, the transitions that the current Swedish text-to-speech system generates between word accents do not always correspond to those one finds in naturally occurring speech. As the F0 curve in Figure 1 (corresponding to part of the sentence in (1)) shows, the end of the focussed expression för närvarande 'presently' coincides with a low L# point (L#) in the speech of the radio commentator we are modelling. This L#, we claim below, corresponds to the end of the prosodic constituent which we will define as a [+focal] Prosodic Word. In Figure 2, it is observed that the corresponding synthetic F0 curve generated using the current rule system cannot reproduce this pattern since no low point after the focal high is predicted in clause-internal position. The F0 transitions are only triggered by the positions of the word accents which can be either focal (i.e. followed by a H) or nonfocal (i.e. without an additional following H). Thus, after the H+L (Accent 2) word accent on the syllable -när-, there is a rise throughout the remainder of the word (due to an associated focal H) and the first syllable of the following word, betecknas 'is characterized', since the underlying accent pattern of an Accent 1 word like betecknas is HL*, with a H on the premainstress syllable be- and a L* on the syllable -teck- [1]. Thus, the L# at the end of för närvarande such as in Figure 1 cannot currently be automatically generated.

(1) För närvarande betecknas tendensen som mycket svag 'At present the trend is characterized as very weak'

Another problem with current synthesis is that one has not been able to predict the location of clause-internal Prosodic Phrase boundaries, i.e. internal boundaries that are as strong as those which occur at the end of the majority of clauses/sentences. This is exemplified, for example, in Figure 3, which presents part of the F0 contour associated with the sentence in (2), where the internal boundary after räntepunkt 'interest point' has the same strength as that after procent 'percent'.

(2) Tillmånaders statskuldsvuxlar hade gått tillbaka 1 räntepunkt till 10,58 procent medan sommåndersväxlar gått upp 5 procent till 10,50 procent 'Twelve-month state-debt bonds had gone back 1 point to 10.58 percent while six-month bonds had gone up 5 points to 10.50 percent.' (where II represents a Prosodic Phrase boundary)

In order to be able to recognize such internal Prosodic Phrase boundaries, one must have access to more lexico-grammatical information than is currently available in text-to-speech systems.

SWEDISH PROSODIC STRUCTURE

Prosodic Word (PW)

Three levels of prosodic structure are being assumed over the level of the syllable [2]. The smallest of these is the Prosodic Word (PW) which is defined as corresponding to a content word and any following function words up to the next content word within a given Prosodic Phrase (PPh). At the beginning of a PPh, the PW can also begin with one or more function words.

The PW is characterized by a word accent. It is also marked by a boundary tone which is realized by a final rise in the case where the content word is not focussed (i.e. contextually given) (H#) or a fall when the content word is focussed (L#). These boundary tones, we claim, play an important role in creating the transitions between consecutive PW's in a larger PPh. The unit does not necessarily correspond to a syntactic constituent; the grouping is, however, characteristic of well-structured speech. It is a rhythmic grouping with a left-headed character, where a content word can be grouped together prosodically with following function words in a manner analogous to the way the definite article and other morphological endings are attached and prosodically elitized to the right of a lexical stem in Swedish (e.g. bil+ar+na 'car+pl.+the'). Thus, a PW can consist of a content word and a following preposition (e.g. köpt über, 'bought over') where the preposition is syntactically a member of a constituent that does not include the content word, as in Lars har köpt över 100 skivor 'Lars has bought over 100 records'.

Prosodic Phrase (PPh)

One or more PW's make up a PPh which is marked by a L% or H%
boundary tone accent, a following pause and a certain degree of Final Lengthening ([31]). It corresponds to both Pierrehumbert’s ‘Intonation Phrase’ [4] and Lieberman’s ‘breath group’ [5]. Factors which determine the location of PPh boundaries include the following:

a) clause/sentence boundary: A clause boundary corresponds in many cases to the end of a PPh. In an auditory analysis of a corpus of 36 radio broadcasts containing 724 clauses, where clauses also included elliptical clauses, 499 or 69% of these were characterized as ending in a boundary which was as strong or stronger than a PPh [404 were classified as PPh boundaries and 95 as Prosodic Utterance (PU) boundaries]. Since we assume the Strict Layer Hypothesis in the hierarchy of prosodic constituents, this means that the end of a PU is also the end of a PPh; thus, 69% of the clauses ended in a boundary associated with a PPh at some level of analysis. Furthermore, 337 of these clauses corresponded to sentence boundaries. In the whole corpus, there were 362 cases means that 93% of the sentence boundaries were assigned a prosodic boundary equal to a PPh on some level of analysis.

b) clause-internal PPh boundaries: Although PPh boundaries occur in the majority of cases in clause-final position, they may also occur optionally in clause-final position. In our data of 724 clauses, we detected only 17 cases (2%). Although the number was extremely small, we decided, nevertheless, to examine the lexico-syntactic structure of the data to determine whether one could make any generalizations concerning the environment for the insertion of these internal PPh boundaries. The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation: We found a specific database dealing with the stock-market we investigated, 12 clause-internal PPh boundaries occurred before focussed complements (beginning with till 'to' or seder 'since') to the verbs gå upp 'go up', gä ner 'go down', falla 'fall', stiga 'rise'. IFF these complements were preceded by another focussed verb complement. Thus a PPh boundary (ii) could occur before till in (4a) but not in (4b) where the first complement following the verb is not focussed (relevant focussed expressions are written in bold script):

(4a) if Extra-ding standard/6ligationen had då fiillt 4 punkter till en ränna på 10.27 procent
‘The four-year standard bond had fallen 4 points to an interest-rate of 10.27 percent’

(4b) tI's lomäners stasstikskvistlar hade okid gått tillbaka 4 punkter till 10.84 procent
‘Twelve-month national-debt hills had also gone back 4 points to 10.84 percent’

The remaining 5 cases of clause-internal PPh boundaries occurred between a relatively long subject (on the average of 15 syllables) and a focussed verb.

c) length: A PPh will consist of a more or less fixed number of syllables at a given rate of speech since PPh’s (as we have defined them) correspond to what is often termed ‘breath groups’ [5]. In our material the average number of syllables was the average of about 5 syllables/second. PPh’s contained between 7 and 63 syllables, with the mean at 24 syllables (SD=10.3). Our data also indicate that a sentence-internal clause must be of a certain length in order for its beginning to be associated with a PPh boundary; clauses containing less than 7 syllables (12 elliptical clauses) in our database were assigned a weaker, i.e. PW boundary. PW boundaries also replace PPh boundaries in a great many other cases. The 225 clause boundaries (31%) which were associated with a PW boundary instead of a PPh boundary all arose from the linking together of clauses within a discourse segment. Such linking never occurred over discourse segment boundaries. It was observed, furthermore, that clause-linking occurred only if the first clause contained less than 30 syllables and if the resulting PPh, after the linking of two or more clauses together, did not contain (on an average of) more than 40 syllables. The linking of clauses occurred most frequently at the beginning of discourse segments and practically never between the second last and final clauses of a discourse segment. Thus, it could be that the non-linking of clauses can be considered as a cue to segment finality (see also [6] for other cues).

Prosodic Utterance (PU)

One or more PPh’s make up a PU, which is bounded by extended pauses [3]. These strong boundaries coincide with locations where a topic shift takes place (i.e. the end of a ‘discourse segment’ [7]). In our data, 95 of the 727 clauses (13%) ended in a boundary which was classified as a PU boundary.

In the texts which were originally read on the radio, these correlate with the opening of a new paragraph immediately following the PU boundary (S. Haage-Palm, personal communication).

GENERATING PROSODIC STRUCTURE

In order to automatically generate prosodic structure, it is important to be able to recognize a number of different kinds of information [8]. First of all, the distinction between content words (e.g. nouns, adjectives) and function words (e.g. prepositions, conjunctions) is needed in order to define PW’s. It is also crucial to be able to identify clause boundaries in a text since the clause is the basic domain over which PPh’s are defined. Clause boundaries occur at certain punctuation marks, e.g. full stop, colon, semicolon, some commas (those not occurring in lists of words having the same word class), as well as before coordinate conjunctions and relative pronouns (e.g. som that) and after subordinate conjunctions (e.g. att that, om if).

In order to generate the clause-internal (optional) PPh boundaries, we have included a domain-specific module in our algorithm. This was due to the fact that the locations of clause-internal PPh boundaries seemed to be domain-specific as regards their lexical specification. This is not the case with the module that identifies clause boundaries which is domain independent. Thus, the domain specific module inserts clause-internal PPh boundaries before the second focussed prepositional complement to the verbs gå upp ‘go up’, gå ner ‘go down’, falla ‘fall’ and stiga ‘rise’. Moreover, in order to generate PW boundaries at the ends of clauses, i.e. in order to link two or more clauses together into a PPh, it is necessary to be able to calculate the number of syllables that a given clause consists of and the number of syllables that will result after its being linked to the following clause. This information is currently being built into the prosodic parser.

Finally, in order to generate PU boundaries, one must be able to recognize discourse segment boundaries. In the present algorithm [9] these are triggered by paragraph boundaries.
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THE ROLE OF LEXICAL STRESS IN THE RECOGNITION OF SPOKEN WORDS: PRELEXICAL OR POSTLEXICAL?
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ABSTRACT
In this study we investigate to what extent lexical stress information is used to narrow down the cohort of potential word candidates. Our gating data on Dutch minimal stress pairs showed that lexical stress information is not used in the activation phase of the word recognition process, but does contribute to the prelexical selection stage.

INTRODUCTION
In stress-accent languages such as English, German and Dutch the position of the stressed syllable varies from one word to the next. Information on the position of the stressed syllable might contribute to the human word recognition process. Very few studies investigated to what extent lexical stress narrows down the cohort of potential word candidates and so far, the experimental data present a confusing picture. There is evidence that the context preceding an accented monosyllabic word contains prosodic cues about the stress pattern of this word: the melodic and rhythmic organisation of the preceding context tells the listener when to expect an accented syllable [1,2].

Dutch listeners performing a gating task with isolated words under optimal conditions only need the first syllable of the target word to know whether this syllable is (lexically) stressed or not. In LP filtered speech (750 Hz, +40 dB/oct), however, there was a strong bias for initially stressed responses, both for initially stressed targets and for initially unstressed targets [3]. Gating and shadowing experiments showed that stressed versus unstressed realisations of otherwise identical word-initial full syllables effectively narrowed down different cohorts of recognition candidates [4]. A control experiment [5] justified the conclusion that lexical stress realised on the target words is used in the early word recognition process, and that the relevant cues are provided by the first syllable of the target string, rather than by the prosody of the preceding context. So, prosodic information, notably the difference between stressed and unstressed but segmentally identical word onsets, is used in the word recognition process.

These findings contradict claims for English that the effects of stress are located in the postlexical phases of the word recognition process only [6]. During the prelexical activation and selection phase minimal stress pairs in English proved to be functional homophones in an on-line cross-modal priming experiment.

Since gating provides information about the cohort of word candidates at different stages in the word recognition process, we ran gating experiments with Dutch minimal stress pairs in context, using not only high-quality speech but also segmentally degraded (LP filtered) speech. In segmentally degraded speech, the relative contribution to word recognition of segmental and prosodic information changes. Typically slowly varying prosodic information is more resistant to distortion of the speech signal than relatively fast varying segmental information. In LP filtered speech the time-span of the prelexical stage is increased, so that stress information gets a better chance of contributing to the prelexical recognition phases.

GATING STUDY
Our gating study included two conditions: hit speech and LP filtered speech. In order to obtain speech of poor quality that is still sufficiently intelligible, a pilot study was carried out to establish the appropriate cut-off frequency for LP filtering (+40 dB/oct). Individual cut-off frequencies were established for each target word, so as to guarantee that the two members of a minimal stress pair are equally (un)intelligible. Individual cut-off frequencies varied from 1250 Hz up to 4000 Hz.

METHOD
A male speaker of standard Dutch recorded seven Dutch minimal stress pairs. The two members of each pair were embedded in a non-biased (semantically neutral) sentence as in: Ze dacht dat haar vriend Canon kan non op zoek. (he thought that her friend Canon(ian) was looking for)

With the aid of a waveform editor these utterances were cut into fragments of increasing length, under visual and auditory control. For both quality and stress conditions the same truncation points were chosen. The first gate consisted of the preceding context plus the initial consonants and the first vowel onset of the target word. Each next fragment contained one diphone more, i.e. the second fragment included the initial consonant(s), vowel and onset of the next consonant, until the whole word and even the beginning of the next word had been gated. For each speech condition two stimulus series were prepared with the stress pattern of the target words counterbalanced; each series contained one member of each minimal stress pair.

Forty subjects participated; each stimulus series was presented on-line over headphones to ten subjects. Subjects were instructed to write down and say aloud after each fragment, the word they thought was being presented. They also had to indicate on a 10-point scale how confident they were as to the correctness of their response.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to investigate to what extent lexical stress helps the listener to narrow down the cohort of potential word candidates, written responses were analysed. In cases where the orthographic responses did not allow us to unambiguously establish the stress pattern of the responses, the audio recordings were analysed instead. Monosyllabic content words were considered initially stressed, mono-

syllabic function words as initially unstressed. An Anova on the isolation point data shows only a large main effect of speech quality condition F(1,214)=15.1, p<0.001. Subjects need more acoustic information to isolate the target in LP filtered speech than in high-quality speech: 5.0 versus 4.0 gates. This means that the time span of the prelexical phase in LP filtered speech is indeed increased. Figure 1 presents the cumulative distributions of percent correct word responses and of initially stressed error responses as a function of gate length, broken down by the stress pattern of the target, for high-quality speech and LP filtered speech.

Figure 1. Percent correct word responses (solid lines) for high quality (upper panel) and LP filtered (bottom panel) speech and initially stressed error responses (dotted lines), as a function of gate length, broken down by the stress pattern of the target (SW versus WS).

For high-quality speech the percentage of initially stressed error responses obtained for initially stressed (SW) targets is
clearly higher than for initially unstressed (WS) targets at all gates. The difference in the proportion of initially stressed error responses between SW and WS targets is statistically significant at gates 3, 4 and 5 ($\chi^2 \geq 5.1$, $p < 0.02$. At earlier gates the differentiation is insignificant, at later gates the number of cases is too small to run statistical tests.

As to LP filtered speech it appears again that the proportion of initially stressed error responses is considerably larger for SW targets than for WS targets. From the first gate onwards, stressed and unstressed word beginnings lead to different distributions of error responses. The differentiation assumes statistical significance ($\chi^2$ between 5.1 and 19.2 for gates 3 through 8, df=1, $p < 0.05$) from gate 3 onwards, but, crucially, it is again insignificant during the first two gates, i.e. during the presentation of the initial syllable.

The observation that lexical stress is not heard during the first two gates suggests that prosodic information is not used during the activation phase. From the third gates onwards, however, listeners might use lexical stress in the selection phase. One may why the present results show only moderate differentiation of stressed and unstressed word beginnings, whilst much stronger differentiation was reported in the literature [2,3]. Several answers spring to mind. First, in the present experiments low-predictability words were embedded in uninformative contexts, whereas more easily available words were used in the earlier experiments, where they occurred either in isolation or in a slot in a carrier phrase. Second, in the earlier experiment with carrier sentences, listeners were provided with a typed version of the sentence up to the critical word, whereas our subjects had no information about the position of the target's onset: i.e. listeners did not know beforehand that the fragment ended with a word onset.

We will now try to show that lexical stress information is actually used in the selection phase of the word recognition process. If at the gate preceding the isolation of the target, i.e. one gate before the subject produces the target word without subsequently changing his mind, the proportion of rhythmically correct error responses is considerably larger than at the same gate when no isolation of the target follows (-iso); $\chi^2 = 7.7$, $p = 0.006$. This means that listeners use prosodic information in the early phases of word recognition. The proportion of rhythmically correct error responses evoked by high-quality WS-targets does not differentiate between +iso and -iso. Although in LP filtered speech the proportion of correctly stressed error responses evoked by WS targets is larger for +iso than for -iso, this difference is insignificant.

In LP filtered speech the proportion of correctly stressed error responses evoked by WS targets in the -iso condition is statistically the same as in the +iso condition. This means that although listeners hear an unstressed initial syllable, they still are willing to reconsider a stressed onset syllable. These observations are in accordance with earlier findings [7] that unstressed syllables are not generally used by Dutch listeners to eliminate recognition candidates that begin with a stressed syllable, but that hearing stressed onset syllables effectively block access to that part of the mental lexicon containing initially unstressed words.

CONCLUSIONS
We will now recapitulate the main points of this paper. 1) Listeners proved unable in a gating task to differentiate between stressed versus unstressed beginnings of minimal stress pairs as long as no larger onset portion of the target was made audible than the first syllable. 2) Differentiation increased after the first syllable. Moreover, the subjects' word recognition was shown to be facilitated when the rhythmic pattern was correctly perceived before the isolation point was reached. We suggest, on the basis of these findings that lexical stress information is not used in the activation phase of the word recognition process, but still contributes to the prelexical selection stage.

Since the validity of the gating paradigm as a simulation of the on-line recognition process is subject to discussion, it is difficult to interpret whether these data falsify Cutler's claim that stress information does not play any role at all in lexical access. Therefore we are currently running (on-line) cross-modal priming experiments [8] with the same experimental material used in this gating study.
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ABSTRACT
It is widely recognized that bimoraic foot represents the most canonical foot form in the phonological theory of stress and rhythm. This paper explores the phonetic basis of bimoraic units in phonological descriptions by analyzing some phonetic, phonological and lexical phenomena in Japanese from various viewpoints including historical phonology, comparative phonology and language acquisition.

INTRODUCTION
It is generally agreed that bimoraic foot represents the most unmarked foot structure. In the metrical typology of linguistic rhythm [1], for example, quantity-sensitive languages can take one of the two metrical principles, iambic or trochaic, for both of which bimoraic feet (1a) represents a better configuration than monomoraic (1b) or trimoraic feet (1c).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
(1a) \text{Ff} \\
(1b) \text{FfF} \\
(1c) \text{FFfF}
\end{array}
\]

This generalization holds true of Japanese, where the notion 'bimoraic foot' allows us to generalize a wide range of phenomena from morphological to pitch-related processes [2]. Although there is some evidence for monomoraic feet in (1b) in this quantity-sensitive system [3], bimoraic feet are no doubt much more unmarked than monomoraic feet.

While the notion 'foot' is known to be indispensable for morphological and phonological descriptions in general, it is by no means clear why such a phonological unit exists, specifically why 'bimoraicity' rather than monomoraicity or trimoraicity represents the most canonical foot form in language in general. Since the average duration of the Japanese mora is about 150 msec in normal speech [4], the average duration of bimoraic feet is about 300 msec. The question we should ask, then, is whether bimoraic foot phenomena in Japanese and other languages have to do with this phonetic duration. In this paper I will explore this possibility through analysis of the phonetic structure of bimoraic foot phenomena in Japanese from a historical, psycholinguistic and cross-linguistic viewpoints.

The key to the question of bimoraicity lies in the fact that many, if not all, of the bimoraic foot phenomena in Japanese serve to create heavy (i.e. bimoraic) and superheavy (trimoraic) syllables. Since the notions 'bimoraic foot' and 'heavy syllable' both involve integrating two moras into one phonological unit, the question of phonological bimoraicity may be linked to the question of why bimoraic syllables are preferred to monomoraic and trimoraic syllables.

DURATION OF RHYTHMIC FEET
The first fact to note regarding the phonetic duration of phonological feet is that stress feet in English and other languages take a similar phonetic duration as the bimoraic feet in Japanese. According to the experimental work by Dauer [5], inter-stress intervals in so-called stress-timed and syllable-timed languages alike fall within the range of 300-600 msec. This tendency may be interpreted as an effect of the 'neural clock' [6], a clock that strikes about two times per second in human mind. If this interpretation is correct, it follows that the Japanese mora is too short to form a rhythmic unit by itself which, in turn, suggests that Japanese has chosen to combine two moras into one unit in order to create a curvethymic prosodic structure out of the otherwise monotonous sequences of moras. One question that remains is why Japanese does not choose to form trimoraic feet, or a prosodic unit of about 450 msec in phonetic terms: this would be closer to the average duration of the rhythmic feet in other languages and, hence, to the duration dictated by the 'neural clock'. We return to this question at the end of the paper.

CHILD PHONOLOGY
A second piece of evidence for the phonetic interpretation of phonological foot comes from a phonological analysis of children's speech in Japanese. Children's language as well as the language used by adults when addressing to young children in Japanese is crucially different from adults' language per se in containing extremely high proportion of heavy syllables. This tendency shows up in three independent ways. First, children's vocabulary typically contains words rich in heavy syllables. According to my previous analysis [7], heavy syllables account for fifty percent (or more) of all the syllables occurring in the words spoken by two- to three-year-old children. In fact, words used at this early stage of phonological development typically take one of the two syllable structures (2). // denotes a syllable boundary.

(2) a. Reduplication of a heavy syllable
hai hai "crawling" pon pon "belly"
bin bin "penis"

b. A heavy syllable + a light syllable
man ma "food" kuku "shoes"
an yo "foot, leg, walking"

This fact contrasts sharply with the fact about adult speech, where bimoraic syllables account for less than ten percent of all the syllables occurring in natural speech (stress being light, i.e. monomoraic, syllables).

Secondly, young children show a strong tendency to choose words containing heavy syllables rather than light syllables. According to my own observation, children prefer the words in (3a) to their synonymous counterparts in (3b).

(3) a. issai "one year old"
ni sai "two years old"
san sai "three years old"
bi ha tu "one year old"
hu tu "two years old"
mit tu "three years old"

The preference of bimoraic syllables in (2) and (3) suggests that bimoraic syllables are somehow easier for children to pronounce. This might be taken as implying that the phonological structure of heavy syllables has not been learnt so far as to have a free variation between short and long vowels. This suggests that young children at this stage of phonological development adjust the phonetic size of syllables in an attempt to attain the bimoraic duration at the phonetic level.

(4) /ni sau/ "two years old"
-> /ni sai/ = /ni sai/ "father"
-> /oto sai/ ~ /o to san/

Interestingly, the tendency toward heavy syllables in (2)-(4) is not a language-specific phenomenon. Allen & Hawkins [8] note a similar tendency with respect to English-speaking children: "children's earliest phonologically patterned utterances typically have only heavy syllables... The development of light syllables therefore represents an important step in the child's development toward adult phonological rhythm" (p.274).

ADULT PHONOLOGY
It is important to emphasize here that the tendency toward establishing syllables of a bimoraic size is observed in adult language too. In fact, many of the phenomena cited for the phonological notion of bimoraic foot in the literature involve a phonetic lengthening by which bimoraicity is achieved at the phonetic level. For example, many monomoraic content words are lengthened into heavy syllables in their citation form, as illustrated in (5) (9).

The lengthening processes seem to be phonetic rather than phonological in nature since speakers are generally unaware of the vowel lengthening involved and do not reflect it in writing (note that (5c) occurs only in some dialects of Japanese [4]). Here, again, 'bimoraic foot phenomena' attempt to attain bimoraicity at the phonetic level.

(5) a. days of the week
/kak/moku do/ -> /ka:muku do/ "Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday"

b. numbers
/nigokuru/ "256" -> /ni:go: roku/

c. nouns
/me/ "eye" -> /mee/
t/e/ "hand" -> /te/

HISTORICAL EVIDENCE
In addition to the synchronic evidence from modern Japanese, some historical evidence reinforces the idea that phonological units of a bimoraic size are motivated by the temporal structure of speech. Although it is difficult to trace the history of bimoraic feet in Japanese, it is nevertheless possible to trace the history of bimoraic syllables in the
language. The tendency to create bimoraic syllables is not recent in the history of Japanese. Although Japanese in Nara Period (eighth century) supposedly had only one syllable structure, i.e., CV, and no contrastive vowel or consonant length, it subsequently exhibited heavy syllables (CV) as a legitimate syllable structure. Apart from the influence of Sino-Japanese vocabulary, which was rich in this second type of syllable structure, the most noticeable internal change contributed to the development of bimoraic syllables in Japanese is a series of sound change known as onbin, which started in early Heian Period (ninth century). This sound change had the effect of converting a sequence of light syllables into a heavy syllable by way of deletion of a consonant or a vowel: (6) a. tu ki ti  ti  tu ti ti

"the first day of the month"
b. yo mi te  yo te "to read"

Given this syllable-based account of onbin one may naturally ask why heavy syllables became a legitimate syllable structure suddenly at this stage of the history of Japanese or, stated conversely, why only CV syllables were tolerated in the pre-onbin period. The key to this question lies in the distinction between phonological quantity and phonetic duration of the syllable.

The CV syllable in Old Japanese is supposed to have been phonetically much longer than the CV syllable in modern Japanese for several independent reasons. First of all, Old Japanese was closer to a tone language like modern Chinese than a pitch accent language like modern Japanese in terms of the number of distinctive pitch contrasts [10]. Since syllables tend to be longer in duration in a tonal system than in a pitch-accent system — e.g., the average duration of syllables in modern Chinese is reported to be about 450 msec [11], which is three times as long as the average CV syllable in modern Japanese — it can be assumed that the CV syllable in Old Japanese was much longer than the CV syllable in modern Japanese. Secondly, there is historical evidence that monosyllabic content words were much longer in Old Japanese than they are in modern Japanese. This is evidenced by some documents in which monosyllables are transcribed as possessing a bimoraic duration and also by the synchronic fact that monosyllables in the more classical and conservative dialect of Kyoto and Osaka are nearly twice as long as their counterparts in Tokyo Japanese [4]. This leads us to assume that CV syllables in Old Japanese were phonetically more equivalent to heavy syllables (CVV and CVC) than to light syllables (CV) in modern Japanese and, hence, that they were phonetically as well-formed as heavy syllables in quantity-sensitive languages. In this way, and otherwise, phonological processes responsible for the creation of bimoraic units (heavy syllables and bimoraic feet) can be analyzed as being triggered by the shortening of phonetically long CV syllables. In terms of rhythmic regulation of speech, this means that both the tendency to create heavy syllables and to group two moras into one rhythmic foot, whether at the phonetic or phonological level, can be attributed to a force that imposes bimoraicity on phonological material at the phonetic level of speech.

**Loanword Phonology**

Before concluding this paper, let us consider the question of why bimoraic feet are generally more favored than trisyllabic feet. This question is difficult to answer, but it may be tackled from the viewpoint of the canonical quantity of the syllable. In addition to the phonetic processes described in (4)-(5) above, Japanese exhibits many phonological processes by which bimoraic syllables are established. In loanword phonology, for example, obstructions following a short stressed vowel in the source language are generally geminated or stressed in Japanese and, together with vowel ephenesis, produce a sequence of a heavy syllable followed by a light syllable.

(7) Consonant gemination
carp  ka p  k  ba k  ku.
push  pu  pu  su

However, this phonological adjustment is blocked if the preceding vowel is a long vowel or diphthong, i.e., consonant gemination would produce a trisyllabic syllable rather than a bimoraic syllable.

(8) Antigemination
carp  k a p  . k a p  p u
ba k  ba k  ku  ba k  ku

The stressed syllables in (7) result in a heavy syllable by undergoing gemination while those in (8) attain the same syllable quantity by not undergoing it. Thus the two phenomena in (7) and (8) have the same target, i.e., phonological creation of heavy syllables.

Pre-nasal shortening [12] produces the same effect by shortening long vowel and diphthongs followed by nasal n in the process of borrowing. This shortening too has the effect of yielding bimoraic syllables in contexts where trisyllabic syllables would otherwise occur.

(9) ground  yu ran do  * yu raundo
    angel  en zhe ru  * en zhe ru

The processes in (8) and (9) are particularly interesting in suggesting that trisyllabic syllables are as well as monosyllabic syllables are marked in Japanese. Again, this is not a language-specific phenomenon but is observed in a variety of languages: see, e.g., [13]. This hints that three moras cannot be easily accommodated into one unit, which may be linked to the fact that trisyllabic feet in (11) are disfavored in the organization of phonological rhythm.

**Concluding Remarks**

In this paper I discussed the phonetic nature of phonological foot by presenting, among others, the following two lines of evidence. First, analyses of young children’s speech shows two marked tendencies: (i) dominance of phonologically heavy syllables (CVV and CVC) over light syllables (CV), and (ii) lengthening of monomoraic syllables, consequently making syllables of this type equivalent to heavy syllables at the phonetic level of speech. Second, cross-linguistic and historical considerations reveal that CV syllables in Old Japanese were phonetically much longer than light syllables in modern Japanese, and that heavy syllables were established in the language immediately after CV syllables were phonetically shortened due probably to the independent prosodic factors. All these observations can be generalized if it is hypothesized that bimoraicity can be achieved by phonetic means (phonetic shortening of light syllables) as well as by phonological means (preference of heavy syllables), which, in turn, seems to suggest that bimoraicity embodies a phonetic requirement on the duration of the syllable rather than any formal phonological requirement on the size of the syllable.

The notion 'bimoraic foot' naturally follows from this interpretation in such a way that establishing the bimoraic foot as a phonological unit is another way of establishing a domain where bimoraic duration (about 300 msec) is achieved at the phonetic level of speech. This phonetic notion of bimoraicity can be linked to the phonetic 'stress foot' in English and other languages, which is known to take a similar duration of time.
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PHONETIC CUES AT SENTENCE BOUNDARIES IN QUEBEC FRENCH: A SIDE EFFECT OF PENULTIMATE SYLLABLE DURATIONS?

M. Ouellet and J. Lavoie
CIRAL, Laval University, Québec, Canada

ABSTRACT
This study is concerned with the characteristics of long penultimate syllables in Quebec French spontaneous speech and the way this typical duration seems to model the realization and interpretation of phonetic cues at prosodic boundaries, that is in sentence-final and phrase-final position.

INTRODUCTION
It is an established fact that « pretonic lenitivization » plays a part in the rhythmic patterning of Canadian French. [1,3,11]. Initially associated to the extended use of the accent d’insistance by Fouché for French from France, then by Boudreault for Canadian French, the phenomenon of pretonic lenitivization is now considered as ensuing from a more complex dynamic, involving segmental durations, syllable structure and morpheme boundaries [1,2,4,5,11].

One of the most important source of penultimate lengthening arises from vowel phonology. The vowel system of Canadian French has maintained eight intrinsically long vowels: /a o ø ɔ 3 ɛ ɔ ɛ/ [9]. Those vowels can remain long in pretonic position, in a closed as well as in an opened syllable. Besides, lengthening rules, which systematically apply under stress, become optional otherwise [7]. Intrinsically short vowels which are obligatorily lengthened by /3 ɾ v z/ in closed stressed syllables sometimes stay lengthened in non-final position if they belong to a morpheme (pire [pi:ʁ], emiper [ɛpi:ʁ]). Lengthening rules are, in fact, sensitive to the presence of morphological boundaries [4,7,10].

In this first part of a larger study dealing with interactions between high and low level of constraints in spontaneous Quebec French, we tried to define the nature of the phonological composition of long penultimate syllables. A second aim was to evaluate the repercussion of those long penultimate syllables on stress patterning of Quebec French, that is to say a possible stress shifting from final to penultimate syllable in spontaneous speech.

METHODS
Among the available data on the structure and the effect of long penultimate syllables, only few come from the acoustical analysis of spontaneous speech [8]. That is the reason why we gathered a corpus of 108 sentences-final and phrase-final excerpts, extracted from 8 sociolinguistic interviews (ref.[6]) in which long penultimate syllables were perceived by three trained listeners. We kept only sequences for which the three judges agreed on the presence of a long syllable. Sentences were digitized (20kHz) with CSL program. Duration and frequency measurements were performed on strings of six syllables, starting from the end of the sentence or phrase. Finally, the same listeners were asked to determine stress placement.

In order to describe the composition of long penultimate syllables, we examined factors such as intrinsic vowel duration, nature of neighboring consonants, syllable structure (closed or opened) and presence of a morpheme boundary. Comparisons between penultimate and final syllables were based on syllable durations, vowel durations, relative duration of nucleus (syllable portion hold by the vowel expressed in percentages), number of phoneme per syllable, rising or falling pitch and intonational scope (flat intonation: less than 1.5 semitones; minor scope: between 1.5 and 3 semitones; and major scope: more than 3 semitones) [9]. Sentence-final or phrase-final position of the strings and stress placement were also examined.

RESULTS
Long Penultimate Syllable Composition
More than 65% of long penultimate syllables contained an intrinsically long vowel such as /a o ø ɔ 3 ɛ ɔ ɛ/. An interesting aspect of those results is brought by the relatively high frequency of short vowels in long penultimate syllables. The short vowel lengthening rule implies /3 ɾ v z/ following the vowel in a closed syllable or inside a morpheme. This rule actually explained only 6 cases out of 43 in the sample. One might consider that, somehow, short vowels simply behave like long vowels in preserving their own durationality in penultimate syllables. Moreover, lax allophones of high vowels [I Y U] never appeared as nucleus of long penultimate syllable. Laxed allophones of /i y w/ were produced in closed syllables, preceeding all consonants but /3 ɾ v z/. [I Y U] can appear in non-final opened syllable depending on an optional laxing harmony rule [7, 11].

Table 1. Distribution of vowels in penultimate long syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nasal</th>
<th>long oral</th>
<th>short oral</th>
<th>tense [i y u]</th>
<th>lax [I Y U]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35.2%</td>
<td>30.6%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All long penultimate syllables but two had at least one consonant as onset (that consonant may come from preceeding words or syllables). Out of that number, less than 20% were branching onsets. Even if the preceeding consonant has only a weak influence on vowel durations in Quebec French, [4] we compiled a list of those, which appeared before the syllable nucleus.

Table 2. Preceeding consonants

| /l/ or /l/ | 28% |
| voiceless stop | 25% |
| nasal | 20% |
| voiceless fricative | 9% |
| voiced stop | 7.5% |
| voiced fricative | 7.5% |
| approximant /j w/ | 3% |

Table 3. Following consonants

| voiceless stop | 32% |
| voiceless fricative | 26% |
| voiced fricative | 15% |
| /l/ or /l/ | 14% |
| voiced stop | 6% |
| nasal | 4% |
| approximant /j w/ | 3% |

According to the compilation of Table 3, only 29% of all vowels were followed by consonants which may promote vowel lengthening. However, the effect of the following consonant had to be evaluated according to the place of syllable boundary. Our data provided 90 opened syllables and 18 closed ones. Out of those 18 syllables, only two had a branching coda. The huge number of opened syllables indicates that structure ensuing from syllabification rules in French does not explain the production of long penultimate syllables: first, the lengthening effect of following consonants is mitigated if they belong to another syllable [4]; second, the long penultimate syllable should not be
conceived has including systematically a coda.

Nevertheless, a morphone boundary was encountered in 57 syllables (including those 18 closed syllables already mentioned). Then, considering the morphological conditioning in syllabification, 53% of long penultimate syllables might be closed ones, structurally or morphologically.

Penultimate and final syllables
Difference in syllable durations cannot explain the perception of long penultimates since only half of them were, in fact, longer than final ones. On the basis of the number of phonemes per syllable, 19 penultimates were longer than final syllables. Again, this factor cannot explain the longer penultimates.

On the other hand, vowel absolute and relative durations might be a perceptual clue: 74% of penultimate vowels were longer than final vowels. If we consider the relative duration of vowels, this proportion goes up to 78%.

Intonational Patterning.
A rising movement of frequency seemed to characterize sentences and phrases containing a long penultimate syllable since that pattern was found for 79% of the sample. Intonational scopes in semitones were distributed as follows: less than 1.5 semitone 32%, minor scope 26%, major scope 42%. We found a falling frequency pattern on 23 strings. Intonational scopes were distributed as follows: less than 1.5 semitone 56%, minor scope 9% and major scope 35%. Now, regardless of rising or falling pattern, major scopes were the most frequent (41%), followed by flat intonation (37%), and by minor scopes (22%).

Stress Placement
Even though the entire corpus was made of long penultimates syllables, stress was perceived on final syllables most of the time (78%). With the intent to identify the factors apt to provoke the placement of stress on final syllables, we performed a binomial variable rule analysis (Varbrul), including all independent variables but those relating to the identity of phonemes. The only significant factor was intonation (.000). Regardless of the intonational scope (non significant .592), rising intonation promoted stress perception on the final syllable (rule weight: .66). On the other hand, falling intonation was closely related to stress placement on penultimate syllables (significance: .000; rule weight: .92).

The sample gathered included 73 sentence-final strings and 35 phrase-final strings. Those proportions should be strictly attributed to the sampling since we looked first to gap sentence-final strings. Besides, the factors related to position of the string remained non-significant in binominal analysis.

DISCUSSION
The description of long penultimate syllables composition lead us to the conclusion that the most reliable and consistent indication seems to be absolute and relative vowel durations. As second factor, the influence of morphology might be considered as playing a part in the perception of syllable weight. These results raise further questions about the emergence of short vowels as nucleus of long penultimate syllables. Assumption of an expanding use of long vowel lengthening rule in non-final syllables is still to be investigated.

Cues may arise from the analysis of following consonant durations (Table 3). Penultimate long vowels are regularly followed by voiceless consonants which may play a part in penultimate perceived length, since they are usually longer than other consonants. If that perceived length results from an evaluation of the distance between penultimate and final nucleus

PCenters, the consonant duration might provoke an interpretation of penultimate as being a closed syllable.

The second part of this study referred to a possible stress shifting from final to penultimate syllable. Surprisingly, that shifting happens only when the intonation falls. At the opposite, stress is still perceived on final syllable with a rising pattern. This phenomenon already noticed in Quebec French seems to originate from a strategy developed to solve the problem brought by having two adjacents temporal cues: length in penultimate and final syllables [10]. Then, if duration cannot provide cues for stress placement, intonation does. Should we talk now of pitch shifting instead of stress shifting?

The results we obtained show clearly that phonological duration may interfere with prosodic constraints. The rising pattern could not be associated with social factors since there is no consistency between the social characteristics of the speakers and the distribution of that pattern, nor with the production of long penultimate syllables. It is possible that this inconsistence be attributed to an insufficient number of speakers. Actually, it is not possible to rule on the expanding nor on the recessive nature of penultimate lengthening phenomenon in Canadian French.
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PROSODIC ISSUES IN CZECH: AN APPLICATION IN TTS  

Zdena Pašková and Miroslav Ptáček  
Institute of Phonetics, Prague, Czech Republic

ABSTRACT  
The Czech prosody algorithm in TTS diphone synthesis is based on segmentation into stress units. It is sensitive to their positions in sentences; it creates separate sound patterns for duration, and for the F0 contour. Results confirm a hypothesis that prosodic modulation of a Czech text is well conceivable in terms of a string of linear units having characteristic sound contour, rather than as a recurrence of prominences on a neutral backdrop.

1. BACKGROUND  
The purpose of research is to verify hypotheses concerning prosodic properties of Czech. Designing a plausible algorithm for the suprasegmental level of the text-to-speech diphone synthesis is a means to this end, and has a practical goal. 

The description of Czech prosody can get a suitable footing in a three-tier hierarchy model of linear suprasegmental units: syllable - stress unit (a group of syllables having a single word stress) - intonation unit (a group of stress units joined by intonation). Some properties of Czech make this conceptual framework applicable at explaining general phonological issues in the prosody of Czech, and also at analysing individual text utterances, [1].

The approach adopted in our present research is also underpinned by a hypothesis that assumes as primary the very fact of segmenting the string of syllables, i.e. grouping syllables to stress units and stress units to intonation units. The search is for sound means that are instrumental in such grouping, and also for perceptual boundary signals. In other words, the linear rhythmic units do not a priori derive from prominences (word or syllertent accents) as in traditional approaches. This approach responds to earlier experiments in search of the acoustic features making the nature of the word stress in Czech, [2].

(Concerning the Czech word stress, basic structural descriptions of Czech characterise it as fixed on the first syllable of words while the difference of stressed and unstressed syllables has no impact on quality or quantity of vowels.)

The key unit of the present description is the stress unit, which makes the intermediary tier, as it can reflect projections of some syllabic features, and also some features of its intonation unit. Furthermore, the unit is rather easy to mark out in Czech written texts since it has close links to the word. The necessity of getting support from phenomena definable in written texts by formal analysis follows from features of a text-to-speech production, and some trade-offs have to be done because of it, [3].

2. PROCEDURE  
The following principles apply in the TTS algorithm.

a) The stress unit position is related to the text structure. Ideally, the relevant superordinate unit would be the intonation unit. Its determination in particular text depends, however, also on syntactic and semantic information contingent on a larger context. For the purpose of automated synthesis, a "syntactic unit" is being used, which is defined as the text enclosed within two punctuation marks, in terms of Czech orthography (slightly adjusted), as the punctuation in Czech conforms to formal rules motivated largely by syntactic sentence relations.

The following additional distinctions are made within those discriminated units if necessary:

(I) - the initial position, the first stress unit in a syntactic unit
(M) - the medial position, not bordering on a following syntactic unit boundary; another stress group follows that belongs to the same superordinate unit

(F) - the position preceding the boundary signal of the syntactic unit that is not the last one in the utterance (i.e. the position preceding a comma, or a colon)

(FF) - the position preceding the boundary signal of the syntactic unit that is the last one in a finished utterance (i.e. preceding such marks as . ?').

The FF-F-I-M order of preference is used when evaluating positions in the bordering versions of short texts.

b) Acoustic features are set separately for stress units of various lengths.

c) Acoustic features of stress units consist of a number of acoustic qualities, and their production algorithms have also separate designs.

No special features have been set out for initial syllables as "stress" bearers. The pattern of acoustic features spreads across the whole of stress unit. Duration modification of segments (phones or diphones) in stress units, and modification of the F0 contour, are fundamental.

Modification of the dynamics is reserved for phenomena from higher levels of the text structure (emphasis, etc.); so far it has not been worked out in our automated synthesis.

Provisions have been made to allow for single acoustic features to modify the chain of stress units in various ways related to their positions within the sentence unit. E.g. a one-syllable word in the I position combines with the following word into a single unit through modifying duration but not through F0.

3. SEGMENTATION INTO STRESS UNITS  
A text containing sequences of polysyllabic words submits in Czech successfully to the hypothesis that each word makes a stress unit. Variability is introduced by a one-syllable word which can stand apart, or tie to the neighbouring words. In natural speech, the solution depends on semantic and pragmatic aspects.

An algorithm has been designed to enable for such monosyllables to get connected in larger stress units based solely on the unit length and position within the

syntactic unit. Tendencies found in spontaneous natural speech are made use of: The length of the produced units is 6 syllables or less, and when segmenting longer chains of syllables, the parting is either symmetrical or leaves the first portion longer. Special rules apply for single monosyllables in the I and F positions. Some exceptions have to be stored. Infrequent cases of a one-syllable word in a position "unstressed" by rule when expected to bear emphasis from its context still present a challenge.

4. DURATION PATTERNS  

Duration of phones within stress units is probably influenced by the number of syllables and their types (presence or absence of a coda). Syllable breaks in Czech, however, are difficult to detect due to an abundance of consonant clusters. That is why differences in segment duration are derived in synthesis simply out of the number of phones in the stress unit.

Listening tests showed that, in perception of stress units in continuous speech, acceptable alterations in average duration of phones reflect the relationship

\[
T(n) / T(m) = (m/n)^{0.12}
\]

where \(T(n)\) is the average phone duration in a stress unit containing \(n\) phones, and \(T(m)\) is the average phone duration in a reference stress unit containing \(m\) phones. The reference number of phones has been set to 5, i.e. \(m = 5\), as the stock of diphones was extracted mainly out of 5-phone words. If a relative value of 100% is set to the average phone duration in a 5-phone unit, the average phone durations get values as in tab. 1. (See the table next page.)

In accordance with results of listening tests, the phone durations in stress units longer than 12 phones have been exposed to no further reductions. Experiments have also shown that parameters of duration differences found out in isolated words cannot be applied. Such words reach their exponent value of 0.41 while keeping an analogous relationship between duration and a number of phones in the stress unit, [4]. The fact that larger differences in duration of phones are not acceptable in the
Tab. 1. Duration of phones related to their number in the stress unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of phones in a stress unit:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative duration of a phone:</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

perception of continuous speech is in agreement with the usual ranking of Czech with the syllable-timed languages.

5. PITCH PATTERNS

The F0 contour in stress units is made up separately for I+M+F and FF positions.

5.1 Stress Units in the I+M+F Positions

a) Selection of fundamental pitch patterns (i.e. F0 contours) has been based on earlier experiments which required for listeners to break up continuous flow of sound into stress units lacking any possible semantic clues [5]. Particular configurations of pitch patterns within types have been established through selection from a larger number of variants with regard to acceptability for listeners.

b) Separate pitch patterns have been set up for each stress unit of a particular number of syllables. Each type distinguishes two sets of variants (containing 2-6 patterns each):

(A) an off-falling contour (the last change is the fall, the pitch pattern stops at the same or lower tone related to its first syllable),

(B) an off-rising contour (the last change is the rise, the pitch pattern stops at the same or higher tone related to its first syllable).

A level contour (i.e. lacking any change of pitch) is used only with two-syllable stress units, and operates as a member of the A set.

A maximum change of pitch within a pitch pattern is 5%.

c) Rules have been accepted for chaining pitch patterns along stress unit sequences in specific texts. They consist mainly of ongoing alternations of variants from the A and B sets while the selection of a particular pitch pattern is unconstrained.

d) The phonologically relevant F position is implemented with a distinctively linked pitch pattern, usually through lowering the initial syllable of the stress unit by -2% against the closing syllable of the preceding unit.

e) Auxiliary rules have been established to solve some specific situations, e.g. for monosyllables in the F and I positions.

f) Possible excessive drop or soar of F0 in a longer chain of stress units has so far been dealt with by means of follow-up corrective rules applicable at the end of each stress unit in the FF position, i.e. after modulation in the concluded utterance have been created.

5.2 Stress Units in the Closing FF Position

a) Again, separate pitch patterns have been set up for each stress unit of a particular number of syllables. Changes in pitch have been verified by listening, and do not exceed 15%. The A set of pitch patterns (2-4 patterns of each length) are in force preceding the punctuation marks : ; and some of the ?. The B set of patterns (2 patterns of each length) apply before ?. A pitch pattern selection in questions is necessary because the F0 contour is relevant in yes-no questions in Czech. A decision has to be based on a set of rules detecting key words stored in advance.

b) The link of a stress unit in an FF position is controlled by a rule sensitive to the preceding stress unit F0 contour.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The algorithm that has been worked out provides our synthesis of Czech with a prosody in a well acceptable shape. Infrequent mis-modulations arise from the inability to apply wider context-based semantic information via formal rules. Occasional corrective signals to non-standard segmentation or pitch pattern placement have to be introduced so far on an ad hoc basis.

The results seem to support a hypothesis that prosodic modulation of a stream of syllables in Czech is well conceivable in terms of a string of linear units having characteristic sound contour, rather than as a recurrence of a prominent syllable on a neutral backdrop.

Further research is now going to focus on the issue of analogous relationships within the higher intonation unit and on reaching their formal description. It appears possible to investigate implications of such an approach in various prosodic issues in Czech and also in applications aiming at automated speech recognition.
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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF DISFLUENT REPEETITIONS

E. E. Shriberg
Institute for Perception Research (IPO), Eindhoven, The Netherlands
and SRI International, Menlo Park, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
Acoustic properties of disfluent repetitions are examined to investigate two proposed functions of repeating. Repeating may serve as a filler while hesitating; alternatively, repeating may function to bridge a gap when speech resumes after a break. Classification of tokens based on pause patterns reveals that: (1) most cases fit the bridging function; and (2) duration and F0 properties support the hypothesis of two distinct types, as well as the proposed associated functions.

INTRODUCTION
Speakers often repeat words in spontaneous speech, resulting in lexical disfluencies such as that shown in Figure 1.

![Image](Figure 1. Example of a disfluent repetition and terminology)

Little is known, however, about why speakers utter the repeated instance (R2). Heike [1] suggested two alternative functions of repeating, which could be distinguished based on the presence of an unfulfilled pause following R2. Possible surface patterns for the hypothesized functions are summarized in Figure 2.

![Image](Figure 2. Surface patterns for proposed functions. "...") =pause; "()" =optional.

He termed cases in which R2 was followed by a pause prospective repeats, suggesting such repeats serve a stalling function, to hold the floor during hesitation. Cases in which R2 was not followed by a pause (but preceded by a pause) were termed retrospective repeats, and were proposed to function as bridging devices to connect a continuation with preceding material after a break in fluency.

Although these proposed functions are reasonable theoretical possibilities, in practice there is little if any empirical evidence to support the claim that there are two types of repeats. For purposes of this paper, we will assume that there are two different functions of repeating, and that the functions can be distinguished on the basis of whether or not R2 is followed by an unfulfilled pause before the continuation. Leaving the issue of function aside, the terms "prospective" and "retrospective" will be used simply to refer to the classification of the repetition based on its surface pause characteristics.

Given these assumptions as a starting point, this paper seeks to answer two questions about the different types of repeats. First, are both types actually found in spontaneous speech data, and at what relative rates? Second, if we look more closely at acoustic properties of repetitions, can we find characteristics other than unfulfilled pauses that pattern differently for the two types?

METHOD
Single-word disfluent repetitions were extracted from the speech of six speakers (three male, three female) in the SWITCHBOARD corpus of telephone conversations [2]. In this corpus, speakers conversed with an unfamiliar partner on a chosen topic. Despite the somewhat contrived task, conversations were rated as highly natural-sounding by transcribers. Selection of repetitions was limited to cases with no other disfluency either between or directly following the repetition.

Hand-labeling of 242 such cases was conducted using the GIPPOS speech analysis package developed at IPO. For each example, five time values were recorded: the onset and offset of R1, the onset and offset of R2, and the onset of the continuation. For examples with adequate F0 tracks for both R1 and R2, and in which both R1 and R2 showed a roughly linear F0 trajectory, the first good F0 and last good F0 of R1 and of R2 were also recorded.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Frequency of types
Figure 3 shows the frequency of types (as classified based on the presence of a pause following R2). As shown, both patterns occur in the speech data examined. However, the clear majority of cases were classified as retrospective, i.e. cases in which R2 is hypothesized to serve a bridging rather than stalling function.

Acoustic properties of types
To address the second question posed in the introduction, duration and F0 properties of R1 and R2 were examined in an aim to provide evidence other than simple pauses to support Heike's claims.

Duration. In Figure 4, the duration of R1 is plotted against the duration of R2 for all tokens (over all words and speakers). Different symbols denote the two different repeat types. The equivalence line (y=x) is indicated for reference.

![Image](Figure 4. Duration of R1 versus R2 for all tokens; • = prospective repeat, ◆ = retrospective repeat.)

As shown, there is a clear difference between the two types. Data for prospective repeats occur both above and below the equivalence line. The data for retrospective repeats, however, are nearly all below the equivalence line, indicating that R1 is systematically longer than R2.

In order to interpret this data, however, we must know whether R1 is lengthened, or R2 shortened (O'Shaughnessy suggested that both effects occur [3]). To address this issue, a small study controlled for speaker and word was conducted. Durations for R1, R2, and unperceived fluent instances of the word "the" were compared for the two speakers with the largest amount of data. The fluent examples were chosen from those conversations which also contained the repeated instances. For speaker 1, 19 repeated tokens and 40 unrepeat tokens were obtained; for speaker 2, 12 repeated and 33 unrepeat tokens were obtained. Results are shown in Figure 5.

Despite the small sample sizes, there is a significant difference between R1 and the other two conditions, as can be inferred from the error bars. Also, importantly, R2 does not appear to be shortened since it appears actually slightly longer than unrepeat instances.

Thus, for retrospective repeats, there is lengthening at R1 and no lengthening at R2; this is consistent with the bridging
function proposed by Heike for such cases, since R2 resembles a fluent resumption.

Given these results, inspection of absolute durations in Figure 4 also suggests that R2 is lengthened for most prospective repeats, consistent with the proposal that in these cases R2 functions as a hesitation device.

**Fundamental frequency.** A difference between prospective and retrospective repeats was also found in F0 properties of R1 and R2. When the four measured F0 points described in the method section were plotted at equal intervals (i.e., not taking into account the duration of the words), results showed roughly parallel trends at different F0 ranges, although this requires modifying the linear scale (an appropriate scaling model is described in [4]). Thus, a representative picture of the relationships between these four points can be conveyed by plotting the mean values for each speaker. Such values are plotted for retrospective repeats in Figure 6. Values are shown separately for males and females in order to display results on appropriate scales.

As shown, both words (in nearly all cases words were unaccented) fall in F0. A consistent tendency across speakers is that the onset of R2 is reset to a value about equal to that of the onset of R1. It is also notable that R2 falls in F0 like R1, continues to fall in F0 from R1. Similar results were obtained for other speakers. The continuous fall in F0 for the prospective repeats is consistent with an observation for filled pauses, which are also proposed to serve a stalling function: it was noted informally in past work that sequential filled pauses (e.g., "uh uh uh") showed successively lower starting F0 values.

Although some prospective repeats showed a reset, retrospective repeats rarely lacked the reset. The reset for the retrospective repeats is consistent with findings by Levet and Cutler [5], who observed that repairs tend to be uttered at the same F0 values as the material they replace.

**SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK**

This research found that when repetitions were classified based on pause characteristics, the majority of cases showed no pause between R2 and the continuation. Such cases are consistent with a bridging, rather than a stalling function.

Furthermore, analyses revealed that the classification of tokens based on pauses correlated with durational and F0 properties of R1 and R2. This result adds weight to the hypothesis that there are two different types of repeats. In addition, the duration and F0 properties pattern in ways that are consistent with Heike's proposed functions.

An important next step in this line of research is to investigate the question of function directly, for example by conducting controlled elicitation or perceptual experiments. Goals for such future work include gaining knowledge about factors (e.g., syntactic, prosodic, task-related, speaker-related) that influence the production of repeats, as well as gaining an understanding of how repetitions function both for speakers and listeners.
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RHYTHM AND THE TONE SANDHI DOMAIN IN MANDARIN

J. Wang and R.H. Mannell
Speech, Hearing and Language Research Centre
Macquarie University, Sydney, Australia

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we develop the notion that the relationship between prosody and the tone sandhi domain in Mandarin is rhythm-based, determined by the strong rhythmic tendency to group words into disyllabic and trisyllabic units. Three experiments were conducted to test the relationship between rhythmic grouping and tone sandhi, as well as the effect of speech rate and focus position.

INTRODUCTION
Tone sandhi (TS) of the 3rd tone in Mandarin has long been of phonological and phonetic interest particularly because of its relationship to other prosodic features, and to syntactic structures. With the aim of developing rules to predict the TS domain, phonological studies have focused on syntactic, metrical and prosodic approaches and there is a general consensus that TS domain is determined by prosodic structures [1] [4] [7]. Acoustic phonetic studies have also been carried out on tones and tone sandhi in different tonal and prosodic contexts [3].

Prosodic approaches to TS, have tended to suggest that the TS domain is based on the prosodic groupings of words, with the units of grouping being disyllabic feet, super feet, and phrases [4], but such approaches (eg. Foot Formation Rules), have limited predictive power as little is known about how syllables and words are grouped in different prosodic contexts.

In this study we examine the following hypotheses: (1) the prosodic conditioning of TS is rhythm-based and is strongly related to the tendency of speakers to group words into disyllabic and trisyllabic units. (2) in most situations, word-level rhythmic grouping is relatively stable, although changing speech rate and focus position could, in certain circumstances, affect rhythmic structures, leading to variations in the TS domain.

RHYTHMIC GROUPING AND THE TONE SANDHI DOMAIN
In connected Mandarin speech, syllables and words are grouped into rhythmic units. The predominant rhythmic tendency is to use disyllabic constituents, either lexical words or the combination of two monosyllabic words. This tendency implies that monosyllabic words tend not to stand as independent prosodic (rhythmic) units. As a result, monosyllabic lexical words are normally grouped with neighbouring words to form basic rhythmic units. In fluent, natural speech, priority is given to grouping monosyllabic words with neighbouring monosyllabic words, then disyllabic words and, finally, polysyllabic words with more than two syllables — unless there is good reason not to, such as pausing. The constituents resulting from this type of grouping are basically disyllabic or trisyllabic independent prosodic units. We prefer to call them prosodic words (PW), rather than feet, since the term “foot” is traditionally related to the alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables. Lexical words (rather than syllables) are the basic elements of this type of rhythmic grouping, and there are three main factors determining the formation of prosodic words: a syllable count of each lexical word; a syllable count of each of its neighbours; and the speaker’s desire to form a balanced rhythmic structure. A syllable count of each word determines if it is obligatory to group the word with neighbouring words, while syllable counts of neighbouring words influence the grouping priority (the way words are grouped to form balanced rhythmic structures). In fluent speech with a normal speech rate, for example, the rhythmic structures 2/2, 3/2, 3/3 are likely in the following sentences:

a. laoli / mai gou
b. laoli mai / xiaogou
c. laoli mai / xiaomugou

Here, the monosyllabic mai is grouped with either the ensuing word gou or the preceding word laoli, because of the speaker’s desire to form balanced rhythmic structures, rather than being determined by syntactic branch directions or semantically related elements. In practice, the monosyllabic verb mai can be grouped with either xiaogou or laoli in example b, without affecting the rhythmic balance of the sentence, although grouping it with laoli is usually preferred. However, for sentence c, it is virtually mandatory in normal speech to group mai with laoli, as 3/3 is a more balanced structure than 2/4.

Tone sandhi for the 3rd tone in Mandarin is motivated by dissimilating adjacent low tones and tends to operate within units of speech planning [1]. Our research indicates that speech planning units are created from rhythmic groupings rather than syntactically or semantically related elements. Although Foot Formation Rules work well in most situations, and were originally designed to modify syntactic structure and produce rhythmically balanced structures for TS to operate on [4], limitations arise because they refer to conditions for syntactic branch direction, rather than to rhythmic groupings.

If the TS domain is identical to the rhythmic grouping of words, as we have previously argued, then factors which influence rhythmic groupings must also affect the TS domain (such as speech rate, focus stress and pauses), since the surface TS patterns should reflect the underlying groupings. Therefore, close examination of the effects of these factors on the TS domain should further clarify how words are rhythmically grouped in Mandarin speech. There has been a lot phonological discussion on the basic TS domain and variations in the TS domain, due to speech rate and contrastive stress [4] [7], but there has been little acoustic investigation carried out to date [6]. In this study, three related experiments were carried out to examine, both aurally and acoustically, the relationship between rhythmic groupings and the TS domain, as well as the effect of speech rates and focus position on rhythmic groupings and TS domain.

MATERIALS AND PROCEDURE
12 sentences, comprising of only 3rd tone syllables, were read by four female Mandarin speakers from Beijing (XY, LP, LL, WJ). The subjects were asked to read the sentences naturally with three different speech rates, two or three times initially, and then according to specific contexts that required changing contrastive stress positions across syllables and words. All the sentences were recorded in studio conditions using DATs and the speech samples were then digitised onto a Sun computer at a sample rate of 20 kHz, and manually segmented and labelled using the Waves program. Relevant duration data and pitch contours were extracted and calculated using the mu+ system [2].

RESULT 1: BASIC GROUPING
In this experiment, 12 sentences were read, fluently and naturally, three times by each of the subjects. The following table
shows the the TS domain. The results are relatively consistent, with identical PWs used by each of the four subjects. An analysis was carried out on the TS patterns with each syllable’s tone being identified aurally. Rhythmic structures (prosodic word boundaries) were determined according to the prosodic rules outlined earlier. In the following table, ‘R’ refers to TS occurring with the syllable’s tone being transformed into a rising tone, while ‘L’ refers to the syllable keeping its underlying tone. The slash ‘/’ indicates PW boundaries.

Each sentence was read three times by each of the subjects and some idiosyncratic variations of TS were observed. These variations can be categorised into three types: Type I — using alternate TS patterns, such as R/L instead of R/R in trisyllabic PWs with 1/2 syntactic structures, like (xiaomugou) in b3; Type II — joining two PWs together, so that R/R occurs instead of R/L; as in b4; Type III — grouping monosyllabic words in different ways in certain contexts, such as in b1 and b5 where the rhythm could be either 2/3 or 3/2. Our results indicate that there are conventional rhythmic structures for each of the sentences but there is also a certain degree of individual freedom.

RESULT 2: SPEECH RATE

We also asked the subjects to read each of the sample sentences at different speech rates for purposes of testing the effect of speech rates on the TS domain and PW grouping. The speech rates (syllables per second) are, as one would expect, slightly different across the four subjects.

The following table gives the average speech rates for each of the four speakers at slow, medium and fast speech rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>XY</th>
<th>LP</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>WJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>normal</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>slow</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found that TS domains in the majority of the sentences were reasonably consistent for the various speech rates. As was the case in the previous section, three types of variations were observed. Type I occurred more frequently in slow speech, while Type II was more common in fast speech. Type III had no definite correlation with speech rate. While it appears that more tonal transformations occur in fast speech than in slow speech, either through using alternate TS patterns or by grouping two PWs together, the basic rhythmic groupings remain relatively stable, regardless of speech rate.

RESULT 3: FOCUS POSITION

The position of the accent has been reported to influence the TS domain as TS always starts from accented syllables [7]. In this experiment, the location of contrastive accents is designed to change across syllables and words according to different contexts, and subjects were asked to read a dialogue in which they could stress appropriate syllables or words.

Q: Ni xiang mai xiaogou ma? (Do you want to sell that small dog?)
A: Bu, wo xiang mai xiaogou. (No, I want to buy a small dog.)

There are 54 contexts for the 12 test sentences in which the location of contrastive accent varies. Our results showed that changes in TS domain do occur according to the position of accent words or syllables in certain contexts, but that it is extremely difficult to determine whether these changes are accent-conditioned. First, TS domains in most of the sentences are quite stable, regardless of the location of accented syllables. For example, TS domain in b4, b5, b6 is always 2/2, 3/2, 3/3, regardless of whether mai is accented or not.

We then looked at prosodic contexts which caused rhythm regrrouping and found there were only two examples that consistently occurred across each of the four subjects. The normal TS domain of b2 is RL/RRL, but RRL/RRL when mai is accented, while in a1 it is normally RL/RL, but L/RRL when xiang is accented. If TS domain changes are caused by different planning groupings, it seems to be associated with not only the position of accented syllables but also PW structures. It was found that rhythm regroupings only occurred in sentences with more than two successive monosyllabic words and accented-related regrouping never split polysyllabic lexical words into two separate PWs. For example, xiang can be grouped with laoli in b4, if it is necessary to accent mai using a full rising tone, but this is not the case in b5 when xiao is accented. There is a basic distinction between PWs consisting of only one lexical word and those with one or more words. The latter have a certain flexibility to be grouped in different ways, which is not only illustrated in the TS domain, but also in the acoustic data. For example, the syllable duration of gow (see the table below) not only varies according to whether it is accented or unaccented but also according to whether it is a monosyllabic word or the last syllable of a polysyllabic word. (In this table, 1 is gow in a monosyllabic, 2 is in a disyllabic, and 3 in a trisyllabic word. “a1” etc. are sentence numbers. “238” etc. are durations in ms).

When gow is accented as a monosyllabic word, the degree of lengthening is significantly increased. This implies that monosyllabic words, as meaningful units, have a relatively loose relationship with neighbouring words within PWs. This may explain why accented words can affect rhythm structures and TS domains.

CONCLUSION

This study has attempted to combine phonological and phonetic approaches to the TS domain within a rhythmic framework. We have found that basic rhythmic structures are relatively stable, but that certain spontaneous factors can influence grouping. Relatively stable rhythmic structures would appear, therefore, to be the logical starting point for developing phonological rules for predicting the TS domain, but the types of spontaneous factors which can occur make the perfection of these rules extremely difficult. This rhythmic framework has been tentatively applied in the hierarchical labelling of rhythmic units in a Mandarin speech database aimed at establishing a prosodic model for Mandarin speech synthesis [5]. However, at this stage, further acoustic investigation of rhythmic grouping in Mandarin speech is still required.
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ACADEMIC ENGLISH SPEECH
INFORMATION CONTINUUM AND TEMPORAL STRUCTURE

N.S. Yelkina, Kiev Pedagogical Linguistic University, Kiev, Ukraine

ABSTRACT
This study is an attempt to reveal the function of the temporal component of intonation in the actualization of the semantic structure of an oral academic discourse. Under examination are such temporal parameters as speech rate and pause distribution.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
It is argued that there is a certain correlation between the temporal and semantic structure of oral discourse and in particular it is asserted that tempo and pause distribution are major prosodic markers of the functional sentence perspective: a delimitative pause between a rheme and a theme and the slowing down of tempo in the rheme-containing syntagms /sense-groups/ are considered to be its main attributes. But in speaking as opposed to reading we face a whole range of psycholinguistic phonetic phenomena related to speech coding process which tend to disrupt this pattern. Moreover, the semantic structure of an individual utterance is conditioned by the semantic structure of the whole phonopassage in which it occurs, and ultimately, by that of the whole discourse which may be another reason for variations in tempo and pause distribution in an utterance.

METHOD AND EXPERIMENTAL CORPUS /EC/
The EC comprises 3 academic lectures delivered in a sound-proof studio by English speakers who are teachers by profession and have had extensive experience of public academic speaking. All the lectures had been delivered previously to a students' audience; during the recording the speakers were told to make very little use of notes if any at all. The experiment included 3 types of analysis: semantic, auditory and acoustic.

SEMANTIC ANALYSIS. DATA OBTAINED
We followed the semantic analysis developed by T.M. Dridze /1/, which is based on the concept that any discourse can be viewed as a hierarchy of semantic units /predications/ of varying semantic value, among which the 1st & 2nd order predications have the highest semantic status since they include such informative elements as the main aim of discourse, one or several main propositions, their explication and situation evaluation. The 3d order predication is composed of illustrations to the 1st & 2nd order predication elements, while the 4th order predication represents a semantic background to the main aim of discourse.

In Fig. 1 is shown the semantic macrostructure of Lecture 1 ("British Accents"). As is seen the aim of the lecture falls into a number of autonomous sub-aims, each one referring to a specific accent. For our purposes we focused only on the thematic fragment dealing with RP. As is evident Sub-aim 1 is expressed by 7 propositions (A-1a ... A-1g). Some of the propositions may be semantically amplified by explanatory (A-2a,A-2d,A-2f,A-2g), evaluative (A-3d), illustrative (B-1.1,b,B-1.2f) elements, whereas the others do not receive any semantic amplification. A proposition with its semantic amplifiers, if any, forms a complex semantic unit which in discourse syntagmatics is realized as a phonosemantic complex (PSC) possessing both semantic and prosodic integrity and varying in length from 1 to 4 phonopasses, the main proposition forming its nucleus (see PSC 1 & PSC 2 in Fig. 1). A PSC may also be centered around a composite nucleus of several propositions if they are joined together in 1 phonopassage and thus make an indivisible phonetic unit (see PSC 3 & PSC 4). So the structural hierarchy of spoken discourse is: phonosemantic complexes - phonopasses - phrases - sense-groups (syntagms).

As is obvious this method helps to reveal the paradigmatic relations among predication elements of varying orders and may serve as a basis for discourse structural typology.

The EC is represented by 6 phonopasses composed exclusively of the 1st & 2nd order predications. (In Fig. 1 the elements in question from Lecture 1 are shaded.) In each phonopassage theme-containing syntagms /TSC/ and rheme-containing syntagms /RSC/ are determined and subjected to auditory and acoustic analysis.

ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS. DATA OBTAINED
Under examination are:
1. general rate of speech (articulation rate & pauses)
2. location of temporal extremums
3. pause distribution.

The number of syntagms analyzed is 92 (the ratio TSC/RSC =1). As shown in Table 1 42% of RSC are pronounced at faster speech rate than the preceding TSC and in another 8% there is very little or
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no change at all. At the same time in 43% of TSC a decrease of speech rate is observed as compared to the preceding RSC and in 9% of instances the rate remains stable.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of syntagm</th>
<th>General rate of speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TCS</td>
<td>43% 48% 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCS</td>
<td>50% 42% 8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, 54% of all the temporal minimums in the EC fall on the TSC, while 46% of all the temporal maximums in the EC appear in the RCS.

This fact contradicts the well-known assertion that speech rate variation in an utterance is determined by its semantic structure, namely, speech rate usually slows down on the theme and accelerates on the topic. We maintain that the reason for these speech rate fluctuations lies, on the one hand, in the distribution of pauses in speech flow and, on the other, in the integrative function of speech rate.

On the perceptive level 3 categories of pauses are identified: syntactical, emphatic and hesitation pauses. Oral academic discourse conveys both intellectual and volitional information, therefore the ample use of all sorts of phonation breaks for the sake of emphasis is relevant here. In the experimental data the following types of communicative phonation breaks used for this purpose are determined:

1. Micropauses and glottal stops (25-110 msec); occur exclusively in RCS, or occasionally in the initial syntagms of a phonopassage, are not normally perceived and serve as word boundary markers in RCS. Their function is to provide the listener with additional phonological signals which can help him in decoding the message.

e.g. ... the content should include a central element of ethics].

2. Series of final delimitative pauses (75-290 msec); occur in one of the final syntagms of a PSC breaking it into a number of rhythmic groups thus creating staccato rhythm. Their function is to signal to the listener that the speaker has finished a certain theme (PSC) and is going to pass over to the next one.

e.g. ... my accent could disguise that very well | and | people would not | detect that | fact [] .

Interestingly, the similar phenomenon was also detected in Russian discourse, its function however was not explained /2/.

3. Rhetorical pauses (50-745 msec); of their total number registered in the EC 74% appear in RCS. Very often they are placed between a form-word and the following lexical word so as to draw the listener's attention to the postpausal fragment. In 50% of instances the preceding form-word undergoes an emphatic lengthening.

e.g. I suppose that the way you could sum up | received pronunciation | ...

The number of communicative phonation breaks is twice as high as the number of hesitation pauses (30% versus 15%) but the latter tend to be longer. They last 64-2226 msec and in 58% of cases are preceded by segmental lengthening.

e.g. ... and | as I said | ...

The experimental data in dicate that communicative phonation breaks and hesitation pauses have a different distribution pattern: the former tend to appear in RCS (80% of their total number), whereas the latter concentrate mostly in less informative TCS (81% of their number). The overall pattern of pause distribution for each lecture and the average data are shown in Fig.2.

Thus the slowing down of speech rate in TCS may be attributed to the high incidence of hesitation pauses in them, the more so as hesitation pauses are usually accompanied by the overall decrease of tempo in a syntagm. Discourse temporal model which allows for hesitation pauses to occur predominantly in less informative TCS and is characterised by the distribution of communicative phonation breaks in more informative RCS is evidently optimal from the listener's point of view as it stimulates rather than hinders the decoding process.

It has also been discovered that 64% of utterance-final syntagms are pronounced at a faster rate of speech that their immediate precontext. It is assumed that they mark a close retrogressive semantic link of the following utterance with the preceding one. In our case when rhemes are mostly in preposition (TCS - RCS), the temporal maximums fall on RCS.

CONCLUSION

Thus, the temporal structure of an individual utterance within a phonopassage/PSC is conditioned by 2 factors: semantic and psycholinguistic. The former manifests itself in the fact that speech rate within an utterance is determined not only by the semantic structure of an utterance but also by that of the whole phonopassage/PSC. The latter is associated with a high prevalence of hesitation pauses in less informative utterance segments. Apparently, the model described may be held as the temporal invariant of prepared academic speaking.
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THE VOWEL SYSTEM OF ITALIAN CONNECTED SPEECH
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ABSTRACT

A research on the spectro-acoustic features of Italian vowels in connected speech will be presented. The material used for our analyses was recorded from regional TV news bulletins. The total corpus consists of 6400 items taken from recordings of regional bulletins broadcast by the national TV company (RAI) in four regions of Italy: Lombardy, Tuscany, Latium and Campania. For each region 10 speakers were chosen (5 males and 5 females). Each speaker was recorded twice, for a total of 40 speakers. The tokens were obtained by recording 10 tokens of 16 vowel types. We will present some results relative to the male half of the corpus. We will focus on some aspects such as reduction and centralization, overlaps between adjacent vowels, and vowel duration.

All our data are available via Internet, see note in the last page after References for details.

INTRODUCTION

The earliest spectroacoustic description of the Italian vowel system was made by Ferrero in 1968 [1]. The data presented at that time were obtained from a corpus of vowels pronounced in isolation by 20 speakers native of northern regions of Italy. All the following attempts to describe the Italian vowel system suffered from the same limitations [2], [3], [4].

For the present work we decided, on the contrary, to create a phonetic database based on recordings of TV news bulletins (see also [5], [6]).

In our view this kind of speech material represents an example of standard Italian of middle-high level and, at the same time, an example of connected speech which, although partly read by the journalists, can be seen as “spontaneous”.

METHODS

The total corpus consists of 6400 items taken from recordings of regional bulletins broadcast by the national TV company (RAI) in four regions of Italy: Lombardy, Tuscany, Latium and Campania. For each region 10 speakers were chosen (5 males and 5 females). Each speaker was recorded twice, for a total of 40 speakers. The tokens were obtained by recording 10 tokens of 16 vowel types (stressed [i, e, e, a, o, u], unstressed non final [i, e, a, o, u], unstressed final [i, e, a, o]). The tokens were extracted from “full words” (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs) excluding diphthongs. We organized our data into a database containing the following information:

- speaker id;
- word uttered;
- stress conditions and position of the vowel (stressed, unstressed, final);
- preceding and following segments;
- preceding and following vowels;
- syllable structure (open or closed);
- total vowel duration;
- maximum pitch within the vowel;
- maximum energy within the vowel;
- f1, f2, f3 values measured from average FFT spectrum of the central portion (second third) of the vowel.

Presently (April 95), only data from the male speakers portion of the corpus are completely available, while the analysis of the female portion is going to be completed within a few months.

RESULTS

General results

The average and σ values for f1 and f2 are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>f1</th>
<th>f2</th>
<th>f3</th>
<th>f4</th>
<th>f5</th>
<th>f6</th>
<th>f7</th>
<th>f8</th>
<th>f9</th>
<th>f10</th>
<th>f11</th>
<th>f12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stressed</td>
<td>331</td>
<td>733</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Mean values and σ of f1 and f2 (Hertz) for stressed, unstressed non final, and unstressed final vowels.

In Figures 1, 2 and 3 the data of Table 1 are presented in terms of f1/f2 diagrams on a Hertz linear scale. In these figures each ellipse defines the distribution area of a vowel. The coordinates of the ellipse centers are the mean values of f1 and f2 while the axes are ±1σ.

Figure 1. Distribution areas (1σ) for Italian stressed vowels.

Figure 2. Distribution areas (1σ) for Italian unstressed non final vowels.

Figure 3. Distribution areas (1σ) for Italian unstressed final vowels.

Overlap of areas and centralization

As is widely known, the ellipses shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 define a portion of the f1/f2 plane which includes about 67% of the vowels belonging to the given category: in other words this kind of representation gives an immediate idea of the most probable values for f1 and f2 for each vowel type. Observing the data distribution more closely, the following phenomena become clear:

1) within each diagram, data coming from adjacent vowel categories are strongly separated; as an example of this statement Fig. 4 shows the same data as Fig. 2 but the ellipse axes are now ±σ, corresponding to the delimitation of a portion of the f1/f2 plane containing about 95% of the data of each vowel type. In this graph the overlaps between the ellipses are dramatic. Similar results would be obtained applying the same procedure to the data of Figures 1 and 3.

Figure 4. Distribution areas (2σ) for Italian unstressed non final vowels.

2) the comparison of mean values for similar vowel categories in different stress conditions indicates a tendency to the centralization of all vowels when unstressed. In Figure 5 the mean values of stressed vowels are compared those obtained in the unstressed condition. As in Italian the stressed vowel couples [e, e] and [o, o] are reduced respectively to [e] and [o] when unstressed, we compared the unstressed data with the average between the two corresponding stressed vowels. Each arrow-ended line in the graph corresponds to the ‘direction’ of this centralization. These lines tend to meet in a very small area. The little square in the middle of Figure 5 indicates the center point of this area.
The ideal ellipse defining such area has an $f_1 = 332 \pm 24$ Hz and an $f_2 = 1350 \pm 46$ Hz.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 5. Tendency to centralization in unstressed vowels.

Many authors [7], [8], [9] have stated the importance of another kind of ideal point, named centroid and defined as "...the grand mean of all measured formant frequency of the vowel system per speaker." [9:159]. The centroid is generally calculated either for only stressed or for only unstressed vowels, and gives an idea of a tendency that is internal to that vowel system. Our procedure, on the contrary, describes a tendency related to the different behaviour of the speakers when uttering a stressed vowel and an unstressed one. We calculated the coordinates of the centroid (average for all twenty speakers) of our stressed and unstressed vowels in order to compare them with the ideal point (from now on CT Centralization Tendency) calculated with our method.

The results are:

- Centroid:
  - Stressed $f_1 = 441$, $f_2 = 1505$
  - Unstressed $f_1 = 401$, $f_2 = 1486$
  - CT: $f_1 = 332$, $f_2 = 1350$

CT seems to indicate a point in the $f_1/f_2$ plane quite different from the centroids. The ideal vowel corresponding to CT is higher and more velar (back) than the centroids.

### Vowel duration

As expected, stressed vowels show a much longer duration (averagely about 97 ms) than final (62 ms) and non-final unstressed (57 ms) ones (see Fig 6). It's very interesting to observe, on the other hand, that all groups of vowels show a very regular correlation between duration and openness. This correlation seems to be particularly relevant for stressed vowels, which range from a minimum of 84129 ms for [i] and 86629 ms for [u], to a maximum of 119±38 ms for [a].

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6. Mean duration and confidence interval of Italian vowels.

A comparison between the duration of stressed vowels in open syllables with vowels in closed syllables is shown in Figure 7. Unlike what is generally accepted in literature [2], [4], [10], [11] our data show that no significant difference exists between the two groups.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 7. Differences of stressed vowel duration between open and closed syllables.

### COMMENT

Comparing our stressed vowel data to the unstressed ones a clear tendency to centralization is observable. We have tried to express this tendency in terms of coordinates of a particular ideal point as shown in Fig. 5. As a consequence, our method seems to state the loss of the symmetry introduced with the concept of centroid.

Moreover, centralization is classically used in synchronic and diachronic phonetics for phenomena of vowel alternation or change resulting into a schwa [ə] (corresponding approximately to $f_1 = 500$, $f_2 = 1500$ Hz). In our case, on the contrary, we use the term centralization to indicate a tendency, i.e. a process of partial convergence towards an ideal point in the $f_1/f_2$ plane, which does not coincide with schwa (in this sense we use the term "point" instead of "vowel" in order to emphasize the difference).

The vowel [a] has a well distinct nature and has also a pertinent phonological value in many languages. Presently Italian seems not to belong to the class of the languages having a [a] in their vocalic system. Though, on the base of the results herein presented, a class of partially centralized vowels should be introduced for a more complete description of unstressed (non final and final) vocalic sounds.

In this paper many results seem to differ (more or less slightly) from the normally accepted description of Italian vowel system. It is our opinion that this is mainly due to the choice of using "spontaneous" speech materials instead of laboratory speech.

Many further investigations need to be carried out on our data. Some of the further planned developments are:

- Analyses of female data and description of the differences between the two groups;
- Effects of coarticulation with adjacent consonants and of assimilation with vowels in adjacent syllables (some relations between these effects and the entropy of the overlaps of vocalic areas are foreseen);
- Investigations on the role of other measured acoustical parameters such as $f_3$, maximum energy within the vowel;
- Diatopic analyses of data, namely a comparison between the vowel systems in different regional standards of Italian.
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this paper is to study the effects of consonants and vowels on phonation types in Standard Chinese. Tone 3 and tone 4 are often associated with the production of creaky voice. Our results show significant differences in the type of vowel involved in the production of creaky voice. Creaky voice is observed not only for low vowels but also for high vowels. In term of initial consonants mode of articulation, significant effects have been found in term of duration of vowels produced with creaky voice.

INTRODUCTION

Standard Chinese has four tones, and each syllable consists of one of these specified lexically. According to the F0 contour on the vowel, the four tones are: high level (tone 1, hereafter T1), rising (tone 2, T2), low falling (tone 3, T3) and falling (tone 4, T4) tones. Generally the phonetic realisation of tones are described in term of F0 contour, amplitude and duration [5]. However, despite extensive literature on Chinese tones, little data have been published on the effect of tones on segmental realisation. In several Chinese dialects changes in phonation types are involved in production of tones [2, 3, 9]. Although changes in phonation types are not phonologically distinctive in Standard Chinese, we have shown in previous study [1] that vowel /a/ at tone 3 and 4 is often produced with creaky voice. Significant differences have been found between tones in the measure of relative energy of the fundamental and the largest harmonic in the first formant (F1-H1) at the beginning, the middle and the end of the vowel. The main purpose of the present study is to examine the role of initial consonant and subsequent vowel in production of creaky voice for isolated monosyllabic words. Our study addresses the following questions: Do all kind of vowels affected by creaky voice?

What is the effect of initial consonant on vowel phonation? The following section presents the speech materials, the next section shows the distribution of vowels produced with creaky voice according to tones. We will then discuss the effect of vowels on creaky voice. Finally, we will describe the effect of initial consonants on phonation types.

SPEECH MATERIALS

The speech materials used in this study was collected in a sound proof chamber by researchers of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences. Nine Beijing native speakers (seven males and two females) speaking Standard Chinese as their primary language, recorded all the Chinese monosyllables (1279 monosyllables including zero-initial syllables) in isolation using a DAT. They were students of Beijing University. All recorded speech samples were digitized with a Digidesign™ audio card on Macintosh™ with 16 bits quantization using a 10 kHz sampling rate. The tokens were analysed, segmentated and hand-labelled using Signalize™. In this paper we present preliminary results for only one male speaker who uttered 634 isolated words. Duration and fundamental frequency maximum and minimum were measured for vowels.

CREAKY VOICE DISTRIBUTION

Each utterance was listened and have been visually inspected from a CRT display that simultaneously presented waveform, F0, amplitude, zero crossing and spectrogram. It seems that the speaker produces different phonation types (modal voice and creaky voice). Our analyses of his creaky voice replicate the findings published in [6, 7]. Figure 3 shows the oscillogram, the fundamental frequency curve, the amplitude curve, the zero crossing curve and the spectrogram of the syllable "xiao" produced at tone 3 with creaky voice. Creaky voice is characterised on oscillograms by irregularly spaced pulses, on spectrograms by uneven vibrations of vocal cords and by the presence of energy in the higher frequencies, on amplitude curves by a decrease of the amplitude and a greater shimmer. Table 1 presents the number of words produced with creaky voice with regard to the total number of words for each tone. It confirms our previous results [1]: creaky voice is never produced for tone 1. It also shows that creaky voice primarily affects tone 3 (45.8%) and secondly tone 4 (10.5%). The fact that none creaky voice was observed for tone 2 is not surprising because we have shown in [1] that changes in phonation seems to be a gradual speaker dependent phenomenon.

Table 1 : Number of words produced with creaky voice for each tone for one speaker with regard to the total number of words uttered by this speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone 1</th>
<th>Tone 2</th>
<th>Tone 3</th>
<th>Tone 4</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>T2</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VOWELS AND CREAKY VOICE

There are about thirty five finals in Standard Chinese. Five of these consist of a single vowel, the remaining thirty finals are combinations of medial, main vowels and endings. That is to say that a final may be composed as many as three elements: a medial that is a short vowel sound or a glide, the main vowel that is the principle carrier of the syllable and the ending that is a short vowel or a nasal consonant.

Presence of creaky voice

Analysis of creaky voice distribution shows that all kinds of vowels could be affected by a change in phonation type. Several occurrences of creaky voice have been found for /a/ utterances. In order to examine the link between phonation types and vowels, vowels were splitted into three classes according to the main part of the compound vowel: low vowels, high front vowels, high back vowels (figures 1 and 2). A Chi-square was computed on these data. For tone 3, highly significant differences were found among the three classes (p<0.0001). The differences between the three classes are also significant (p<0.005) for tone 4. It appears on one hand, that low vowels are more affected by creaky voice than others, and on the other hand, that high front vowels are more associated with creaky voice than high back ones. This pattern was observed for both tone 3 and 4.

Vowel duration and creaky voice

It has been known for many years that vowel duration in Standard Chinese depends on tones [6]. Table 2 presents the vowel mean duration according to tones. Our results are identical to those
observed in [6]. An analysis of variance shows that these variations in duration are highly significant (p<0.0001). The longer duration have been found for tone 3 and the shorter one for tone 4. We observed the hierarchy T3>T2>T1>T4. It is therefore important to evaluate if creaky voice has an effect on vowel duration. An analysis of variance revealed that there is no significant effect of creaky voice on vowel duration.

Table 2: Vowels mean duration (in ms) according to tones. The differences are highly significant (p<0.0001).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>CV Present</th>
<th>CV Absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>235.4</td>
<td>281.2</td>
<td>342.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>193.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Vowels mean duration (in ms) with and without creaky voice for tone 3 and 4. Differenices are not significant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>CV Present</th>
<th>CV Absent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>339.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>199.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>345.8</td>
<td>193.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONSONANTS EFFECTS ON VOWELS WITH CREAKY VOICE

There are twenty-one initial consonants in Standard Chinese. Unlike most European languages, Standard Chinese has no distinctively voiced consonants. There is a primary distinction between obstructive (stops, affricates and fricatives) which are all voiceless and sonorants (nasals, laterals and semivowels) which are all voiced. Stops and affricates falls into two contrasting series: aspirated one and unaspirated one. Considering the place of articulation there are five labial consonants, three alveolars, three dental sibilants, four retroflexes, three palatalas, three velars. To complete analyses of our data, consonants have been split into categories according to their mode and place of articulation.

C.V. distribution and consonant mode and place of articulation

A Chi-square on creaky voice distribution according to mode of articulation does not reveal for tones 3 and 4 any significant effect. A Chi-square was carried out on the data taking into account the place of articulation. The distribution of vowels with creaky voice and without creaky voice was not significantly different according to their place of articulation.

Effects of consonants articulation on duration of vowels with C. V.

An analysis of variance was run taking into account the mode and the place of articulation of consonants in order to determine whether they have an effect on vowel duration. The results showed a significant effect of the mode (p<0.001) on vowels with and without creaky voice. A close examination reveals that these differences may be mainly due to the effect of aspirated vs unaspirated consonants (p<0.0001). After aspirated consonant the vowel is shorter than after unaspirated one. No significant effect of the place of articulation both for tones 3 and 4 have been found.

Effects of consonants articulation on the F0 of vowels with C. V.

Different analyses of variance were carried out to examine whether the articulation of initial consonant have an effect on the F0 values. The results showed that the mode of articulation of initial consonant have no significant effect on the F0 maximum and minimum values, that is to say that mode does not interfere on the F0 of vowels produced with and without creaky voice both for tones 3 and 4. However significant differences (p<0.005) have been found between vowels with creaky voice and without creaky voice in term of F0 maximum. Vowels produced with creaky voice have a F0 maximum value lower than which are not creaky.

CONCLUSION

Changes in phonation types occur in Standard Chinese for all kinds of vowels. Low vowels are more produced with creaky voice than high ones and high front present more occurrences of creaky voice than high back ones. Neither mode of articulation nor place of articulation influence phonation changes. Vowel duration shows a significant interaction between phonation type and initial consonant mode of articulation. The analysis of more data (several speakers and temporal measures of pitch) is needed to confirm these preliminary results.
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ABSTRACT

Five male native speakers produced five repetitions of words containing the five vowels of Greek when stressed, unstressed, or in focus and at two tempi of speech, normal and fast. Measurements were made of the first three formants, duration, F0, and overall amplitude. Main results: 1. The vowel space expanded in focus and contracted in the absence of stress. 2. F0 was heightened for vowels in focus, stress, and fast tempo. 3. Focus did not affect durations but tempo and stress did.

INTRODUCTION

The present paper reports an acoustic analysis of the Greek vowels. The analysis includes spectral, durational, fundamental frequency (F0), and amplitude correlates under different prosodic conditions of tempo, stress, and focus. Aspects of the acoustics of the Greek vowels have been reported separately by Fourakis [1], Botinis [2], and Jongman, Fourakis, and Sereno [3]. Fourakis [1] studied the effects of tempo and stress on duration and reported a similar effect (25%) of these two conditions on duration. The effect of the stress condition on duration was replicated by Botinis [2]. Botinis [2] studied the effects of stress and focus on the distribution of prosodic correlates and reported duration combined with intensity and F0 as the main acoustic correlates of stress and focus conditions respectively. The spectral correlates reported by Jongman et al [3] showed that the Greek vowels, when bearing lexical stress, are well separated in the acoustic space, allowing for maximal contrast between vowel categories. However, Jongman et al [3] did not examine formant characteristics under different conditions of tempo and stress. In this experiment, the effects of these variables on Greek vowels are analysed in a single experiment combining all conditions into one design.

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Speakers. The speakers were five Greek male students, with some knowledge of other languages (mostly English), who were recruited at Athens University. They spoke standard (Athenian) Greek and were between 20 and 23 years old.

Speech material. The test words were lexical stress minimal pairs. When a minimal pair could not be found, an extra word of similar structure was used to control for the difference. All words started with voiceless [p] followed by the target vowel and one or two voiceless obstruents (Table 1 below).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stressed</th>
<th>Unstressed</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'pisa</td>
<td>'písta</td>
<td>'písta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(tar)</td>
<td>(loyal)</td>
<td>(track)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pese</td>
<td>'pēta</td>
<td>'peta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fall)</td>
<td>(throw)</td>
<td>(fly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pasa</td>
<td>'pa'sa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(pass)</td>
<td>(pasha)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'posa</td>
<td>'po'sa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(how)</td>
<td>(amounts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'pusi</td>
<td>'pu'stcha</td>
<td>'pusti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(fog)</td>
<td>(shabby trick)</td>
<td>(gay)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were two conditions of elicitation. In one the subjects read lists containing the target words in the carrier sentence: [to 'siníma "target word" tus a'resi po'li] 'they like the password "target word" a lot'. In the other condition the subjects were asked to respond to the question: [pgo 'siníma tus a'resi po'li] "Which password do they like a lot?". In the response, which was the same as above, the target word appeared in focus position. Only the words with stressed first syllables were used in this condition. The lists for each condition contained five repetitions of each target word and were read at a normal and a fast tempo with different randomisation of the sentences for each speaker and for each tempo of speech.

Measurements. All measurements were made using the Kay Elemenatics CSL hardware/software combination at Athens University Phonetics Laboratory. Utterances were digitised at 10 KHz sampling rate with 16 bit resolution and measurements were made as follows:

1. An FFT was done using CSL's default settings at the middle of the vowel duration and the first three peaks in the resulting spectrum were measured. In addition, whenever necessary, the FFT was supplant by LPC analysis.

2. Vowel duration was measured from the waveform from the first glottal pulse after the release burst of the initial stop to the cessation of all discernible voicing before the following obstruent.

3. The duration of three glottal pulses in the middle of the vowel was measured, and the period and the F0 were computed. In the case of very short vowels (unstressed, fast tempo) with less than three glottal pulses, all available pulses were used. Some productions did not include any appreciable voiced interval and were excluded from the analysis.

4. A measure of the overall amplitude of the target vowel portion was computed in dB RMS.

RESULTS

1. Spectral characteristics. Figures 1a and 1b show an F1 by F2 acoustic space in which the positions of the vowels are plotted by the mean frequencies of their formants at the normal and fast tempo when stressed, unstressed, or in focus. Two acoustic effects are evident. First, there is a compression of the acoustic space under the unstressed condition in terms of vowel scattering on the F1 and F2 frequency axis. This effect is evident under both normal (Fig. 1a) and fast tempo conditions (Fig. 1b). Second, there is an acoustic raising under the unstressed condition in terms of an F1 frequency decrease. This is evident for all vowels and both tempi except for the vowel [u] at the normal tempo (Fig. 1a). An additional F1 decrease under 300 Hz is caused under the fast tempo condition for the high vowels [i] and [u] (Fig. 1b).

In order to evaluate the global effect of tempo, stress, and focus on the vowel space as a whole, the area of the space expressed in Hz-squared was computed. This technique has also been employed by Fourakis [4] and Bradlow [5]. Table 2 below shows the results expressed as ratios of the vowel space in each condition to the vowel space in the normal-stressed condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Ratios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>normal-stressed</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal-unstressed</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast-stressed</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast-unstressed</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>normal-focus</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fast-focus</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ratio values indicate two main effects. First, the vowel space is contracted when the vowels are unstressed regardless of tempo. Second, the vowel space is expanded when the vowels are in focus regardless of tempo.

2. Durations. Figure 2 shows the mean durations of each vowel for each condition of tempo, stress, and focus. Unstressed vowels are 40% shorter than stressed vowels at each tempo. Vowels spoken at the fast tempo are on the average 30% shorter than at the slow tempo when stressed, and 15% shorter when unstressed. Vowels in focus display a more complex pattern. At the normal tempo there is no difference between stressed and in-focus front vowels, but there is a considerable difference in the back vowels. Stressed vowels are longer than vowels in focus. At the fast tempo, there is no difference for any of the vowels. In summary, normal tempo vowels are longer than fast tempo vowels, stressed vowels are longer than unstressed vowels, and vowels in focus are as long as stressed vowels except for back vowels at normal tempo.

3. Fundamental frequency. Figure 3 shows vowel F0 for each vowel in each condition. Three effects are clear. First, vowels in focus have much higher F0 than in any other condition, regardless of tempo. Second, vowels at fast tempo have higher F0 than vowels at normal tempo and this is most regular under the stressed condition. Third, stressed vowels have higher F0 than unstressed vowels, regardless of tempo. No other condition has greater effect on F0 than the focus condition. This is a strong evidence that F0 is the main acoustic correlate of focus in Greek.

4. Amplitude. The results of vowel amplitude expressed in dB RMS show a regular distribution of higher amplitude for stressed vowels (a detailed acoustic analysis of the Greek vowels is forthcoming [6]).

CONCLUSIONS
The results show that tempo, stress and focus may compress, expand, or raise the acoustic space. These acoustic variations do not however reach the phonetic level of vowel distinctions at Athenian Greek. The effect of focus and the effect of tempo on formant structure have not been reported, to our knowledge, in acoustic literature on other languages. Neither has the effect of tempo on F0. On the other hand, the effect of stress and tempo on duration, the effect of stress on amplitude, and the effect of focus on F0 in Greek have been corroborated by the present investigation.
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ABSTRACT
A study was conducted to analyze the acoustical characteristics that distinguish French sonorants in laboratory vs. spontaneous speech conditions. A dialogue was set up to 'elicit' answers from a speaker who uttered lexical words with /jwl/ in initial and final position in a vocvalic context /i,a,u/. Results showed that steady-state duration is significantly shortened in spontaneous speech, whereas transition duration is less affected by changes in speaking rate and stress. No significant differences in F2 values were found across speaking styles, which means that the concept of reduction does not apply to the production of sonorants in French. Results are then discussed in relation to the target undershoot model.

INTRODUCTION
During the past decades, phonetic research has mostly privileged the use of a peculiar kind of speech, namely 'Laboratory speech', i.e nonsense words or lexical words uttered in isolation or embedded in a carrier sentence, to study the acoustical characteristics of speech sounds. Yet, deceptive results in text-to-speech synthesis and speech recognition systems have led researchers to conclude that the cues extracted from such speech signals were insufficient carriers of 'real' speech. In other terms, it was a message clearly expressed during the last ICPhS in Aix-en-Provence, it was urgent to move away from laboratory speech to study a more natural speech.

In the study of the acoustic/phonetic characteristics that distinguish laboratory speech from spontaneous speech, much work has concerned vowel reduction; contrary to the results of some previous studies, it was found that short durations due to a faster speaking rate did not necessarily result in formant undershoot, notably in Dutch [10].

So far, most quantitative data about the acoustical characteristics of the sonorants /jwl/ has been obtained from the analysis of laboratory speech samples [9,5,2]; for a detailed review of acoustic and perceptual work, see [6]. The study of the effects of suprasegmental factors as speaking rate and stress, has led to controversial results. Whereas Klatt [8] reported noticeable formant undershoot in English, Chafcouloff [3] found no significant differences in French. As both studies were concerned with the analysis of laboratory speech items, it is of interest to inquire how these sounds behave acoustically in different conditions of speech. Actually, several questions may be asked:

- Does a change in speaking style drastically affect the formant structure of sonorants in French?
- Does the concept of reduction apply to the production of these sounds?
- Are there any recurrent acoustical characteristics which may allow to distinguish laboratory speech from spontaneous speech?

METHOD AND SPEECH MATERIAL
In order to build up a solid base of comparable data, a controlled elicitation method of spontaneous speech was used. A question-answer dialogue was set up. The recording took place in an anechoic room, where a speaker of southern French was seated in front of the investigator. The role of the latter was to keep the conversation fluent, and to ask questions until the speaker uttered the 'expected' word. Secondly, the same thirty-one lexical words previously uttered in the dialogue, were read twice by the speaker. The sonorants were found in the initial and final position, e.g. yak vs. paille, in a vovalic context /i,a,u/ and varying stress position, e.g. 'loup' vs. 'loubard'.

A listening experiment was aimed at assessing the naturalness of the utterances was organized. Two speakers met the requirements. Their speech was judged as typical of a spontaneous speech situation, but the third speaker failed the test. Consequently, the results reported here pertain to the data of two speakers only.

A prosodic analysis was conducted for displaying the F0 configurations of the sentences uttered in spontaneous speech. Three main intonative patterns were used:

1. When the speaker was somewhat wavering, his answer was a question for seeking confirmation. In this case, the word lies at the end of the sentence, and a rising intonative pattern is used (62%)
2. When the speaker enumerated several words which might correspond to the answer, the intonative pattern was usually flat (18%).
3. When the speaker was utterly confident of giving the right answer, a declarative falling pattern was used (20%).

The acoustic analysis was based on the use of an editing program. The utterances were digitized using a 10 Khz sampling rate with 12-bit resolution. Speech signals were pre-emphasized to compensate for weak spectral energy of sonorants at high frequencies. Wideband spectrograms were made and formant frequencies were calculated through FFT and LPC analysis.

RESULTS
Temporal characteristics
Measurements made from oscillographic tracings and spectrograms revealed that lexical words were around 15% shorter in spontaneous speech than in laboratory speech. Average word duration pooled over the two speakers was 292ms for spontaneous speech vs 347ms for laboratory speech. This demonstrated that a faster speaking rate was generally used in spontaneous speech (average 6.6syl/sec) compared to laboratory speech (5.2 syl/sec)

Figures 1 & 2 illustrate average steady-state and transition duration values for /jwl/ across speaking styles. One notices that steady-state portions are significantly shorter (p < 0.1) in spontaneous speech than in laboratory speech, and that a 2.1 duration ratio is most often observed. This was especially true concerning the /l/-sound which is characterized by the longest steady-states (>100ms) and the shortest transitions (<30ms). However, if the /l/s duration is relatively constant across speakers, attention must be drawn on the fact that there is a great deal of intra and inter speaker variation for initial /jwl/ which is not reflected on the figure.

Steady-state duration of /j/ and /wl/ measured from other speech items in spontaneous speech may be as short as 20ms which merely corresponds to 2 or 3 glottal pulses along the time axis; conversely, it may be as long as 80ms when the word is uttered with a strong emphatic stress. Likewise, the steady-state of /l/ varies as a function of the relative duration of a schwa-vowel initial segment; this variety is often found in the allophones of /l/ in southern French [4].

Figure 1. Steady-state durations. Mean duration is pooled over 2 syllable positions, 2 speakers and 3 vowel contexts.
Figure 2. Transition durations. Mean duration is pooled over 2 syllable positions, 2 speakers and 3 vowel contexts.

As far as duration of transitions is concerned, it should be noticed that the transitions of \( /l/ \) are shorter than that of \( /wrl/ \) in both speaking styles (differences are significant at \( p < 0.5 \)). Concerning the ratio between steady-state and transition, whereas the steady-state portion of \( /l/ \) is usually twice longer than the transition, it turns out that the transitions are of approximately equal duration for \( /wrl/ \) in spontaneous speech, which is not the case in laboratory speech. While the lateral’s spectrum is essentially static, the glides’ is mainly dynamic. Thus, it appears that the transition is affected to a lesser degree than the steady-state by changes in speaking rate. In relation with this, the correlation coefficients are small for \( /l/ \) (\( r (8) = 0.567 \)) and high for \( /wrl/ \) (\( r (8) = 0.799, p < 0.1 \)).

**Spectral characteristics**

Differences in terms of vocalic space along a F1/F2 dimensional plane for \( /wrl/ \) are illustrated on Figure 3. As the \( /l/-\) sound was mostly produced as a fricative allophone with a predominant noise source and no clear-cut formant structure, the results pertaining to the \( /l/-\) sound have not been included. As shown by the closeness of the points on the chart, it can be observed that these are clustered in three relatively compact areas, and that the acoustic distance separating the white from the black squares is mostly short. Thus, it seems that neither stress, nor speaking rate exert a decisive influence on the formant frequencies, as no statistically significant differences were found between F2 values for sonorants uttered in different speaking styles.

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3. Acoustic distance between /wrl/ uttered in laboratory (□) vs. spontaneous speech (■)**

In these conditions, is it to say that there are no changes at all concerning the production of sonorants? As a matter of fact, a closer examination reveals subtle modifications in the acoustic spectrum. As mentioned above, \( /l/ \) and \( /wrl/ \) may be uttered in spontaneous speech as very brief segments. From our data, it appears that \( /l/ \) may be produced as a voiced obstructive especially in the \( /l/-\) context which is not the case in laboratory speech. Moreover, \( /l/ \) is characterized by asynchronous movements in the F-pattern especially at the third formant level. This observation brings credit to earlier remarks from other authors who have noticed the complex temporal evolution of formants. This is true for \( /l/ \) [1], for \( /l/ \) [7], and for \( /wrl/ \) [2]. Contrary to laboratory speech, the release of the \( /l/-\) sound is often characterized in spontaneous speech by a transient click in the upper part of the spectrum. This remark is consistent with the earlier observations of Dalston [5], who suggested that a noise transient associated to a rapid release of the apex away from the alveolar ridge might be an important cue for the identification of this sound. In addition, we have found several cases of formant continuity/discontinuity in the \( /l/\)'s spectrum both as a function of position and speaking style. Lastly, as the \( /l/-\) sound is most sensitive to contextual effects [4], it is evident that any changes in speaking styles should be followed by subsequent changes in its acoustical structure. Observations have revealed changes in terms of predominance of an harmonic spectrum vs. a noise spectrum as a function of coarticulatory effects. As the \( /l/\)'s duration is shortened, the number of flaps across its stationary portion may be similarly affected. Finally, a retroflex allophone of \( /l/ \) was found in spontaneous speech, especially in a back-vowel context.

**CONCLUSION**

In the state of research, it must be acknowledged that the results presented here are limited in that our data pertain to a single utterance of thirty-one speech items uttered spontaneously by two speakers. Nevertheless, preliminary results indicate that the temporal characteristics of sonorants undergo changes as a function of different conditions of speaking rate and stress. However, these directional changes do not result in any systematic differences in formant frequencies especially at the F2 level. The fact that the sonorants' acoustic targets remain essentially unchanged, implies that the concept of reduction does not apply to the production of sonorants in French. This statement is not necessarily at variance with Klatz's findings who reports significant neutralization of formant target cues for \( /wrl/ \) in English [8]. Because of the basic tense-lax opposition between the two languages, one should expect that English sonorants tend to be more reduced than their French counterparts.

Moreover, as no frequency differences were found, despite the fact that that segmental duration was generally shorter in spontaneous speech, we may conclude that our results do not support the target undershoot model and its refined versions. Instead, they agree with the results of Van Son and Pols [10] who found no measurable relation between vowel duration and F2 frequency values in normal and fast speaking conditions. Thus, it seems that this model may not apply to all speech sounds across languages and also may not be valid for all speaking styles, especially in spontaneous speech.
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TOWARDS AN ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION OF BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE NASAL VOWELS

Elizabeth Maria Gigliotti de Sousa  
Laboratório de Fonética Acústica e Psicolinguística Experimental  
Universidade Estadual de Campinas

ABSTRACT
This study investigates the acoustic properties of nasal vowels in stressed syllables in Brazilian Portuguese (BP) according to experiments conducted at the State University of Campinas (UNICAMP). We concentrate here on the acoustic features of BP nasal vowels as opposed to BP oral vowels.

Data analysis concerns frequency (Hz) of the main vocalic formants as well as duration (ms).

INTRODUCTION
Nasality constitutes an important cue to the distinction of both consonants and vowels in Brazilian Portuguese (BP). The BP vocalic system in stressed syllables comprises seven distinctive oral vowels (a, e, i, o, u) and five distinctive nasal vowels ([ã, ã, ã, ã, ã]). All those vowels occur in minimal pairs x y, such as [kata] x [kãta] (‘cat’ x ‘cat’s tail’) or [pita] x [pãta] (‘pipe’ x ‘dot’). Those are surface phonetic distinctions, there is actually a controversy as to the phonological status of nasal vowels in BP. This controversy, however, does not directly involve the acoustic descriptive framework presented in this paper.

Portuguese has non-distinctive nasal vowels as well, as in [sêna] (‘senh’- “password”) and [síma] (‘cima’- “over”). In these cases we may say that vowel nasality derives of anticipatory lowering of the velum to produce the following nasal consonant. Such an anticipation does not explain, however, the behavior of Brazilian phonetically distinctive nasal vowels. These vowels may appear both in nasal and non-nasal environments, what means they are not dependent on a following nasal consonant to be nasalized by BP speakers.

ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTIONS OF VOWEL NASALITY
Phoneticians have reported nasality in vowels as a rather difficult descriptive problem. The coupling of the oral and the nasal tracts involves a wide range of acoustic effects, depending on voice quality, oral and nasal tract volume and shape, degrees of coupling, etc. The nasal cavity introduces extra formants (poles) as well as anti-formants (zeros) in the acoustic output of vowel articulation. The extra poles and zeros change considerably the spectra of nasalized vowels when compared to similar oral vowels.

Some of the major acoustic changes, as reported by House & Stevens [1], Pickert [2], Curtis [3] and Hawkins & Stevens [4], are:

a) an extra pole-zero pair in the vicinity of F1 that interferes with this formant, b) general formant damping, c) weak formants and anti-formants surrounding F2 and F3.

Brazilian nasal vowels have traditionally been described in auditory terms. Early attempts of acoustic description of these sounds (Cagliari [5]) were thwarted by the lack of proper hardware and software tools that could enable more precise descriptions.

THE EXPERIMENT
Our first step towards the description of nasality in BP consisted of a series of preliminary studies featuring both nasal vowels and nasal consonants in BP words in different phrasal contexts. On the basis of those early experimental findings we built a more controlled experiment, this time featuring only distinctive nasal vowels.

The experiment consisted of [pV] monosyllables inserted in the carrier sentence “Digo ___ pra ele” (“I say ___ to him”). Each [pV] monosyllable consisted of either an oral or a nasal BP vowel. The resulting sentences were uttered three times by four BP male speakers coming from different parts of the country. By means of a Kay Electronics Sonagraph DSP - 5.500 we analyzed the total set of 84 oral vowels and 60 nasal vowels (three sets of oral/nasal vowels per speaker).

Our analysis featured: a) frequency (Hz) of F1, F2, F3, F4 and of the first nasal formant (Fn1), b) intensity (dB) of these formants; c) duration (ms) - of the monosyllables, - of vowels. For nasal vowels, we also measured the duration of the remarkable spectral changes observed in the end of most of the utterances. Such spectral changes were called “nasal murmurs”.

We managed to compare formant intensity measures through a normalization procedure that set the F1 intensity value of each analyzed vowel as the reference to its other formant values.

Thus, if the [a] F1 intensity value were (-29 dB) and [a] F2 = -33 dB / [a] F3 = -44 dB, we would have:

ΔRI F2 = IF2 - IF1 = -33 - (-29)
ΔRI F2 = -4 dB

ΔRI F3 = IF3 - IF1 = -44 - (-29)
ΔRI F3 = -15 dB

(l=intensity, RI=relative intensity)

Formant frequency analysis featured mainly 300 Hz and 150 Hz filters (sporadically involving 59 Hz and 117 Hz filters as well).

[pV] coarticulation was isolated whenever possible and non-included in vowel duration values.

After instrumental analysis we conducted a series of Student t-tests and variance analyses considering nasality, vowel quality and observation, in an attempt to extract a possible vowel nasality pattern. Those tests were conducted on the data for: a) F1 frequency, b) F2 frequency, c) vowel duration with and without the nasal murmur.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Formant frequency and intensity analyses
Although the BP oral subsystem has seven vowels and the nasal subsystem has only five, formant frequency and intensity analyses indicate that the relations among the vowels within each subsystem remain stable in spite of nasality. There is considerable difference, however, when similar vowels of each subsystem are compared in pairs, as in [pôO] x [pô], [pôO] x [pôO] and [pôO] x [pôO].

Variance analysis over vowel formant frequencies showed a dependency of nasality on vowel quality. Nasalization features change considerably according to the vowel with which they occur, thus rendering a consistent vowel-independent nasality pattern very hard to be achieved.

Our four speakers uttered the vowels [e] and [o] with varying degrees of opening, these vowels were also diphthongized in approximately 60 % of the utterances into [e] and [o].

Nasal vowels' formant intensity analysis showed a more leveled pattern than oral vowels', thus confirming the acoustic damping of nasal vowel formants that has been reported concerning other languages.
We found out that BP nasal vowels have a prominent nasal formant near F1, this formant accounts for the high acoustic energy level we found in the spectra of nasal vowels at low frequencies (400 Hz). This first nasal formant (F1) displays constant acoustic energy level throughout the vowel and, in 87% of the cases, its intensity was either similar to or higher than F1’s Minor nasal formants with low intensity appear in high frequencies, mainly between F2-F3 and F3-F4.

Duration Analysis

Duration analysis of BP nasal vowels showed the most interesting results.

A) Measures showed that distinctive BP nasal vowels are longer than their oral counterparts. Likewise nasal mono-
syllables are longer than oral ones.

B) Three distinct realization phases were identifiable in BP nasal vowels, namely, a) an oral release, b) a “nasalized phase” in which oral and nasal resonances are present, c) a “nasal murmur” phase in which nasal resonances prevail (see next page fig. 1).

C) The vowels [i] and [u] displayed a longer nasal murmur phase than [e] and [e] (see fig. 2). The nasal murmur phase in [3] was also considerably long, although not present in all the utterances.

Considering duration data presented in figure 2, we could assume that the greater duration of nasal vowels in relation to their oral counterparts could be credited to a greater duration of the nasal murmur phase.

One of the speakers, however, (a midwestern BP speaker) showed no final changes in the spectra of four nasal vowels (out of fifteen); his data also presented consistently shorter nasal murmurs when compared to other speakers.

On these grounds we may assume that presence and/or duration of the nasal murmur phase may depend heavily on dialectal factors.

![Figure 2. Nasal vowels' duration: full vowel duration, nasal murmur duration.](image)

CONCLUSION

More studies are needed to account for all the variety of environments in which distinctive BP nasal vowels can occur (e.g., two/three syllable words, when followed by fricatives and stops, etc.) Studies on dialectal and individual variation should also be carried out in order to properly portray nasalization in BP.

This study may be regarded as an initial attempt on the way to learning, within an Acoustic Phonetics framework, how nasality in Brazilian Portuguese effectively works.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes some characteristics of the PhonDat database of spoken German [9] and its use for empirical studies in phonetic research. As an example results of vowel duration and formant measurement are presented.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to show how symbolic data related to speech signals can be made available in a well-structured way and how this information can be used to determine and extract the relevant signal fragments for an acoustic analysis. Presently methods for the investigation of very large speech corpora are being developed. As an example, we retrieve from the symbolic database information on vowel position and compute the duration of vowel classes in selected consonant contexts. We then use the position information to apply a semi-automatic formant extraction program to the signal fragments. Duration measurements of 9950 vowels with specified contexts and formants of 10629 vowels are presented.

The purpose of our investigations currently is to establish a basis for the empirical study of German phonetics and phonology.

SPEECH DATA

The PhonDat Database (PhDB) consists of two main corpora of which only one - the PhonDat II train enquiry corpus - was investigated for the present studies. It contains data of 16 speakers with 64 read sentences each from the domain of train enquiries. The speech signals of the utterances have been segmented manually using a broad phonemic transcription (SAMPA) relative to the given citation form. The PhDB strictly adheres to the Computer Representation of Individual Languages (CRIL) guidelines agreed upon at the IPA Kiel 89 convention. Data is represented on three different symbolic levels: orthography, citation form, and phonetic transcription with time marks. The PhDB is implemented in Prolog [2], using the persistent Prolog environment Eclipse [3]. Access to the data is possible via the symbolic data levels; the result of a query is a reference to a signal fragment, or again symbolic data. Most database queries can be formulated using the query toolbox with little Prolog knowledge (except for Prolog syntax: Variables begin with capital letters, constants with lower case letters; the "and", the logical AND, and "->" initiate a query).

Example:

"Find the segmentation of the word "und" and display its labels in SAMPA."

?- word_in_sentence(1d, _),
word_in_sentence(1d, _),
segment_file(File, Spec, _),
Spec, _),
word_segments(Ms, Sgs, FileSegs),
Labels(writerLabels, wordLabels),
sampa_labels(SampaLabels, wordLabels).

Complex applications combine the toolbox predicates with the standard control constructs of Prolog. The vowel duration analyses presented below are an example of a complex application: vowels are searched using a multi-level search pattern, e.g. "vowel: voiced-plosive_. The code of the program proper is less than 20 lines, I/O and initialization require 15 lines each.

The PhDB contents are shown in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word types</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word tokens</td>
<td>676</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segment files</td>
<td>5286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phonetic segments</td>
<td>238,769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference segmentations</td>
<td>991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reference phonetic segments</td>
<td>39683</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: PhonDat DB contents

The reference segmentations are the manual segmentations that have been selected for distribution within the PhonDat project. Phonetic segments do not contain para-phonetic (e.g. prosodic or syntactic) labels.

ANALYSES

Vowel Durations

Specific classes of speech sounds and the corresponding durations can be selected from the entire stored information by database queries only. For our investigations we chose the classic question about vowel duration and the influence of the following consonant and of vowel stress and length.

Stress and phonological length are factors that influence the duration of vowels [5]. In our analyses we compare the duration of stressed vs. unstressed vowels followed by a consonant and the duration of German long vs. short vowels in general and with voiced vs. voiceless following consonant. Vowel duration is also very much influenced by the segmental context. In our study on 16 speakers we analyzed 9950 vowels that are followed by a consonant either within words or over word-boundaries. They are grouped according to the features stressed vs. unstressed; German central vowels /@/ and /u/ are looked at separately. Consonant classes are a) voiced/voiceless, b) voiced/voiceless plosives, fricatives, and nasals. Our results of vowel duration measurements, which are shown in tables 2 - 6 provide further evidence to what is known from other investigations [6, 7].

Phonologically long vowels have a longer duration than short vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>number</th>
<th>duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>all V+C</td>
<td>9950</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V long + C</td>
<td>3217</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V short + C</td>
<td>6733</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: number and average duration in ms of long vs. short vowels

Stressed vowels have longer duration than unstressed; the always unstressed "reduction" vowels /@/ and /u/ are shortest in duration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>number</th>
<th>duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stressed V+C</td>
<td>3710</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unstressed V+C</td>
<td>6240</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/@/ , /u/ + C</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: number and average duration in ms of stressed vs. unstressed vowels and the German central vowel /@/ and /u/

Vowels before voiced consonants are longer than before voiceless consonants. This tendency is stronger with long vowels and not existent with short vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>number</th>
<th>duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V+C voiced</td>
<td>5595</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V+C voiceless</td>
<td>4358</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long V+C voiced</td>
<td>1334</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long V+C voiceless</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short V+C voiced</td>
<td>4261</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short V+C voiceless</td>
<td>1475</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: number and average duration in ms vowels before voiced vs. voiceless consonants

When consonant classes are differentiated it appears that vowels have a longer duration before fricatives and nasals. This tendency is stronger when voiceless plosives and fricatives are considered separately.
Figure 1: Scatterplot of German vowels in a F1/F2 frequency space in Bark

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V &amp; plosives</th>
<th>2586</th>
<th>84</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V &amp; fricatives</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V &amp; nasals</td>
<td>3744</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: number and average duration in ms of vowels before different classes of consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>V+C voiced</th>
<th>V+C voiceless</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>plosives</td>
<td>1056</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: number and average duration in ms of vowels before different classes of voiced vs. voiceless consonants

- Formant Analysis

For the formant analysis we used the database tools to locate those sections in the speech signals that have been identified as vowels during the segmentation process. This information is used to apply a semi-automatic formant extraction program and measure F0 and the values of the first three formants of the vowels in PhDB. The program works as follows:

- The vowel segment plus 10 ms of the context is displayed in form of a spectrogram on a computer screen.
- A measurement point is proposed.
- F1, F2, F3 and F0 are extracted at the suggested time window in the signal.

The suggestion is based on the search for a local minimum of spectral variability as computed using cepstral difference coefficients [1]. The formant extraction is based on peak detection in a peak-enhanced 16 pole LPC-spectrum [8]. The F0-extraction is based on an autocorrelation PDA [4].

The formant values calculated by the program are marked and then checked by a phonetician who has the following options:

- accept the measurement
- select a new time location for the whole measurement by mouse click in the spectrogram
- correct the proposed formant values by mouse click at the preferred frequency in the spectrogram

The overall strategy to determine the measurement position was to find the target position of the vowel based on formant movement and energy. Altogether formant values of 10629 vowels have been extracted; reasonable F0 could be determined for 9228 vowels.

Table 7 contains the average fundamental frequency and formant values of the analyzed vowels of PhDB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>F0</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>2071</td>
<td>2698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>1944</td>
<td>2698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>2076</td>
<td>2704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>2022</td>
<td>2660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>1784</td>
<td>2633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>2533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/O/</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>674</td>
<td>1362</td>
<td>2541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>1162</td>
<td>2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>2424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/y/</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>2416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iy/</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>2298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iy/</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>2350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>1464</td>
<td>2249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>1579</td>
<td>2291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/I/</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>449</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>2570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/I/</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>1366</td>
<td>2490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: average F0 of 9228 vowels and formant values of 10629 German vowels (in Hz) for all 16 speakers of PhDB

Although the overall distribution is fairly similar, it appears by the degree of blackness that long vowels concentrate mainly in three regions: "back/round/high", "front/high" and "central/low". In contrast to this, the short vowels are distributed more regularly with a higher concentration in the center of the vowel space.

CONCLUSION

Vowel duration and formant values of approx. 10000 German vowels have been measured. For duration measurements only the information stored in the Prolog database has been used. For formant measurement database information has been used to locate the exact position of vowels in the speech signal to apply a semi-automatic procedure for fundamental frequency and formant measurements.

Our findings of vowel duration and formant measurement support the results of earlier investigations [6,7].

Our approach of combining symbolic database queries and acoustic analyses of speech signals has shown to be feasible and useful for phonetic research. The symbolic database has been extended with the formant data which is then available to further investigations.

The speech data of the PhonDat II train enquiry corpus is not phonetically balanced. The results we obtained may thus not be valid for spoken German in general. We plan to apply our methods to corpora with phonetically balanced data, and to larger speech corpora e.g. in cooperation with BAS [10].
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CROSS-LANGUAGE VARIATION IN THE VOWELS OF FEMALE AND MALE SPEAKERS

Caroline Henton
Voice Processing Corp., 1 Main St., Cambridge, MA 02109, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

After normalization, females’ vowel spaces are uniformly larger than are males’ spaces. Cross-language data indicate that female speakers produce more explicit vowels than do male speakers. It is particularly in the F₁ dimension that the females’ vowel quadrilaterals extend beyond the males’. It may be inferred that female speakers articulate vowels with a more open mouth. Acoustic and sociophonetic reasons for such behaviour are explored.

INTRODUCTION

Normalized acoustic data from seven languages and dialects indicate that female speakers produce vowels in a manner that is more phonetically explicit than that of male speakers. Against a background of acoustic ignorance of female-male differences, or sociolinguistic and dialectological inference, it is interesting to ask why it is that females are more ‘open-mouthed’ than are males, cf. [2,4,8]. Can we expect that speakers with a higher F₁ automatically have a larger vowel space? Are females making a greater effort to keep vowels distinct, which might potentially contribute to greater intelligibility? Or do females over-articulate, avoiding reduced or centralized forms, as a result of social expectations to be ‘guardians’, and the overt wish to speak a prestigious variety of the language, see [8,9]? Data from three English dialects will also be presented, showing that female speakers are not uniform in their behaviour: some females merge vowels more often than do males, while other female populations appear to differentiate the same vowels more systematically. The perceived social prestige of an accent is often the explanation for these disparate directions of change. Implications in speech technology, in terms of sex-differentiated recognition algorithms, and improved sex-specific speech synthesis (hypo- and hyper-articulation) will also be discussed.

CROSS-LANGUAGE DATA

Data from six phonetic studies are presented in Figure 1. Vowels are plotted in the F₁-F₂ space, with formants converted to the Bark scale. Data were normalized for perceptual comparison on a single reference system, by subtracting 1 Bark from the female values (1 Bark might equally well have been added to the male values). Motivations for this auditory normalization appear in [1,6].

Details about the experimental collection methods for the languages and dialects appear in Henton, [4] and [6]. Languages illustrated in Figure 1 are: (a) British English; (b) British English, Modified Northern (MN); (c) General American English; (d) French oral vowels; (e) Swedish long vowels; (f) Standard Dutch vowels. Vowels were also studied in Utrecht Dutch. From the series of plots, a pattern can be detected. In all cases, the females’ vowel spaces are larger, more peripheral than those of the males, and particularly so in the F₁ dimension.

DISCUSSION

Clear enunciation is a trait that has been associated consistently with female speech (see, inter alia, Kramer, [7]). This could mean several things phonetically. Firstly, women may ‘over-articulate’, i.e., they may use fewer grammatical and phonetic weak forms. From acoustic phonetic data it is impossible to observe grammatical hyper-articulation, since vowel measurements are most commonly obtained from wordlists or citation forms. It is nevertheless possible to speculate that women may produce phonetic hyperarticulation. Secondly, women may use the periphery of the articulatory space, compared with men whose vowels might be closer to the centre. In general, females’ articulatory gestures appear to be more extreme across languages, and this greater articulation is achieved with the degree of jaw openness.

Both Labov [8] and Goldstein [2] have implied that, when possible, females will adopt a more ‘open-mouthed’ articulatory posture than will males. Labov [1990, p.219] returned to this theme more recently and observed that in some of the earlier literature research indicated that females were actively increasing the dispersion of the vowel system, by raising the peripheral tense vowels in Detroit English; whereas the male speakers exhibited shifts in the opposite direction, causing them to be more ‘close-mouthed’. This tendency was also noticed tangentially for Swedish by Sundberg [10].

There is a possible connection between females’ ‘open-mouthedness’ and the two principles of sexual differentiation in speech that Labov [8] invoked. Labov’s first principle is that, “In stable sociolinguistic stratification, men use a higher frequency of non-standard forms than women” [1990, p.205]. Linked to this principle is the fact that, “In the stable situations...women appear to be more conservative and favor variants with overt social prestige, whereas men do the reverse” [1990, p.206]. There are a plethora of studies of various variables (notably the alternation of velar/alveolar nasal in “ing-in” in British, American and Australian English; the realizations of the interdental fricatives in English, and the various realizations of IS in Latin American and Peninsular Spanish) which all indicate that men use significantly more stigmatized forms than do women.

Any parallel between non-standard grammatical or lexical forms and the acoustic realizations of vowels has not, to my knowledge, been investigated explicitly, but would be worthwhile. Given that women can only exhibit their conservative or prestige-seeking behaviour when the opportunity arises, it does not seem unreasonable to assume that women in the phonetic studies were aware that they had been selected as speakers of a standard variety of the language; in the closely controlled environment of recording citation forms in a laboratory setting they would do their best to produce those standard and prestige forms that they had consciously or unconsciously come to guard.

The second principle proposed by Labov (ibid.) is that, “in change from below, women are most often the innovators.” It is not possible to observe ‘change from below’ in the acoustic data here; in the one case where change might be said to have occurred - in the British English speech of the Modified Northerners (MN) - change has come from above, with the MN speakers changing their accent in the direction of the more prestigious RP.

Turning to the second of Labov’s suppositions in his first principle above, namely that males’ vowels are closer to the centre of a given vowel space, we may review data for two vowels in three dialects of English. The vowels are schwa and caret, which occur sequentially in the pronunciation of the word “about”. Both are non-peripheral vowels. Using data from British English RP and MN, and West Coast American English, Henton [5] showed that in all three accents, the variability of the females’ realizations of these vowels was significantly greater than that of the males. It was particularly in the F₁ dimension that the females varied so widely, as could be seen in the coefficient of variation values.

Furthermore, in West Coast American English, the male speakers centralized caret so much that, to all intents and purposes, they have only one central non-phonetic vowel (schwa).

CONCLUSIONS

There is a regularity in the production of vowels across four languages, or seven dialects. Female speakers produced more open-mouthed variants of vowels than do males. If greater articulatory distinction may be equated with standard or prestige forms, then women can again be seen as guardians of the standard. Patricia Kuhl (personal communication) has indicated in her studies of cross-linguistic utterances by American English and by Swedish mothers to infants that the mothers tend to over-articulate, produce ‘clearer’ tokens when talking to babies than when talking to other adults (cf. Labov’s reflection on the role of women in child-care [1990, p.219].

To attribute linguistic change to one simple variable is dangerous. The exploration of these data invites an explicit investigation of whether women articulate more distinctively than men do. It has been suggested that re-plotting the current cross-language data on a
logarithmic scale would enable articulatory inferences to be made more appropriately than the Bark scale allows. A log. scale would probably render more conservative differences, but if (as is to be expected) the female-male differences remain, then the argument for females being more ‘open-mouthed’ would be all the more robust. Such a re-plotting will be presented in due course.

APPLICATIONS
Far from female speech being a “tongueless slobber” (Henry James, 1906), it seems that females make a greater to keep vowels more distinct than males do. With further data, it might be possible to determine empirically whether female speakers are more potentially more intelligible because of their greater differentiation of the peripheral vowels. For speech synthesis research this might imply that the F1 parameters of vowels in female speech need to be adjusted by a greater amount than might be expected by comparison to males’ open vowel values. Intelligibility in speech synthesis has already reached asymptote, but increasing F1 would also add to the naturalness of the female voices. In speech recognition research it was assumed for many years that women were more difficult to recognize. The reasons given for such bias were nebulous, usually phrased in such terms as ‘women’s speech is so much more musical’ or ‘it’s so variable’. Several facts militate against these sexist assumptions: first, women’s speech is not necessarily more intonationally variable (see [3]); second, current speech recognition techniques commonly dispense with any prosodic information; and third, women’s vowels at least are more distinct than are men’s. Resistance has not lain in the technology, but rather been perpetuated by an androcentric scientific heritage focussing on male speech alone. Most cogently, it has transpired that at least in English women’s speech is generally easier to recognize than men’s speech.
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THE INFLUENCE OF THE PLACEMENT OF WORD-BOUNDARY ON THE ACOUSTIC INVARIANCE OF THE SYLLABLE
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ABSTRACT
The influence of the higher language processing levels, namely the placement of the word-boundary (V1C#V2 or V1#C#V2, e.g. tat#úči - ta#ıtúči), on the syllabification patterns in Croatian is assessed. The consonants were h/l, h, /I/. Fifteen frame utterances were read by 10 subjects, recorded, and then digitised and treated to measure the following acoustic variables: the duration of V1, C, V2, and possible pause between C and V2, and the intensity of V1, V2 and consonant burst. The univariate analysis of variance and regression analyses show that C-closure duration, V2 and pause can predict the placement of the word-boundary.

INTRODUCTION
Discussing the phenomenon of production of smaller speech units some authors emphasize the importance of the phonetic level [1, 2, 3], the others insist on the conceptual and language level [4, 5, 6], while the third group suggest that the answer to the question should be "one and the other" and not "one or another" [7, 8]. Boucher [9] and Quené [10] found that the syllable acoustic parameters are influenced by the placement of the word boundary. Browman and Goldstein [11] proved the C-center can be the measurable parameter of the consonant belonging to the preceeding or following vowel. In the present paper the relationship between conceptual-language and phonetic levels of speech is examined by investigating the influence of the word boundary on the acoustic syllable structure in Croatian. Identical VCV segments which differ only in the placement of word boundary (V#C#V or VC#V) are measured in frame utterances pronounced at a normal tempo and short enough not to require a syntactic pause within the VCV segment.

PROCEDURES
Fifteen pairs of sentences, 5 for each of the consonants /p, t, k/ were constructed. In the paired sentences the consonants were in the identical vowel context but the placement of the word boundary was either before or after the consonant. The sentences were matched according to the stress of observed vowels, number of syllables and rhythmic structure. For example:

Možiđa će ta tuči. - at#tu
Možiđa će ta tuči. - at#itu

Ten female students of the Faculty of Philosophy in Zagreb, of normal speech and hearing status, read 30 randomized sentences. The sentences were recorded and then analysed by means of the computer speech program AGOS [12]. The investigated VCV syllables were described by measuring 8 acoustic variables: 5 variables of duration (first vowel - DV1, consonant closure - DCC, consonant burst - DCB, second vowel - DV2 and duration of the possible pause between consonant burst and second vowel - DPA), and 3 variables of maximal intensity (first vowel - IV1, consonant burst - ICB and second vowel - IV2).

The differences between V#C#V and VC#V segments for each variable were tested by means of univariate analysis of variance. By means of multiple regression analysis the predictive strength of the variables to distinguish word boundary placement were determined.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the univariate analysis of variance are given in Table 1 and Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V#C#V</th>
<th>VC#V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV1</td>
<td>68.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCC</td>
<td>85.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2</td>
<td>115.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV1</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICB</td>
<td>49.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV2</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Means of measured variables in segments V#C#V (black column) and VC#V (gray column).

It must be mentioned that closure in segment V#C#V enables the speaker to produce a syntactic pause after the word boundary which cannot be separated from closure if the consonants are voiceless stops as in our experiment. Škaric [13] states that the average duration of syntactic delimitation pause equals approximately syllable duration, or about 100 ms. Our results show that vowel rise time varies between 19 ms and 13 ms, respectively.

The consonant closure (DCC) is 16 ms (23%) longer if the consonant is placed after the word boundary (V#C#V) than when it is before the boundary (VC#V). This result corresponds to that of Quené [10], who found that the consonant durations vary between 49 ms for intended CV#VC, and 71 ms for intended CV#CVC, and post-boundary vowel closure duration, V2 and pause can predict the placement of the word boundary.
faster articulation of the vowel when it is triggered by the consonant (V#CV) than when it is triggered by the intercostal muscles (VC#V).

Pauses between the consonant burst and the second vowel in the explored sample were found only in the V1C#V2 word boundary position. Of the 150 possible pauses in VC#V segments 96 (64%) were realised. Average duration of all the possible pauses was 40 ms; average duration of the realised pauses was 54 ms. As is less than the duration of syntactic delimitation pauses, this kind of pause can be considered to indicate the syllabic structure.

Table 2. Multiple correlation (R), determination (R²), regression coefficients (Beta) and correlations with the criterion (r).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DV1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>0.67627</td>
<td>0.45734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCC</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCB</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.67627</td>
<td>0.45734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DV2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.67627</td>
<td>0.45734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPA</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.67627</td>
<td>0.45734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV1</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICB</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV2</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.43734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regression analysis (Table 2) proved the results obtained by univariate analysis of variance. The chosen variables account for 46% of the variability of the whole system. The V1#CV2 and V1C#V2 were best positively predicted by the duration of the possible pause (DPA), duration of consonant closure (DCC) and negatively by the duration of second vowel (DV2). Such structure of the regression function shows that the segments V#CV and VC#V are best differentiated by the simultaneous prolongation of the pause and V2, and shortening of the consonant closure, and vice versa. In other words, when in the VC#V segment the pause is realised at the word boundary the consonant closure is shortened. On the other hand, in the V#CV segment the zero pause is realised and the consonant closure is prolonged. These results prove the stability of the articulatory program and the possibilities of compensatory mechanisms at the level of sound articulation [8].

CONCLUSIONS
The investigation proved the influence of the placement of word boundary on some acoustic parameters of segments V1#CV2 and V1C#V2. The discrimination of the segments is mostly based on the duration of the syllabic delimitation pause and on the duration of the consonant closure, in which, potentially, the delimitation pause can be hidden. The duration of the second vowel was found to be less important element of discrimination. These variables are indicators of syllabic structure and the position of the word boundary. Intensity parameters did not prove to play a significant role in revealing the syllabic structure.
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ACOUSTIC CORRELATES OF WORD STRESS AND THE TENSE/LAX OPPOSITION IN THE VOWEL SYSTEM OF GERMAN
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ABSTRACT
Acoustic correlates of word stress and the opposition between tense and lax vowels were measured in the speech of ten speakers of German. F1- or F2-frequency was found to be a significant tense/lax correlate across stress conditions and for most sets of vowels. Significant correlates of stress across tense/lax differences and vowel sets are vowel duration and closure duration.

1. INTRODUCTION
The difference in German between stressed and unstressed syllables and the difference between tense vowels as in Schäfe [ø:] 'sheep' and lax vowels as in Schäme [ø:] 'shame' is expressed in part by the same acoustic correlates. Vowel duration, for example, encodes both stress and tenseness [4]. Other correlates are largely specific to the expression of either stress or tenseness. For example, F0 expresses stress, but not tenseness [3]. This situation calls for an investigation in which stress and tenseness are varied independently in the stimulus material and measured for the same set of acoustic parameters.

2. METHOD
The following near-minimal pairs involving tense and lax vowels were selected, in which the segmental context was [₁][₁]: throughout: Ventil[i:] 'valve' vs. Tormentil[l] 'tormentilla', Klientl[e:] 'clients' vs. Kartgl[e:] 'alliance', Spitzl[o:] 'hospital' vs. Metgl[l] 'metal', Anatgl[i:ō] 'Anatolia' vs. Ayatgl[i:ō] 'ayatollah', Thulgl[ʊ] 'thulium' vs. Schatgl[l] 'casket'. On the basis of each of the ten words both a variant with a stressed and one with an unstressed target vowel was triggered by appending the derivational suffixes -isch and -ist, respectively. For example, based upon Klientl[e:] and Kartgl[e:] the following combinations of tenseness and stress were triggered (with stress marks added): tense stressed (klientlisch), lax stressed (kartglisch), tense unstressed (Klientglist), and lax unstressed (Kartglist). These four combinations are referred to as 'e-vowels'. Analogously, four i-, a-, o-, and u-vowels were triggered. The resulting 20 target words were read twice each by ten speakers of German, five female and five male. The recordings were digitized and analyzed acoustically. A number of different acoustic parameters were measured. The temporal parameters measured are closure duration of [₁] (Clos), aspiration duration of [₁] (Asp), vowel duration of the tense and lax target vowel (Vdur), and the duration of the following consonant [₁] (Cdur). Onsets and offsets of F2, as well as the moment of stop release, served as the relevant events for the segmentation of these adjacent temporal intervals. Selecting F2-onset as the right-hand boundary of aspiration duration is motivated in [2]. The frequency of the first (F1) and second (F2) formant was measured half way into the target vowel. Measurements were also made of the mean F0 of the target vowel (F0mean), the standard deviation of F0 over the span of the target vowel (F0sd), as well as of the mean RMS (RMSmean) and standard deviations of RMS (RMSstd) over the vowel span. As another parameter, vowel energy (Energ) was calculated as Vdur * (RMSmean + 100) in analogy to a procedure proposed in [1].

3. RESULTS
For the presentation of the results and the statistical analysis the data of all ten subjects are pooled together, except for the F0-parameters, that are evaluated separately for female and male speakers. The measurement results for the durational parameters Clos, Asp, Vdur, and Cdur are presented graphically in Figure 1. No results for Clos in [u] are available because the [₁] of the words thulsch and Thulst are not preceded by a segment (no more appropriate near-minimal pair could be found). The results of the vowel formant measurements, as well as of the measurements of F0, RMS, and energy are presented in Table 1.

![Graph showing the results](image-url)

Figure 1. Mean results for the parameters Clos, Asp, Vdur, and Cdur pooled across the data from ten speakers. Duration values in milliseconds are presented horizontally, the conditions of tenseness and stress are presented vertically, divided into five separate blocks each for i-vowels (above) to u-vowels (below).

Table 1. Mean results for different acoustic parameters (horizontally) and different conditions (vertically), divided into five different vowel sets as in Figure 1. F1, F2, and F0 values are expressed in Hz, RMS values are expressed in decibels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>target vowel</th>
<th>F1 mean</th>
<th>F1 sd</th>
<th>F2 mean</th>
<th>F2 sd</th>
<th>RMS mean</th>
<th>RMS sd</th>
<th>Energ</th>
<th>F0mean female</th>
<th>F0sd female</th>
<th>F0mean male</th>
<th>F0sd male</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stressed i</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>2485</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stressed u</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unstressed i</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>2192</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...
For the set of i-vowels four separate t-tests were calculated for each parameter. In the first t-test tenseness was the independent variable and the test was run on the stressed tokens, in the second it was run on the unstressed tokens, in the third t-test stress was the independent variable and the test was run on the tense tokens, and finally on the lax tokens. The same classes of t-tests was carried out on the other sets of vowels. Conditions for t-tests were proven correspondingly, and the data were found to meet the conditions. We present the statistical results by reporting only those parameters that were found to be significant (probability of t-statistic<0.05). Table 2 lists for every set of vowels the parameters that were found to be significant in each of the four classes of t-tests.

### Table 2. List of acoustic parameters that are significant according to t-tests in five different vowel sets (horizontally) and four different classes of t-tests (vertically) in the order mentioned in the text. Female and male are abbreviated as [f] and [m], respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>i-vowels</th>
<th>e-vowels</th>
<th>a-vowels</th>
<th>o-vowels</th>
<th>u-vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>tense vs. lax</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>on stressed</strong></td>
<td>Asp, Vdur,</td>
<td>Clos, Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokens</td>
<td>F1, F2,</td>
<td>F1, F2,</td>
<td>Energ, F0std</td>
<td>F1, F2,</td>
<td>F1, F2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energ</td>
<td>RMSstd,</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td></td>
<td>F0std [m]</td>
<td>F0std [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>on unstressed</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokens</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>significant</td>
<td>parameter</td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Asp, Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>parameter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Asp, Vdur,</td>
<td>Asp, Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td></td>
<td>F2, Energ</td>
<td>F2, Energ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stressed vs.</strong></td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>Clos, Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>unstressed on</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clos, Vdur,</td>
<td>Clos,</td>
<td>Clos,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>tense tokens</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1, Energ,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F2, Energ,</td>
<td>F1,</td>
<td>F1,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F0mean [m],</td>
<td>F2,</td>
<td>F2,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSmean,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSstd,</td>
<td>F0std</td>
<td>F0std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>stressed vs.</strong></td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>Clos, Asp</td>
<td>Clos, Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>unstressed on</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clos, Vdur,</td>
<td>F1,</td>
<td>Vdur,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>lax tokens</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F1, F2,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSmean,</td>
<td>F0std</td>
<td>F0std</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSmean,</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RMSstd,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
<td>Energ,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F0mean [m]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **DISCUSSION**

The results show that depending on the specific set of vowels involved and the tense/lax distinction, word stress in German is expressed by a variety of different correlates. The parameters that emerge from the results as the most reliable correlates of word stress, evaluated in terms of the occurrence of a significant effect across different conditions, are vowel duration (Vdur) and the duration of a stop closure (Clos) in the stressed vs. unstressed syllable. Since the energy index (Energ) includes Vdur, Energ patterns statistically with Vdur. The rate of aspiration duration (Asp) on stress is not substantial and reliable enough to justify the existence of a phonological rule in German that assigns a feature category like [aspirated] to stops before stressed vowels (cf. [5]). Rather, the results suggest that aspiration depending on stress in German is a gradient phenomenon, and thus, phonetic implementation. The fact that consonant duration (Cdur) is smaller, while Clos, Asp, and Vdur are larger in the stressed than in the unstressed conditions indicates that lengthening due to stress is limited to the domain of the syllable (the consonant [t] belongs to the following syllable, which is unstressed if the preceding syllable is stressed). The F0 and intensity (RMS) parameters do not contribute with much reliability to the expression of stress. Although examination of the results for the individual speakers reveals that stressed vowels are consistently produced with higher F0mean than unstressed ones, the effect is not significant in several conditions. Significant effects for F1 and F2 in a number of conditions indicate that vowel quality is another correlate of stress in German. Among the set of tense vowels, vowels realized with stress are more peripheral in the vowel space than unstressed vowels. Among the lax vowels no clear similar or opposite tendency can be observed.

In the evaluation of the different correlates of the tense/lax opposition in German it is important to realize that unstressed position imposes a strong constraint for the expression of the tense/lax difference. While, for example, vowel duration (Vdur) is significant across all stressed vowel conditions, it is significant for unstressed vowels only in the case of u-vowels. Formant structure (F1 or F2), on the other hand, is not only significant under stress, but remains significant in most conditions involving unstressed vowels. Similar results with an analogous set of target words are reported in [4]. As argued by [7], the stability of vowel quality across stress conditions speaks for the distinctive status of vowel quality, as opposed to vowel quantity in German. A-vowels behave differently from other sets of vowels. While all other vowel sets show significant effects for F1 and F2 in stressed position, a-vowels do not differ significantly in the expression of the tense/lax difference with respect to formant structure (cf. [6]). It is proposed in [4] that for low vowels (i.e. a-vowels) vowel quantity functions distinctly in German, while for nonlow vowels the distinctive property is vowel quality. A similar conclusion has been reached with results from vowel perception in German by [8]. We hope that further research will clarify why F0std for male speakers depends significantly on tenseness in most conditions involving stressed vowels.
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ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF NON-SIBILANT FRICATIVES

Allard Jongman and Joan A. Sereno
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y., U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Two recent classification metrics, spectral moments and locus equations, were employed in an attempt to distinguish English labiodental fricatives /s/, /z/ from dental /θ/, /ð/. Preliminary results suggest that these two classes of fricatives are distinct, both in terms of spectral moments (primarily skewness and kurtosis) and slope and intercept of locus equations.

1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental issue in speech research concerns whether distinctions in terms of place of articulation are more successfully captured by local (static) or global (and/or dynamic) properties of the speech signal. Most studies of place of articulation have investigated stop consonants (e.g., [1-3]). In contrast, fricatives are less well-known, and it is uncertain whether the classification metrics proposed for distinguishing place of articulation in stop consonants can be successfully applied to fricatives.

Although fricatives have been the subject of much research, the cues which serve to classify English fricatives according to place of articulation are still not fully understood. Acoustic studies focusing on the frication noise show that properties of the spectrum, amplitude, and duration of the noise can all serve to distinguish the sibilant /s/, /z/, /θ/, /ð/ fricatives from the non-sibilant /s/, /z/, /θ/, /ð/ fricatives (e.g., [4-6]). Within the class of sibilant fricatives, spectral properties serve to distinguish /s/, /z/ from /θ/, /ð/. However, none of the noise properties seems adequate to distinguish /s/, /z/ from /θ/, /ð/. Most research (e.g., [7]) suggests that acoustic cues to this distinction might be located in the fricative-vowel transitions.

The present study focuses on two recent classification metrics that, with appropriate modifications, seem particularly promising to investigate the role of these transitions as cues to the /s/, /z/ - /θ/, /ð/ distinction: spectral moments and locus equations.

Spectral moments analysis involves a statistical approach, capturing both local (spectral peak) and global (spectral shape) aspects of obstruents. Specifically, FFTs are calculated at different locations in the speech signal, and each FFT is then treated as a random probability distribution from which the first four moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) are computed. Mean and variance reflect the average articulation in energy concentration and range, respectively; skewness refers to spectral tilt and kurtosis is an indicator of the peakedness of the distribution. Previous research [8] using spectral moments has primarily examined the information derived from the first 20 ms of obstruent-vowel sequences. This approach reliably distinguished /s/ from /θ/, but failed to distinguish the non-sibilants from each other.

The locus equation approach is also statistical in nature. Locus equations are derived based on the second formant (F2) at vowel onset and at vowel midpoint (e.g., [9]). Locus equations constitute a dynamic representation of speech sounds, since the formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The locus equation approach is analogous to the statistical approach described above.

Recent studies have indicated that the formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other. The formant transitions between two positions in the signal may be related to each other.

2. METHODS

Three native speakers of American English (2 males, 1 female) were recorded in the Cornell Phonetics Laboratory. Targets were of the form CV, with the first consonant being /s/, /z/, /θ/, /ð/, the vowel being /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/, and the last consonant always being /θ/, /ð/. Three repetitions of each of these targets were produced in the carrier phrase "Say _____ again". All recordings were sampled at 22 kHz with 16-bit quantization using Waves+ software running on a Solaristration LX. Two types of spectral measurements were made. For spectral moments, FFT spectra were computed using a 40-ms full Hamming window at each of four locations: onset, middle, and offset of the fricative noise, and centered over vowel onset. For each window location, the first four spectral moments (mean frequency, variance, skewness, and kurtosis) were calculated.

In their present form, neither of the two approaches just described has been entirely successful at uniquely distinguishing (English) fricatives in terms of location of articulation. Specifically, none of the metrics is capable of reliably distinguishing /s/ from /θ/, /ð/.

Nevertheless, with appropriate modifications, spectral moments and locus equations seem particularly promising in capturing the defining properties of fricatives.

The present study extends the spectral moments approach by using a larger window size (40 ms instead of 20 ms) and by additionally examining possible cues present later in the frication noise and transition region. In addition, locus equations will be calculated in an attempt to shed light on previous contradictory results. Since locus equations specifically encode information about F2 at vowel onset and vowel midpoint, they may provide a very appropriate metric to investigate the role of transition information.

3. RESULTS

a. Spectral moments

All four spectral moments were derived for each stimulus at four separate locations: onset, midpoint, and offset of the fricative, as well as centered over vowel onset. For each moment and window location, the moment data for the labiodental fricatives /s/, /z/ were contrasted to the dental fricatives /θ/, /ð/.

Each analysis was performed on both the linear and Bark data.

At fricative midpoint, labiodentals can be distinguished from dentals both in spectral mean and skewness, with labiodentals showing a higher spectral mean and a more negative skewness. Additional differences in kurtosis are found at fricative onset and fricative offset, with labiodentals having more diffuse peaks compared to dentals. For the window location centered over vowel onset, there are significant differences in skewness and kurtosis, although not at this location, labiodental fricatives show greater positive skewness and less diffuse peaks compared to dental fricatives.

Interestingly, the analysis of the Bark moment data show few differences distinguishing fricative place of articulation, except at the middle of the fricative noise, where all four moments show distinct differences between the fricatives /s/, /z/, /θ/, /ð/.

b. Locus equations

Table 1 shows slopes and intercepts of the locus equations for each fricative for each of the three speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>/s/</th>
<th>/θ/</th>
<th>/ð/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>.742</td>
<td>.383</td>
<td>.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>.759</td>
<td>.373</td>
<td>.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>.790</td>
<td>.224</td>
<td>.779</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of locus equation slopes and y intercepts (Hz) for each speaker for /s/, /θ/, and /ð/. F and M indicate female and male speakers, respectively.
As can be seen from Table 1, the two places of articulation have distinct slopes and intercepts. Labiodentals have high slope values and low intercepts while dentals have lower slopes and higher intercepts. Paired two-tailed t-tests confirm that the difference in slope is significant ($t(5) = 5.66$, $p = .0024$).

Figure 1 shows locus equation scatterplots for labiodentals (top) and dentals (bottom) for all three speakers. The regression line equation is $y = .728x + 379$, $r^2 = .95$ for the labiodentals and $y = .499x + 894$, $r^2 = .81$ for the dentals.

4. DISCUSSION

The present preliminary results show a number of interesting patterns. Spectral moments derived at the center of the frication noise and at the transition between noise and vowel seem most promising in distinguishing the non-sibilant fricatives in terms of place of articulation. The second moment variance, does not seem to contain much distinctive information (cf. [8]). The use of the Bark scale does show some significant differences in place of articulation for the non-sibilant fricatives, but only when analyzing friction midpoints. Forrest et al. [8] found little effect of using non-linear transforms, perhaps because only onset information was examined. The present result suggests that location of the analysis window is crucial in determining place of articulation in non-sibilant fricatives.

Locus equations derived for /ʃ, v/ and /β, θ/ for three speakers are dissimilar. The two places of articulation seem to have distinct slopes and intercepts, with labiodentals having high slopes and low intercepts while dentals have low slopes and high intercepts. These present values are very similar to those reported for /w/ and /β/ [10], both in terms of slope and intercept values. Although Fowler [10] questions the use of locus equations as cues to place of articulation across stops and fricatives, the use of locus equations as cues to place of articulation within each manner class is appealing since robust cues to the stop-fricative distinction are immediately available [12].

We feel the current results are encouraging. Both the moment analyses and the locus equations provide potential approaches for successfully distinguishing labiodental from dental fricatives in English. However, data for many more speakers are needed in order to conduct the necessary statistics (e.g., discriminant analyses for category discrimination both for the moment data and for slope and intercept values). A full dataset will be presented at the conference.
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FORMANT TRANSITIONS: 
TEASING APART CONSONANT AND VOWEL CONTRIBUTIONS

S. Y. Manuel and K. N. Stevens
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA USA

ABSTRACT
Acoustic data and models of consonant releases suggest that many CV transitions can be regarded as a sequence of two components: (1) an initial local change due to the release of the primary consonant articulator and (2) slower changes of F2 and F3 as the tongue body and jaw move away from positions as supporting articulators for the consonant constriction to their positions as primary articulators for the vowels.

INTRODUCTION
As is known, the transitions of the formants in consonant-vowel syllables reflect the identity of the articulator that makes the consonantal constriction, and where this articulator is placed. The transitions are also influenced by the articulatory configuration for the following vowel, and how much the vowel configuration is anticipated during the consonant constriction. (e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], and [6]).

The release of a consonant in a symmetric VCV can be viewed as having two components, particularly when the primary articulator is the lips or tongue blade. The first component is the initial local movement of the primary articulator. The second, slower component consists of the movements of the tongue body and/or jaw, and possibly rounding of the lips, toward positions required for the vowel.

Here we explore the contributions of both components to formant transitions, and focus on labials and alveolars.

GENERAL METHOD
We are addressing this problem in two ways: (1) by calculation of formant movements for vocal tract models that are manipulated to change in a stepwise manner from a consonant-like to a vowel-like configuration; and (2) by examination of natural speech. The use of modeling techniques augments the analysis of natural speech in several important ways. First, in natural speech, when the area of the constriction is still quite small, the sound may be dominated by a transient or friction burst created at the constriction, making it difficult to determine the natural frequencies of the vocal tract as a whole during this initial part of the release. Second, the initial formant movements can be quite rapid, and measurement is subject to the well-known problem of time-frequency tradeoffs in accuracy. This problem is side-stepped with modeling which calculates formant frequencies for each step of the movement. Third, at present it is not possible to completely determine the vocal tract shape from the acoustic signal. Modeling allows one to be quite explicit about the vocal tract shape.

LABIAL STOPS
For labial consonants /b, p, m/, the lips alone can not form a constriction unless there is some jaw raising component, particularly with the jaw in a low position. Nevertheless, producing labials entails relatively little participation of the tongue body and jaw, compared with velar and alveolar consonants. Our preliminary modeling of labial releases suggests that, to a first approximation, the formant trajectories at the release of a labial stop in a symmetric VCV can be modeled by assuming a static vocal-tract shape with a time-varying cross-sectional area of the lip opening.

Using a computational model [7], we have emulated labial constrictions of various cross-sectional areas for several different tube shapes, and calculated the formants as the area at the lips is increased. The total tube length was 16.5 cm, divided into 33 sections that were each 0.5 cm long.

In Fig. 1 we show the calculated formant movements for labial release into /e/. At release, F2 is about 1225 Hz and rises about 200 Hz as the area of the constriction increases to 0.5 cm2. Assuming a rate of increase of opening of about 50 cm2/s, this increase in F2 would take place in the first 10 ms. As the opening increases, F2 continues to rise, though at a decreasing rate, and is still about 70 Hz short of its final value 40 ms after release. These modeled data conform reasonably well to formant values following the release of labials in the natural /be/ and /em/ utterances.

In Fig. 2b we show formants measured at the release of /m/ in natural /ma/. Using nasals avoids the problem of interference of bursts, but still much of the initial rise is not observable as, explained earlier. The first measurable point for F2 was 2 ms after release, and had a value of about 1700 Hz. As the modeled /b/1, F2 continues to rise another 200 Hz in the next 5 ms or so. Then the rate of rise slows down. F3 continues to rise after F2 completes its movement.

A different picture emerges for a shape similar to a back vowel such as /a/. As indicated in Fig. 3, F2 is relatively flat following release. This is in contrast to the conventional wisdom (but see [4]) that F2 always rises coming out of a labial constriction. The lack of movement in F2 is presumably because the back cavity resonance does not change much during the labial release, and with even a moderate labial constriction, F2 is usually back cavity resonance. Formant measures made at the release of natural tokens of /abo/ and /ana/ show a slight rise of F2, and modeling suggests that this is due to tongue body or jaw movement.

ALVEOLAR STOPS
We turn now to alveolar stop constrictions (such as /l, t, n/) made with the tongue blade. Due to

Figure 1. Labial before /e/, showing model with varying aperture on the right, and calculated formants on the left.

Figure 2. Labial before /e/.

Figure 3. Labial before /a/.

This work is consistent with earlier results (e.g. [4]) for labial releases, and suggests that the general pattern of changes in F2 right after release can probably be attributed to changes in lip aperture, which are superimposed on, and dominate, smaller tongue body and jaw effects.
anatomical constraints, the tongue body must be fronted to allow the tongue blade or tip to make an alveolar constriction. If an alveolar consonant is followed by a back vowel such as /a/, the backing movement of the tongue body should produce a falling F2, and for a following /t/, F2 should rise as the body moves up and forward. However, the initial release of a constriction in the alveolar region should, in theory, result in an initial rise of F2. Therefore, one might expect to see a two-part formant trajectory at the release of an alveolar into a back vowel. First one should see an increase in F2, and then a decrease as the tongue moves back.

To examine this expectation, we began our modeling with the vowel /e/. as we expect that in making the alveolar constriction in an utterance like /ed/ there is very little tongue body adjustment, with the primary change in vocal tract shape being due to raising the tongue tip. This provides us with an idea of what the tongue-tip constriction itself contributes to the overall formant trajectory. In Fig. 4a the solid lines show what happens to a basic /e/ shape when a constriction of various sizes is made 2 cm back from the front of the tube. The length of the aperture is 0.5 cm. When the aperture is zero, F2 is as low as 1380 Hz, then rises to about 1540 Hz by the time the aperture is 0.3 cm2. This amount of change in F2 seems large, given the pattern seen in natural speech. We modeled this constriction with a more anatomically correct tapered tongue tip, and the results are indicated in Fig. 4a as lines with circles. In this case, F2 is only as low as 1590 Hz at release. The raising of F2 when tapering accompanies the tongue-tip constriction is expected from perturbation theory, which predicts an increase in a formant frequency when a narrowing is made near a pressure maximum. The overall pattern is one of a slight rise in F2. We note that all of this movement can be attributed to tongue tip changes, as the tongue body shape was fixed. The natural /e/ in Fig. 4b also shows little F2 movement.

We model /d/ much as we do /e/, with the exception that the emulated tongue-body constriction is tighter and more forward for the /d/. Changing

There are substantial differences in F2 movements following labial releases into front vowels like /i/ compared with back vowels like /a/. There is very little F2 movement for back vowels because the back cavity resonance does not change appreciably during the release. For front vowels there is a significant and rapid upward movement of F2, and a more slowly rising F3.

Formation of an alveolar constriction requires tapering of the vocal-tract area for a few cm posterior to the point of contact. With this tapering, the upward movement of F2 following release of an alveolar constriction is minimized.

Following an alveolar release into a front vowel like /i/, the tongue-body movement is small, and as a consequence of tongue-blade tapering, there is little F2 movement. Following an alveolar release into a back vowel, the combination of the tapered constriction and the backward tongue-body movement leads to an initial flat F2 trajectory followed by a slow downward movement.
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Figure 4 Alveolar before /e/.

For /d/ we begin with a shape similar to that of /e/, but slightly more open in front and more constricted in the back. From this basic shape we adjust the tongue tip constriction, including the tapering, as noted above. As shown in Fig. 6a, there is very little movement in F2 - only a small rise. Of course one normally expects to see a decrease in F2 as one moves from /d/ to /a/. This model shows that such a drop in F2 must be due to the tongue body moving back, and not to the change in the consonant constriction itself. In the natural utterance /da/ shown in Fig. 6b one can see a two-part F2 transition: a rather short, flat part followed by a longer, falling part. Modeling suggests that the former portion is due to a combination of the release of the alveolar constriction and some tongue backing, and that the latter portion is simply due to tongue backing.

SUMMARY
Formant transitions in the first 20-odd ms following labial releases are primarily a consequence of lip movement, and are probably not greatly influenced greatly by movements of the tongue body. Even after this initial interval, the influence of tongue-body movement is not very great, as the tongue body does not move much.
3-D FEM ANALYSIS OF VOCAL TRACT MODELS USING ELLIPTIC TUBES WITH VOLUME RADIATION

Hiroki Matsuzaki, Nobuhiro Miki and Yoshishiko Ogawa
Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University

ABSTRACT
Using a 3-D FEM, we compute the sound pressure and the particle velocity in our vocal tract model with a volume radiation in order to estimate the 3-D effect. From the simulation results, we were able to show the differences between 1-D and 3-D models for the formant frequency and bandwidth in the following case: the cross section of the tube is flattened from circle to ellipse, and the shape of constriction is complex.

1 INTRODUCTION
The shape of the vocal tract and the aperture at the lips are important factors in characterizing speech sound. A vocal tract model with cascading elliptic tubes was used to represent the 1-D equivalent circuit model. In this model, however, a plane wave is assumed on the radiational part, and not only the 3-D effect of radiation, but also the 3-D effect of the constriction of the incisors is neglected. We showed that there was a 3-D effect in the elliptic tube by using a 3-D FEM[1]. In this paper, using the FEM, we try to evaluate the 3-D effect of the radiation and the constriction of the incisors. We computed the sound pressure and the particle velocity in our vocal tract model including the volume radiation. The volume radiation is hemisphere shaped. From the experimental results, we see that the 3-D effects are large on the Vocal Tract Transfer Function (VTTF). Finally, we propose a new vocal tract model with cascading non-uniform elliptic tubes. This model is based on MRI data of vocal tracts, and the shape of several cross sections is determined by the elongation factor and the area.

2 FORMULATION OF THE WAVE EQUATION
It is well known that the acoustic wave equation in steady state is represented using velocity potential ϕ as

\[ \nabla^2 \phi = k^2 \phi \]  

where \( k = \omega/c \) (angular frequency/velocity of sound) is the wave length constant, and that sound pressure \( p \) and particle velocity \( v \) are represented as

\[ p = j\omega \rho \phi \]  

\[ v = -\nabla \phi \]

where \( \rho \) is the atmospheric pressure density. Our FEM formulation was based on the above equations.

3 SIMULATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION
In order to evaluate the effect of the constriction of the incisors in vocal tracts, we computed acoustic characteristics in some straight sound tubes with the constriction. We use a simulation model of the sound tube with a cross sectional area of \( \pi cm^2 \) and a length of 15 cm. The two cross sectional shapes of the tube were determined by a parameter \( E_f \) (Elongation Factor)[2]; \( E_f = 1 \) for a circle and \( E_f = 2 \) for an ellipse. Its driving surface is driven by sound velocity \( V_n = 1 \) cm/s. A volume of radiation, which is hemispherical in shape, is attached to the aperture surface[3]. The radius is 3 cm for \( E_f = 1 \) and 4 cm for \( E_f = 2 \)[4]. As a boundary condition on the volume, the specific acoustic impedance of spherical radiation is assumed on the spherical surface, and a rigid wall baffle is assumed. The walls making constrictions are shaped by half of the cross section with a thickness of 0.17 cm and are located in the upper and lower parts of the tube. The lower one is at a distance of 14.25 cm from the driving surface and the upper one is at a distance of 14.85 cm. In Fig.1, we show the close-up figures of our finite element models with a circular cross section \( E_f = 1 \) in (a), and an elliptic cross section \( E_f = 2 \) in (b). Moreover, in the case of \( E_f = 1 \), the constrictions are rounded as to approximate the shape of the incisors (See Fig.1(c)).

![Figure 1: Finite element model](image)

In Fig.2, we show the VTTF computed from our FEM and the 1-D analytical model without incisors. From the particle velocity, simulated by the FEM analysis, the VTTF is computed as

\[ H_v(\omega) = 20 \log_{10} \frac{\sum v_i(\omega)/A_i}{\sum v_i(\omega)/A_i} \]

where \( v_i \) are the normal component of particle velocity at the driving (the aperture) surface, and \( A_i \) is the area of the driving (the aperture) surface. In the results of our FEM model, up to the fourth (or fifth) formant, the formant frequencies shift to lower frequencies. This means that the acoustic length of the tube seems longer than the real length. The differences of the formant frequencies between the non-rounded and rounded constriction models are a few Hz. In the case of \( E_f = 2 \), there are some peaks on the VTTF between 6 k and 7 kHz, and these peaks are discussed in the following experiment.

![Figure 2: Vocal tract transfer function](image)
vertically, therefore we guess that the sound wave propagates in a vertically polarized wave through free space.

4 SIMULATION OF A NEW VOCAL TRACT MODEL

The traditional vocal tract model is modeled by cascading uniform circular tubes. In this model, the tubes are not connected smoothly, although the outline of the human vocal tract is smooth. The question then arises about the nonsmooth connection. In this simulation model, we connect the elliptic tubes smoothly. Our model is based on MRI data of the vocal tract for the Japanese vowel /a/ [5], and the shape of several cross sections is determined by $E_f$ and the area. In Fig. 5, we show a finite element model including a volume radiation (radius of 4cm).

In Fig. 6, we show the VTTF computed from our FEM and the traditional 1-D analytical model. The first and second formant frequencies of the FEM solution agree relatively with analytical solutions, but the third formant of FEM is about 100Hz lower than the analytical one. In the higher formant frequencies, there are difference in the formant frequency or bandwidth. And there are two valleys(zeros) between 4.5kHz and 5kHz and between 6.8kHz and 7.6kHz.

In Fig. 7, we show the sound pressure distributions ([dB]) on the sagittal and the horizontal plane. The driving frequencies of 4.8kHz and 7.2kHz correspond to the two valleys(zeros), and 5.8kHz to the non-zero. In the large cavity corresponding to the oral cavity, the effects of the higher mode in Fig. 7(a) and (c) are larger than in (b).
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PITCH DEPENDENCY OF VOCAL TRACT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
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ABSTRACT
The variation of the vocal tract transfer function (VTTF) is discussed for the vowels with pitch variation. Even in the isolated vowels, we show the fluctuation of frequency and bandwidth in the higher formants of the upper third formant; this fluctuation pattern corresponds to small pitch variations. We try to compare the VTTF variation between Japanese and Swedish speakers.

1 INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the accent in Japanese speech is controlled by pitch variation. In the traditional theory of speech production, it has been assumed that the vocal tract transfer function (VTTF) is not changed by pitch variation in steady state articulation. Recently, however, it is known that the position of the vocal fold moves up or down a few cm in pitch control for Japanese vowels even in steady state articulation [3]. If the size of the vocal tract is varied in the order of cm, the corresponding transfer function should be varied in the phonation of steady state vowels. From this point of view, we tried to estimate the VTTF variation from the speech signal by using our short-time speech analysis algorithm (M-algorithm) [1], and we pointed out that this variation is associated with the variation of the 3-dimensional figure of the laryngeal part caused by pitch control [2]. In order to estimate the VTTF from the cut speech signal corresponding accurately to the glottal closure, we record speech signals and EGG signals simultaneously using a DAT. From the estimated results, we show the fluctuation of formant frequencies even in the isolated vowels or the accentuated vowels. Moreover we try to compare the VTTF variation between Japanese and Swedish speakers.

2 DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF VOCAL TRACT TRANSFER FUNCTION
Our interest is to find the relation between the laryngeal movement including the glottal height and the variation of VTTF, and we used the VTTF measurement system of ICP [4]. In this system the shaker on the neck is driven by a white noise sequence; the response at the lips is picked up by a microphone, and is digitized by a PC. We compare the difference in the estimated VTTFs of the vowel under the two conditions of glottal control;
(a): The subject utters a high pitch vowel, closes the glottis for few seconds, utters again with low pitch, and then closes the glottis. The subject keeps the articulation as nearly the same as possible during this measurement. The VTTF is measured in two parts of the glottal closure, and the difference is compared for high and low pitch.
(b): The subject utters a vowel, closes the glottis for few seconds, and then relaxes the glottis. The VTTF is measured in the closure part and the relaxed part.

From these data, we see that the VTTF (formants) can be varied even in the same vowel by pitch control.

3 EVALUATION OF THE VARIATION OF VTTF BY USING A MODEL
In order to evaluate the formant shift with the movement of glottal position, we compute the two kinds of VTTF for high or low pitch by using the vocal tract model and the 3-D data of the vocal tract from MRI data. The difference of VTTF is shown in Fig. 3; the glottis moves up 0.5 cm and the laryngeal part near the glottis shrinks about 15%. From this figure we can conclude that the formant shift is larger in the higher formants, but the shift frequency is small.

We can suppose that during utterance the glottal movement is from a relaxed position to an upper position, and back again to the relaxed position. Since this small movement influences the VTTF and gives a dynamic shift on the formants, we need to evaluate this dynamic shift by using a short-time analysis algorithm.

4 ESTIMATION OF THE VARIATION OF VTTF IN ISOLATED VOWELS
Using a detection algorithm of peaks of the EGG signal, we obtain a
short-time interval data cut from the closed phase of vowels. Since the obtained data have discontinuous points, the data are mapped to continuous waveforms with the Fejer kernel, and are analyzed to find accurate VTTFs (formants) by using the M-algorithm [1]. As in the first experiment, the subject uttered a vowel with pitch control from low to high frequency during 400 - 600 mm sec. In each glottal closure, the VTTF was estimated with the M-algorithm. Fig.4 shows the difference of VTTF of /a/ uttered by a Japanese speaker, and we see that almost all the formants shift from low to high frequency according to the pitch frequency. In Fig.5, the difference is shown for a Swedish speaker; the frequency shift of formants is smaller than in Japanese. It may be caused from different articulation for /a/.

![Fig.4 VTTF of Japanese /a/](image)

![Fig.5 VTTF of Swedish /a/](image)

As the second experiment, we estimate the formant movement for the Japanese vowel /a/ with pitch control from high to low frequency, and the result is shown in Fig.6 (a) and (b). The estimated formants are not of steady state frequency but of variable pattern. Around 2 kHz we see the false formant sequence which may be caused by the subglottal coupling (incomplete closure), and in this duration the 5th formant of the upper 4kHz range is blurred. The estimated formants vary with pitch frequency, and the subglottal coupling appears in some durations. From these experiments, we see that the VTTF can be varied with pitch frequency even in the isolated vowels.

![Fig.6 Pitch frequency and traced formants](image)

5 ESTIMATION OF THE VARIATION OF VTTF IN VCV

It is interesting to compare the two VTTF for vowels in the sequence VCV (Vowel Consonant Vowel). Here we show the estimated VTTFs for the two /a/s in /aká/ uttered by Japanese and Swedish. Although the these VTTFs are influenced by the articulation of /k/, we see the formant shift from the first vowel to the second vowel; the formant shift for Japanese is larger than for Swedish, and the influence of /k/ for Japanese is also larger.

![Fig.7 VTTF for /a/ in /aká/](image)

![Fig.8 Traced formants for /a/ part in the second vowel in /aka/ (upper) and /aká/ (lower)](image)
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we investigate a way to improve formant extraction reliability by using a cooperative approach. The basic motivation is that extraction methods based on different principles should not fail simultaneously when evaluating the same quantity. Therefore, we propose to combine independent formant extractors. Each method provides a set of formant candidates. These candidates are then combined with a vote mechanism in order to keep those that most probably correspond to a formant and to reject the majority of spurious values.

INTRODUCTION

Problems in formant frequency estimation are due both to the difficulty of estimating the resonances of the vocal tract at any given time (formant extraction), as well as to the difficulty of obtaining reasonable contours (formant tracking). Most formant tracking algorithms use the output of the extraction algorithm for successive segments and try to detect and correct extractor mistakes by using speech knowledge expressed, for example, by heuristic rules [1] or statistical models [2].

People are faced with many difficulties when trying to estimate the formant frequencies. A first problem is related to the coupling between the excitation and the vocal tract. For a given vocal tract configuration, the complexity of the estimation of the formant frequencies depends on the acoustic excitation and on the position where this excitation takes place; the difficulties encountered for high pitched voices are well known. A second problem is related to the precision with which the formant frequencies can be determined. Lindblom [3] estimated the accuracy of spectrographic measurement to be approximately equal to a quarter of the fundamental frequency. Monson et al. [4] compared the accuracy of spectrographic techniques and of linear prediction analysis in measuring formant frequencies on synthetic speech tokens. They observed that, "for fundamental frequencies between 100 and 300 Hz, both methods are accurate to within approximately 260 Hz for both first and second formants. The third formant frequency can be measured with the same degree of accuracy by linear prediction, but only to within ±110 Hz by spectrographic means. The accuracy of both methods decreases greatly when fundamental frequency is 350 Hz or greater". This study clearly illustrates the degree of accuracy that can be expected from a given extractor.

In order to improve the general performances of the extraction, we propose to combine formant candidates provided by different basic extractors.

BASIC EXTRACTORS

The speech signal was passed through a 5 kHz low-pass filter, and sampled at 10kHz. The signal was then preemphasized (1 - 0.95 z^-1) before further processing.

We have used three well documented basic extractors. We have chosen the linear prediction [1], the cepstrum [6] and the group delay functions [7].

- Linear prediction (LPC): The LPC coefficients were computed with the autocorrelation method on a 25.6 ms frame multiplied by a Hamming window. The number of poles of the predictive filter was fixed to 12. The formant frequencies can be estimated from these coefficients by different means (see Christensen et al. [5] for a discussion).

- Cepstrum: The second method is based on cepstral smoothing [6]. The cepstral coefficients were computed from a 16 ms frame multiplied by a Hamming window. The parameters of the cepstral filtering have been chosen as suggested in [6] and [8]. In order to enhance the formant resolution in the smoothed spectra, we used the Chirp-Z transform [6]: this transform consists in evaluating the spectrum on a circle of radius $a < 1$.

- Group Delay Function (GDF): The group delay functions are the negative derivative of the Fourier transform phase. We used the method proposed in [7]. This method involves deriving a signal with the characteristics of a minimum phase signal. The peaks of the GDF derived from this phase function correspond to formants.

COOPERATIVE APPROACH

The basic motivation is that extraction methods based on different principles should not fail simultaneously when evaluating the same quantity.

We adopted a majority vote among $M$ methods based on the following principle. Let $C(f)$ be the set of candidates provided by the $i$th method. $C(f)$ is defined from zero only for the values of $f$ corresponding to a candidate of the $i$th method. The procedure consists in six stages:

1. Let $F_{\text{min}} = 0$.
2. Search for the first candidate such as $f > F_{\text{min}}$. The procedure stops if no candidate is found.
3. Let $N = 0$.
4. For each method $i$, look between the frequencies $f$ and $f + \Delta F$ (with $\Delta F$ the length of the search interval) for the candidate with the lowest frequency. If it does exist, put its frequency and amplitude respectively in $f_i$ and $c_i$ and increment $N$. Otherwise let $f_i = 0$ and $c_i = 0$.
5. If $N < N_{\text{min}}$ then a candidate of frequency $F$ is proposed by the cooperative approach:

$$F = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{M} f_i c_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} c_i}$$

and its amplitude $C_{\text{vote}}(F)$ is given by:

$$C_{\text{vote}}(F) = \sum_{i=1}^{M} c_i$$

Let $F_{\text{min}} = F + \delta F$, with $\delta F$ the minimal frequency difference between two successive formants.

If $N < N_{\text{min}}$ then let $F_{\text{min}} = f$.

Two iterations of this procedure are presented graphically in figure 1 for $M = 3$ and in the case of an unanimous vote ($N_{\text{min}} = 3$).

The parameters of the cooperative approach have been chosen as follows. The window length $\Delta F$ is related to the precision of the evaluation by the different methods; we fixed $\Delta F = 200\text{Hz}$. $\delta F$ corresponds to the minimal distance between two successive formant frequencies; we chose $\delta F = 100\text{Hz}$. The choice of $N_{\text{min}}$ depends on the performances of the basic extractors: if the extractors tend to propose too many candidates with the formants among them, an unanimous vote could be a good choice. On the contrary, if the extractors tend to miss formants, a vote at the absolute majority could be more adequate. We will thus come back on the choice of this parameter during the evaluation.

We have chosen $M = 3$ and used the three basic extractors described above. The different set of candidates are
derived from the basic methods as follows:

- $C_{\text{LPC}}(f)$ is created by finding the poles of the LPC transfer function and by taking the corresponding amplitudes of the LPC spectrum.
- $C_{\text{cepstr}}(f)$ is obtained by picking peaks of the Chirp-Z transform and by taking the corresponding amplitudes of the smoothed spectrum.
- $C_{\text{df}}(f)$ is obtained by picking peaks of the group delay function.

**EVALUATION**

The basic extractors and the cooperative approach have been evaluated on a corpus of VCV logatomes, with V a vowel among [a, æ, i, u, y] and C a plosive among [p, t, k, b, d, g]. The corpus has been produced by three male speakers and segmented manually, in order to locate the segments with formant structure. A measurement of the first four formants has then been made every 10 msec giving a total of 11385 measurements. The reference has been obtained manually on the basis of different representations of the speech signal. We focussed on two sets of rough errors: the insertion errors (see table 1) and the omission errors (see table 2).

**Table 1: Notations used for insertion errors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location of the insertion</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>before F1</td>
<td>$x\times F1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between F1 and F2</td>
<td>$F1\times F2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between F2 and F3</td>
<td>$F2\times F3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between F3 and F4</td>
<td>$F3\times F4$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Notations used for omission errors.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Omission of one formant</th>
<th>Notation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment has been conducted for two versions of the cepstrum depending on the value of the Chirp-Z transform coefficient: $\alpha = 0.95$ and $\alpha = 0.8$.

---

**Table 3: Comparison of omission errors for LPC, cepstrum ($\alpha = 0.95$ and $\alpha = 0.8$), GDF, VOTE 1 and VOTE 2 on the whole corpus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>LPC</th>
<th>Cepstr 0.95</th>
<th>Cepstr 0.8</th>
<th>GDF</th>
<th>VOTE 1</th>
<th>VOTE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1032</td>
<td>1261</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>146</td>
<td>5497</td>
<td>1054</td>
<td></td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>810</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>741</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4: Comparison of insertion errors for LPC, cepstrum ($\alpha = 0.95$ and $\alpha = 0.8$), GDF, VOTE 1 and VOTE 2 on the whole corpus.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>$x\times F1$</th>
<th>$F1\times F2$</th>
<th>$F2\times F3$</th>
<th>$F3\times F4$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>825</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>2315</td>
<td>970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>1712</td>
<td>3328</td>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>697</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The insertion errors of the cooperative approaches are extremely low in comparison with the individual extractors. The lowering varies from a factor 10 with the LPC to 100 for cepstrum with $\alpha = 0.8$. This result clearly confirms the main hypothesis of the cooperative approach.

Unfortunately, the use of a unanimous vote has an important drawback: the omission error rates are comparable with those of the less performant extractor participating to the vote. The gain in performance of VOTE 2 compared to VOTE 1 directly reflect the lowering of omission errors of the cepstrum with $\alpha = 0.8$ instead of $\alpha = 0.95$.

**CONCLUSION**

The results show that the use of a cooperative approach allows the suppression of most of the omission errors. Indeed, the number of insertion errors is reduced by a factor 10 to 100, depending on the individual method chosen as reference. This clearly illustrates the basic advantage of cooperative approaches: the candidates proposed by the vote mechanism are likely to correspond to formant values. However, we have noted that the results for omission errors are comparable to those obtained by the least successful method used for the vote. Therefore, the individual methods have to be chosen so as to have a low omission error rate even if the insertion error rate is relatively high, since most of the omission errors are eliminated by the vote mechanism.
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A METHOD FOR TRACING NASALITY
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to present a method of tracing nasality in speech with a very
taught with a contact microphone. Such a convenient device also accessible to
researchers with only restricted lab facilities. The basic idea lies in using the
spectral information represented by the formant pattern in a signal, recorded with
a contact microphone attached to the
鼻.

INTRODUCTION
Due to its difficult accessibility, the
description of the movements of the
velum has demanded quite some ima-
gination and technology to find appro-
priate methods for this purpose. Such
methods vary from nasal airflow
measurements, fiberoptic endoscope [1],
velotrace [2], cineradiographic techniques
[3] and X-ray microbeam [4] to the
description of spectral events in the
spectrogram of the speech signal [5, 6 &
7]. However, these methods are either
invasive and/or demand valuable and
expensive equipment to be effective.
Furthermore, some of these devices do
not permit an undisturbed simultaneous
recording of the speech signal. The use
of a contact microphone attached to the
outer part of the nose has also been
introduced [8]. With the help of such an
accelerator microphone, the increase
of vibration of the skin at the outer part of
the nose, which is due to nasal airflow,
can be measured. Interference from the
oral signal, however, seems to be an
obstacle which makes it difficult to
determine whether a certain increase in
amplitude of the signal recorded at the
nose is related to nasal airflow or whether
it originates from the oral signal. Making
use of the intensity curve of the nasal
signal has been its usual way of analysis;
diverging directions of the aligned
intensity curves of both the nasal and
the oral signal were judged to be an
indication of absence of any interference
on the nasal signal by the oral signal.

In this paper an additional method will
be presented, which makes use of the
spectral information of the signal ob-
tained with a contact microphone. Such a
method does not give a physiological ex-
planation about the exact behaviour of the
velar movements and its relationship to
other articulators, as do some of the de-
vices mentioned above, but it aims to
provide phoneticians and speech patholo-
gists with a reasonably priced tool to
detect onset and offset of nasality in
undistorted speech. The analysis pro-
cedure of the nasal signal is related to the
traditional - visual, auditory and manual
spectrogram analysis of the standard
speech signal. Recorded French speech,
containing CV, CV and CVN sequences,
was used to evaluate this method.

PROCEDURE
With a two channel DAT-recorder, the
oral and the nasal signal of French
speech, spoken by a native male speaker,
were recorded, using the contact micro-
phone for the nasal signal. The recorded
material contained sequentially read
words of French, including CV, CV and
CVN sequences. Some of those words
were e.g. dos, dent, donne, etc.

During the recording procedure, the
contact microphone was attached to the
upper part of the nose on one side, where
the lateral nasal cartilage is found (Figure
1). This location was discovered to be the
most appropriate one for achieving a
suitable nasal signal [9]. The contact
microphone is a lightweight accele-

Figure 1. Placement of the contact
microphone.

Figure 2. Nasal signal and speech signal representation of the waveforms and the
spectrograms and the phonetic labels of the French word dent, in IPA-transcription [dá].

rometer named Hot Spot made by K&K
Sound Systems. It consists of a small
metallic disc which has a diameter of
12mm and is 0.7mm thick. It is attached
either to the nose or - as originally
intended - to acoustic musical instru-
ments with an adhesive strip. The
frequency response goes from 20-
15000Hz. Unfortunately, the producer
of the microphone did not provide us with
more detailed information about the
frequency response of the microphone. It
has been reported though, that "any other
accelerometer sensitive to vibrations in
the frequency region 100-1500Hz could
be used to detect nasalization" [9].
However, this microphone is also
sensitive above the frequency region of
1500Hz. No preamplifying is needed
with this microphone. Such a micro-
phone costs about US$35.

The signals of both channels and their
spectra were analysed and displayed in
the ESPS/Waves+ environment, and
auditory and manual labelling was carried
out.

OBSERVATIONS
Figures 2 to 4 present the French
words dent, dos and donne in five
windows, where the upper one shows
the waveform of the nasal channel
recorded with the accelerometer
microphone. In the next window below, the
spectrogram of the nasal waveform is
displayed. The third window shows the
waveform of the general speech signal
and its spectrogram follows in the
window underneath. In the bottom window,
the labels are marked. Here, the vowels
should be read as follows, since the
ESPS/Waves+ tool does not provide any
IPA-font: lol reads as [o], le as [a], IO as
[o] and IEL reads as [æ].

In the second window of Figure 2,
which presents the spectrogram of the
nasal signal of the word dent, formant
structure for the nasal vowel [a] can be
observed. However, the nasalization
presented by such a formant pattern -
does not start right from the beginning of
the vowel after the release of the voiced
stop [d]. This is also audible, when
listening to the speech signal. Figure 3,
which presents the French word dos,
does not show any formant structure in
the second window at all. This utterance
does not contain any nasal vowel or
consonant. In Figure 4, however,
presenting the word donne, formant
structure can be observed in the second
window not only during the production of the nasal consonant [n], but also at the end of the phonologically non-nasalized vowel [o] preceding the nasal consonant. When listening to the speech signal, this portion of the vowel clearly can be heard as being nasalized. Very faint formant structure can be found in the vowel already earlier on (labelled V), which also does not start until only later after the release of the voiced stop [d]. This kind of nasal activity is not observable when listening to the speech signal. It could however reflect anticipatory activity of the velum being lowered. Although using the same intensity/grey relationship for the display of the spectrogram of the nasal signal across the utterances, even such faint formant structure does not show up in the complete non-nasal environment (Figure 3).

The use of the spectral information of the nasal signal has its advantages over the use of the intensity curve of the waveform only. Even though one should notice that the amplitude scaling for the nasal signal varies across the utterances, one could be misled in that periodicity in the waveform with greater amplitude would reflect a lowered velum position and therefore a certain degree of nasality. It has been reported in earlier work, that interference with the fundamental frequency and the signal obtained with the accelerometer microphone at the nose is most likely to occur. Using the spectral information of a nasal signal could thus extract such obstacles.

As presented earlier [10], the values of the formants observed in the spectrogram of the nasal signal correspond to the formant values found in the speech signal. The second formant shows a lower bandwidth which denotes a sharper peak correlated with higher energy for the signal obtained at the nose in contrast to the usual speech signal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A method of measuring nasality was suggested above by making use of the spectrogram of a signal obtained with a contact microphone attached to the nose. Clear formant structure is visible here in the case of the production of nasal consonants, nasal vowels and at a certain period of time during the production of phonologically non-nasal vowels in the vicinity of nasals. In analogy to the traditional way of spectral analysis this low cost tool is a very convenient instrument for phoneticians and speech pathologists who have only limited lab facilities, but have access to spectral analysis tools. For the sake of orientation and alignment, a two channel display showing the nasal signal and the speech signal simultaneously would be preferable.
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Abstract

In this paper, we show how the variational method can be used in order to compute the formants and the sensitivity functions related to a vocal tract when the velum is open. The stationary modes of vibration obtained by this method (without the need to compute the transfer function) lead to a physical description of anti-formants.

1 Introduction

The variational formulation of the acoustico-articulatory link has already been successfully applied to a single vocal tract (disregarding the nasal tract) [1]. It provides us with a quick numerical algorithm allowing us to compute stationary vibration frequencies (the formants) for a given vocal tract whose geometry is represented by an area function.

This method may be extended to the case where the nasal tract is connected by imposing both flow conservation and pressure continuity at the velum.

2 Acoustic model

2.1 The Sondhi Model

We have adopted the acoustic modeling of the vocal tract proposed by Sondhi [2]. This model is characterized by a parietal admittance proportional to the area function, a constant shape factor, and a sound propagation in quasi planar wave fronts.

Let us consider the velocity potential \( \Phi(x,t) \) where \( x \) is the distance from the glottis and \( t \) is the time. The volume velocity \( v \) and the average pressure \( p \) are given by:

\[
\nu(x,t) = -\Phi_x; \quad p(x,t) = \rho \Phi_t
\]  

Henceforth, we will note either \( \partial_x g \) or \( g_x \) for the partial derivative \( \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \) of function \( g \). For a normal mode at frequency \( f = \omega/2\pi \), the velocity potential may be written:

\[
\Phi(x,t) = \psi(x)e^{-\alpha t \cos(\omega t)}
\]  

where \( \psi \) is the spatially distributed mode amplitude and \( \alpha \) represents the damping of the field caused by wall elasticity. In such a case, it can easily be demonstrated that \( \psi(x) \) verifies the following Webster equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x}(A(x)\frac{\partial}{\partial x}\psi(x)) + \frac{1}{c^2}\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2}A(x)\psi(x) = \psi \tag{3}
\]

where \( \omega_p \) is the resonance frequency of walls (\( \sim 200 \times 2\pi s^{-1} \)), and \( c \), the sound velocity \( (c = 31000cm/s) \). For homogenous boundary conditions, this equation has solutions only for discrete values of \( \omega \).

2.2 Tract ends conditions

In this paper, we will consider the case where the glottis is closed and assume an infinite glottis impedance. Hence, we have:

\[
\partial_x \psi(0) = 0. \tag{4}
\]

Considering that the lip radiation can be approached by that of a vibrating piston set in a spherical baffle (the head) [1] leads us to:

\[
A(L)\psi_x(L) + q\sqrt{A(L)\psi(L)} = 0 \tag{5}
\]

with \( L \) being the total tract length (i.e. the distance between the glottis and the lips), and \( q \) a factor depending on the degree of aperture of the lips. As a first empirical estimation, we propose:

\[
q = a\sqrt{A(L)} + b \tag{6}
\]

with \( a = -3.5cm^{-1} \) and \( b = 35.0 \)

3 Three tracts linked together

In this case, we will need three velocity potential functions in order to describe the wave behavior in a three tracts system. Let \( \psi_p \), \( \psi_b \) and \( \psi_n \) be those functions for respectively pharyngeal, bucal and nasal tracts.

For the sake of simplicity we change the variable \( x \) into \( z \) such as:

\[
z_0 = x_0/L_0 \tag{7}
\]

with \( \alpha \) taken as \( ph, b \) or \( n \). We have thus, for each tube the related Web-ster equation (4) which is now written:

\[
\partial_x(A_p\partial_x\psi_p) + \left((x^2 - \omega_p^2)\right)A_p\psi_p = 0 \tag{8}
\]

We emphasize in eq (8) that \( \omega \) doesn't take an symbol \( \alpha \) (\( ph \), \( b \) or \( n \)). it represents the angular resonance frequency of the whole three tubes system. These are approached together by imposing both pressure continuity:

\[
\psi_p(0) = \psi_b(0) = \psi_n(0) \tag{9}
\]

and flow conservation:

\[
\frac{A_p(0)}{L_p}(\partial_x\psi_p(0) - \partial_x\psi_b(0) - \partial_x\psi_n(0)) = 0 \tag{10}
\]

The glottis condition (4) is:

\[
\partial_x\psi_p(0) = 0, \tag{11}
\]

and the lip and nostril conditions (5) become by (7):

\[
A(L_p)\partial_x\psi_p(L_p) + L_p\sqrt{A(L_p)} = 0 \tag{12.1}
\]

\[
A(L_b)\partial_x\psi_b(L_b) + L_b\sqrt{A(L_b)} = 0 \tag{12.2}
\]

3.4 Variational method

Let \( I = \int_{x_0}^{x_1} g(z,\psi(z),\psi'(z))dz + G(\psi_{x_0},\psi_{x_1}) \) \( \\psi \) verify the system:[3]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \psi} - \frac{d}{dx} \frac{\partial L}{\partial \psi'} = 0 \tag{14.1}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \psi_{x_0}} + \frac{\partial G}{\partial \psi_{x_1}} = 0 \tag{14.2}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial L}{\partial \psi_{x_1}} - \frac{\partial G}{\partial \psi_{x_0}} = 0 \tag{14.3}
\]

We will now build three functionals \( I_\alpha, \alpha = ph, b, n \) whose...
extremals are solutions of Webster equations (8) with respect to the
junction conditions (9) and (10) and the boundaries conditions (11) and
(12).

\[
\mathcal{L}_n(x,\Psi_n,\Psi_0) = \frac{1}{2} A_{nn}(x) (\partial_\alpha \Psi_n(x))^2
- \frac{1}{2} (\partial_\alpha \Psi_n(x))^2 + \frac{1}{2} A_{nn}(x) \Psi_n(x)^2
\]  

(15)

\( \alpha \) taken as \( pb, b \) or \( n \) and

\[
G_{pn} = 2\Psi_{pn}(1) \frac{\partial_p}{\partial_n} \Psi_{pn}(0) + \frac{\partial_p}{\partial_n} \Psi_{pn}(0)
\]  

(16)

\( G_n = G_0 \) transposing \( b \) and \( n \) be the \( \mathcal{L} \) and \( G \) functions for the three
functions. The extremals of those functions \( I_n \) are solutions of the following
variational system:

\[
\delta I_n / \delta \Psi_n = 0, (\alpha = pb, b, n)
\]  

(17)

and thus verify the system (14).

Now, it is easy to show that the equation (14.1) → (14.3) applied to
(15) & (16) gives us the wanted Webster equations (8), pressure
continuity (9), flow conservation (10) and the glottis, lip and nostril conditions (11)
and (12).

4 Resonance mode computation

The extension of the Rayleigh-Ritz method in the case where three func-
tionals have to be minimized together will lead to a fast and precise algo-

rithm allowing us to compute resonance modes frequencies and the
associated wave functions.

Let \( \eta_i \) be a set of \( n \) linearly independent functions. We have chosen here
Tchebychev polynomials. Suppose that three functions \( \Psi_{ph}, \Psi_b \) and \( \Psi_n \) verify
(17) and so are solutions of equations (8) → (12). These functions may be
written as an approximation such as

\[
\Psi_{ph}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i \eta_i(x);
\Psi_b(x) = \sum_{i=n+1}^{2n} C_i \eta_i(x)
\]  

(18)

\[
\Psi_n(x) = \sum_{i=2n+1}^{3n} C_i \eta_i(x)
\]  

where, here for the sake of simplicity, we have taken the same number of
approximation functions for each of the three tubes.

Injecting (18) into (16) we can write

\[
I_n = I_n(C_1, ..., C_n, \eta_1, ..., \eta_n, \eta_{n+1}, ..., \eta_{2n})
\]  

(19)

for \( \alpha \) as \( pb, b \) or \( n \).

Looking for the extremals of those three functions, we will impose:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial I_n}{\partial C_i} &= 0 \quad \forall i \in (1, ..., n) \\
\frac{\partial I_n}{\partial \eta_i} &= 0 \quad \forall i \in (n + 1, ..., 2n) \\
\frac{\partial I_n}{\partial \eta_{n+i}} &= 0 \quad \forall i \in (2n + 1, ..., 3n)
\end{align*}
\]  

(20)

after having replaced the \( \Psi_{ph} \) by their developments (18).

Thus we obtain three systems of \( n \) equations and \( 3n \) unknowns coupled
together thanks to the junction terms and giving one system of \( 3n \) equations
and \( 3n \) unknowns of the form

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{3n} (W_{ij} - \omega^2 W_{ij}) C_j = 0
\]  

(21)

for \( i \in (1, ..., 3n) \) which can be written in matrix form.

Multiplying on the left by \( W_i^{-1} \), we obtain

\[
(W^{-1} - \omega^2 I) C = 0
\]  

(22)

(22) has non trivial solutions if and only if \( \omega^2 \) is eigen value of the operator

\( W^{-1} \). So the first \( s \) \( (\omega_1, ..., \omega_s) \) eigenvalues (associated to the formants)
and corresponding eigen vectors (the \( C \), giving the solutions (18)) can be
computed easily by classical numerical methods.

Given the stationarity of the functional for the \( \ell \) th mode \( \Psi_{ph} \), the sensitivi-
ty functions can be obtained from the conditions:

\[
I_{\ell}(\omega_1 + \omega_2, A(x)) + \delta A(x), \Psi, \delta_2 \Psi_{ph} \]

= \( I_{\ell}(\omega_1, A(x), \Psi, \delta_2 \Psi_{ph}) \)

(23)

where \( \delta A(x) \) is an area function perturbation localised at \( x \). These
conditions are correct at the first order of perturbations.

4.1 Results

We will briefly discuss our results using a simple geometrical configuration.
Considering a system of three uniform tracts, such as:

\[
L_{ph} = 8.5cm, L_n = 9cm,
A_{ph}(0) = 0, A_{ph}(x) = 5cm^2 \text{ and } A_n(x) = A_n(x) = 2.5cm^2
\]

fig 1 shows the two stationary modes extracted from the set obtained.

For a given resonance frequency, the pressure as function of time must
be seen as the projection of wave function \( \Psi \) rotating at angular frequency
\( \omega = 2\pi f \) around the \( z \) axis.

The first (fig 1.a) shows a passing resonance, the acoustic impulsion \( \partial \Psi, \Psi \)
outgoing from pharynx being shared between the nasal and bucal tracts.

In fig 1.b, both potential \( \psi(\Psi) \) and kinetic \( \partial \Psi, \Psi \) energy are low at the end
of the pharynx. No significant signal will cross the junction if the source
is at the glottis. We think that such a normal mode will lead to an anti-formant
and we intend to test our predictions on an experimental device. We can already say that, for some realistic geometrical configurations, we observe both a lowering of
the first formant \( F1 \) and the occurrence of a nasal formant between \( F1 \) and
\( F2 \) which are characteristics of nasalised vowels described in the
literature[5].
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ANALYSIS OF FRICATIVES USING MULTIPLE CENTRES OF GRAVITY

Alan A. Wrench
CSTR, University of Edinburgh, Edinburgh EH1 1HN, UK.

ABSTRACT
An algorithm for describing speech spectra in terms of multiple centres of gravity is compared to traditional methods for parameterising fricative spectra. LPC peak-picking analysis and single centre of gravity measures are compared with Multiple Centroid Analysis (MCA) and the strengths and weaknesses of this new approach are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional Spectral Parameters
It has been known for many years that fricative spectra exhibit formants and anti-formants. It seems likely from the wealth of research done on vowel perception that formants play an important part in our perception of fricative quality and accordingly, fricative formant frequencies have been studied in order to correlate them with articulatory parameters. Formant estimates have been recorded manually by visually-peak-picking the fricative spectrum [1][2]. Despite being time consuming and subjective, hand labelling is currently the most widely used method of formant analysis procedures for parameterising fricatives. Heinz and Stevens [3] fitted pole-zero model by hand to spectra. However, it is well known that automatic estimation of pole-zero parameters cannot be solved directly and while there exist useful automatic procedures [4] for estimating these parameters they have tended to be ignored by researchers in this field most likely because the methods are not implemented in automatic speech analysis packages. Although the fricative spectrum contains zeros associated with the source constriction or cavities posterior to a source of friction, several researchers have used LPC (which assumes an all-pole model) to approximate the spectral contour and have either identified peaks by eye or applied automatic peak picking in order to identify the fricative formant structure [5]. Due to the varying number of formants (and anti-formants) it is not possible to identify an ideal order for the LPC analysis of voiceless fricatives. A low order can produce biased or unresolved formant estimates and poor estimation of bandwidth. A higher order reduces this bias but is susceptible to producing spurious peaks.

The lack of theoretical basis for using an all-pole model combined with practical problems outlined above has lead many researchers to use the simpler calculation of the centre of gravity as a "general property detector" [6] for parameterising fricative and other speech spectra. The underlying assumption of this approach to fricative analysis is that the power spectrum can be modelled as a single normal distribution which may reflect the dominant front cavity formant. The mean (1st moment) of this distribution is termed the centroid and popularly referred to as the centre of gravity. Despite this model being underspecified for fricatives which exhibit two or more formants, the centre of gravity has often been used to measure relative changes between fricative productions [7][8]. By extending the paradigm to include higher moments of this estimated normal distribution (corresponding to skewness and kurtosis), the ability of this model to discriminate between fricatives is enhanced [9][10].

A natural extension to this model to cope with fricative spectra containing more than one formant was proposed by Jäger [11]. To do this the spectrum was split into two or three partitions. He investigated several criteria for automatically determining the partitions but found that fixed partitions were sufficient. The purpose, however, was not to relate each centre of gravity to a formant but to use them as an abstract set of parameters which might be fed into a statistical classifier in order to distinguish between fricative phonemes.

Overview of MCA
Aware of benefits of centroid analysis to the estimation of fricative spectra, Crowe looked for a method of optimally fitting multiple centroids to a speech spectrum intending it as a means of estimating vowel formants. He successfully generalised the centre of gravity calculation using a global least-squares error criterion to determine the optimal partitioning of the spectrum and thus provided a principled method for determining multiple centroids of a single multi-modal spectral distribution [12].

In broad terms the algorithm works as follows. Taking, as an example, dual centroid analysis: It operates by evaluating centroids for every possible partitioning the spectrum into two and choosing the pair of centroids that result in best overall fit. For each possible position of the boundary, the centre of gravity is calculated for the part of the spectrum lying in each partition.

![Figure 1. Optimum boundary indicated by vertical line and centres of gravity calculated for each partition (shown as the parabolic apex).](image)

Each centroid is estimated as the frequency that gives the minimum squared error value. The two minimum error values are summed for each possible boundary position. This process is repeated for all possible partitionings. The output of the analysis is the centroid pair corresponding to the partitioning with the lowest minimum error score.

The centroid can be thought of as fitting a Gaussian (normal) distribution to the power spectral distribution. The variance of this normal distribution can be thought of as an estimate of bandwidth and if the spectral distribution within a single partition contains a single formant then the centroid and associated variance represent the formant frequency and bandwidth. Multiple centroid analysis can be achieved more efficiently by placing constraints on how the spectrum may be partitioned and by bark scaling the spectrum prior to analysis. These measures improve the speed and accuracy of formant estimation when MCA is applied to vowel analysis [13].

Approach of the study
In this study we will take sustained examples of three voiceless fricatives and compare the results of analysing the speech using:

i) LPC analysis
ii) Centre of gravity
iii) Multiple Centroid Analysis

Voiceless obstruents were chosen because they are known to be differentiated by their spectra alone.

The three speech segments were selected to contrast two allophones of /s/ (lip-rounded and non-lip-rounded) with a non-lip-rounded allophone of /f/. These examples provide three distinct spectra which highlight the different behaviour of the three analysis methods.

METHODOLOGY
Recordings were made by a male speaker in an office environment using a Shure SM10A close-talking microphone and 16-bit soundcard sampling at 20kHz. Background noise levels were measured to be at least 25dB below the signal at all frequencies above 1kHz.

The frame size used for all analyses was 6.4ms with a shift of 2ms. In order to reduce the spectral variance, which can obscure the underlying resonant structure, a 100ms period of analysis was used. In the case of LPC analysis, the autocorrelation function was accumulated for each frame and averaged over a 100ms segment taken from the centre of the fricative. The LPC coefficients and associated spectrum were then calculated from this averaged function. Both the centre of gravity and MCA were based on time averaged spectra. An FFT was performed on each frame, over the same 100ms portion of the fricative and the resulting power spectra were accumulated and averaged. The centre of gravity measure and MCA were calculated from the averaged power.
spectral distribution lying above 1000Hz. Note that the MCA algorithm was applied directly to this spectrum and Bark scaling was not employed.

RESULTS
Figure 2a), b) and c) show the LPC (order 4) and FFT log spectra for /ʃ/, /s/, and /s/ respectively, extracted from the nonsense words ‘eesh’e’, ‘cesee’, and ‘ossoo’. The centre of gravity is calculated from the linear power spectrum. In order to represent the 1st and 2nd moments the centre of gravity is shown as the log of the corresponding normal distribution. Figure 3a), b) and c) show the same FFT spectra with LPC (order 6) superimposed and two centres of gravity estimated by MCA (order 2). Figure 4a), b) and c) show the same LPC spectra with LPC (order 8) and three centres of gravity.

Using the general rule of thumb that two poles are required for each peak with two extra poles to model the spectral gradient, the order of the LPC analysis was selected to try to equate the maximum number of poles with the number of centroids shown in the same figure.

DISCUSSION
We can see that the two-centroid analysis in Figures 3b and 3c model the formant structure well. The peaks of the LPC spectrum by visual comparison are biased. Increasing the order of the LPC analysis from 6 to 8 redresses this discrepancy in performance. In figure 3a the lower centroid matches the principal resonance well but, with no clearly defined second formant the upper centroid does not correspond to any feature. LPC, by contrast, models the spectrum in figure 3a by a single peak.

In formant tracking of vowels it is generally true that a fixed number of formants will exist within a given frequency range and having a fixed number of centroids is an advantage in that it permits merged formants to be resolved. In the case of fricative analysis, where the number of peaks varies as the length and shape of the cavities from source to lips changes, this advantage turns to disadvantage. This is clearly demonstrated in figure 4 where in each section two centroids are associated with a single peak.

It is possible that, as abstract acoustic parameters, the 1st and 2nd moments of a pair of centroids may correlate well with articulatory parameters just as they have done for single centroid [9]. A rigorous comparative study is required to determine whether such parameters hold any advantage over the first 4 spectral moments of a traditional single distribution model or alternatively the set of centroids provided by fixed partitions as advocated by Jassem.

CONCLUSION
Unless MCA can be modified so that it automatically identifies the optimum number of centroids as well as their position, it is less useful than peak-picking LPC for the purpose of automatically identifying fricative formant structure. Multiple centroids may, however, be suitable as abstract parameters for fricative identification.
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TRADING RELATIONS BETWEEN CUES FOR THE PHARYNGEALIZED/ NON PHARYNGEALIZED CONTRAST
Mohamed YEOU
Institut de phonétique, Sorbonne Nouvelle. CNRS, Paris.

ABSTRACT
The perceptual effects of orthogonal variations in two acoustic parameters (F1 and F2 onset frequencies) which differentiate Arabic pharyngealized /s/ from plain /s/ were examined. An identification task showed a systematic displacement of the perceptual boundary as the onset values of F1 (F1o) changes from low (250 Hz) to high (460 Hz), thus reflecting a trading relation between the two cues (F1o and F2o). To investigate whether or not discrimination accuracy was differentially affected by the phonetic cooperation or conflict between the two cues, an AX discrimination task was used. As predicted, the discriminability ordering was the following: cooperation cues > one-cue > conflicting cues.

INTRODUCTION
In Arabic the four consonants /s/, t, d, s/ have the corresponding following pharyngealized consonants /s/, /t/, /d/, /s/. These latter have in addition to a primary articulation (dental/alveolar contact), which they share with the former, a secondary articulation (backing of the tongue towards the pharyngeal wall). The acoustic consequence of this double articulation is a considerable lowering of F2 and a slight raising of F1 in vowels adjacent to pharyngealized consonants. In [1] locus equations which encode the dynamics of the F2 transition were capable of distinguishing pharyngealized consonants from non-pharyngealized ones. The purpose of this study is to investigate which acoustic properties identify pharyngealized consonants.

2. IDENTIFICATION TASK
2.1. Method
Four series of [s-s'] continua, each in the vowel context of [i:] were generated using a software parallel synthesizer [2]. Formant frequency values and timing characteristics for the [s-i:]-[s'-i:] series were adapted from the average values for a male Moroccan native speaker of Arabic. Two reference stimuli were used in the experiments: a pharyngealized type and a non-pharyngealized type. For the first type, F1 and F2 onset frequencies were 460 Hz and 1060 Hz, respectively. For the second type, the onset frequencies were 250 Hz and 1800 Hz. As Figure 1 shows the continua were constructed by systematically varying these onset frequencies in 10 steps of 50 Hz for F1 and in 10 steps of 140 Hz for F2.

Figure 1. Schematic trajectories showing variations in F1o and F2o for the non-pharyngealized type continua (left) and pharyngealized-type continua (right). Reference stimuli are presented by solid lines.

All stimuli were of 470-ms duration and contained the same F0. Figure 1 provides a schematic representation of the continua: pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized types.

2.1.2. Procedure and Subjects
The identification test consists of a randomization of the stimuli from the four series of continua. Each stimulus was presented 5 times. Intervals between stimuli were 2.5 s and between ten-stimulus blocks were 9 s.

The subjects were 11 graduate students (phonetics/linguistics). All subjects are Moroccan native speakers of Arabic and reported having normal hearing.

2.2. Results
Group identification functions for the F1 continua (both the pharyngealized type and the non-pharyngealized one) are presented in Figure 2. These functions show that variations in the onset F1 frequency are not effective in producing a perceived contrast between [s-i:] and [s'-i:].

Figure 2. Identification functions for the F1 continua: pharyngealized type (left) and non-pharyngealized type (right).

Figure 3 displays group identification functions for the F2 continua (both pharyngealized and non-pharyngealized types). The functions show that the onset frequency of F2 is a critical acoustic property for the perception of the pharyngealized/non-pharyngealized contrast. Category boundaries were evaluated by interpolating the stimulus number at the 50 % crossover. The boundary is at 1276 Hz (near stimulus 4) for the pharyngealized-type continuum, and at 1773 Hz (near stimulus 8) for the non-pharyngealized-type continuum. The important difference between the two boundaries indicate that subjects would need an additional F2 onset lowering of 497 Hz to begin hearing [s'-i:] when F1 onset frequency is not appropriate for [s-i:]. A t-test shows that such boundary difference is significant, t(109) = 11.6, p < 0.001.

Figure 3. Identification functions for the F2 continua: pharyngealized type (left) and non-pharyngealized type (right).
3. DISCRIMINATION TASK

3.1. Stimuli and procedure

Evidence for a trading relation between F1o and F2o was derived from the identification results of experiment 1. This would imply a perceptual equivalence between the two cues. The second experiment used a method testing the possible perceptual equivalence [3]. This method investigates whether discrimination performance would be differentially affected by the cooperation or conflict of the two cues along the phonetic dimension. Three comparing conditions of cue combination were used for this purpose: (1) one-cue condition, in which only F2o was varied; (2) cooperating-two-cue condition, in which both F1o and F2o complemented each other phonetically (one member of each pair had one cue biased towards [s:]; the other toward [s[i]]; and (3) conflicting-two-cue condition, in which the two cues cancelled each other. All ten stimuli of the continua were utilized, and each stimulus was paired with stimuli which were 4 steps apart from it on the spectral dimension (Δ 560 Hz). This amount approximates the amount of the boundary shift found in the identification experiment (497 Hz). The discrimination test (an AX task) was a randomised sequence of all possible stimulus comparisons repeated 5 times. The interval within each pair was 0.5 s and between successive pairs 2.5 s.

3.2. Results

Group predicted discrimination scores derived from the identification data are presented in Fig 4 and the corresponding obtained discrimination scores in Fig 5. A repeated-measure ANOVA with Conditions of comparison X Scores (predicted vs. obtained) was conducted on the results. There was no performance difference between predicted and observed scores across the cooperating cues condition, F(1,131)=0.380, p=0.53, and across the conflicting cues condition, F(1,131)=345.5, p<0.05. There was, however, a small significant effect for observed vs predicted scores across the one cue condition, F(1,131)=5.390, p<0.02. This difference indicates some ability to discriminate acoustic differences on a non-phonetic basis. This is also revealed by the fact that under the cooperating cues condition, the boundary-related peak was not well marked in the obtained scores compared with the predicted scores.

The above discrepancies are not damaging to the perceptual equivalence hypothesis, which is basically confirmed if discrimination performance in the cooperating cues condition is higher than performance in the conflicting cues condition. An ANOVA crossing Types of comparisons with Stimulus pairs was performed on the obtained data. Overall differences between types of comparisons were significant, F(2, 180)=188.93, p<0.0001, and post hoc comparisons (Fisher PLSD) supported the perceptual equivalence prediction that the discriminability ordering would be: cooperating cues > one cue > conflicting cues.

![Figure 4. Group predicted discrimination scores in function of stimulus pairs and conditions of cue combination.](image)

![Figure 5. Group obtained discrimination scores in function of stimulus pairs and conditions of cue combination.](image)

**DISCUSSION**

Most previous studies on trading relations have involved cues which are acoustically dissimilar and temporally separate and have generally supported the hypothesis that trading relations reflect phonetic perception which 'refers' to articulation/production [3, 4, 5, 6].

The present study replicates the findings of these studies for a new contrast involving two cues both spectral and temporally co-occurring. This would suggest the possibility of an interaction of some psychoacoustic origin, similar to that reported by [6, 7], where the cues investigated constituted the same portion of the signal. The question that now arises is which is the phonetic and the auditory origins of the interaction of F1o and F2o.

The phonetic explanation is based upon the hypothesis which explains trading relations with reference to articulation. Accordingly, the two cues are perceptually integrated because they are the result of the same articulatory gesture, i.e. pharyngealization. Such an articulatory rationale is not impossible; it is the most straightforward. In production of a pharyngealized consonant, the coarticulated /s/ shows a high F1o (460 Hz) and a low F2o (1040 Hz). Both acoustic events are the result of a unitary articulation maneuver which includes: (1) a rearward movement of the back of the tongue towards the pharyngeal wall; and (2) a depression of the tongue's palatine sulcus [8]. The two movements result in a widened oral cavity and a reduced pharyngeal cavity. The high onset of F1 seems to be due to the reduction of the pharyngeal cavity, while the low onset of F2 to the widening of the oral cavity.

The psychoacoustic explanation is based upon an auditory coherence account which proposes that listeners perceive the speech patterns of speech according to Gestalt principles. The principle that concerns us here is that of temporal proximity. F1o and F2o may cohere by virtue of their temporal proximity. They both have onsets and offsets that are temporally simultaneous, i.e. they have the same duration (80-120 ms in the case of the vowel /a/). Moreover they are very close in their frequencies with only a 580-Hz distance apart. This explanation is similar to that given in [9], where the harmonics of a vowel formant cohere by virtue of their temporal proximity.

1 The following formula was used: P_{corr}=1+/2(P_a-P_b)2/3, where P_{corr} is the predicted probability of correct responses for a given stimulus pair, P_a is the obtained [s:1] responses to stimulus a, and P_b is the obtained [S[i] responses to stimulus b in the comparison. Chance level is at 0.33.
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PHONATORY INSTABILITIES IN ALS AND MS: GRAPHiC AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES.
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ABSTRACT
This paper reports on the use of a technique for examining long-term phonatory instabilities (flutter, tremor, and wow) in f₀ and dB of sustained phonations. The data are from subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and multiple sclerosis (MS), and from gender- and age-matched controls. The poster displays the instabilities graphically. Initial results indicate excessive tremor in ALS and MS and excessive wow in ALS.

INTRODUCTION
A new technique [1] allows measurement of phonatory flutter, tremor and wow in f₀ and dB. Table 1 defines these domains for this study in terms of frequency range and minimum spectral magnitude. All of these phenomena are slower than cycle-to-cycle perturbations (jitter and shimmer), and are perceptible. The technique creates both graphic and statistical summaries.

Table 1. Domain Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Magnitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flutter</td>
<td>10 - 20 Hz</td>
<td>&gt; 0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremor</td>
<td>2.10 Hz</td>
<td>&gt; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wow</td>
<td>0.2 - 2 Hz</td>
<td>&gt; 1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This report applies the technique to 1) a group of four subjects with ALS (two men and two women) having mild to severe dysarthrias; 2) gender and age-matched subjects with MS having no discernible speech dysarthria; and 3) similarly matched control subjects. Table 2 provides the subjects' characteristics.

Previous work by our group has researched long-term phonatory instability of ALS ([2], [3], and [4]) and MS ([5], [6], and [7]) separately. The purpose of this study is to explore differences between small groups representing these populations, in order to guide hypothesis development for later work with larger datasets, and to demonstrate the technique.

Table 2. Subject Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Post-Diag</th>
<th>Dys-</th>
<th>Yrs.</th>
<th>Artic.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALS,</td>
<td>dyssarhic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>64</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>69</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age matched MS, non-dysarthric</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>61</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age matched controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

METHODS
Space does not permit a full description of the methods employed in this paper; details are reported elsewhere [1]. The technique includes the following steps: 1. a waveform of sustained phonation is digitized and analyzed for f₀

Figure 1. Graph of instabilities observed in a male subject with MS. Lower panels display f₀ and upper panels display dB. The display can be read like a spectrogram: time is on the abscissa, frequency on the ordinate, and magnitudes are displayed as dot size. Bars along the right edge indicate summary values of % time phonation as bar length and frequency of instability as vertical placement of the bar. See text for further details regarding analytical procedures.
and dB (performed in CSpeech [8] in our work), the \( f_0 \) and dB data are smoothed and sampled at three different sampling rates — 200 Hz for flutter, 100 Hz for tremor, and 50 Hz for wow. Fourier analyses are performed in successive frames using different transform sizes for the different domains — 0.64 s frames for flutter, 1.28 s frames for tremor, and 5.12 s frames for wow. The resulting magnitudes that pass the criteria listed in Table 1 are retained as observations for graphic or statistical analysis. We perform Step 3 and post-processing in Systat macros [9].

**RESULTS**

The observations can be graphed as in Figure 1, which provides a typical result from a (male) subject with MS: flutter in both \( f_0 \) and dB, some tremor in both parameters, but little or no wow. The instability observations as defined here can also be summarized by at least three different statistics: 1) the largest average magnitude at which a given instability was seen to occur, 2) the frequency at which this instability was observed, and 3) the percentage of total phonation time during which that instability was observed. The results for these variables are summarized within groups in Table 3. Gender is collapsed in this table, but the results are broken down by domain and parameter. For an initial exploration of effects associated with subject group, the data were also analyzed by a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallace analysis of variance. Figures 2 and 3 display some of the chief results obtained by this analysis, in which the data from \( f_0 \) and dB parameters were pooled in order to maximize power. These are not the only significant results in the dataset, but isolate the effects that appear to be most strongly and uniquely associated with the different pathology groups. Figure 1 indicates that significant differences were found among all groups in percentage of time during which tremor was observed, and furthermore that the MS group is distinct from the controls in this measure. Figure 2 indicates that this pattern is slightly different in percent time of wow, showing that while there is again a significance of overall differences between groups, the MS group is in this case significantly lower than the ALS group. Together the results indicate that the distinction of domain of instability (e.g., tremor vs. wow) is helpful in isolating effects uniquely associated with the three conditions (ALS, MS, control).

### Table 3. Phonatory instability measures (each group n = 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALS, dysarthric</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Mag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flutter ( f_0 )</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremor ( f_0 )</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wow ( f_0 )</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age matched MS, non-dysarthric</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Mag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flutter ( f_0 )</td>
<td>41.6</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremor ( f_0 )</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wow ( f_0 )</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age matched controls</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Mag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>flutter ( f_0 )</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tremor ( f_0 )</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>1.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wow ( f_0 )</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSIONS**

A technique has been presented for measuring, graphing, and summarizing phonatory instability in terms of two parameters (\( f_0 \) and dB) and three domains (flutter, tremor, and wow). The technique was applied to three groups (ALS, MS, and controls), and the feature allowing distinction of domain was found useful in discriminating samples from these populations. The phenomena identified by the technique are visually and perceptually clear, and may prove useful in clinical work. Research in the area is ongoing with larger populations ([1], [7]) allowing stronger statistical inference. Future research using the acoustic technique will focus on physiological and perceptual correlates.
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SPEECH PRODUCTION CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILDREN FOLLOWING TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY

Thomas F. Campbell and Christine A. Dollaghan
University of Pittsburgh and The Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh, PA, USA

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the present investigation was to provide a comprehensive analysis of the speech production abilities of nine children with severe traumatic brain injury. Results revealed comparable phonemic-level skills in normal subjects and subjects who had suffered severe TBI approximately 13 months earlier. However, precision of articulation and suprasegmental aspects of speech production remained compromised in the majority of these TBI subjects.

INTRODUCTION
Despite considerable interest in the sequelae of pediatric brain injury, little information exists concerning these children’s speech production skills. In previous investigations, few children have received comprehensive speech evaluations and information on these children’s speech production abilities, if mentioned at all, has been reported in general and anecdotal form. In addition, there are few published accounts of the changes in speech abilities during the recovery process.

The anecdotal reports that have appeared in recent years do suggest the presence of speech production deficits following TBI. One of the most commonly mentioned deficits is decreased speech intelligibility, generally presumed to result from motor planning and motor speech problems including dysarthria and apraxia of speech [1]. Prosodic and voice deficits also have been reported, with abnormalities in verbal fluency, speech rate, word and sentence stress, loudness, pitch and resonance among those mentioned [2].

Campbell & Dollaghan [3] examined the expressive language and speech skills of children and adolescents with TBI in a more comprehensive fashion than previous studies. Using developmentally appropriate measures of speech and language functioning in reasonably naturalistic tasks, language samples were obtained from these survivors seven times during a one-year period following the injury. The final sampling session occurred after the children and adolescents were discharged to a rehabilitation hospital and showed some evidence of intentional communication. The final session occurred 13 months later. Each brain-injured subject was age-matched with a normally developing non-injured child whose speech and language were sampled on the same schedule and with the same procedures. All of the children with TBI received less than 38 hours of speech and language treatment over the year following their injury.

The subjects in the Campbell & Dollaghan [3] investigation were nine children and adolescents ranging in age from 5:8 to 16:2 (years:months) at the time of injury. Four of the subjects were male and five were female. Each subject had English as a first language, and none had received speech, language, or psychological treatment prior to injury. In addition, all subjects had been functioning in normal classrooms prior to injury. Eight of the brain-injured subjects sustained closed head injuries from motor vehicle accidents, and the remaining child experienced an open head injury. All subjects were judged to be severely head-injured, meaning that they were unconscious for a minimum of 72 hours and received Glasgow Coma Scores of less than 11 (on a 15-point scale) for this time interval.

In Campbell and Dollaghan’s initial report [3], data were presented on seven global measures of expressive speech and language output (including total number of utterances, total number of words, mean length of utterance in morphemes, percentage of complex utterances, percentage of utterances with pauses, and percentage of consonants correct). Not surprisingly, significant differences were found between the head-injured and non-injured groups on every one of the seven indices at the first sampling session, which occurred approximately one month post-injury. However, by the final sampling session, from 13-17 months post-injury, the groups differed on only one of these measures, with the brain-injured children producing significantly fewer utterances than their matched controls.

Results also showed changes in these subjects’ speech production abilities over this 13-month period. There was a significant difference in the mean Percentage of Consonants Correct (PCC) [4] for the brain-injured (87%) and normal (98%) groups at the first sampling session. By the final session, there was no significant difference in the mean performance of TBI (95%) and normal (98%) groups. The PCCs of the individual normal subjects were quite stable across the sampling sessions, with performance generally above 90% correct. For the individual brain-injured subjects, there were measurable increases in PCC across the sampling sessions, with 7 of the 9 subjects producing at least 95% of their consonants correct at the final session. This result was somewhat surprising given the severity of these subjects’ head injuries and suggests that their ability to correctly produce consonant phonemes in naturalistic conversation was reasonably close to that of their normal controls by 13-17 months following injury.

To further examine whether all brain-injured subjects actually reached the level of consonant articulation accuracy of their matched control subjects during the 13-month sampling period, a “normal performance quotient” [5] was calculated for each subject pair. The normal performance quotient was computed by dividing each brain-injured subject's PCC by the PCC of his or her matched control subject. A quotient of 1.0 would indicate that performance was equal to that of the uninjured subject. Results showed that six TBI subjects had performance quotients of 1.0 by the final session; all TBI subjects had performance quotients of at least .8 by sampling session 5, approximately three months post injury.

Based on these PCC results, it is tempting to conclude that the speech production deficits of most of these TBI children had resolved approximately one year after injury. However, PCC is a general index of consonant production and does not capture differences in articulatory precision or prosodic aspects of speech production. Clinical experience with these subjects suggested the need to examine articulation in more detail, as well as to consider other components of their speech production systems. Therefore, the purpose of the present investigation was to provide a more comprehensive analysis of the speech production abilities of these nine children with TBI and their age-matched normal control subjects approximately 1 year post injury.

METHODS
Subjects
The subjects for this investigation were the same 9 children with TBI and their age-matched normal control subjects described previously [3].

Speech Samples
A 12-minute conversational speech sample was obtained from each subject. For the subjects with TBI, the conversational samples were obtained from 13-17 months post injury. The conversational sample was the data set for the phonemic, phonetic, and
voice-prosody analyses. As described below, the subject's on-line narration of a 108-second video cartoon [6] was the corpus used for perceptual ratings of speech clarity and speaking rate.

Phonetic Transcription

The first 225 non-questionable words produced by each subject were transcribed phonetically into a microcomputer for analysis with the computer software programs entitled Programs to Examine Phonetic and Phonological Evaluation Records (PEPPER) [7]. Point-by-point agreement for phonemic transcription was above 90%.

Speech Analyses

To document the segmental and non-segmental characteristics of these subject's speech, a series of analyses were performed on the conversational samples. Segmental analyses included classification of phonemic and phonetic error types. Non-segmental analyses included ratings of prosodic and voice characteristics (e.g., phrasing, rate, word and sentence stress, loudness, pitch and vocal quality) using the Prosody-Voice Screening Profile [8] [9].

Finally, independent subjective ratings of speech clarity and speaking rate were obtained from naive listeners. This was accomplished by asking naive listeners to rate the 108-second video narration samples using direct magnitude estimation procedures [10]. Briefly, on two different occasions listeners judged a set of randomly ordered samples from brain-injured and control subjects with respect to speech clarity and speaking rate.

RESULTS

Results revealed comparable phonemic-level skills in normal subjects and subjects who had suffered TBI from 13-17 months earlier. As mentioned previously, the mean PCC value for the group with TBI was 93% while the mean PCC value for the normal group was 95%. Nearly all subjects with TBI produced more than 90% of consonants correctly, with only 1 subject’s PCC falling below 85% correct. For the subjects with TBI, deletions of word-final consonants (typically fricatives and affricates) were the most common phonemic-level error; substitutions were noted in only two of the nine subjects. As indicated in Table 1, only one subject, whose PCC was 82%, was considered to have a phonemic-level deficit.

Phonetic-level errors were much more common and occurred in eight of the nine subjects with TBI. Inappropriate nasalization and lateralization of sibilants [s, z, j] were common, and weak articulation and devoicing errors were also observed in approximately half of these subjects.

Table 1. Number and percentage of children with TBI displaying deficits in each component of speech production.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech Component</th>
<th>Number and % of Children Involved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonic</td>
<td>1/9 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonetic</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosody-Voice</td>
<td>8/9 (89%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech Clarity</td>
<td>5/9 (56%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking Rate</td>
<td>5/9 (56%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Clinically significant deficits on the Prosody-Voice Screening Profile were found in all subjects but one at the final sampling session. Deficits in phrasing (word repetitions) were observed in seven of these subjects; six exhibited deficits in speaking rate and word/sentence stress. Four of the subjects displayed deficits in voice quality.

Finally, as described previously, naive listeners rated 108 second spontaneous samples obtained in a video narration condition with respect to speech clarity and speaking rate. Results revealed that the spontaneous speech of 5 of 9 BI subjects was rated significantly less clear than that of their normal control subjects; these same 5 BI subjects were rated as having significantly slower speaking rates than their control subjects.

CONCLUSION

The results of these analyses suggest that these TBI subjects experienced a significant recovery of phonemic-level skills over a period of approximately 13-17 months. However, precision of articulation and suprasegmental aspects of speech production remained compromised in the majority of these subjects such that naive listeners judged their communication skills to be significantly poorer than those of matched controls.
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THE STATUS OF SONORITY THEORY: EVIDENCE FROM
SYLLABIFICATION IN APHASIC RECURRING
UTTERANCES
C. Code and M. J. Ball*
University of Sydney, *University of Ulster

ABSTRACT
The application of the sonority principle in syllabification, examined in non-lexical aphasic speech automatisms (recurring utterances). Syllabification was found to adhere to the sonority principle. These results are similar to those found with jargonaphasia. We discuss the location of syllabic sequencing principles in language organization, explaining the notion that sonority is either an artefact of the speech production process, or a hard-wired feature of phonological processing.

SONORITY
The term 'sonority' has had a long usage in phonology, and has in recent times been adopted by some syllable-based accounts of phonological theory. This concept has been used in three main ways: first in the description of sonority hierarchies (i.e. of segments), second in the description of sequencing within the syllable, and third in the ordering of segments within syllables.

Sonority has traditionally been defined from a perceptual viewpoint, in that the sonority of a sound is seen as its loudness relative to other sounds when length, stress and pitch are kept constant. Therefore, segments can be ordered along a sonority hierarchy, for example from least to most sonorant: stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, liquids, glides, vowels.

The sonority sequencing principle (SSP) aims to account for segment ordering within syllables. This approach sees the syllable peak being highlighted by there being an increase of sonority from the syllable onset to the peak, and then a decrease from the peak to the coda. We expect, therefore, that in onsets, an initial obstruent would be followed by other segments increasing in sonority until we reach the peak: V-nasal-gliding-vowel, or O-N-L-G-V), while in syllable codas we expect the reverse ordering (V-G-L-N-O).

The syllable type with the greatest differentiation between onset and peak would be the CV type; the most favoured peak-coda type would be V-Q, as there too there is the greatest sonority difference. The fact that some languages allow consonant clusters that do not follow the ordering set out above (e.g. OOV in *spy*), or allow syllables without onsets, etc., is accounted for by language specific phonotactic constraints.

SONORITY STUDIES IN APHASIA
The few previous studies of sonority and aphasia are reviewed in Christman [1]. The studies support the idea that there is an implicational hierarchy of syllable complexity, and that certain aspects of aphasic language breakdown may involve loss of control over more complex syllable structures.

Christman [1] notes that where the intended target is not clear, as with neologistic jargonaphasia, if neologisms still obey sonority constraints, "then we may find that they are not constructed with phonological abandon" (p225). She feels such results suggest that sonority is hard-wired in the brain in such a way that it survives extensive brain damage. Among other findings, her results showed that the major clusters of both CV and VC patterns in the neologistic speech had an obstruct in the C position.

Christman comments that these results *support the notion of sonority as (1) a hard-wired component of the language system ..., (2) a mediator of phonological construction in all word forms, neologistic or otherwise ..., and (3) a useful metric in capturing the underlying phonological regularity of words that would otherwise appear to be somewhat randomly constructed ..." (111 p.234).

RECURRING UTTERANCES
If we are to test the validity of the sonority approach further we need to explore other non-lexical forms in acquired neurological disorders. This study, therefore, examines aphasic non-lexical speech automatisms (recurring utterances).

While lexical speech automatisms are made up of recognizable words, and are syntactically correct structures in the majority of cases, non-lexical recurring utterances are mainly made up of reiterated and concatenated CV syllables (e.g. /bi bi/, /du du da/, /tu tu uu/). These utterances do not break the phonotactic constraints of the native language of the speaker.

The purpose of this study is to examine the syllable structure of non-lexical speech automatisms. Aphasics utilising speech automatisms tend to produce either one form only, or at the most very few different forms. For this study, therefore, we decided to make use of the data bases of British-English recurring utterances [2], and German recurring utterances [3]. The advantage of this approach is that we have immediate access to a relatively large amount of data from two different languages. As the majority of utterances recorded are of simple syllabic types, we are confident that the transcriptions are accurate enough for our analysis.

Method
The corpora for the study reported here were compiled from the studies noted above. This resulted in a total of 102 syllables for the English corpus, and 119 for the German corpus.

Our analysis requires the division of all syllables into demisyllables: that is the onset and peak of a syllable are assigned to an initial, demisyllable, and the peak and coda (of the same syllable) are assigned to a final demisyllable. All demisyllables are further divided into utterance peripheral (initial or final), and embedded (initial or final), resulting in four categories: utterance initial (UI), embedded initial (EI), utterance final (UF), and embedded final (EF). Results of the analysis of the corpora are expressed in syllable shape (CV, CCV, VC, and demisyllable sonority profile (OV, NV, VO, etc.).

Results
The question we wished to address was the phonological make-up of demisyllables: both their phonological shape and their sonority profiles. Tables 1 and 2 show the demisyllable shapes for both the English and German recurring utterances, while Tables 3 and 4 show the sonority sequence patterns for the two groups.

Table 1. Syllable Patterns: English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>EI</th>
<th>UF</th>
<th>EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV 20</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>CV 60</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>VC 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV 0</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>V 11</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>V 25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Syllable Patterns: German.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UI</th>
<th>EI</th>
<th>UF</th>
<th>EF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV 53</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>CV 47</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>V 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCV 1</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>V 3</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>VC 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the English recurring utterances, initial and embedded initial demisyllables were most frequently of the form CV. Of these CV types, OV was the most common demisyllable shape, with only NV scoring above 5% for both initial types, though GV occurred in a fair number of instances with embedded initial types. Only two initial consonant clusters occurred in the data, both of the OLV type. The V type occurred in 31% of the utterance initial, and 15% of the embedded initial demisyllables. Utterance final and embedded final demisyllables were overwhelmingly of the type V. The VO type was the only other variety found; no final clusters were found.

With the German recurring utterances, initial and embedded initial demisyllables were also most frequently of the form CV. For utterance initial this was followed by V and CCV, while for embedded initial the order was reversed. The most common type of CV was OV, followed by NV and LV. With clusters, the type found was OOV. These latter were phonetically /ts/, which could therefore be analysed alternatively as affricates (thus as further examples of OV). The choice of analysis does not
alter the overall balance of sonority profiles in any significant way. With final
demisyllables, the V type is again overwhelmingly the favourite for both
varieties. Small numbers of VC types occurred: split between VO and VN.

Table 3. Sonority Patterns: English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UI</th>
<th>OV 17 S14, F13 59%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>V 7 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>GV 9 31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>GV 1 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>OV 40 S36, F4 55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>OLV 2 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>NV 8 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>V 11 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>GV 11 15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>LV 1 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>VO 4 S0, F4 14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>V 25 86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>VO 5 S0, F5 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>V 68 93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tables 3 and 4 show the breakdown of the obstructive category into stops and
nasals, and demonstrates that the least sonorous obstruents, stops, are favoured
in initial position, with nasals favoured in final position (though the
numbers here are small). This might be thought to agree with Clement's [4]
view that final demisyllables show a minimal decrease in sonority.

Table 4. Sonority Patterns: German.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UI</th>
<th>OV 46 S35, F11 75%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>V 7 11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>OOV 7 1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>OV 44 S39, F5 76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV</td>
<td>NV 2 3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>V 5 9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>LV 1 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>OOV 6 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>VO 3 S1, F2 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UF</td>
<td>VN 4 7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>V 54 88%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>VO 1 S0, F1 2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>V 57 98%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION

The essential findings of this study are that: i) the syllable shapes used in these
non-lexical speech automatisms are generally of the simplest types phonotactically; ii) the sonority patterns of

if hard-wired, is hard-wired either subcortically or is diffusely represented
throughout the brain. Some support for this comes indirectly from Ohala [7] who
suggests that sonority is not an integral feature of phonotactic processing but
merely an artefact of speech production. Clement [8] suggests that sonority may
be 'well-distributed' both neurologically and linguistically, and may be accessed
not simply at lexical levels to organize word syllabification or at sub-segmental
levels to organize phoneme sequencing, but during different stages in speech
production, including at the motor instantiation level.

Such a diffuse representation may reduce the strength of Sussman's
argument that sonority is hard-wired in the left hemisphere and has a fully
abstract cognitive representation, but implies that sonority enjoys no mental
reality and is simply an inevitable by-product of speech production, an
ephemomenon of neurophysiology and the mechanico-inertial constraints of the
speech production mechanism. This assumes, perhaps incorrectly, that 'hard-
wired' is synonymous particularly with more focal representation. This may be
why it survives even the most serious brain damage and even complete left
hemispherectomy. However, surviving speech in global and left hemispherectomy
subjects is essentially non-propositional, formulaic, over-learnt and
highly automatic, and such speech is probably not newly generated and
phonologically processed each time it is produced [2]. The sonority and
syllabification frame of such utterances may therefore be established during
earlier, pre-lesion, propositional usage.
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SPEAKING RATE AND LINGUISTIC PROCESSING SPEED IN CHILDREN AFTER ACQUIRED BRAIN INJURY

Christine A. Dollaghan and Thomas F. Campbell
University of Pittsburgh and Children's Hospital of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA, USA

ABSTRACT
Two studies were conducted to examine speaking rate following pediatric traumatic brain injury (TBI). In Study 1, five of nine subjects with severe TBI were found to have significantly slowed speaking rates, measured physically and perceptually, up to 13 months post injury. Study 2 revealed that reduced articulatory speed and increased pausing believed to be associated with linguistic processing difficulties may contribute independently to these speaking rate reductions.

INTRODUCTION
Interest in the speech and language abilities of children following traumatic brain injury (TBI) has grown significantly over the past decade. However, virtually no empirical evidence is available concerning one of the most commonly reported sequela of TBI: significantly slowed speaking rate.

There are several plausible reasons why TBI might result in slowed speaking rates. First, complex motoric skills are known to be vulnerable to disruption by the diffuse damage characteristic of severe TBI [1]. Second, increased latency and slowed speed of response have been reported on a variety of neuro-psychological measures following TBI, particularly when processing demands are high [2]. This generally slowed processing speed could result in reduced speaking rate due to deficits in the processes needed to support such linguistic operations as lexical retrieval and syntactic formulation [3].

The present investigation consisted of two studies. In the first, we documented the magnitude of speech rate reductions longitudinally in nine children and adolescents with severe TBI. In Study 2, we examined the contributions of two potential influences on slowed speaking rate: reduced articulatory speed and increased pausing presumably reflective of deficits in linguistic processing.

STUDY 1: METHOD
Subjects
The subjects with TBI included 4 males and 5 females, ranging in age from 5.8 to 16.2 (years;months) at the time of injury. According to parent and school report, each subject had English as a first language, and none had received speech, language, or psychological treatment prior to injury. All subjects were classified as severely head-injured based on a post-injury period of at least 72 hours of unconsciousness, defined as a Glasgow Coma Score less than 11. Descriptions of these subjects' neurological, language, and cognitive profiles are available in Campbell and Dollaghan [4]. Each subject with TBI was matched with a normally developing control subject according to sex and chronological age at the time of injury (±3 months). By parent report, control subjects attended regular classrooms, and had no history of neurological disease or insult. Control subjects scored at or above their ages on a standardized vocabulary test.

Procedures
Speaking rate was measured in spontaneous speech samples obtained from each subject with TBI and his or her control subject during three different sampling sessions. The first sampling session occurred one month after the subject had been discharged from the acute care hospital and had begun attempting to communicate intentionally. The second and third sessions occurred seven and thirteen months after the first.

Speech samples were collected using an on-line video narration task [5] in which subjects describe the events occurring on a silent, 108-second videotaped cartoon. The video narration context represents a demanding language production task because of the time constraints imposed by the rapidly changing events on the cartoon. In addition, this task ensures the consistency (in rate, complexity, and sequence) of the events to be described across speakers and sampling sessions.

Utterances were recorded using a high fidelity audiotape recorder and external microphone for orthographic and phonetic transcription by trained research assistants.

Physical Measurement of Speaking Rate
Speaking rate was calculated for each subject using CSpeech, a computer assisted waveform analysis program [6]. Speaking rate, expressed in syllables per second, was calculated by dividing the total number of syllables produced (including interjections and other "mazes" [7] phenomena) by the duration of the utterances, which included any silent pauses that occurred within utterance boundaries.

Perceptual Judgments of Speaking Rate
An important clinical question about any speaking rate reductions concerns their perceptual significance to naive listeners. To address this question, a direct magnitude estimation (DME) paradigm without modulus [8] was used to obtain perceptual ratings of speaking rate for individual subjects with TBI and control subjects at the final sampling session. To control for listener bias, the

18 video narration samples from the final session were dubbed from the original recordings onto a stimulus audiotape in random order for presentation to naive listeners. The direct magnitude estimates of speaking rate from each listener were converted to a common scale, and the means were computed for each subject with TBI and each control subject.

STUDY 1: RESULTS
The control group produced more syllables per second than the group with TBI at all three sessions, and average speaking rate changed little in either group over the three sampling sessions. At Session 3, the control group's mean speaking rate was 4.74 syllables/s (SD = 1.07); the mean speaking rate in the group with TBI was 3.10 syllables/s (SD = 1.39).

Visual inspection of the speaking rate data within each subject pair, however, suggested marked differences between the TBI and control subjects in only five pairs at the final sampling session. Evaluating the significance of such visually determined differences is difficult. One approach is to calculate a "normal performance quotient" (NPQ) [9], defined as the ratio of the performance of each subject with TBI to that of his or her control subject. NPQs for the five subjects with TBI for whom speaking rate reductions were visually apparent were ≤ 0.6; none of the remaining four subjects with TBI had an NPQ lower than 0.78.

The naive listeners rated the final samples from five subjects with TBI as significantly slower than those of their matched controls. Importantly, these were the same five subjects whose slower physically measured speaking rates were visually apparent, and whose NPQs were 0.6 or lower.

The results of Study 1 confirmed slowed speech rate as a significant
sequela of TBI in some children and adolescents. Objective and subjective speaking rate measurements revealed significantly slowed speaking rates persisting more than one year post injury in five of these nine subjects with severe TBI.

**STUDY 2**

In Study 2, we examined the influence of two potential determinants of speaking rate. As noted earlier, generalized slowing of fine motor performance is a well-known outcome of TBI. Therefore, it is reasonable to speculate that slowed speaking rates might result from damage to the speech motor system. Alternatively, speaking rate could be slowed by reductions in the speed with which subjects conduct the cognitive-linguistic operations needed to access lexical items, construct syntactic frames and perform discourse processing operations. Perhaps most plausibly, speaking rate reductions in subjects with TBI could be associated with both sets of factors.

The influence of distinct motor-articulatory and cognitive-linguistic variables on speaking rate has been discussed by other investigators. One recent proposal [10] is that connected speech rate is determined by two factors: the speed of the articulators and the frequency and duration of silent pauses. These investigators suggested that "articulation rate" (i.e., number of syllables per second, calculated on runs of speech containing no pauses longer than 250 ms), may best reflect articulator speed and speech motoric performance. By contrast, they proposed that the frequency and duration of pauses longer than 250 ms may best reflect the operation of cognitive and linguistic factors.

In Study 2 we examined the interaction of these two factors in the speaking rates of our subjects. Specifically, we asked whether all subjects with slowed speaking rates exhibited slowed articulation rates in conjunction with increased percentages of within-utterance pause time, or whether these factors appeared to operate independently.

**STUDY 2: METHOD**

The first 50 syllables produced by each of the nine subjects with TBI at the final sampling session were analyzed. Duration and number of lexical syllables produced in runs of speech containing no pauses longer than 100 ms were calculated, yielding a measure of articulation rate in the form of average syllable duration. In addition, the duration of each pause longer than 100 ms was measured, yielding a measure of within-utterance pause time which was used to calculate the average percentage of time spent in silence within the utterance. Finally, to obtain a clinical judgment of speech-motor function, an experienced speech-language pathologist, blind to subject status, also independently rated samples from all subjects for the presence of dysarthria.

**STUDY 2: RESULTS**

Three of the five subjects with TBI who had slow speaking rates, based on the previous physical and perceptual measures, had average syllable durations more than two standard deviations above the average duration for the control group, clearly suggesting a contribution of speech motoric deficits to their slowed rates. Further confirmation of the existence of speech motor deficits in these three subjects was provided by the fact that these three subjects, and only these three, were rated as dysarthric by an independent speech-language pathologist. Four of the five subjects with TBI who were originally found to have slow speaking rates also had percentages of pause time more than two standard deviations above the average for the control group, suggesting that cognitive-linguistic factors contributed to their slow speaking rates.

Data from one subject illustrate the extent to which motoric and cognitive-linguistic contributions to slowed speaking rate can be dissociated. This subject's percentage of pause time was greater than that of the control subjects, but average syllable duration was not. It appears that this subject's slow connected speech rate can be attributed to linguistic formulation difficulties rather than to speech motor deficits, an interpretation that is bolstered by the fact that this subject was not rated as dysarthric.

The results of these exploratory analyses suggest that "articulation speed" and what might be called "cognitive-linguistic speed" may be dissociable in individual patients more than one year after TBI.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Study 1 provided the first empirical confirmation of the widespread clinical observation that slowed speech rate may be a significant sequela of TBI in children. Both objective and subjective speaking rate measurements revealed significantly slowed speaking rates persisting more than one year post injury in five of these nine severely brain-injured subjects. Study 2 revealed that these slowed speaking rates may not originate from a single source. Reductions in speaking rate after TBI may have different origins, and different implications.
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ABSTRACT
Subtle deviations in articulatory behaviour can prohibit cleft palate patients from acquiring normal (non nasalted) speech after apparently successful surgery. This is not least a question of management of aerodynamics in speech. Registrations of nasal air flow and intraoral air pressure during therapy, with use of a dual oral-nasal Rothenberg mask, can be of great help for the patient as a pedagogical means in detecting and correcting faulty speech patterns.

INTRODUCTION
Patients who have established their speech production pattern under conditions incompatible with building up necessary intraoral air pressure have often adapted their articulatory strategies to these less favourable conditions. This is especially true of cleft palate patients who have needed secondary palatal surgery or who have had primary surgery late in life.

Not only deviant articulatory placement but also subler deviations in the configuration of the vocal tract may prevent them from acquiring normal speech after apparently successful surgery. This is not the least a question of management of aerodynamics in speech. Warren (1986), [2] suggests that the regulation of aerodynamics is important in the development of speech production patterns. He further suggests that it governs the choice of compensatory behaviours and the programming of speech patterns in these patients. He proposes yet another approach for modifying these faulty speech patterns.

Subtle deviations in these patients have been described in detail and illustrated by spectrograms (Ericsson, 1987), [1]. Acoustic measurements have proved to be a valuable complement to usual clinical investigation of performance in these patients, and in evaluating the results of therapy. Understanding of all the information that is given in a spectrogram requires experience and possibility of consulting with experts in phonetics.

For the patient a spectrogram often might be difficult to interpret. Therefore it is of utmost importance to find a pedagogical means which the patient understands without difficulties. It is worth mentioning that these patients often don't actually hear their speech defects, even though they are aware that something must be wrong through comments from other people.

PRACTICAL PROCEDURES
We register with the aid of a dual oral-nasal Rothenberg mask, nasal air flow and intraoral air pressure during speech, before and after correction. The results are shown to the patient on the computer screen, which encourages and helps him to change his habit.

Thus, the patient can realise the results of articulatory changes with three senses: vision, hearing and feeling. To our knowledge, no one else is using simultaneous registrations of nasal air flow and intraoral air pressure as a pedagogical means during therapy.

EQUIPMENT
We use a dual oral-nasal Rothenberg mask. The openings in the mask is covered with fine wire mesh, to produce a pressure difference proportional to the air flow. However, the oral transducer is connected to a small tube which protrudes into the corner of the mouth.

Thus we measure intraoral pressure for labiodental sounds. The amplified output from the pressure transducers is connected to a 30 Hz lowpass filter to remove any speech frequencies from the registration. The filtered signal is digitised and recorded by SOUNDSWELL [3], a speech recording and analysis software package. At the moment, we have no registration of speech, because it is most important to monitor the aerodynamics in the training situation for visual feedback. However, we are in the process of adding microphones to the Rothenberg masks for listening purposes and for extended evaluation of articulatory behaviour.

CASE DESCRIPTIONS.
Cleft palate patient
Registrations from a 16 year old boy are given in Figure 1 a-c. He was born with bilateral cleft lip and alveolus and cleft palate. After lip operation the palate was operated before 2 years of age. Secondary operation with pharyngeal flap was performed when the boy was 10 years old, as the velopharyngeal function had proved to be insufficient.

Figure 1 a shows nasal air flow and intraoral air pressure during pronunciation of the phrase: 'Fryser du frågade Frida?' (Are you cold? Frida asked) before correction of speech.

Figure 1 b shows the registrations of the same phrase immediately after correction.
Evident nasal escape can be noticed on Figure 1a. The relation in time of the nasal escape on /l/ to the intraoral air pressure built up on production of this sound can be studied. In the second and third registrations the nasal escape has diminished. With our equipment we can measure the air pressure in the oral cavity for sounds with articulatory seat in front of the little tube introduced in the corner of the mouth, thus bilabial and labiodental sounds. In training we have found it most convenient to start with these sounds, as the entire vocal tract is situated behind the place of articulation. Generalisation then often easily occurs to sounds of the same category on dental and velar places. Figure 2 shows the same phrase spoken by a normal speaking person.

Evidently nasal escape is shown.

Patient with no history of cleft palate.

Figure 3 shows registrations from a 9 year old boy who was referred for nasal emission on /s/ in certain context. He had received speech therapy in school for some years. We could not find any nasal emission on /s/, but the patient seemed very aware of these sounds and prolonged them. On recording we noticed nasal emission sometimes but not always on /l/ and to lesser extent on /l/ and /b/. No history of cleft palate. The aerodynamic registrations show that the production of /l/ sometimes seemed to start with nasally directed airflow. On next visit, two weeks later, the nasal emission in the same utterance could not be noticed as shown in Figure 3b. The utterances shown here are bisyllables with final syllable stressed.
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ABSTRACT
A new PC-based speech perception testing system, the Speech Pattern Audiometer (SPA) is described which aims to provide a simple and efficient clinical tool to assess listeners' ability to make use of acoustic cues to speech pattern contrasts for use in speech and language therapy with those who are deaf or who have developmental or acquired speech perceptual disorders. This system constitutes a module of a complete speech and hearing workstation.

INTRODUCTION
In order to plan stage-appropriate speech and language therapy and to ensure the best possible hearing aid fitting, it is important to be able to reliably measure a deaf person's ability to make use of speech pattern information in the acoustic signal. In making such an evaluation, the contribution of other sources of information such as contextual information at the lexical, syntactic and semantic levels needs to be minimised, or at least carefully controlled. This makes sentence and word lists quite unsuitable for an evaluation of acoustic cue use.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SPA
In speech pattern audiometry, the ability to make use of acoustic cues to phonemic contrasts is assessed using a set of identification tests. Each test is based on a minimal pair composed of words of high-frequency of occurrence and easily represented by a picture. Each test assesses the ability to perceive a specific set of acoustic cues such as those which mark intonation contrasts, vowel quality, and voicing, place and manner of articulation in consonants. High-quality copy-synthesises based on tokens produced by a female British English speaker are prepared and the speech pattern cues under investigation are manipulated in a controlled way to construct a set of stimuli continua. Unlike tests based on natural speech, the speech pattern elements in the copy-synthesised words can be individually manipulated whilst maintaining a high degree of naturalness. By comparing performance in different test conditions in which the speech pattern cues are presented singly or in combination, it is possible to make a precise assessment of the speech pattern information used by a listener. As the tests assess the perception of common components of speech sounds, conclusions can be drawn about other speech sounds that are distinguished by the same speech pattern elements without explicitly having to test them.

Phonemic contrasts differ in terms of their speech pattern complexity and this is reflected in the age and stage of development at which they are acquired. By choosing a set of contrasts that spans these different levels of speech pattern complexity, it is possible to assess for example the stage of speech development reached by a child.

The stimuli from the continuum are presented to the listener in the form of a two-alternative forced-choice identification test: the listener hears a word and responds by touching the appropriate picture on a touch-sensitive response box. The ability to assign the sound to a specific phonemic category, which is assessed in this test, is central to the whole process of speech perception. The output of the test is a simple graph called an identification or labelling function, which shows the percentage of responses of one label against the stimulus continuum. This graph can be economically described in terms of its gradient and phoneme boundary point, which are calculated using Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) techniques [1]. Increasing confidence in identifying a contrast is marked by a sharpening of the identification function, and therefore by an increase in the measured gradient. These measures can be used in further statistical analyses, to look at evidence of change in performance over time or across different conditions.

The tests are interactive and the software which controls the test procedure determines the duration and complexity of each test on the basis of the client's ongoing performance. This is highly time- and cost-effective for the clinician, increases statistical reliability and ensures that clients are not frustrated by lengthy tests going beyond their ability. As each test takes only 3 to 4 minutes on average, it is possible to get a quantitative assessment of the perception of a range of contrasts within a twenty-minute session. Speech pattern audiometry has been evaluated in longitudinal studies of speech perception development with deaf children [2].

Test software and hardware
The SPA software has been implemented in Microsoft Windows. It includes facilities to store client records, to select and present minimal pairs tests, to run interactive tests, to display and store test results in numerical and graphical form and obtain hard-copy printouts of the data. Facilities are also included to run basic statistics on the data.

The hardware required is a PC capable of running Microsoft Windows 3.1, fitted with a CL7X D/A card and a simple response box. In the absence of a response box, tests can be run using a mouse or joystick. As tests are usually carried out free-field aided, in a sound-treated room, a good quality amplifier and loudspeaker are also required. The sound level from the loudspeaker should be at the client's most comfortable listening level and must be monitored in each test session.

FIELD TRIALS
The sensitivity of both SPA and other audiometric tests for a particular evaluation of hearing aid performance was assessed in a study in collaboration with the Royal National Throat, Nose and Ear Hospital in London. The test battery included the speech pattern tests described above and natural-speech based tests which take a similar analytic approach in assessing the use of acoustic information: the UCL 24-consonant VCV test [3] and the FAAF test [4].

Subjects
Subjects were four severely deaf listeners. All were regular hearing-aid users. They participated in the trial when they attended the clinic for their check-up approximately three months after being fitted with a new hearing aid.

Test battery
The listeners were each tested on a single day in two sound-proof rooms at the clinic. They were tested: (1) with their old aid; (2) with their new aid. In each condition, the following tests were presented in a "sound alone" condition (i.e. without lipreading).

Speech pattern tests
It was anticipated that for the clients selected, differences between hearing aids were most likely to be found in the perception of sounds cued by high-frequency patterns. Therefore 4 minimal pairs were selected which assessed the perception of place of articulation in initial plosives and fricatives. An initial-fricative voicing contrast was also included to assess the use of duration and low-frequency cues. The tests chosen were as follows (acoustic cues in parentheses):

- PEA-KEY (low-mid frequency burst and F2/F3 transitions)
The identification function gradients for each test with the two hearing aids are given above. The difference in gradient was judged as significant (marked by asterisk in Tables 1 and 2) if the gradients were a standard error apart.

For all listeners, steeper categorisation was obtained for contrasts marked by low-to-mid frequency cues (PEA-KEY and SUE-ZOO) than for mid-to-high frequency cued contrasts (SUE-SHOE and TEA-KEY).

Natural speech audiometry tests:

The difference in overall percent correct scores in and manner, voicing, and place of articulation scores obtained with the new versus old aid conditions for the two types of tests is presented in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3: VCV test: Difference in scores between the new vs old aid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% total</th>
<th>% place</th>
<th>% voicing</th>
<th>% manner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P001</td>
<td>+18.7</td>
<td>+16.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P002</td>
<td>+38.8</td>
<td>+33.5</td>
<td>+33.5</td>
<td>+41.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P003</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P004</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-4.2</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: FAAF test: difference in scores with the new vs old aid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% total</th>
<th>% place</th>
<th>% voicing</th>
<th>% manner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P001</td>
<td>+9</td>
<td>+4</td>
<td>+6</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P002</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P003</td>
<td>+5</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P004</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data analysis

P001 has six-frequency average (0.125 to 8 kHz) pure tone thresholds of 68 dBHL in the left ear and 38 dBHL in the right ear, with a flat configuration. She is labelling the PEA-KEY contrast sharply with both aids, but is showing better performance on the TEA-KEY contrast with the new aid, which suggests that this aid provides better frequency response at high frequencies. Sharper labelling of the fricative contrasts is also seen with the new aid. Finally, P001 shows better performance with the new aid in both natural speech tests.

P002 labels the PEA-KEY contrast, marked by low-to-mid frequency cues, very confidently with both aids, but shows poor performance with both aids on the TEA-KEY contrast and the two fricative contrasts. These results correlate with a lack of significant increase in performance with the new aid in the FAAF test. A significant increase in performance with the new aid is seen for the VCV test, but a careful examination of results suggests that this is due to particularly poor results with the old aid due to fatigue.

P003 has 6FA pure tone thresholds of 47 dBHL in the left ear and 50 dBHL in the right, with a very steep configuration (15dB loss at 1 kHz and 95 dB loss at 8 kHz). As might be expected, sharp categorisation was seen for the two low-to-mid frequency cued contrasts, PEA-KEY and SUE-ZOO. Poorer performance is seen for the mid-to-high frequency cued contrasts but significantly sharper labelling for the KEY-TEA contrast was obtained with the old aid. The natural speech tests do not conclusively show better performance with either aid.

P004 had 6FA pure tone thresholds of 109 dBHL in the left ear and 88 dBHL in the right ear. He too obtained steeper identification functions for the low-to-mid frequency cued tests. There was a trend to label sharply with the old aid for 3 of the tests. He also obtained higher scores on the FAAF test with the old aid.

DISCUSSION

A new clinical tool for speech perceptual assessment, the SPA, has been presented which is based on extensively tested techniques used in experimental phonetics research. A clinical example is presented in which SPA was compared to other speech audiometry tests to assess the relative efficacy of two hearing aids for deaf clients.

The VCV and FAAF tests evaluate the perception of a wide range of sounds. However, the VCV and FAAF feature-based performance measures (e.g. voicing and place correct) are still too general to provide much useful information for hearing aid fitting.

The speech pattern tests were successful in showing differences in performance which reflect the hearing aids' performance for low-frequency and high-frequency-based speech patterns. SPA had the further advantage of being quick and easy to administer, largely independent of vocabulary knowledge, and providing immediate scoring of results. This allows immediate feedback to be given to the client and results to be used within the session to make adjustments to hearing aid settings and try out new directions in rehabilitation. These tests therefore provide a valuable and powerful additional tool for audiological assessment.
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MULTI-SENSORY PERCEPTION

An artificial inner ear is not sufficient in itself to enable for speech perception, but shows much better capability if combined with lip-reading. It is also necessary to evaluate the capability for speech perception through tactile sensation, as various types of tactile aids have been used in combination or substitutively with artificial inner ear or lip-reading.

Steps in Linguistic Processing

Information conveyed through each sensory channel can be analyzed commonly at the step of phonetic perception in the linguistic processing of speech. Outputs of optical analysis in visual organs and configurative analysis in tactile organs merge into the output of acoustical analysis in auditory organs at the step of the input of phonetic perception [1] (Figure 2).

Analysis on the IPA Charts

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) revised to 1989 was extended to include the classification of mouth shapes as well as speech sounds in the analysis of the transmission of speech information through auditory, visual or tactile sensory channels, so that the strategy is able to be applied to different languages in common.

Identifiable Groups of Phones

Auditory channel

For speech information transmitted auditorily, the amplitude-frequency ranges of the speech signal necessary for identifying each kind of consonant were derived from the data of an acoustical analysis and a perceptual test. Basic categories of consonants which are distinguishable from each other through the auditory channel were devised based on the consonant chart of the IPA (Top of Table 1).

Visual channel

For visually transmitted speech information, identifiable groups of phones were predicted by taking into account the distinguishable places of articulation (Middle of Table 1). The categorization was based on the stroboscopic observation of the mouth shape in the utterance [2]. Complementary effects between auditory and visual perceptions were estimated by referring to the data of hearing-impaired subjects using hearing aids or artificial inner ears [3].

Tactile channel

By using the same classification, groups of phones identifiable by tactile aids were predicted by referring to the speech perception data with a multi-channel vibro-tactile vocoder (Bottom of Table 1).

EDITING COMPUTER PROGRAM

A computer program for converting results of evaluation experiments in different languages at various steps of linguistic processing is being developed by assembling the correction rules.

Reference and Objective Languages

In introducing the identifiable group of phones to the program, the speech sounds of Japanese is taken as the objective language, and that of English as the reference language, in the preliminary version.

Type of Cochlear Implant Devices

The computer program for converting the test results also accommodates data obtained from various types of cochlear implant devices, in order to compare their capabilities when combined with lip-reading or tactile aids.
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ABSTRACT

Based on the biomechanical modeling of finger actions, a new descriptive system for hand shapes used in signing is proposed. Hand shapes are classified systematically on a chart consisting of combinations of finger actions for changing the shapes and mutual relationships for each of the combinations of the active fingers. This chart serves as a language-independent framework for describing the hand shapes in manual communication.

PURPOSE

As part of the investigation of the coordination of descriptive systems proposed for different sign languages with biomechanical modeling of the hand and arm movements [1], classification of hand shapes is discussed based on the anatomical structure and control mechanism.

MODEL OF FINGER ACTIONS

Hand shapes are described based on the combination of finger actions for changing the shapes and mutual relationships, for each of the combinations of the active fingers.

The extension and flexion of the index, middle, ring and little fingers are modeled by the rotation of three kinds of joints (distal/proximal interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints) caused by the contractions of seven kinds of muscles (flexor digestor indicis, extensor digitorum profundus, and lumbrical muscles). While those of the thumb are modeled independently from the other fingers by the rotation of three kinds of joints (inter/metacarpophalangeal and carpometacarpal joints) caused by the contractions of four kinds of muscles (flexor/extensor pollicis longus/brevis muscles).

Abduction and adduction of the index, middle, ring and little fingers are modeled by the rotation of the metacarpophalangeal joint caused by the contraction of three kinds of muscles (dorsal intersseous, abductor digiti minimi and palmar interosseous muscles). Palmar abduction/adduction and radial abduction/ulnar adduction of the thumb are modeled by the rotation of the carpometacarpal joint caused by five kinds of muscles (abductor pollicis longus/brevis, opponens/adductor pollicis and flexor pollicis brevis muscles).

SYMBOL SYSTEM

By combining the above finger actions, hand shapes in signing can be described using the new system proposed here.

The descriptive system consists of symbols for the five fingers, marks denoting actions, and several marking conventions. The marks denote the actions of extended or flexed fingers for changing their shapes: extended, clenched, half-clenched, hooked angled, and half-angled, and those of extended fingers for changing their mutual relationship; and abducted, radial-abducted for the thumb, palmar-abducted and palmar-adducted also for the thumb, crossed and touched.

HAND SHAPE CHART

Theoretically possible hand shapes are classified in the form of a matrix consisting of the marks denoting finger actions for changing the shapes in columns, and for changing mutual relationships in rows, for each of the combinations of the active fingers. The hand shapes without and with the actions of the thumb are classified in chart A and B, respectively (Table 1 and 2).

For simplicity of display, only the hand shape with the action indicated by the mark on the left-side of "?” is shown for the element in each column and row in these charts. The number of hand shapes involved in chart A and B is 215 and 572, respectively, and 789 in total.

DIFFICULTY IN ACTIONS

The number of hand shapes decreases to about 713 kinds, if some of the combinations are eliminated on account of being highly difficult to manipulate. (They are indicated by "~" in the charts.) The degree of the difficulty is estimated by analyzing the control in the neuromuscular mechanisms of the hands, with regard to their original function of exerting forces to outside objects.

There are 76 kinds of shapes, which correspond to about 10% of total, in the criterion used here; and most of them are related to the actions of the middle finger, ring finger, index plus ring fingers and middle plus little fingers.

SHAPES USED IN SIGNING

These 713 kinds of hand shapes encompass most of the hand shapes found in the previously devised descriptive systems for the manual alphabet and both traditional and simultaneous sign languages in America, 19 kinds of symbols proposed by Stokoe [2], 41 kinds of symbols by Friedman [3], 22 kinds of symbols by Liddel [4], 40 kinds of symbols by Sutton [5], 40 kinds of symbols in the SignFont [6]; in Sweden, 33 kinds of symbols by Bergman [7]; and in Japan, 54 kinds of symbols by Kanda [8] and 32 kinds of symbols by Yonekawa [9]. (They are indicated by "~" in the charts.)

The result is 78 different kinds of hand shapes, or about 10% of the total, but the remaining 80% of the hand shapes can be also utilized for finding a more effective system of the hand shapes in manual communication in general, as well as for describing the hand shapes in other sign languages.

APPLICATIONS

The descriptive symbol system of hand shapes proposed here is currently being used in the computer simulation of signing gestures by combining it with models of arm and hand movements. It is also planned to apply it to the retrieval strings in electronic sign language dictionaries by modifying the system with regard to the degree of difficulty of recognition.
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ABSTRACT
Fourteen speakers were studied for speech motor functions 10-144 months after resection of oral structures. Twelve speakers still had speech defects ranging from mild articulatory problems to severe unintelligibility. The most severe defects correlated with the most deviant F1/F2 distributions showing either generally centralised formant values or lowered F2 frequencies, especially for the front vowels.

INTRODUCTION
Surgical operations in the oral structures alter speech and other oral motor functions. However, our knowledge of long-lasting effects of oral cancer surgery is limited [1,2]. Also, the need for systematic and multidisciplinary evaluation of patients with operated oral cancer has not been recognised until recently in Finland. The present study belongs to the retrospective part of a research project which aims to evaluate functional consequences of oral cancer treatment.

The aim of the present study was to examine the correlation between intelligibility ratings and acoustic features of vowels [1,3,4]. To reach this aim clinically evaluated speech defects were compared with psychoacoustical F1/F2 charts.

METHODS
Fourteen speakers (8 women and 6 men) were studied about four years (range 10-144 months) after resection of oral structures due to oral cancer. The mean age of the speakers was 59 years (range 22-82). The lesions involved the mandible in seven speakers, the maxilla in three, the tongue in two, and the floor of mouth in two speakers. Lesions after surgery were largest following resections of the bony structures in mandible and maxilla. Nine subjects had radiation therapy postoperatively and also nine subjects had mandibular reconstructions or obturator prosthesis to compensate the structural defects.

Clinical evaluation of speech and oral motor functions
Two qualified speech therapists estimated the adequacy of speakers' oral motor functions and speech intelligibility with the Frenchay Dysarthria Assessment (FDA) [5], a sentence repetition task from the Finnish version of Speech Examination [6,7], a text reading task [8], a nasality assessment [9], and finally, with a story telling task [10]. Oral motor examinations were videotaped for reliability testing, and speech samples were audiotaped in a soundproof room with a Revox-A77 tape recorder.

The data consists of the results from FDA profiles converted to points (max. 224 points). In addition, the severity of speech defect was estimated on a 4-point scale (0-none and 3-severe) by the first two authors.

Acoustic analysis of vowel quality
A task of reading the eight Finnish vowels (both short and long) was also recorded. The test items consisted of 96 words in which each vowel type occurred in six different contexts (e.g. tippa 'drop', piina 'courtyard'; piina 'agony', tili 'brick'). The speakers were asked to read each word three times without inter-word pauses, i.e. as a sentence-like utterance (e.g. tippatipatippa) [11].

To estimate deteriorations in vowel quality, a psychoacoustical F1/F2 chart was applied utilising the LPC-analysis in the ISA-program [12, 13]. The formants were measured at the temporal midpoint (when possible) of the first vowel of the second word in each three-word sequence. The mean values of the six measurements per each vowel class were then calculated in order to compute the final F1/F2 charts for each speaker.

RESULTS
All speakers claimed that, acutely after the operation, they had had speech difficulties. At the time of the present study all but two speakers still had articulation deficits and/or hypernasal voice quality. In four speakers, a problem severe enough (ratings 2 or 3) to affect speech intelligibility was detected.

Clinical findings
The most severe oral motor and speech defects were found in speakers with partial glossectomy or mandible resections due to the fact that, in many cases, the operation reduced mobility of lingual muscles in addition to the structural changes in the oral cavity. Nasal voice quality characterised speakers with maxilla resections due to insufficient velopharyngeal functions, even when they were wearing an obturator prosthesis. Table 1 shows the essential findings of the functional analysis.

Table 1. Mean scores from FDA (max. scores are mentioned in parentheses). Mand, Max, Tong and Floor refer to lesions of mandible, maxilla, tongue, and floor of mouth, respectively. Palate, Intell and Total refer to palatal functions, intelligibility scores, and total scores of the functional assessment, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Palate</th>
<th>Tong</th>
<th>Intell</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>(24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mand</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>183.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>192.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tong</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>188.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>197.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F1/F2 patterns
Different patterns of variability in formant frequencies were observed when speakers' F1/F2 charts were compared with a normative pattern (see figure 1). First, the relative distances between vowel classes were found to correspond to the normal pattern in five cases. In four speakers the speech defect was rated either non-existent or mild. The fifth speaker was the oldest in this sample (82 years). She also produced a normal vowel pattern, but her moderate speech defect (rating 2) resided both from effortful articulation due to lateral fixation of the tongue tips from phonatory problems; the latter was most obviously related to her high age.
A fourth pattern was observed in three cases. It was characterised by reduced variability of F1-values (see figure 4), resulting from the speakers’ difficulties in raising the tongue. This reduced the accuracy of pronunciation of tip-alveolar phonemes, especially the Finnish liquid [r]. On the whole, speech defect was rated mild in these three speakers.

![Figure 4. Reduced F1 frequencies after resection of the floor of the mouth (case 13).](image)

In two cases, severe nasality decreased the reliability of the measurement of formants. Therefore these results are not presented here [1]. The speech defect was rated mild in both of them.

**DISCUSSION**

Long-lasting speech deficits and other oral motor disorders [16] were found in twelve of the patients who were operated on oral cancer. In eight speakers, the mild speech defect had only minor effects on speech intelligibility. In four subjects a more severe deficit was found. Speech intelligibility can be affected by several factors, e.g. phonatory problems, consonant distortions, hypernasality and deviations in vowel quality. In the present study, only vowel quality was examined. In spite of evident individual variation in acoustic data, four different patterns of F1/F2 charts were found. In one group, formant frequencies matched closely the normative chart. The speech difficulties were also mild in those speakers, expect for one subject with age-related phonatory changes. The restricted vertical tongue movement reduced the variability of F1 but did not affect speech intelligibility. However, consonant pronunciation was less accurate in that group. The most deviant F1/F2 distributions were marked lowering of F2 frequencies for front vowels or a general reduction of the relative distances between vowel classes on the F1/F2 chart. These formant patterns were found in four speakers with moderate to severe speech defects due to restricted mobility of the tongue. The relationship between speech intelligibility and F2 values has been reported also in dysarthric speakers [17]. In addition to deviant vowel pattern, the speakers in our study presented various problems in consonant pronunciation as well as hypernasality.

The number of speakers contributing each group was small in this preliminary study. However, the results support some earlier findings that front vowels are more vulnerable in oral surgery [1,4]. On the other hand, the speakers seemed to sustain the formant pattern for back vowels better than for the front vowels, even with minor movements of the posterior part of the tongue.

To improve the external validity of our results, a larger group of subjects will be studied both retrospectively and prospectively during the present research.
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ANTICIPATORY MOTOR PROGRAMMING IN ATAXIC DYSARTHRIA
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ABSTRACT
Ataxic dysarthria has prosodic characteristics in which the production of stress and rhythm is disturbed. An experiment is reported on the production of "stress shift" requiring anticipatory planning by 10 speakers with ataxic dysarthria, compared to 10 matched speakers with normal speech production. Comparison with normal speakers indicated that the ataxics did not take account of the position of the main stress in the following word in their production of "shift" words. This pattern is consistent with a disruption to motor programming.

INTRODUCTION
Ataxic dysarthria arises from damage to the cerebellum or the cerebellar pathways [1]. Its unique prosodic characteristics have often been termed "scanning speech", where each word or syllable appears to be produced with equal prominence, giving the listener the impression that each word is being produced separately from the others in the utterance. It has been suggested [2] that this prosodic disturbance could arise from either difficulties in the cerebellum's regulation of the ongoing execution of movement sequences, or from impairment to its role in the anticipatory motor programming of such sequences. In order to distinguish between these 2 quite distinct disruptions to speech motor control, an aspect of prosody that is dependent on sequential lookahead for its functioning needs to be investigated.

The stress pattern of some English words in connected speech is dependent on the stress pattern of the following word. It is generally acknowledged that these shifts in the prominence pattern on some words are due to a strong rhythmic constraint to prefer the alternation of stressed and unstressed syllables and words, and to avoid the juxtaposition of stresses [3] [4]. Hence, while ornate spoken in a noun phrase such as the ornate one has the main stress on the last syllable, in a noun phrase such as the ornate cup there is a perception that the main stress has shifted to the first syllable of ornate. This rhythm rule can be formulated as an operation where stress shifts from one syllable of a word on to another in order to avoid "clashing" with an adjoining stress.

PROCEDURE
Ten subjects with multiple sclerosis, and who were native speakers of English, were selected. They had been diagnosed by a neurologist as exhibiting predominantly ataxic symptoms, and by an experienced speech pathologist as exhibiting ataxic dysarthria with "scanning speech" prosody. Each subject was recorded reading a series of sentences containing noun phrases which comprised of a potential stress shift word followed by a word with varying syllable distance to its main stress. The sentences were designed to provide a phonological context where stress and non shift environments could be manipulated. Examples of the 5 contexts used are as follows:

Two contexts where no shift was predicted:
No stress following: There were thirteen of them at the party.

Shift word focused: There were THIRTEEN officers at the party.
Three contexts where shift was predicted:
One syllable distance: There were thirteen officers at the party.
Two syllable distance: There were thirteen officials at the party.
Three syllable distance: There were thirteen politicians at the party.

Six potential stress shift words were used: thirteen, bamboo, sardine, undergone, overnight, and Japanese.

These words had been identified in a previous experiment as being particularly susceptible to stress shift in speech production.

RESULTS
Both the ataxic group and the control group were perceived as shifting stress in the 3 Rhythm contexts, and not shifting in the 2 non rhythm contexts. A 2 way analysis of variance for group membership and context against the judges' perception of stress shift indicated that there were significant main effects for both group and context as well as a significant 2 way interaction between them (context: p = .000, F = 427.3, d.f. = 4, 596; group: p = .000, F = 50.7, d.f. = 1, 599; interaction: p = .000, F = 24.5, d.f. = 4, 596). The most important difference between the 2 groups was in the pattern of stress shift over the 5 contexts. While the control group displayed a graded decrease in the perception of shift as the syllable distance to the main stress in the fulcrum word increased, the ataxic group showed no such systematic pattern. The ataxic group were perceived as shifting to the same extent in all 3 Rhythm contexts.

There were acoustic-phonetic changes in the shift words that corresponded to these perceived patterns of stress shift in both groups. A 2 way analysis of variance for group membership and context against the relative duration of the first foot in each shift word indicated that there was a significant main effects for context but not for group membership (p = .000, F = 67.1, d.f. = 4, 596). As well there was a significant 2 way interaction between context and group (p < .05, F = 3.4, d.f. = 4, 596). Both the ataxic and control groups had similar significant increases of approximately 9% in the relative duration of the first foot in the Rhythm contexts compared to the 2 non rhythm contexts. However, the pattern of increase in relative duration was not the same for the 2 groups. The control group displayed a graded decrease in the relative duration of the first foot as...
the syllable distance to the main stress in the fulcrum word increased. The ataxic group showed no such systematic difference across the 3 Rhythm contexts, with the degree of durational change remaining the same. Figure 1 displays an error bar plot of the mean relative duration of the first foot across the 5 contexts for the control and ataxic groups.

There were similar results for the shift in peak fundamental frequency between the 2 feet in each word. A 2 way analysis of variance for context and group membership against shift in peak fundamental frequency between the 2 feet indicated significant main effects for both context and group, as well as a significant interaction between them (context: p = .000, F = 57.6, d.f. = 4, 596; group: p < .01, F = 7.4, d.f. = 1, 599; interaction: p = .000, F = 11.5, d.f. = 4, 596). For both the control and ataxic groups there were significant positive shifts in peak fundamental frequency in the Rhythm contexts compared to the non-rhythm contexts. The ataxic group differed from the control group, however, in having no graded decrease in peak fundamental frequency shift as the syllable distance increased.

In the ataxic group, as the number of syllables to the main stress in the following word increased, so did the duration of the pause prior to the production of that word. This pattern was markedly different from what occurred in the speech of the control speakers. In the speakers with normal speech production there was no relationship between the metrical structure of the word following the shift word and the pause before the production of that word. A 2 way analysis of variance for context and group membership against pause duration indicated a significant 2 way interaction between them (p = .000, F = 17.5, d.f. = 4, 596). Figure 2 displays an error bar plot of the mean duration of the pause between the shift and fulcrum words across the 5 contexts for the 2 groups.

It may be thought that the difference in pattern between the ataxic and control groups was a reflection of their differences in rate of speech rather than any impairment to motor control as such. However, a comparison with controls speaking at a slow tempo [5] indicated that the rhythm rule pattern produced by normal speakers at a slow tempo was markedly different from the ataxic productions. The ataxic group were perceived as shifting in all Rhythm contexts, and to the same extent across those contexts. The normal subjects at the slow tempo were not perceived as shifting, nor was there any differential effect in inter-word pausing.

**DISCUSSION**

The results for the ataxic group indicate that they underwent stress shift in the appropriate contexts, but were unable to make graded phonetic adjustments to the number of syllables to the main stress in the following word. Anticipation of the metrical structure of the following word, however, was found in the duration of the inter-word pause. This pattern was not found amongst the normal speakers, where anticipation of a following word is reflected in the duration of the prior word rather than in the pause [6]. This pattern reflects either a voluntary or involuntary strategy to limit motor programming and production to single words without reference to the following words in an utterance. This suggests that the traditional classification of the speech disorder arising from cerebellar damage as a dysarthria (and therefore not a speech programming disorder) is highly questionable.
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A SUPPLEMENTARY TACTILE SPEECH AID TRANSMITTING F0-INFORMATION

Hans Georg Piroth and Thomas Arnold
Institut für Phonetik und Sprachliche Kommunikation der Universität München, Schellingstr. 3, D-80799 Munich, Germany

ABSTRACT
First experiments are reported on a method for electrotactile F0-coding enabling hearing-impaired persons to detect intonation tactually while using a hearing aid. It is suggested that speech perception can be enhanced by simultaneously delivering segmental information by ear and suprasegmental features by skin.

INTRODUCTION
Within the framework of a TIDE research project on the development of a signal conditioning communication aid for the hearing-impaired [1] it is argued that the selection of the tactile senses as a channel for transmitting suprasegmental features would facilitate the use of residual hearing for the auditory perception of segmental cues.

Early investigations [2] have already shown that frequency differences in a.c.-stimulation can be perceived for frequencies below 200 Hz with just noticeable differences of 1-2 %. Thus, prima facie, electrotactile transmission seems to provide one appropriate method for heteromodal presentation of F0-information. But in addition it must be taken into account that identifiability, discriminability and discomfort of electrotactile stimuli are strongly dependent on stimulation methods and electrodes used. Advantages of vibrotactile stimulation have also been discussed [3]. Nevertheless, frequency discriminability is similar for both tactile stimulation modes for low frequencies, and the hardware needs for electrotactile stimulators are easier to meet.

APPARATUS AND SUBJECTS
The electrotactile stimulation device SEHR-3 [4] used to carry out the experiments produces bipolar rectangular impulses of variable amplitudes and durations which can freely be arranged in sequences. Impulse sequences are delivered to the skin by pairs of circular gold-layered electrodes (9 mm in diameter each with a center-to-center distance of 10 mm between the electrodes of each pair).

Based on pre-test results single impulses had a duration of 208 μs and amplitude was adjusted by subjects before each test session to a subjectively optimal value in the range of 0.33 to 5 mA. Three subjects participated in Exp. 1, seven in Exp. 2.

EXPERIMENT 1

Procedure
To code F0 the method developed by Sparks [5] to construct the apparent movement phenomenon has been adopted. Sparks built patterns of repetitive tactile pulses evoking oscillating movements along a lineal multistimulator array and varied pulse repetition frequency. His results showed that subjects could clearly distinguish successive stimulation (i.e. no apparent movement) at low frequencies, good apparent movement, and partial movement (i.e. a movement perceived along a part of the overall distance between the edge stimulators arranged in line, but of greater subjective strength) at high frequencies. Such a design should be suitable for a tactile transformation of F0 and - if transposed into an appropriate frequency range it also allows marking of out-of-range F0 values by crossing the boundaries of the categories found by Sparks when varying frequencies.

To evaluate the usability of apparent movement for this purpose using the impulse forms and electrode sizes of SEHR-3 two series of electrical pulse sequences were designed. Both series activate adjacent electrode pairs of linear stimulator matrices successively at constant rate. Series I consists of six pulse sequences with pulse repetition rates of 100, 91, 83, 77, 71, and 67 Hz to cover the transition from partial to good movement. For Series II 43, 37, 32, 29, 26, and 23 Hz were chosen as repetition rates (good to successive movement).

Three arrangements of two electrode pairs were used. For each test run, one of these electrode matrices was applied to the dorsal side of the left forearm. The distal electrode pair was placed 2 cm from the wrist, the proximal one 2, 4 or 6 cm apart. Ten repetitions of each pulse sequence were presented in random order. Subjects had to identify whether they sensed successive movement or good apparent movement in one subtest, good or partial in another.

Results and Discussion
Fig. 1 shows that the three categories given could be identified, but that
recognized was clearest for the
largest distance between electrode pairs.
As a conclusion from Exp. 1, this elec-
trode arrangement was chosen for tactile
F0 presentation, and it was suggested as
a working hypothesis that presenting
tactile F0 with a fundamental pulse
repetition rate equivalent to the half of an
average male speech F0 should be
expected to yield optimal results.

EXPERIMENT 2

Procedure
Exp. 2 was designed to test the identi-
fication of frequency rises and falls in
tactile impulse sequences. For Exp. 2a
two series of stimuli were constructed as
in Exp. 1, but impulse repetition rate
remained constant only for the first 350
ms of the sequence (50 Hz for Series I
and 70 Hz for Series II) and continuously
changed during the final 250 ms (target
rates for Series I: 30, 40, 60 and 70 Hz,
for Series II: 50, 60, 80 and 90 Hz). Both
series were tested separately (10 repeti-
tions in randomized order) and subjects were asked to identify positive or negative acceleration in the sequences. For Exp. 2b the overall duration of the stimuli was 500 ms, and instead of the
final change, frequency peaks with flat or
steep slopes were inserted as visualized
in Fig. 2. Again, Series I and II were
tested separately, but different slopes
were mixed (10 repetitions of 4 peak
forms with 50% level stimuli added). Subjects had to answer whether they perceived a frequency rise or not.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2}
\caption{Stimulus examples for Experiment 2.}
\end{figure}

Results and Discussion
Fig. 3a shows correctly identified rises
and falls in Exp. 2a. Greater frequency
changes yield better results in either di-
rection. The highest rates are found for
the 70-90 Hz rise and the 50-30 Hz fall
which both reach the boundary of the
good apparent movement category, but
overall recognizability of rises and falls is
less than expected.

Fig. 3b, presenting the results of Exp.
2b, reveals one hint to the explanation of
these low rates: identification of F0 peaks
is similar to the results of Exp. 3a, but
also in about 60% of the stimuli with
constant F0, frequency changes were
perceived.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3a}
\caption{Results of Experiment 2a (Identification of Rises and Falls).}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure3b}
\caption{Results of Experiment 2b (Identification of Peaks and Levels).}
\end{figure}

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The experiments show that the cate-
gorical aspects of the apparent movement
phenomenon were clearly recognized, but
that a transposition of speech F0 into the
good apparent movement range alone is
not sufficient to code electrotactile F0.
Since subjects often perceive F0 peaks in
stimuli with constant frequency, it can be
suggested that frequency must decrease
over the pattern to ensure the perception
of a clearly constant frequency. This
would mean that speech F0 declination
must be preserved in the transposition
method for tactile stimulation and, since
the identification of tactile frequency
shifts was poorer than expected, F0
variations have to be increased.
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VOICING, FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY, AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE AND VOICELESSNESS AS CUES TO CONSONANT IDENTITY
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ABSTRACT

Of long-standing theoretical and practical interest is the extent to which cues to consonant identity can be provided by purely temporal auditory features (periodic and aperiodic excitation, and amplitude envelope). Here we show that the primary features used by normal observers involve the on-and-off patterning of silence, periodicity and aperiodicity (both with and without lipreading). Additional variations in envelope and fundamental frequency provide little further information.

INTRODUCTION

For some years, we have been developing a speech-pattern hearing aid for profoundly hearing-impaired people [1]. The original SiVo aid (Sinusoidal Voice) extracted from the speech only the voice fundamental frequency (Fx) and presented it as a sinusoid at a constant loudness — a signal which provides an effective auditory supplement to lipreading. Now, further speech pattern elements are being incorporated, representing the speech amplitude envelope and voiceless frication, and we wanted to obtain normative data for comparison with results from our hearing-impaired listeners. Not the least reason for this is practical — to know if our current tests would be sensitive to these extra acoustic features.

Having decided to focus on the perception of intervocalic consonants for the moment, there were other interesting issues to address. For example, it has often been noted that Fx contours have a microstructure that could, in theory, transmit segmental information over and above that contained in the simple on-and-off pattern of voicing.

There is also currently much interest in the temporal structure of speech [2, 3] and in particular, the degree to which amplitude envelope is important. At least one source of this interest is the extent to which amplitude compression in auditory prostheses, with its transformation of the natural envelope of speech, would have a deleterious effect. Here we compare the most extreme compression (signals with no variation in amplitude when "on") to signals with natural variations in envelope.

EXPERIMENT 1

Experiment 1 investigated a simple coding of the voiced components of speech only. Represented were the on-off pattern of larynx excitation, its fundamental frequency, and the amplitude envelope. The key questions were whether Fx variation and/or envelope provide cues to consonant identity beyond those in the on-off pattern of larynx excitation.

Methods

A total of 9 conditions were tested: lipreading alone (L), plus 4 sound conditions with (L+) and without lipreading:

V - A fixed-frequency, fixed-amplitude signal indicating vocal fold vibration.
V(A) - as for V but with added amplitude envelope, derived from the original speech.
Fx - A fixed-amplitude signal whose periodicity followed the speaker's Fx.
Fx(A) - as for Fx, but with an amplitude envelope added.

Four normal-hearing native speakers of British English took part. Speech materials comprised each of the 24 English consonants between the vowel /æ/. Five distinct video-recorded lists (female speaker) were employed, each consisting of 2 tokens of each consonant. One list was reserved for initial training in each condition, whilst 4 were used for testing.

Fundamental frequency and voicing information were recorded by means of an electro-laryngograph on the speaker's throat at the time of recording, in the form of narrow pulses synchronised to the speaker's vocal fold closures. These pulses were then used as input to an external device with two modes of operation for generating the test sounds. For conditions involving Fx, the original pulses were used to trigger other pulses on a 1-for-1 basis. For conditions involving V, the original pulses were used to gate on and off a train of pulses of constant frequency. The triggered pulses were low-pass filtered at 400 Hz (18 dB/octave) to make them pleasant to listen to. For conditions with amplitude information, envelopes were derived by full-wave rectifying the 3-kHz low-pass filtered speech, and smoothing the result with a 30 Hz low-pass filter. These were then multiplied against the appropriate pulse train. All signals were recorded for testing purposes, and presented free-field using a loudspeaker.

Analysis

Each session was analyzed separately by constructing a confusion matrix from which overall proportion correct scores were derived, together with unconditional information transfer measures for:

- voicing: voiced vs. voiceless
- place: bilabial vs. labiodental vs. dental vs. alveolar vs. palatal vs. velar vs. pharyngeal
- manner: plosive vs. affricate vs. fricative vs. nasal vs. glide

A slightly collapsed voicing/manner feature, closely related to the so-called envelope features [3] — voiced plosives vs. voiceless plosives vs. voiceless fricatives vs. sonorants (nasals + glides) vs. voiceless fricatives.

To allow for learning, only the last 6 sessions for each condition of the 10 runs were analyzed. Statistical claims are made on the basis of an ANOVA including an observer x condition interaction (which was often significant), and Tukey's Studentized Range Test (p<0.05).

Results

Table 1 shows mean performance as a function of condition. Values with a common symbol in the same column (*, @) are indistinguishable statistically. Although more information tends to lead to better performance, neither fundamental frequency nor envelope increase performance very much compared to on-off voicing. That Fx variations aid consonant identification little has already been shown [4], but the small effects of envelope variation come as a surprise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 condition</th>
<th>correct</th>
<th>voice/man</th>
<th>voicing</th>
<th>manner</th>
<th>place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>@ 45</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(A)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>@ 48</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>@ 52</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fx(A)</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>@ 50</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>@ 43</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + V</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>@ 67</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + V(A)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>@ 73</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + Fx</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + Fx(A)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 was primarily concerned with the role of voiceless frication and envelope. There were 3 different sound signals, presented with and without lipreading, making for a total of 6 conditions. Apart from \( \text{Fx(A)} \) used in Experiment 1, the other sound signals were:

\( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz} \) - as for \( \text{Fx(A)} \) above, with a band of fixed-level noise present during periods of voiceless excitation.

\( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} \) - as above, but with an amplitude envelope on the noise as well.

Methods
Five new observers took part, following the same procedure as in Experiment 1. Signal components reflecting voicing in the speech signal were created as described for Experiment 1. Voiceless excitation was detected by a spectral balance circuit comparing the amount of energy above and below 3 kHz in the speech signal. However, the presence of voice pulses from the laryngograph overrode the comparator. Thus, voiceless excitation could only be detected in the absence of voicing. When the comparator indicated voiceless excitation, it gated a white noise that was then mixed with the voice pulses, for final low-pass filtering at 400 Hz. For conditions with amplitude information, envelopes were derived by full-wave rectifying the broad-band speech signal and smoothing the result using a 30 Hz low-pass filter. These envelopes were then multiplied against the white noise. Both the noise and pulse train signals were low-pass filtered at 400 Hz. Again, all signals were recorded for testing purposes.

Results
Analysis procedures were the same as described for Experiment 1, resulting in the summary found in Table 2. Again, more information tends to lead to better performance. The addition of voiceless information almost always leads to significantly improved performance (except for the place feature). However, the addition of amplitude envelope never causes significant increments for the features analysed (just as found in Experiment 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>feature</th>
<th>condition</th>
<th>correct</th>
<th>voice/man</th>
<th>voicing</th>
<th>manner</th>
<th>place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx(A)} )</td>
<td># 19</td>
<td># 47</td>
<td>62</td>
<td># 32</td>
<td># 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz} )</td>
<td>@ 24</td>
<td>@ 60</td>
<td># 72</td>
<td>@ 45</td>
<td># 24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} )</td>
<td>@ 27</td>
<td>@ 61</td>
<td>@ # 79</td>
<td>@ 45</td>
<td># 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx(A)} )</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>@ 82</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>* 79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz} )</td>
<td>* 76</td>
<td>* 82</td>
<td>* 92</td>
<td>* 73</td>
<td>* 80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} )</td>
<td>* 75</td>
<td>* 79</td>
<td>@ * 88</td>
<td>* 72</td>
<td>* 82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 focused primarily on the overall role of envelope, using the same methods as previously, but with three new observers. Seven conditions were used, involving lipreading alone, plus three sound signals both with and without lipreading: \( \text{Fx} \), \( \text{Fxx} + \text{Nz} \) (which had not been used previously), and \( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} \).

Results
The results (Table 3), lead to essentially the same conclusions as the previous two experiments. Variations in envelope beyond a simple binary indication of amplitude never lead to statistically significant increments in performance. But the addition of voiceless information often does, especially for voicing and for other features in conjunction with lipreading.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>feature</th>
<th>condition</th>
<th>correct</th>
<th>voice/man</th>
<th>voicing</th>
<th>manner</th>
<th>place</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx} )</td>
<td># 9</td>
<td># 33</td>
<td># 33</td>
<td># 26</td>
<td># 21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx} + \text{Nz} )</td>
<td># 14</td>
<td># 39</td>
<td>@ # 50</td>
<td># 28</td>
<td># 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} )</td>
<td># 14</td>
<td># 39</td>
<td>@ # 48</td>
<td># 28</td>
<td># 22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>@ 41</td>
<td>@ 33</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>@ # 48</td>
<td># 77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx} )</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>@ 60</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>@ * 79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx} + \text{Nz} )</td>
<td>* 72</td>
<td>* 69</td>
<td>* 73</td>
<td>* 67</td>
<td>@ * 81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L + ( \text{Fx(A)} + \text{Nz(A)} )</td>
<td>* 74</td>
<td>* 73</td>
<td>* 75</td>
<td>* 70</td>
<td>* 82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DISCUSSION
At first sight, these results bode well for auditory prostheses that distort envelope. Insofar as envelope variations made little difference to performance, it is clear that the bulk of temporal segmental information is contained in the on-and-off patterning of silence, periodicity and aperiodicity.

But there are two important caveats. First, it is not possible to extrapolate to connected discourse from results with consonants. We already know that variations in \( \text{Fx} \) aid consonant identification little in comparison to a simple voicing indicator, even though such variations are of great utility in connected discourse [5]. And there is evidence that envelope variations are as much a benefit in connected discourse as are \( \text{Fx} \) variations [6]. Second, it may not be wise to extrapolate from the results of normal observers to impaired ones. Faulkner et al. [1] have already shown that for some profoundly hearing-impaired observers listening to signals analogous to those used above, the addition of envelope can be of significant benefit, both in connected discourse and in consonant identification. It may be that impaired listeners are less able than our normally hearing listeners to use the on-off timing of voiced and voiceless excitations, and in consequence, may depend more on the use of other correlated cues conveyed by amplitude envelope.
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ABSTRACT

Patients having undergone irradiation in the pharyngeal area often exhibit a lingual-palatal articulatory deficiency in addition to the velar disorder. This paper shows how a simple but carefully made palate cover plate based on phonetic principles can alleviate some of the velar defects by decreasing the severity of the rhinolalia and correcting the tongue-to-palate contacts required for correct articulation.

INTRODUCTION

The velum of patients having undergone irradiation in the pharyngeal area often has a normal morphology but remains immobilized in the lowered position. The state of the tissues is generally too poor to allow for restorative pharyngovelar surgery. The only remaining remedy for the velar deficit is an artificial palate. However, such a prosthesis is difficult to achieve due to the shape of the velum, which excludes the use of Schiltsky-type obturators. Our aim here is to show that, in such cases, a phonetic approach based on the techniques used to investigate speech production, associated with particular care in making the prosthesis, can substantially improve the patient's speech.

1. CLINICAL DESCRIPTION OF A CASE

The patient is a 33-year-old woman. At the age of 17, she was diagnosed to suffer from epidermoid carcinoma of the cavum, accompanied by substantial ganglionic extension. Given the severity of the case, chemotherapy was chosen, in conjunction with massive radiation encompassing the entire cavum.

Today the patient is considered to be cured, although the aftereffects of the radiation therapy are great. The main characteristic of the sequel is an overall stiffness of the musculature in the pharyngeal region. The patient reports that her mouth and pharynx feel as if they "form a single block."

In its atonic state, the velum remains lowered. The upper tongue muscle is altered in an asymmetrical manner, which leads to substantial deviation to the right and a twisted tongue. The left dorsal surface also exhibits a concave type of dysmorphology. The patient's jaw opening at the central incisors is reduced to 18 mm. The patient also suffers from partial asialia and a slight hindrance in swallowing. Her speech is highly affected, with significant rhinolalia accompanied by difficult lingual-alveolar articulation, worsened by incorrect lip dynamics which tend to be used as an offset for her overall pronunciation problems. Her difficulty speaking, broken by frequent breath taking, is a real handicap with which the patient has trouble coping (she is a psychologist in an unemployment office).

As pharyngovelar restorative surgery is not advisable, the maxillofacial surgery ward of the Paoli-Calmettes Hospital referred the patient to our laboratory for potential fitting with a prosthesis.

2. PHONETIC DESCRIPTION OF THE CASE

2.1 Assessment of Rhinolalia

The first step was to determine the severity of the patient's rhinolalia and the residual motricity of the velum. This was done using an aerophonometer, a device which provides accurate measurements of the buccal and nasal airflow rates [1]. The aerophonometer was developed for this purpose as part of the EVA system [2].

The evaluation corpus consisted of two sentences which the patient was asked to pronounce several times: "ta toupie va trop vite" (tatupivatrotvif, designed to detect nasal leakage on the consonants "p" and "t", and "ta tanie a chanté" (tatafatraf, aimed at displaying the movements of the velum via variations in the nasal airflow rate on the

For the ten repetitions of each of the two sentences, the total volume of air exhaled from the nose and mouth were calculated, in addition to the ratio of the nasal airflow to the total volume exhaled. For the first sentence, an average of 51% of the air was exhaled through the nose (for a normal subject, this average is less a few percents).

Figure 1 shows the closest production to the mean for the first sentence. We can see a heavy and nearly constant nasal leakage everywhere except on the nuclei of the vowels "a" and "o", with the maximum occurring on the voiced consonant "v" and the stops "p" and "t". The movement span of the apical-alveolar and labial apparatus is small, the bursts of the consonants "p" and "t" are not very prominent, and the acoustic signal on the voiced consonant "v" is weak. This indicates atomic articulation: the subject holds back in order to avoid having to take too many breaths. For the second sentence, nasal leakage is approximately the same (49%) on the closure of the consonants "t" and "ch" in the nasalized environment. The airflow rates for the oral and nasal vowels are the same, which confirms the fact that the velum remains immobile and lowered during phonation.

2.2 Palatographic examination

The tongue asymmetry observed clinically was confirmed by palatography [4]. As it was impossible for the subject to open her mouth so that we could photograph her palate, we used an alternative approach which consisted of coating a palate plate and photographing the tongue after articulation. The purpose of this test was to point out the areas of excessive and insufficient contact brought about by the lingual asymmetry.

The consonants tested were "t", "s", and "k" surrounded by the vowel "a". For "ata", the tongue made a horseshoe type of contact, with a narrower area on the left. For "asa", there were two lateral contacts, again with a smaller area on the left. For "aka", the contact was not entirely closed due to the lack of left paramedial contact (figure 2).
The reference plate is 8/10 mm thick, with a sagittal profile that extends the hard palate. Its posterior edge is located 4 mm from the uvula. On this basic plate, a thickened area on the left inner arch is used to correct the defective occlusion caused by the lingual asymmetry. The thickness needed for correction was tested empirically, under continuous palatographic control, until the best trade-off was obtained between "too much and not enough" occlusion.

Three plates were produced from the reference plate (figure 3), each with a gradual increase in the thickness of the arch starting at the beginning of the postdam and ending at an added thickness of 2 mm, 4 mm, and 6 mm, respectively.

3. MAKING THE PALATOVELAR PROTHESIS

The patient's normal but rigid velar morphology prevents the insertion behind the velum of a support for a Schiltsky type of pharyngeal obturator. For cases like this, we designed a simple palatovelar cover plate capable of raising the velum and thereby reducing the severity of the rhinolalia. Such a plate should also allow the subject to more evenly distribute tongue contacts in the areas necessary for correct articulation.

Due to the patient's narrow buccal opening, obtaining an imprint of the palate posed an additional problem which was solved by making a custom-designed imprint carrier. Several imprints were made to ensure the quality of the mold, which was then used to make the palatographic plate and several palatal plates in biocryl resin.

4. RESULTS OF THE REHABILITATION

The patient felt "supported" and relieved during articulation as soon as she began wearing the 2-mm plate, which she perceived as a prop during continuous speech efforts. Habituation to this 2-mm plate took approximately one month. The 4-mm plate was also worn for one month, after which discomfort was eliminated.

Figure 4 shows the mean nasal airflow volume of 32% achieved on the first sentence. This is not a very large gain but allows the subject to take breaths less frequently and to achieve better apical- dental and labial articulation. Stop consonants such as "p" and "t" are more clearly marked, and the signal on the voiced consonant "v" is not as weak. According to individuals in the subject's surroundings, the patient's speech is more natural and her voice has a more pleasant quality. However, in exchange, the subject can only swallow liquids.

After these first two months, the subject was fitted with the 6-mm plate. She is now capable of making well-articulated speeches in public, without excessive fatigue. A final metal plate was made.
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VOCAL AND SUBVOCAL SPEECH IN STUTTERERS AND NON-STUTTERERS

J. van Rie, Dept. of General Linguistics and Dialectology
A.C.M. Rietveld, Dept. of Language and Speech
University of Nijmegen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The methodology of subvocal speech was used to assess whether stuttering already exists at the pre-motor stage of the speech production process. In realizing CVCV sequences non-stutterers (NST) were faster than stutterers (ST), both in vocal and subvocal speech. Also, ST produced vocal speech just as fast as subvocal speech, what leads us to conclude that in subvocal speech of ST different factors play a role than in subvocal speech of NST.

INTRODUCTION
The deviant speech of ST has been approached from many points of view. Differences with speech of NST have been searched for in linguistic planning [1], in the articulatory planning and in the articulatory execution of speech. Especially in the last two approaches the concept of articulation difficulty plays an important role. Specific segments, like initial /g,d,l,p/, are assumed to be more difficult for ST than others, like /w,s,f,h/ [2]. Another factor appears to be the similarity of consonants on identical syllable positions [2]; it was found that consonants which differ by only one distinctive feature (DF) enhance stuttering, compared to more dissimilar consonants. It is still not clear, however, whether articulatory problems should be located only at the execution level of speech, or also in the planning stage. There is evidence, yet, that articulatory obstacles are to be found in the planning stage as well. [3] for instance, showed for normal speakers a qualitative similarity between 'slips of the tongue' in overt and covert speech, whereas [4] reported that subjects need more time to silently read sentences with tongue twisters than matched sentences without this kind of obstacles. These findings suggest that articulatory problems also show up at the planning stage of speech. The methodology used in the research reported above is that of silent reading, which is equivalent to subvocal or covert speech. It offers the opportunity to tap the speech production process at the pre-execution stage, where movements of the speech organs are not yet initiated, and do not provide feedback in order to signal whether targets are reached or not. This is a particularly favourable situation to assess whether differences between the speech of ST and NST mainly exist at the execution stage, or already at the pre-motor stage.

This contribution focusses on the differences between vocal and subvocal speech of ST and NST. We did not investigate stuttered speech, but restricted ourselves to perceptually fluent speech, i.e. speech which is fluent in the overt condition (OC). Matched speech samples in the covert condition (CC) are considered to be fluent too. It is well-known, however, that perceptually fluent speech of ST is often slower than that of NST. Thus the deviance of planning and/or execution in ST speech can manifest itself in the rate of speech.

Our hypothesis is that stuttering, or its manifestation in fluent speech: lower speech rate, is not (only) located in the articulatory/motoric execution stage. This hypothesis implies the following predictions when comparing vocal and subvocal speech of ST and NST:
1) ST need more time for the realization of speech in both the CC and OC than NST;
2) ST and NST need more time in the OC than in the CC, as the former is an additional, time-consuming part in the process of speech production;
3) The difference in speech durations between ST and NST is less for simple sequences than for difficult ones.

METHOD
Speech materials
It was decided to use CVCV nonsense words for the sequences to be realized both in OC and CC. There were three reasons why this type of words was used: a) nonsense words leave more freedom for phonetic composition, b) an emotional load for stutterers is avoided, and c) less stuttering is observed on nonsense than on normal words [2]. The words were varied along a number of dimensions, which are assumed to be related to rate of speech or the facilitation of stuttering. [5] found that a relatively large dissimilarity between consonants on corresponding syllable positions increases the rate of speech, while Soderberg [2] observed a high frequency of stuttering on words in which the corresponding consonants differ by only one DF. Thus we created a dichotomy of words which are or are not assumed to stimulate stuttering or reduce speed rate. The dimensions are:
1) The number of DF's in which consonants with corresponding syllable positions differ (0 - 6 DF's). For instance the consonants of the word piepe do not differ in their segmental makeup, whereas the word sieue has consonants that differ in 5 DF's.
2) Initial consonants which are known to facilitate stuttering, like /g,d,l,p/ and consonants which do not facilitate stuttering: /w,s,f,h/.

By combining these two dimensions we eventually tested two types of sequences: difficult sequences that maximally enhance stuttering and simple sequences that do not facilitate stuttering.

Subjects
Both groups contained 12 subjects matched for sex and age. Both ST and NST were classified according to quantitative stuttering severity by means of the Stuttering Severity Instrument [6]. The ST showed very mild (N=3), mild (N=4), moderate (N=4) and severe (N=1) stuttering behaviour. The speech of NST was classified as very mild, even though most of them showed no dysfluencies at all. A model for a differential diagnosis and treatment of stuttering [7] was used to determine the qualitative stuttering behaviour: in all ST a motor dysfunction was dominant, characterised by lengthening, blocks and non-verbal struggle behaviour.

Procedure
The condition for realizing a sequence was displayed on a computer screen, being either aloud (OC) or quietly (CC). The subjects was told that quietly was the equivalent of repeating a telephone number or a list of shopings in their mind. During this display the subjects would prepare themselves to overtly or covertly producing the sequence by either opening the lips a little so that they could start articulating the sequence as soon as it appeared on the screen (OC) or by clamping the tongue between the teeth and keeping the lips apart (CC) to prevent the articulators from making the same articulatory gestures as in OC. When the sequence appeared on the screen the subjects had to start repeating it in the proper condition as fast as possible, meanwhile maintaining a precise articulation. With every repetition (both in OC and CC) they simultaneously had to press a key which was connected to a
computer that calculated the average realisation duration of every sequence. This way, in OC, the speech production process at the execution stage was tapped. The durations tapped in the CC represented the execution duration in the pre-execution stage only. In order not to include possible speeding up at the beginning of repeating a sequence and/or slowing down at the end, only the five intervals in the middle were used for computing the average duration of every sequence.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The mean realisation durations of NST ranged from 217 ms to 554 ms in OC and from 178 ms to 435 ms in CC. For ST the mean durations ranged from 191 ms to 665 ms in OC and from 230 ms to 818 ms in CC. Analysis of variance showed a significant effect for Group (df=1, F(1,22)=4.85, p=.04) and for Difficult versus Simple sequences (df=1, F(1,22)=7.79, p=.01). The interaction between Group, Condition and Difficult versus Simple sequences (df=1, F(1,22)=6.43, p=.02) is depicted in figures 1 and 2.

Looking at the first prediction made in the introduction, it appears that NST are slower in CC than in OC, the mean difference being 15.3 ms. As opposed to NST, ST produce the sequences faster in OC than in CC, the difference being 18.3 ms. Although the execution stage is eliminated in CC, ST need more time in CC than in OC. Probably additional factors play a role here, like auditory or proprioceptive feedback or behavioral factors, that could have caused time delay in stead of gain. ST could have been more aware of their speech than NST. In performing the, very unusual, CC task they might have felt insecure about their performance. In trying to perform as good as possible, ST may have adjusted to the task by taking more time to be able to 'control' their responses, especially when both auditory and proprioceptive feedback were not available as monitoring mechanisms. The influence of sensory feedback is considered to be unequal for the speech of ST and NST, but disordered sensory feedback as an explanation for stuttering is still under debate [12].

The simple versus difficult dichotomy does not seem to influence the realisation rate of ST, independent of condition. For NST the same holds for CC, but in OC something strange happens: NST need more time for the sequences that were considered simple than for the sequences that were considered difficult.
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VARIABILITY IN THE ARTICULATORY KINEMATICS OF LIPS AND JAW IN REPEATED /pa/ AND /ba/ SEQUENCES IN ITALIAN STUTTERERS
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ABSTRACT
The kinematics of the closing gesture in bilateral stop consonants produced at two different rates by stutterers and controls was investigated. The results show that stutterers score lower than controls in displacement and velocity of movement and that some dynamic measures differentiate the speech production of stutterers from controls.

INTRODUCTION
Kinematic investigation is more useful than perceptive or acoustic analyses because it can detect the possible minimal anomalies in the fluent speech behaviour of stutterers, and access to levels of decreasing speech variability [1]. Bilateral stop consonants production in stutterers was investigated to verify the hypothesized different responsiveness of stutterers to voiced/voiceless contrasts and to changes in speaking rate [2].

PROCEDURE
Four stutterers (mean age: 25.25) and four normal subjects (mean age: 28.30) participated in the experiment. All the subjects had a negative history concerning neurological, speech, language and hearing problems, except for stuttering. Stuttering severity, as assessed by the Stuttering Severity Inventory [3], was mild for one subject and severe for three. One subject was never treated for stuttering, two subjects stopped the treatment 7 years before the date of the experiment and one subject 2 years before. All the subjects were instructed to repeat each of the /pa/ or /ba/ syllables in ten sequences and two rates, normal and maximal, with evenly stressed syllables, in random order. For each sequence, the acquisition time was set to 2 seconds. Thus, each subject produced 40 sequences, except for one stutterer that produced 20 sequences. The normal rate was the preferred rate for each subject, and the maximal rate was the fastest rate the subject was able to perform without altering the perceptual characteristics of the phones. Upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), and jaw (J) movements were recorded and analysed with ELITE, a fully automatic, real-time system for 3D kinematic data acquisition which uses small, non obtrusive, passive markers of 2 mm in diameter attached onto the speaking subject's face. This system ensures high accuracy and minimum discomfort to the subject [4].

In this study, the movements of the markers placed on the central points of the UL, LL and J were analysed. The LL movement was then digitally subtracted from the J movement. Interlabial vertical distance was recorded as the distance between UL and LL, providing a measure of the combined movement (C). Relevant data were then selected from the general tables reporting all the movement and velocity peaks and the acoustic signal segmentations, and considered for statistical analysis.

As our purpose was to consider only perceptually fluent utterances, we paid particular attention to signs of disfluency or defective articulations. Only 9 gestures in different sequences produced by one stutterer were eliminated due to slurred speech. Gestures were eliminated when one or both of the following conditions occurred: irregular movement form and frequency for those movements having less than one millimetre of amplitude; presence of more than one peak in the velocity curve referring to a gesture. Moreover, the steady state portions of the movements, mainly corresponding to the open mouth position, were not measured. For the stutterer group, the percentage of eliminated cases was 23.28 out of a total of 4725 gestures (1575x3 articulators). For the control group, the percentage was 20.18 out of a total of 5310 gestures (1770x3 articulators). In order to assess the spatial and temporal characteristics of UL, LL, and J during the opening gesture and the closing gesture, the following measurements were taken: a) duration of opening or closing gesture, measured as the time interval between onset of the movement and peak opening or closing position; b) time interval from onset of opening or closing movement to peak velocity; c) displacement, calculated as the distance between onset position and peak opening or closing position; d) peak velocity. For each of these measurements, the effects of the voiced/voiceless contrast and of the different speaking rates on the normal/pathological condition of the subjects were analysed. As to the latter variable, speaking rate was classified in two ways. The first was subject-dependent, i.e. both the normal and the fast rates were related to the subject's own speaking style. The second was a post-hoc rearrangement of the original rates. In fact, to provide an objective rate-dependent group comparison, reference to the duration of C was considered necessary. Four classes were created: 0.050-0.100 (very fast), 0.101-0.150 (fast), 0.151-0.200 (moderate), 0.201-0.250 (slow). Outliers were eliminated.

RESULTS
The mean number of gestures analysed for each stutterer was 123.2 for the preferred rate condition and 270.5 for the fast rate condition. For the controls there were 164.5 and 278.5, respectively. The mean duration of the C gesture provided a measure of the articulatory rate. At the preferred rate, the stutterers produced 5.29 gestures per sec. and the controls 3.55 gestures. At the fast rate, the stutterers produced 8.71 and the controls 9.00 gestures per sec. Only the data relative to the closing gestures are presented here, as this gesture appeared to differentiate the stutterers from the controls better than the opening gesture [5]. The data obtained with the subject-dependent rate will be presented first. Statistical analysis was applied involving a planned series of separate comparisons between stutterers and controls within each rate using the Mann-Whitney test (p = 0.05). A non-parametric survey was chosen because of the non-normal distribution of the data (different variance, different number of cases and presence of ratio data). Tab. 1 shows the median values and the significant comparisons between stutterers and controls for gestures displacement, velocity and duration. In addition to these direct measures, indirect measures are also presented: peak velocity / displacement ratio (a measure of the mass-normalized stiffness, cf. [6]); time from movement onset to peak velocity / total movement time (a measure of the symmetry of the velocity profile, cf. [7]), and parameter c (a metric of the velocity profile shape, cf. [6]). The formula of parameter c is: (peak vel. / displacement) x movement duration. For these indirect measures the normative studies [6,7] established the following trade-off between rate and scores: both vel./displacement ratio and % of time to peak velocity vary positively with rate, while parameter c varies inversely. For the % of time to peak vel., our data show an interesting counter-evidence to the norms, probably because we did not count the steady state portion of the gestures and the multiple-peak velocity gestures, which are much more frequent at slower rates.

The stutterers perform the gesture with less amplitude and velocity compared to the controls, while duration is less affected. The differences between groups for /pa/ are more significant than /ba/. The data of velocity/displacement ratio are greater for the controls than for the stutterers, because the velocity is proportionally higher in the controls. Considering the % of time to peak velocity, the general trend for stutterers is to have higher values than controls. Generally speaking, all these effects are more evident for J and less for UL (see Tab. 1). In interpreting these data, however, we must take into account the intersubject variability, in part due to the task itself, as the subjects articulated according to personal feelings of comfortable and maximal rates. A way of minimizing these effects was to relate all the kinematic values of each subject to four classes, based on the duration of C. Unfortunately, as individual data were not equal in number across the four categories, statistical comparisons were preceded
Table 1. Comparisons of the kinematic measures of the movement across speaking rates. Measures included displacement (D: mm), duration (T: sec), peak velocity (V: mm/sec), peak vel/displ. ratio (R), parameter c. (P) and % of time from onset to peak velocity (%). Values were compared within each rate using the Mann-Whitney statistic (p = .005).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Art. Rate</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UL Preferred S</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>11.22</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL Preferred C</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>13.16</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>12.52</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL Fast S</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL Fast C</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL Preferred S</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>17.26</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>57.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL Preferred C</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL Fast S</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>22.2</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>22.35</td>
<td>21.57</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LL Fast C</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>41.68</td>
<td>20.10</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Preferred S</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>73.4</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Preferred C</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>8.24</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>109.9</td>
<td>17.23</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Fast S</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>16.17</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>15.62</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J Fast C</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>132.1</td>
<td>17.24</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As an example, when the data for the J closing gestures are plotted on a three-dimensional space, with velocity and displacement related to different rates and the graphs of the subjects are paired according to comparability of number of occurrences for the different rates, a picture of extreme inter-subject variability appears. Apart from this variability, the values for the J movements in the production of /pa/ or /pa/ (p) for most of the subjects. While the general trend is to reduce the amount of displacement and velocity along with the increase in speaking rate, the stutterers S2 and S3 are the only subjects that present some increase in displacement and velocity. To conclude, the dramatic contrast between S1 and C1 shows us that different speakers are able to perform the same phonetic gestures at comparable rates with an extremely divergent use of the articulators, and they do this without becoming disfluent.
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FIG.1. Individual peak vel. and displacement means of the closing gestures for J as a function of four different rates for /pa/ and /ba/: 100:50-100; 150:101-150; 200:151-200; 250:201-250. Stutterers (S1, S2, S3, S4) and Controls (C1, C2, C3, C4) are paired according to comparability of number of occurrences along with the rates (S1-C1 produced most gestures for 100, and so on).
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the phonetic motivation and orientation of the new publicly funded Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS).

The BAS collects, evaluates and makes accessible very large corpora of Spoken Language (SL) corpora. These corpora will serve to develop (or less) Complete Phonetic Theory (CPT) of spoken German (CPT in the sense of [8]).

INTRODUCTION
Two general arguments of principal theoretical and practical interest played a major role in the decision to found a new archive for collecting spoken utterances of German, the Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS).

The first argument relates to the theoretically yet unresolved issue to what extent speakers (when producing utterances for conducting speech acts) follow the generative rules of a grammar or rather just produce copies of templates. In the latter case they have learnt to use a set of stereotypes and adopt them semantically (by selecting words from their mental lexicon) and modify them by transformation rules (such as putting in an appropriate pronominal).

How creative speakers are in making use of their language is still an open question which can only be answered by the investigation of very large corpora of empirically collected genuine speech utterances. Here, the theoretical issue of principal interest is whether the language model behind the data is best to be described by statistical or by logical (i.e. rule-based) methods.

The second argument concerns the necessity of collecting, evaluating, and making accessible very large corpora of naturally spoken utterances for the development of technical applications in the domain of Spoken Language Processing (SLP). Not only do the phonetic sciences assist and support the development of SLP technology. It is at least as important to apply SLP-methods to speech research in order to produce new phonetic knowledge.

MANAGEMENT OF VERY LARGE SL-CORPORA
SL-corpora consist of the digital speech signal and associated symbolic annotation and administration data, such as orthographic or phonemic representations of the utterances, technical specifications of the recording equipment, speaker information), or other related information.

At present, most SL-corpora are distributed on storage media, e.g. magnetic tapes or CD-ROM. Signal data is encoded in a variety of (possibly proprietary) signal file formats and symbolic data representations. All data is stored in file systems which are operating system dependent.

Clearly, this approach to SL-corpora structure and dissemination is limited:

- The size of today's SL-corpora exceeds by far the storage capacity of distribution media (TED: 7 CDs, PhonDat: 7 CDs, Verbmobil: 6 CDs and growing).
- The lack of a standard for the representation of symbolic data leads to incompatible annotation systems, making the re-use of corpora in new contexts impossible.

SL-corpus server
A new approach to making data available consists in providing accountable network access to an SL-corpus server. Clients of the SL-corpus server must register to be allowed access to the data. They can either download the parts of the corpus they are interested in, or access the server on-line.

This approach has several advantages:
- Only relevant subsets of the corpus need to be accessed.
- Fine-grain control of user access to data.
- Updates of a corpus become immediately available.
- Clients are shielded from storage and implementation details of the corpus.

Network requirements
On the technical side, the SL-corpus server requires access to high-speed networks. The ISDN bandwidth of 2 x 64 Kbit/s should be considered as the lower limit and used for downloading only (uncompressed downloading a 600 MB CD will take approx. 12 hours). High-speed networks (> 100 Mbit/s) will be necessary for on-line access. Such networks are currently being deployed in Western Europe and the United States.

Data modelling requirements
On the data modelling side, the SL-corpus server requires a standard for the symbolic data representations, e.g. the computer representation of individual languages (CRIL) guidelines agreed upon at the IPA Kiel 89 convention (representation of speech data on three symbolic levels: orthography, citation form, and phonetic transcription) [2]. Furthermore, mappings of alphabets and coding systems are needed to be able to integrate data from different sources.

A first such database is the current PhonDat-Verbmobil Database, which is implemented in a persistent Prolog environment [1].

BAS technology
Since high-speed networks are not yet available everywhere, the BAS will continue the traditional dissemination of SL-corpora on CD-ROM for at least the next two years.

Currently, all SL-corpora are stored on a large central archive storage at the Leibniz-Rechenzentrum (LRZ), to which the IPSK is connected via a 100 Mbit/s fiber optic link. This archive has a capacity of approx. 2 TB (Terabyte) and a 10 GB cache.

An experimental setup to access this archive is now installed. It uses the Andrew File System (a uniform file system over multiple machines) to provide access to the data, and it supports user services such as retrieving data into the cache at a pre-specified time so that it can be accessed quickly.

A case study of using a DBMS to make available the BAS corpora is scheduled to start in summer '95.

THE WORD AS A CENTRAL PHONETIC UNIT
A narrow phonetic transcription of a human utterance is of little use if we do not know which words of which language the speaker intended to express. Even if we consider the phonetic description of single speech sounds it is important to understand that the segmental components of speech utterances could attract the interest of speech research only after alphabetic elements had become available in the form of words pronounced in phonetic citation forms [7]. Therefore the definition of the phonetic goals of the BAS was based on the decision to
consider the word to be the central phonetic unit of speech research.

Single words are the first thing a new speaker of a language has to learn, and any fluent speaker of a language can easily select a word from a connected speech utterance and demonstrate it in isolation to himself and his audience. If articulated in a clear and careful pronunciation, we get citation forms which are the models for the lexical entries described in pronunciation dictionaries. Both the great stability and consistency of citation forms and the great phonetic variability of connected forms explain why the factual phonetic form of actually pronounced words remain so un conspicuous to the untrained speaker and listener.

"Les modifications phonétiques du langage" [4] had to be discovered by the first instrumental phoneticians one hundred years ago, and they cannot be ignored by today's linguists and speech researchers because they are the true source of all the difficulties in SLP.

It is our basic theoretical assumption that the factual phonetic form of any word is a computable function of a lexically given predicate that takes a segmental structure and a prosodic shape (a contextually independent) input. It produces an output which is context sensitive because it has to take into account as two intervening variables the context of a prosodic phrase and a context of situation.

Citation forms are computed in a specific zero context with the prosodic shape of a one-word phrase (with a terminal or an enumerating F0-contour). At the same time they also specify the functional input for computing the phonetic word form of a given connected speech utterance. Thus it makes sense to take an abstractly defined canonical citation form and relate this to the actually given pronunciations in the database. The annotation of BAS data therefore strictly adheres to the CRIL conventions.

A first example of how citation forms are systematically varied to be matched to a given speech signal using an HMM-based speech verification system is described in [5].

To determine the proper predicates and the algorithms for computing the sound streams of word sequences in connected speech utterances it is necessary to be able to relate the acoustic speech signal to the articulatory production. Many purely prosodic reflexes of reduced segmental structures can only be understood if we look at individual sound gestures and their systematic reduction to allegroforms (cf. the examples given in [7]).

Therefore, multi-sensor data are of great interest and should thus be incorporated in SLP-corpora (see the final chapter for details). Concerning the relation between speech production and the digital speech signal it makes no theoretical difference whether articulatory or acoustic representations are used because today we are in a position to compute the acoustic output from the articulatory geometry.

Only if we take the word as the basic phonetic unit of speech research will we be able to understand the information-bearing variation that determines the actual form of the lexically given parts of real speech. It is the final aim of our approach to develop a theory that explains the dynamic nature of word identity in agreement with concepts such as the syllabically organized „Auspräungscode“ proposed in [6] or of the „H and H theory“ proposed by Lindblom [3].

**BAS Overview**

The BAS is a publicly funded institution formally associated to the Institute of Phonetics and Speech Communication of the University of Munich.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th># Spk</th>
<th># Ut</th>
<th>Charact.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SL1000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>dictation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI1000</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>dictation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhonDat I</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>16110</td>
<td>di-phone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhonDat II</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>train enquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 1.0.3</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM 2.0</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TED 93</td>
<td>188</td>
<td></td>
<td>Europesech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>recordings,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(including</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>laryngogra)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: BAS corpora (April '95)

Corpora under development are
- VM 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0
- ERBA, a very large collection of train enquires
- WD: phone-balanced read speech

- „Challenge Corpus“, a collection of speech data that reflect problems in speech science and technology
- Polyphone-like telephone speech
- EMA, electro-magnetic articulography data of 3000 reproductions of the 15 German vowels in a defined CVC-context produced by 7 speakers in clear speech as well as in isolation

Information on these corpora can be obtained via e-mail or WWW.
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A COMPARISON OF GERMAN NAMES AND GERMAN WORDS

A. Mengel
Institute of Communications Research, Technische Universität, Berlin

ABSTRACT

German names are more difficult to read and write than German words. This paper presents evidence for this fact that allows for explanations of this behavior by investigating the frequency, orthography, phonetic structure and interplay between written and spoken words. The consequences of the findings for future automated processing of names are recommended.

INTRODUCTION

It is commonly accepted that the relationship between the orthographic and phonetic structure of German names is more difficult to handle than that of German words. This has negative effects on speech synthesis and speech recognition systems on the one hand and on the use of German orthography and pronunciation by speakers on the other.

DATA

To substantiate and localise the reasons of the above experience, selected properties of four categories of proper names (Christian names, surnames, street names, town names) and non-inflected nouns were compared. Non-inflected nouns were chosen as they are those group of words which resemble names most in morphological, syntactical and semantic behaviour: They are not inflected, they can act as subjects and objects and they denote entities. Names are rarely inflected, thus, only non-inflected nouns were chosen. The names and their transcriptions were taken from the German part of a CD-ROM produced by LRE-Project of the European Community called ONOMASTICA [1]. The CD-ROM contains approximately 2,000,000 German proper names. Only data which had been checked by humans were chosen. The non-inflected nouns and their transcriptions were supplied by the CELEX lexical database [2]. Entries without frequency information were not taken into account.

The transcriptions of the data include information on the sounds, syllable boundaries, primary and secondary stress. The data from the CELEX were adapted to the transcription standard used in the ONOMASTICA data. Consonant and vowel clusters surrounding syllable boundaries were standardised across all kinds of entries.

Table 1 shows the categories chosen, the number of the entries taken, their cumulative frequency of occurrence, and the coverage of the selected data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Cov. [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chr</td>
<td>10,778</td>
<td>33,040,984</td>
<td>97.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>51,473</td>
<td>22,423,645</td>
<td>67.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stre</td>
<td>73,605</td>
<td>34,182,103</td>
<td>63.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>25,892</td>
<td>40,570,131</td>
<td>99.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noun</td>
<td>18,713</td>
<td>763,850</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE

The number of different entries in the ONOMASTICA-corpus differs from category to category; also the number of items that are needed to reach a certain amount of coverage changes widely among types of entries. This can be seen best in figure 1. It shows how many of the most frequent entries of a name category are needed (x-axis) to cover a certain amount of entry frequency (y-axis). With 16% of the most frequent nouns, 85% of all occurrences of nouns are covered. The deviation of the graphs from an assumed straight line can be interpreted as a measure for the unevenness of distribution of entries in a given kind of name or the nouns and has the following implication: It is difficult to predict the occurrence of an entry in surnames or street names, but it will be easier in Christian and town names because the likelihood for some entries is very high and is low for others. Thus, it seems that it is even more difficult to predict a certain noun than to predict a given surname. Yet, on the whole it will always be more difficult to predict a name than to predict a given word or noun. The usage of each individual noun in a given sentence is more restricted by syntactic and semantic constraints whereas there are less situations in which a name is predictable by the context.

Figure 1. Percentage of most frequent entries and coverage of entries.

LETTER-TO-SOUND RULES

It is difficult to measure the difference of correspondences between orthography and pronunciation across different name and word categories. Even more difficult is it to measure the extent of such differences. With rule-based systems at hand one can only argue on the basis of individual string-categories or special letter-strings and their corresponding pronunciation. Thus, only non-rule-based approaches can function as an instrument for this sort of investigation. Two self-learning methods were applied to make a measurement possible. The first is a neural-net-based system (BACK), the net type of which is a multi-layer perceptron. It is trained by backpropagation [3]. The second system is a self-learning system [4] based on a statistical approach (SELEGRAPH). Both systems were independently trained with the five different data sets. The resulting nets (BACK) and databases (SELEGRAPH) should then represent five different functions between orthography and transcription of the five categories.

To investigate the common assumption that the transcription of words and different categories of names need separate sets of letter-to-sound rules, a set of identical character sequences must be transcribed by the five different versions of the two self-learning algorithms.

Six-thousand strings with lengths of four to six characters were identified. They can be found as substrings in entries of all of the five data types. Also, entries of these lengths can be found in each of the data types. These 6,000 strings were transcribed by the 5 different versions of each system. Markers for superssegmental information were deleted from the transcriptions. Then, each transcription produced by one version of the net/database (e.g. the BACK-system version trained for christian names) was compared to those produced by versions for other categories of names or nouns (i.e. the BACK-system versions for surnames, street-names etc.).

Table 2 shows the percentage of the character sequences transcribed differently by a pair of differently trained systems for the neural net (BACK) and the statistical approach (SELEGRAPH). Figures of deviations are ordered in descending order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BACK</th>
<th>SELEGRAPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>diff [%]</td>
<td>pairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.55</td>
<td>chr-noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.45</td>
<td>chr-stre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.78</td>
<td>chr-sum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.52</td>
<td>chr-town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.97</td>
<td>stre-noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.05</td>
<td>town-noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.58</td>
<td>sum-noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.53</td>
<td>sum-stre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.65</td>
<td>stre-town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.95</td>
<td>sum-town</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Supposed, the percentage of differently transcribed entries is interpreted as measure for the difference between the LTS-correspondence of two separate entry types. It is then obvious that the difference of christian names and nouns is biggest (first row). However, the difference between surnames, street names and town names is smallest (last three rows). From the results, it is indeterminable whether the differences between christian names and the other name categories, or the difference between the nouns and the
other names is bigger. Hence, Christian names and nouns seem to mark the edges of the range of correspondences between German orthography and pronunciation.

MINIMAL PAIRS

The concept of minimal pairs is used to evaluate the phonetic similarity of a group of entries. Minimal pairs are pairs of words of equal number of sounds that differ from each other in one sound only. In this investigation, diphthongs were treated as long vowels, affricates as two sounds, and the glottal stop as a consonant. Table 3 shows the percentage of entries that have minimal-pair partners.

Table 3. Percentage of entries that have minimal-pair partners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Entries with minimal-pair partners [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chn</td>
<td>59.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>70.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stre</td>
<td>46.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>44.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noun</td>
<td>19.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the names have more minimal-pair partners than the nouns have. Thus, in a speech recognition system the recognition performance for nouns would be better than it would be for any name. It would be worst for surnames and Christian names.

HOMONYMY

In order to have another look on the orthography of names and nouns, the number of different orthographic strings in the corpus under investigation is measured against the number of different phonetic strings. The ratio of different phonetic strings and different orthographic strings (p/o) is calculated.

Figure 4. Ratio of different phonetic and orthographic strings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>p/o [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>chn</td>
<td>87.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sum</td>
<td>85.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stre</td>
<td>92.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>town</td>
<td>97.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noun</td>
<td>99.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results rather provide information on the relation of orthographic and phonetic structures of the entry types while minimal pairs only express some thing about the phonetic aspects of entries. The more homophones there are, i.e. orthographically different entries with the same pronunciation, the more difficult will it be to determine the correct orthography of a transcription or pronunciation. Hence, it is more difficult to find the correct entry. Again, this has severe impact on speech recognition.

CONCLUSION

Four aspects of differences between four types of German names and non-inflected nouns have been addressed: the frequency of occurrence, LTS-correspondences, the number of minimal pairs and homonymy. All of them show that especially surnames deserve particular attention and require more effort for processing, be it human or automatic. Thus, for the implementation of future applications that include the use of personal names, more refined methods must be developed to cope with the state-of-the-art performance achieved for words.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF PHONOLOGICAL BIAS: PERCEPTION AND PRODUCTION OF SWEDISH VOWELS AND TONES BY ENGLISH SPEAKERS

Denis Burnham and Camilla Torstensson
School of Psychology, University of NSW, Sydney, Australia

ABSTRACT
English-speaking adults and children were tested for perception and production of Swedish vowels and tones. Six-year-olds showed greater reliance on vowel than tone distinctions, and more perceptual flexibility with vowels than older subjects, showing the emergence of a perceptual bias between 6 and 10 years. However, bias in speech production appeared later, around 14 years.

INTRODUCTION
Infants can discriminate many consonant contrasts, even those phonologically irrelevant in the ambient language [1]. A major part of speech perception development thus involves the loss of perceptual ability for irrelevant speech sounds. There appears to be two developmental periods in which this loss occurs. In early infancy, Werker [2] established that 7-month-old English language environment (ELE) infants perceive various Hindi and Salish Indian consonant contrasts but this ability deteriorates between 7 and 11 months. The second period of loss seems related to the onset of reading. Burnham [1] found inferior performance on non-native consonant contrasts by 6-year-olds compared with younger and older children, and a positive relationship between reading and phonological bias - children who were good readers were also better at perceiving native than non-native contrasts.

More recently work has been conducted on developmental processes in vowel and tone perception. This is important in the context of second language learning because it seems that foreign accents are carried mostly on vowels and tones. Kuhl [3] found that by 6 months infants have established prototypes for native vowels and, in what is called the "magnet effect", that nearby non-native vowels are absorbed into these prototypes. Kuhl found a perceptual drift for American infants towards the English vowel /i/, and for Swedish infants towards the Swedish vowel /y/. With regard to tones, there is some evidence that tonal distinctions are more functionally salient for infants than consonantal distinctions [4]. However, in children from non-tonal language environments tone perception appears to be relatively depressed by 6 years. Burnham and Francis [5] found that ELE 6-year-olds were better at discriminating a Thai non-native consonantal contrast than Thai tonal contrasts, while for adults the opposite was true. They suggest that, due to phonological bias, non-tonal language 6-year-olds have difficulty perceiving tones, despite their high acoustic salience.

Here we investigate the development of Swedish vowel and tone perception and production by English-speaking children and adults. Swedish was chosen because it has a tonal distinction and many vowels not found in English.

SUBJECTS
A total of 72 subjects were tested, 18 at each of four ages, 6 years, 10 years, 14 years, and adults. All were English speakers and none had experience with a tonal or a Scandinavian language. All 14-year-olds had reached puberty but no 10-year-olds had. All participated in both perceptual discrimination and then a perceptual identification task, and 12 randomly-selected subjects at each age participated in a production task.

DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENT
Subjects were tested by laptop computer, which stored and presented sounds, on an AX discrimination task and had to respond "same" or "different" by pressing one of two keys mounted on a response box providing digital I/O to the computer. Each trial was initiated by pressing a "ready" key, after which the two sounds were presented separated by either 500 msec or 1500 msec. (Results were later pooled as analysis showed no difference between these intervals.)

All stimulus items were natural Swedish productions carried on the nonsense word [meb*n]. Three levels of vowel contrast difficulty were tested (near, medium, and far in terms of distinctive features). In each age group two sub-groups (n=9) were tested, one in which both members of the pairs of vowels were phonologically irrelevant to English speakers (Swedish-Swedish (SS) sub-groups), and one in which one member of each pair was relevant and one was the same as an English vowel (Swedish-English (SE) sub-groups). (Here slight phonetic differences between the two languages were ignored.) For the SS sub-groups, the contrasts were [y] vs [e], [i] vs [e], and [y] vs [o], in the SE subgroups [y] vs [i], [y] vs [e], and [y] vs [o]. In addition, the Swedish tone contrast, [mebin] vs [mebny] was tested in both sub-groups. Two blocks of 16 trials (4 of each of the 4 contrast types) were presented. Three exemplars of each sound were available on disk and the program selected from these at random to minimise the effect of acoustic cues and maximise the salience of phonetic cues. The dependent variable was a discrimination index (DI) - the number of correct responses on different trials (hits) minus the number of incorrect responses on same trials (false positives) over the number of trials of each contrast type.

It was expected that 6-year-olds should discriminate vowels better than tones, while the reverse should be true for adults [6], and that phonological bias should increase with age [1].

Mean DIs for SS vowels, SE vowels, and tones across ages are shown in Figure 1. An age x vowel group x (contrast type) analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that all subjects discriminated vowels better than tones and SS better than SE vowel contrasts. Inferior performance on SE vowels indicates that a magnet-type effect was occurring: the S vowel in SE pairs assimilated into the nearby E vowel prototype, while for the SS vowel pairs, the unfamiliar vowels remained more distinct perceptually. Post-pubescent subjects discriminated all contrasts better than did pre-pubescent subjects as did 10-year-olds over 6-year-olds. Such general effects can be understood in terms of subjects’ improving ability to attend and fulfill the requirements of the task. So it is differential changes over age which are most important to note. Of specific interest to the hypotheses, there were significant effects of vowels/tones x pre/post pubescence, F (1,64) = 25.34, vowels/tones x 6/10 years, F (1,64) = 9.64, and of vowels/tones x SS/SE x 6/10 years, F (1,64) = 4.11. These results show that there was greater improvement for tones than vowels between pre- and post-pubescence, and even earlier between 6 and 10 years. In addition, as there was greater improvement for SS than SE vowels between 6 and 10 years, it seems that 6-year-olds are showing less of a magnet effect and thus less phonological bias. This can be seen better in Figure 2, in which SS minus SE scores are shown.
for the three vowel distances across ages. The ANOVA revealed interactions of SS/SE vowels and 6/10 years with the linear effect of vowel distance, $F(1,64) = 8.91$, and with the quadratic effect of vowel distance, $F(1,64) = 12.52$. When vowels are far or a medium distance apart, there is no superiority of SS over SE. However when vowels are close there is a large magnet effect for 10-year-olds and older subjects, but not for 6-year-olds. Thus, 6-year-olds show less phonological bias than older subjects for vowels (Figure 1), despite the fact that they appear to be biased against the use of tonal contrasts in a linguistic context (Figure 2).

**IDENTIFICATION EXPERIMENT**

If 6-year-olds are unable to use tone to distinguish lexical items, then this should show up in a task in which vowel and tone distinctions are functionally relevant. The same apparatus was used as in the discrimination experiment. However, here just a single sound was presented on each trial. In training trials subjects were presented with one of two sounds, e.g., [mɛɾbːɪn] or [mɛɾb��n], which differed both in vowel and tone, and were required to press one of two buttons. Once they reliably identified these to criterion, 8 test trials were presented, 2 of each of the following: [mɛɾbːɪn], [mɛɾbﬁn] (the original training stimuli), and [mɛɾbːɪn], and [mɛɾbﬁn]. The latter two were designed to test whether the vowel cue or the tone cue was more salient for subjects. This training-test sequence was repeated twice so that subjects received a total of 8 novel test stimuli. As in discrimination, three versions of the task were employed for close, medium, and far vowels.

It was expected that subjects should base their identifications on vowels when the distance is great, but on tones when the vowel distance is reduced.

An age x SS/SE x vowel distance ANOVA revealed a significant linear trend over vowel distance, $F(1,48) = 27.20$, a significant linear x SS/SE effect, $F(1,48) = 17.41$, and a close to significant linear trend x 6- vs 10-year-olds, $F(1,48) = 3.75$. As can be seen in Figure 3, there is a definite vowel bias for far and medium vowels. For close vowels the 6-year-olds maintain their vowel bias, even though older subjects now rely more on tones. Thus despite a difficult vowel discrimination task, 6-year-olds are unable to use the presumably more salient tonal difference, due to their difficulty in attending to tonal distinctions in a linguistic context.

**PRODUCTION**

For production the subjects’ task was to repeat various words modelled by a native Swedish speaker. The Swedish-only vowels [y], [ɨ], [ɔ], and Swedish/English vowels [a], [ɛ], [i] were presented in a [hVd] context. For tones, ‘anden’, ‘biten’, and ‘tomten’ were pronounced with either the single tone (falling on second syllable) (English = ‘duck’, ‘the bit’, and ‘building site’), or with the double tone (rise on first and rise-fall on second syllable) (English = ‘spirit’, ‘bitten’, and ‘santa claus’). The single tone was taken to be native in the sense that it uses a tone sequence familiar to English speakers and the double tone to be non-native. Two native Swedish speakers scored whether the vowels were correct and which of the tone words the subjects said. Subjects were better at native than non-native sounds and better at tones than vowels. Preliminary analyses show that the curves for native and non-native vowels are relatively parallel and flat across age, while for tones there is pre- to post-puberty improvement on the native tone and a reduction for non-native tones. The latter is consistent with the notion that in the perception tasks adults’ superior performance with tones is due to the relatively high acoustical salience of tone differences compared with spectral qualities of vowels, rather than to any linguistic salience of tones. The results also provide some support for the notion that the ability to produce non-native speech sounds deteriorates after puberty.

**CONCLUSIONS**

For phonologically-irrelevant vowels perceptual flexibility decreases markedly between 6 and 10 years. However, 6-year-olds are much less flexible with tones than are their other counterparts. Paradoxically 6- and 10-year-olds show equivalent ability in producing native and non-native tones, while 14-year-olds’ and adults’ show superior ability with native tones. Thus there seems to be little correspondence between English speakers’ perception and production of Swedish vowels and tones.
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ABSTRACT

This study investigates the effects of training in /r/-/l/ perceptual identification on /r/-/l/ production by adult Japanese speakers. Subjects were recorded producing English words that contrast /r/ and /l/ before and after participating in an extended period of /r/-/l/ identification training. Improvement in the Japanese trainees’ /r/-/l/ productions as a consequence of training in perception was evaluated by a direct comparison of the pretest and posttest productions by a group of native American English listeners. The results showed significant perceptual learning for all subjects as a consequence of the training program. More importantly, this perceptual learning transferred to the production domain, implying a close link between perception and production.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the English /r/-/l/ contrast presents difficulties in both perception and production for Japanese speakers, for whom the contrast is neutralized [1]. Furthermore, this contrast has proved difficult to acquire in adult second language learners [2]. This finding has led to the claim that certain non-native phonetic contrasts may, in fact, be nearly impossible for adults to acquire [2]. However, this claim has recently been challenged by a new approach to perceptual learning [3]. Traditional methods of training non-native phonetic contrasts were guided by an attempt to draw the trainees’ attention to the individual acoustic features that differentiate prototypical versions of the members of the target phonetic contrast. This approach has not been successful in promoting the acquisition of robust, English-like /r/ and /l/ categories by Japanese speakers [2]. In contrast, a new orientation that was designed to expose the trainees to a wide range of exemplars of the target categories has proven very successful [3]. The guiding principle behind this approach is that, in order to develop robust and linguistically meaningful phonetic categories, trainees must be exposed to exemplars that incorporate the variability that characterizes the target category. The success of this “high variability” training procedure suggests that adults are indeed capable of learning to perceive new, difficult phonetic contrasts [3].

The present study builds on this previous finding by investigating the effect of perceptual learning on /r/-/l/ production. Since the perceptual training program involves no production training whatsoever, transfer of the perceptual learning to the production domain would provide new evidence for a close link between perception and production, and would therefore be of both practical and theoretical interest.

METHOD

Perception Training

All perception training and testing was done at ATR Human Information Processing Research Laboratories. Eleven monolingual Japanese adults were trained over a period of 45 sessions using the “high-variability” training program. The stimuli consisted of English /r/-/l/ minimal pairs produced by five native English speakers. These minimal pairs included words with the target phoneme in multiple phonetic environments. Thus, the training stimuli incorporated a wide range of category variability due to cross-speaker differences, as well as differences in phonetic context. The procedure used for the training sessions was a two-alternative forced choice identification task, in which the trainees heard a stimulus and identified it from an /r/-/l/ minimal pair. (For example, trainees heard “brush” and identified it from the pair, “brush-blush.”)

In order to assess the trainees’ improvement in identifying English /r/-/l/ minimal pairs, they performed a pre- and post-test at the start and end of the training period, respectively. In addition, the trainees performed two tests of generalization at the post-test phase of the experiment. These tests were designed to assess the extent to which the trainees could generalize the newly acquired /r/ and /l/ categories to stimuli they had not previously been exposed to. The first test of generalization presented new words produced by one of the talkers who produced the stimuli in the training set. The second test of generalization presented new words by a new talker.

Production Pre- and Post-test

In addition to the perception pre- and post-test, the trainees performed a production pre- and post-test. In this test, the trainees were recorded reading a list of English /r/-/l/ minimal pairs. The individual words were presented in random order and the subjects were given both visual prompts (standard English orthography) as well as an auditory model (a male, General American English speaker’s production of the target word). The auditory model was provided in order to assist the Japanese trainees with the pronunciation of the rest of the word besides the /r/ or /l/. These trainee recordings were made in an anechoic chamber at ATR Human Information Processing Research Laboratories, and were digitized at a sampling rate of 22.05 KHz with 16 bit resolution.

Subjects

Eleven monolingual Japanese speakers (six males, and five females) served as subjects in the perceptual training program. A comparable group of eight Japanese speakers served as control subjects. None of the subjects had received any special English conversation training, although (as is typical in Japan) all had studied English since Junior High School (age 12 years). All subjects were recruited from Doshisha University, Kyoto prefecture, Japan.

The control subjects performed the perception pre- and post-tests, as well as the two tests of generalization; however, these subjects did not go through the training program. In addition to the perception tests, these control subjects also performed the production pre- and post-tests. The time lag between the control subjects’ pre- and post-tests was identical to the time of the training program for the experimental subjects.

Evaluation of Trainee Productions

The Japanese trainees’ pre- and post-test utterances were transferred to the Speech Research Laboratory at Indiana University, where they were converted to 12 bit resolution for presentation to American English (AE) listeners using a PDP-11 computer. The AE listeners performed a direct comparison task on pairs of pre- and post-test tokens. In this task, the AE listeners saw the target word in standard English orthography on a CRT monitor and then heard two versions (a pre-test and a post-test version) of the target word by a single Japanese trainee. The AE listeners responded by selecting the version that sounded “better,” or “more precisely articulated” on a seven point rating scale. On this scale a response of “1” indicated that the first version was “much better” than the second version; a “7” indicated that the second version was “much better” than the first version, and a “4” indicated that there was no difference between the two versions.

In the presentation of these stimuli, each pretest-posttest pair was presented twice: once in each of the two possible orders (pretest then post-test, and vice versa).

Each Japanese trainee’s pre- and post-test productions were compared by a separate group of ten AE listeners, for a total of 110 AE listeners. Control subjects’ pre- and post-test productions were evaluated by an additional 80 AE listeners (ten for each of the eight control subjects). These AE listeners were all students at Indiana University and received course credit for their participation in this experiment. All subjects reported no history of speech or hearing impairment.

RESULTS

Perceptual Learning

Figure 1 shows the Japanese trainees percent correct identification for the pretest, post-test, and the two tests of generalization. The left panel shows the
results for the trained group, and the right panel shows the results for the control group. For the trained group, there was a significant improvement in accuracy from pretest to post-test (t(10)=7.38, p<.001 by a 2-tailed paired t-test), and this level of performance was maintained in the two tests of generalization. In contrast, the control group showed no difference from pretest to post-test (t(7)=2.185, p=.065 by a 2-tailed paired t-test).

These data replicate the results of previous /r/-/l/ perception training studies using the "high-variability" training procedure [3]. This pattern of results indicates that the trainees did indeed show significant perceptual learning as reflected in the significant changes in performance for the experimental group. In the present study, we were also interested in investigating how this perceptual learning affected the subjects' ability to produce more native-sounding words that contrast in /r/ and /l/.

Transfer of Perceptual Learning to Production

Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses for the AE listeners' comparisons of the Japanese trainee's (left panel) and control subjects' (right panel) pre- and post-test productions. This figure shows the proportion of trials for which the AE listeners judged there to be no difference between the pre- and post-test productions (post=pre), for which they judged the pretest version better than the post-test version (post>pre), and vice versa (post<pre).

For both the trained and control subjects, there was a relatively small proportion of trials that received the post=pre response. This proportion was higher for the control subjects than for the trained subjects. More importantly, a far greater percentage of the trained subjects' productions received a post>pre rating than the reverse rating. This is seen in Figure 2 by the significant difference between the frequency of post=pre and post>pre responses for the trained subjects' productions (t(10)=3.018, p=.013 by a 2-tailed paired t-test). In contrast, for the control subjects, there is no difference in frequency of the post=pre and post>pre responses (t(7)=.625, p=.552 by a 2-tailed paired t-test). In other words, the AE listeners showed a preference for the trained subjects' post-test productions over their pretest productions; whereas, the AE listeners showed no such preference for the control subjects' post-test productions.

Thus, the post-test /r/-/l/ utterances of the Japanese subjects who went through the training program showed significant improvement over the corresponding pretest productions. This result demonstrates a transfer to the production domain of the perceptual knowledge that was acquired during the training program.

DISCUSSION

The results of this study show that, even with no explicit production training, the perceptual learning that resulted from the /r/-/l/ identification training transferred to the production of /r/ and /l/. From a practical point of view, this finding suggests that the acquisition of new phonetic contrasts in production, as well as in perception, can be facilitated by extensive training in perception alone. From a theoretical point of view, these data indicate a close perception-production link, to the extent that learning in one domain transfers to changes in the other domain.
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ABSTRACT
A perceptual experiment was conducted in a group of 76 Russian learners of English in order to test their ability to identify tense-lax vowels and fortis- lenis stops in final position in monosyllabic words. The data obtained indicate that the learners responded mainly to the durational characteristics of vowels and were less sensitive to their quality. In erroneous perception the subjects tended to follow the pattern of their mother tongue.

INTRODUCTION
The present study is part of a longitudinal project whose ultimate goal is to investigate perceptual ability in Russian University students of English at the intermediate level and to work out a diagnostic test enabling the teachers of English as a foreign language to quantitatively assess students' level of phonetic proficiency and administer remedial set of auditory and oral drills.

It has been observed that two distinctive features of English phonemic system present a major difficulty to foreign learners of English (Russians included), namely, the distinction between the so-called "long" and "short", or "tense" and "lax", vowels and "voiced" and "voiceless", or "lenis" and "fortis", stop consonants [2, 4]. This difficulty may be accounted for both by the dramatic differences between the phonemic systems of Russian and English and by an intrinsic complexity of phonetic realization of these phonemic contrasts.

The discrepancy existing between Russian and English sound systems is clearly seen in CVC words. The English language system permits 4 word types differing in phonemic length of the vowel and presence or absence of voice of the final consonant, e.g. "bead", "beat", "bid" and "bit." In Russian, where the opposition of length is absent and that of voicedness/voicelessness is neutralized in word-final position, only one word /b/ is permitted, which makes the differentiation of the English contrasts for the Russian speakers quite a hard task. On the other hand, it is well known that the length of a vowel may vary considerably depending on the presence or absence of voice in the following consonant. Thus, vowels tend to be longer preceding voiced as compared to voiceless final stops [1, 3, 5]. As a result, the shortened /i/ in beat is quite likely to be shorter than the long allophone of the "short" /i/ in "bid". The distinction between the phonologically "long" and "short" vowels is preserved by a difference in vowels quality rather than vowel duration.

While teaching English phonetics, we make our students aware of the fact that it is more convenient, for practical purposes, to use the terms "tense/lax" vowels and "fortis/lenis" stops since phonetic duration serves mainly as a means of differentiating final consonants.

MATERIAL AND PROCEDURE
The stimuli in this study were 48 monosyllabic words of the CVC structure which contained 3 vocalic contrasts: /i/ - /I/; /ə/ - /a/ and /o/ - /o/ before t/d. The list of the words is given in Table 1. We assigned each word type a positional number, i.e. bead — Position 1, beat — Position 2, bid — Position 3 and bit — Position 4.

One can see that the vast majority of the test words are high frequency words.

However, we had to include some rare words, e.g. "fid" and some proper names, such as "Sid" and "Hudd". In one case we had to use an invented "name", "Stutt", because it was impossible to find a closely matched minimal pair to complete the set of the /a/ - /ə/ contrasting words.

Table 1. The stimuli presented to Russian speakers of English for identification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels</th>
<th>Test words</th>
<th>Position</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>bead, feet, gread, seat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>bid, fid, grid, sid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>bit, fit, grit, sit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test words were read by a native speaker of English (a young man from Britain with a standard pronunciation) twice: first, in the order in which the words are presented in Table 1 (from position 1 to Position 4) and second, in a random order. In the latter case, each word was preceded by its number for the convenience of the listeners. Each word was pronounced only once. The speaker read the stimuli in a natural manner without exaggerating the production of the sounds to help the listeners, by lengthening the sound or using very explicit careful articulation. The interval between the words was not strictly defined but it was approximately the same throughout the list (2-3 sec.).

The material was recorded in a soundproof chamber and presented to the listeners through the headphones in the PRISMA AUDITEK language laboratory of the philological faculty of St Petersburg State University.

The listeners were 76 students of the English department who had completed their second year of studies. All of them had had a two-year course in practical phonetics (2 academic hours a week). Their knowledge of English may be said to vary from lower to upper intermediate.

The perceptual tests were conducted in groups of 10-12 students. Each participant was provided with an answer sheet which contained the list of words ordered as in Table 1 for the training session and the answer sheet proper where each line contained the orally presented word and its three minimal pairs. The listener was to underline or encircle the word he or she thought was pronounced by the speaker.

RESULTS
Of the 76 subjects, 3 only (4%) fulfilled the test without any mistakes. All of them were very good students of English (upper intermediate or even advanced). 75% of the subjects performed very well, having yielded more than 75% correct answers. The lowest percentage of correct answers was found to be 40% in 3% of the subjects.

As expected, the stimuli differed widely in the number of correct answers obtained. Table 2 gives the number of correct identifications in per cent for each position.

Table 2. Mean number of correct identifications for words with different vowels (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowels</th>
<th>Position number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2, 3, 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/a/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>/e/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2 we can see that the words in Position 1 have the highest mean values of correct identifications. The highest
percentage was obtained for the word "bead" - 99% correct answers. The worst identified word was "Hudd" - Position 2 (40%).

The next step was to analyse confusion between the words. Confusion matrices were built for the words of the same vowel type. Table 3 shows substitutions of the presented words containing the vowels /i/ - /i/.

Table 3. Substitution matrix (in %) for the words with the /i:/ - /i/ vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word presented</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Substitution matrix (in %) for the words with the /a:/ - /a/ vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word presented</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Substitution matrix (in %) for the words with the /ɔ/ - /ɔ/ vowels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word presented</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inspection of the matrices in Tables 3-5 indicates that the most pronounced tendency is for Position 1 to be substituted by Position 2. This tendency is a little weaker with the /ɔ/ - /ɔ/ vowels compared with the two other vocalic contexts. This substitution type involves one phonemic feature - devicoing of the final /d/. Interestingly, substitutions of the reverse direction occur much less frequently.

Another marked tendency is for words in Position 2 to change into words in Position 4, which means substitution of lax vowel for a tense one. In the case of the /ɔ/ - /ɔ/ vowels the reverse substitution prevails.

Position 3 words demonstrate a uniform substitution patterns - they are perceived either as Position 1 or Position 4 words.

Position 4 words are perceived either as Position 3 or Position 2 words.

All these substitutions involve 1 distinctive feature. Of the two possible two-feature substitutions one is clearly marked, namely, Position 2 perceived as Position 3. In terms of distinctive features it means (tense+fortis) → (lax+lenis) and vice versa, that is, (lax+lenis) → (tense+fortis), with a slight predominance of the former type of substitution.

On the contrary, the other two-feature substitutions, namely, between Position 1 and Position 4 occur extremely rarely and form two polar entities.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

One of the primary issues of concern in this study was whether Russian learners would show any differences in perceiving English monosyllabic words containing 4 possible combinations of tense/lax vowels and fortis/lenis stops in final position.

As predicted, our subjects' perceptual judgements were influenced by specific characteristics of the phonetic realization of the presented stimuli. The easiest to identify were those words whose phonological and phonetic properties do not "contradict" each other, i.e. phonological length of the vowel is "increased" through phonetic lengthening due to the following lenis consonant (Position 1), or phonological shortening of a vowel is made more fluently expressed by the shortening effect of the following fortis consonant. The other two word types proved to be more difficult to perceive because of the "contradictory" relationships between the phonological length of tense vowels and their shortening induced by the fortis consonant (Position 2) and the phonological shortness of lax vowels and their lengthening before the lenis consonant.

The intricate interplay of qualitative and quantitative parameters in Positions 2 and 3 results in Russian listeners producing more errors than in the phonetically "more marked" Positions 1 and 4.

On the whole, it may be said that tense vowels demonstrated better identification than lax vowels (84% and 77% respectively), this difference being stronger in the vowels /a/ - /a/ and /ɔ/ - /ɔ/ compared with the /i/ - /i/ vowels.

The data obtained do not show any significant difference in the perception of fortis versus lenis consonants.

Analysis of perceptual errors has shown that Russian listeners tend to confuse words that differ in one feature only. The vast majority of substitutions involves one feature whereas two-feature errors occur much less frequently.

Among the one-feature confusions one type of error is most widely spread, namely, the substitution of the fortis for the final lenis preceded by a tense vowel. This confusion could be predicted since Russian does not allow for voiced stops in word-final position.

It is interesting to note that there are only a few instances of true indiscrimination between pairs of words where each one is substituted by the other in the approximately the same number of cases, for example, "cod" and "cot" or "sit" and "seal".

Two-feature substitutions occur rather seldom. Of particular interest is the fact that two-feature confusions of a certain type do occur. These are the substitutions in the domain of Positions 2 and 3, involving both directions. The other words differing in 2 features (Positions 1 and 4) hardly ever get confused.

Summing up, we would like to say that the present study has given some evidence concerning perceptual abilities of Russian learners of English. The phonetic component may be said to be more involved in perception than the phonemic level, the latter being obscured by the phonological models of their mother tongue.
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GESTURAL ECONOMY

Ian Maddieson
University of California, Los Angeles, USA

ABSTRACT

This paper outlines a theory of gestural economy in language structure, with illustration partly drawn from studies of Ewe sounds using electromagnetic articulography and video. It argues that languages tend to be economical both in the number and nature of the gestures used to construct their inventory of contrastive sounds. Tests of this theory are provided by complex consonants and claims of ‘polarization’ of contrast.

INTRODUCTION

As is well-known, languages show a tendency to construct their inventory of contrastive sounds in a way that is at least partially symmetrical. For example, a language with the stops /p, t, k/ is far more likely to also have /b, d, g/ than to have /l, j, w/. If sounds are regarded as composed of features, this tendency can be expressed as maximum exploitation of compatible feature combinations. The number of features needed to form a given number of contrasts is thus economized.

This paper argues that a similar pattern can be seen in the articulatory organization of the sounds of a language. That is, there is an analogous tendency to be economical in the number and nature of the distinct articulatory gestures used to construct an inventory of contrastive sounds, and it is this (rather than a more abstract featural analysis) that underlies the observed system symmetry. Moreover, this tendency can be seen as an aspect of a more general principle that can be given the name ‘Gestural Economy’.

There are three principal strands to the argument in support of this overall view. First, there is the well-known evidence that languages as a whole favor certain articulatory positions and movements, which are by-and-large those that are more efficient (i.e. acoustically effective) and involve less extreme movements. Second, within a language a given articulatory gesture is often exploited for several distinct segments, for example, nasals and stops usually occur at the same places of articulation and complex segments are built up out of gestures used in simple ones. Third, articulations are not generally displaced from their ‘economic’ positions or otherwise modified when a language includes further contrasts at nearby places. That is, evidence for systematic use of polarization strategies is lacking.

Only a very brief review of the first point will be provided. The second point is supported by a demonstration that the labial velar gestures in simple bilabial and velar stops are largely similar to those in labial-velar stops in Ewe. The third point will be supported by showing that one of the best-known hypothesized polarization effects is spurious: labiodental fricatives in Ewe do not ordinarily involve use of an ‘enhancing’ elevation of the upper lip in these segments.

What is meant by a gesture?

Before proceeding to any further discussion, it may be useful to characterize what is meant by a gesture in the present context. This term is not intended to refer to a primitive element in the organization of phonology (as in Articulatory Phonology [1]), nor to an articulatory invariant. Here, it simply refers to a typical movement trajectory for a given articulatory subsystem in realizing a given phonetic contrast, bearing in mind the initial conditions for the start of the gesture, anticipation of the following context, and any competing demands of other simultaneously specified aspects of the phonetic element of which the gesture is a component. It is thus a recasting of the traditional phonetic notion ‘place of articulation’ in dynamic terms and with the focus on the properties of the movements of active articulators as much as on the sites at which constrictions are formed.

INVENTORY STRUCTURE

Cross-linguistic studies of segment inventories show that languages tend to include many of the same segments [2]. The stops /p, t, k, b, d, g/, the fricatives /s, f/, and the nasals /m, n, j, / are more common than other segments of their respective classes. Moreover, languages show a strong tendency to have small ‘families’ of sounds that share common articulatory positions. This already emerges from the listing of common sounds above, where the sets /p, b, m, f, l, d, n, / and /k, g, j/ share - in traditional phonetic terms - the same place of articulation.

These commonalities are part of the motivation for the proposal of gestural economy. There is good reason to believe that the commonly found articulatory gestures are more frequent since they are in themselves efficient and economical, but further ‘economy’ is achieved by re-using the same gesture in a variety of segments (even if the gesture is an inherently less economical one), and by resisting uneconomical modifications that might be made in the interests of generating larger acoustic distinctions between competing sounds. The remainder of the paper will illustrate these two points using simple and complex stops as an example of re-use of common gestural patterns, and labiodental fricatives as an example of the absence of modification.

SIMPLE AND COMPLEX STOPS

Ewe, a language spoken in Ghana and Togo, is among those with the labial-velar stops /kp, gb/. The component gestures of these labial-velar stops are very similar to those in simple bilabial and velar stops, as discussed in some detail in [3]. In that paper, evidence for the similarity of the gestures in doubly- and singly-articulated stops was illustrated with data from one speaker in an experiment using electromagnetic articulography [4]. Data from a second speaker is presented in Figures 1-3.

Figure 1 shows the time course of the vertical movement of the lower lip in the word /lapa/ ‘job’. In this figure and the next two, the movement data have been converted to standard scores so that they can be plotted on the same scale and with the same origin. Release of the consonant closure, determined from the acoustic record of the utterances, is at 300 ms. This point is used as the line-up point for aligning repetitions. Each of the figures represents the mean of ten repetitions.

Figure 2 shows the vertical movement of the back of the tongue during the plain velar stop in the word /lapa/ ‘charcoal’.

The corresponding movements of both the lower lip and the tongue back during the word /lapa/ ‘too much’ are shown in Figure 3. The velar gesture, plotted with small crosses, leads the labial one (small squares) by a few milliseconds, but both gestures are in all salient particulars like those in the simple stops /p/ and /k/. The movements in the doubly-articulated stop have very comparable time courses, very similar shapes, and very similar amplitudes to the movement of the same articulator in a simple stop (amplitude

---

**Figure 1. Normalized mean vertical movement of the lower lip in /lapa/**

**Figure 2. Normalized mean vertical movement of the tongue back in /lapa/**

**Figure 3. Normalized mean vertical movement of the lower lip and tongue back in /lapa/**
cannot be read off the normalized plots shown here, but is very comparable in the unnormalized data.) This, of course, need not be the case, and some differences, especially in time course, might have been expected.

Some differences between the oral gestures in voiced and voiceless simple stops at the same place, and between the simple stops and the components in doubly-articulated stops were indeed observed and reported in [3], but with one exception these can be accounted for as contextual effects, due to the demands of other specified aspects of these segments. The exception concerns a backward movement of the tongue body in doubly-articulated stops that is absent in simple velars. Its explanation remains undetermined, but it could be an aerodynamically-induced consequence of a double closure in the oral tract.

Apart from this detail, Ewe doubly-articulated labial-velar stops appear to be made in the simplest way possible - by combining the well-rehearsed movements that are used in simple labial and velar stops. It is not just that labial-velar stops employ two places of articulation that are used elsewhere in the language; they are constructed of the same specific gestures used elsewhere. We hypothesize that languages take maximal advantage of such opportunities for limiting the number of distinct gestures employed, as part of a general preference for gestural economy.

**ABSENCE OF POLARIZATION**

Ewe is also known as one of the relatively small number of languages with a contrast between [Ø, β] and [f, v]. It has been claimed [5] that Ewe speakers (and speakers of other languages in the same area with [Ø, β] and [f, v]) 'enhance' the bilabial/labio-dental contrast among fricatives by using an active raising gesture of the upper lip in the production of the labio-dentals. According to this view, the structure of the set of phonologically significant distinctions in the language has a direct influence on the production of a sound type - a labio-dental fricative - that is among those that are the most highly favored in the world's languages [2].

It seems likely that labio-dental fricatives are favored because this is an optimal place for creating fricatives. It requires precise positioning of only one active articulator rather than two as for a bilabial, and a relatively small movement compared to, say, a lingua-labial or interdental. Labio-dentals are also acoustically readily distinct from all fricatives produced further back - except perhaps [6].

From a gestural economy perspective, these virtues would be expected to be retained, rather than discarded because of a contrast with less economical sounds. The articulatory target might in such case be more precisely defined, constraining the variability in order to protect the contrast, but that is all.

The two Ewe speakers' productions of bilabial and labio-dental fricatives were also investigated using electromagnetic articulography. These speakers showed no upward movement of the upper lip for [f, v]. The upper lip in words such as /fev/ 'two' remained in the same position as in words like /ekel/ 'sand' [6]. The upper lip lowers quite substantially for [Ø, β], resulting in a visibly higher lip position for the labio-dentals than for the bilabials. However, this is not due to raising the upper lip in the labio-dentals.

In order to study this question in greater depth, 17 additional Ewe speakers were videotaped saying words contrasting bilabial and labio-dental fricatives, and words containing velar stops in the same vowel environments. In addition, a videotape made earlier of another speaker was analyzed. Both frontal and lateral views of the lips were examined on a frame by frame basis.

A population of 20 Ewe speakers (all from the northern part of the Anfo dialect area, where the vowel /e/ is pronounced as a mid front vowel rather than as [a]) was thus examined. Of these, two show some clear raising of the upper lip in labio-dentals, and two others show some smaller adjustment of the upper lip position either forward or upward. More typical articulations are illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. These figures are digitized from the videotape of one of the speakers and show the vocal tract position of the word-medial consonants viewed from the side. Both figures show the lip position in /afa/ 'half' on the left of the figure. For this sound the upper teeth are not completely covered by the upper lip but the lip is not lifted out of the way to any degree. Figure 4 compares this lip position with that in /afa/ 'shout'. For [a] the upper lip is lowered and drawn inwards to meet the lower lip; it entirely covers the upper teeth. Figure 5 shows that in [f] the upper lip is in a position almost identical to that in the velar stop of /afa/ 'charcoal' on the right of the figure. The angle of the lip profile below the nose is the same for these two sounds. (Note that a small distortion is introduced just below the superimposed time-coding on the video-tape. This must be ignored in making the comparison.)

Figure 4. Position of the lips at the center of the consonants in /afa/ 'half' (left) and /afa/ 'shout' (right).

Figure 5. Position of the lips at the center of the consonants in /afa/ 'half' (left) and /afa/ 'charcoal' (right).

Most of the Ewe speakers do not raise the upper lip to produce labio-dentals, but a few do. To determine if this is greater than the corresponding speaker variability that one might find in another language without a bilabial/labio-dental contrast, 20 speakers of Sene (Santrkofi) were also examined on video-tape. This language, spoken by a people who are neighbors of the Ewe, has only one labial fricative of any kind, [f]. Of this group, two showed a clear raising of the upper lip during [f], three others showed some raising or fronting. Because a more extensive wordlist was taped with the Sene speakers, it was also possible to note that the speakers who tended to raise the upper lip for [f] often had a rather similar gesture with certain other consonants, such as [s] and [n].

These data suggest that the occurrence of a raising gesture for labio-dental fricatives is not in any way associated with the presence in the same language of a contrasting bilabial place of articulation for fricatives. Labio-dentals are typically produced in the same way — without an added upper lip gesture — regardless of inventory structure.

**SUMMARY**

This paper has suggested that some patterns of linguistic structure can be attributed to a principle of gestural economy. Support for this view can be demonstrated both by languageINTERNAL comparison across different segments, and cross-linguistically by comparing production of similar segments in differently structured inventories.
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VARIABILITY IN GLOTTALIZATION OF WORD ONSET VOWELS IN AMERICAN ENGLISH

Laura C. Dilley and Stefanie Shattuck-Hufnagel
Research Laboratory of Electronics, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

ABSTRACT

American English glottalization of word-onset vowels at the beginning of a new intonational phrase or at a phrase boundary holds across speakers and speaking styles, although individuals differ in glottalization rates and in sensitivity to prosodic elements, and manifest glottalization in a number of ways.

1. INTRODUCTION

Speakers of American English often glottalize in certain locations, e.g. at the ends of phrases (“final creak”), at a final voiceless stop (glottalized /l/) and at a word-onset vowel, as in “able” or “alone”. For word-onset vowels, the likelihood of glottalization is increased significantly in certain prosodic contexts, e.g. when the vowel-initial word begins a new intonational phrase or is pitch accent related [7]. For reduced vowels, glottalization is more likely when the new phrase is a full rather than an intermediate intonational phrase; for full vowels, it is more likely when the pitch accent occurs on the target syllable rather than later in the word [2].

Although prosodic boundaries and prominences constrain the glottalization of word-initial vowels in similar ways across speakers, there is also substantial variation among speakers [3]. For example, for 4 radio news broadcasters, the overall glottalization rates were 41%, 37%, 22% and 7%.

Striking rate variations raise several questions. Do the differences arise in part from the use of different texts? Do the findings hold across speaking styles? Can individual differences in onset-vowel glottalization be related to other aspects of glottalization behavior? This paper compares glottalization rates for word-initial vowels for FM radio news speakers producing the same texts, for non-professional speakers reading isolated sentences, and for speakers producing spontaneous speech.

2. FM RADIO NEWS SPEAKERS

Since the use of different texts may partially account for the range of glottalization rates in Dilley et al. [2], we analyzed a corpus in which all speakers produce the same texts, for evidence that a) speakers differ in their prosodic interpretation of these texts, and b) these differences might contribute to contrasts in overall glottalization rate. Four FM news stories were originally broadcast by one speaker and later read in the lab by all the speakers in FM news style. Renditions of all 4 stories were available for 5 speakers (3 female, 2 male) including the original.

2.1 Database and Analysis. Details of the BU FM Radio News corpus are described in Ostendorf et al. [6]. Briefly, the speech was recorded in the studio during broadcast, orthographically transcribed, phonetically aligned and labelled for part of speech and for prosody, using the ToBI transcription system [10, 8]. The ToBI (Tones and Break Indices) system marks 5 levels of prosodic constituent boundaries, and, for each intonational phrase, location (by syllable) and type of phrase accents, location and type of phrase accent, location and type of boundary tone, and highest prominence-related F0. For this study, additional labels were added by hand to each vowel that began a word: phonetic lexical stress (Full Vowel vs. Reduced Vowel), and glottalization (+Glot vs. -Glot). The criteria for glottalization were two-fold: a perceptual impression of glottalization, and a marker in the wave form, usually an irregularity in pitch period duration (or a dip in F0), but occasionally in wave form shape (e.g. diplophonia). Tokens which did not satisfy both of these criteria were labelled as -Glot, or as Questionable Glot e.g. if the boundary between the target vowel and a preceding glottalized segment was unclear, or only one of the two criteria was met. The four stories contained 573 vowel-initial words in about 5 minutes of speech per speaker. We noted the overall glottalization rate for word-initial vowels for each speaker, and analysed the effect of several types of prosodic environment. Results for tokens preceded by a syllable that contained a glottalized segment (often the result of phrase-final creak in the preceding phrase), and for by a pause were analyzed separately. Removed from the analysis were tokens with questionable phonetic stress (2% of total) and tokens with questionable glottalization (2%).

2.2 Results and Discussion. Rates of glottalization for word-initial vowels preceded by a pause > 50 ms or earlier glottalization were 94-100%, indicating that these factors are strongly associated with high glottalization rates. The number of tokens with such preceding contexts varied from a high of 88 (speaker f2) to a low of 19 (speaker m1), illustrating the fact that different speakers produced different distributions of pause and/or word-final glottalization for the same text.

Table 1 shows results for all 5 speakers for vowel tokens not preceded by a pause or creaky segment. Rates are shown separately for all tokens, for pitch accent and phrase-initial contexts, and for the remaining contexts.

Table 1. Glottalization rates overall (a), for pitch accent and phrase onset contexts (b), and for the remaining contexts (c) for 5 FM radio news speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>f-1</th>
<th>f-2</th>
<th>m-k</th>
<th>m-m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>&lt;.01</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. NON-PROFESSIONAL SPEECH

3.1 Database and Analysis. The LEX database consists of isolated sentences read aloud in the lab by 4 non-professional speakers (2 female, 2 male) and digitized. For the present study, we selected the sentences that contained word-onset vowels, and labelled the prosody and glottalization as above. The overall rates and the effect of prosodically significant contexts are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Glottalization rates overall (a), for pitch accent and phrase onset contexts (b), and for the remaining contexts (c) for 4 non-professional speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>f-1</th>
<th>f-2</th>
<th>m-k</th>
<th>m-m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.29</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c)</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Results and Discussion. Like the FM newscasters, these non-professional speakers show a range of overall glottalization rates, from less than 1% to 29%, and a tendency for Phrase Initial and Pitch Accent contexts to elicit more glottalization. Speaker m-k was the exception: his overall glottalization rate was so low that distinctions between prosodic contexts did not emerge. The pattern of lower glottalization rates for male speakers observed in the radio news speech is called into question: female speaker f-s showed one of the
lowest rates of glottalization, both overall (5%) and for prosodically significant contexts (12%), and both her rates were lower than those for male speaker m-m (13% and 43%), indicating that individual variation makes it difficult to assess gender-related differences with a small number of speakers.

4. SPONTANEOUS SPEECH

4.1 Database and Analysis. To determine whether the influence of prosodic context on glottalization rates is also found in spontaneous speech, we analyzed a set of utterances from the ATIS corpus, collected from travel agents, enacting the task of making airline reservations using spoken language to interact with a computer [12]. We examined a subset of 155 utterances spoken by many different speakers, each containing a disfluency. The digitized utterances were aligned and labeled as above. Since each speaker produced just a few utterances, only descriptive results are given here. Tokens with a previous pause or glottalized syllable were removed, leaving 138 word-onset vowels for analysis.

4.2 Results and Discussion. The overall rate of glottalization for this corpus was 43%, with a higher likelihood of glottalization for pitch accented vowels (64% of 78 tokens) vs. other prosodic contexts (17% of 60 tokens). An interesting aspect of these utterances was the finding that, for reduced vowels, tokens with a pitch accent later in the word were more likely to be glottalized than tokens with no pitch accent on the word (43% vs. 5%). The effect of a pitch accent later in the word was also observed for a single FM radio news speaker by Dilley et al. [3], and suggests that the effects of an accent may extend beyond the boundaries of its immediately syllable (see also Turk [11]).

5. WAVE FORM SHAPES

A critical aspect of any study of glottalization rates is the decision about what to categorize as glottalization. Our two-part criterion, perceptual salience and pitch period irregularity, labelled a variety of waveform shapes as +Glott; some examples are shown in Fig. 1.

**Figure 1. Examples of word-onset vowels heard and labelled as glottalized (FM radio speakers).** A: glottal stop, B: general irregularity, C: exponentially-decaying pulses, D: F0 dip and amplitude change (< > indicates region of lower F0), E: diplodia. Indicator bar = 20 msec.

[Diagram showing waveform examples A, B, C, D, E]

Excluded from this category was a kind of vowel onset which did not sound glottalized, yet gave the impression of a boundary or onset marker. This was most common for FM radio news speaker m1, where it was often associated with a dip in amplitude, without other noticeable irregularity in the wave form, e.g. Fig. 2. Houde and Hillenbrand [4] have reported that a dip in amplitude is a sufficient cue to elicit the perception of glottal onsets for the vowels in a synthesized version of the exclamation "oh-oh".

Another speaker, m-k, a non-professional, marked onsets in a perceptually salient way such that they sounded "breathy". We did not observe a range of other irregularities for this speaker.

**Figure 2. Example of a dip in amplitude, heard as onset-like but not as glottalized (speaker m2)**

[Diagram showing waveform example with dip in amplitude]

irregularity in the period or shape of the waveform in these cases, but noise was present in the signal; moreover, these tokens had an 'h/-like distribution of energy across frequencies. Tokens which were "breathy" were labelled -Glott. The fact that m-k appears to employ this marking strategy quite often instead of glottalizing contributes to his low overall rate of glottalization.

These observations suggest that a wide variety of signal characteristics and perceptually salient phenomena can occur at word-onset vowels, underlining the importance of a better understanding of the glottal mechanisms involved.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of word-onset vowel glottalization rates in American English, and their variation across individual speakers, prosodic contexts and speaking styles, shows that a) individuals vary substantially in overall glottalization rate as well as in use of prosodic structure, and b) a variety of signal shapes are perceived as glottalized in these vowels. Nevertheless, these preliminary analyses support the view that prosodic structure plays an important role in determining where vowel glottalization will occur. Somewhat similar findings have been reported for German by Kohler [1994]. Further work will determine whether glottalization can provide useful cues to prosodic structure, not only as phrase-final creak but also as a marker for phrase onset and pitch accent, and whether appropriate use of glottalization can increase the naturalness and comprehensibility of synthesized speech.
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THE ALARYNGEAL VOICE SOURCE AS ANALYSED BY VIDEOFLUOROSCOPY, FIBERENDOSCOPY, AND PERCEPTUAL-AcouSTIC ASSESSMENT
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ABSTRACT
Vibratory characteristics of the pharyngo-esophageal (PE) segment, which constitutes the laryngeal voice source, were related to perceived and acoustic voice qualities, with special emphasis on the voiced-voiceless distinction in stop sounds. Four proficient laryngeal voice integrators included, representing both tracheo-esophageal fistula characterised by either of two strategies: (1) an opening gesture of the back wall of the PE-segment in the fiberoptic speech and esophageal speech. Videofluoroscopic and fiberstroboscopic images of the PE-segment were recorded during phonatory tasks. Results indicated that 84% of the voiced-voiceless word pairs were audibly distinguished. The voiced-voiceless contrast was registration prior to the production of a voiceless stop, and a more forceful upward movement of mucous and barium contrast in the voiceless stops, that was not observed as clearly in the voiced cognate sounds, and (2) a slight prephonatory delay in the closing of the back wall towards the front wall in the initial phase of voiceless stops was observed in the videofluoroscopic registrations. The voiced-voiceless contrasts were automatically confirmed by spectrograms.

INTRODUCTION
In the most commonly used laryngeal speech techniques the voice source is situated in the upper part of the esophagus, the so-called pharyngo-esophageal (PE) segment. This segment is a multi-layered structure of mucosa and muscle, quite similar to the vocal fold structure. The PE-segment is brought into vibration either on air that has been injected into the esophagus from the mouth, so called esophageal (E) speech, or on pulmonary air that is led into the esophagus via a valve placed in a tracheo-esophageal fistula, so called tracheo-esophageal (TE) speech. Although for both methods the PE-segment is used as voice source, the air volume during phonation is much larger in TE-speech, since the lungs are used. Thus, TE-speakers produce louder and more fluent speech [1,2,3]. As regards consonant intelligibility, however, earlier results indicated that the two speaker groups did not differ significantly from each other, with a mean consonant intelligibility score of 83% for the E-speakers and 86% for the TE-speakers [4].

PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to relate the vibratory characteristics of the PE-segment to perceived and acoustic voice qualities, with special emphasis on the voiced-voiceless distinction in stop sounds. The results aim at enhancing our knowledge of the physiological and structural characteristics of the alaryngeal voice source and its functional constraints. The present study is part of an ongoing project that also comprises aspects such as communicative efficiency in background noise, ratings by experienced and naive listeners, and aerodynamic/acoustic measurements.

METHODS
Speakers
Four speakers were recorded, representing both TE-speech and E-speech (see Table 1 for details). One of the male TE-speakers (No. 2) also mastered E-speech. All subjects were regarded as proficient speakers and had maintained their occupations as military officer, foreman, technician and nurse.

Analyses
Videofluoroscopic images of the PE-segment were recorded during phonatory tasks (and swallowing) in frontal and lateral projections with a rate of 25 pictures per second. Prior to the registration the subject swallowed Barium contrast (Mitsuba® High Density) to cover the walls in the pharynx and the esophagus. Audio recordings of the phonatory tasks were simultaneously made on the same video recorder as was used for the videofluoroscopic registrations and on a separate high quality DAT recorder.

Two of the speakers (Nos. 2 and 3) were also recorded by videofibroscopy performing the same phonatory tasks. A fiberoptic laryngoscope (3.5 mm Olympus ENF-P) was connected to a stroboscope (Bruel & Kjær 4914) and to video equipment.

Table 1. The speakers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Speaking technique</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Years since op.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No 1</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 2</td>
<td>tracheo-esophageal/esophageal</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 3</td>
<td>man</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No 4</td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RESULTS
Voice Source Characteristics
Videofluoroscopic observations showed that in the three male speakers the voice source was situated in the PE-segment, i.e. the bulging semicircular segment in the back wall of the lowest part of the pharynx and the upper part of the esophagus. In the female TE-speaker, however, the voice source seemed to be made up of two structures, a vibrating constriction situated about 2 centimetres below the PE-segment down in the esophagus (a “subsegment”) and the PE-segment. The back wall of the PE-segment never seemed to close towards the front wall during phonation, while there was a full closure in the “subsegment.” This finding led us to conclude that the lower constriction was the primary voice source.

Fiberendoscopic observations of two of the speakers (Nos. 2 and 3) showed vibrations in the esophageal orifice with vibratory movements from the back wall towards the front wall of the PE-segment. The amplitudes of vibrations were larger in the back wall than in the frontal wall. A clear mucosal wave was also observed, reminiscent of the glottal mucosal wave. Short sequences of regular vibrations of the PE-segment in one of the patients allowed stroboscopic images to be registered. These indicated a pattern of successive
closures and openings of the segment. This subject (No. 2), who mastered both TE-speech and E-speech, was also able to open the PE-segment on command, a manoeuvre that he used for prephonatory air-intake in his E-speech.

Perceptual evaluation of the voices showed that the two male TE-speakers (Nos. 1 and 2) had rather rough, strong and low-pitched voices, i.e. "classical" laryngectomee voices, and that the E-speaker (No. 3) had a rather high-pitched and somewhat weak voice, whereas the female TE-speaker (No.4) had a hyperfunctional, strained and weak voice.

Data from the acoustic analysis confirm these observations, see Table 2.

![Figure 1. Spectrograms of the voiced-voiceless distinction in the word pair /bɔr: pos/.](image)

forceful upward movement of mucus and Barium contrast in the voiceless stops. (2) A second strategy was observed in the videofluoroscopic registration: a slight prephonatory delay in the closing of the back wall towards the front wall in the initial phase of voiceless stops.

As for the perceptual evaluation there were audible contrasts between voiced - voiceless stops in about 84% (75-92%) of the word pairs during the videofluoroscopic and fiberoptic recordings. Acoustic analysis of voiced - voiceless contrasts in the present study showed that when these conditions were mastered, they were realized by the same acoustic cues as in laryngeal speech, i.e. voice bar for the voiced stops and occlusion for the voiceless stops, see Fig. 1. Voice onset times were close to what Hirose et al. [8] have found for Japanese alaryngeal speech.

**DISCUSSION**

In our earlier studies of consonant intelligibility tests, the distinction voiced - voiceless stop has proved to be difficult for laryngectomees to master [4]. There is evidence, however, that the distinction can be mastered by some laryngectomees. In the present study of four proficient tracheo-esophageal/esophageal speakers, about 84% of voiced - voiceless word pairs were audibly distinguished. The contrasts were acoustically confirmed by spectrograms.

What constitutes the voiced - voiceless distinction in alaryngeal speech? From the preliminary findings of the videofiberoptic and videofluoroscopic registrations, we observed an opening gesture in the voiceless stops. In some cases this gesture was followed by a more forceful occlusive phase in the voiceless sounds, realized by a larger amount of upgoing mucus and Barium during the registrations. The latter observation might be interpreted as a fortis - lenis contrast, which is one of the phonetic cues of this distinction in Swedish. Also in the spectographic analyses a minimal aspiration phase was seen in unvoiced stops, which corresponds to the prolonged opening gesture observed in some voiceless sounds. This is in agreement with Hirose et al. [8], who observed a transient opening of the PE-segment for the production of voiceless consonants.

The speaking rates were found to be within the normal range, which is in accordance with the general view that these speakers were proficient.
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**Table 2. Acoustic measures for the four speakers.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaking rate, including pauses (syl/sec)</th>
<th>Speaking rate, excluding pauses (syl/sec)</th>
<th>Pauses, in % of total time</th>
<th>Mean F0 (Hz)</th>
<th>SPL, 1m L0, (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. 1/TE</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 2/TE</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 3/TE</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. 4/TE</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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THERAPEUTIC TRAINING OF AN RHD PATIENT WITH
PROSODIC DISTURBANCES OF A LINGUISTIC AND
AFFECTIVE NATURE

Deborah Günzburger, Research Institute of Language & Speech, Utrecht
University, the Netherlands, Laura Roelants & Mariska v. Schothorst

ABSTRACT

The core of this paper is a case study of a right hemisphere disorder (RHD) patient whose improvement in the production of affective prosody is described in the light of a) general issues of differential lateralization of the affective and linguistic aspects of language and b) a specific therapeutic training that involved visual feedback as part of his treatment.

INTRODUCTION

For more than a century (Broca, 1865, Wernicke, 1874, originally published in 1874) it has been known that brain injuries in the left hemisphere can cause impairment in various linguistic skills and consequently the claim has been made that language is a lateralized function of the left hemisphere; the role of the right hemisphere in language has, for a long time, been considered rudimentary. However, over the last two decades it has become increasingly evident that the right hemisphere also has an active role in language processing, in particular in the domain of affective prosody.

The right hemisphere superiority for emotional prosody has been meticulously scrutinized by Ross, Edmondson, Seibert & Chan, 1992, by testing Taiwanese speaking subjects who had incurred infarctions of the right frontotemporal region as documented by tomographic brain scans. The patients were able to use F0 modulations for the production of lexical tones, but showed impairment in their ability to use tone latitude for affective expression. These data are in line with the postulated differential lateralization of linguistic and emotional prosodic aspects in the human brain.

In non-tone languages, of course, non-lexical affective signalling in speech is mainly realized by pitch variation in the form of intonation, with various other factors also having a possible contributing role. Since the acoustical properties of linguistic and emotional prosody are identical (e.g. Lieberman, 1967) the issue of different localization in the brain is particularly interesting but also extremely complex.

Various data of RHD patients indicate the importance of the exact lesion site (Shapiro & Danly, 1985): patients with right anterior brain damage had less pitch variation in their speech and a more restricted intonational range as compared with normal speakers. Patients with right central brain damage displayed a similar pattern with, in addition, a lower mean F0 level. This observation applies to the emotional and the propositional domain. Patients with right posterior damage had a higher F0 level and more pitch variation than either right anterior or left posterior brain damage patients or normal control subjects.

In addition, Behrens (1988) has proposed the so called functional lateralization, a model that applies also to non-tone languages. This model assumes that the right hemisphere is superior for the processing of emotional prosody but not for linguistic prosody. In Behrens’ (1968) study, RHD patients’ ability to convey purely linguistic stress appeared preserved, whereas use of emotional prosodic cues was severely impaired. It should be noted that the combinational influence of lesion site and functional lateralization adds to the complexity of the issue.

To gain some insight into this subject matter, and stimulated by the clinical background of one of the authors, an experiment was carried out with a clearly therapeutic goal in mind. This experiment, a case study, will now be described in comprehensive terms; for details see also Roelants & van Schothorst, 1993.

METHOD

The subject was a 39 years old male RHD patient. His brain damage was due to a right frontotemporal subdural hematoma. Neurological diagnosis also showed spastic hemiparesis. Patient’s speech was monotonous with irregularities in loudness and rhythm. His perception of prosodic cues seemed reduced. Since his visual perception was intact, treatment with a visual feedback method was chosen. We used the so called “Speech Viewer” developed by IBM, which produces an on-line visual display of pitch and loudness variations. To the best of our knowledge there is no description of prosodic training with visual feedback for RHD patients, whereas such programmes have been widely used and are well documented for the deaf and hearing impaired. The visualization of prosodic cues can:

- enhance patient’s general motivation for the training programme, facilitate the learning process as an additional sensory input modality and

- stimulate a possibly reduced "self monitoring" function.

The influence of visual feedback on the self monitoring task in connection with RHD patients is discussed in greater detail in Roelants and Van Schothorst, 1993 and does not fit within the scope of the present paper.

The above mentioned functional lateralization model assumes a right hemispheric superiority for emotional prosody processing and a left hemispheric superiority for linguistic prosody processing. Therefore the training programme we constructed was focused on a well structured increase of emotional pitch variation. As a first therapeutic attempt it was decided to train the least damaged, left hemispherically controlled, most linguistically significant aspects of prosody.

Expectations were that 1. well trained prosodic aspects would improve with a maximum increase in improvement due to emotional prosodic training, moderate improvement due to sentence intonation training and relatively little improvement due to prosodic training based on contrastive accent (see also our section on speech material).

2. a positive transfer would take place from speech produced during training sessions to utterances produced in more natural conditions.

Speech produced by the patient before, during and after training sessions was perceptually evaluated by a panel of listeners in terms of naturalness and related to some acoustic features.

The speech material of the training programme consisted of the following parts (conditions):

1. contrastive lexical accent: a certain sentence was given and answers to ensuing questions were elicited, e.g. "father was at the office yesterday?"; "who was at the office yesterday?"; "whether he was father today?"

2. sentential intonation: training of interrogative, declarative and imperative sentences.

3. emotional tone: expression of a given emotion based on situational information. E.g.: after months of having been looking for work, you are selected for the desired job. Extremely happy, you tell your best friend: "......"

These prosodic conditions were each trained three times a week for two consecutive weeks. Purely imitative exercises were followed by pseudo-
spontaneous role play between patient and therapist. All training was enhanced by on-line visual feedback using the modules 'pitch' and 'loudness' of the 'Speech Viewer'.

Before and after training transfer of the prosodic aspects was tested by means of
4. reading aloud a text with a high occurrence of direct speech and
5. a dialogue between patient and therapist.

PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION
Before, during and after training, recordings were made of nine sentences per condition for the purpose of perceptual evaluation. In order to evaluate the so called transfer, additional recordings were made of two times nine sentences before and after training (see also Table I).

For the actual listening test sentence pairs were prepared. A pair consisted of two sentences in any combination of recordings (before, during, after) within a condition. Pairs were presented in pseudo-randomized order to a panel of 32 speech-therapy students who were instructed to pay special attention to prosodic cues when judging the sentences as to naturalness. Comparison scores were given on the second sentence of each pair on a 5-point scale.

Raw data were subsequently processed and analysed by means of the Scheffé (1952) method. Ensuing results are expressed in so called preference values (range: 0 - 2) and showed an improvement in all three prosodic conditions and the two transfer conditions. Table I indicates whether improvement is significant. Data are pooled over 32 listeners.

Table I: scheme of perceptual evaluation with indication of significance (* = significant on p<.05)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>condition</th>
<th>1st rec.</th>
<th>2nd rec.</th>
<th>sign.</th>
<th>pref. val.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cont. acc.</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
<td>during</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during</td>
<td>after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sent. loc.</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
<td>during</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during</td>
<td>after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emotion tone</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
<td>during</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during</td>
<td>after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reading</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>before</td>
<td>during</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>during</td>
<td>after</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dialogue</td>
<td>before</td>
<td>after</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When trying to relate these perceptual findings to some acoustic characteristics the following observations can be made:
1. Improvement in judgments in the contrastive accent condition can be related to the fact that in the course of the training programme the lexical item in question is realized with higher F0, greater amplitude and longer duration.
2. Higher naturalness judgments in the sentence intonation condition are due to a better command of a number of prosodic rules: sentence terminal F0 decrease instead of increase for declarative sentences, increase in amplitude for imperative sentences and overall decrease of speech monotony.
3. Inspection of data on the emotional tone condition indicates a bipartition of emotions into "restrained" emotions like shy, anxious or disappointed and "effusive" emotions like happy, angry or surprised. Whereas before training there was little or no distinction between the two types of emotions, this was clearly different after training: effusive emotions were characterised by a relatively high average F0, greater amount of F0 variation and higher average amplitude value; for restrained emotions, measurements indicated a relatively low average F0, less F0 variation and lower amplitude values.

CONCLUSION
As was expected and can be seen in Table I, greatest improvement took place in the emotional tone condition. Overall degree of improvement of sentence intonation and contrastive accent is of a similar magnitude, the latter reaching its maximum value at an earlier stage in the training programme than the former. It is probable, therefore, that follow-up training of sentence intonation and emotional tone would further enhance positive results of the present programme.

We can state that training emotion in prosody with a visual feedback method turned out effective in the case of our RHD patient. Since it concerns an N=1 study, further research with more subjects and a matched group of nonneurological speakers is needed. It should be kept in mind, however, that this kind of study cannot provide an answer to the more fundamental question as formulated by Bates (1994, personal communication): We do not know with any certainty whether localized language deficits due to brain injury can be improved as a result of domain specific (partial) recovery or that it is successful reorganization of regional specialization (stimulated by appropriate therapy) that is responsible for the observed improvement.
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ABSTRACT
Speech data of ten female teachers was collected from their first and last
lessons of a working day by means of a portable DAT-recorder. The mean
fundamental frequency (F0) at the beginning of the first lesson was
significantly lower than that of the last one (p=0.059). Although the within-
teacher variation of the F0 was very idiosyncratic, trends seen in the changes
of pitch during the lessons can be related to the symptoms of vocal fatigue.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the studies that have been made about vocal fatigue are either
questionnaire surveys or laboratory examinations. In the labs the most
common schema has been to let subjects with no history of vocal problems read a
standard text at different loudness levels over varied time periods [1-3]. Some
studies have used natural work as a
vocal load [4, 5]. The results vary in
relation to the research paradigm used, some showing a clear trend between
loading and fatigue, some not. One of the most extensive examinations of the
relationship between vocal load and fatigue is the study by Pekkanen et al.
[3], where the working day of a teacher was simulated. Not all the results can be
unnambiguously interpreted because of the great interpersonal and intrapersonal
variation, but one of the parameters that was most clearly affected by the load
was the F0.

Although laboratory studies have many advantages due to the possibility of
controlling independent variables, the problem of generalisation remains
unsolved. From every day life we all know that the voice is sensitive to
different situations, to our own moods, and to our personality, and this has been
verified in investigations with acoustic
methods [6-10]. Undoubtedly there are features in natural contexts that
influence behaviour and voice that cannot be created in labs. However, the
problems of suitable equipment and of analysis methods may in part have
hindered the development of field studies. In Sweden two interesting
examinations were arranged in working situations: one was carried out with
electroglotography [6], the other with a voice accumulator, i.e. a small contact
microphone fixed to the anterior neck [7]. Voice pitch, its range and phonation
time were the main variables measured in these studies. The results were
promising and they showed that of these parameters the F0 can indicate changes
in the vocal load.

Aim of the present preliminary study is to improve the objective
description of voice in professional
voice users by developing a method for use in occupational circumstances.

METHOD
Subjects and Recording Procedure
Ten female teachers, mean age 45
years (range 33 - 53), in the junior
grades of a Finnish school (schoolchildren aged 7 - 12) participated
voluntarily in the study. The
mean time for having been a teacher was 19 years
(range 6 - 30). 28-item questionnaires
charted both the teachers’ subjective
appraisal of their voice problems and the
background variables. All the subjects
were nonsmokers and no one was undergoing
voice therapy at the time of their
participation. A phoniatrician
examined the larynx of all except two
teachers who could not find a suitable
time for examination. None of the
examined persons had pathology in the
larynx except one whose vocal folds did
not close fully, which was evaluated
however, to be a normal variation of the
female laryngeal function. The
questionnaires revealed that teachers
experienced widely varying numbers of
symptoms of vocal fatigue.

The speech samples of the teachers
were collected using a battery-operated
portable DAT-recorder (Sony TCD-D3)
that permitted the teacher to walk freely
in the classroom. The microphone was
attached to a head-band and was located
to one side of the mouth, 6 - 8 cm from
the lips. The teachers recorded their first
and last lessons of the same day. The
average duration of the lessons was 35
minutes.

Data Analysis
The F0 and sound pressure level
(SPL) were measured with a commercially available anagolical
system (the modular series by F-J
Electronics, Inc.) consisting of a
pre-amplifier, a F0 meter, an intensity meter
and an audio frequency filter. For the F0
analysis the signal was low pass filtered
at 330 Hz with the slope of
36
dB/cd and high pass filtered at 70
Hz and amplified. The logarithmic
output of the meter was used in all
subsequent data processing and
analyses. For the calibration in the
SPL analysis a sine wave of 200 Hz with
the intensity of 80 dB was used. The signal
was amplified (Sony PCM-F1) and input into
two channels of the intensity meter
with different integration times (2.5 ms
and 10 ms). The signal of the shorter
integration time was used for computing
speech and pause times, the longer one
for measuring the SPL. Altogether four
signals were needed in the analysis.
After measuring the signals they were
analysed by a micro-computer (Apple
Macintosh Quadra 950) equipped with
three extension boards (a National
Instruments MIO-16-9L data acquisition
board, a DSP2300 signal processor
board and a DMA2800 direct memory
access board). The digital speech
processing functions were provided by
software blocks custom-built and
implemented to the LabVIEW 2
graphic programming system
(National Instruments, Inc) consisting of
four programs: calibration (see above),
data acquisition, editing and analysis.
In the data acquisition program the
signals were digitized with the sampling
rate of 5 kHz to each signal. The
maximum duration of one input speech
sample was 4 minutes because of the
limitations of the computer memory.

Samples were taken from the beginning,
middle and end of the lesson. The editing program was used to exclude
undesirable disturbing background noise
from the signal. Graphical display of the
signal in a scrollable time window (each
of the four data channels could be selected) and the monitoring of the
sound through headphones permitted the
erasuring of any unwanted parts. For
control purposes it was also possible to
measure directly the F0 and the SPL
values. The analysis program calculated
mean values and standard deviations
of the F0, SPL and speech and pause times.
The limits employed in this study were
61 - 100 dB for the SPL and 140 - 450
Hz for the F0, values falling outside
these limits being ignored. The shortest
durations that were identified as speech
segments were 70 ms long and as pause
segments 250 ms long.

For the statistical analysis the
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks
test and the Pearson correlation
coefficient were used.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The teachers found the practical
arrangements of this study fairly
unobtrusive. The tape-recorder was light
to wear and easy to use, and recording
did not interfere in the normal activities
during the lessons. Further details about
experiences and solutions to emerged
problems are discussed in Rantaal et al.
[14].

Although the results did not generally
reach a statistically significant level,
trends could be found. The overall mean
voice pitch used by the teachers was 232
Hz. However, the mean values of F0 for
the first and last lessons were different:
it was ten hertz higher at the end of the
working day (p=0.139). The difference
between the beginning of the first lesson
and the beginning of the last lesson was
significant (p=0.059), Fig. 1. The
differences between the beginning of the first lesson and the middle of the
last lesson (p=0.16), and between the middle of the first lesson and the middle of the
last lesson (p=0.008) were interesting though
not significant.

The correlation coefficient between
the F0 of the two lessons was significant
(r=0.779, p=0.008): the direction of the change of the F0 was
similar, i.e. the voice pitch rose towards the end of the day for most of the teachers.

![Graph](image)

Figure 1. The mean values of the F0 at different times of the working day in 10 teachers. Sample duration is 4 minutes. 1 = beginning, 2 = middle, 3 = end of the lesson. * = difference significant, p = 0.059

The F0 curves of the teachers were interesting and informative from the clinical point of view. The within-teacher pitch range varied considerably, being quite minimal in some teachers, wide in others. The teachers' mean F0 values for four-minute periods varied during lessons, the lowest value being 180 Hz in one subject and the highest even as high as 293 Hz in another. Both values were considerably over the 95% confidence interval of the mean F0, which was in this data 215-250 Hz. It seems that voice production in the teaching situation has great variation, and is quite different compared to that of sustained vowels produced in peaceful circumstances. Interestingly, in another related project, the mean F0 of the same subjects was found to be 186 Hz as measured from a prolonged /a/ during teaching breaks in the working week [11].

Although there is great variation, some trends can be seen. The teachers with most difficulties in using their voice had either a high F0 for all of the analysed time in both lessons or their F0 rose towards the end of the working day. The two teachers with only a few symptoms of vocal fatigue displayed the lowest F0 values and the F0 had no sudden or large changes during the day. One teacher who subjectively felt only a few symptoms had the most deviating F0 curve of all. There were large differences in the mean F0 values for the four-minute spans, at most as much as 79 Hz. Figs. 2 a and b present the F0 curves of three teachers with the least symptoms of vocal fatigue, and three teachers with the most obvious.

In a field study there are unavoidably numerous background variables that cannot be controlled and their effects only guessed at. In laboratory settings, on the other hand, time and noise can be exploited as independent variables. In the present study the talking time of the teachers in lessons was almost half of the measured time (42% in the first and 45% in the last lesson) and it had no correlation to the F0. When comparing this result to other studies [7, 12] where the speaking time of a work-day has been measured, it is not surprising to find that teachers talk longer than other professions do.

The other variable that could explain the rise in the F0 is the increased loudness of the voice because of background noise [13]. The mean values of the SPL of the first and last lessons varied from 78 dB to 81 dB, a correlation existing between the parameters, but not in the two last measured four-minute periods when the F0 was at its highest. This phenomenon probably results more from vocal fatigue than from increased loudness.

The results of this preliminary study of field-study methods are promising, they must be considered with caution because of the small sample and the inherent limitations that belong to all field studies. Many background variables (e.g. the noise of the classroom, the teacher’s teaching and speaking style, talking time) could not be controlled and regulated systematically. On the other hand some variables are present in all studies of human behaviour (e.g. personality, experienced stress, physical condition) and they can be controlled neither in field studies nor in laboratory conditions.

Further studies are planned in order to increase the number of subjects and hence improve the reliability of the results. It appears that the method is suitable for clinical practice, for specifying diagnoses more closely, focusing the aims of voice therapy and allowing the better following-up of rehabilitation.
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Abstract
In an attempt to evaluate treatment with palatal plates for children with primarily articulatory dysfunction 20 children were treated. Each child got at least one follow-up appointment after a period of two to three months. Fourteen children had improved articulation at their first check-up after 3 months. The palatal plate intensified the exercise program and led to more rapid results.

INTRODUCTION
Persistent articulatory problems have long been a challenge to most speech pathologists working with children. Despite substantial effort on both parts the problem may still remain. During the last two decades this group of patients have received increasing attention and their special types of difficulties has been studied by several researchers, for example [1, 2, 3]. Different therapy techniques have also been described usually involving simple oral motor exercises with increasing complexity as the treatment proceeds, [4]. The term verbal apraxia was proposed by Morley, [5]. A generally accepted definition of the problem is that it is a neurological disorder affecting speech production without any overt motor or sensory paralysis.

In our clinic an intraoral treatment with a palatal plate or a vestibular brace has been one possible method of treating children with persistent articulatory problems. The method was originally established in order to improve the rehabilitation of patients with oral motor problems due to trauma or stroke. The purpose of the plate was initially to induce and facilitate swallowing and the method has been described by dental surgeon Selley, [6]. The concept of intraoral treatment devices with a more wide spread use has also been proposed by Dr. R Castillo-Morales, [7] this has also been described by Hoyer and colleagues, [8, 9].

The purpose of the present investigation was to evaluate the treatment of palatal plates for children with articulatory problems.

METHOD
Twenty children participated in the investigation, 6 girls and 14 boys. The mean age when starting their treatment with the palatal plate was 8.4 years with a standard deviation of 3.58 years ranging from 3.0 - 16.0. All children had an history of previous movements, like blowing and sucking. Articulatory tasks involved single sound production and monosyllabic words (CV) to establish possible difficulties with certain articulatory targets. Dynamics were tested with sequences of sounds like /lalala/ or /tititi/. The ability to change place of articulation was tested with a sequence of /patakapatapataka/. Auditory discrimination was tested in order to establish if this disability was part of the problem complex. A speech sample was collected. This involved an informal interview with the patient and for those with reading skills a short text. Frequently the oral motor problem is combined with other difficulties such as comprehension difficulties, general sequencing difficulties, problems with eating or sucking and voice problems. Children with oral dyspraxia are not aware of the exact position of their articulators. Often they have to check the result with their hands or in a mirror. We also found a tendency for dyspractic children to overdo the exercises involved in the test. None of these children had any substantial problems involving mimic muscles or auditory discrimination although dynamics - rapid movements of the tongue - was often part of their problem complex.

Eight children had problems with the sensory feedback from the tip of the tongue as tested with two stimulator at different distances.

Prior to the treatment with a palatal plate 19 children participated in a regular treatment program for an average of 5 months. This program involves oral exercises with lips, tongue and soft palate, vibration stimulation as well as oral exercise with resistance, simple articulatory tasks and exercises involving the mimic muscles.

Five children had problems mainly concerning /t/. The aim of their plate was to reinforce the stimuli of the articulatory place for the tongue when producing /t/. Ten children had problems mainly involving the upper lip and the tip of the tongue. A palatal plate was made to stimulate the tongue and normalize the mobility of the upper lip.

Three children dentalyzed the velar sounds /h, g/ and two children had a lateral /l/-articulation. One of these children also had a palatalized articulation of /l/.

The palatal plates were individually designed to train each child’s specific articulatory deficits. The palatal casts were made in an upright position to avoid breathing difficulties and the possible feelings of panic. Each child got at least one follow-up after a period of 2.5 - 3 months. Improvements led to alterations of the palatal plates or a termination of treatment.

RESULTS
The evaluation of treatment results was made by the authors in collaboration with the parents and patients at each follow-up. It was documented with video or photography.

In the first group two children succeeded in establishing a trilled [r]. One mother reported that the [r] was established after using the palatal plate for a period of only 10 days. The other 3 had all succeeded in producing an acceptable [r] at the time of the first or second control. This is a sound that is accepted as /r/ in standard Swedish.
Table 1. Results at the first and/or second check-up after 2.5 - 3 and 6 months of treatment respectively. None of the problems got worse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Norm</th>
<th>Improve</th>
<th>No change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/t/ 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t,d,n/ 10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/k,g/ 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/l,s/ 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tot 5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

gives the child a clear target to aim at. The use of a palatal plate does not put the same demands on the patient as a regular exercise program. The patient and the plate do the work by themselves. This is invaluable in patients with long treatment periods. For the patient this means a possibility to decrease the time spent with the speech pathologist in the clinic. This can be invaluable for this group of patients who all have had extensive speech therapy.

Many patients with oral motor problems may also have eating and chewing difficulties. In our group of patients this could not be noticed. However in their case history chewing and eating difficulties had take place at some point for 6 patients.

In our project all patients could adapt to the use of an intraoral device. This is in good agreement with previous studies that report good results with very young children often not a year of age. Needless to say the aim of these plates have not primarily been articulation but rather eating, sucking and reduced drooling for example.

A positive side effect of the plate for some children hypersensitive in the back of the moth has been facilitated tooth brushing of the back molars. We have also noted positive psychological effects when the patients themselves note the improved articulation.

Conclusion
- Children with articulatory problems treated with a palatal plate should not have difficulties with auditory discrimination.
- A palatal plate can help establish the place of articulation for different phonemes by strengthening the stimulation of the articulatory target.
- It was easier to adapt to a regular use of the palatal plate than to establish regular habits with articulation exercises.
- The palatal plates seemed to intensify treatment and lead to more rapid results.
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ABSTRACT

Perturbation analysis in patients suffering from nodules, polyps and Reinke's edemas are studied by means of acoustic (MC), electroglossotographic (EGG, Lx) and flow glottographic (FGG) waves before and after microlaryngoscopic phonosurgery.

INTRODUCTION

According to the myoelastic theory, pressure below the vocal cords increases till the glottis opens setting the vocal folds in vibration. In the light of the source-filter theory of speech production, larynx is the source with the vocal folds chopping the column of exhaled air. In this way the "buzz" generated in the glottis, becomes audible as a vocal sound, outside the lips, by the action of the vocal tract, that behaves as a filter.

Vibratory pattern of the vocal folds is not always regular. Perturbation is the term applied to these deviations from regularity. Multiple indices for measuring perturbation have been developed. Most of them represent some sort of average of the difference between the periods (jitter) or amplitudes (shimmer) of successive vocal cycles [1].

Since the first attempts to create objective measures for perturbation analysis by Von Leden, research on this matter has generated numerous papers, a comprehensive overview of them can be found in Laver et al [2].

Several factors have been suggested as possible contributors to irregularity in vocal fold vibration [3]: 1) unsteadiness in muscle contraction in the laryngeal and respiratory system; 2) turbulence in glottal air stream; 3) instability in the jet emerging from the glottis; 4) asymmetry in the mechanical or geometrical properties of the two vocal folds; 5) nonlinearity in the mechanical properties of the vocal fold tissues; 6) changes in coupling between the vocal fold and the vocal tract and 7) mucous riding on the surface of the vocal folds.

If perturbations are present in normal phonation, it stands to reason that jitter and shimmer should be increased in the presence of vocal fold pathology. So perturbation could be employed to detect vocal fold pathology and to evaluate the resulting disordered voice.

Nodules, polyps and Reinke's edemas are common findings of ENT practice. Management of this vocal abuse pathology (VAP) includes voice therapy and surgery.

Phonosurgery (PS) refers to surgical techniques, designed to improve or restore the voice, based in the three layer structure of the vocal folds.

The first purpose of the study was to establish the clinical usefulness of perturbation measures to follow patients that underwent phonosurgery. The second is to investigate the influence of the type of voice signal employed for perturbation analysis: source-microphonic (MC), laryngographic (Lx), inverse filtered (FGG). We studied RAP (relative average perturbation factor) [4] for frequency perturbation and shimmer in dB for amplitude perturbation [5].

METHODS

1. Signal acquisition hardware. Signals from a microphone (MC) (Shure Prologue), a Fourcin's Laryngograph (Lx) (Kay Elemetrics) and an inverse filtering system (FGG) provided with a Rothenberg mask (Glottal Enterprises) and a filtering system designed by the Tech. Dep. of Malmö General Hospital, were digitized two by two (MC, Lx) (FGG, Lx) on a CBL 4300 (Kay Elemetrics) data acquisition system provided with a 16 bits A/D converter, with a sampling rate 51200 Hz, using a 486, 8 Mb RAM PC.

2. Test procedures. All tests were carried out in three different moments: before surgery, 2 weeks and 1 month after surgery. a) Subjects. 52 patients (32 polyps, 11 Reinke's edemas and 9 nodules) were examined using laryngostroboscopy. Age ranged from 65 to 15, mean 40. Sex was 22 (M): 30(F).

b) Recording. Recordings made in a sound treated booth were stored in a rewritable optical disk 1.3 GB.

c) Voice tasks. The first task was to produce 2s of a sustained /a/ with Rothenberg mask and laryngographic electrodes in position, at a comfortable pitch and loudness. Both signals (FGG, Lx) were simultaneously recorded. The second task was to produce 2s of a sustained /a/ at 5 cm mouth-to-microphone distance with laryngographic electrodes in position, at a comfortable pitch and loudness, a simultaneous recording of both signals (MC, Lx) was made. This second task was performed twice (acoustic analysis II and III).

d) Analysis. Analysis was based on sustained /a/ because formant configuration in this vowel was more suitable for inverse filtering procedure. Relative average perturbation (RAP) was used for jitter measures, and shimmer in dB for calculus of amplitude perturbation. Initial and terminal portion of phonation were excluded and only 2s of the remaining stable portion were used for analysis.

3. Statistic analysis. The first part of the analysis consists of descriptive statistics to obtain location measures (mean, S.D). The second part include U-Man-Whitney rank sum tests for ANOVA of unpaired data, and T-Wilcoxon tests for ANOVA of paired data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 1. Results: (MC) acoustic wave, (Lx) Lx wave and (FGG) flow glottogram. Jitter(J) in %, shimmer (S) in dB; Pre- surgery(p) and 1month - Post-Surgery(m).

Increased perturbation in voice may result from unsuitable patterns of vocal fold vibration, induced by the presence of pathology. Attempts of objective evaluation of voice in patients were restricted to medical research voice labs. Recent computer development has made this attempt in the clinic reasonable.

We evaluated the effect of nodules, polyps and edemas in the capacity for regular vibrations of the vocal folds. A nonparametric ANOVA test (T-Wilcoxon) for paired data was used to establish the influence of choosing a determined production of the vowel /a/ of the different possible trials. There were no significant differences in jitter and shimmer values, supposed the same type of voice signal was employed (MC, Lx or FGG).

The same test showed significant differences (p<0.05) for jitter and shimmer depending on the type of wave
used for perturbation calculus. Our results are opposite to those found in other articles [6] where these differences proved erratic. According to our results FGG-jitter values were always higher than Lx-Jitter (p<0.05). Differences could be owed to the manual process for filtering the flow glottograph signal, particularly before PS when the register was more irregular and a correct filtration specially difficult to achieve. Despite this we think differences are basically due to the distinct nature of the phenomena represented by both waves.

Patients with polyps showed before PS superior values of shimmer computed on FGG basis than Lx basis. But two weeks and one month after PS Lx-shimmer was superior to FGG-shimmer. A possible explanation for this is that once the lesion is excised, the small volumes of air liberated with each vocal cycle, represented by the peaks of the FGG, should be more uniform, as the glottal closure improves and mechanical balance of vocal folds is restored. In the case of Lx wave peaks could be contaminated with artefacts. These artefacts, even present before PS, are probably masked by the superior grade of variation due to the lesion presence.

Patients with Reinke's edema showed before PS higher values for FGG-shimmer than Lx-shimmer. One month after PS again FGG-shimmer is greater than Lx-shimmer. The latest statements seem in contradiction with the reasons argued in the preceding discussion in patients with polyps and have difficult explanation. In their interpretation the different performance of polyps and edemas showed by stroboscopy should play a role. One month after PS, stroboscopy proved that: free margins of the vocal folds were more irregular, glottic closure was more incomplete and the presence of inflammatory signs were more evident in the case of edemas than in the case of polyps.

MC-Jitter was superior to Lx-Jitter independently of the type of lesion present in the vocal fold, before and after PS (p<0.05). A possible reason for this is that the acoustic wave is more complex than the Lx wave. Presumably multiple deflections of the MC-wave involves a major difficulty for pitch extraction algorithm, to identify the peak on which to calculate the period than in the case of the Lx wave, with a single deflection. Superiority of Lx wave above acoustic wave for pitch extraction has been mentioned by other authors [7].

A U-Mann-Whitney test for unpaired data showed no significant differences between different pathologies. Our findings are in agreement with previous studies [6,8,9] supporting that perturbation cannot be used to distinguish among aseveral pathologies.

We have not found differences between men and women in perturbation values. Our results differ from others who find greater jitter values in women [10,11]. We agree with others who find relations between amount of jitter and gender somewhat equivocal [12].

Data presented show an appreciable difference between perturbations found before PS and jitter and shimmer found in normal speakers, when the same algorithms were used, either in the case of shimmer [5,13] or in the case of jitter [6,13]. When the lesion is present, mechanics of the two folds are different and more irregular vibrations are the result. Added to this is the incomplete closure of the glottis due to the presence of the lesion.

Data presented support that jitter and shimmer values were clearly inferior after PS. ANOVA tests for paired data (T-Wilcoxon) proved this significant (p<0.05). This downward shift could be expected and if we take into account that pathologic voices have an increased amount of perturbations, it's obvious from our data that voice quality of our patients clearly improved. So primary intention of phonosurgery was achieved. The fact that published normal values of jitter and shimmer are similar and even superior to the values obtained in our study, provide more evidence for definite voice quality improvement in our patients.

For a correct interpretation of our results it should be noticed certain differences of our study with refered works. For analysis we employed a sustained /a/ while others used the vowel /i/ [6,15] and with older subjects than our patients (mean age 40).

CONCLUSIONS
1. Jitter and shimmer are increased in nodules, polyps and edemas no matter the type of wave used for the analysis (MC, Lx or FGG).
2. Perturbation analysis does not make differential diagnosis among different pathologies.
3. Perturbation values do not depend on the trial chosen for analysis (supposed the same evolution moment of the study is compared), but depends on the type of wave used.
4. Perturbation analysis is a useful method to evaluate results in phonosurgery.
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ABSTRACT

Speech samples of patients with early glottic carcinoma and control speakers, are analyzed for acoustical pitch and EGG, as well as by means of perceptual pitch evaluation by trained and untrained raters. The results of pitch ratings by trained listeners, EGG, and acoustical pitch correlate strongly and show the tendency that voices before radiotherapy have a higher pitch than 6 months and 2 years after radiation. Voices longer than 3.5 years after radiation tend to become higher again.

INTRODUCTION

Within the scope of a co-operative study between the Netherlands Cancer Institute (Antoni van Leeuwenhoek Hospital), the Academic Hospital of the Free University of Amsterdam, and the Institute of Phonetic Sciences of the University of Amsterdam, research is carried out on the effect of radiotherapy on voice quality. The aim of this study is to obtain parameters that can describe voice quality of patients with early glottic cancer before and after radiotherapy and of normal speakers. Voice quality can be described by several perceptual, clinical, as well as acoustical methods. In this presentation we will focus on various pitch measures. Data on acoustical pitch and EGG pitch are taken into account as 'objective' pitch measures; the results will be compared with perceptual evaluations of trained and untrained raters. The trained raters are used to provide an analytic description of voice quality. The role of the untrained raters is to find out how 'ordinary' people evaluate voice quality.

In a later stage of the study the results will be compared with other perceptual parameters of voice quality (evaluations on semantical scales, such as breathiness, harshness, creakiness), with other clinical methods (phonogram, phonation quotient, and evaluation of stroboscopic recordings of vocal fold vibration), and with other acoustical analyses (LTAS, SNR, perturbation).

Before radiotherapy, the actual tumour can change causes of the vocal folds such as mass change, stiffness change, and asymmetry. Little is known about voice quality after radiotherapy. Some studies report voice improvement to a normal or near-normal level, 6-12 months after radiotherapy, for about 70% of the patients [1,2,3]. Other studies report abnormal post-radiation voices [4,5]. Pitch may be one of the parameters that can be influenced by the presence of a tumour or by the effect of radiotherapy on the vocal fold tissue, such as late oedema, necrosis etc. Furthermore, pitch measurements are important cues for other acoustical and perceptual measurements, such as spectral noise, breathiness, and tension [6,7,8].

METHOD

Speakers/recordings

Patients with early glottic cancer (TlNOMO) are treated with radiotherapy (60 Gy in 30 fractions, or 66 Gy in 33 fractions). Voice samples of the same 10 patients have been recorded before radiation, as well as 6 months, and 2 years after radiation. Recordings are also made of 3 other groups of 10 patients each, before radiation, 6 months, and 2 years after radiation, and of 20 patients longer than 3.5 years after radiation. Finally, recordings are made of 20 control speakers without any known vocal defects (figure 1). The matching between patients and control speakers took into account sex (all male), age (47-81), as well as smoking habits. The speakers read aloud a text for about 5 minutes. All the material was recorded using a Casio DAT-recorder and a Philips N8214 microphone. Fragments (ca 30 sec.) of all texts were digitized by means of the Sound editor of an Iris Indigo R4000, sample frequency 48 kHz, 16 bit resolution. These samples were copied to cassette tapes in two random speaker orders.

Clinical fundamental frequency

By means of an electroglottograph (Stopler Teltec GFA06) the average fundamental frequency is measured for the read aloud text. The readers read aloud the same text for about 5 minutes while 1000 voice samples were analyzed and averaged.

RESULTS

The reliability coefficient Ru is used as a measure of the reliability of the means of the ratings by a panel of raters (between 0 and 1). Ru = MSraters / (MSraters - MSspeakers). The results for the 3 trained raters are Ru = .55 for low-high and Ru = .54 for shirll-sonor; for the 20 untrained raters Ru = .63 for low-high and Ru = .94 for deep-shirll. The differences between trained and untrained raters lies in the low MSspeakers (=true variance) by the trained raters.

The trained raters are 3 female (socio-) phonetic researchers; 2 had followed a training course on the Voice Profile by John Laver. They rated the voices on 8 scales independently from each other.

The semantic scales consist of various voice quality scales that have been used in previous experiments [9]. In this paper we limit ourselves to the 'pitch' scales low-high and deep-shirll (7-points) used by the untrained raters, and low-high and sonor-shirll (13-points) used by the trained listeners.

Acoustical Pitch

Average pitch values of the read aloud text are determined by means of the program 'Praat' [10]. The acoustic pitch period of a sound is determined by the position of the maximum of the auto-correlation function of the sound. This procedure is extensively described by Boersma [10]. In order to select only voiced candidates for pitch detection the Voice Threshold is set to 0.5 and the Silence Threshold to 0.05. All other parameters are kept default.

Table 1. Pearson correlations for the various means are given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.55</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.57</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.24</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the individual data given in figure 2 show that the perceptual evaluations by trained and untrained raters do not differentiate between the speaker groups. Over all speakers, the trained raters range from 7.0 to 7.8 for low-high and from 6.5 to 7.4 for sonor-shirll. The untrained raters range from 2.7 to 3.3 for...
low-high and from 2.8 to 3.3 for deep-shrill. Notice the deviating scales in figure 2: 6-8 for the trained raters (13 points scale), and 2-3.5 for the untrained raters (7 points scale).

It is obvious that the raters didn't hear specific differences between the speaker groups. This was already indicated by the reliability and agreement results: the trained raters having a high agreement score but a low reliability coefficient, due to a low MSspeakers.

The results for the acoustical pitch and EGG data do show (though statistically not significant) differences between the speaker groups. To find out whether a combination of parameters will give better insight in the effect of radiation on pitch a factor analysis is carried out.

A Principal Component Analysis is used to decompose the correlation matrix into (varimax rotated) factors (PCA). For determining the number of factors, the criterion 'eigenvalue > 1' is applied. With this criterion the PCA produced 2 factors, together explaining 80% of the total variance. On the basis of the factor loadings (> 6) the 2 factors are mainly determined by acoustical pitch, EGG, and low-high by trained raters (factor 1), and low-high and deep-shrill by untrained raters (factor 2). Factor scores are presented here for the first factor as it explains most of the variance (49%). The scores give the position for each speaker on each factor (figure 3). Results show that a tendency can be seen (though statistically not significant) for 'pitch' as a combination of acoustical pitch, EGG and low-high evaluations by trained raters: patients before radiotherapy have a very high 'pitched' voice as compared to patients 6 months and 2 years after radiation. This counts for both patient groups (longitudinal and mixed). The voices of patients longer than 3.5 years after radiation tend to become higher again, whereas the control speakers have the lowest voices.

The tendency that patients before radiation have very high pitched voices may be due to mechanical effects of the tumour on the vocal folds. Another explanation may be an increased tension of the vocal folds by the patient in order to compensate for his voice loss. Also, little is known about the effect of microlaryngeal surgery that most of the patients have undergone before radiation. After radiotherapy the voices seem to be low pitched. Conflicting results have been found in previous research [4,9], though none of the results were significant. On the long term, the effect of radiotherapy seems to be that voices tend to become 'normal' again (2 years after radiation) but become high pitched later on. This may be due to the irradiation of the normal tissues that can result in late edema, altering the vibratory cycle by mass and stiffness changes of the vocal folds.

Although the results in this experiment do not differentiate significantly between the speaker groups, the correlations between the acoustical pitch analysis, and the EGG data, and the pitch evaluations of the trained raters for the read aloud text are clear. The expectation that what one can hear should also be measurable, becomes true in this experiment, at least for the trained raters.

The evaluations by the untrained raters do not correlate strongly with the other analyses; still they do have an important role in this study. The purpose is to find out how 'ordinary' people (i.e. not voice researchers/pathologists) evaluate voices of patients. Therefore in future research, the evaluations of the patients themselves and their partners are taken into account as well.

The expectation is that raters, trained as well as untrained, can differentiate between speaker groups on other aspects than pitch evaluations. Obviously, pitch is not a parameter that represents strongly the effect of radiotherapy, since none of the various pitch measures discriminate clearly between the speaker groups.
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ABSTRACT

Perceptual processing of single and multi-formant CV-like and VC-like sounds, and of natural speech-based syllables is examined in three experiments to determine the extent to which perception of rapid transitions in speech can be explained by general auditory properties. These experiments show that variability with the stimulus complexity and paradigm used, but that it is not controlled by speech-specific properties.

INTRODUCTION

Stop consonants in speech are cued by several properties including short and rapid transitions. Perceptual resolution of such rapid transitions is examined by asking listeners to classify (b or d), discriminate (ABX), and identify (by number 1-7) different kinds of speechlike transitions, which are preceded or followed by a stationary part. It was expected that perceptual processing would depend on the stimulus complexity, and that the number of discriminable or identifiable stimuli would decrease with increasing stimulus complexity: perception would be mediated more by long-term memory and less by acoustical properties with increasing speechlikeness of the stimuli.

STIMULUS GENERATION

Formant synthesis

The single and complex CV-like and VC-like syllables were generated by a digital formant synthesizer [6, 7]. A 110-Hz pulse was used as glottal source. To ensure a precise generation of these formant transitions the stimuli were sampled at 1.2 MHz. After low pass filtering, they were downsampled to 20 kHz (16 bit resolution). The formant frequency values were updated every 1 ms. Although the first period of the stimulus always started on a zero crossing, stimuli were preceded and followed by a 2 ms cosine window to avoid clicks. The formant bandwidth was proportional to the changing formant frequency (10%).

The first-formant and second-formant transitions of the complex stimuli were also 30 ms, preceded or followed by an 80-ms /a/-like (1300 Hz) or /u/-like (800 Hz) steady-state. A stationary third formant, and a 20-ms voice bar were added to make the stimuli sound more speechlike (Figure 2). The transitions varied in endpoint frequency from 750 Hz to 1650 Hz in 150 Hz steps, the average difference limen in frequency for these types of stimuli [5, 6]. The fixed F1-transitions of the complex syllables rose or fell from 220 Hz to 750 Hz and the F3 was fixed at 2700 Hz for the /a/-like and at 2200 Hz for the /u/-like stimuli.

Interpolated speech-based stimuli

The speech-based stimuli were created by interpolating [4] the spectral envelope of two natural endpoints in seven steps, e.g., /b/ and /d/. The original /b/ and/or /d/ stimuli were segmented from CVC tokens pronounced by a native Dutch male speaker (F0 of about 110 Hz). Stimuli were digitised with a sample frequency of 20 kHz (cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter was 4.9 kHz; slope 96 dB/oct). All syllables were segmented to be 100 ms.

In total twelve seven-syllable continua were created varying along the bilabial-to-velar dimension.

PROCEDURE

In the ABX discrimination task five subjects were tested individually in a quiet room. Three subjects listened to the /a/-like stimuli, three to the /u/-like ones (one of the subjects listened to both formant patterns). They were seated in front of a terminal and heard three stimuli over Sennheiser headphones at a comfortable level. The interstimulus time between the three stimuli was 500 ms. By clicking the appropriate response square on the monitor, they could indicate whether they considered the third stimulus to be identical to the first or to the second, after which three new stimuli were generated. No feedback was given during the test.

After a short training period, each of the four combinations per stimulus pair (ABA, ABB, BAA, BAB) was repeated 25 times, resulting in 100 observations per stimulus pair per subject. All conditions were tested separately. Each test, which was preceded by ten test trials, lasted approximately 10 minutes.

The same listeners also classified the single, complex, and interpolated speech-based stimuli as 'b' or 'd' on separate occasions.

In the absolute identification paradigm subjects were trained to assign a label (1-7) to each stimulus in a continuum. They have to learn the labels on the basis of their own criteria and therefore use numbers as response labels: no information is given about the nature of the stimuli under test. Feedback is given after each response, to maintain a constant level of performance.

Each subject made a total of 189 responses to the seven stimuli in each stimulus condition. Before each test series there were 63 test trials, which were not taken into account. Fourteen of these test series were collected for each stimulus complexity. Of these the first four were disregarded. Therefore, each of the six stimulus complexities per subject consisted of 1890 responses (270 x 7).

RESULTS

ABX discrimination

Figure 3 illustrates the 1-step ABX-discrimination function and the classification thresholds, averaged over the six subjects and two formant patterns (two statistically non-significant factors) together with the predicted discrimination function, based on the average classification thresholds of these six subjects [2, 6]. The discrimination results are plotted in terms of percentage correct as a function of one pair of stimuli (one pair is averaged over ABA, ABB, BAA, and BAB). The two most striking results are 1) that the predicted and measured functions differ markedly and 2) that categorisation, if any, depends on stimulus complexity and on the position of the transition. As basic sensitivity is comparable within a relatively large frequency range [6], perceptual discontinuities arise from attentional constraints due to the increasing number of cues with increasing complexity and speechlikeness of the stimuli.

In general, subjects discriminate better between subsequent pairs of stimuli than predicted from the classification thresholds. Compared to the predicted functions, the experimental ones yield
higher percentage correct scores. As for classification performance, figure 3 shows that listeners were indeed able to classify the different kinds of stimuli consistently as 'b' or 'd'.

distinguish the seven stimuli of a continuum. Perception of the single formant stimuli can approach the limits of the auditory system, presumably because subjects can listen attentively to the varying acoustical cues. In these conditions the listener is more sensitive to acoustical differences in final than in initial transitions. The more complex the stimuli the more the responses are divided into two categories. However, there is no clear evidence of categorical perception, not even with the interpolated speech-based stimuli. In the case of categorical perception discrimination should be at chance level (50%) for those stimuli that are classified similarly and much higher than chance for those stimuli which are labelled differently.

Absolute identification

To determine whether the complexity of the stimulus induces 'speech categories', the data collected in the absolute identification experiment are also analysed in terms of d'ident, the perceptual distance between adjacent stimuli in an absolute identification experiment [1, 6]. Once d'ident is computed, the number of categories per stimulus continuum can be determined by means of a criterion. In the case of categorical perception d'ident is 1.0 (our arbitrary criterion for indistinguishable pairs of stimuli), for those stimuli which are labelled similarly, and higher than 1.0 for those which are labelled differently.

Figure 4 illustrates performance for the single, complex, and interpolated speech-based stimuli continua in initial (squares) and final (stars) position, averaged over three subjects. Data are plotted in terms of d'ident as a function of the neighbouring pairs of stimuli in the continuum. The better the stimuli are identified, the smaller the number of confusions, and the higher the d'ident. High d'idents are found with the single transitions in final position: subjects are very sensitive to the physical cues of these stimuli, as was also the case in the ABX-discrimination paradigm. The lower the d'ident, the less distinguishable the neighbouring pairs of stimuli are.

The figure shows that d'ident drops, on average, as the stimuli become more complex, and that the difference between initial and final transitions becomes smaller with increasing stimulus complexity.

It was expected that phonemic labelling would restrict the number of categories in a continuum, i.e., that the number of categories would decrease with increasing complexity of the stimulus. This does not appear from our data. As relatively few pairs of stimuli yield a d'ident lower than 1.0 we cannot conclude from our data that categorical perception occurs with increasing stimulus complexity. The interpolated speech-based stimuli show increased sensitivity between stimuli four and five, possibly as a result of a phoneme boundary in the stimulus continuum. Our results suggest that listeners perceive the single and complex stimuli in the so-called context-coding mode [3, 6]: they create internal representations of the continua under test and are capable of distinguishing the stimuli within the /b/ and /d/ categories. Although the interpolated speech-based sounds are perceived more categorically than the formant stimuli, the data give no clear evidence that these stimuli are processed by a long-term phoneme-labelling mechanism.

In speech communication listeners (fortunately) do not need to perceive detailed acoustical cues. However, our study shows that the perception of vocalic transitions can, to some extent, be explained by general auditory properties, and that listeners can try to zoom in on certain levels of processing and discriminate ambiguous or new cues if they are not masked. In our study perception does not seem to be limited by a speech-specific mechanism based on long-term linguistic experience. In our study all the stimuli, including the interpolated speech-based ones, are discriminated better than predicted from the 2-AFC classification task, suggesting that listeners make use of additional acoustical cues. Experiments with natural speech transitions showed that the perceptual asymmetry between initial and final transitions decreases with increasing stimulus complexity, presumably because natural speech transitions contain redundant cues for plosive identification [6]. However, further study is necessary to understand how linguistic knowledge influences the perception of vocalic speech transitions.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes initial results of a comparison of several published models for the inner hair cell/auditory-nerve synapse, for the task of speech segmentation. In this case, the hair cell/synapse model is combined with a model for basilar membrane filtering, and segmenation algorithm is applied to the neural firing rate in order to emphasize the acoustic boundaries in the speech. The models are tested using utterances from the TIMIT acoustic-phonetic corpus. Performance of each model is assessed by comparing the segmentation it produces with the phonetic transcription provided with the TIMIT database.

1. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation is an important step in the mapping of an acoustic speech signal to a lexicon of word or sub-word units. This is useful in a number of applications, including computer recognition of continuous speech and transcription of speech corpora.

Several researchers have combined the operations of phonetic segmentation and classification into one step. For example, [1] describes a hidden Markov model-based system which classifies a set of 48 phones from the TIMIT database. This system uses a priori knowledge of the phonetic or orthographic content of the utterance to provide phone boundaries. A similar system for phone classification is described in [2].

Another technique which has been used for segmentation is the extraction of a 'boundary function' from a spectral or parametric representation of the utterance. This function encapsulates information about the acoustic boundaries, and can be used either to assist in classification-based segmentation by providing additional temporal information, or as a starting point for a separate stage of classification. For example, in [1], a 'Spectral Variation Function' was extracted from a mel-cepstral representation of the speech to provide additional information about acoustic transitions. Alternatively, in [3], an 'association strength' was derived for a multi-level segmentation, which was used to provide the phonetic boundaries for each phonetic unit from which final phonetic boundaries were derived using a search procedure.

The boundary function used in [3] was derived from a spectral representation provided by an auditory model [4]. This was found to give better performance, in terms of the least number of boundary insertion and deletion errors, than other representations including discrete Fourier transform and linear predictive coding. One of the reasons for this better performance is the fact that the auditory model used in [3] included a model for the inner hair cell/auditory-nerve synapse, which shows adaptation and recovery, i.e. it enhances sudden onsets and offsets. While the work described in [4] compared an auditory representation to non-auditory ones, little work has been carried out to assess the segmentation performance of some other published models for neural adaptation. This issue is addressed in this paper where several adaptation models are combined with a computational model for the basilar membrane (BM) function, and used to process continuous speech utterances from the TIMIT database. The representation produced by each model is further processed to produce a time function which contains markers corresponding to potential acoustic boundaries. Performance evaluation is carried out by comparing the auditory-derived boundary markers with those provided with the TIMIT database.

2. THE AUDITORY MODELS
2.1 BM Model
The model for BM mechanics used in this study is based on the transmission line model described in [6] and [7], and consists of a cascade of 128 filters, covering the frequency range from 70 Hz to 3.4 kHz. The sampling frequency is 8 kHz. The output of each filter in the cascade, corresponding to the BM displacement, is used as input to each IHC/synapse model.

2.2 Adaptation Models
The adaptation models chosen for this study were:
- the IHC/synapse model of Seneff [5];
- the Schroeder-Hall reservoir model, as implemented by Cohen [9];
- the adaptation model of Meddis [8];
- an alternative model, based on Meddis's model (Jones at al. [7]).

Since an auditory model could be a useful component of a practical continuous speech recognition system, special emphasis was placed on the adaptation models in terms of relative computational complexity. To this end, it was decided to modify the adaptation models to operate at the same sampling frequency as the BM model, 8 kHz. Both Cohen's model and the alternative model of [7] have particularly simple structures which could be a useful advantage from the point of view of computational load.

As the models operated at 8 kHz, the speech utterances from the TIMIT database, which have a sampling frequency of 16 kHz were decimated by 2. The downsampled speech was processed by each composite BM/adaptation model, with a single neural firing rate vector produced every 5 ms.

3. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
The segmentation algorithm applied to the sequence of neural firing rate vectors is based on that described in [4], and operates on the assumption that speech segments can be distinguished from each other by measuring the differences between their spectral representations. The algorithm starts at the beginning of the sequence of spectral vectors and 'associates' each frame with either its past or its future, based on the cumulative distance between that frame and its immediate backward and forward neighbours, over a certain observation range. This observation range was set equal to 50 ms on either side of the current frame [4]. Each frame, , accumulates forward and backward distances, and , between itself and neighbouring frames, where is defined as follows:

\[ D_f(n,k) = \sum_{j=0}^{N} d(n,j) \]

where is the Euclidean distance between frame and frame .

Forward and backward distance measures are accumulated in parallel until either the difference between them exceeds a certain minimum distance, , or the observation range is exceeded. An 'association strength', which is the maximum difference between and over the association range, is assigned to each frame. The association strength is used as a Gaussian window with a variance of 5 ms [4].

An example of the association strength contour for a portion of the TIMIT utterance "she had your dark suit in greasy wash water all year" is shown in Fig. 1(a). This figure gives a contour derived from Seneff's adaptation model (for clarity, the contours are displayed only as far as the word "suit"). The positive-to-negative crossings of the contours indicate the location of potential acoustic boundaries; this information is converted into a series of pulses, with the height and width of the pulses corresponding to the strength and abruptness of the acoustic change (Fig. 1(b)). A threshold is applied to the pulse sequence, such that pulses below this threshold are set equal to zero. Thus, small pulses which may correspond to false acoustic boundaries are eliminated [4].
The final stage of the segmentation process is the conversion of the pulse sequences of Fig. 1(b) into binary sequences where a '1' indicates the presence of an acoustic boundary at a particular frame, and a '0' indicates no boundary. This allows a straightforward comparison between the boundaries produced by the adaptation models and those obtained from the TIMIT transcriptions. Figure 2 displays such binary sequences for all four adaptation models, where the boundaries provided by the TIMIT transcription are indicated by the pulse train in part (e) of the figure.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Initial segmentation parameter choice and performance evaluation was carried out using a subset of the TIMIT database consisting of 40 sentences, with over 1400 boundaries. The binary pulse train produced by each BM/adaptation model combination was compared with the pulse train extracted from the TIMIT transcription and the number of alignments, deletions and insertions was noted. Clearly, the performance of the system as a whole depends as much on the choice of parameters for the segmentation algorithm as it does on the representation produced by the auditory front-end. Since some parameters affect the number of insertions and deletions in different ways, an 'equal error' criterion was used for choosing certain parameters, i.e. the value which gave equal numbers of insertions and deletions was chosen. The numbers of alignments and errors were then used as a measure of relative performance.

Table 1 summarises the relative performance of the models examined, where a tolerance of 25 ms was used for boundary alignment. While the equal error criterion is useful in the current study, the absolute performance of any given model could be improved upon, by considering additional strategies for reducing the number of insertions or deletions, e.g. in a further classification stage it might be possible to recover some deleted boundaries [4], therefore at the segmentation stage a smaller number of insertions can be achieved at the expense of a larger number of deletions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Total Alignments</th>
<th>Total Errors</th>
<th>% Correct</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seneff</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>72.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cohen</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meddis</td>
<td>970</td>
<td>962</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones et al.</td>
<td>1086</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented initial results from a comparison between various neural adaptation models, applied to the task of determining acoustic boundaries in continuous speech. The segmentation method used does not make use of any a priori knowledge of the phonetic sequence, it relies solely on the information extracted from the speech by the auditory front-end processor. From experiments with a subset of sentences from the TIMIT database, it would appear that Cohen's model provides slightly better performance than the model of [7], with the other two models a few percent behind. It is interesting to note that the two models which present the lightest computational load give the best performance. Future work will involve validation of these results using a larger database, as well more detailed analysis of the nature of the segmentation errors which occur.
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Figure 1. (a) Association strength contour, and (b) boundary pulse sequence for the TIMIT utterance fragment "She had you dark suit" obtained using Seneff's adaptation model.

Figure 2. Boundary markers for the same utterance as in Fig. 1 derived from the following adaptation models: (a) Seneff (b) Cohen (c) Meddis, and (d) Jones et al. [7]. The actual boundaries derived from the TIMIT transcription are given in part (e), with phonetic labels.
DISCOURSE-BASED EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE FOR A MULTI-CLASS ACCENT SYSTEM IN FRENCH.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we present a pilot study of French accentuation in discourse, based on two types of corpora, consisting of FM broadcast news and interviews. The main purpose of this research is to validate empirically, by means of a pluriparametric analysis of raw and normalised data, the accessional categories which are considered as constitutive of the contemporary French accent system.

INTRODUCTION
There are two current views about French accentuation: the extreme view, as a language without accent ([11], for a discussion) and the traditional view, which claims that French possesses only two types of accents: a phrase-final rhythmic accent and a word-initial emphatic accent [2, 3]. This view is extremely frequent in recent works on prosodic phonology [4, 5, 6]. Data gathered in recent studies, however, which have been carried out on different corpora involving various speech styles [7, 8], together with results of our own work [9], strongly suggest that these two points of view are questionable and lead us to conclude that accentuation in French is far more complex than has previously been stated. To explain the peculiar nature of this accentuation, we propose a general typological framework based on three main classes of accents: lexical, rhythmic and semantic-pragmatic. It is well known that French is only concerned by the last two classes. With regards to the rhythmic class, besides the traditional phrase-final accent, modern French is characterised by an optional secondary accent which is assigned to the first syllable of a polysyllabic word in order to avoid a accent clash (i.e. "un chapeau blanc") or more generally to favour the formation of an eurhythmic pattern. Despite its early identification [7], this secondary accent has been neglected by phoneticians and only recently has been incorporated into a phonological description of French prosody [10].

The semantic-pragmatic accent class can be divided into two sub-categories: the non-emphatic class, which contains the nuclear accent (associated with the tonic of an Intonation Unit) and the emphatic class which includes both the contrastive accent and the focal accent for intensification usually named accent d'insistance. The latter, which is most often assigned to the first syllable of a word, is often confused in the literature with the secondary rhythmic accent which occupies the same position. It has been argued, nevertheless [11], that the secondary accent is a true pitch accent, meaning that its realisation is not accompanied by any lengthening effect, a feature which has been assumed to be common both to the primary phrasal accent, the nuclear accent and the two emphatic accents. It is the purpose of this paper to verify if this assumption is tenable for discourse and to what extent we can associate each of the categories of accent proposed above with specific qualitative parameter features.

A second aim of this study is to examine the way in which lengthening is distributed throughout the syllable for the different accent classes we define. Campbell [12] suggested the strong hypothesis that once raw duration values of phonemes have been normalised as z-scores, the presence of a lengthening effect is distributed equally throughout the syllable in English. Bailey & Barbosa [13] on the other hand claimed that the relevant unit for lengthening in French is not the syllable but the sequence of phonemes from one vowel onset to the next. Other studies, however, have suggested that lengthening does not apply equally to the different syllable constituents. Thus Fant & Kruckenborg [14] for example found that postvocalic consonants in French were lengthened only in prepausal position. Similar results were reported for English by Campbell [15] who found that codas were lengthened more in pre-boundary position while onsets were lengthened more in prominent syllables not followed by a boundary.

MATERIAL AND PROCEDURE
We extracted from our database on prosody two FM recordings of continuous speech lasting approximately 2 minutes each by two native male speakers of educated standard French. The first was an extract from a radio news broadcast and the second an interview. These recordings were transcribed without punctuation. As a preliminary test three experts were asked to indicate all perceived accents, to mark emphatic accents and non-terminal and terminal Intonation Unit boundaries. Approximately 330 accents were identified. These were classified into the following categories: emphatic (EMP), final in a terminal Intonation Unit (IU-T), final in a non-terminal Intonation Unit (IU-N), word-initial (WI), and (prosodic) word-final (WF). The remaining syllables were labelled as unaccented (UN).

Experimental procedure:
The excerpts were digitalised at 16 kHz on a Sun Sparc and labelled phonemically and in syllables by hand. Approximately 2500 phonemes and 1200 syllables were labelled.

Each constituent of the syllable was coded as onset, nucleus or coda.

Duration. The duration of the different syllable constituents was measured and the raw data was normalised using the Z transform method [12], with the phonemic means and standard deviations pooled from a database of seven speakers.

Fundamental frequency. The fundamental frequency of the excerpts was modelled with a quadratic spline function using an automatic modelling algorithm Momel with manual corrections [16]. For each syllable the nearest maximum target was calculated as well as the distance of the target with respect to the onset of the corresponding vowel. F0 values were normalised using the ERB scale [17] offset to the mean of the speaker's range.

RESULTS
Duration
Analysis of variance on the phoneme durations showed considerable differences for the different accent classes. Both accent class and position in the syllable were highly significant factors (p < 0.0001) and the interaction between the two factors was also highly significant (p < 0.0001). These effects were observed for both speakers on both raw and normalised durations. Figure 1 shows the normalised durations for Onset, Nucleus and Coda for the different accent-classes for speaker 1. It can be seen that the ratio between nucleus and coda remains fairly constant showing that the syllable rhyme seems to be treated as a consistent unit for lengthening in different environments.

The syllable Onset, by contrast, behaves rather differently. The onset is longer than the other constituents of the syllable in unaccented syllables and word-initial accents, both emphatic and non-emphatic. The onset is shorter than the other syllable constituents when the syllable occurs at the end of either a Terminal or a Non-Terminal Intonation Unit. When the syllable was word final but not at the end of an Intonation Unit the ratio of the onset to the other syllables was intermediate.

For the second speaker showed similar effects except that the relationship between the Nucleus and the Coda was less constant. The ratio of the syllable Onset to the rhyme showed the same effects as for the first speaker in the different contexts (Figure 2).
Fundamental frequency

Figure 1 shows the mean target values in ERB by accent class for speaker 1. Analysis of variance showed that the differences between the classes were highly significant (p < 0.0001). Post hoc tests confirmed that each pair of values was significantly different (p < 0.05) except between the unaccented syllables and the syllables in final position in Terminal Intonation Units.

The temporal location of the target points was also significantly different for certain of the classes, being located at a mean of 91 ms from the vowel onset for the end of Non-Terminal Intonation Units, 66 ms for emphatic accent and from 30-40 ms for the other accent classes which were not significantly different from one another. Similar results were observed for the second speaker.

DISCUSSION

The different categories of accent type which we hypothesised were all clearly distinguished by the acoustic parameters. Duration was particularly effective in distinguishing preboundary accents from others confirming for both read and spontaneous speech results mentioned above [14, 15]. The only category where durational effects did not play a role was the distinction between Terminal and Non-Terminal Intonation Units which were distinguished by the value of the F0 target and its timing (cf Vincent et al. [18] for similar findings).

These results can be summarised in the following table where the value of duration is represented as very short (─), short (─), long (+) or very long (++).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Onset Rime</th>
<th>F0</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>high early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMP</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>high++ mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WF</td>
<td>−−</td>
<td>high early</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU-N</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>high+ late</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IU-T</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>low early</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of this preliminary study suggest that the parameters we have identified characterizing the different accent classes are relatively independent of discourse type.
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ABSTRACT
Electromagnetic Articulography was used to register tongue movements during Spanish and Polish sentence utterances. In Polish no significant differences between secondarily stressed and unstressed syllables could be found. In Spanish the tongue gesture of the secondarily stressed syllable showed a different shape of the movement in comparison with the unstressed case. However, this effect might represent a coarticulatory artifact of the test material.

INTRODUCTION
An alternating secondary stress for Polish and Spanish has been postulated by numerous phonologists although the phonological as well as the acoustic phonetic evidence for an alternating secondary stress in Polish and Spanish is tenous, if not non-existent. There are no phonological processes or rules that would crucially refer to the position of secondary stress. There can’t be found clear acoustic correlates of an alternating secondary stress such as F0-, intensity, durational or spectral features differing from the unstressed syllables in both languages either (cf. [6], [3]).

DeJong et al. [2] found that in English sentence utterances stress on different prosodic levels was implemented by the same articulatory feature, namely movement size as compared to the unstressed case, but to a different extent: The movement amplitudes of the secondarily stressed syllable showed values just in between the amplitudes of the nuclear stressed and the unstressed syllable. However, Beckman & Edwards [1] suggest that, at least in English, stress on different prosodic levels yields different phonological and phonetic - and articulatory - realisation: They found that nuclear stress was mainly correlated with intonational features whereas at lower prosodic levels like word level stress was correlated with longer syllable duration as well as with articulatory features like greater movement amplitude and greater velocity.

The articulatory realisation of secondary stress in Polish and Spanish has not been investigated before. The purpose of the present study was to find an articulatory correlate of alternating stress in Polish and Spanish sentence utterances and to answer the question whether secondary stress is implemented by the same articulatory feature as primary accent - but to different degrees - or by a principally different kind of feature.

METHODS
In the present experiment the Articulography AG100 (Carstens Medizinelektronik Göttingen, cf. [9]) was used. The kinematic recordings were made with a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Simultaneously with the recording of the articulatory data the acoustic signal was digitally recorded. Five sensors were placed on upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), 5mm behind the tongue tip (TT), tongue mid (TM) and tongue dorsum (TD). Different word forms of Polish and Spanish stimulus words were used with one target syllable appearing on three different prosodic levels (primary stress, secondary stress, unstressed). The target words for Polish were: hipopotama (hipopotamus, nom. sg.), hipopotama (gen. sg.) and hipopotamami (instr. pl.) with the second po being the target syllable. The words were embedded in a neutral sentence frame: On powie _ dwa rasy (He’ll say _ twice). The Spanish target words were: Constantino (Constantine), constantino‘pleno (Constantinople man) and the infinitive form of the verb cons,tantinople’ar (to hang out in Constantinople) with the syllable ti being the target syllable. The Spanish carrier sentence was: No he dicho jamas (I never said ). Each sentence type was visually presented 8 times in randomized order. The speakers, one native speaker of peninsular Spanish and one native speaker of Polish (two of the authors, I.R. and G.D.) read the sentences with normal speaking rate.

During the production of the sequence hipopo in the Polish sentence the mid tongue performs a continua- back and downward movement from the high position for the vowel [i] over the first po to the vocal tract configuration of the 2nd [o], during the target syllable turning back for producing the following closure [i] (as schematized in Fig.1a).

![Figure 1a. Schematized mid tongue trajectory during the production of the sequence hipopo in the Polish utterance.](image)

The articulation of the Spanish target syllable is mainly realised by the tongue tip. In the two-dimensional, mid sagittal representation the tongue tip performs a circle-like movement from the alveolar closure during the [i] over the opening of the vocal tract for the vowel [i] to the next alveolar closure for the [n] in the following syllable (as indicated in Fig.2a). Across all recorded Polish and Spanish utterances the characteristic articulatory positions (maximum front, back and low tongue position) show a certain time alignment with acoustic events (mid of stop consonant closure, onset, mid and offset of the vowel, see the 4 marks in the acoustic signal, cf. Figures 2a, 2b) corresponding to the 4 marks in the articulatory trajectory, cf. Figures 2a, 2b). At these characteristic 4 timepoints the x- and y-coordinates of the relevant sensor were calculated. The differences between the extrema on the horizontal and vertical axis (dx, dy) were the basic movement parameters. In addition the following articulatory parameters were derived: the sum dy = dx + dy as a rough measure for the size of the movement and the quotient dq = dy / dx as a measure for the relation between horizontal and vertical movement and therefore as a rough measure characterizing the shape of the movement. The following durational values were measured in the acoustic signal: for the Polish sentences the vowel duration of [o] in the target syllable was extracted as well as the duration of the whole sequence _ipo, for the Spanish material the syllabic duration of the target syllable _ti (mid of consonant closure in [i] to vowel offset of [i]) was measured.

RESULTS

Durations - Polish and Spanish
For both languages the durational values showed a significant difference between main stressed and unstressed syllables but no significant difference between the unstressed syllable and the one with supposed secondary stress (ANOVA, alpha 0.05). That is, in the present sentence utterances primary stress was realised by target (vowel syllable) duration in comparison to the unstressed case whereas secondary stress did not.

![Figure 1b. Schematized tongue tip trajectory during the production of the target syllable _ti in the Spanish utterance.](image)
The effect of the secondary accent were significant (p<.05) whereas the difference in movement size between secondary stressed and unstressed syllables did not reach significance (p>.1).

**DISCUSSION**

In the present study longer (syllable) durations and larger articulatory movements of syllables with primary stress as compared to unstressed syllables were measured for both Polish and Spanish sentence utterances. This confirms previous results on articulatory correlates of stress in English (cf. [1], [2], [5]). The assumption that alternating secondary stress would be implemented in the same way as primary stress but to a lower degree could not be confirmed for the material of the present study. For the Polish utterances no articulatory correlate of secondary stress could be found. This negative result might be due to the extremely limited data of the present study with respect to number of speakers and utterances as well as articulatory parameters so that it cannot be claimed that secondary stress in Polish does not exist at all.

In the case of Spanish an effect of movement shape on the secondary stressed syllable could be observed. However, since the segmental content of the three target words was not absolutely identical (Constantino, constantinople, constantinopolitan) it cannot be excluded that the observed small shape effect was caused by the different segmental context rather than by the secondary accent. Nevertheless the strong hypothesis would be the following: Whereas primary stress is implemented by larger articulatory movements secondary stress in Spanish affects the movement shape. This result would push the idea formulated by [1] that stress on different levels might yield different phonetic - and articulatory - implementation. To verify this hypothesis it is necessary to use reiterant speech in future experiments to exclude effects of different contexts and different word length.

Whereas the effect of primary stress on movement size has been explained by greater sonority which may be achieved by e.g. larger downward movements of the jaw (cf. [4]) an explanation for a shape effect of secondary stress is not obvious. One - admittedly very vague - idea might be that a rhythmic variation of movement shape is used as a sort of economization strategy, possibly interpretable as an application of the Obligatory Contour Principle OCP of non-linear phonology (cf. [7]), which does not allow two adjacent identical elements, on the level of articulation.
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PHONETIC EVIDENCE FOR PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE: WORD STRESS IN LATVIAN
A. Krisjānis Kariņš
University of Pennsylvania

ABSTRACT
Goldsmith [1] and Halle & Vergnaud [2] assume that Latvian has only word-initial stress, and cite it as an example of a language with left-headed unbounded feet. Traditional grammars such as Endzelins [3] claim that Latvian words have secondary as well as primary stress. This paper provides phonetic and phonological evidence substantiating the claims of traditional grammars that Latvian has secondary stress.

SEGMENTAL DURATION AND STRESS
Latvian has a system of phonemically contrasting long and short vowels [4]. Bond [5] shows that the duration ratio between phonemically long and phonemically short vowels is approximately 2:1. She also shows that stressed vowels are longer in duration than their unstressed counterparts. Among consonants, phonemic length contrasts exist only for sonorants. Phonemically lengthened sonorants or “lexical geminates” occur in relatively recent loanwords, such as pānas ‘pan’ and kemme ‘comb’. There is no phonemic length distinction for the obstruents.

In almost all Latvian words, primary stress occurs on the first syllable. The exceptions are words with primary stress on the second syllable [3, 4]. There is no dispute about primary stress in the linguistic literature. The disagreement lies in the differing claims concerning secondary stress.

EXPERIMENT
Following the suggestion of Hayes [6], I consider external phonological evidence for secondary stress. Laua [4] writes that in Latvian, voiceless obstruents lengthen phonetically following stress between two phonemically short vowels. Based upon this assertion, I designed an experiment to answer the following questions: (1) Does quantitative descriptive phonetics provide evidence that consonants are lengthening where they are predicted to lengthen? (2) Is lengthening restricted to the voiceless consonants? (3) Is lengthening restricted to the environment between a short stressed vowel and a short unstressed vowel? (4) Does the distribution of lengthened vowels provide any evidence for secondary stress?

The experimental stimuli were 39 words containing various consonants in positions where they would and would not be expected to lengthen. The words were placed in a neutral carrier phrase, repeated 10 times, and randomized. The resulting list of sentences was read by two native speakers from Riga. The sentences were recorded using a Sony WM-D6C recorder with a Sony ECM-121 stereo microphone on regular magnetic tape. The signal was digitized and analyzed using the Xwaves acoustic-phonetic analysis program on a Sun workstation. Segmental durations were recorded by measuring the signal in both the waveform and a wide band spectrogram. The measurements of the plosives include both the stop closure plus release burst, or measure from the end of voicing of the preceding vowel to the onset of voicing of the following vowel. The analyses were made using the statistical program S. All claims of statistical significance are based on t-tests set at the p<.05 level.

RESULTS
The experimental results confirm Laua’s claims [4]. Both of my subjects showed the same patterns of segmental durations. Figures 1 and 2 show that (1) all voiceless consonants for both speakers are significantly longer than their voiced counterparts, (2) for the voiced consonants, duration is greater in the onset of the first syllable, and (3) for the voiceless consonants, duration is greater in the onset of the second syllable.

Figure 1. Mean duration (in ms) of consonants in onset of 1st syll. (C1) and onset of 2nd syll. (C2); speaker IL. Circled differences are not significant.

Figure 2. Mean duration (in ms) of consonants in onset of 1st syll. (C1) and onset of 2nd syll. (C2); speaker IL. Mean values with vowel.

Figure 3. Mean duration (in ms) of /k/ in four words. Speaker IL. Error bars show standard deviation.

Figure 4. Mean duration (in ms) of various consonants in the onset of the 2nd syll. preceding and following long and short vowels. Speaker IL.

The explanation for the duration of /k/ in Figure 4 needs further investigation which is outside the scope of this paper.

Figure 5 shows that there is a significant difference for both speakers in the duration of /k/ in the third and fourth syllables of nevēsalipētā ‘to not stick together’, which could indicate a secondary stress on the third syllable [5].

Figure 6 shows that for the two word nepēlametums ‘not discardable’ and nevēsalipētā, the /p/ in the onset of the fourth syllable is longer in duration than in the onset of the second. This indicates a secondary stress on the third syllable precipitating the phonetic lengthening.
understood when moras are taken into account [6, 7, 8]. I am here assuming that in Latvian, phonemically short vowels are dominated by one mora, while phonemically long vowels are dominated by two moras. In order to get the required stress patterns in Latvian, a simple Stress Condition needs to be posited for the language. Stress Condition: Every stressed syllable must be heavy. This means that every stressed syllable must have two moras. The first mora will by definition dominate a vowel, while the second mora can dominate either a vowel or a consonant. By assuming a quantity-insensitive system for Latvian, the first syllable will be subject to the Stress Condition, with the result that a second mora will be “inserted” in the first syllable even if that syllable has only a phonemically short vowel.

In addition to the Stress Condition, I am positing a Moraic Lengthening Rule (ML) shown in Figure 7. The second mora in the first syllable is “inserted” via the top-down assignment of metrical structure, as mentioned above.

Figure 7 Moraic lengthening rule

This structure-building rule states that an obstinate or in the onset of the second syllable of a foot will spread to fill an empty mora in the first syllable. The first mora in the first syllable can have an onset consonant or consonant cluster—this does not affect ML. In addition to ML, there needs to be a filter which does not allow a voiced obstruent to undergo the rule.

Applying this analysis to words in Latvian, a two-syllable word with a phonemically long vowel in the first syllable has the structure shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10 shows how the onset of the second syllable lengthens to fill the empty mora via ML if the vowel in the first syllable is phonemically short.
NUCLEAR AND PRE-NUCLEAR TONAL INVENTORIES AND
THE PHONOLOGY OF SPANISH DECLARATIVE INTONATION

Juan Manuel Sosa
Simon Fraser University, Vancouver, Canada

ABSTRACT
In this study I establish and describe the possible shapes, configurations and underlying tonic sequences of declarative utterances in Spanish. For this purpose I present the exhaustive inventory of tonic configurations that can occur in both the nuclear and prenuclear contours, -considered
internal constituents of the intonational phrase-, and give an account of the actual occurrence and grammaticality of the possible combination of contours.

INTRODUCTION
Notation and Framework
The notation and abstract system of underlying intonational units is based on the Pierrehumbert [1] theory of the phonology of English intonation. The contours of the intonational phrases are described as strings of L and H tones consisting of: (i) An initial boundary tone; (ii) A sequence of one or more pitch accents, (iii) A final boundary tone (H%, L%). The implementation of the different combinations of pitch accents and boundary tones determines the F0 contour.

Some Background
It has been sustained by authors like Cunningham [2] and Kvavik [3] that that there is no fixed pattern of prenuclear intonation in Spanish. Or, that what they reflect is only sociolinguistic or expressive functions, not a real systematic structure.

Another common assertion about Spanish intonation is the idea, first expressed by Navarro [4], that the tonal peaks always correspond to stressed syllables.

The present research shows, on the contrary, that (1) There is a very definite and predictable pre-nuclear configuration for unmarked declaratives in Spanish; (2) The peaks actually correspond with the unstressed syllables following the stressed ones.

METHOD
Subjects and Data
For this research I analysed several hundred utterances from recorded spontaneous conversations of native speakers from both sexes and different ages, backgrounds and national origin (from several countries in Central and South America, the Caribbean, Mexico and Spain). All individual utterances were analysed and classified according to their sentence-type, intonational constituency and semantic-pragmatic value.

Instrumentation
The acoustic analysis of the utterances was performed on the CSL 4300 of Kay Elemetrics. A number of altered pitch files (by means of the Paramenter Manipulation Option) was used to test the compatibility of some pre-nuclear shapes with the four characteristic terminal contours of declaratives.

NUCLEAR TONES
In previous work [5], I described the phonology and phonetics of all final contours (nuclear tones) of Spanish. The exhaustive list of possible declarative nuclei (combinations of final pitch accent and boundary tone) is the following:

L* L% (low fall), H+L* L% (low fall preceded by a high on the previous unaccented syllable), H* L% (high fall), and L+H* L% (high fall preceded by a low tone on the preceding unstressed syllable).

Not all of these, however, are characteristic of unmarked, neutral declarative utterances. By far the most common was he L* L% low-falling contour. In Figures 1 and 2 these final contours are illustrated.

PRE-NUCLEAR CONTOURS
Heads and Pre-heads
Following the British tradition, I refer to the pre-nuclear contours as 'head' and 'pre-head'. The head begins with the stressed syllable and ends with the syllable immediately preceding the nucleus. The pre-head consists of any unstressed syllables before the first stressed one and since they are always low in Spanish declaratives, they are irrelevant for this analysis.

The head, on the other hand, is crucial to tone configuration and meaning, and is described according to their overall shape (level, rising, falling), as well as in their intonational constituency in terms of pitch accents.

The "Bouncing Head"
The most common pre-nuclear pattern found for declaratives was overwhelmingly the progressively descending pattern. The pitch begins rather high, progressively stepping down with each peak until it reaches the tonal baseline with the final low fall L* L%. As can be seen in Figures 1, 2 and 3, the descent is not smooth; it takes place in a bouncy kind of way. As a rule, the stressed syllable is low, followed by a rise on the subsequent unstressed one, evidence of a sequence of recursive L*+H pitch accents. Ladd [6] and Gussenhoven [7] have characterized such multi-accented recursive patterns in heads as repetitions of the same contours.

On analogy with the names given by O'Connor and Arnold [8] to specific tone groups in a mnemonic, graphic way, I will call this pre-nuclear pattern the "bouncing head". Imagine a tennis ball bouncing two or more times on the court before rolling along the floor. The force comes from the bounce, which is the low-toned stressed syllable, followed by the rise on the following unstressed syllable, each successive bounce being lower. The following figures illustrate the most characteristic declarative utterances in Spanish:

Figure 1. Typical unmarked declarative Spanish utterance with pre-nuclear L*+H sequence and L* L% nucleus "Lo que pasa es que la gente no entiende" (male speaker from Honduras).

Figure 2. Unmarked declarative Spanish utterance with four pre-nuclear L*+H pitch accents and L* L% nucleus "Y eso reúne amigos y a conocidos por igual" (male speaker from Córdova, Argentina).
RESULTS

The Spanish Declarative 'tune'

The common overall pattern is a falling one, gradually descending into the final low fall. Although most descriptions agree on the descending "finality" of declaratives (Delattre, Olsen and Poenack [9], to my knowledge only Bolinger [10] and Quils [11] (implicitly), have described this pre-nuclear declining pattern. Most analyses have tended to repeat Navarro's [4] statement that the note of the first stressed syllable is more or less that on which the rest of the body of the unit is pronounced.

The canonical tune for unmarked declaratives in Spanish is then the combination of a bouncing head and a low fall. Or, in terms of L and H tones, a sequence of recursive L*+H pitch accents followed by a L* L% nucleus.

Variability and its Causes

There is of course a good degree of variability in the domain of declarative intonation, and that has been abundantly documented in the literature. However, it is not caused by factors such as age, sex, country or region of origin or sociolinguistic status of the speakers. It rather seems to correlate with emotion, contrast and other kinds of emphatic speech. That is to say, utterances that may still be classified as declarative but have different configurations and tonal structure from the pattern here described, are instances of pragmatically distinct statements from the unmarked kind.

In our data we have statements with high head (Figure 4), low head (Figure 5) and also rising head, but they were perceived as different types of declarative utterances.

Just as Navarro [4] distinguished between "ordinary", "categorical", "dubitative" and "insinuative" statements according to the type of fall, it is possible to classify the pragmatic meaning of statements with different kinds of heads.

CONCLUSION

This research has uncovered an extraordinary agreement and regularity between dialects: the unmarked head for all dialects has the configuration that I have described as a combination of bouncing head (sequence of L*+H pitch accents), followed by a nuclear low fall L* L%. At least in their tonal underlying structure, there are no dialectal distinctions for this declarative sentence-type.

These findings contradict what has often been said, that there are no fixed patterns in Spanish intonational contours.

As I have shown, the peaks are always on unstressed syllables. At least for pre-nuclear contours, the common assertion that the highest point corresponds to stressed syllables is not in keeping with my findings. The stressed syllable is always low, followed by the high on the subsequent unstressed syllable, even across words and syntactic phrases. If there is at least one accentuated syllable in the pre-nuclear contour, the pitch accent will be L*+H.

To conclude, my findings show how remarkably predictable and regular the intonational structure of declarative sentence-types is. In the background of the well-documented and striking dialectal and expressive variability of Spanish intonation, this is an significant finding. It shows that the intonational patterns are finite, systematic, characteristic and meaningful.

All these patterns and configurations can be economically generated by a model that includes pre-nuclear and nuclear contours as constituents, as well as the sequence of underlying tones that are the ultimate components of intonational phrases.
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FORMAL AND FUNCTIONAL EVALUATION OF A MELODIC MODEL FOR STANDARD INDONESIAN

Ewald F. Ebbing, Vincent J. van Heuven\(^1\) & Cecilia Odé

Dept. Languages and Cultures of Southeast Asia and Oceania, Leiden University\(^1\) Dept. Linguistics/Phonetics Laboratory, Leiden University

**ABSTRACT**

A model of Indonesian intonation was perceptually evaluated using an improved testing methodology and listener selection. In a second experiment the focus and boundary marking functions of Indonesian intonation were investigated.

1. **INTRODUCTION**

A model for Standard Indonesian intonation has been developed following an analysis by synthesis methodology [1,2]. Successive versions of the model were perceptually evaluated by having native Indonesian listeners rate melodic versions of utterances (human originals versus model-generated contours, as well as a priori less adequate melodies, e.g. time-shifted or Dutch contours) along a 10-point scale of formal melodic adequacy [3]. Listeners proved very insensitive to the melodic differences among the versions, so that we decided to re-run the evaluation with (hopefully) improved materials and more carefully selected listeners (section 2). It is difficult in Indonesian to distinguish between the accent-lending and boundary marking function of certain pitch movements [4]. In section 3, therefore, we examine how successfully Indonesian listeners can disambiguate arithmetic expressions with ambiguous focus distribution and internal bracketing.

2. **FORMAL EVALUATION**

Stimuli were taken from our corpus of quasi-spontaneous monologue by an educated speaker of Indonesian from Riau (East Sumatra) also used in our earlier experiments [2,3]. The stimuli comprised two tokens of the eight perceptually relevant pitch configurations found in our previous experiments. Four melodic versions of each configuration were produced by manipulating F\(_0\) in the resynthesis (for procedural details see [3,6]):

a. **Close-copy stylizations (COPY)** of the human originals; these should receive the highest ratings.

b. **Standardized versions (STAN)**, i.e. generated according to our model; these should be (almost) as acceptable as COPY.

c. **Dutch-based versions (DUTCH)**, generated according to the Dutch intonation grammar [1,3]; these versions should be rated as less acceptable than a or b.

d. **Mirrored versions (MIRROR)**. Close-copies were mirrored along the frequency axis: rises became falls and vice versa; these versions should receive low ratings (as c).

The target configurations were now presented in their original contexts (rather than in isolation). To direct the listeners' attention to the relevant pitch configuration, the resynthesized context, but not the target configuration, was voiceless (whispered) throughout. This resulted in 64 stimulus types, each presented twice, yielding 128 judgments per listener.

The experiment was run at Universitas Islam Riau in Pekanbaru with 25 university students. Seventeen spoke Riau Malay as their first language, others had a different mother tongue, e.g. Minangkabau. Listeners rated each utterance along a 10-point scale of melodic adequacy (1: extremely poor; 10: excellent).

The results are summarized in Figure 1. The ordering of the acceptability ratings for the entire group of listeners is as predicted. No difference was found between COPY and STAN, t(783)=1.49, ins., nor between STAN and DUTCH, t(777)=1.4, ins. However, the COPY versions were rated as significantly better than the DUTCH-versions, t(779)=3.12, p<.01. The MIRROR versions were rated as poorer than all other versions. Unexpectedly, STAN and DUTCH versions still do not differ significantly.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Figure 1.** Acceptability of four melodic versions of Indonesian utterances broken down by listener selection.

We decided to enhance the effects by selecting only listeners with (i) the same variety of Indonesian as the speaker of the stimuli, and (ii) who were optimally sensitive to melodic differences.

First, the analysis was repeated for the 17 Riau listeners only. This time COPY and STAN versions do not differ from each other, t(538)=1.0, ins. but STAN and DUTCH do, t(532)=1.7, p<.05 (one-tailed). DUTCH and MIRROR versions differ as before, t(533)=3.5, p<.01.

As the most sensitive listeners, only those eight Riau listeners were selected who obtained F(1)=1 for the melodic version as a factor in listener-individual ANOVA's. Acceptability ratings are now better differentiated, while retaining the same ordering between conditions. These results show that the standardized pitch movements are perceptually adequate alternatives for close-copy stylizations. Moreover, to the Riau listeners, model-generated contours prove more acceptable than Dutch-based approximations. This confirms our hypothesis that the phonetic properties of the building blocks of Indonesian intonation are indeed language specific. Since the mirrored versions were included as a baseline condition, it is not surprising that they turn out to be the least acceptable. The fact that pitch contours that have been distorted in this manner are still rated in the upper half of the scale, is puzzling. Compared with results of similar experiments on English intonation [7], Indonesian listeners are remarkably tolerant towards deviations.

Finally, the difference between the whole group and the selected listeners suggests that regional and linguistic background does play a role: Riau listeners are more critical and discriminative.

3. **ACCENTS AND BOUNDARIES**

The aim of our second experiment was to find out to what extent accentuation and boundary marking can be (independently) expressed by means of the pitch movements in our model.

Focus distribution was manipulated by applying metalinguistic contrasts [5,6]. In the same set of test utterances, we also varied the position of a prosodic boundary by forcing the speaker to disambiguate a potentially ambiguous arithmetic expression (cf. e.g. [8]).

A single male native speaker of Indonesian produced eight versions of the same word sequence dua kait nga tambak lima, orthogonally varying the position of the phrase boundary: 2x(3+5) versus 2x(3)+5, and focus structure:

1. narrow focus on the first numeral
2. narrow focus on the second numeral
3. narrow focus on the third numeral

Each sentence was prompted by a question sentence to provide a context where one word was placed in focus. By manipulating F\(_0\), model-generated contours were made for each realization.

The 25 subjects mentioned above indicated where they thought the speaker had intended the internal bracket of the expression to be, and - in a second part - which one of the three numerals in each phrase carried the strongest accent.

Table 1 specifies the percentage of accent responses for each of the three relevant numerals broken down by intended focus condition, and by intended phrase boundary position, first for the
model-generated pitch contours (A) and then for the human originals (B).

Table I. Perceived accents (%) for focus on 1st, 2nd and 3rd numeral, broken down by boundary position; (A) human originals, (B) model-generated contours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary after</th>
<th>A due to Human num.</th>
<th>B due to Model num.</th>
<th>focus</th>
<th>acc perceived on num. after on num.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the human originals, accents on the first and second numerals are mostly correctly perceived, although the percentages are lower than we expected, and quite probably lower than what would be obtained with speakers and listeners of English or Dutch. Perception of an accent on the third numeral is strongly disfavoured. Crucially, there is a clear effect of the position of the internal boundary on accent perception: chances of perceiving an accent increase immediately before a phrase boundary. This effect is stronger when focus is on the first syllable than on the second.

For the model-generated contours, the same effects and interactions exist but in a weaker form. When the boundary is after the first numeral, the majority of accents is perceived on the syllables where they were generated, for all three positions: bias disfavouring the third numeral has disappeared. When the boundary is after the second numeral, some bias against perceiving accent on the third numeral remains, but it is clearly weaker than in the human originals. Apparently, our human speaker pronounced very clear accent-lending pitch movements on the first and second, but not on the third numeral. Our model-generated accents were identical for each numeral position, i.e. smaller than the human accents on the first two numerals, but larger than the human accent on the third numeral. Again, there is an effect of boundary position on accent perception. This time, however, the effect is strongly asymmetrical: a boundary after the second numeral attracts many perceived accents onto the second numeral, but there is virtually no migration of accents to the first numeral when the boundary is after this numeral.

Table II specifies percent boundaries perceived after the first versus second numerals for the human originals (A) and the model-generated contours (B), broken down by intended phrase boundary position and intended focus condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary after</th>
<th>A due to Human num.</th>
<th>B due to Model num.</th>
<th>focus</th>
<th>acc perceived on num. after on num.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#2</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#3</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td>#1</td>
<td></td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. CONCLUSIONS

The formal evaluation of the proposed intonation model has shown that the pitch contours produced by the model are acceptable substitutes for (close-copy stylizations of) the originals. The functional evaluation allows important conclusions to be drawn:

Firstly, it seems indeed true that the accent and boundary-marking functions are strongly intertwined in Indonesian; nevertheless, listeners were able, much better than at chance level, to distinguish between the functions. It is unclear at this moment whether this degree of interdependence is unusual. We know of no similar experiments, i.e. varying both focus and boundary positions, in other languages, so that we have no basis for comparison. Cross-linguistic experiments are essential for placing the performance of the Indonesian listeners, with both human and model-generated contours, in their proper perspective.

Secondly, formal evaluation of a melodic model (based on quality judgments) in itself is insufficient: it has to be complemented by a functional assessment of melodic adequacy.
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NATURAL EXPLANATIONS FOR PROSODIC CROSS-LANGUAGE SIMILARITIES

J. Vauxsire
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ABSTRACT
A relatively wide range of crosslanguage prosodic similarities seems to be well explained if the typical prosodic configurations are assumed to result from a recursive implementation of similar patterns. Regardless of size, each constituent tend to conform the shape of a common archetypal (rise-fall) contour and a few derived contrastive (rise-non fall contours, whose characteristics may be motivated on biological, psychological and/or ethological grounds.

INTRODUCTION
A large of number of similarities in geographically and genetically unrelated languages may be explained if prosodic patterning is hypothesised to arise from a unique underlying archetypal fundamental frequency (Fo) pattern (cf. Lieberman’s unmarked breath-group [1]).

I) Basic Rise-fall Pattern

a) Biological Base

Figure 1: Archetypal Fo rise-fall pattern. Intensity tends to follow the same pattern.

The archetypal pattern is typically composed of an initial rise R followed by a fall F (Fig. 1). The continuous activity for obstructing the outgoing stream of air during expiration explains R and F as a departure from a rest position of the vocal folds. Long speech material exhibit a medial region where Fo raising and falling alternate with a slight general tendency for Fo to decline, the so-called declination line (DL) (Fig. 2a).

None of the explanations for DL is completely satisfying, but DL is certainly bounded to physiological phenomena since DL tendency characterises infant cries [2] and some primate vocalisations [3].

b) Phonologisation of the archetype.

1) At the utterance level: The fall-rise pattern seems to have been "conventionalised" as the phonetic marker of the completeness of an utterance in many languages. R and F may be loosely bounded to the initial and final word, respectively (Fig. 2a). Or R or F may be concentrated on a syllable in a particular position or to a stressed syllable, depending on the language (Fig. 2b) [4].

First, in tone languages, the rise-fall pattern may explain why there are more falling than rising tones (R/ -> [falling tone] by default). Second, in languages with lexical stress, edge position, higher Fo and rising intensity tend to favour initial position for intense or melodic stress. Edge position and "natural" final lengthening might also attract qualitative stress onto the final syllable. The low Fo and intensity, nasalisation and devoicing due to anticipation of the velic lowering and glottal opening required for breathing may however diminish the saliency of the final syllable in words spoken in isolation.

Languages may also exploit a particular sensitivity of the ears to the duration of the penultimate syllable [5] (see Hyman’s statistics on the location of word stress in 400 languages [6]): the initial position seems to be the most "natural" (stress marked by intensity and/or Fo?).

The archetypal pattern for the word as a statement in isolation is then more or less severely deformed in all its dimensions (Fo, intensity, duration), according to the position of the stressed syllable in the word and eventually the different type of accents (Swedish, Serbo-Croatian, etc.). There exists also a third category of languages without lexical stress. The pattern for French words spoken in isolation seems to be very close to the archetypal pattern. In connected speech, prominence perceived on the word initial or final syllable is due, grossly speaking, to focus and/or to syntactic boundaries.

The differences among languages and dialects can be explained (i) by the choice and the weighting of the acoustic correlates that signal word stress: Fo configurations, lengthening, higher intensity, spectral characteristics, (ii) by a different timing of the events relative to the stressed syllable and/or morpheme or word boundary [4]. The typical patterns found in isolated words isolation retains more or less of its duration, intensity and Fo characteristics when embedded in connected speech, and infants seem to be sensitive to the more frequent pattern of the maternal language [7].

II) NONFALL PATTERNS

First, psychological and ethological explanations
The origin of the "natural" emergence of a non-falling pattern as a mark of uncompleteness may received either psychological or ethological explanations. First, according to Karcevskij [8], the (physical) lack of F is interpreted as a mark of lack of completeness. Second, for ethological reasons (Ohala’s frequency code, [9]), low frequencies signal domination, so a person making a statement uses a low frequency, high frequencies signal submissiveness. A person asking a question, in need of the goodwill of the hearer, tends to use a high pitch voice.

b) Phonologisation of the contrast
At higher level: contours typically observed in incomplete utterances, such as yes-no questions and non-final clauses typically do not end with a final fall. DL and F may be suppressed. An extra R may be eventually realized, bounded to the lexically stressed syllable of a focused word, or to the utterance final syllable [+Rf] or penultimate syllable, and/or to the stressed syllable of the utterance final word [+Rs] (see Fig. 2c to Fig. 2g).

At the word level: Some languages like French, German, Spanish [10], Portuguese, and to a certain extend...
falling pattern for words spoken at the end and a non falling or less falling (or even rising pattern) found for words in medial position in a sentence.

Rising word patterns may be used for the large majority of words not at the end of sentence, or at the edge of major boundaries only. The contrast generally affects the entire word. There is a striking similarities between word pattern and larger units patterns in a given language.

IV) REPETITION OF THE PATTERNS

Due to rhythmic effects and/or eaisiness in motor control, patterns tend to repeat or to alternate elements of similar size and shape: syllables, (strong, high, long and unreduced versus weak, low, short, and reduced), word and breath group patterns (rising and falling patterns (17, 18). The rhythmic tendencies are relatively independent of informational and syntactic characteristics of the sentences, and depends in part of the languages, the speaker, the rate of speech and the style.

CONCLUSION

The idea of an archetypal pattern is very much in line with Lieberman's unmarked breath-phrase idea of superimposition of patterns of different sizes is in conformity with Garding's work on Swedish and Fujisaki's work on Japanese. What is proposed here is the recursive implementation of a few basic patterns, whose biologically, ethological and psychological bases lead to similarities among different languages.

Studies of more different languages are needed to confirm or disprove the psychological association of Fo rise and high values with the notion of beginning, Fo fall and low Fo values at offset, and of the fall-rise pattern as disjuncture. The question whether such psychological associations are valid also in tone languages is currently being investigated at the Institute of Phonetics in Paris.

Does it exist a number of basic prosodic principles which could predict the variety of prosodic systems attested and which would allow universal prosodic notation (Fo, duration, intensity and reduction characteristics) in terms of a reduced set of features? It is too early to answer such a question, because only a few acoustic studies are available, most of them dealing with only one prosodic parameter at a time. There are more phonological descriptions available but there show often divergent interpretations for the same language. Thanks to technological progress, it should be now feasible to construct and SHARE well documented data bases and international collaboration may help to overcome the unavoidable bias introduced by the maternal language of the investigators (and their former readings...).
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LOW TONE VERSUS 'SAG' IN BARI ITALIAN INTONATION; A PERCEPTUAL EXPERIMENT
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ABSTRACT
A perceptual test shows that the presence of a f0 dip just before the accented syllable plays a role in the perception of a yes-no question as opposed to a command in Bari Italian, and that this dip may be as small as 20 Hz. It is represented as L in a L+H* pitch accent.

INTRODUCTION
In Italian, both in the standard and in many regional varieties, including that of Bari, there are no syntactic or morphological means of distinguishing an information-seeking yes-no question from a non-question, such as a statement or command. Instead, they are distinguished by means of intonation. For example, the sentence "Lo mandi a Massimiliano" can be interpreted as a question, loosely translated as "Will you send it to Massimiliano?", or a command "Send it to Massimiliano!" or statement "You send it to Massimiliano", depending on its intonation pattern. The actual pattern used differs from one local variety to another. Analysis of dialogue recordings involving six speakers of Bari Italian (B I) within a Map Task framework [1] has indicated that information-seeking questions (queries) have a rising-falling nuclear contour (see fig 1). Rising-falling contours also occur in questions of this type in Palermo Italian [2, 3], and in a number of other regional varieties of Italian [3]. We analyse the rising-falling pattern as a rising pitch accent on the focussed item, followed by a low target at the phrase boundary. The peak is around the middle of the accented syllable, and the preceding valley is on the preceding syllable. B I commands (instruct moves in [1]) have a falling nuclear contour where the fall begins around the beginning of the accented syllable (see fig 2). Within an autosegmental approach, we analyse the query contour as L+H* L-L% and the command contour as H* L-L%

Other autosegmental studies of Italian intonation, [2, 4], also use a L+H* pitch accent, but not in questions Palermo Italian has L+H* L-L% in non-fnal items in contrast to L+*H L-L% in yes-no questions [2]. Standard Italian has L+H* in certain focussed items in non-questions [4]. Pitch accents with unstarred leading tones (i.e. T+T*) are more controversial in accounts of English (see [5] for discussion) than Italian. Not all autosegmental models of English intonation recognise L+*H; Ladd, for instance, treats L+H* as simply an emphatic version of H* [6]. One problem with the H*/L+H* distinction is that a H* pitch accent can be preceded by a degree of dip which is not attributed to a L tone, but rather to sagging interpolation. For example, between two H* tones which are far enough apart, Pierrehumbert's [7] model predicted sagging intonation. This meant that a small dip would not be interpreted as a target L tone. Rather, it would be the result of an interpolation rule which applied automatically. A synthesis model [8] building on the foundation of [7] gave H* tones an underlying shape which, when filtered, created a peak accent with a small rise up to the local maximum. A L+H* pitch accent has a larger rise starting at a lower point.

Since it is clear that in BI the distinction between H* and L+H* is an important one, the aim of the perceptual experiment described in this paper is to investigate how low the local minimum has to be for a L tone to be perceived. The choice of sentence material precludes an analysis of the L tone as anything other than a leading unstressed tone of the nuclear pitch accent, since there is no potential prosodic boundary before the accented syllable 'LIA' of 'massimiliano', so the minimum cannot be attributed to a boundary tone of any kind. Perceptual experiment have been carried out on f0 peaks for German [9] and Hungarian [10]. Below it is the height of a f0 valley or dip rather than a peak which is under investigation.

THE EXPERIMENT

Stimuli
A number of renditions of the sentence "Lo mandi a Massimiliano" were produced by a female Bari Italian native speaker, both as a query and as a command. These tokens were analysed, and a matching pair was selected where the tokens were closest in the f0 value of their endpoint and nuclear peak. F0 traces of the two tokens chosen are shown in figures 1 and 2. The f0 of each token was stylised using straight lines, and from the stylised tokens, two sets of stimuli were created using PSOLA resynthesis, as follows. Series Q from the stylised query, 6 resynthesised versions were created as test stimuli by increasing (on a linear scale) the f0 value of the low target before the rise in 10 Hz steps up to the interpolation line between the two peaks, series C from the original command, 6 resynthesised versions were created by lowering the f0 value at the same point in the preaccentual syllable corresponding to the low target in the original query in 10 Hz steps down to a position close (within 6 Hz) to the original query. A small difference in height of the two nuclear peaks (3Hz) and a difference in height and position of the first peak of the two natural stimuli (see figures 1 and 2) meant that the degree of dip from the interpolation line could not correspond to exactly the same Hz value at each step in the two series. The total set of test stimuli was 16 (2 original utterances + 2 series x 7 stimuli per series). The way the stimuli were constructed is shown in figure 3.

Subjects
Fourteen native Bari Italian speakers took part in the experiment. They were between 20 and 40 years old and were students and staff at the University and Politecnico of Bari. None of them had a background in phonetics.
Experimental procedure

The difference between the two communicative functions, query and command, was explained by means of examples in context. The 16 stimuli were presented five times, each in a randomised sequence in blocks of ten. Each stimulus was preceded by a 250 ms warning tone and 1 second silence. 5 seconds of silence followed for the subjects to respond. After each block of 10 stimuli there was a larger 11 second pause and a double tone of 250 ms as a precursor to the next block of stimuli. After each stimulus, subjects indicated on an answer sheet whether the utterance they heard was a query or a command. The total test duration was circa 20 minutes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the percentage of "query" responses for the series of stimuli with the stylised version of the query as the base stimulus (series Q) as a function of the size of the dip in Hz on the preaccentual syllable. Base stimulus originally command (series C).

This means that there only has to be a very small dip (considerably smaller that observed in many cases of typically sagging interpolation, as exemplified in [7]) for a query and therefore L+H* to be perceived. However, in creating the stimuli from natural renditions, we neither manipulated nor held constant all the parameters which might serve to make the distinction between query and command. It could be, therefore, that there were other cues in series Q which led to the perception of a query, other than simply the degree of dip. It was with a view to controlling for some of these effects that a command was taken as the basis for the second series (series C). In this series, the degree of dip at which more than 50% of responses were "query" lay between 20 and 30 Hz (46% command, i.e. 54% query responses for 30 Hz dip). This means that the dip has to be lower in stimuli where the base token was a command. However, a 30 Hz dip is still comparable with cases in [7] of sagging interpolation in a similar pitch range.

It is apparent that the response scores in series C are less extreme than those in series Q. The base token in series C is recognised as a command in 86% of cases, whereas the base token for series Q is recognised as a query in 94%. The command which has been maximally altered (60 Hz dip) is only recognised as a query 79% of the time whereas the query with no dip at all is recognised as a command 89% of the time. Two factors may have influenced this.

1. Commands often display a larger downtrend in their baseline values than the one selected here for manipulation (other commands with greater downtrends had to be rejected because their endpoints were too low). The downtrend may be due to final lowering, as discussed in [11] in relation to Japanese, or to declination, as discussed in [12] in relation to Danish. In both Japanese and Danish, the downtrend does not occur in questions but does in other utterance types. The apparent flatter baseline could have made the stimuli in series C sound less command-like.

2. The presence or absence of a dip in the natural f0 contour appears to be linked to the position of the peak within the following accented syllable. After a dip, the peak is later (around the middle of the syllable) whereas without a dip, it is at the start of the vowel. Since the original peak position was retained in both series, it could have played a role in making the stimuli in series C sound less query-like, owing to the inevitably steeper rise of the dip. The cue for L+H* might not only be the presence of a dip in f0 before the accented syllable but also a later peak.

We can only speculate at this stage that such factors as final lowering (or declination) and peak and dip position may have made series C responses less differentiated. Further experimentation is needed to investigate these parameters.

Since we took two base tokens, one query and one command, and constructed two series of stimuli, we have confirmed that subjects can use a dip in f0 as at least one cue for discriminating between questions and commands. We have also provided support for the hypothesis that the dip in f0 constitutes a target L tone, rather than an automatically sagging interpolation between two peaks, and shown that the dip does not have to be very low to be perceived as a L tone. This has implications for theories of intonation which allow for non-monotonic interpolation.
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Rhotics, Jers and Schwa in the History of Bulgarian
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ABSTRACT
Three phonological contexts of early Slavic involving rhotics and jers, which gave different outcomes in the various Slavic languages, are explored. The Modern Bulgarian reflexes of these contexts are explained by a change in the way the listener corrected the acoustic signal: the tendency to over-correct it (which had given rise to syllabic rhotics) reversed into a tendency to under-correct it (which resulted in a later insertion of anaptyctic schwas next to rhotics).

DESCRIPTION OF THREE EARLY SLAVIC CONTEXTS
In the period of dialectal disintegration of Proto-Slavic, the two-level vowel system that characterized Early Slavic 2 [1, 2] was restructured in a four-level system through a shift from quantitative (fig.1) to qualitative contrasts (fig.2). The latter is the system used as the starting-point in the historical phonology of the individual Slavic languages. The mid vowels in it (levels 2 and 3) shared the feature [+lax]. The high lax vowels (i and u), traditionally called jers, demonstrated a tendency to reduction in some specific contexts: word-finally and before a syllable with a 'full' vowel, i.e. a vowel that is not a j.

Context A
Cvc, Cvu (< *CvC)
In Early Slavic 1 the syllabic rhotics of Proto-Indo-European developed leftward anaptyctic vowels (short i or u), thus becoming codas in rhymes with decreasing sonority: *i > j, ur [3:95]. Being in contradiction with the tendency only to admit rhymes with increasing sonority (the 'law of the open syllables'), the sequences of 'high vowel + rhotic' were most probably restructured once more in Early Slavic 2. In Old Church Slavonic we find the spellings "r + soft j" (r), "r + hard j" (ru) as reflexes of Early Slavic ± i, ± ur.

Context B1
Cvc, Cvu before a syllable with a 'full' vowel and word-finally.
This is the so-called weak position where jers were generally subject to loss. They are referred to as weak jers.

Context B2
Cvc, Cvu before a syllable with another j.
This is the so-called strong position where jers were subject to lowering. They are referred to as strong jers.

PRESENTATION OF DATA FOR CONTEXTS A, B1 AND B2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Early Slavic 1 &amp; 2 (reconstructed forms in IPA transcription):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: [jurd/a] &quot;throat&quot;, [vir/u] &quot;top&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1: /dr/u, /vr/u, /kr/iti, /kr/ist/ti, /kr/ist/ &quot;christen&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2: /kr/vi, /blood/, /kristul/ &quot;cross&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Old Church Slavonic (attested written forms):

| A: grulo, vrhno (гръло, връх) |
| B1: drva, kristi (древа, кръсти) |
| B2: krv, krestd (кров, кръст) |

Russian

| A: gorlo, vrub (горло, връх) |
| B1: drva, krestit (древа, кръстът) |

B1: krov, krest (кровъ, кръст)

B2: krav, krest (кравъ, кръст)

Polish

| A: gdrol, wierzch |
| B1: drwa, chrzcić |
| B2: krew, chrzest |

Serbo-Croatian

| A: grilo, vrh |
| B1: drva, kriti |
| B2: krv, krast |

Bulgarian

| A: gradilo, vorh (gradilo, vorh) |
| B1: dvora, krikast (dvora, krikast) |
| B2: krav, krest (krav, krest) |

Czech

| A: hrdlo, vrrch |
| B1: drva, kriti |
| B2: krv, krest |

Table 1. Reflexes of contexts A, B1 and B2 in the modern Slavic languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Context A</th>
<th>Context B1</th>
<th>Context B2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>V left to /h/</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>V left to /h/</td>
<td>no V</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>no V</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
<td>no V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbo-Croatian</td>
<td>no V</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
<td>no V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>V either left or right to /h/</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
<td>V right to /h/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RHOTICS IN SOME SLAVIC LANGUAGES

Bulgarian post- and pre-consonantal rhotics
Modern Bulgarian rhotics are apical taps and are typically realized as "an (almost) empty space on a spectrogram without any formants" [3:165-6], but only in intervocalic position. When they are preceded or followed by another consonant, a schwa-like vocoid element appears necessarily on oscillograms and spectrograms. In Bulgarian these svarabhakti vocoids (the term has been introduced by [6:298] in his description of Spanish rhotics) possess a formant structure very similar to that of a reduced vowel (schwa). The average duration of svarabhakti elements is about 30 ms.

Phonetically Bulgarian pre-consonantal rhotics represent a sequence of a tap and a svarabhakti vocoid (fig.3) whereas post-consonantal rhotics are a combination of a svarabhakti vocoid followed by a tap (fig.4). Compared to preceding (fig.3) or following schwa (fig.4), svarabhakti vocoids are shorter and of lower intensity.

Czech syllabic rhotics
The acoustic image of inter-consonantal rhotics in Czech is very similar to the
under-correct the signal. The resulting sound change will be an anaptyxis.

**Over-correction of reduced vowels. Vowel loss.**

If the listener inappropriately corrects the signal, he can misperceive a reduced vowel as a svarabhakti vocoid, erroneously attributing it to the adjacent rhotic. He will over-correct the signal. The resulting sound change will be a vowel loss.

**A POSSIBLE SCENARIO FOR BULGARIAN**

Merger of contexts A, B1 and B2

In context A, the jers in the Old Church Slavonic sequences ru, ri, li did not denote real jers. Even in strong position they were not subject to lowering. Words as vrhu, prvu, skrubu never appear with e, o in the place of strong jers (i.e. in their first syllable).

In the manuscripts [8:139-140] there is often confusion between the hard and the soft jer in these sequences: pruvu instead of pru, srdice instead of srducz, zrnu instead of zrnu, etc.

By contrast, lowering of the jer in strong position does occur occasionally in the manuscripts where the sequences ru, ri, are found in context B2: krestu 'cross', kre'tuu for kristu 'blood'.

Hence Old Church Slavonic used the same spelling ru, ri, pb, pe for two different phonetic and phonological realities:

i. "svarabhakti vocoid + rhotic + svarabhakti vocoid" (phonetically), "syllabic rhotic" (phonologically);

ii. "svarabhakti vocoid + rhotic + reduced vowel (jer)" (phonetically), "non-syllabic rhotic + reduced vowel" (phonologically).

The merger between contexts (i) and (ii) took place later: at the end of the 11th century.

The merger resulted from the reanalysis of the jer in context B as a svarabhakti vocoid, i.e. as part of a syllabic rhotic. This was a process of dephonomization. The perceptual mechanism which produced the sound change was that of over-correction. Listeners erroneously analyzed the jer as part of a syllabic rhotic. Then speakers began producing l/r with symmetrically distributed svarabhakti elements (cf. fig. 5) at the place of the earlier asymmetrical acoustic image corresponding to "rhotic + reduced vowel (jer)" (cf. fig.4).

**Schwa anaptyxis**

In a later period, a new tendency towards undercorrection of the acoustic signal arose. The Bulgarians then started misperceiving it as a rhotic vocoid of syllabic rhotics as a reduced vowel (schwa). This resulted in schwa anaptyxis. One of the svarabhakti vocoids was thus phonologized. Acoustically, this meant a return to asymmetry. The direction of the anaptyxis (leftward or rightward) depended upon the syllable structure. Apparently a constraint prohibiting "liquid + obstruent" codas was at work at that time. That is why "ąr" is admitted before one consonant when a vowel follows (i.e. in polysyllables), but not in monosyllables where the following consonant is word-final and hence it cannot be resyllabified as the onset of another syllable.
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MODERN TENDENCIES IN STANDARD RUSSIAN SOUND SYSTEM OF THE END OF THE XX-th CENTURY
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ABSTRACT

The aim of the present study includes working out a detailed description of the present-day younger generation pronunciation peculiarities; characterization of the development tendencies of Standard Russian sound system, revealing the factors which influence this development. The study is based on the results of the sociophonetic research of the younger generation speech.

There are two different types of sound laws. Some of them predict the realization of the phoneme in one possible way: synchronically the word or the morpheme can be pronounced correctly. Such one sound form ([ba'da] 'water', [iprux] 'friend', etc.). The change of the pronunciation is connected with the phonetic regularities of a different type which describe the facts of synchronic coexistence of pronunciation variants. For example, [v'z]ska and [v''z]na 'spring', [gva'm]fl' and [gva'm]fl' 'bakery', [g'o]m [g'om] and [g'a]m 'poet', etc. The variability of the pronunciation of the words is usually a stage in the transition from one nonvariable sound law to another. The present study is concentrated on the description of the sound variants.

Such variants may occur because of their belonging to different pronunciation sub-systems: sociolinguistic ones (chronological, local or sex) and language ones (connected with phonetic peculiarities of such groups of words as borrowings, proper names, functional words, terms, interjections, etc.).

Most of the available information about modern Russian pronunciation is based on the results of the investigations which were held in the middle of the century [1; 4; 5]. A new generation has grown since that time and there is no doubt that their pronunciation differs from the one of the preceding generation.

In order to fix a "young" pronunciation standard the sociophonetic study of the speech of the younger generation was carried out [3]. It is based on the data obtained from different experiments: tape-recordings of specially composed texts read aloud (200 informants); responses to written questionnaires (1000 informants); the personal interviews (200 informants). Speakers were selected on the basis of demographic characteristics: all of them were Muscovites, their parents also were Muscovites; Moscow; the sample includes young men and women (born in 1965-73), who studied in different Moscow universities. All speakers used the Standard form of Russian.

The comparison of two chronological subsystems - the present-day younger generation pronunciation peculiarities and the sound speech of the preceding generation constitute the major focus of this paper.

CONSONANTS

The main development tendency is the complication of consonant system, which is reflected in decrease of positional dependence of sounds [5; 336-343; 6; 442-446].

The process of overcoming softness of the sounds in the position before the soft consonant, in the beginning of the century the softness of the consonant before the soft sound was obligatory: [m'k]u ('skirts'), [wa] sl'z'm'e ('on the lamp'), [w'z']epz ('Thursday'), etc. The studies of the speech of the middle of the century showed that consonant groups realized in three different ways; for some sounds the old law is still working: dental+soft dental ([m'k]u 'little bridge'); [w] + [w], [m] 'bread'; [n] + [n] 'woman'; 2) for some consonant groups a new law became obligatory: the sound is always hard before the soft consonant: labial+ soft back lingual (la[mk]u 'paus'), etc; 3) most of consonant groups allow variants in realization: dental + soft labial ([m]epz and [m]epz 'door'; labial+soft labial (o bo[m]e 'about the bomb'); dental or labial+[j] (cei'zam and e[i']zam 'go down', [e'i'z]a and [e'i'z]a 'snow storm') [1; 4; 8; 6].

The results of our experiments show that in younger generation standard overcoming of assimilation affected even such consonant groups as [z]a. The process is longer than others (dental+ dental). It is possible to assume that the process of overcoming assimilation has achieved a new stage. For different consonant groups this process started in a different time. What contributed to the unevenness of this process was the fact that some positions supported the pronunciation of a soft sound and some of them - the pronunciation of a hard one. The obtained data show that there is a contrast in behavior of consonants before the soft sound in a "young" standard inside the root and in sandhi (natsyan: patience and seevam: 'to go down' - the frequency of sound in the position before the soft is 100% and 38% correspondingly); in the frequently used words and in rare (o bai'me 'about the ribbon' and ob obskuyarnie 'about the obscurant' - 95% and 55%); after the hard consonant and after the vowel ([i] and [e] and [i] and [i] - 99% and 35%); inside the word and in the beginning of the word (stastie to glaze' and ststie 'glass' - 94% and 68%); etc. According to orthoepic situation of the middle of the century it was possible to suggest that the next stage of the analyzed process will level the differences between various positions and it would lead to further overcoming of assimilative softness. But regardless of expectations of linguists the process of assimilation is slowing down prolonging the stage of coexistence of soft/hard variants. The alternation of the consonant with the zero sound. The traditional norms of pronunciation of three and more consonants with [s, z] between the dental sounds or between the dental and [m] which demanded the alternation of the middle sound with zero sound are still working only for few consonant groups. The tendency for pronunciation of all sounds in such combinations affected more and more consonant groups (cmp, [v',z], cm, [m, r], cm, [m, r], etc). Such groups are pronounced with soft sound in all actual phrase positions when the speakers want to emphasize some word; in rare words; in other cases they are used without middle sound. The alternation of the sounds [z]a / [m]a. Some Russian roots may be pronounced with the traditional variant [m]a: [z]ama 'comfort' equally with modern [z]a: [m]ama 'comfort' to ache. The obtained data revealed that in "young" speech standard only 15 words are pronounced with the soft long consonant, most of these words are rather rare, and the word дождь 'rain' is the only one which is used with the soft sound more frequently than with the hard one. The alternation of the sounds [m]a / [s]a. The correlation of these variants in younger generation standard is different in different positions. Inside the root only the sound [m]a is used ([s]a: 'to look for'). But on the
GRAMMAR FACTORS OF PHONETIC DEVELOPMENT

There are some grammar factors which can influence the sound system development: the tendency for agglutination in word-building and for analysis in morphology [2].

The tendency for agglutination is revealed first of all in the peculiar realization of phonemes in sandhi which makes the morpheme boundaries more obvious for speakers. The investigators of sound speech of the middle of the century determined the intensification of the juncture signals role: there was a contrast between a phoneme’s realization inside the morphemes and on the boundaries (compare: Żć[ą]a ‘if’ - [ćą]a ‘to the left’; [ćą]a ‘a stone’ - pół[ą]ękaty ‘to change’; brzyźnicy ‘made of bars’ - [zyć]nikić ‘to read from’ etc.). But the results of the present study demonstrated different picture: in “young” pronunciation standard the signals of juncture are becoming less and less important due to the process of leveling the sound regularities inside the morpheme and in sandhi (compare: [ćą]a - [ćą]a; [ćą]a - [ćą]ękaty; brzyźniczy - [zyć]nić). It doesn’t mean that there is no difference at all in realization of phonemes inside the morpheme and sandhi but the contrast is not so vivid as it was before.

Secondly, the intensification of agglutination in word-building can show itself in the tendency for uniform shape of the morpheme. For example, in “older” standard there was a pronunciation połąćka ‘to change one’s mind’ but połąćkamsie ‘to drive’, lećzna ‘she got into’, and lećzna ‘they got into’, etc. In “young” standard the shape of morphemes in abovementioned words is changing: pół[ą]ękaty - po[ą]ękał - [ćą]ękaty, lećzna - lećzny - lećzną.

The tendency for analysis in morphology is reflected in phonetic signals of word separateness. There is a phonetic feature which is able to manifest the grammatical in-dependence of a word or part of a word: the absence of vowel reduction in the unstrressed positions. It may occur: 1) in prefixes and in first stems of shortenings, which aspire to have a status of a separate analytic word [n]o[ę]łas dla ‘the day after tomorrow’; 2) [ęd]błędny [błędny] ‘before the dinner’, [ę]łot ‘Moscow bank’; 3) [ę]łotnik ‘minimum of technical knowledge’, etc.) 2) in unstrressed functional words (prepositions, conjunctions, particles) and pronouns (do[łot]y [do] ‘along the street’; [ę]łot ‘it’s sunny but cold’; [ę]łot ‘my brother’. In all these cases the grammar independence of the language unit is weakened but such words and morphemes are “reminding” of their aspiration for “sovereignty” by a peculiar realization of vowels phonemes.
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ABSTRACT

As a phonetic parameter, consonant strength is inseparable from length, aspiration, and voice. Distinctive strength should not be recognized unless it is allowed to function word initially. In Germanic, only southern German has always fulfilled this condition.

In modern Germanic, the idea of consonant strength finds its main support in the functioning of obstruents in southern German dialects. A historian of Germanic observes strength in the study of the Second Consonant Shift, for intervocalic /pt k/ yielded /fl ll xx/; it appears that /pt k/ did not only change their place of articulation but were also reinforced. In word initial position, /pt k/ became affricates. To the extent that /pt ts ks/ are stops pronounced with a lax explosion, they can be looked upon as spliced and drawn out stops, i.e., as sounds homologous with /fl ll xx/. Intervocalic /pt k/ would probably also have become affricates, but they had to retain their independence vis-à-vis the reflexes of old /pp ts ks k/, which yielded affricates in Notker's dialect after a pause and after the nonsonorous final consonant of the preceding word, while nonsonorous word final consonants were followed by word initial /bd d g/ of the next word. Since in Notker's system vowels and /lm mn n/ were opposed to all obstruents, the main distinction must have been between sonorous and nonsonorous consonants. For Notker /pt k/ and /bd d g/, along with the fricatives and affricates, were nonsonorous, i.e., voiceless rather than voiced, but his /pt k/ did not coalesce with /bd d g/, as happened in Central German dialects. The feature distinguishing Notker's /pt k/ from /bd d g/ was therefore the degree of sonority, even though it demarcated two classes of voiceless stops.

The greater the intensity of voiceless stops, the less sonorous they must be. Conversely, to remain voiceless and to acquire a measure of sonority, voiceless stops need a lax articulation. It is reasonable to assume that the nonsonorous voiceless stops were strong, whereas their less sonorous correlates were weak.

The history of /l/ can likewise be interpreted in terms of strength. By Notker's Law, /ld < /dl/ (as in daz 'that') alternates with /ld/, so Notker had /l/ that participated in the opposition of sonority, or strength (taz versus daz). But /ld < /dl/ (as in tac 'day') did not alternate with /l/. The sandhi phenomena subject to Notker's Law show that when stops were not affected by sonorous sounds, they were strong. The phoneme /ld < /dl/, strange as this conclusion may seem, was always strong.

Later events confirm this conclusion. In Middle High German (MHG), stressed syllables of disyllabic words were lengthened (as vowel or the intervocalic consonant was affected), but /l/ remained short after a nonlengthened vowel. Apparently, short /l/ possessed the property (strength) that the other consonants acquired as the result of lengthening. MHG /lm/ behaved in the same way, which comes as a surprise and makes it clear that our reconstruction is incomplete; sonorants could, most probably, also have been strong and weak, as is the case in many modern southern German dialects.

The existence of strong and weak consonants in modern High German dialects is an established fact, but strength is, as a general rule, synonymous with gemination: strong consonants are long, weak consonants are short. The question arises to what extent length is different from strength. Strong intervocalic consonants are always long, and the same dependence characterizes word final consonants in monosyllables. In High German dialects, a strong consonant tends to follow a short vowel, and a syllable containing a long vowel most often ends in a weak consonant. In nearly all dialects in which vowels were lengthened in monosyllables of the Kopf 'head', Tisch 'table', Lock 'hole' type, word final strong consonants underwent weakening.

The formula "short vowel + strong consonant versus long vowel + weak consonant", as it is known, for instance, in Middle Bavarian, is not in principle different from the formula "short vowel + long consonant versus long vowel + short consonant", as it is current in all the modern Scandinavian languages except Danish. Strength as a feature distinct from gemination should be posited only when it differentiates consonants in word initial position.

Previous discussion centered on High German, but the terms forter and lenen are widely applied to all the other old and modern Germanic languages. However, outside High German only analogues of strong and weak consonants can be detected, and sometimes these analogues turn out to be false. For example, between the 13th and 16th centuries late consonant shifts took place in German. They affected old obstruents in Scandinavian, Faroese, and Danish and resulted in the dephonologization of voice and phonologization of aspiration in /pt k/ /bd d g/. Although on a smaller scale, this process has also been recorded in Swedish, Norwegian, English, and Low German. Loss of distinctive voice could have been due to the new role of the syllable as the minimal unit of segmentation in later German, but whatever its causes, it did not make strength distinctive.

There is no gain in calling aspired consonants in Icelandic, Faroese, and Danish strong, the more so because aspiration is rather a concomitant of lenes than of fortes, despite the widespread tradition to identify aspiration with strength. Nor will we learn anything new about Germanic if instead of describing /pp tt kl/, etc. as geminates we rename them fortes.

In many cases, voiceless consonants (given the correlation of voice) behave like fortes. Everywhere in Germanic lengthening in disyllables took place before voiceless consonants more easily and earlier than before voiced ones. In High German, weak consonants were the "nonblockers" of lengthening, but elsewhere this function was performed by voiced obstruents.

As pointed out in connection with the history of MHG /l/, in words of the (C)V.CV structure either the first vowel or the intervocalic consonant was lengthened. In the disyllables of Middle Danish, intervocalic /lm/ prevented vowel lengthening, as it did in MHG: cf. Modern German Hammer 'hammer', Sommer 'summer' and Modern Danish gammel 'old', komme 'come'. In some dialects of Middle Swedish, /pt k/ blocked vowel lengthening (i.e., they resembled strong consonants), while in others they joined /bd d g/ (and so resembled weak consonants). But Old Scandinavian had neither consonants like those which arose in High German by the Second Consonant Shift nor alternations of word initial obstruents of the Alemanic type (Notker's Law), and without them we lack the means for reconstructing an ancient correlation of consonant strength.

The similarity between the role /lm/ played in Danish and in German cannot be ascribed to chance, but more convincing arguments are needed to equate the consonant systems of Middle Danish and MHG with regard to strength.

In languages with the correlation of syllable cut (i.e., in all the West Germanic languages and Danish), analogues of the High German fortes and lenes exist too. When the contact is 'tight' (stark geschätzten), or after a checked vowel, for example, in English bid, /dl/ is phonetically stronger than /ld/ and is the "loose" accent (schwach geschätzten Akzent). But after a free vowel, for example, in bead. Even within one and the same prosodic type (bid/bit, bead/bead), vowels are longer before voiced than before voiceless consonants (the reason is the same: the relative weakness of voiced consonants). The distinctive are not supported by the main feature that makes strength in High German an independent entity, i.e.,
by the alternation strong/weak in word initial position. Nor does consonant length go together with the correlation of syllable cut.

It appears that fortes and lenes in Modern Germanic exist only where they existed of old, i.e., in the southern dialects of German.

While studying consonant strength, we become aware of a paradox significant for phonology on the whole: it is sometimes easier to reconstruct past events than to analyze synchronic relations. Here are a few examples. In the opposition /b d g/ → /p t k/, /b d g/ are marked if the distinctive feature is voice.

Such is, for instance, the situation in Russian. Regardless of whether the word-final obstruents of Modern Russian are identified with voiceless phonemes (in which case [prut] prud 'pond' or prut 'switch', sb.), are phonemicized as /prut/ or assigned to different obstruents on morphological grounds (then prut, genitive pruda, is /prut/ and prud, genitive prada, is /prud/), or called archiphonemes (then both are /prut/ - all three solutions have been offered - the fact remains that in the position of non-discrimination only voiceless sounds are allowed to occur, so voice appears to be the marker of the opposition.

Despite the differences between the consonant systems of Russian and German, speakers of German will also agree that /b d g/ are marked and /p t k/ unmarked, for Rad 'wheel' (dative Rade) is related to Rat 'advice' (dative Rate) as prud (in Russian) is to prut. Even if we treat German /b d g/ as weak and /p t k/ as strong, /b d g/ will retain their status of marked members, however awkward it may be to call weakness marked when there is strength. On the other hand, in English, in which the opposition /b d g/ → /p t k/ is not neutralized according to the German-Russian pattern, markedness and the nature of the marked feature are harder to define. Neutralization, unlike defective distribution, presupposes ambiguity: Russian [prut] is prut and prud, German [rat] is Rat and Rad (one course of events is possible, not for actual homonyms). Therefore, the nonoccurrence of /bl/ /pl/, /dl/ /tl/, /lg/ /lk/ after /s/ (in whatever language) should not be confused with neutralization. In words like English sketch and German Skizze, sk- cannot be opposed to sg-, but neither form is ambiguous in the sense in which [rat] and [prut] are, so this case is different from the preceding one and sheds no light on the distinctive features of /b d g/ and /p t k/. And true neutralization of /b d g/ → /p t k/ is lacking in English.

Although English /p t k/ are voiceless in comparison to /b d g/, aspiration is more important for their recognition. If the mark is tantamount to the presence of a feature, it is more natural to call English /p t k/ aspirated and marked. In Danish, Icelandic, and Faroese, in which voice plays an insignificant role in the production and perception of /b d g/, the situation is clearer than in English; hence the agreement among phonologists that here we deal with the marked (aspirated) /p t k/ and unmarked (nonaspirated) /b d g/. Swedish and Norwegian are close to English. There seems to be nothing wrong with recognizing voice as the distinctive feature of /b d g/ in these three languages (then /p t k/ will emerge unmarked, but it is equally plausible to treat /p t k/ as marked (aspirated). With regard to /b d g/ → /p t k/, English, Swedish, and Norwegian are so different from Danish that it is preferable to set up models which will highlight rather than blur this difference.

Standard German also denies a unique solution: neutralization points in the direction of marked (voiced) /b d g/, while the factors that are valid for the analysis of English /p t k/ as marked (aspirated) are present here too. In southern German, consonant strength is indispensable for an adequate phonetic description, but the speakers' intuition and a consensus among scholars cannot replace a set of strict procedures. Such procedures (usually, neutralization) are not always available, and when they are, their results may be at variance with other, equally valid evidence.

It is curious that against such a nebulous background a historian of German easily discerns strengthening, for Old High German (OHG) pfjff, is/zz, kh/hh are obviously the reinforced variants of Common Germanic *p, *i, *k. The replacement of distinctive voice by aspiration in Danish, Icelandic and Faroese is also easy to trace. Without this change the voiceless correlates of /m n n/ in Icelandic and Faroese would not have arisen before /p t k/. Nor would preaspiration have acquired its function of being the sole distinguishing element of forms like Icelandic lappa 'walk' and labba 'mend'.

According to universal belief, historical phonology is unable to overcome its limitation, namely, the disappearance of sounds whose properties it attempts to describe. This is a severe limitation, but it is partly compensated for by the study of the process of change. Dynamics can often reveal the nature of oppositions better than the kaleidoscope of phonemes can do it. Phonemes in synchrony are not the same entities as phonemes in diachrony. This is why aphasia and the acquisition of speech by children lend themselves to phonological analysis exceptionally well. A changing phoneme is like a running person: both show the observer their otherwise latent features.

We can now return to Notker's Law, which is an especially characteristic example of the paradoxical interaction between synchrony and diachrony. Since in Notker's Allemanic dialect only word initial /b d g/ occurred after a pause and /b d g/ were disallowed, it follows that /p t k/, rather than /b d g/, were unmarked. This conclusion is borne out by the fact that, according to the rule of "consonant hardening" (Verhärtung), the same /p t k/ occurred in word final position, to the exclusion of /b d g/. (This rule characterized the entire area of High German.) In the opposition /b d g/ → /p t k/, markedness belonged to greater sonority. Notker's Law can be reduced to the formula: sonorous after nonsonorous, nonsonorous after nonsonorous. Next to sonorous sounds (resonants and vowels), stops become quasi-sonorous as well. The active role of sonority also testifies to the markedness of /b d g/. It will be seen that the distinctive strength of, with weakness being marked, has not emerged from this analysis (sonority sufficed to describe all the phenomena under investigation).

Above, strength was tentatively deduced as the feature of /p t k/ from general phonetic considerations, but, in looking at subsequent lengthening, we immediately detect either strength or at least a feature of the same order. Since the times of de Saussure linguists have prided themselves on differentiating between synchrony and diachrony. Roman Jakobson has gone a long way toward pointing out the dynamic nature of synchrony and the stable knots of diachrony. Our task consists not in wiping out the line between history and the present-day stage of language development: we should merely profit by certain tensions that exist between the two. In the days of descriptive linguistics, a great deal was said about the nonuniqueness of phonological solutions. The nonuniqueness of the principle is attractive in that it provides the researcher with a flexible model, but it also opens the door to all kinds of legerdemain. It seems that multiple solutions are the price we have to pay for the complexity of our material. Thus, German /b d g/ are voiced (and marked) from one point of view and nonaspirated (and unmarked) from another. In all the Germanic languages that underwent vowel lengthening in the structure (CVCV), so also in Low German, the voiced intervocalic consonant behaved as though it were weak (see above), but in dialects with Schärfung/Trägheitszonen/verbuchten/sleep the distribution of accents in and/or groups depends on the presence of voice in the obstruant, and in general nothing indicates that /p t k/ is strong in this area (Rhein-Limburg). Recognition of such contradictions is not a tributary of the hocus-pocus approach: God's truth need not flourish in a strait jacket.

Our material is often indeterminate, and we should use the results of phonetic change for retrospective solutions. For example, the strength of MHG /m n/ follows from lengthenings and gives credence to the idea of Notker's nonsonorous /p t k/ being strong. Synchrony and diachrony remain separate, but we no longer balk at interpreting the make-up of some phonemes in light of what became of them. Classical phoneticians took this type of reasoning for granted. Modern linguistics will only gain if it shakes off part of the Saussurean dogma and uses common sense instead of structuralist rigor.
SONORITY AND THE H-SERIES IN GEORGIAN
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ABSTRACT

Georgian, a language in the Kartvelian or South Caucasian family of languages, possesses a complex verbal system. A feature of the Georgian verb is that it marks the subject, object, and indirect object of the sentence. There are two sets of indirect object markers; the set that occurs less frequently is referred to as h-series. This paper examines the positive correlation between acoustic features, sonority, and rules that govern the h-series.

INTRODUCTION

Georgian, a language in the Kartvelian or South Caucasian family of languages, possesses a complex verbal system. A feature of the Georgian verb is that it marks the subject, object, and indirect object of the sentence. Marking is by prefixes which occur before the root of the verbal form, and with examples taken from other environments where these prefixes appear. The prefixes are: (1) h-series, (2) indirect object, (3) grammatical tense, and (4) noun declension.

There are two sets of indirect object markers; the set that occurs less frequently is referred to as h-series. The prefixes are: (1) h-series, (2) indirect object, (3) grammatical tense, and (4) noun declension.

This in turn may suggest some phonological priorities in Georgian. This paper looks at the h-series from the perspective of acoustic phonetics and examines the positive correlation between acoustic features, sonority, and the rules that govern the h-series.

CURRENT USAGE

The h-series is the lesser used series of indirect object markers in Georgian. In grammars of current usage (Aronson [1], Dirr [3], Marr and Briere [5], Rudenko [6], Tschermenki [8], Vogt [9]) the prefixes for the h-series are:

Indirect Object Markers in Modern Georgian

m — first person
g — second person
h/s/0 — third person

The use of h, s, or zero is dependent on the following sound.

Distribution of h-series markers

h — p, g, k, k’, q’
s — d, t, t’, j, c, ɹ, j’, þ, c, ɹ
0 — elsewhere (all other consonants and vowels)

e.g. mo-mcer-a
mo-gcer-a
mi-scer-a

Written differently slightly the distribution for the third person markers might be:

H-series Marker Rule

h > h / p, g, k, k’, q’

h > s / d, t, j, c, ɹ, j’, þ, c, ɹ

h > 0 / elsewhere

At this point it becomes useful to examine this prefix diachronically to see its former full range of environments and to understand its current more limited ones.

The h prefixes/infixed also used to represent the second person subject marker. According to Shangidze [9] and others the h was derived from s. This can still be seen in two verbs in Georgian:

Remnants in the Second Person

x-ar second person, pres. ‘to be’
mo-x-val second person, fut. ‘to go/come’

Otherwise, the second person subject markers were h/s/s(0). The distribution was as follows:

Distribution of h as Second Person Subject Marker

h > 0 /__ vowels
h > s / d, t, j, c, ɹ

(s > / j’, þ, c, ɹ)

h / elsewhere

This distribution of the h markers is considerably expanded. It includes all of the synchronic rule plus the remaining labials, liquids and nasals — all of which are preceded by the marker h. Now it is possible to re-write the original rule thusly:

H-series Rule Re-written

h > 0 /__ vowels
h > s / T, C (T-dentals, C-palatal)

h / elsewhere (P-labials, K-velars, N-nasals, L-liquids)

This more expanded distribution was the same for the indirect object markers as well, that is what is called the h-series.

The result is a distribution that is uncomfortable in simple articulatory terms; P and K pattern together with h, and T and C pattern together with s. I will leave this problem for the moment and discuss some relevant acoustic features from Jakobson, Fant, and Halle [4].

RESONANCE FEATURES

In Preliminaries to Speech Analysis [4], Resonance Features are introduced as a system that uses the acoustic signal to characterize divisions in the sound inventory. Resonance Features are then divided into I. basic resonator features; 1) compactness; 2) tonality features; and 3) tenseness and H. nasalization, using a supplementary resonator.

Consonants and vowels are divided into acoustic features as indicated by the patterning of their respective formants — compact and diffuse. The features compact and diffuse are considered to be primary split within the system. A secondary split, dividing consonants and vowels are the features grave and acute.

For languages such as French the consonants and vowels can each be set up on a triangle with for consonants a /d/ at the top and /p/ and /k/ at the bottom two points.

French

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diffuse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grave</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For a language such as Czech, the consonants (and vowels) are best divided on a square -- with the top corners being /t/ and /l/, form left to right, and the bottom corners /p/ and /k/.

Czech

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{K} & \text{C} \\
\hline
\text{P} & \text{T} \\
\end{array}
\]

Compact Diffuse

Grave Acute

In French, represented by a triangle, the secondary division of grave vs. acute cannot be manifested in both compact and diffuse consonants. However, in Czech, represented by a square, this is possible. Georgian patterns itself like Czech and uses a square representation of its consonants in this system.

Grave and acute, known as primary tonality features, pattern P, K together and T, C together. The second and third formants for P, K show similarities as do F2 and F3 of T and C. The formants in transition from vowel to consonant for the former are seen to be consistently upward moving, whereas those for the latter move downward into the consonant. Thus looking at acoustic features as opposed to articulatory ones, it is possible to find a natural patterning of P and K, which would be difficult in articulatory terms.

Going back to the rules for the distribution of the 3rd person markers of the h-series, it would seem that there is a positive correlation between the patterning of the features grave and acute, and the patterning of the h-series. Thus a single set of features seems to present itself as a possible explanation for the uncomfortable split if one opts for a solution in acoustic terms. As one can see, the features grave and acute comprise the linking of labials with velars, and dentals with palatals.

SONORITY

As a feature expressing sonority explains the distribution of the h-series, I will continue with the notion of sonority to explain as well the gradual loss of this prefix over time. Looking back in the second section, note the differences between the Old Georgian rule vs. the Modern Georgian rule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Old Georgian</th>
<th>Modern Georgian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>h &gt; 0/l_V</td>
<td>h &gt; 0/l_V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &gt; h / l, N</td>
<td>h &gt; 0 / l, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &gt; s / P, K</td>
<td>h &gt; h / P, K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h &gt; s / T, C</td>
<td>h &gt; s / T, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sonority hierarchies are usually set up by the degrees of sonority, that is resonance. For Georgian, sonority becomes relevant for both the h-series morpheme and that of the following consonant. Clements [2] proposes a sonority hierarchy set up in such a manner.

+Sonority : Sonority

\[ V > G > L > N > O \]

(V-vowel, G-glide, L-liquid, N-nasal, O-obstruent)

We assume principles of sonority operate in both the h-series and the followings consonant. The \( h \) becomes the target and the following consonant or vowel the trigger.

The sonority of \( h \) is close to that of vowels, that is it is next in the sonority hierarchy after vowels. The first environment to lose \( h \) is pre-vocalic, vowels being the most sonorous. We therefore have two sonority hierarchies operating simultaneously -- that of the h-series where /h/ is more sonorous than /l/ and that of the following element. The friction of the laryngeal spirant [h] is produced when the air passes through the half-closed glottis. The noise then receives coloring from surrounding vowels. This may account for its earlier disappearance before vowels.

Next is \( h \) before L,N (Liquids and Nasals), most likely in that order:

+ Sonority : L > N

We now come to the remaining environments of the h-series -- obstruents. Because there has already been the change from \( h > s \), we know that the next environment is most likely to have been that of the feature grave and finally the feature acute, with /s/ as its marker.

Both of these hierarchies of sonority, working simultaneously explain the loss of the h-series and the ordering of its loss.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the distribution of the h-series in Georgian (Old, Middle, and Modern) can be defined in acoustic terms using the feature grave/acute. Further the gradual loss follows a clear hierarchy of + sonority > - sonority.

As a final note, it is not clear how much the h-series in used in Standard Modern Georgian or if it is even present all the time in either Literary Georgian or Dialects.

Dari genesis: closer to Persian than to Tajik
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ABSTRACT
Spectral analysis of Dari vowels portrays long /e/ and /o/ more closed and higher than short /e/ and /o/. The situation was just the opposite thousand years ago in New Persian — the ancestor of contemporary Dari, Persian and Tajik. Contemporary Persian-Dari's /e/ and /o/ were short /i/ and /u/ at that time. Ancient /e/ and /o/ are pronounced now in Persian as long /i/ and /u/ resp. In the Persian-Dari's past short /e/ and /o/ interchanged their positions with long /e/ and /o/. Such a rearrangement did not occur in Tajik where short /i/ and /u/ united with their long neighbors /i/ and /u/. Two different processes (one common for Persian and Dari Vs the other one in Tajik) imply that New Persian was divided into two dialects: one belonging to Khorasan and the other one — to Maverannahr (two historical regions of Middle Asia). Lately Khorasan's dialect diverged into contemporary Persian and Dari while the Maverannahr's one became Tajik.

RELATIVITY OF PERSIAN, DARI AND TAJIK
New (Classical) Persian or farsiye dari was a common language spread over the territory of contemporary Iran, Afghanistan and Middle Asia in XI — XV centuries. In the XVI century this linguistic community came to an end [1] and due to geopolitical reasons diverged into three closely related languages — Persian, Dari and Tajik. There is some evidence [2] that a certain difference in pronunciation appeared much earlier — in the XI century /a/ was pronounced like /a/ in the Maverannahr region i.e. contemporary Tajikistan, Uzbekistan etc.). The sequence of appearance of these languages is not discussed in linguistic publications and a naive native speaker could think either they appeared all at once or still did not diverge at all, being 3 dialects of one language.

The vowel systems of contemporary Persian and Tajik were studied both articulately (by X-rays) and acoustically. But the positions of vowels in Dari vocalism were judged only by hearing. Some linguists suggest that long /e/ and /o/ (both called majhul "unknown" vowels, because they were not known to Arabs) are more open and lower than their short neighbors /e/ and /o/ [3], the other ones confirm just the opposite [4], [5]. An experimental study was necessary to make a well-founded conclusion that would help to compare the development of the three languages.

SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF DARI VOWELS
The experimentation was based on a well-known concept that two first formants (F1 and F2) are related to the tongue position during vowel articulation. The same technique was used earlier to compare the properties of Russian and Persian vowels in bilingual pronunciation [6]. Despite common opinion that Persian /a/ is a front row vowel, our bilingual study proved it to belong to the middle row. Russian /a/ in mat "to crumple" (that was never considered to be a front vowel) is much closer to the front row than Persian /a/ in madd "tide".

Four Dari native speakers took part in a new experiment, the results of which can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1.

Table 1. Formant frequencies of Dari vowels (in Hz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>vowels</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>F2</th>
<th>F3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2125</td>
<td>3090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>2049</td>
<td>2820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 1 and Figure 1 long /e/ lies between /i/ and /e/. Similarly long /o/ lies between /u/ and /o/. So both majhul vowels belong to the upper middle rise and are more narrow than their short neighbors /e/ and /o/.

Though it may seem that the F1 difference in pairs /e/ and /o/ is not much (only 20—30 Hz) the F1/F2 difference between them on the F1/F2 plane is significant: p<0.1 for /e/ and p<0.03 for /o/. The difference in F3 testifies that the majhul vowels are more labialized than the short /e/ and /o/. Beside that the vowels differ in duration. Both parameters are significant (p<0.03 and p<0.001 — respectively).

Figure 1. First and second formant positions of Dari vowels.

Figure 2. Mean duration of Dari vowels (in ms)

The mean duration, shown on Figure 2, divides the 8 Dari vowels into 3 classes: /e/, /a/, /o/ are short, /i/, /u/ — long, /e/, /a/, /o/ — extra long. The extra long nature of /a/ is caused by its openness: it is the most open vowel in Dari. The more open a vowel is the longer it sounds. Thus the extra long nature of /a/ is a non-phonemic feature. But /e/ and /o/ are very closed and their extra long duration is phonemic. That's why /e/ approximates the long vowels in duration.

Persian script used for official Dari writing does not show short vowels in most cases and does not distinguish /i/ and /u/ alternatives. It brings us to a unique situation in Dari not found in Tajik or Persian: Dari native speakers' identify vowels with difficulty. The vowels in triplets /e/, /i/, /e/ and /o/,
u, ō/ can be interchanged depending on the speech style. In the official one the speakers try to use extra long vowels /e/, ō/ even if there is no historical ground for it, like in arūs “bride” (it is an Arabic word and must be free of majhul vowels). The same word can be pronounced arūs in less official cases of literary language and ārūs in colloquial. The overall tendency in contemporary Dari is to substitute long and extra long literary vowels by corresponding short ones in colloquial speech: sōtan > sōtan “column”, budan > bodan “to be”, nāzdah > nōzdā “nineteen”, āwāz > āwāz “song”, āina > āyna “mirror”, mēzanām > mēzanom “I strike” [7].

REARRANGEMENT OF EXTRA LONG AND SHORT VOCALS AFTERT CLASSICAL PERIOD

In Ancient Persian there where 3 pairs of vowels. Inside each pair the vowels differed in phonological length: /i, ù/, /a/, /u/ and /a, af/ and 2 diphthongs /ai/ and /au/. Those 2 diphthongs were the only diphthongs possible at that time: they were made by tongue movement from lower middle position towards extreme front or back. Such movements historically preceded establishment of other diphthongs like /ai/ because the latter is formed across a catastrophic boundary which is a more complicated movement. Catastrophic diphthongs appear after the time the more probable non-catastrophic ones are already in use.

Later diphthongs /ai, au/ turned into monophthongs /e, o/ resp. [8] (Figure 3). /i, ù/ and /a, af/ were articulated similarly, but /a, af/ were different even then: /a/ was closer to back row vs. more front /af/. We can state it more precise that short /i, ù/ and /a/ were non-significantly more centralised than their counterparts, because generally it is difficult for the speaker to move the tongue during short period of time to an extreme front or back position. The centralisation of /i, ù/ allowed them later in Persian and Dari to reach the state of /e, o/ resp. It explains why it was just the short /i, ù/ who did it but not the long neighboring vowels. The state of contemporary languages proves this hypotheses [9].

![Figure 3. Vowel system of late Ancient, Middle and New Persian](image)

**Table 2. Front row vowels relativity. Underlined words contain vowels tending to higher rise**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>Dari</th>
<th>New Persian</th>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>twenty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persian</th>
<th>Dari</th>
<th>New Persian</th>
<th>Tajik</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>bist</td>
<td>twenty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE ROLE OF PHONETICS IN THE EVALUATION OF RECONSTRUCTED SOUND CHANGE
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ABSTRACT
This paper considers a typical case of reconstructed sound change whose mechanics are much debated. It is argued that an evaluation of the current explanations for the change is best made using an approach which begins with a consideration of the phonetics of the starting point, and then supports predictions for change with attested diachronic parallels. An evaluation thus made forces a rejection of the current theories and the proposal of a new explanation.

1. INTRODUCTION
A basic tenet of historical phonological reconstruction is that a phonetically plausible process of change connects the reconstructed starting point and the reflexes on which this is based. How the “phonetic plausibility” of reconstructed sound change is assessed seems to be rather vague. It is summarized critically by Lass [1, 171-2]: “our intuitive (or ‘inductive’) judgement of likelihood, based on pseudo-statistics of recurrence of change-types...as well as (in some but not all cases) stipulations derived from knowledge of the kinds of articulatory or perceptual processes involved.” Phonetic plausibility then seems to be assessed mainly by reference to intuitive feelings about how languages change.

In many cases, reference to parallel changes, and a general consideration of the phonetics of the sound in question do provide a fair guide. But there are some for which this approach is not useful; such a case will form the focus of this paper: the development of the Proto-Indo-European (PIE) voice aspirates into the ancient Italic languages.

2. THE ITALIC DEVELOPMENT
“Italic” refers to a language group including Latin and her “sister” languages spoken on the Italian peninsula, attested from the seventh century BC (see Fig.1). The languages fall into two main groups, Latin/Faliscan, and Sabellian, to which Oscan and Umbrian belong.

![Figure 1. The Italic languages](image)

The development may be summarized taking the labial stop as representative: word-initial: PIE *bh- > Lat. f-
word-internal: PIE *bh- > Lat. b-

The reflexes vary according to their position in the word (for the evidence, see, e.g. [2]). In word-initial position PIE *bh- appears in Latin and Sabellian as f-; probably a voiceless labiodental fricative, thus PIE *bhrat̂er “brother” is found as Latin frater, Oscan fratrīm. In word-internal position PIE *bh- appears as Latin b- and Sabellian <f>, which represents a voice fricative, probably bilabial or labiodental, given here as b-.

2.1. Previous Explanations
The changes have been explained by two competing theories, which I call here “Ascoli” [3] and “Rix” [4] (Fig.2).

According to the “Ascoli” account, the PIE voiced aspirates in all positions in the word to voiceless aspirates, which then became voiceless fricatives. At this stage word-internal voicing occurred, leaving an allophonic distribution of voiceless fricatives in
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